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SATELLITE HOME VIEWER COPYRIGHT ACT

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1987

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES, AND THE

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room

2237, Rayburn House Office Building, Honorable Robert W. Kas-
tenmeier (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Kastenmeier, Synar, Boucher, Cardin,
Moorhead, Lungren, De Wine, Coble, and Slaughter.

Staff present: Michael J. Remington, chief counsel; Thomas E.
Mooney, associate counsel; and Audrey K. Marcus, clerk.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. The subcommittee will come to order.
The gentleman from Oklahoma, Mr. Synar.
Mr. SYNAR. Mr. Chairman, I would ask unanimous consent that

the subcommittee permit the meeting to be covered in whole or in
part, by television broadcast, radio broadcast, and/or still photogra-
phy pursuant to Rule 5 of the Committee Rules.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Without objection, that request is agreed to.
This morning, the subcommittee has convened in order to exam-

ine an issue raised by the collision of technological change and
copyright law. The subject of the debate is contained in H.R. 2848,
the Satellite Home Viewer Copyright Act of 1987 which, with the
unanimous consent of the subcommittee, I would request be re-
printed in the hearing record.

I hear no objection, so that will be done.
[The information of the subcommittee follows:]

(1)
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I

100TH CONGRESS H. 2848,EIT SESSION

To amend title 17, United States Code, relating to copyrights, to provide for the
interim statutory licensing of the secondary transmission by satellite carriers
of superstations for private viewing by earth station owners.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JUNE 30, 1987

Mr. KASTEN1HEIER (for himself, Mr. SYNAR, Mr. BOUCHER, Mr. MooRREAD, Mr.
HUOTIES, and Mr. GARCIA) introduced the following bill; which was referred
to the Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To amend title 17, United States Code, relating to copyrights,

to provide for the interim statutory licensing of the second-

ary transmission by satellite carriers of superstations for
private viewing by earth station owners.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tines of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Satellite Home Viewer

5 Copyright Act of 1987".

6 SEC. 2. AMENDLENTS TO TITLE 17, UNITED STATES CODE.

7 Title 17, United States Code, is amended as follows:

8 (1) Section 111 is amended

J1
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2

1 (A) in subsection (a)-

2 (i) in clause (3) by striking "or" at the

3 end;

4 (ii) by redesignating clause (4) as clause

5 (5); and

6 (iii) by inserting the following after

7 clause (3):

8 "(4) the secondary transmission is made by a sat-

9 ellite carrier for private viewing pursuant to a compul-

10 sory license under section 119; or"; and

11 (B) in subsection (d)(2)(A) by inserting before

12 "Such statement" the following:

13 "In determining the total number of subscribers

14 and the gross amounts paid to the cable system

15 for the basic service of providing secondary trans-

16 missions of primary broadcast transmitters, the

17 system shall not include subscribers and amounts

18 collected from subscribers receiving secondary

19 transmissions for private viewing pursuant to sec-

20 tion 119."

21 (2) Chapter 1 of title 17, United States Code, is

22 amended by adding at the end the following new sec-

23 tion:

HR 2848 III
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1 "9 119.. Limitations on B.:elusive rights; Secondary trans.

2 missions of superstations for private viewing

3 "(a) SKNDABY TRANSMItSIONS BY SATELLITE? CLB-

4 BIERS.-

5 "(1) Subject to the provisions of clauses (2). (3),

6 and (4) of this subsection, secondary transmissions of a

7 primary transmission made by a superstation and em-

8 bodying a performance or display of a work Rhtil be

9 subject to statutory licensing ii the secondary trunsmis-

10 sion is made by a satellite carrier to the publiu for pri-

11 vate viewing, and the carrier makes a direct charge far

12 such retransmission service to each subscriber receiving

13 the secondary transmission or to a distributor that has

14 contracted with the carrier for direct or indirect deliv-

15 cry of the secondary transmission to the public for pri-

16 vate viewing.

17 "(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (1)

18 of this subsection, the willful or repeated secondary

19 transmission to the public by a satellite carrier of a pri-

20 mary transmission made by a superstation and embody-

21 ing a performance or display of a work is actionable as

22 an act of infringement under sectiun 501, and is fully

23 subject to the remedies provided by sections 502

24 through 506 and 509, where the satellite carrier has

25 not deposited the statement of account and royalty fee

26 required by subsection (b).

01111 2848 III
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4

1 "(8) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (1)

2 of this subsection, the secondary transmission to the

3 public by a satellite carrier of a primary transmission

4 made by a superstation and embodying a performance

5 or display of a work is actionable as an act of infringe-

6 ment under section 501, and is fully subject to the

7 remedies provided by sections 502 through 506 and

8 sections 509 and 510, if the content of the particular

9 program in which the performance or display is em-

10 bodied, or any commercial advertising or station an-

11 nouncement transmitted by the primary transmitter

12 during, or immediately before or after, the transmission

13 of such program, is in any way willfully tJtered by the

14 satellite carrier through changes, deletions, or addi-

15 tions, or is combined with programming from any other

broadcast signal.

17 "(4) NotwiJibtituding the provisions of clause (1)

18 of this hubaection, the willful or repeated secondary

1'J transmission to the public by a satellite carrier of a pri-

20 mary transmission made by a superstation and embody-

21 ing a performance or display of a work is actionable as

22 tin act of infringement under section 501, and is fully

subject to the remedies provided by sections 502

1 thrm4i o06 and 509, if the satellite carrier discrimi-

25 nates against a listributor in a manner which violates

kt4g
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1 the Communications Act of 1934 or rules issued by the

2 Federal Communications Commission with respect to

3 discrimination.

4 "(b) STATUTORY LICENSE FOR SECONDARY TRANS-

5 MISSIONS FOE PRIVATE VIEWING.-

6 "(1) A satellite carrier whose secondary transmis-

7 sions are subject to statutory licensing under subsection

8 (a) shall, on a semiannual basis, deposit with the Reg-

9 ister of Copyrights, in accordance with requirements

10 that the Register shall, after consultation with the

11 Copyright Royalty Tribunal, prescribe by regulation-

12 "(A) a statement of account, covering the

13 preceding 6-month period, specifying the names

14 and locations of all superstations whose signals

15 were transmitted, at any time during that period,

16 to subscribers for private viewing as described in

17 subsection (a)(1), the total number of subscribers

18 that received such transmissions, and such other

19 data as the Register of Copyrights may, after con-

20 sultation with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal,

21 from time to time prescribe by regulation; and

22 "(B) a royalty fee for that 6-month period,

23 computed by multiplying the number of subscrib-

24 ers receiving each secondary transmission during

25 each calendar month by 12 cents,

RR 2848 III
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6

1 "(2) The Register of Copyrights shall receive all

2 fees deposited under this section and, after deducting

3 the reasonable costs incurred by the Copyright Office

4 ..nder this section (other than the costs deducted under

5 clause (4)), shall deposit the balance in the Treasury of

6 the United States, in such manner as the Secretary of

7 the Treasury directs. All funds held by the Secretary

8 of the Treasury shall be invested in interest-bearing

9 United States securities for later distribution with in-

10 terest by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal as provided

11 by this title.

12 "(3) The royalty fees deposited under clause (2)

13 shall, in accordance with the procedures provided by

14 clause (4), be distributed to those copyright owners

15 whose works were included in a secondary transmis-

16 sion for private viewing made by a satellite carrier

17 during the applicable 6-month accounting period and

18 who file a claim with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal

19 under clause (4).

20 "(4) The royalty fees deposited under clause (2)

21 shall be distributed in accordance with the following

22 procedures:

23 "(A) During the month of July in each year,

24 each person claiming to be entitled to compulsory

25 license fees for secondary transmissions for private

CHI 2848 III
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7

1 viewing shall file a claim with the Copyright Roy-

2 alty Tribunal, in accordanne with requirements

3 that the Tribunal shall prescribe by regulation.

4 Notwithstanding any provision of the antitrust

5 laws, for purposes of this clause any claimants

6 may agree among themselves as to the propor-

7 tionate division of compulsory licensing fees

8 among them, may lump their claims together and

9 file them jointly or as a single claim, or may des-

10 ignate a common agent to receive payment on

11 their behalf.

12 "(B) After the first day of August of each

13 year, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall deter-

14 mine whether there exists a controversy concern-

15 ing the distribution of royalty fees. If the Tribunal

16 determines that no such controversy exists, the

17 Tribunal shall, after deducting reasonable adminis-

18 trative costs under this clause, distribute such fees

19 to the copyright owners entitled to receive them,

20 or to their designated agents. If the Tribunal finds

21 the existence of a controversy, the Tribunal shall,

22 pursuant to chapter 8 of this title, conduct a pro-

23 seeding to determine the distribution of royalty

24 fees.

11R 2843 III
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8

1 "(0) During the pendency of any proceeding

2 under this subsection, the Copyright Royalty Tri-

8 bunal shall withhold from distribution an amount

4 sufficient to satisfy all claims with respect to

5 which a controversy exists, but shall have discre-

6 tion to proceed to distribute any amounts that are

7 not in controversy.

8 "(C) DETERMINATION OF ROYALTY FEES.-
9 "(1) METHODS FOR DETERMIN.NG .44:)YALTY

10 FEES.The rate of the royalty fee payable under sub-

11 section (b)(1)(B) shall be effective until December 31,

12 1991, unless a royalty fee is established under clause

13 (2) or (3) of this subsection. After that date, the fee

14 shall be determined either in accordance with the vol-

15 untary negotiation procedure specified in clause (2) of

16 this subsection or in accordance with the compulsory

17 arbitration procedure specified in clauses (3) and (4) of

18 this subsection.

19 "(2) FEE SET BY VOLUNTARY NECOTIATION. .

20 "(A) On or before July 1, 1990, the Copy-

21 right Royalty Tribunal shall cause notice to be

22 published in the Federal Register of the initiation

23 of voluntary negotiation proceedings for the pur-

24 pose of determining the royalty fee to be paid by

liR 2848 III
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1 satellite carriers under subsection (b)(1)(B) of this

2 section.

3 "(B) Gate Hite carriers, distributors, and copy-

4 right owners entitled to royalty fees under this

5 section shall negotiate in good faith in an effort to

6 reach a voluntary agreement or voluntary agree-

7 ments for the payment of royalty fees. Notwith-

8 standing any povision of the antitrust laws, any

9 such satellite carriers, distributors, and copyright

10 owners may at any time negotiate and agree to

11 the royalty fee, and may designate common

12 agents to negotiate, agree to, or pay such fees. If

13 the parties fail to identify common agents, the

14 Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall do so, after re-

15 questing recommendations from the parties to the

16 negotiation proceeding. The parties to each nego-

17 tiation proceeding shall bear the entire cost

18 thereof.

19 "(C) Voluntary agreements negotiated at any

20 time in accordance with this clause shall be bind-

21 ing upon all satellite carriers, distributors, and

22 copyright owners that are parties thereto. Copies

28 of such agreements shall be riled with the Copy-

24 right Office within thirty days after execution in

HE 2848 III---2
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1 accordance with regulations that the Register of

2 Copyrights shall prescribe.

3 "(D) The obligation to pay the royalty fees

4 established under a voluntary agreement which

5 has been filed with the Copyright Office in ac-

6 cordance with this clause shall become effective

7 on the date specified in the agreement, and shall

8 remain in effect until December 31, 1995.

9 "(3) FEE SET BY COMPULSORY ARBITRATION. -

10 "(A) On or before December 31, 1990, the

11 Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall cause notice to

12 be published in the Federal Register of the initi-

13 ation of arbitration proceedings for the purpose of

14 determining a reasonable royalty fee to be paid

15 under subsection (b)(1)(13) of this section by satel-

16 lite carriers who are not parties to a voluntary

17 agreement tiled with the Copyright Office in ac-

18 cordance with clause (2) of this subsection. Such

19 notice shall include the names and qualifications

20 of potential arbitrators chosen by the Tribunal

21 from a list of available arbitrators obtained from

22 the American Arbitration Association or such

23 similar organization as the Tribunal shall select.

24 "(B) Not later than ten days after publicatio,a

25 of the notice initiating an arbitration proceeding,

CUR 2848 III
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1 and in accordance with procedures to be specified

2 by the Copyright R lyalty Tribunal, one arbitrator

3 shall be selected from the published list by copy-

4 right owners who claim to be entitled to royalty

5 fees under subsection (b)(4) of this section and

6 who are not party to a voluntary agreement filed

7 with the Copyright Office in accordance with

8 clause (2) of this subsection, and one arbitrator

9 shall be selected from the published list by satel-

10 lite carriers and distributors who are not parties

11 to such a voluntary agreement. The two arbitra-

12 tors so selected shall, within ten days after their

13 selection, choose a third arbitrator from the same

14 list, who shall serve as chairperson of the arbitra-

15 tors. If either group fails to agree upon the selec-

16 tion of an arbitrator, or if the arbitrators selected

17 by such groups fails to agree upon the selection of

18 a chairperson, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal

19 shall promptly select the arbitrator or ;hairperson,

20 respectively. The arbitrators selected under this

21 paragraph shall constitute an Arbitration Panel.

22 "(C) The Arbitration Panel shall conduct an

23 arbitration proceeding in accordance with such

24 procedures as it may adopt. The Panel shall act

25 on the basis of a fully documented written record.

1IR 2848 III
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1 Any copyright owner who claims to be entitled to

2 royalty fees under subsection (b)(4) of this section,

3 any satellite carrier, and any distributor, who is

4 not party to a voluntary agreement filed with the

5 Copyright Office in accordance with clause (2) of

6 this subsection, may submit relevant information

7 and proposals to the Panel. The parties to the

8 proceeding shall bear the entire cost thereof in

9 such manner and proportion as the Panel shall

10 direct.

11 "(D) In determining royalty fees under this

12 clause, the Arbitration Panel shall consider the

13 approximate average cost to a cable system for

14 the right to secondarily transmit to the public a

15 primary transmission made by a broadcast station,

16 the fee established under any voluntary agreement

17 filed with the Copyright Office in accordance with

18 clause (2) of this subsection, and the last fee pro-

19 posed by the parties, before proceedings under

20 this clause, for the secondary trp-snission of su-

21 perstations for private viewing. The fee shall also

22 be calculated to achieve the following objectives:

23 "(i) To maximize the availability of ere

ative works to the public.
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1 "(ii) To afford the copyright owner a

2 fair return for his or her creative work and

3 the copyright user a fair income under exist-

4 ing economic conditions.

5 "(iii) To reflect the relative roles of the

6 copyright owner and the copyright user in

7 the product made available to the public with

8 respect to relative creative contribution,

9 technological contribution, capital invest-

10 ment, cost, risk, and contribution to the

11 opening of new markets for creative expres-

12 sion and media for their communication.

13 "(iv) To minimize any disruptive impact

14 on the structure of the industries involved

15 and on generally prevailing industry prac-

16 tices.

17 "(E) Not later than sixty days after publica-

18 tion of the notice initiating an arbitration proceed-

19 ing, the Arbitration Panel shall report to the

20 Copyright Royalty Tribunal its determination con-

21 cerning the royalty fee. Such report shall be ac-

22 companied by the written record, and shall set

23 forth the facts that the Board found relevant to its

24 determination and the reasons why its determina-

IIR 2848 III
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1 tion is consistent with the criteria set forth in

2 paragraph (D) of this clause.

3 "(F) Within 60 days after receiving the

4 report of the Arbitration Panel under paragraph

5 (E) of this clause, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal

6 shall adopt or reject the determination of the

7 Panel. The Tribunal shall adopt the determination

8 of the Panel unless the Tribunal finds that the de-

9 termination is clearly inconsistent with the criteria

10 set forth in paragraph (D) of this clause. If the

11 Tribunal rejects the determination of the Panel,

12 the Tribunal shall, before the end of that 60-day

13 period, and after full examination of the record

14 created in the arbitration proceeding, issue an

15 order, consistent with the criteria set forth in

16 paragraph (D) of this clause, setting the royalty

17 fee under this clause. The Tribunal shall cause to

18 be published in the Federal Register the determi-

19 nation of the Panel, and the decision of the Tribu-.

20 nal with respect to the determination (including

21 any order issued under the preceding sentence).

22 The Tribunal shall also publicize such determine,

23 tion and decision in such other manner as the Tri-

24 bunal considers appropriate. The Tribunal shall

25 also make the report of the Arb;tration Panel and

SIM 2348 III
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1 the accompanying record available for public in-

2 spection and copying.

3 "(G) The obligation to pay the royalty fee

4 established under a determination of the Arbitra-

5 tion Panel which is confirmed by the Ccpyright

6 Royalty Tribunal in ac,c?rdance with this clause,

7 or established by any order issued under para-

8 graph (F) of this clause, shall become effective on

9 the date when the decision of the Tribunal is pub-

10 fished in the Federal Register under paragraph

11 (F) of this clause, and shall remain in effect until

12 modified in accordance with clause (4) of this sub-

.13 section, or until December 31, 1995.

14 "(H) The royalty fee adopted or ordered

15 under paragraph (F) of this clause shall be binding

16 on all satellite carriers, distributors, and copyright

17 owners, who are not party to a voluntary agree-

18 ment filed with the Copyright Office under clause

19 (2) of this subsection.

20 "(4) JUDICIAL BE VIEW. --Any decision of the

21 Copyright Royalty Tribunal under clause (3) of this

22 subsection with respect to a determination of the Arbi-

23 tration Panel may be appealed, by any aggrieved party

24 who would be bound by the determination, to the

25 United States Court of Appeals for the District of Co-
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1 lumbia Circuit, within thirty days after the publication
2 of the decision in the Federal Register. The pendency
3 of an appeal under this clause shall not relieve satellite

4 carriers of the obligation under subsection (b)(1) of this

5 section to deposit the statement of account and royalty
6 fees specified in that subsection. The court shall have
7 jurisdiction to modify or vacate a decision of the Tribu-

8 nal only if it finds, on the basis of the record before the

Tribunal and the statutory criteria set forth in clause
10 (3)(D) of this subsection, that the Arbitration Panel or
11 the Tribunal acted in an arbitrary manner. If the court
12 modifies the decision of the Tribunal, the court shall
13 have jurisdiction to enter its own determination with
14 respect to royalty fees, to order the repayment of any
15 excess fees deposited under subsection (b)(1)(B) of this
16 section, and to order the payment of any underpaid
17 fees, and the interest pertaining respectively thereto, in
18 accordance with its final judgment. The court may fur-
19 ther vacate the decision of the Tribunal and remand
20 the case for arbitration proceedings in accordance with

21 clause (3) of this subsection.

22 "(d) DEFINITIONS. --As used in this section-

23 "(1) ANTITRUST LAWS.The term 'antitrust
24 laws' has the meaning given that term in subsection (a)

2848 III
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1 of the first section of the Clayton Act (15 U.S.C.

2 12(a)).

3 "(2) DISTRIBUTOR.The term 'distributor'

4 means an entity which contracts to distribute second-

5 ary transmissions from a satellite carrier and, either as

6 a single channel or in a package with other program-

7 ming, provides the secondary transmission either di-

8 rectly to individual subscribers for private viewing or

9 indirectly through other program distribution entities.

10 "(3) INDEPENDENT STATION.The term 'inde-

11 pendent station' has the meaning given that term in

12 section 111(f) of this title.

13 "(4) PRIMARY TRANSMISSION.The term 'pri-

14 many transmission' has the meaning given that term in

15 section 111(f) of this title.

16 "(5) PRIVATE VIEWING.The term 'private

17 viewing' means the viewing, for private use in an indi-

18 vidual's dwelling unit by means of equipment which is

19 operated by such individual, of a secondary trammis-

20 sion delivered by a satellite carrier Of 4 primary trans-

21 mission of a television station licensed by the Mural

22 Commumeat;ens Commission.

28 "(61 SATELLITE CARRIEE,...-The term IRUCI

e4 t'artiel.' means a common wrier that is linenned by the

Federal Comminleatiom CouutiMon to establish and

HR 2848 a:
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1 operate channel of conunneioatians for point-to-multi.

2 point distribution of television station signals, and that

8 owns or leases a transponder all a satellite in order to

4 provide sur;Npoint-to-multipaint distribution.

5 "(7) SBCONDANY TRANSMISSION .---The term

8 ` secondary transmission' has the meaning given that

7 term in section 111(f) of this title.

8 "(8) SUBSOBIBER.The term 'subscriber' means

9 an individual who receives a secondary transmission

10 service for private viewing by means of a secondary

11 tar mission from a satellite carrier and pays a fee for

12 the service, Lectly or indirectly, to the satellite carri-

13 er or to . distributor.

?4 "(9) SUPERLMATION.Thx.4 term `supetstation'

15 means a television broatIca,st station licensed by the

16 Federal Cornmunicetions Commission that-

17 "(A) was secondarily transmitted by a mad-

lite carrier for nationiside distribmion on June 1,

1987, or

20 "(B) is secondarily transmitted by a satellite

21 zarrier and is then secondarily trai.smitted by

22 cable systems serving, in the aggregate, not less

28 then 10 verNnt of all cable television subscribers,

24 as reflected in the most current statements of ac.

25 count deposited by cable systems with the Regis-
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1 ter of Copyrights in accordance with section

2 111(d)(2)(A) of this title.",

3 (3) Section 801(b)(3) of title 17, United States

4 Code, is amended by striking "and 116" and inserting

5 ", 116, and 119(b)".

6 (4) Section 804(d) of title 17, United States Code,

7 is amended by striking "sections 111 or 116" and in-

8 serting "section 111, 116, or 119".

9 (5) The table of sections for chapter 1 of title 17,

10 United States Code, is amended by adding at the end

11 the fol awing new item:

"119. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions of superstitions for

private viewing.".

12 SEC. 3. EFFECTIVE DATE.

13 This Act and the amendments made by this Act take

14 effect on January 1, 1988, except that the authority of the

15 Copyright Royalty Tribunal to set rates pursuant to the

16 amendments made by this Act takes effect upon the date of

17 the enactment of this Act.

18 SEC. 4. TERMINATION.

19 This Act and the amendmcats made by this Act cease to

20 be effective on December 31, 1995.
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. What to do about earth stations and copyright
is not exactly a new issue for the subcommittee. We started our in-quiry two years ago during the 99th Congress, held two days of
hearings, and ultimately moved a bill through the full Judiciary
Committee. Tho bill before us today is virtually the same as H.R.5572, the measure approved last year by the full committee.

This morning we will receive testimony first about satellite dish
technology, including scrambling and descrambling. Then we willhear from the Motion Picture Association of America and the Na-
tional Cable Television Association. And finally, we will receive
statements from a panel of proponents, all of whom support the
proposed legislation.

At a second day of hearings, which will occur in the near future,
several important perspectives will be represented, including views
from broadcasters, both networks and independent television, earth
station owners and consumers, Rural Electric Cooperatives, the
Copyright Office, and the Administration.

I would like briefly to identify the specific copyright problem
that is pending before the subcommittee and then add a few gener-al observations about the proposed legislative solution that bears
my name and that of several others of the members of the subcom-
mittee, including Mr. Synar, Mr. Moorhead, and Mr. Boucher.

It is highly doubtful whether common carriers may scramble andsell when they retransmit copyrighted 'signals to earth station
owners. Admittedly, this view presents carriers with a Hobson's
Choice. Either do not scramble, raising the potential ire of the
cable television and program supplier interests. Or scramble and
do not sell to earth station owners, losing a potential market.

The Registrar of Copyrights argues persuasively that a combina-
tion of activities by carriers, scrambling of signals, licensing of de-
scrambling devices, and the subsequent sale of descrambled signals
to earth station households, falls outside tl; e copyright exemption
granted by statute to passive carriers for the secondary transmis-
sion of copyrighted works.

Let me share some more general observations. This bill is a com-
promise which balances the rights of copyright proprietors with the
interests of consumers while paying careful heed so as to not con-flict with provisions in copyright law pertaining to other distribu-tion entities.

The subcommittee worked very hard the last Congress with rep-resentatives of the earth station industry, motion picture industry,
common carriers, superstations, in order to arrive at a solution.The solution, as I stated in my floor remarks for the initial billthat I introduced, may not De perfect. I look forward to working
not only with individuals and organizations which appear thismorning, but also with others who will participate in the secondday of hearings.

1 am optimistic about achieving a legislative success. With the
requisite degree of flexibility among interested parties, the subcom-mittee can participate in an exciting legislative project, a projectwhich will bring new technology within the mainstream of oursystem. The net result will be more communications to more indi-
viduals in mere regions, especially the people in areas that are gen-erally unserved today.
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In today's society, technological changes come at such a blinding
rate that we easily forget that the movie industry is only 70 years
old. The television industry is reaching its fourth decade. In com-
parison, earth stations are mere infants.

Although the science fiction writer Arthur Clarke conceptualized
a satellite telecommunication revolution almost 40 years ago, Early
Bird, the first operational commercial communication satellite was
launched a mere 20 years ago and much has occurred since that
time.

In order to write laws dealing with the new technologies, Con-
gress should have an understanding of the technology. I would like
therefore to call forward the subcommittee's first witness, who will
teach us a science course on satellite earth stations.

Before I introduce him, I will ask whether my colleagues, Mr.
Moorhead, and Mr. Synar, may have opening statements.

Mr. MOORHEAD. I have a short opening statement, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from California, Mr. Moor-

head.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend you and

the gentlem.hn from Oklahoma, Mr. Synar, for the effort in draft-
ing this legislation and scheduling this hearing. The problem which
we seek to correct by this legislation may be technical in nature,
but could be a serious problem to industry and to the consumer, if
not corrected.

Satellite resale carriers are considered passive, not by a decision
of this committee in the 1976 act, but rather by a court decision
interpreting the 1976 act. When Congress enacted the Copyright
Act of 1976, the FCC had not yet authorized the creation of satel-
lite resale carriers. Congress neither approved, nor did it even con-
template, this kind of activity, granting the exemption to passive
carriers like telephone companies.

I am looking forward to the testimony this morning. There are
questions that arise from the creation of a new compulsory license
which H.R. 2848 creates and I realize that this bill is not without
opposition. Hopefully this morning the testimony will clarify some
of the problems that we may face with this legislation.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I'd like to recognize the gentleman from Okla-
homa, Mr. Synar, a co-author of the bill.

Mr. SYNAR. Thank you, Bob, and first of all, let me thank you for
your outstanding leadership in this area. We have worked closely
over the last year and a half on this legislation and I think that
today's hearing will really lead us down the path, hopefully, for a
markup early next year or maybe even later this year.

The purpose of this bill, as you clearly stated, is to ensure that
satellite programming remains available to the four million homes
that own satellite dishes. The legal uncertainty that surrounds the
current sale of superstation signals to backyard dish owners threat-
ens, I believe, to impede the development of this new industry.

One satellite carrier, SBN, currently is being sued for the trans-
mission of broadcast signals. Unless Congress acts, the future of
the TVRO industry hinges on the outcome of that lawsuit.

Very frankly that, to me, is not the role that is suited for the
courts. It is our responsibility, as Congress, to write the copyright
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law, not the courts. Where that law is ambiguous, we should act toclarify it.
This bill is simply an attempt to balance the interest of the dish

owners, the satellite carriers and the copyright holders. It is not anideal bill from the perspective of any of these groups. But that isthe nature, very frankly, of copyright law.
I believe it fairly balances the interest of everyone involved. It isnot to suggest that improvements cannot be made. We should at-

tempt to accommodate, as much as possible, constructive sugges-
tions that I expect will be made in today's hearing, and I hope towork with those groups to do that.

There are a number of issues that I would suggest that we con-sider as we attempt to improve this bill. Without discussing themin detail, they include the arbitration requirement, certain provi-sions of the grandfather clause, retransmission of the network sig-
nals into white areas, and the copyright rate itself.

Our goal in discussing these provisions should be to expand thesupport for this legislation, and I want to stress that. The provi-
sions and the discussions of those provisions should be used toexpand the support of that legislation.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your attention to the needs of the
backyard dish owners and I look forward to the hearing today, asyou do.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I thank my colleague for his excellent state-
ment and acknowledge the presence also of a co-sponsor of the bill,
the gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Boucher.

Now our first witness today, as I indicated, will deal with the sci-
ence of satellite earth stations to some extent. Dr. Mark Medress is
Vice President for New Business Opportunities, VideoCipher Divi-sion, General Instrument Corporation. Dr. Medress will conduct alive demonstration on how satellite communications technology
works, including the technologies of scrambling and descrambling.

Dr. Medress, we're delighted to have you here, and you may pro-ceed as you wish. You do have a statement which we have beforeus. It is a brief statement so, as far as I'm concerned, you caneither proceed from that or, if you wish, offer that and present
your statement in any other fashion.

I note, for purposes of clarity in the record, there are two moni-tors here and my understanding is that the., have the same visualcontent. One is facing our audience today and the other is facingthe committee.
Dr. Medress.

TESTIMONY OF MARK MEDRESS, VICE PRESIDENT FOR NEW
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES, VIDEOCIPIIER DIVISION, GENERAL
INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
Dr. MEDRESS. Thank 3 ou very much, Mr. Chairman,
I am very happy to be here to represent General Instrument Cor-

poration. As you noted, I have prepared a short written testimony,which we would like to have included in the proceedings of this
committee, if possible and I would like to proceed to a live demon-stration and an explanation of scrambling technology that plays arole in these proceedings.

32
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Without objection, the materials and dia-
grams and the statement, also will be accepted and made part of
the record. You may continue.

Dr. MEDRESS. Thank you very much.
Before I begin the demonstration, I want to mention that Gener-

al Instruments Corporation does support this legislation. We agree
with the statements of the committee members, that it is impor-
tant for TVRO owners, home dish owners, to have access that is
clearly provided for under the copyright legislation.

I would like to begin, if I could, with this chart, which provides
some of the essential elements of the satellite communication
system and the scrambling components that are in use today. Of
course, the major element is the satellite itself. As you correctly
stated, satellites are relatively new technology. They were
launched in the late sixties, initially for military communications
and then, fairly quickly thereafter, for commercial communication
situations.

These satellites that we are talking about today are what are
called synchronous satellites. They stay in a relatively fixed posi-
tion over the earth so that, to receive their signal, you can con-
struct a dish and point it at the satellite. Since the satellite does
not move, the dish does not have to move to track the satellite
itself.

In the middle 1970's companies that provide programming to
table systems began to use satellites to distribute their signals to
the cable systems and that was really a result of the cost effective-
ness of this technology.

Since the satellite system receives a transmission from the
ground and repeats it, broadcasting it over the entire country, all
of the cable operators located around the country are able to re-
ceive that signal and it eliminates the need to use microwave
transmission or to move tapes back and forth.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. May I interrupt only to say that while the au-
dience is not able to see the chart, the audience does have access to
the statement. As I understand, there are copies that members in
the audience have. Dr. Medress is proceeding from the last illustra-
tion in the statement, so you may be able to follow his presenta-
tion.

Dr. MEDRESS. Thank you very much.
In the mid-1970s, the cable programmers began to use satellite

technology to distribute their programming to cable companies. At
that time, satellite dishes were quite expensive. Of course, the
cable companies could afford to install these dishes because they
were supporting their business to the cable subscribers on their
system.

In the late 1970s, the first home satellite dishes appeared. I think
the Neiman-Marcus catalog had the first one and it was quite a
nice toy and quite expensive, also, at that time. But in the early
1980s, the situation began to change.

First of all, in the early 1980s almost all of the entertainment
programmers were transmitti ig their signals to cable companies
by satellite. So satellite communications became the pervasive
technology for communication with cable systems. The other major
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change was that the cost of home satellite dishes began to drop
rapidly.

This combination of the satellite distribution of all major enter-
tainment programming and the lower cost of home satellite dishes
resulted in a boom of satellite dish sales and installations. As I
think we know, today them are approximately two million satellite
dishes installed at people s homes around the country, and that
number continues to increase.

Another major event occurred in January of 1983, when Home
Box Office, one of the major premium or movie programmers that
distributes by satellite to cable operators, provided a contract to
the Video Cipher Division that I represent to develop a satellite
scrambling system for their signal distribution.

Several events rapidly followed that. In November of 1984 Show-
time and The Movie Channel, another company with premium pro-
gram services, gave us a contract for the same system. In the fall of
1985 CNN, Headline News, ESPN the Sports Network, and a
number of other basic and premium program providers came to Vi-
deoCipher for scrambling technology for distributing their satellite
signals.

Let me describe quickly how the scrambling system works. First
of all, I want to point out two facts about scrambling. The reason
these programmers selected scrambling and Video Cipher II in par-
ticular, is that first of all, scrambling system allows autho,ized re-
ception by both cable operators and home TVRO owners. I want to
stress the second point because a great deal of time and effort went
into the development of the scrambling system to provide proper
reception and support by home dish owners.

That was the first point, the authorized reception.
The second point, which often is missed in this discussion, is that

the scrambling system actually improves the signal that is received
by home dish owners. It improves the signal by providing clearer
and more stable video. It provides digital stereo audio, very much
like compact discs, which incidentally became very popular during
this same time frame.

And in addition, there are a number of features that home dish
owners are able to access that enhance the value of the service,
and we will demonstrate those this morning. These include things
like parental control, the ability to lock out programs on a program
by program basis; the ability to receive text services, the title of
the current program, the title of the next program, electronic mail
menages and things of that sort.

Another feature that we designed in the system from the begin-
ning, primarily to meet the needs of the sports programers, like
ESPN, is the ability of the system to black out regions in the coun-
try of home reception and cable reception to satisfy program distri-
bution requirements that they hav in their contracts.

So there is a blackout capability that is part of the system as
well.

Let us talk for a minute, befb,* we start the demonstration,
about the elements of the system. There are business computers
that sell programming to home dish owners. These business com-
puters take orders over the telephone, they create billing records,
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and they send messages to something called the DBS Authorization
Center.

The function of this center is to process those messages and actu-
ally turn on individual descramblers for the programming that's
been ordered. There are approximately 12 of these business sys-
tems that are in use today, all of which connect to the DBS Au-
thorization Center which General Instrument operates in San
Diego, California, at cost, for the satellite programming industry.

We were requested to do this by the industry, to perform this col-
lating function.

The center collects all of the requests for programming and cre-
ates a composite or combined stream of messages to control all of
the home descramblers. These messages are then distributed to all
of the transmission locations of the programming services, where
they are combined in the scrambled signal of each programmer.

This is a very important aspect of the system design and it is es-
pecially tailored for the home TVRO market because with al' of
the authorization messages contained on every scrambled channel,
the home dish owner can watch any scrambled channel he or she
desires and still receive messages that are needed for the proper
operation of their descrambler.

At each transmission location, or uplink, the programmers have
a scrambling system for each channel that they are sending by sat-
ellite and a computer to control that channel. The signals go up to
the satellite, of course. They then come down where they are re-
ceived by both cable and TVRO satellite dishes.

At the cable system, the cable operator has one descrambler for
each scrambled channel that's carried by the a le system. Typical-
ly, a cable system will have 10 or 15 descramblers because that's
the average number of scrambled channels the cable system re-
ceives and distributes.

The descrambler, when it is properly authorized for a particular
channel, provides the clear video and audio which the cable enera-
tor can then distribute over their cable Pystem in whatever
they choose, in the clear or by rescrambling with another wale
scrambling system.

There are approximately 170,000 cable descramblers installed to
receive approximately 44 scrambled channels to date.

The bottom half of this chart shows the satellite dish descram-
bling equipment There are two basic kinds of home dish de-
scramblers. There its what we call the stand alone descrambler, it
has the model number 2100E, which is used by people who already
have satellite receiving equipment as an add on, so that they can
subscribe to and receive scrambled programming. General Instru-
ment builds this stand alone descrambler.

Then there are a large number of satellite receivers that include
the descrambling circuitry. We call these integrated receiver de-
scrambh irs. You see an example of one here. This happens to be a
General Instrument integrated receiver descrambler. This is identi-
cal to the unit that is sitting on the table against the wall, which is
connected to a satellite dish outside of the building. It is that unit
that we will actually be using for the demonstration.

There are approximately 20 companies that have licenses with
General Instrument to build competitive satellite receiver de-
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scramble's for the home market. This is a very active area right
now.

So there are about 170,000 commercial descramblers with cable
companies, approximately 270,000 home descramblers have been
purchased and authorized for service by home dish owners. That
number is growing at roughly the rate of 20,000 or 25,000 a month.

So that is a quick snap shot of the current status of the system.
One of the important aspects of the system design is what because
all of the programmers who have either scrambled or announced
intentions to scramble are using the Video Cipher II system, and be-
cause they are all coordinated through the DBS Authorization
Center in California, the home dish owner only needs to buy a
single descrambler or integrated receiver descrambler to receive
any and all scrambled programs that that dish owner desires.

There has been a lot of confusion about that point in the past,
also, but that is a very important point for the home dish industry.

What I would like to do next is to show you a demonstration of
this system. As I mentioned, we have a satellite receiver connected
to a satellite dish outside. We have that dish pointed at one of the
popular satellites. It is called Galaxy I and it carriers much of the
programming that is on cable systems. There are roughly 10 or 12
satellites that have cable type programming on them. We selected
this one for the demonstration this morning.

I am going to turn on the receiver. We already have the satellite
receiver descrambler authorized for service to save time, this morn-
ing. This is an example of a scrambled channel that we are not au-
thorized to receive. We didn't sign up for this one.

Let me move ahead to another channel. You probably all recog-
nize this. This is C-SPAN and it is in the clear. It illustrates that
the scrambling system, when it tunes to a clear channel, automati-
cally passes through the clear channel so the homeowner does not
need to do anything to receive either clear or scrambled program-
ming.

We go to the next channel, which is The Movie Channel West.
This is the west coast feed of The Movie Channel and movie serv-
ice. You can see that when we changed channels, we got the title of
the channel, the title of the movie, its rating and the time left in
the movie. These are some of the text features that the scrambling
system offers to home TVRO owners that are not available with
clear transmission.

Let us try another channel. This is channel 15 and it is WOR,
one of the superstations in consideration this morning. WOR was
one of the first channels to scramble. Initially they scrambled only
to cable systems. Then, as they became more comfortable with the
procedures for distributing to home TVRO owners, began to pro-
vide signals to home TVRO owners.

The next channel is channel 16 and this is another one of the
scrambled channels. This is also one we are not authorized for.

This is channel 17, which is a clear channel. Channel 18 is super-
station TBS. 'I nis is, of course, another one of the superstations
that is of concern to the committee this morning.

What I would like to do is go ahead to channel 23, which is
Home Box Office. They are currently showing the movie American
Flyers. It is rated PG-13 and it has about an hour and a half left.
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I have a button on my descrambling control that allows me to
call up the title of the next program, Florida Straits. It will start in
an hour and 26 minutes. So I have access to what I am watching
and what the next program is that will be transmitted.

There are some other information that's available on the system.
There is a menu of some choices that I can call up. And if I go to
the first choice, screen number one, I have some very helpful infor-
mation when I'm installing my descrambler.

I have, first of all, the public identity or the address number of
my descrambler, and I have to give this to the programmer or pro-
grammers that I'm buying programming from because that enables
the computer system we describe to send the proper encrypted au-
thorization message over the satellite to this descrambler to turn it
on. So there is the unique identity.

There is also a measure of how good the signal is, that the de-
scrambling circuitry is actually seeing. That helps a homeowner to
ensure that his dish is working properly, that the electronics on his
dish and the satellite receiver are giving the right kind of signal to
the descrambling circuit.

The third line skows that the descrambler has been properly au-
thorized by the DBS Center. When we first installed this yesterday,
and I called this screen up, I was able to see that I had a good
signal, but of course I got a message that says needs authorization
because I hadn't called anyone to order programming. After I did
that, this message changed and now I know that everything is fine.

You can also see that the location is set in this descrambler. We
accomplished that by sending over the satellite the location of the
descrambler in the United States so that if it tunes to a sporting
event, for example, that has blackouts in effect, the descrambler
will automatically compute whether it's inside a blackout region or
not. That is a very nice capability.

If we go back to the set up screen, I would like to go back to page
number two, to point out a couple of other features. Remember we
said this is a digital stereo system, and if the programming is in
stereo, of course, that uses both audio channels.

But if it is a monaural transmission, which many are, the pro-
granmer has the option to send, for example, english on one chan-
nel and spanish on a second channel. And I, the TVRO owner, can
tell my descrambler if I want to listen to the primary audio or the
alternate audio. So I have dual language capability in the system. I
will set that back to the primary mode.

There is also an electronic mail capability in the system, so that
text messages can be delivered to individual descramblers that are
of interest to that descrambler owner. Right now, I have enabled
the on screen character that reminds me that a message has come.
But I can turn that character off, to disable it, so if I want to video
tape a movie I will not have my video tape interrupted by a charac-
ter that tells me a message has arrived, but of course I still get my
messages.

There is one other feature that is quite interesting. It is the
rating ceiling. If I go to page three, I can show you that I have set
my descrambler to allow the viewing of programs that are G, PG,
or PG-13. The current program is rated PG-13, so there is no prob-
lem.

0
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This is a feature that allows me, for example, to leave home at
night and be confident that my children will not watch programs
that I really would prefer they not. Since I know the password, I
can change that. Let me just show you how this works.

I am going to turn up the volume just a little so you can hear it.
Now, in order to change the rating, I have to enter the correct
password. If I do not know the password, or guess it, it will not let
me do anything. If I do know the correct password, then it gives me
access to changing the parental control.

I can increase that, for example, to R or X. I can decrease it, and
if I go below PG-13, this program will stop. You notice how the
audio stopped and I got a message saying the program was locked
out.

Now, if I go off channel and then come back, I will automatically
get a message that tells me what the program is, how it is rated,
tells me it is locked out and it gives me specific instructions. I am
told to press the enter key. I am then given a screen that asks me
to enter my rating password.

If I know that correctly, I am then allowed to change the rating,
and now the audio will turn back on and I can go back and watch
the program.

The last point that I want to make is that the blackout capability
that we built into the system, as I mentioned earlier, is designed to
support sporting type events. It allows a programmer to specify up
to 32 circular regions in the country that descramblers would be
blacked out in. That is more than adequate for sporting e"nts.

It was not really intended for controlling let us say white area
access or some of the syndicated exclusivity issues that have come
up in front of this committee.

I thank you very much for your attention. I hope this has been
useful and I would be happy to answer questions, if there are any.

[The statement of Dr. Medress follows:]
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Mister Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my name is Mark

Medress and I am Vice President, New Business Development of the Video Cipher

Division of General Instrument Corporation ("GIC"). I want to thank you for

this opportunity to appear before you to demonstrate the VideoCipher(') II

scrambling system.

I am here as a technical witness in order to provide the subcommittee

with some background on satellite television scrambling, the VideoCipherou II

system, and its technical capabilities. I am not here as a policy witness -- I
intend to defer to the policy witnesses lined up for the next panel on ques-
tions of that sort. We at General Instrument Corporation are proud of the VC

II system and of the fact that it provides a mechanism by which programmers

and ultimately copyright owners can be compensated.

The Video Cipher(*) II system has been chosen by over 40 programmers

to secure their satellite feeds. More than 44 services are now fully scrambled.

Programmers that are currently completing their scrambling rollouts include

The Disney Channel, MTV, VH-1, Nickelodeon, Lifetime, and American Movie

Classics. As of the end of October, about 268,000 consumer descramblers have
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bean authorized at the Dm Authorization Venter. Twenty receiver manufac-

turers have been licensed by the company to produce integrated

receiver/descramblers that incorporate the VideoCiplierol/ II descrambling

module, and we anticipate that °there will soon he licensed. The past year

h.as been one of growth and success for this program.

The VC II system incorporates computers at the programmer's facilities,

a central control computer that we call the DES Authorization Center, and

decoders at homes, cable TV head-ends and other locaticne.

When a consumer wants to subscribe to a programming service, the con-

Sumer calls the programmer, usually on an 800 telephone number. The pro-

grammer takes c.iwn the relevant information, including the subscriber's ad-

dress and the serial number or "unit address" of the decoder. The program-

mer enters that information into his computer, for billing purposes, and sends

a data message to the DBS Authorization Center, with instructions to authorize

the subscriber's decoder.

The DES Authorization Center automatically enters the authorization in-

formation into a data stream known as the authorization channel. This en-

41
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crYpted channel contains the authorization information for every subscriber

and all TVRO program services. The DBS Authorization Center sends this au-

thorization channel to every programmer, and at each uplink it becomes part

of the digital control information in the scrambled signal.

Each decoder Batons to the authorization channel, waiting for its unit

address. When it hears its unit address, the decoder learns which programs

it is authorized to descramble in the following month. The authorization chan-

nel carries the authorization information numera te. times during a month for

each decoder, so that there is a high degree of likelihood that a decoder will

receive the appropriate authorization information. For a new subscriber, the

authorization information is sent on the authorization channel within a few

minutes of the subscriber's telephone call to the programmer.

The VideoCipher(i) II system has a number of technical capabilities that

are built into it. One s .h capability allows a programmer to "black out

customers in specified areas.

The blackout capability in VideoCipher() II was intended to accommodate

sporting events. If a college football game were being played in Baltimore, for
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example, the programmer could black out dish owners in the area surrounding

that city. But the design assumption was that a program would need to be

blacked out in at most only a few areas. For that reason, the maximum num-

bar of areas where a program can be blacked out in the VideoCipher(1) II eye-

tem is 32 areas.

The programmer defines each area as a circle by specifying the center

coordinates and the radius. Our system will black out all subscribers that

live in zip codes whose centers are within this circle.

I want to explain to you why we do not recommend that this black-out

capability be used to implement syndicated exclusivity.

In satellite television, syndicated exclusivity would require that a cub-

scriber's descrambler be de-authorized when the superstation is showing

syndicated programming that is carried by a local station.

It is the 32 city limitation that makes the VidebOipherm II inappropriate

for syndicated exclusivity. If a syndicated program were being carried in 32

cities or less, then a satellite programmer could use the VideoCipherm II

43
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blackout capability to implement the blackout. If the program were carried in

more cities than 32, as seems to be the case with the most popular syndicated

programs, the VideoCipher('> II system would not be appropriate.

According to recent advertising rind published report, Paramount Pic-

tures' "Star Trek: The Next Generation" is carried in 209 markets and six

other Paramount programs are carried in 153 or more markets each. Warner

Bros.' "Growing Pains" is carried in 105 markets. Disney's "Duck Tails," an

aninaited children's series, is carried on 153 stations. The "Sally Jassy

Raphael" show is syndicated to about 100 stations. "The Christian Science

Monitor Reports" is carried on 95 stations. Lorimar's "Mama's Family" is

carried in 151 markets. The game show "Win, Lose or Draw" is carried on 122

stations.

VideoCipher"> II blackout capabilities are currently based on the first
three digits of zip codes. Zip codes ,tre irregular in shape, and do not con-

form to the circular TV coverage patterns that are relevant to syndicated ex-

clusivity. Our system will black out all subscribers that live in zip codes

whose centers are within a specified distance from some center coordinate. In

other words, it is the location of the center of he zip code rather than the
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actual location of the subscriber within the zip code that determines whether

the subscriber is blacked out. In places where the zip code boundaries do

not conform to TV coverage patterns, the programmer would have to black out

all subscribers in the zip code or none, and could therefore black out too

many or too few.

Even if the Video Cipher(*) II system had the technical capability to im-

plement syndicated exclusivity, there is an important distinction between

syndicated exclusivity on satellite television and on cable TV. On a cable TV

system, the cable TV operator can employ switching to substitute another pro-

gram for the syndicated program that is blacked out. There is no such sub-

stitution possible with satellite television. The subscriber is simply left with a

black screen, in spite of the fact that he faithfully pays his subscription fees

each month.

In summary, the VideoCipheris) II has become the de facto standard for

satellite television scrambling. It does its intended Job very well. In particu-

lar, the blackout capability of the VideoCipher(') II system works well for

sporting events. It was not designed for syndicated exclusivity, and I would

not recommend it for that purpose.

That concludes my statement. I appreciate the opportunity to appear

before you today, and I would be happy to answer any questions you might

have.
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you very much for that very impres-
sive presentation, Dr. Medress.

Theoretically, looking at the future, could you ever, for example,
command immediate colorization of a black and white film?

[Laughter.]
Mr. KASTENMEIER. No, that is potentially, five or ten years

hence, I suppose that would be theoretically part of the technology.
Dr. MEDRESS. I do not think it would be part of the scrambling

technology, but things are happenir-; so quickly that it is hard to
predict these things.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. One of the concerns that a lot of dish owners
must have had and may still have is that coping with scrambling
might mean that they would have to have a number of devices, of
descramblers, not just a single one, depending on what sort of pro-
gramming they incrementally would want to access themselves to.

But you have shown us a unitary system that presumably is all
that is necessary for any and all descrambling that potentially
would be required for a person with an earth station and your
system?

Dr. MEDRESS. The equipment that I have shown you will de-
scramble all of the channels, all of the programming services that
are scrambled with Video Cipher II technology. The fortunate thing
is that all of the entertainment programmers to date have chosen
the Video Cipher II system to scramble their signals. I am sure one
reason that motivated that choice is that they are aware of the fact
that if you look at the economics of the marketplace, a consumer
wants to buy only one descrambling in order to receive all
the programming that he is interested.

So the answer is that since all the programming is scrambled
with Video Cipher II, only one Video Cipher II descrambler, as you
see here, is required.

The other advance in technology that improves things for the
home TVRO owner is that only a few years ago a home TVRO
owner needed four boxes like this. One was a satellite receiver. An-
other was a separate descrambler. A third was the ability to con-
trol the antenna and point it in different directions.

So there were three or four devices like this. Now, all of this ca-
pability has been integrated into one device that is as you see it
and other manufacturers build similar equipment. So it simplifies
things and reduces the cost for the homeowner.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Dots the scrambling system itself, your
system, Video Cipher II, would it tell a dish owner on call what pro-
gram costs might be? Does it provide any marketing information
about other packages that might be available to the dish owner, in
terms of cost per program or per year or per month, or so forth?

Dr. MEDRESS. As a matter of fact, it does. The system, as I men-
tioned, has the ability to deliver text information to descramblers.
One of these abilities allows a programmer to send a text message
to all of the TVRO owners in a certain category.

For example, HBO can send a message to all satellite TVRO
owners who have not subscribed to HBO. Whei they turn to the
HBO channel, they automatically receive a message on their screen
that tells them what number to call if they went to order HBO and
how to get additional information,

'1"::',1
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The other programmers are doing very similar things and, in ad-
dition, the programmers can send an audio signal along with their
scrambled signal, so that if the dish owner has no descrambler at
all and tunes to a scrambled channel he receives an audio message
in the clear giving him information about the service, how to buy
it, and things of that sort.

As the programmers are moving toward more packaging, this in-
formation becomes more comprehensive because it gives more
advice about how to get more programming.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Could you very briefly give us an analysis,ar it could be a very long answer, but in general as briefly as you
the universe out there for TVRO with respect to what is un-

ambled, what is scrambled and served by Video Cipher II and
nat is scrambled and served by other types of devices?
Dr. MEDRESS. I will certainly try. There are, depending on whose

numbers you look at, between 120 and 200 channels di' tributed by
satellite that home dish owners might be interested in watching.
Approximately 44 of them are scrambled today with Video Cipher II
equipment and available to TVRO owners. These are all of the
major cable entertainment type channels.

As I said, all of the programmers that have announced intentions
to scramble, who have not already done so, have selected the Vi-
deoCipher II system. So a homeowner can, with confidence, buy
equipment that includes Video Cipher II descrambling and know
that they will have access to all scrambled entertainment type pro-
gramming.

There are other satellite distributions that are used by the net-
works, for example, for their private communications to their
broadcasting stations and for back hauling or sending information
back for further processing before they retransmit it. Some of these
networks have made choices about scrambling and some of them
have not yet.

CBS is using Video Cipher I which is an earlier version of Video-
Cipher II system, very similar but not compatible.

There are a couple of other scrambling systems that are in use in
the market place. One of them is used by private corporations, by
and large, to transmit teleconferencing and private business com-
munications. There are one or two others that are used in very
small numbers.

So I think what I would have to say is that all of the major en-
tertainment type programmers that have scrambled are using Vi-
deoCipher. There are, of course, a number of channels that are
transmitted in the clear. C-SPAN is one example, that we saw thismorning. I am sure that some channels will stay in the clear.
Oth.,,rs may decide to scramble because not only the economic ben-
efit, but also the technical benefits. They actually deliver a better
picture and better audio and all these text features to their receiv-
ers.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I have a number of other questions, but we
have a number of members here and I would rather yield to them
and give them an opportunity. Your presentation was so interest-
ing and provoking, in terms of questions, I suspect that I had
better yield.

The gentleman from California.
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Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Tom Mooney has re-
minded me that Will Rogers once said that the world was made up
of lock makers and lock pickers. I guess this machine certainly is a
lock maker.

Is this controlled from some central station or do they have to
come in to a person's house in order to adjust it so that you can tell
which channels they can legitimately get and which they cannot
get?

Dr. MEDRESS. It is all controlled from a central site. A homeown-
er that wants to buy programming can call any of till of the busi-
ness systems that you see on the chart, connected to the DBS
Center to order programming. Each business computer that he
calls will send a computer message to San Diego where it gets auto-
matically processed, transmitted by telephone line to each of the
program transmission uplinks, and then sent by satellite and re-
ceived by the homeovner.

And this all hap! ins within a matter of a couple of minutes.
Mr. MOOK ;AD. Who will be controlling this central station,

then?
Dr. MEDRESS. The central station, which we operate, is just a

combiner. It does not make any decisAuns. It is he programmer's
business systems that are selling subscriptions to the TVRO owners
who actually do the control. So if you called Showtime, for exam-
ple, and order Showtime, the Showtime computer will send a mes-
sage to San Diego to turn on your descrambler for Showtime. That
message will be automatically processed, sent over the satellite and
very quickly your dent -ambler will turn on.

Mr. MOORHEAD. What are the chances of someone breaking the
programming or the controls so that they can take off programs?

Dr. MEDRESS. As you said, there are lock makers and lock pick-
ers. There always are people who are trying to beat e. system.
There was, in fact, a security problem with the Video Cipher II
system that we became aware of approximately a year ago.

It had to do with how we had implemented some of the computer
software in the descrambler, not with the overall design of the
system. That was a problem that we very 4uickly corrected in the
spring and we used what we call electronic counter measures and
used special commands that were sent by computers to turn off
pirate descramblers and render them inoperable.

There lontinues to be a lot of discussion about this in the press,
but I think the positive note is that consumers are buying de-
scramblers and having them authorized roughly at the rate of
25,000 a month, for an average of approximately eight services.

Mr. MOORHEAD. What are they having to pay for your de-
scrambler?

Dr. MEDRESS. There is another piece of good news there. The cost
of descrambling has come down. Or I should say the cost of de-
scrambling in a complete TVRO system has come down. The stand
alone descrambler, which you would buy if you already had satel-
lite equipment, we sell at a fixed price to our distributors, and it
has i suggested retail price of $395. Of course, we do not control
that. We only suggest that,

But we also sell the descrambling circuitry to 20 satellite receiv-
er manufacturers like the one you see here. Today consumers have
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a wide variety of satellite receiver descrambler packages that theycan buy. It is true that today you can buy a complete home satel-
lite system with a dish and the electronics to control the dish and asatellite receiver with a built in descrambler and a year of satellite
programming for less money than you would have paid 18 months
ago for just a satellite system with no descrambling and no pro-gram fees.

Mr. MOORHEAD. What is a good round figure for that, for the
year's service, if it is all wrapped up together?

Dr. MEDRESS. I would say in the $1,500 to $2,000 price range. You
can pay less than that for a lower featured system and of course
you can pay a little more than that for a fuller featured system.

But the market place is really providing consumers with a largenumber of options because this is a fully competitive system. On
the hardware side, it is competitive. As I said, there are 20 compa-nies that build this equipment, that compete with us.

And it is also very competitive on the programming side. There
is lots of evidence today that that is the case, because programprices have come down dramatically.

Mr. MOORHEAD. If they were involved in the last program that
you suggested, would they just be leasing the equipment then orwould they, in a course of a year, bought it and then the next year
their services would be cheaper?

Dr. MEDRESS. What I described was what is fairly common and
that is to go to your satellite dealer and buy a complete package of
equipment for $1,500 or so. You will typically have included free
programming for a year.

When that year is over, then you have to pay for programming,
so you are not leasing the descrambler, you have bought it out
right. But the cost of programming is quite attractive now. One ofthe program offers has a package of two movie services and 12basic ty advertiser supported services that cost around, I think,$22 to $255 a month on a yearly basis, which is very competitive
with cable cost& or el .n less than some.

Mr. MOORHEAD. That includes virtually all of the systems that
are available, HBO and Movie Time and the whole works for $25?

Dr. MEDRESS. There are various packages that allow you to get
all of the scrambled services that you are interested in.

Mr. MOORHEAD. There is one thing I wanted to particularly ask
you about because I know one of the groups had included a sugges-
tion to expressly limit he license to retransmissions in the C-bandradio frequency range. Could you express the technicality of that
and how it would work, if that was done?

Dr. MEDRESS. Maybe what I could do is explain the difference be-
tween C-band and KU-band. C-band is a frequency range that most
of the satellites in operation today run over. It is the kind of satel-
lite that most cable programming is distributed over.

There are new satellites that operate at higher frequencies,
which is called the KU-band range. Those satellites generally have
not only higher frequencies but more power. So the net effect isthat a home dish owner does not have to buy such a large dish and
also does not have problems with what is called terrestrial interfer-
ence, with interference from microwave telephone transmissionsand things of that sort.
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There are several KU-band satellites in use today and they are
jai.; beginning to be used for program distribution. There are com-
panwa that are planning to launch additional KU-band satellites in
the next several years and they have the potential to open up the
home satellite market because people with less space for larger an-
tennas or people who want to spend less in the first place, beceuse
a smaller antenna costs less, might be interested in buying satellite
receiving equipment.

Mr. MOORHEAD. Could you explain what the advantages and
what the disadvantages would be of that limitation?

Dr. MEDRESS. The limitation of restricting it to C-band?
Mr. MOORHEAD. Yes.
Dr. MEDRESS. I can certainly state what the technical issues are.

There are other people who are testifying who will have, I am sure,
policy issues that they would like to address.

I might say that from an equipment supplier's point of view, of
course, we would like to see the availability of scrambled services
distributed as widely as possible because that helps our equipment
sales. That is a very honest statement.

I think it also probably helps the TVRO owners to have the
greatest possible set of choices, but I really cannot think to the
policy issues that some of the parties here can better address.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Oklahoma, Mr. Synar.
Mr. SYNAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and Doctor, welcome.

Good to see you again.
A couple of questions. Just one question, really. At our last hear-

ing there was a great deal of concern about the number of decoders
that were available at the present time. Is General Instrument pre-
pared to meet the demand or are they meeting that demand now
and what have they done to try and improve the availability of de-
coders?

Dr. MEDRESS. That is a very good question. There was, in fact, a
shortage of consumer descramblers in the summer, this past
summer. Our corporation spent $5 million to expand our produc-
tion capacity to ensure that that shortage would be short-lived.

We are happy to report today that that shortage is over, from all
indications that we have. We can produce 100,000 descramhling cir-
cuit cards a month. We did produce those for a short time at those
quantities to make sure that there was full availability of equip-
ment to all of our distributors and suppliers.

Now we have, in fact, reduced our production levels a little to
match the market place demands. So we now have capacity beyond
what the market place is requiring and, as far as we know, there is
no shortage of descrambling equipment and we can increase our ca-
pacity without any additional capital expense at this time.

Mr. SYNAR. Thank you very much. That is the only question I
had.

I think it is important to poi!) out to the members, some of
which have just arrived, of what the role of DBS is. You are a cre-
ation of the cable industry and there had been some concern about
your testifying here as just another proponent for the able indus-
try.
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Would it be a correct assessment to say that you are, in some as-pects, and to use the word loosely, a utility which is serving the
function of all the satellite signals that exist?

Dr. MEDRESS. I think that is actually an accurate reflection. As
you probably know, the VideoCipher Division was originally part of
the MaCom Corporation until General Instrument bought us ap-proximately a year ago. We developed the satellite scrambling
system, under HBO's request to begin with, and then in conjunc-
tion with other satellite program distributors.

Our intention has always been to provide the highest quality
equipment at the lowest possible price, to all of the potential usersof this equipment. I think a good example of the utility that we fill
is the DBS Authorization Center that you saw when you came toSan Diego.

Originally, one of the cable programmers was going to operate
that system, but the cable industry apparently felt more comforta-ble or I should say the cable programmers felt more comfortable
with an interested but neutral third party operating that critical
center. And we agreed to do it.

We had no reason to lobby to do it but we were certainly happy
to do it to promote the use of this technology. As I said, we operate
that center at cost and it truly is a utility.

Mr. SYNAR. Others could get into the business that you are inbut really it does not serve much purpose because then what youwould have is the requirement of someone sitting with a dish tohave to go to 15 different places to get 15 different signals turned
on, which would be like we have seen with the phone bills. You
have got 15 different bills coming in on 15 different phone calls.

So there is some consumer pluses to having a one stop shopping
type of place, not only for the cable operators but the dish owner,et cetera. I am under the understanding that you all are basicallytrying to serve the emerging technology, not necessarily the emerg-ing central industry.

Dr. MEDIUMS. That is absolutely true. I might point out one other
advantage to the home dish owner that we mentioned earlier. Not
only does the home dish owner not have to go to 15 places to buy
programming, but he does not have to have 15 descramblers, which
would have been the case if there had not emerged a common de
facto standard for the scrambling technology.

Mr. SYNAR. Thank you, Doctor.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Before I yield to the gentleman from Califor-

nia, Mr. Lungren, why do the cable operators need 12 different de-
scramblers? Why do they not go to a system where there is a single
shopping, one stop shopping center, such as DBS?

Dr. MEDRESS. The basic difference between a cable system and ahome dish is that the homeowner watches one channel at a timeand switches from channel to channel. But the cable operator has
to receive and transmit many channels simultaneously, so that allof those channels are available over the cable system.

So if the cable system in my community carries HBO and Show-
time, the Disney Channel, CNN and ESPN and so on, then they
need a descrambler for each of those services because a de-scrambler can only process one signal at a time.
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Now, if I am a homeowner, I am only watching one signal at a
time and so then it makes sense to have a descrambler that can
switch from channel to channel. But a cable operator has to have a
descrambler for each channel, just like the cable operator has to
have a satellite receiver for each channel. He needs the electronic
equipment to receive each channel from the satellite and retrans-
mit it over his cable system.

With the advent of scrambling, in addition to a satellite receiver,
he needs a descrambler for each channel, as well.

Mr. liasurnmEnca. The gentleman from California.
Mr. LUNGREN. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KABTENMEIER. The gentleman from North Carolina.
Mr. Comm. Mr. Chairman, I have no questions.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Boucher,
Mr. BOUCHER. I was interested in some of the figures that you

-.2-waded in your initial presentation concerning the number of de-
scrambling devices that have been sold. I think you cited that
number at 270,000?

Dr. MEDRESS. Right.
Mr. BOUCHER. And you indicated that about 25,0('0 more are now

being sold every month. That is roughly accurate?
Dr. MEDRESS. That is roughly accurate, correct.
Mr. BOUCHER. I am curious about the number of satellite dishes

that are being sold today. Do you have any information about that?
How is that industry doing? Is it growing today? Is it growing by a
figure of 25,000 per month or more?

Dr. MEDRES1J. If you do not mind, I would like to defer that to
Mark Ellison from the Satellite Broadcasting and Communications
Association because he has more accurate and current information
than I do.

My impression is that when HBO began scrambling in January
of 1986 there was a tremendous downturn in satellite systems sales
because it was a big adjustment for home dish owners. They had
been used to getting free programming and, in fact, perhaps being
sold their system on the promise of free programming.

The knowledge about the advent of scrambling was clear in the
industry for quite a while before that. But no one paid too much
attention to it. So there was a downturn in the industry. But as the
scrambling situation has clarified, as it became clear that all major
programmers selected the same system and it is all controlled
through one point, a dish owner only needs one descrambler.

As 20 ccmpanies now compete with us to build consumer equip-
ment and 'the prices come dawn, as programming packages have
come together, programming prices have come down, the dish in-
dustry has begun to recover and sales have begun improving.

I do not think they are at the level they were before scrambling,
but at least they are moving in the right direction.

Mr. BoucHER. And the path is upward, as far as you know?
Dr. MEDREEk. As far as I know.
Mr. BOUCHER. I only have one additional question. In response to

the Chairman's question, you indicated that the single unscram-
bling device can only unscramble one bignal at the same time?

Dr. IsitEnaEss. Yes.
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Mr. BOUCHER. I gather, therefore, that in a situation where a
person has two television sets in a home and desires to watch two
different signals at the same time, that he would have to have two
unscrambling devices?

Dr. MEDRE$8. That is true, but it is true that in the same way
that, if he was connected to a cable system, he would have to have
two cable set top converters. If he was listening to broadcast sig-
nals, he would have to have two television sets, each with their
own tuners. Of course, television sets have tuners.

Mr. BOUCHER. There are some technological advantages to
having a backyard dish, to being on the cable system, so let us look
to the future just a little. What would be required, technologically,
to equip your device to deliver two different signals to two different
television sets in the same house simultaneously? The cost today, I
gather, is $395. That is your suggested retail.

If the person wanted to have that capability, he would have to
buy a full second device at that price. But cannot you somehow
equip that device to perform that feat for something less?

Dr. MEDRESS. As a matter of fact, the answer is yes, but for a dif-
ferent reason. The $390 price to the consumer is for a separate de-
scrambler that is used in conjunction with an existing satellite re-
ceiver. Here is the satellite receiver with a descrambler built into
it. That descrambler adds about $200 in cost to the satellite receiv-
er.

If you have a second set in your home and you want that set to
be able to independently watch other channels, then of course you
need another satellite receiver. That goes without question. So
what you would do is buy a satellite receiver that had a de-
scrambler built into it.

Just like there is no way to build a satellite receiver that can re-
ceive twe channels simultaneously without duplicating the circuit-
ry, and then you might as well have two satellite receivers, there is
no way to build a descrambler that can receive two signals simulta-
neously. It is completely analogous to the satellite receiver or the
cable converter.

Now it would certainly be technically possible to build two sets of
satellite receiving and descrambling circuitry in one chassis, but I
do net, think it would be economical. If it would, the marketplace
will certainly provide.

Mr. BOUCHER. You today are, I assume, licensing to individuals
who are constructing satellite dishes that have unscrambling de-
vices built into them, are you not?

Dr. MEDRESS. That is correct.
Mr. BOUCHER. Are you discounting, in any way, your price when

you sell or license your technology to those manufacturers?
Dr. MEDRESS. We have, I think, quite a reasonable licensing fee

which really covers our cost of testing their satellite receivers to
make sure they work properly with the descrambling equipment
and giving them the technical information they need, We sell the
descrambling circuit card to satellite receiver manufacturers for$150. That b our uniform price for the descrambling circuit card.
Now that is not a descrambler.
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That descrambling circuit card can be used either in a satellite
receiver or in a stand alone descrambler chassis, which her a sug-
gested retail price of $395. That is a uniform price.

We have small variations in our pricing for volume, but we in-
vested a great deal of money in developing this system and we
bought material and implemented production capacity for very
high volume, essentially with no orders. Therefore, we were able to
do forward pricing so that we have fairly uniform pricing and even
the early purchasers of this equipment achieve the lower prices
that would normally come when volume had increased a great
deal.

Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much.
Mr. KASTENMEIER The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Slaughter.
Mr. SLAUGHTER. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I just have one or two questions.
What do you see on the horizon, in terms of new technological

innovations affecting this technology, which have not yet been
achieved or marketed but which are being researched and possibly
developed somewhere down the line?

Dr. MEMOS. Let me answer that in two parts. We have continu-
ing development activity to improve our system and we will be
gradually adding features to this system in a fully compatible and
evolutionary way to handle larger subscriber populations and pro-
vide additional services.

But there are other technical developments that are ongoing in
parallel with this scrambling technology we have discussed. One of
them, of course, is high definition television or HDTV. There is a
lot of interest, these days, in HDTV and what I would like to
simply say here is that it is our full intention to provide the kind
of VideoCipher access, control and additional feature technology to
HDTV systems to the greatest of our ability.

So we are very actively involved in looking at HDTV as a tech-
nology, talking with the various companies that are developing
HDTV technology approaches, and trying to ensure that the scram-
bling capability is compatible with the HDTV ideas that are evolv-
ing.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. At the moment, you make no judgments about
obviously the areas served, although you indicate that it is possible,
through the DBS Authorization Center, to code certain areas for
blackout. But if a person had a dish that was well within a cable
market and well within the closest contours for purposes of off-the-
air television reception, there is no one at the moment who, in the
process, would black them out. There are no syndicated exclusivity
rules that you have to otherwise observe, excepting you were talk-
ing about certain regional blackouts?

Dr. MEDRESS. The blackout capability that is available to the pro-
grammers, and it is not us it is the programmers who operate their
own than-..t. . That blackout capability allows them to pick certain
circular areas in the country to eliminate reception in.

A typical company that would do this is ESPN, the Sports Net-
work. They might have a requirement in their contract, for exam-
ple, for the baseball game that is coming out of Los Angeles to
black out a 50 mile region centered around the stadium in Los An-
geles.
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They do that simply by going to the computer that runs theirscrambler at the transmission site and typing in information that
defines the center of that circle and its radius. Then the systemautomatically pr .rides that information over the satellite to all the,
dish owners ant their descramblers determine whether they are inthe circle or not.

The programmer can specify up to 32 of those regions for anyone program. The next program can have a different set of 32 re-gions.
But as I said, that was really designed for a sporting event type

blackout, not syndicated exclusivity.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. However, it is theoretically possible for pro-

grammers responding to certain rules, if these were FCC rules orwhatever, to black out certain programs or areas to implement it
through your system?

Dr. MMRESS. It is possible.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. On a geographic basis or other basis?
Dr. MSIDRESS. Within he restrictions of the system. There are amaximum of 32 black( at regions per program. One of the, I sup-

pose, potential problems in blacking out for syndicated exclusivityis that many of the popularly syndicated programs are carried by
several hundred stations. Since the system can only blackout 32 re-gions, that is a limit that would have to be worked within. Butwithin that limit, it performs that job very well.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. You mentioned sportscasts. For certain
eventst I suppose it would be theoretically possible in the future tosubscribe to or have the capability of permitting people to sub-scribe through your system, through certain programmers, if theydevelop in that way, the sale of events or shows individually. Evento call in a distant sports event from another city, as long as they
are up somewhere on satellite.

It theoretically would be possible to subscribe to certain eventson an event by event basis?
Dr. KIMMEL It is not only theoretically possible it is actually im-

plemented in the system. It is something I did not have time to de-
scribe today, but there is a capability in the system that supports
what is called impulse pay per view.

It allows another option for purchasing programs. In addition tocalling and ordering programs for a year or a month or whatevertime duration you are interested in, programmers will, startingnext spring, be able to offer programs on a program by program
basis. The scrambling system allows the home TVRO owner tosimply tune to a channel that has a movie or sporting event of in-terest and be given information on the screen, just like you saw
today, telling him how to buy the program.

He simply presses a button on his remote control, enters a pass-word, and the descrambler locally allows him to purchase the pro-gram and stores information about what he has purchased. Then itis reported hack, later, through the telephone system for billing
purposes. So that is a very, I think, exciting possibility. I shouldhave mentioned that on the what is on the horizon question that
you asked.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you very much, Dr. Medress, for a fas-cinating presentation of the state of the art of descrambling and
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.

how the system can work broadly speaking for the purpose of
TVRO owners. Thank you, sir.

Dr. MEDRESS. Thank you.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I would now like to call forward our first sub-

stantive or policy oriented witnesses, Mr. Timothy A. Boggs and
Mr. James P. Mooney.

Tim Boggs is Vice President G f Warner Communications, a posi-
tion he has held since earlier this year. He will be appearing this
morning as a representative of the Motion Picture Association of
America. He is certainly well known to me. He graduated from the
University of Wisconsin-Madison and worked as an intern in my
office. He also worked as a counsel to my subcommittee for several
years, before being lured to greener pastures.

Jim Mooney is President of the National Cable Television Asso-
ciation, a position he assumed some three and a half years ago, in
April 1984. He previously served the U.S. House of Representatives
as counsel to then Majority Whip Joh: Brademas.

It is rare indeed to see both the NC.. A and MPAA sitting amica-
bly at the same table, which they have done actually on other occa-
sions, as well.

I take it you have no other announcements to make, with respect
to cable compulsory licenses, flat fees, or sunsets or anything else
this morning? If you did we would certainly welcome the state-
ment.

Actually, assuming that is not the case, I would like to call on
first Mr. Boggs. Mr. Boggs.

TESTIMONY OF TIMOTHY A. BOGGS, VICE PRESIDENT OF PUBLIC
AFFAIRS, WARNER COMMUNICATIONS INC., REPRESENTING
THE MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION OF AMT:MICA; AND JAMES
P. MOONEY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL CABLE TELEVISION ASSO-
CIATION

Mr. BOGGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is a personal pleasure to be here on this side of the table,

having been with you on the other side of the table so many times.
I have a new respect for those who appear before you, and the
work that has to go into the preparation of testimony.

Mr. Chairman, MPAA has supported in princialA legislation that
you and several colleagues have introduced to address the issue of
whether and how individual owners of home satellite dishes should
receive access to certain television broadcast signals that are inter-
cepted off the air by so-called passive common carriers and distrib-
uted by satellite with the original intent that they be retransmit-
ted by cable television system operators.

We continue to favor the underlying concept of your bill, H.R.
2848 and we can support timely passage of the bill with certain
modifications, which I will outline.

As the subcommittee knows, companies that produce copyrighted
motion picture{, and television programming desired by the Ameri-
can public want nothing more than to satisfy that demand. The
more households we can reach with our product, the better return
on our significant investment and the better able we are to invest
in the production of new copyrighted works.
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With the coming of broadcast television works that were onceavailable only in motion picture theaters could reach tens of mil-
lions of new viewers. In time, broadcasting itself became a majormarket for the production of new first run copyrighted works.

With the maturation of the cable television industry, a broader
range of viewing options became available to over half of all U.S.
television households. Cable itself has become an important market
for our motion pictures and shows signs of becoming a significant
market for new first run programming.

Mr. Chairman, as you mentioned, it is nice that NCTA and
MPAA are at the table together. I think that perhaps there is a
misconception in the trade press and elsewhere that NCTA or thecable industry is the enemy of the motion picture industry. That
certainly is not true and we look forward to working with them onthis and many other issues in the future.

Now, other new and exciting technology promises to bring even
greater programming diversity to American consumers. We want
all of these technologies to survive and thrive. We want to seehealthy television networks, healthy independent television sta-tions and healthy cable systems. If possible, we want to see a
healthy and competitive home earth station market.

As program producers, we understand how well the spur of com-petition urges us to constantly improve our products. Similarly,
competition among program delivery services makes each of them
more responsive to what the consumers want.

No one likes the compulsory license. I do not think there is a
person in the room, on either side of the table, who prefers compul-
sory licenses. In the best of all possible worlds, each and every new
media competitor would arrive on the scene with the economic
strength to fend for itself in the marketplace.

Unfortunately, because of the peculiar dynamics of media mar-kets, this is not always the case. On occasion, these new competi-tors may require a brief period of nurture before they are able tostand on their own and compete for their share of the market.
Cable television was a perfect example and Congress created a com-
pulsory license for cable in 1976.

The compulsory license permits any cable system to retransmit
cop' righted programming contained in television broadcast signalswithout negotiating for the performance rights. MPAA has been
troubled by the cable compulsory copyright license, both in princi-ple and in practice for some time.

Fundamentally, compulsory licensing is unfair to copyright
owners. It removes their control over the marketplace distribution
of their work, denies them the opportunity to secure the full value
of their product, and it represents unwarranted Government inter-
ference.

There is no question that cable systems today have access to an
abundance of programming barely dreamed of a decade ago. Cableis today a big, strapping marketplace competitor whose total reve-
nues this year will approach those of the entire television broad-
cast industry. Whatever public purpose the cable compulsory li-
cense might once have served is now past. But the statutory impo-
sition on the rights of copyright owners persists.
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Although this is not a hearing on the cable compulsory license,
this bill is an extension of that license, so I think I might mention
a couple of the problems that we see with the cable compulsory li-
cense.

The compulsory license has led to a number of unanticipated
consequences. A system intended only to expand the availability of
broadcast television service to unserved households or under served
households gave rise to a whole industry built on delivering distant
signals to every local television market in the country.

In addition, certain broadcasters, such as WTBS and WGN frank-
ly, decided to take advantage of the cable compulsory license to
create what were, in effect, basic cable networks without the incon-
venience and costs of having to negotiate the rights and pay the
full value of the works they broadcast.

Other mischief has occurred that is of particular interest to this
subcommittee since you are the subcommittee on courts. I would
ask the members to take note of the footnote on pages six and
seven of my testimony.

The cable compulsory license has turned out to be a litigious
nightmare. Rather than meeting the cable operators at the bar-
gaining table to discuss the value of our works, we must constantly
meet them in administrative and judicial fora to debate the fine
points of statutory language on which our compensation is based.

I know that Jim Mooney would agree that the costs to the Gov-
ernment and to the parties involved have been really quite sub-
stantial. We would all have wished we could have avoided those
costs.

In view of all of these shortcomings to compulsory licensing, it is
difficult for MPAA to come forward to support what amounts to an
extension of such licensing for the TVRO marketplace. Neverthe-
less, we do.

We are motivated by what we perceive to be the exigent circum-
stances of TVRO's emergence in the media marketplace, the need
to encourage TVRO as a new entrant and by this subcommittee's
evident desire to ensure that copyright owner's rights will be fairly
treated.

The TVRO business is a nascent business. They are providing
multi-channel video services to many who would not otherwise not
have access and they are the harbinger of the exciting new direct
broadcast satellite services.

We share with this Congress and the American public the desire
that the TVRO market should grow and take its rightful place in
the marketplace. But a young TVRO industry cannot be expected
to compete fully with other multi-channel media, so long as the
other media have an unfair regulatory advantage.

I think we can say fairly that the cable compulsory license con-
stitutes such an advantage. Therefore, and for the other reasons
that I stated, we favor what is in effect a modest extension of the
existing compulsory license, but we strongly believe this extension
must be strictly limited in scope, purpose, established for a limited
time, and directed to returning some semblance of marketplace ne-
gotiations to the business of transferring signal retransmission
rights.
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A number of important ideas, including a sunset of the license,
which MPAA advocated in the last session of Congress have been
incorporated in the bill and I would be pleased to discuss those ele-
ments during a question and answer period.

I would like to recommend to the subcommittee five refinements
to the bill which are outlined in my testimony. As we have in the
past, we would be pleased to work with the subcommittee starting
today and moving through the markup session on each of these
items.

First, we think it must be crystal clear that the bill is intended
to cover only the delivery of superstation signals to individual
TVRO owners for their private home use.

Second, common carriers should be liable under this bill if they
make a direct or indirect charge for superstation services.

Third, we see no appropriate role for the so-called distributors of
satellite services in the negotiation of rates for retransmission
rights.

Fourth, copyright owners must have a means of ensuring the ac-
curacy of common carriers' subscriber counts.

And fifth, the statutory license created by this bill must be ex-
pressly limited to the retransmission in the C-band radio frequency
just described to you by your previous witness.

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here on behalf of MPAA.
While I may not be as eloquent as your normal spokesman for the
Motion Picture Association, I will try to be as helpful as we moveforward.

The subcommittee has gone a good distance toward balancing the
rights of copyright owners and users in H.R. 2848. This bill is apractical and essentially fair response to the problem. We look for-
ward to working closely with the subcommittee to address the re-
maining questions regarding the bill.

[The statement of Mr. Boggs follows:)
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MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION
or AMERICA. INC.

1600 Ere STREET, NORTHWEST
Vilammarom, D. C. 30006

November 19, 1987

H.R. 2848, The Satellite Some Viewing Act of 1987

The Motion Picture Association of America, Inc. (MPAA) is
committed to the growth of a healthy TVRO industry, one that will
help preserve and promote competition in the media marketplace.

For this reason, MPAA supports, in principle, H.R. 2848,
"The Satellite Home Viewing Act e 1987." MPAA believes that
legislation along these lines will help the nascent TVRO industry
to grow and to take its rightful place in the video market.

H.R. 2848 incorporates a number of important ideas which
MPAA has consistently advocated. For example, the bill is tran-
sitional in nature, and sunsets after a fixed period of time; it
moves toward replacement of government regulation with market-
place negotiations; and it is designed to place reasonable limits

on the number of satellite-retransmitted broadcast signals that
qualify for the statutory license. It is essential that these
protections be maintained in any final legislation.

We urge the Subcommittee to make several additional refine-

ments in the bill to: (1) clarify that the statutory license
covers only delivery of superstation signals to individuals for

their private use: (2) impose liability for royiTENT3WCommon
carriers if they make a direct or indirect charge for
superstation services to TVRO oinieiirrrr limit future rate
negotiations to parties with a direct interest: common carriers
and copyright owners; (4) ensure that copyright owners have a
way of checking the accuracy of common carriers' subscriber
counts (on which royalty obligations are based); and (5)
expressly limit the license to retransmissions in the "C-band"
radio frequency range.

MPAA believes that, with these modifications, H.R. 2848 will
both ensure TVRO owners access to so-called "surambled super-
stations" and provide necessary protections for copyright owners.

MPAA's support for H.R. 2848 should not detract from either
MPAA's long-standing opposition to cable's compulsory license or
MPAA's belief that all parties concerned --consumers, copyright
owners and program deliverers-- are ultimately best served by the
give-and-take of the free marketplace. In our view, the exigent
circumstances facing the TVRO industry warrant the enactment of a
narrow, transitional statutory license designed to help get this

industry off the ground.
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TESTIMONY OF

TIMOTHY A. BOGGS
VICE PRESIDENT, PUBLIC AFFAIRS,

WARNER COMMUNICATIONS INC.

ON BMW OP WARNER LROS. INC. AND
THE MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION OP AMERICA, INC.

ON H.R. 2848

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES, AND
THE ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE

OP THE SOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE

NOVEMBER 19, 1987
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Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is Timothy Boggs, and I am Vice President, Public

Affairs of Warner Communications Inc. (WCI). WCI is the parent

company of Warner Bros. Inc., a producer and distributor of mo-

tion pictures and television programs, on whose behalf I appear

today.

I am also here representing the Motion Picture Association

of America, Inc. (MPAA), whose members, in addition to Warner

Bros. Inc., include:

Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc.

Walt Disney Productions

De Laurentiis Entertainmenc Group, Inc.

MGM/UA Communications Co.

Orion Pictures Corporation

Paramount Pictures Corporation

Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation

Universal City Studios, Inc.

Mr. Chairman, MPAA has supported, in principle, legislation

that you and several colleagues have introduced in this Congress

and the preceding Congressl/ to address the issue of whether and

how individual owners of home satellite earth stations (commonly

known as "TVROF" or "home satellite dishes" (HSDs)) should re-

ceive access to certain television broadcast stations that are

intercepted off-the-air by so-called "passive common carriers"

1/ I refer the Subcommittee to the testimony of Jack Valenti

on H.R. 5126 before this Subcommittee on August 7, 1986

(99th Congress, 2nd Session).
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and distributed by satellite, with the intent that they be re-

transmitted by cable television system operators.

We continue to favor the underlying concepts of your bill,

H.R. 2848, and we can support timely passage of the bill with

certain modifications, which I will outline.

MPAA Supports a Healthy and Robustly Competitive Media

Marketplace

Our reason for supporting this legislation is quite sim-

ple: we believe in the need to prelerve and promote competition

in the electronic media marketplace.

The companies that produce the copyrighted motion pictures

and television programming desired by the American public want

nothing more than to satisfy that demand. The more households we

can reach with our product, the better the return on our signifi-

cant investment, and the better able we are to invest in the pro-

duction of new copyrighted works.

It is in our interest, and in the interest of the consuming

public, that improvements and innovations in the delivery of

copyrighted audiovisual works he made as widely available as

possible.

With the coming of broadcast television, works that were

once available only in motion picture theatres could reach tens

of millions of new viewers in the comfort of their own homes. In

time, broadcasting became a major market for the production of
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new first-run copyrighted works.

With the maturation of the cable television industry, a

broader range of viewing options became available to over half of

all U.S. television households. Cable itself has become an im-

portant market for our motion pictures, and shows signs of be-

coming a significant market for new first - :un programming.1/

Now other new and exciting technologies promise to bring

even greater programming diversity to American consumers. Most

notable among these is the delivery direct-to-home of scores of

channels of video programming by satellite.

Mr. Chairman, the motion picture industry has been and

remains strongly in favor of the development and enhancement of

consumer video technologies. We want all of these technologies

to survive and thrive. We want to see healthy television

networks, healthy independent TV stations, and healthy cable

systems. We want to see a healthy and competitive home earth

station market. We support Federal policies that preserve

competition and promote new entry.

As program producers, we understand well how the spur of

competition urges us to constantly improve our products. Simi-

larly, competition among program delivery services makes each of

them more responsive to what consumers want. More competition

among the media will increase demand for new creative program-

2/ The president of American Movie Classics and Bravo Cable

Network, two leading cable programming services, has esti-

mated that the cable industry would spend $1.7 billion to

acquire programming in 1987. Communications Daily, October

6, 1987, at 5.
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ming. By this market-driven process, the diverse viewing needs

of our pluralistic society can be most efficiently met.

The Role of Compulsory Licensing

In the best of all possible worlds, each and every new media

competitor would arrive on the scene with the economic strength

to fend for itself in the marketplace. Unfortunately, because of

the peculiar dynamics of media markets, this is not always the

case. On occasion, these new competitors may require a brief

period of nurture before they are able to stand on their own and

compete for their share of the market.

Cable television is a perfect example. Cable's growth,

particularly in urban markets, was stunted for many years by

overregulation and by a lack of access to suitably attractive

programming. Perceiving that the potential for cable to emerge

as a significant medium depended in part on cable's access to

broadcast television programming -- virtually the only readily-

available source of "packaged" programming that cable could then

offer -- Congress created a compulsory copyright license for

cable in 1976.

This compulsory license permits any cable system to retrans-

mit ("perform") the copyrighted programming contained in tele-

vision broadcast signals without negotiating for the performance

rights, and subject only to the requirement that the cable system

report to the Register of Copyrights which signals it is re-

66
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transeitting and remit to the Register royalty fees in'an amount

fixed by stetute (but subject to adjustment by the Copyright

Royalty Tribunal).

NM has been troubled by the cable compulsory copyright

license both in principle and in practice. Fundamentally,

"compulsory" licensing is unfair to copyright owners. It removes

their control over the marketplace distribution of their work.

It denies them the opportunity to secure the full value of their

product. It represents unwarranted governir'nt interference with

the give-aad-take of marketplace economics.

The operations of the cable compulsory license demonstrate

the particular, and often bizarre, inequities of this mode of

licensing.

The cable compulsory license, intended to address a

perceived problem of "foreclosure" of cable from the programming

marketplace in 1976, has long since outlived any usefulness.

There is no question that cable systems today have access to an

abundance of programming barely dreamed of a decade ago. Cable

is today a big, strapping marketplace competitor. whose total

revenues this year will approach those of the entire television

broadcasting industry. Whatever public purpose the cable compu.1.-

sory license might once have served has faded into history, but

the statutory imposition on the rights of copyright owners per-

sists.

Government intervention through the compulsory licensing in

1976 soon led to unanticipated consequences. Soon, a system

intended only to expand the availability of broadcast television
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service to unnerved households give rise to a whole industry

built on delivering distant signals into every local teltAsion

market in the country. The compulsory license permitted cable

operators to invade the rights that local broadcasters had 44,*

quired in that programming. With the elimination of reasonable

limits on the number of distant signals that a cable operator may

retransmit, distant signal, carriage proliferated, and copyright

owner', witnessed an entirely unforeseen appropriation of their

works on a grand scale.

Meanwhile, certain broadcasters (such as WTPS and WON) de-

cided to take advantage of the compulsory license to create what

were in effect "basic cable eel:works" without the inconvenience

and cost of having to negotiate for rights and pay the full value

of the works they broadcast. The compulsory license thus has had

the del5terious effect of standing in the way of the Vcansition

of WTBS and others from free riders to full-copyright networks.

When the method of compensation for the "compulsory" use of

one's copyrighted works is utterly divorced from the marketplace,

all sorts of mischief can occur. Rather than meeting cable oper-

at ors at the bargaining table to discuss the value of our works,

we must constantLy meet them in administrative and j'dicial fora

to debate the fine eoints of statutory language on which our

compensation is based.2/

2/ The inefficiency of the cable compulsory license is starkly
evidenced by the costs the system has imposed on copyright
owners, cable operators, government agencies and the feder-
al courts. The Copyright Royalty Tribunal has made seven
distribution and three rate decisions made since 1978;
eight of these ten proceedings have been subject to appel-

(Footnote cont'd)
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In view of all these shortcomings of compulsory licensing,

it is difficult for MPAA to come forward to support what amounts

to an extension of such licensing for the TVRO marketplace.

Nevertheless, we do. We are motivated by what we perceive to be

the exigent circumstances of TVRO's emergence in the media mar-

ketplace, the need to encourage TVRO as a new entrant, and by

this Subcommittee's evident desire to ensure that copyright own-

ers' rights will be fairly protected through the pending legis-

lation.

How H.R. 2848 Can Serve the Public Interest

The TVRO business is a nascent business. There are just

over two million private TVROs in use in the United States. They

are providing multichannel video services to many who would

otherwise not have access to any such service. And they are the

harbinger of an exciting future in which direct-to-home trans-

missions (by so-called "direct broadcast satellites") may become

a viable and fully competitive medium.

late review. The CRT and the Copyright Office have deduct-
ed 86.199 million out of the cable royalty pool to cover
their administrative expenses. Program syndicators alone
have spent some $6 million in legal, data and other expens-
es before the CRT and the U.S. Court of Appeals. It is
reasonable to assume that comparable amounts have been
spent by other copyright claimants in both rate and distri-
bution proceedings. Moreover, cable operators and other
parties ha,e presumably incurred significant costs as
participants in the rate proceedings.
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The TVRO industry has not yet reached the critical mass of

audience that would permit it to develop its own sources of

original programming. If the industry is given a helping hand,

it has the potential to one day become an entirely new market for

creative works.

We share with the Congress and the American public the de-

sire that the TVRO industry should grow and take its rightful

place in the market. But a young TVRO industry cannot be expect-

ed to compete fully with other multichannel media (particularly

cable television) so long as the other media have an unfair reg-

ulatory advantage over TVROs. Cable's compulsory license consti-

tutes such an advantage.

Therefore, in the interest of levelling the playing field

between the established medium and the would-be competitor, we

favor what is in effect a modest extension of the existing com-

pulsory license. But we strongly believe that this extension

must be strictly limited in scope and purpose, established for a

limited time, and directed at returning some semblance of market-

place negotiation to the business of transferring distant signal

retransmission rights.
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Essential Elements of TVRO Bill

A number of important ideas which MPAA advocated in the last

session of Congress have been incorporated in the bill currently

before this Subcommittee. We believe it essential that these be

maintained in any final legislation.

First, and above all, any new statutory license to permit

the scrambling and marketing of superstation signals to TVRO

owners must be viewed as a transitional measure. A "sunset" date

to ensure that Congress will take a fresh look at the continuing

need for the statutory license after a period of time is abso-

lutely necessary. Once the TVRO industry is firmly established,

it must pay its own way. It should not be permitted to thrive on

forced subsidies extracted from copyright owners through compul-

sory licensing. That was the grave error with the cable compul-.

sory copyright license. That mistake should not be repeated

here.

Second, any new statutory license plan must be directed

toward replacement of government intervention with marketplace

negotiation. The negotiation/arbitration requirements of H.R.

2848 are important in that respect. They will encourage copy-

right owners and the "common carriers" who commercially benefit

from the use of copyrighted works to find marketplace means of

exchanging prog am rights. This will provide valuable precedent

for other forms of rights transfers. We do believe that the

system for negotiation and arbitration in the current bill can be

simplified somewhat, and we are anxious to ,,, k with the
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Subcommittee to this end.1/

Third, any new statutory license must not be viewed as carte

blanche for expansion of the superstation business. There must

be reasonable limits on the number of satellite-retransmitted

broadcast signals that qualify for the license. When this

Subcommittee first took up similar legislation just over a year

ago, the only "superstations" were those intended for

retransmission by cable system operators. But in the intervening

months, we have seen a proliferation of new superstations aimed

primarily or exclusively at the TVRO market. Such a development

could not have been anticipated, and it has adverse consequences

for copyright owners. At the very time when more and more full-

copyright program services are being created!/, permitting the

compensation that copyright owners receive to be determined by

free-market forces, Congress should not encourage a retreat from

marketplace bargaining through an open-ended statutory license.

We also wish to recommend to the Subcommittee several

i...:tant refinements of the bill:

-- It must be ,rystal clear that this bill is intended to

cover only the delivery of superstation signals to individual

TVRO owners for their private use. Multifamily dwelling units,

4/

5/

We commend the inclusion of a "flat fee" compensation
system during the first four years of the statutory
license. This streamlined approach avoids the confusion
and complexity of the percentage-rate approach in the cable
compulsory license, and should reduce the opportunities for
mischief by those accountable for royalties.

Even the leading cable "superstation," WTBS, is actively
considering the transition from superstation status to
full-copyright status.

"4,
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wireless cable operators, and commercial establishments equipped

with TVROs should not come under its terms.1/

-- Common carriers should be liatle under this bill if they

make a direct or indirect charge for superstition services to

TVRO owners. For example, if the common carrier (or his author-

ized distributor) "gives away" a tier of superstition signals for

free, but charges a fee for other program signals in a package of

channels, the obligation to report and remit must still apply.

-- We still see no appropriate role for "distributors" of

satellite services (acting as agents or otherwise under contract

to the common carriers) in the negotiation of rates for retrans-

mission rights. The only parties in interest to such a negotia-

tion are the user of the product (i.e., the common carrier) and

the owner of the product (i.e., the copyright owner). The dis-

tributor has no direct responsi:Jility or liability under the

bills the buck stops with the common carrier. The distributor

should be eliminated from the negotiation process:1J

-- Copyright owners must have a means of ensuring the ac-

curacy of common carriers' subscriber counts on which their roy-

alty fee remittance is based. This can easily be accomplished by

6/

7/

This would closely parallel Congressional intent to carve

out a specific, limited exception in favor of private view-
ing by individual TVRO owners in Section 705 of the 1984

Cable Act.

It is in the interest cf the common carriers to negotiate

to keep rates as low as possible in order to maximize the
attractiveness of their offerings. Thus, the common
carriers can be expected to fulfill the role the drafters

may have had in mind when they included distributors in the

negotiation process.
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requiring carriers to permit access by copyright owners or their

designees to reliable subscribership information, under proce-

dures carefully designed to protect the privacy of subcribers.1/

-- The statutory license created by this bill must be ex-

pressly limmited to retransmissions in the "C-band" radio fre-

quency range. As new, improved satellite and other video tech-

nologies develop, any copyright issues they may face should al-

ways be subject to marketplace resolution first. Government

intervention should come, if at all only as a last resort.

Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to convey to you once again

MPAA's support for the public interest goals at the heart of H.R.

2848.

Competition among the electronic media should be stimulated

in order that consumer choice can be expanded. Consumer access

to superstation signals appears to be of considerable importance

to the TVRO industry in the early stages of its growth. There-

fore, there is a public interest rationale for facilitating TVRO

access to this programming during the formative stages of the

8/ We are aware of a private firm that currently audits cable
system subscriber counts on behalf of some 20 cable pro-
gramming networks. They generally rely on aggregate data
provided by the local cable operators, supplemented with
spot-check on-site audits. We understand that their meth-
odology could be applicable here, providing reliable
subscriber data while preserving confidentiality.
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industry.

Inequitable regulatory advantages between competitors must

be levelled. It would be inappropriate to permit cable systems

to have continued, favored access to superstations while denying

such access to TVRC -4ners. But while temporary measures to

level the playing fieid may be warranted, Congress must continue

to encourage free-market solutions to match demand for

copyrighted video programming with supply.

H.R. 2848 presents an adequate interim solution to a thorny

problem. MPAA supports H.R. 2848 in principle, but our sustained

support requires assurance that any final legislation will grant

maximum protection for the interests of copyright owners

consistent with the Congressional goal of ensuring TVRO access.

Local broadcasters, and perhaps other parties, may also

bring forward valid concerns that warrant this Subcommittee's

attention. Some broadcasters, in particular, want to ensure that

this bill applies even-handedly to net.work affiliates, commercial

independents, and public TV stations, a principle that we can

support. We hope for the opportunity to work with the Subcom-

mittee to address legitimate issues through the mark-up stage.

Mr. Chairman, this Subcommittee has come a good distance

toward balancing the rights of copyright owners and users in H.R.

2848. This bill is a practical and essentially fair response to

the problem. We look forward to working closely with this Sub-

committee to address the remaining questions posed by the bill.

We believe H.R. 2848 stands for an important principle:

that the rights of copyright owners and the interests of con

75
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sumers are best served by the free marketplace, and that govern-

ment intervention should be limited to building transitions to

such a marketplace. We urgently request that the final product

of this Subcommittee's deliberations remains faithful to that

principle.

Thank you again for the opportunity to address the interests

of copyright owners in this matter. ',look forward to your

questions.

r
b
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Boggs. That was very concise,
brief, and to the point. I guess I should resist any comparison of
your presentation to that of Mr. Valenti.

But in any event, we are pleased to have your testimony. And
now I would like to can on Jim Mooney. Mr. Mooney?

Mr. MooNEY. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I apologize for appear-
ing before you this morning looking a little like Carmine DeSapio,
as someone suggested to me this morning. The sunglasses are re-
quired by an eye infection I am suffering from.

I am not going to read my prepared statement, but merely will
try to summarize why we support this bill. We do sur 9rt it and
urge its enactment.

This legislation is required by two factors. First, is one of those
phenomena which occurs from time to time in the communications
world where an unanticipated new market will spring up. In this
instance, the market based on home satellite dishes, which now
number nearly two million, and which represent the interest of
many people, particularly those who live in rural Areas, to take ad-
vantage of the same kinds of television services which are available
in more heavily populated parts of the country.

And there is no copyright problem with arranging to sell people
in that circumstance the made for cable services because they come
copyright cleared.

The distant broadcast signals, however, which historically have
been part of the cable menu are up on those birds as a consequence
of the compulsory license system adopted by Congress in 19711. And
the 1976 Act, fortunately or unfortunately, does not make explicit
provision for sale of those signals to the home dish market. The
1976 Act is phrased pretty exclusively in terms of the cable
market.

And there has arisen a legal controversy about whether the Act
can be read to include the backyard dilih market. Now you have
some people out there who are reading it as allowing sales to back-
yard dish owners ana they are doing so. You have some other'
people who are reading it as not covering such sales and they are
not doing so. And as has been stated earlier in this hearing, there
is at least one lawsuit which has been brought charging infringe-
ment.

I think this subcommittee will understand better than I that
given the nature of copyright protection, and given the fairly dra-
conian penalties which apply to infringement, the continuation of
this controversy unresolved is, to some significant degree, going to
inhibit the availability of these signals to home dish owners. And
we think Congress ought to clear it up.

We think Congress ought to clear it up because we believe that
dish owners ought to have available to them the same menu of pro-
gramming as it available to cable subscribers. And we believe that
there is a social value implicit in this. And it is the evening up of
television viewing opportunities to people all over the country, no
matter whether they live in scarcely populated rural areas or else-
where.

And it is a fact that there are a lot of people in this country who
do not live in places served either by broadcast stations or cable
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television systems. And the backyard dish, and its popularity, is an
obvious answer to that problem.

I am not going to comment on the technical aspects of the bill. I
think we have made our views known to the subcommittee before
on those matters.

I would only add that I heard very clearly the chairman's sugges-
tion that he would like it if the organization Mr. Boggs is repre-
senting today and mine could come to you with some other news.

I will say again, as I have, I think r' firing my past two outings
before this subcommittee, that we would very much like to see
some solution to this continuing controversy over the compulsory
license system. And hearing this morning the pacific words of Mr.
Boggs, I continue to have hope that we may yet do so.

I will stop there, Mr. Chairman, and be happy to answer any
questions you might have.

[The statement of Mr. Mooney follows:]

t 10
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STRTEVEN11 OF JAWS P. HOMEY, PRESIDED', IATICNAL CABLE TELEVISION
ASSOCIATIGI, BEE= THE SIROCt441TISZ 111 COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES, AND
THE ACSUNISIRATICN OF JUSPICE, CCNMITIEE CN THE JUDICIARY, U.S. HOUSE
OF REPRESENIATIVES, tEIVEMPER 19, 1987.

Mr. Chairman, members of the sdbcomAtee, my name is James P.

Money. I an President of the National Cable Television Association.

NCTA is the principal trade association of the cable television

industry and represents over 2,400 cable systems serving more than 80%

of the 44 million cable hones in the United States. We also represent

56 cable programming servtces who create, package, and provide quality

TV programing for cable subscribers.

The purpose of H.R. 2848, the Satellite Wee Viewer Copyright Act

of 1987, is to bring the copyright law up to speed with the latest

technology.

As the subcommittee is well aware, cable television systems have

for over thirty years retransmitted the signals of distant broadca_t

signals to Leir subscribers, a practice which since 1976 has been

governed by the cable =pulp:Ty license provisions of the Copyright

Act. Over thirty seven million cable households today receive one or

more distant signals, and the so-called "superstation" is now a well

established feature of the television landscape.

In return fec retransmitting these signals, cable systems pay

alties determined by the Copyright Royalty Tribune to copyright
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holders of the programming contained on these signals, and also pay

carriage fees to the satellite carriers which deliver the signals to

cable operators' headends. H.R. 2848 would amend the Copyright Act to

permit these signals to be sold to owners of backyard dishes as well.

Mr. Chairman, there are nearly two million backyard satellite

dishes in place today. Moreover, as of October 31, more than 267,000

dish owners had taken over one million subscriptions to the nine made

for cable services which have scrambled their signals since early

1986. Because these services are "copyright paid", i.e. not

retransmitted under the terms of the compulsory license, there has

been no problem gaining copyright clearance for their sale to the

developing backyard dish market.

Distant broadcast signals are a different matter, however. These

signals are uplinked to satellite transponders by resale carriers

without the necessity of obtaining copyright clearance rights because

their ultimate distributors -- cable operators -- provide these

signals to their subscribers under the Copyright Act's compulsory

license provisions. The Copyright Act contains no express provision

extending its compulsory license provisions (or for that matter its

royalty obligations) to the backyard dish market, however, and there

has arisen a controversy whether the compulsory license can reasonably

be read to extend to this market.

an
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Mr. Chairman, I don't think it would be particularly helpful for

to to) engage in a speculative discussion of what the courts ultimately

would conclude in an infringement case involving the sale of distant

broadcast signals to the backyard dish market under the Act as it

presently is written. Let it suffice to say that a case has been

brought, though not yet tried, and there is an extant legal

controversy over this question. The Register of Copyright has

concluded, moreover, that the Act as presently written does not cover

backyard dish sales. Because the Copyright Act contains some rather

draconian infringement penalties, I think it safe to conclude from

this that whatever and whenever the outcome of the litigation, full

availability of available distant broadcast signals to the backyard

dish market is going to be severely inhibited until the Act is amended

to clearly cover this market as well as the cable market.

We therefore support H.R. 2848 and urge its enactment.

Mr. Chairman, last year we shared with the subcommittee sane more

specific comments concerning a number of technical aspects of the bill

(then R.R. 5126, 99th Congress) which I will not repeat here. I will

refrain, as well, from =wanting on some special problems which may

arise from retransmission of the signals of the broadcast networks;

others, I expect, will address that subject and offer suggestions. I

would observe, however, that since the suboannittee last held hearings

on legislation of this kind the FCC has initiated a rulemaking which

proposes to reimpose a form of regulation discarded by the Commission
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in 1960 and known as "syndicated exclusivity." Under the old syndex

rules, and presumably under any new ones, cable systems would be

required to black out programs on distant broadcast signals where a

local broadcaster had bought rights to the same program series and

claimed exclusivity protection. These rules, which were adopted by

the Ccenission in 1972 prior to Congress' action in 1976 requiring

cable to pay royalty fees for the use of distant broadcast signals,

were rescinded after the Commission concluded they were a solution to

a problem which no longer existed and merely served to deny cable

subscribers access to programs on distant broadcast signals

legitimately imported by cable operators under an Act of Oangress.

Lately, however, with broadcast interests increasingly alarmed by

competition from cable, some of the broadcast trade associations have

been pressing the FCC to put the rules tack in. %V understand, too,

that some broadcast interests
are advocating the application of the

syndex rules to the hone dish market.

This is not the time or place to argue the merits of the syndex

controversy, but I would simply observe that if the Commission yields

to the broadcasters' entreaties and syndex is put back in, a lot of

these distant signals are going to disappear from the satellites as

c ',le operators find their retransmission to be a logistical

impo,Aibility. If the subcommittee is concerned, therefore, that

backyard dish owners, particuLarly those in rural areas, have access

S2
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to this kind of programming, you might take a look at what the FCC is

up to.

Syndex, in our view, is merely a subset of the lingering conflict

over the carpulsory license provisions of the '76 Act, and we believe

the FCC correctly concluded in 1980 that it could no longer be

justified in the face of the Act. In any event, it would seem to us a

wretched policy that the government should effectively encourage (via

the Act) the distribution of distant broadcast signals to cable and

backyard dish subscribers, but then also require some of the most

attractive contents of those signals to be blacked out. Consistency

may in some matters be merely "the hobgoblin of small minds," but in

this one it is a virtue to be admired.

Mt. Chairman, that conclude; my prepared statement. I'll be

happy to answer any questions the subcommittee may have.

3
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Mooney, for that rather briefstatement.
One thing I would observe is that many organizations which rep-resent contrasting, and presumably economic interests that com-pete, are able to get together or find non-hostile certain arrange-ments, legislatively and otherwise. I think, at the outset, that onewould think these arrangements might not be achieved. But fromtime to time, that does give us always the hope that accommoda-tions in a mutual interest, and also serving the public interest, canbe reached.
Mr. Mooney, as far as the reach of this bill is concerned, youmentioned there are two million, more or less, dish owners. Rela-tively few of them, I take it, would be within the service area of acable operator. Is that your analysis?
Mr. Moo =Jr. Yes; but it is hard to tell precisely. There is no reli-able data on that that I am aware of. My guess would be that two-thirds of them are probably outside cable served areas.Mr. KASTENMEIER. Two-thirds?
Mr. MOONEY. That is my guess, yes.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. There is also a technical question. It is afollow-on question as far as television, you probably have even lessreason to know the answer to that. Is it your impression that asimilar percentage would be outside ofwould be in unnervedwhite areas? Do you have any feel, from a television standpoint, doyou have any feel for what that might be?
Mr. MOONEY. I suspect that the proportion is probably somewhatsmaller. I would make a guess at about half. And that may be alittle bit high. You do, of course, have a number of cable televisionsystems which are out in rural areas where there are no broadcastservices available. And indeed, that was one of the original reasonsfor the development of the cable industry in the first place.I think you would probably be safe to say that somewhere be-tween 600,000 and one million of these dishes are in places whereyou cannot get broadcast signals, or you cannot get a full comple-ment of broadcast signals, meaning the three nets plus a PBS, orcertainly an independent.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Boggs, what is the view of MPAA as faras the future of direct broadcast satellites or other similar deliverysystems such as fiber optics, telephone companies and so forth? Doyou have any sort of vision as to what you see five or ten yearsdown the line?
Mr. Booas. As Jim noted, having visions in this business is adangerous business itself. It is very hard to predict what the futurewill hold. Here we are today trying to grapple with something thathas been with us already for a few years.I would say that we are very excited about the development ofthe fiber optic cable options that several of the telephone and cablecompanies have been exeoring. We think that there may well besome break-throughs in that area, particularly in the pricing of thefiber optic delivery system, so as to make it an important part ofthe delivery of our programs to the public in the years ahead.As you know, direct broadcast satellite has had a somewhatspotty past. The investment of capital necessary to run such asystem has turned out to be so forbidding as to frustrate those who

£4
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had some of the original designs. However, that is not to say that
we do not expect there to be DBS in the future. I think that that is
likely to happen. The subcommittee can probably consult with
better soothsayers than I in the motion picture industry on that
question.

But one of the things that I think has challenged youit is cer-
tainly a challenge to usis to try to fashion a statutory and regu-
latory framework that both permits the development of new tech-
nology, and recognizes the rights of those who either have made an
investment in past technology or are the providers of programming
that will sell that new technology.

And it is certainly not an insignificant challenge, but it is one I
think you are meeting here today with this bill. And I am sure we
will be back as new technology is developed on a whole range of
issues over the years.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. In your prepared statement, you mentioned
that the negotiation/arbitration section of the bill as a follow-on to
the compulsory license four-year period can be simplified. Do you
have any specific suggestions in that connection?

Mr. BOGGS. I shared one suggestion. And that is the removal of
distributors from the negotiating process would make it somewhat
simpler off the bat. As we stated, the distributor is not really a
party in interest to the negotiations. They have no direct copyright
liability under the act. Leaving the negotiations to the copyright
owners and the copyright users, as is traditionally the case, we
think will simplify items greatly.

A couple of other ideas. Perhaps as an inducement to compro-
mise if we reach the arbitration stage, it might be wise to restrict
the arbitrators to a choice between the last and best offers of the
copyright owners and the satellite carriers. There is some useful
precedent in this in the major league baseball negotiations, and we
would be happy to consider that sort of option.

It also might be useful to restrict the role of the CRT in the ne-
gotiating framework, to either accepting or rejecting the conclusion
of the negotiators rather than empowering them to set up a whole
rate-making proceeding on their own. If they reject the negotiators'
agreement, the negotiators could go back and do their work and
then present it once again to the CRT, rather than burden the CRT
with a whole new rate making proceeding.

I am sure there are others, and as you move toward markup, we
would be happy to put our creative hats on and try to come up
with some others.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I think at this point I will yield to my col-
league, the gentleman from California, Mr. Moorhead.

Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you. I had a question and I am going to
give the front side to one of you and the back side to the other.

In the Motion Picture Association statement they urged the sub-
committee to make several additional refinoments to the bill, one
to clarify the stab ...)ry license covers only delivery of superstation
signals to individuals for their private use. Two, to impose liability
for royalties on common carriers if t'aey make a direct or indirect
charge for superstation services to TVRO owners.

Three, limit future rate negotiations to parties with a direct in-
terest, common carriers and copyright owners. Four, ensure that
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copyright owners have a way of checking the accuracy of commoncarrier subscriber counts on which royalty obligations are based.And five, expressly limit the license to retransmissions in the C-band radio frequency range.
The question I wanted to ask was, for you Mr. Boggs, if all ofthese amendments are not ulopted, do you still support the bill?And on the other side, if they are adopted Mr. Mooney, does cablesupport the legislation?
I will let you start, Mr. Boggs.
Mr. Boras. We certainly would never appear to present an ulti-matum to the subcommittee. That is not our purpose in makingthese suggestions. We do think that they are reasonable sugges-tions that are important to our interests. As we move towardmarkup, we could probably refine our needs, just as you point outproblems with our request.
There are some that are perhaps more important than others,and as we work to try to simplify the bill, I guess I might say thatremoving the distributors from the negotiating process is probablyone that would be up near the top of the list.
Several of the others are clarifications of what I believe are theauthor's intent of the bill, that we think would be important, but Iao not believe would be controversial. The means of ensuring theuccuracy of common carrier subscriber counts something thatthe cable industry has managed to quite efficiently and fairly livewith and we think, as well, is a reasonable improvement in the bill.With regard to the C-band radio frequency limitation, that is ba-sically our desire to know what it is we are buying here. The KU-band option that was described to you by your earlier witnesseswill bring we know not what in the delivery of satellite services.We would like to limit this bill to the known universe at themoment. We think that is an ambitious enough task. We wouldhope the subcommittee would take that to be reasonable.If you reject all of these, I Fun not sure, I would have to go backto the studios and see what they think.

Mr. MOORHEAD. Jim?
Mr. MOONEY. I do not have an instinctively adverse reaeti,,n toany of them. I would like to see the legislative language because wedo, for example, have the carriers in our membership, as associatemembers, and I am sure they would want me to see exactly what isbeing proposed.
But as a generic matter, I see no reason why we would be op-posed to any of those numbers.
Mr. MOORHEAD. The C-band radio frequency range, that limita-tion 13 one that does not always mean that much to you. We havehad it explained, I know, but how does that strike you?Mr. MOONEY. I conjecture that the reason MPAA has asked forthat, and I conjecture further, that the reason some of nkv pro-grammer members would favor that, is a feeling that the businesswe have now is a C-band business with the present generation ofsatellites and home satellite receivers whereas K-band representsthe next generation of satellites and the next generation of homesatellite receivers. There is a strong preference for dealing withthat business, when and if it evolves rather than try to deal with itlegislatively in an anticipatory way.
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Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Boggs, the MPAA has stated in other testi-
mony, that scrambling protects the integrity of the signal. But in
this legislation, we are committing a common carrier to unscram-
ble the signal without permission. Why do we do that?

Mr. BOGGS. A central concern of a copyright owner at all times,
and it is reflected throughout the copyright law, is to be able to
have some reasonable control over the distribution of your product.
Our products are not those sorts of things you can put in a card-
board box and deliver at the home of your custnmer. They are
ephemeral, as your friend Jack Valente said so many times.

The scrambling option that is really quite sophisticated, and was
described here today, gives us an opportunity to take some of those
elements of uncertainty about the distribution of our product and
make them quite certain. We can know precisely to which home, at
what time, for what cost the product is being delivered.

The scrambling and descrambling system does indeed protect the
integrity of the product. It gives us a chance to market it in a way
that did not exist before.

Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you both.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Oklahoma, Mr. Synar.
Mr. SYNAR. Thank you, Bob.
Tim, your testimony suggests that the arbitration section needs

to be simplified. You also suggest that we have got to address the
litigation costs of a compulsory license, both of which probably
would be stimulated from the arbitration.

Given the fact that the proposal calls for a sunsetting after eight
years, how would you respond to the proposal that we do not even
have arbitration, since there is a time limit on it?

Mr. BOGGS. 1 think that is a reasonable question. Considering the
size of this market, and the elaborateness of the procedures that
are in your bill, we may have gone overboard a bit. My invitation
to try to work to simplify it is a sincere one.

I think, however, there is something valuable in this notion here
that the statutory rate that is established, the compulsory license
that is established, can eventually be replaced with something ap-
proaching a marketplace negotiation. It is a principle that is sug-
gested by this perhaps over elaborate negotiation arbitration proc-
ess.

That is a principle that is important to us. One of the reasons
why we are supporting this bill, frankly, is that it suggests to the
committee and to the world that once we have a compulsory li-
cense we do not have to live with it forever and ever and ever.
There is some way of ending it.

I would be happy to consider options as we move on.
Mr. SYNAR. The fact is that, you brought it up, you say arbitra-

tion needs to be simplified, that the litigation on prevailing or un-
prevailing parties are going to increase litigation costs. Why not
even encourage that? Let us just say we will have eight years, that
is it, and after that you win, you have got what you wanted?

It is your testimony that brought it up, the it is complicated.
Mr. BOGGS. It is important to understand the way the bill would

work. The private sector negotiation could bi .gin immediately upon
passage of the bill. The statutory rate is there in case the negotia-
tion comes to nothing.
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But it is our hope, and it would be our intention to announce ouravailability for negotiation right away. I think you would agreethat private sector negotiation and arriving at a marketplace rateis always better than having Congress tell us what our product isworth. And that is not something you would like to do forever.The suggestions that I made to the Chairman for simplifying ar-bitration process, I think, would perhaps be some improvementsand we would be willing t. -onsider others. I think we would bereluctant to abandon it completely because of that principle.Mr. SYNAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from California, Mr. Lungren.Mr. LUNOREN. I guess the only question I have, Mr. Chairman, asI recall in the past, Mr. Mooney has expressed an opinion that the12 cents rate was perhaps too high. I did not hear that in his testi-mony today and I wonder if you have come to a different feelingnow, or is this just the price of making an agreement?
Mr. MOONEY. No, I intended to refer back to testimony I havegiven previously before this subcommittee on an almost identicalbill, and certainly identical with respect to that provision.12 cents, I think, was derived from extrapolating the totalamount of royalties being paid per year as against the number ofcable subscribers receiving eacl. distant signal. And the average ofthat was 12 cents per subscriber per month.
That was done, however, prior to the decision of the UnitedStates District Court for 4,he District of Columbia last year to theeffect that the price was too high. I do not think there is availablesufficient data yet on exactly what those royalties have been in theintervening period. But I suspect they are more on the level of sixto seven cents per month per subscriber.
If it is the intent of the committee that the backyard dish ownerspay a comparable amount, you might *0 to six or seven cents. Onthe other hand, precisely how much is paid here is probably ofgreater interest to Mr. Boggs and probably of greater interest tothe satellite carriers than it is to me. I just make that observation,but I do not insist upon it.
Mr. LUNOREN. Mr. Boggs, could you give me the benefit of yourthinking, as to why 12 cents is the appropriate figure to have?Mr. BOGGS. As Jim says, the figure was extrapolated by the staffin the Copyright Office and some of us who were working on thedrafting of the bill, to be basically comparable to the rates that acable subscriber would be paying per signal per month.What Jim failed to state was that the rate was also determinednot only before the District Court ruling but before the Court ofAppeals ruling which we expect sometime soon, to affirm that thatis an appropriate figure.
Mr. MooNEY. I apologize. It is a matter currently under litiga-tion, although supposing the committee felt like it, you could putlanguwhage in this bill that would have the effect of setting the priceat whatever would be the result of an extrapolation made from thecable price, at any point in time.
Mr. Boor's. Absolutely.
Mr. LUX.GREN. You two are setting along so well, I wonder ifthere is something around here in the air to cause it.
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Mr. Bows. This little bit of litigation, and i think Jim we would
agree again, has turned out to probably be more expensive than all
the moneys we will ever receive from this bill.

Mr. MOONEY. The Copyright Bar does not work cheap.
Mr. LUNGREN. You are addressing a panel of lawyers, so we un-

derstand.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEJER. The gentlemen from Virginia, Mr. Boucher.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, Mr. C kirman.
Mr. Mooney, I understand that '44-,.rA has been involved in some

negotiations with the programmers of television programming, and
also with groups that are interested in serving as third party pack-
agers, to try to facilitate a process where third party packagers can
get into the business. Is that basically correct?

Mr. MOONEY. I would not characterize it quite that way, Mr. Bou-
cher. As you know, we have had pending for some time a contro-
versy over whether the Congress should mandate third party .dis-
tributors in the TVRO business notwithstanding that, in our view,
the real issue ought to be whether the consumer is being served at
minimal inconvenience and at a reasonable price, all of which we
think is the case.

NGtwithstanding that, we do obviously have a controversy still
pending and at the suggestion and urging of several Members of
Congress who have been involved in this controversy on the other
side, I have talked to one group about the possibility of me making
essentially a political appeal to some of the programmers in return
for some help in extinguishing the controversy.

But I am told by the people I have been talking to that they be-
lieve that the protocol of the situation does not allow them to help
me cool out the politics of this problem, which is the first time I
have ever had anybody say that to me in this business. So we do
not seem to be getting anywhere.

Mr. Houma. Well, you have been involved in some negotiations
and, although it is hardly relevant, I would object to your charac-
terization of the legislation that you are referring to as mandating
that third party programmers be involved. It simply would give
them an opportunity in the event that the market would accommo-
date their entry.

Nevertheless, you have been involved in these negotiations and I
understand that you have said, to the National Rural Electric Coop
Association, that one condition of your willingness and good faith,
to try to attempt to facilitate a package where they could, in fact,
get into the business, would be their withdrawing their support for
certain legislation. Is that correct?

Mr. MOONEY. I think it would be accurate to say, Mr. Boucher,
that I have said to them that I am not in the habit of attempting to
intervene in the business deal process and that were I to do so, in
this manner, I could only do so in the hope that the political con-
troversy would be cooled P` a consequence.

I do not think that ib unreasonable, frankly.
Mr. BOUCHER. So then do I understand you correctly to say that

you are not conditioning your willingness to help facilitate their
entry into the market and their ability to do business with the
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cable programmers to mean that they would have to then with-
draw their support for the legislation that is pending?

And I guess I am referring specifically to the Senate bill thatwas just approved this morning in committee, S. 889 and also H.R.
1885?

Mr. Moomr. Mr. Boucher, I am frankly less interested in what
would be the formal position of the NRTC than I am in what would
be the attitude of the relevant political authorities, the Congress of
the United States, with respect to the continuing need for such leg-islation.

Mr. BOUCHER. So is it then fair to characterize your answer assaying that you will continue, in good faith, to help facilitate anagreement between cable programmers and the National Rural
Electric Coop Association without regard to their position?

Mr. MOONEY. No, sir, I have not said that.
Mr. BOUCHER. Well, are you conditioning your willingness to par-ticipate in good faith on their withdrawing their support for these

bills?
Mr. MOONEY. I would condition my sticking my neck out with my

own programmers who, very frankly, would prefer to the greatest
extent possible to engage in this business without a middle man be-cause a lot of them really do not think it is necessary to have amiddle man.

I am conditioning my willingness to stick my neck out on the
willingness of some of the people who are running the NRTC tohelp extinguish the political controversy.

Mr. BOUCHER. I do not understand what you mean by help extin-guish the political controversy. Does that mean withdraw their sup-port for the legislation or does it not?
Mr. MOONEY. It seems to me that if they did not keep pressing

for the bill, it would do a great deal to extinguish the political con-troversy.
I am not sure wl it you are getting at, sir. Are you suggestingthat anything I has" -lute is improper?
Mr. BOUCHER. No, I am not suggesting that it is improper, but I

am just trying to figure out the political dynamic of the cable in-
dustry with respect to the legislation that is pending, that would
help improve services for the owners of backyard satellite dishes.I sense that you have been working behin the scenes to try toimpede the progress of the legislation. I am quite concerned by thatbecause I, for one, tend to see the backyard, satellite dish presenceas being competition for your industry, and competition that isquite healthy rather than to the contrary.

And to the extent that you are trying to extinguish that competi-
tion or inhibit the level of services that make it viable, then J think
your conduct is quite anti-competitive.

Mr. MOONEY. Mr. Boucher, I have been working up front and inpublic to impede the progress of the legislation because the people I
represent, who include the programmers, think it is an unwarrant-
ed incursion on their business judgment. There has been nothingcovert or secret about our attitude as a trade association towards
these bills.

At the same time, I have had Members If Congress, who havebeen involved in this legislatio.i, come to me and say we think this
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would go away if you could work something out with the rural elec-
trics. And when I hear that, I think I am hearing something and
take it "eriously.

Mr. )UCHER. Let me ask one additional question. For purposes
of this hearing, I gather that H.R. 2848 which we are hearing today
is not on your hit list. That is not one of the bills that you require
that support be withdrawn for?

Mr. MOONEY. We support the legislation, Mr. Boucher.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, very much.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. DEWINE. I have got one question for you, Tim. You indicat-

ed, in your testimony, that this legislation would limit the expan-
sion of superstations, and seemed to indicate that that is a good
idea.

As a public policy question, why is that good public policy?
Mr. Do Gas. It sounds pretty bad, does it not?
The superstation is, in our mind, a bootstrap industry. It is an

inc' istry that came into being by accident or, for them fortuitously,
bast.d upon the desire of the committee, in the 1976 act, to create a
way for distant signals to be continued to be delivered to cable
homes. That was a desireable goal.

What happened however was that, at least in the case of WGN,
WTBS, and now you will hear later from others who are marketing
basically superstation signals, that people saw an opportunity to
use the compulsory license as a way to get programming, our pro-
gramming, and to resell it.

The compulsory license is very cheap. We do not think that it
has met, or is likely to meet, the value of our programming that
are carried on those distant signals. Therefore, we are opposed to
the creation of many, many, many more distant signals. We can
certainly live with those that are there today, and the bill estab-
lishes the threshold for the introduction of new distant signals.

But we are concerned about the total expansion of distant sig-
nals. That is why that reference is in my testimony.

Mr. DEWINE. 3o your attitude is a practical one. You have to put
up with the ones that are there now, and maybe accommodate
them, and accommodate the folks who are used to watching the
Cubs and Braves, but that is it.

Mr. BOGGS. That is right. I think we would prefer that WTBS
become a cable service and pay full copyright fare. We would
prefer that W GN become a cable service if they want to be deliv-
ered to homes, and negotiate with us for a package of programming
and pay full copyright fare, just as HBO does, just as Showtime
does, just as the others do.

Mr. DEWINE. Thank yo
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you.
Mr. Mooney, I am interested in your views on this bill and not

certainly on other bills. I appreciate the fact that you are support-
ing this bill.

But in general, with respect to the association and most of its
membership, what do you expect they would either gain or lose as
a result of the enactment of this bill or something like it?
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Mr. MOONEY. I have a couple of companies who are interested inretailing these signals to home dish owners, but as a broad matter,I do not think we gain or lose anything.
This is a situation which obviously arises because there is a cableindustry. That is what all these signals are doing up on the satel-lites. There has developed, over the past five or six years, a *ouchsmaller industry involving people who have gone out and bought ahome version of what was originally developed as a commercial'atellite receiving dish.
This was made possible by the FCC's action in 1979, deregulatingthe ownership and use of backyard dishes which was an actionwhich my industry did not object to. This was further enhanced bythe action of the FCC, I believe, in 1985, in pre-empting the abilityof local governments to use zoning regulations to discourage theuse of backyard dishes. And that was something that my industrydid not object to.
We think that we have an obligation to come up here and say wedo not object, either, to the Congress extending to this market thesame regulatory treatment with respect to the use of distant broad-cast sittas it has extended to my industry.
Mr. NMEIER. Thank you.
Mr. p, basically what would the motion picture industry as awhole eit er gain or lose by this legislation?
Mr. BOGGS. As you know, the leaders in the motion picture in-dustry over the last two years, I think it is fair to say, have beenvery concerned about competition to the cable industry. The con-centration that grows memingly every day in the hands of a fewlarge MSOs is of concern to us. I think it is of concern to others inthe city, policy makers and others as well.
This bill, while a small gesture, I would admit, is a gesture onbehalf of the notion that there should be competition to the cableCable, as Jim said, enjoys the benefits of compulsory li-cense. is small competitor should enjoy this same benefit.So to that extent, we benefit from the principle that there shouldbe competition in the marketplace.
Second, we benefit from the notion that people should pay forour goods when they use them, something that is very important tous.
Third, I think we benefit from the notion in the bill that at somepoint, a statutory license, a compulsory license, is not necessary todo business in this market. This bill is valuable to us, in principle,because it phases out that compulsory license.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you.
In fact, if there are no more questions, we have reach al the noonhour. I want to thank both Tim Bogs and Jim Mooney for appear-ing here this morning and I hope, Jim, your eyes clear up and youwill not have to use dark glasses.
Mr. MOONEY. Thank you.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you both.
Our last phnel of witnesses, consisting of proponents of the legis-lation, will be first Mark Ellison, who will present the views of Sat-ellite Broadcasting and Communications Association. Mr. Ellison isVice President of Government Affairs and General Counsel ofSBCA. He has had many years of experience in the communica-
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tions field, having previously worked for Turner Broadcasting and
U.S. Telecom, now called U.S. Sprint.

Second, Mr. Roy Bliss will present testimony on behalf of three
common carriers, Tempo Enterprises, United Video, Inc. and East-
ern Microwave. Mr. Bliss is Executive Vice President and Chief Op-
erating Officer of United Video, which is a common carrier for
WGN, WPIX and KTVT. He has worked in the cable television in-
dustry since a very early age, we are told.

Third, Mary, or Kazie, Metzger will appear for Satellite Broad.
casting Network, SBN. She is President, Chairman of the Board,
and co-founder of SBN. Ms. Metzger began her career in telecom-
munications in 1975. In the interim, she has worked for RCA
American Communications, Inc. and Group W Cable.

I would also ask permission, without objection, to incorporate in
the record, I believe he is here in the room, the statement of Mr.
Bertram W. Carp, Vice President for Government Affairs, Turner
Broadcasting System. So his statement, in its entirety, will appear
in the record.

[The statement of Mr. Carp follows:]
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The Satellite Home Viewer Copyright Act of 1987, H.R.

2848, introduced by Chairman Kastenmeier, Congressman Svnar and

others, represents a far-sighted and thoughtful solution to

what has become a major proL]em in the communications industry

-- how to provide satellite-delivered superstations to the

growing numbers of home satellite dish owners.

Turner Broackasting System, Inc. supports this bill, and

commends Chairman Kastenme!er for his enlightened approach to

this problem. We are pleased to be given the opportunity to

make comments for the record.

Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. owns and operates three

satellite-delivered servic^q: SuperStation TBS, Cable News

Network, and Headline News. Turner Broadcasting also owns and

operates the Atlanta Braves National League baseball team,

maintains a 96% limited partnership interest in the National

Basketball Association Atlanta Hawks, and owns and markets the

MGM film library and other programs owned by TES through its

subsidiaries to broadcast, cable and home video markets

throughout the world.

The issues before the subcommitte'j are complicated. In

order to facilitate the purposes of this hearing, we feel the

members might benefit from a brief history of SuperStation TBS,

the nation's first basic cable network, which now reaches over
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Page 2 .

42 million households and involves annual advertising sales of

over $70 million.

History of SuDerStation TBS

In 1970, Ted Turner acquired a controlling interest in a

UHF broadcast station located in Atlanta. The stationsc

audience was quickly expanded through cable carriage. By

mid-1979, the station had been renamed WTBS, and was being

provided by almost one hundred cable systems to over 400,000

homes. But because reception was limited to the reach of

sophisticated antennas and microwave relays, WTBS could not be

received beyond a few hundred miles of Atlanta.

In 1975, Turner saw that satellite technology could

provide a way to give distant cable systems access to WTBS that

could not afford the expense involved in delivery of WTBS by

terrestrial microwave. The use of a communications satellite

to distribute television signals was a natural evolution of the

terrestrial distribution technology that would result in better

quality signals being available to a larger area at a lower

cost than could be achieved through terrestrial microwave

facilities.

At the time, TBS had incorporated a subsidiary which it

intended to use to operate a satellite common carrier for the

purpose of retransmitting WTBS to cable systems nationwide.

Advised that the copyright law probably prohibited a licensed

broadcast station from serving as its own common carrier, TBS

r
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sold the common carrier subsidiary, Southern Satellite Systrms,

Inc., for $1.00 to its current owners. The company is now

known as Tempo, and has proved to be a successful and

innovative provider of programming to various markets.

SuperStation TBS was born in December, 1976, when Tempo

began retransmitting WVBS via satellite to its cable system

customers. Tempo received WTBS's signal off-the-air. The

signal was then uplinked to an RCA Americom domestic

satellite. SuperStation TBS then could be received by any

cable system in the United States with a satellite dish pointed

at the RCA satellite.

SuperStation TBS thus became the first basic cable

programming service available nationwide. The growth in the

cable carriage of the SuperStation was fueled by the diverse

family-oriented entertainment programming it carried. The

SuperStation's attractiveness was further increased by the

inclusion in its programming fare of major sports events. TBS

acquired the Atlanta Braves in 1976 and a controlling interest

in the Atlanta Hawks in 1977, in large part for their

programming potential.

In mid-April of 1979, Tempo began receiving the signal of

WTBS by means of a direct microwave interconnection between

WTBS's transmission tower and Tempo's uplink facility in

Douglasville, Georgia. In addition to improving WTBS's signal

quality, the microwave interconnection with Tempo allows TUB to

substitute national commercials in the signal sent to Tempo in

fi5
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place of purely local commercials broadcast over the air in

Atlanta. this method of operation has been approved by the

Federal courte as consistent with the copyright laws. Although

Tempo charges for carriage of WTBS, under the terms of the

Copyright Act of 1976, ;an cannot and does not receive any

portion of the operator payments, and therefore must rely

solely on advertising revenues to finance its operations.

TBS has made no effort to hide WTBS's emergence as a

cuperstation. To the contrary, TBS actively encourages cable

systems to contract with Tempo for carriage of WTBS and has

widely publicized tthe expansion of WTBS's audience through

cable carriage. Information concerning the size of WTBS's

cable audience is regularly reported in television industry

trade jouinals.

The copyright owners from whom TBS has obtained program

licenses are under no compulsion to license works to TBS.

Those copyright owners who continue to license works to TBS do

so with the knowledge that WTBS's programming is being

retransmitted by Tempo to cable systems across the nation. All

but one of the current WTBS programming contracts were signed

since satellite distribution of the superstation has commenced.

Throughout the 19H0's, WTBS has also renewed virtually all

its syndicated programming contracts for series and movies. In

all cases, these contracts were freely entered into by willing

sellers, in full recognition of the fact the programming was to

be carried nationally by Superstation TBS. In fact, many of

c 6()
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the contracts expr rely acknowledged WTBS's right to substitute

national commercials on its national feed.

Program suppliers receive compensation for the cable

carriage of WTBS in two ways:

1. pirect Pavments from TBS

As WTBS's audience has expanded, copyright owners have

demanded much higher license tees from TBS commensurate with

the SuperStation's nationwide cable audience. on an annual

basis, the total license fees paid by TBS to program suppliers

has increased from $713,325 in 1975 to $15,276,478 in 1986, an

over 20-fold increase. In that same period, the total dollar

amount of new prograu license agreements executed annually by

Turner Broadcasting has increased from $816,296 in 1975 to

$26,200,000 In 1986, an increase .of over 3,000 percent.

Moreover, in the first five months of 1987, WTBS executed

agreements for over $21,000,000. TBS has accepted these

increased costs, on the assumption that the law would permit

continued national coverage.

2. Copvriakt Payments from Cable Systems

Program suppliers receive compensation for the cable

carriage of WTBS a second way. In 1976, Congress amended the

Copyright Act and estaalished a compulsory copyright license

where cable systems may retransmit broadcast signals so long as

they comply with statutory formalities. In return for this

compulsory license, cable systems are required to pay a royalty

fee to the Copyright Offiqe.
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These fees in turn are distributed by the Copyright

Royalty Tribunal. The bulk of these moneys is distributed to

program suppliers whose programming was carried on broadcast

stations like WTBS, which are imported into distant television

markets. Thus, in addition to di :ect license fees paid by

Turner Broadcasting reflecting its nationwide carriage, program

suppliers receive license fees from cable systems via the CRT.

TBS Has Reinvested the Additional, Revenues from SurserStation

TBS in Ingyelixejsmismingeastjaut

The revenues from the SuperStation made possible the start

and fostering of Cable News Network (CNN) and its companion

news service, Headline News.

The growth in cable system carriage of WTBS, coupled with

the national advertising time that TBS could sell utilizing its

microwave feed to Tempo, also provided TBS the resources to

create its own programming. Original prograwming endeavors

include "Portrait of America," the National Geographic, Jacques

Cousteau, and World of Audubon specials, as well as original

first-run family comedy series. In 1986, approximately 24

percent of programming broadcast was produced specifically for

the company.

To ensure quality programming for the future, in 1986 TBS

paid over $1 billion for the MGM film library and extensive

rights to the Warner Bros. and IWO libraries, which

collectively comvrise one of the largest feature film resources
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in the world, consisting of approximately 3.600 pictures. TBS'

analysis underlying this acquisition was that the product could

profitably be sold to broadcast stations and also appear on

NTBS.

Turner Broadcasting's Approach to Satellite- Delivered Packaaes

CNN and Headline News were the first basic cable networks

to scramble -- in July of 1986. TBS moved to scramble as

quickly as the Videocipher II technology emerged as the

industry standard, for a simple reason. CNN and Headline News

are supported 45% by advertising and 55% by subscriber fees.

For years they have been plagued by "free riders" --

particularly businesses like hotels, motels and bars -- who

have received CNN and Headline News for free while cable

customers have paid. Scrambling is the only effective way to

make suce that those who use distribution methods other than

cable to receive CNN and Headline News also pay for these

valuable services.

Beginning in late 1985, before CNN and Headline News

scrambled. TBS offered its cable affiliates non-exclusive

distribution rights, which allowed them to sell CNN and

Headline Nt.'s to home dish owners in and near their cable

franchise areas. To date, approximately 30% of TBS' cable

affiliates are involved in marketing to home dish owners.

In mid-1986, TBS opened its own consumer order center to

make CNN and Headline News available nationwide to home dish
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owners through a toll-free number. TBS sells both services

combined for $25.00 a year, a little over $2.00 a month and

lass than a quarter of the $111.80 annt..l cost of a Washington

Post suscription.

On June 30, 1986, TBS authorized HBO to sell CNN and

Headline News concurrently with HBO/Cinemax, and on July 30,

1986, TBS authorized Showtime to market CNN and Headline News

with Showtime/The Movie Channel. CNN and Headline News are

included in the $10.95 monthly package of basic services ($7.00

with subscription to Showtime or The Movie Channel) announced

by Viacom Satellite Networks.

TBS has entered into arrangements with manufacturers and

wholesalers of home dishes and descramblers under which

sate .e equipment purchasers receive free or discounted

subscriptions to CNN and Headline News. At present TBS has

such arrangements with over 20 companies.

TBS has worked hard to involve retailers of home dish

equipment in the sale of CNN and Headline News. At present

over 3000 home satellite equipment retailers are engaged in

selling CNN and Headline News.

And in June of this year, TBS entered into an agreement

under which the National Rural Telecommunications Cooperative,

affiliated with the National Rural Electric Cooperatives

Association, will include CNN a'id Headline News in a package of

program services which NRTC is marketing to home dish owners in

conjunction with rural cooperatives around the country.

1 0
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Although Turner Broadcasting has scrambled and

aggressively marketed CNN and Headline News to home dish

owners, TBS does not control or participate in either the

recent scrambling of SuperStation TBS in October 1987 by Tempo

or Tempo's marketing of SuperStation TBS to home dish owners.

Under the copyright laws, the decietons with respect to

scrambling of SuperStation TBS must be made by the common

carrier and not by Superstition TBS.

Experts differ on whether current copyright law can be

read to allow marketing of satellite-carried broadcast signals

to home dish °waste. Nevertheless there is a respected body of

opinion that the copyright law in its current form does not

allow such marketing. TBS would welcome the opportunity to

encourage and actively support the marketing of SuperStation

TBS to home dish owners. However, these legal uncertainties

prevent us from doing so, and in fact caused us to withdraw

from an earlier attempt to market a package largely comprised

of superstitions to the TYRO industry.

On March 17 1986, Registrar of Copyrights Ralph Oman

discussed this issue in a letter to the Chairman of this

subcommittee. The letter states in part as follows:

Congress neither approved, implicitly or explicitly, nor
did it even contemplate this type of activity in granting
the exemption to passive carriers. . . .Therefore. I reach
the preliminary judgment in this difficult and

controversial area of law, that the sale or licensing
ofdescrambling devices to satellite earth station owners
falls outside the purview of SectioA 111(a)(3).
particularly where the carrier itself encrypts the signal.

101
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Until this question is clearly resolved, SuperStation TBS

cann)t benefit from the aggressive marketing approach that has

been so successful with CNN and Headline News. Therefore

Turner Broadcasting supports the efforts of this subcommittee

to blaze A clear path through this legal thicket, by expressly

authorizing the sale of satellite-delivered broadcast stations

to home dish ownero.

TBS Supports H.R. 2848

The bill introduced earlier this year by Chairman

Kastenmeier, H.R. 2848, the Satellite Home Viewer Copyright Act

of 1987, represents a rational solution, and we support the

bill in its current form. Its enactment may well be crucial if

the TVRO market is to succeed.

It is always the case that the legislative process must

balance competing interests. H.R. 2848 has achieved a workable

balance of interesto, and thni onould receive the support of

programmers and the TVRO ccmmun: ty alike. Obviously, the bill

is not perfect from our point of view. For example, we would

prefer that the license to transmit to home dishes be provided

on a permanent basis. But we are willing to support a fair

compromise, and we urge others interested in serving the home

dish marketplace to swallow their objections and do so as well.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important

legislative effort.

1G2
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Ellison, Mr. Bliss, Ms. Metzger, you may
proceed in order of introduction and we will reserve questions until
you have concluded your three presentations.

Mr. Ellison.

TESTIMONY OF MARK C. ELLISON, VICE PRESIDENT OF GOVERN-
MENT AFFAIRS AND GENERAL COUNSEL, SATELLITE BROAD-
CASTING AND COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA;
ROY L. BLISS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, UNITED VIDEO,
INC., REPRESENTING SOUTHERN SATELLITE, UNITED VIDEO,
INC., AND EASTERN MICROWAVE, INC.; AND MARY C. (KAZIE)
METZGER, PRESIDENT, SATELLITE BROADCAST NETWORKS

Mr. ELLISON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. On behalf of the SBCA,
I am very pleased to be here today. I would like to thank you, Mr.
Synar, Mr. Boucher, and Mr. Moorhead for your introduction of
this crucial legislation.

The SBCA, whose manufacture and distributor members are re-
sponsible for about 85 percent of the systems installed in the mar-
ketplace today, strongly support H.R. 2848. We, too, have some con-
cerns about some provisions of the bill. We will work with the sub-
committee toward modifications, some of which have been men-
tioned by Mr. Synar earlier.

Before I go into specifics about the situation that exists today
with the copyright compulsory license as it respects the TVRO
market, I would like to mention a few key dates in the history of
satellite television, just to put things into perspective.

In September of 1975, 1180 became the first programmer to de-
liver programming via satellite to cable head ends. About a year
later, a gentleman by the name of Taylor Howard, who is now the
chairman of the SBCA, went out into his garage and with spare
parts, built the first home satellite dish. That was September of
1976.

In 1979, Neiman-Marcus put out a christmas catalog and on its
cover was a home satellite dish and the price of that dish in 1979
was $36,000. Today, as you have already heard from some of the
witnesses, a top of the line system with remote control, digital
stereo, and top quality video can be purchased for about $3,000.

In 1980 there were 5,000 dishes sold and by 1985 the annual rate
was something in excess of 700,000 dishes. In 1986, however, HBO
scrambled and other programmers followed, and in the ensuing
confusion and concern about programming availability, the level of
sales dropped to 250,000 per year down from about 750,000 per
year.

This year it looks like the numbers will stay about the same. We
will be around 250,000 systems. The market is poised for a come-
back. We see the possibility of a strong resurgence in C-band and
we are on the verge of launching K-band satellites and we think
our market is ready to take off.

But there is one thing that can really change that picture, to the
great detriment of the TYRO market, and that would be the fail-
ure of Congress to adopt H.R. 2848. We are faced today with a very
serious threat, and that is the loss of superstations and network
signals.
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If our industry and our viewers lose those 14 superstations that
are out there today, we believe that the damage to our industrycould be greater than that caused by the 1986 scrambling of pro-
grammers. Networks and superstations have scrambled or willscramble. The networks intend to use an incompatible scrambling
system. Right now the only access in much of rural America is via
satellite interception of the network feeds.

Two of SBCA's members, SBN who is here at the table with mehere today, and Net Link USA, have offered a solution to the prob-
lem of serving that last mile and reaching those viewers that areout in rural America who cannot receive the off air signals. That is
the retransmission of network affiliate signals via satellite.

Net Link, I might mention, does have a contract with NBC, or isin the process of negotiating a contract with NBC, however I do notthink that that is a complete solution to the problem. There areunderlying copyright holders who have yet to agree to that con-tract and it is imperative that this legislation before us retain the
network signals throughout the legislative process and that the billbe passed in tact.

The common carriers and other satellite programming providers
are selling the superstation signals to the backyard dish market
and both the network carriers and the independent station carriers
are doing so today using the 1976 compulsory license. There is aproblem.

As has been referred to here today, SBN has been sued by thenetworks in two jurisdictions with the fundamental issue there
being the question of whether the 1976 Act applies to the retrans-mission of distant broadcast signals to the backyard dish market.

If SBN loses its suit in New York or in Atlanta, the repercus-sions of that case or the precedent of that case will apply to theindependent stations as well, in all likelihood. It is very possible
that our industry would face the extreme damage referred to earli-
er, and that is the loss of all of the superstations.

This bill assures access to all Americans to network and inde-
pendent station programming. It draws a very fair balance between
the public interest and the interests of the copyright holders. Iwould say, in response to some of the questions that Mr. Moorhead
has asked, and anticipating that question, that in our opinion thisbill must apply to both C-band and K-band transmission. To limit itat this time makes no sense. It will only result in our being backhere again, within a year or two, seeking to broaden to cover thetransmission by KU-band.

This bill allows our industry to grow and become a viable form of
program distribution. Access to network and other programmingmust remain available to all Americans. H.R. 2848 assures that
every television home, no matter where it is located, will be able toshare in the entertainment, sports, news, and educational program-ming provided by the networks and superstations.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I have some handouts relating to sat-ellite television and some of the questions earlier about system
sales, which I would like to have made part of the record, withyour permission.

[The statement of Mr. Ellison follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, my name is

Mark C. Ellison and I am the Vice President f Government

Affairs and General Counsel for the Satellite Broadcasting and

Communications Association of America (SBCA). First of all, I

would like to express our sincere thanks to the Chairman, Mr.

Moorhead, Mr. Synar, and Mr. Boucher for their introduction of

the Satellite Home Viewer Copyright Act of 1987. I also wish to

express our gratitude to the Subcommittee for holding this

hearing and giving me the opportunity to testify for the SBCA

in support of this crucial legislation.

The SBCA is a trade association comprised of four basic

groups: satellite manufacturers and system providers; earth

station equipment manufacturers; distributors and retailers of

satellite television equipments and satellite television

programmers, including program originators, common carriers and

program packagers. SBCAls manufacturer and distributor members

are responsible for over 85% of the home satellite systems sold

today. For the information of the subcommittee, I have

attached a roster of the SBCA membership to this testimony.

Satellite television direct broaccasting service offers the

American consumer the very best in technological quality and

the greatest choice in programming. Most importantly, it

offers rural Americans the chance to receive the same

programming enjoyed by those in urban areas.
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Everyone in the home satellite television industry stands

to be deeply affected by the legislation at hand today. In

1985, over 70C,000 Americans installed satellite television

antennas. In January of 1986, HDO became the first programmer

to encrypt (or sectamble") its programming. Other programmers

followed, and in the ensuing confusion about program

availability dish sales fell to under 250,000 systems in 1986.

After two years of devastating sales levels, the home cetellite

television industry is poised to stage a comeback. However, due

to uncertainties in the existing Copyright Act and its

compulsory license for the retransmission of distant broadcast

signals, our industry and its customers face the imminent

threat of losing access to network programming and all of the

independent osuperstations". The detrimental impact which such

a loss might have on our industry cannot be overstated. The

loss of the 14 existing superstation signals could be equal in

impact to that suffered when programmers first scrambled their

signals. (A list of the 14 superstitions is attached to my

testimony.)

All three of the networks have announced plans to encrypt

their satellite delivered backhauls and network feeds. In much

of rural America the only access to network programming is the

reception of those signals with a dish antenna. The plans of

the networks are to use an encryption system which is not

compatible with the system now widely in use by home satellite

viewers: General Instrument's VideoCipherII. Unless common

- 2 -
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'carriers are able to retransmit distant network affiliate

signals, millions of Americans will loge access to network

signals.

In an effort to fill the void which will occur when the

networks scramble, two SBCA members, Satellite Broacieeet

Network Inc. (SBN) and Netlink USA have commenced operations

whereby they receive the off-air signal of network affiliates

and encrypt and retransmit those signals to home satellite dish

owners.

Similarily, signals of the independent "superstations",

(e.a,, WTBS (Atlanta), WPIX (New York), WWOR (New York), and

KTVT (Fort Worth)), have been scrambled. However, the

encryption system used by the common carriers uplinking the

signals of those stations is the Videocipher//, and the signals

are being marketed to home satellite viewers.

All of the entities delivering network and independent

distant broadcast signals signals today are doing so under the

1976 Copyright Act, taking the position that they are "wireless

cable systems", entitled to avail themselves of the same

compulsory license enjoyed by other cable systems. However,

this position has come under attack. In two separate actions,

the networks have instituted litigation against SBN,

challenging their use of the compulsory license under the 1976

Act. The fundamental issue in that litigation is the question

- 3 -
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of the applicability of the cospolnory license in the delivery

of distant broadcast signals to hose satellite viewer..

Therefore, a decision against SOW in either of those actions

would, in all likelihood, result in the loss of all

superstatione for satellite television vievere.

Inactment of Sill before you today would eliminate that

threat and assure all Americans of access to network and

euperstetion programming.

I.R. aim provides a mechanism whereby access to distant

broadcast signets by hone satellite viewers will be assured and

harm to the fledging DBE industry will be prevented. At the

ease time, this statutory license will have little or no

adverse effect on the rights of copyright holders and

lioenites.

As H.R. 2848 moves through the legislative process, the

SBCA will work to modify some provisions of the Bill in order

to achieve the best possible legislation. In so doing, we will

seek to balance the interests of our own industry against the

concerns of copyright holders and licensees. There is one

provision in particular which we will seek to revise: the

limitation on euperstatione launched after June 1, 1987.

Presently, H.A. 2048 would provide a statutory license to

superetationa delivered via satellite as of June 1, 1987, and

- 4 -
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'those subsequently launched 1/ they are delivered to "t least

10% of the cable market. The SBCA does not believe that the

satellite broadcasting industry should be tied to any benchmark

of penetration by a competing technology and we will seek an

acceptable alternative.

lopyright holders who might stand in opposition to the Bill

must bear in mind that the ultimate aim of the copyright law is

to stimulate artistic creativity for the general public good.

In the recent case of (Sony corp. of America v. Universal City

fama, the Supreme court noted:

The monopoly privileges that Congress may authorize
(under the Copyright Act) are neither unlimited nor
primarily designed to provide a special private
benefit...The copyright law, like the patent statute,
makes reward to the owner a secondary consideration.

The adoption of the compulsory licensing scheme for cable

systems by Congress was to further this prJlic interest.

Likewise, the Bill before you holds the promise of significant

public benefit and the statutorily determined royalties are an

acceptable legislative balance between the need for program

dissemination and appropriate compensation to the copyright

holders.

Similarly, the networks hold licenses to use one of our

nation's most valuable resources, the broadcast channels. It is

axiomatic that they have a duty to serve the public in the

broadest possible Cashion. To date, the SBCA has not opposed

- 5 -
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tha plans of the networks to scramble their signals. The

delivery of network signals to all Americans is possible via

atcllite and the networks must not stand in the way.

Any fears that the network affiliates may have about

viewership dilution due tc the importation of distant

affiliates' signals are unfounded. It is our opinion and belief

that where a viewer in a local community is able to receive the

off-air signal of an affiliate, they will not pay the required

subscription fees to receive the distant signal. This is due

not only to the cost factor, but the fact that television

viewers naturally prefer to watch the news and other

programming carried on the local affiliate. And, as nearly all

satellite systems are equipped with an A-B switch to allow the

viewer to readily change from satellite antenna to broadcast

antenna, viewing of all available local stations is easily

accomplished.

Also, / would urge the Subcommittee to recognize that there

are only 2,000,000 C-band satellite antennas installed today

and less than 300,000 of those are equipped with the decoders

needed for reception of the retransmitted distant signals.

H.R. 2848 would sunset after 8 years. Even if sales levels

were to double over the current level (to 500,000 systems per

year), there would be only 6,000,000 satellite systems in place

at the time this Bill would expire. In a market consisting of

nearly 100,000,000 television homes, it is highly unlikely that

- 6 -
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any network affiliate would suffer as a result of the passage

of H.R. 2848.

It is essential that legislation be enacted to make clear

the right of home satellite television viewers to receive

independent and network distant signals. Just as cable, in its

infancy in WM, needed enactment of the existing compulsory

license, tits direct broadcast industry must receive comparable

consideration which will allow it to develop as a viable

television delivery technology, capable of competing in the

marketplace. Access to network and other programming must

remain available to all Americans. H.R. 2848 assures that every

television home, no matter where it is located, will be able to

share in the entertainment, sports, news, and educational

programming provided by the networks and independent

superstations.

- 7
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Advanced Scientific Products, Inc.
American Metal Spinning Ltd.
Amway Corporation
California Amplifier
Channel Master
Chaparral Communications, Inc.
Cincinnati Microwave Comm.
DH Satellite
DX Communications
Echosphere Corp.
Expanded Metal Corp.
Fortuna Communications
General Instrument Corp.
Hero Communications of F;,,, Inc.
Eaul-Tronics, Inc.
NEC Home Electronics
Norsat International, In.:.
Panasonic Industrial Co.
R.L. Drake, Co.
Satellite Television Tezh. Intel.
Sony Corp. of America
Toshiba America
Uniden Corp. of America
Winegard Company
Zenith Electronics Corp.

aortmare/Programer Members

Amway Corporation
Canadian Satellite Comm. Inc.
Christian broadcast Ntwk., Inc.
CommTek, Inc.
Disney Channel (The)
ESPN
Eastern Microwave, Inc.
Group W Satellite Comm.
Home Box Office, Inc.
Home Dish Only Satellite Network
Home Satellite Cervices
Home Sports Entertainment
NRTC (Nat'l. Rural Telecom. Coop.)
Nat'l. Satellite Prog. Ntwk.
Netlink USA
Playboy Channel
SHOWTIME/THE MOVIE CHANNEL Inc.
Satellite Broadcast Network
Tempo Enterprises, Inc.
Turner Broadcasting Systems, Inc.
United Video

113

Space Members

COMSAT Corporation
GE Americom
General Instrument Corp.
Home Box Office, Inc.
Hughes Comm. Satellite Services
US Satellite Broadcasting (USSB)
Viadom International

Individual Members

Mr. Daniel M. Zinn
Mr. David L. Bondon
Mrs. Ruth Vollrath
Mr. Edward C. Allred
Mr. Harley W. Radin
Alpert & Associates
Beyond War
Comnricom Cable, Inc.
Daniels & Asso., Inc.
Dorsey. of Oshkosh, Inc.
Foils]. International
George A. Salmons, Consultants
HI-NET
Nat'l Center for Assn. Resources
National Satellite Antennas
Rainbow Satellite
TMG/INC.
X-Press Information Services



Retail/Distributor Members

AAA Antenna Services, Inc.
AEI Music Network Inc.
AEI Music Network Inc.
Accurate TV i Satellite
Action Barth - Satellite Corp.
Aer-Wave Systems, Inc.
Allaan
Alpine Microwave
American Enterprises
American Television & Comm. Corp.
American Visual Concepts, Inc.
Antennas By John
Arc Cable & Comm., Inc.
Arc Satellite
Arizona Wholesale Supply Co.
AstroVision Satellite
B&J Electronics
B.-J Supply Company
Barber's TV/Sat. Sales 6 Service
Bayonne Satellite Systeas
Best Reception Systems, Inc.
Bill's Electronics
Blue Sky Enterprises
Bluefield Distributing Co.
Buchanan Satellite
C i M Electronics
C.A.B. Satellite System.
CIELO Communications Inc.
COS
Capitol Antenna Service
Capissi Satellite Systems
Carpenter Radio Co.
Central Florida Satellite TV sys.
Charlie's Electronics
Chris TV
Christenson Enterprises
Circuit Doctors, Inc.
Clearview Satellite
Coated Satellite Comm.
Connolly's Satellite TV
Constellation Satellite
Consumer Satellite Sys. Inc.
Corner Rock Satellite
Couch's Electronic.
Country Cable TV, Inc.
Cox Satellite Service.
Cumberland Elect. Inc.
Custom Satellites
D&H Distributing Co. Inc.
DWF Company
Dahlstrom Construction
Daniels 6 Ammo.
David Shipp Antennas
Davis Antenna Inc.

Delta Satellite Corp.
Denco Systems
Discount Satellite TV
Diversified Enterprises
Earth Britons
Eastern Company d/b/a Eastco
Echosphere Corp.
Electronic Systems
Electronics Etc.
Electrotex
Finger Lakes Satellite. Inc.
First carolina Satellite Dist.
Focii Satellite Co.
Foster Ranch Airport Elect.
Future Vision Satellite
Gill's Electronics
Global Satellite Inc.
Ground Plane Elect., Inc.
H6H Electrical Systems, Inc.
H. S. 8.
HL Communications
Hal' Electronics Salmis i Serv.
Hamblin Antenna Service Inc.
Hansen Video 6 Satellite
Harbor Lights
Harney Telephone Service
Hi Tech Satellite
High Frontier Dist.
Hitchcock Sales
Home Box Office, Inc.
Home Satellite TV
Hopewell Satellite
Hughes Expert TV Service Inc.
Hulsey i Hulsey, Consultants
Intel-o' m.r. Inc.
Invecoa, Inc.
Iowa Satellite Dist.
JO Enterprises
JC Smith Electronics
JSAT
Jersey Jim Towers TV
KiK Communications
KLM Satellite Systems
Keystone Arthur Telephone co.
King's Antenna Service
LINIA Satellite Systems
Lambert Satellite TV
LeMieux Electronics
Lem TV
Lewis Communications
Little ocmulgse Service corp.
Madsat
Maidencreek TV i Appliance
Main Electronics Co.
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Retail /Distributor Member. - continued

Maryland Microwave Services
McLean Satellite Systems
McMaster Antenna System
Resters HBO
Micheal Electronics
Mid-Central Electronics
Mid - Michigan Home Entertainment
Mobile Audio
Modern Computor Sys. of N. Dakota
N. Central Satellite Antenna Sy..
NNS Corporation
National Satellite & Antennas, Inc.
National Satellite Communications
Neistadt Inc.
Network. Communications
North American Satellite Diet. Inc.
North American Satellite Serv.
OmniVision
P & M Communications
P & R Satellite
P-N Junction
Pasley Satellite Center
Peerless Satellite Network
Pico Products, Inc.
Pine Ridge Electronic.
Pioneer Rural Serv. Corp.
Price's Electronics & Const.
Puvalowski Home Entertainment
Radio Resources of NE
Ramsey & Son TV
Randolph Telephone Membership Corp.
Recreational Sports & Imports, Inc.
Regan Electronics
Rick Renfrew TV
Rite Stuff Systems (The)
Rural Nevada Satellite TV
SHOWTIME /THE MOVIE CHANNEL, Inc.
Satellite Comm. Sys.
Satellite Engr. & Comm. Inc.
Satellite Headquarters
Satellite Receivers
Satellite Scanners
Satellite Scanners, Inc.
Satellite Service Inc.
Satellite Services of Cordele
Satellite Shop (The)
Satellite specialists
Satellite Systems
Satellite Systems of Brevard
Satellite Systems, Inc.
Satellite TV
Satellite TV & Video
Satellite TV Consulting Serv.
Satellite TV Systems

11 5

Satellite Technology, Inc.
Satellite Television
Satellite Video
Satellite Video Service, Inc.
Satellite Vision, Inc.
Satellites West
Satieo - Satieovision
Sagan' Electronics
Seward Electronics
lights & Sounds
Signal Source., Inc.
Sims TV & Electronics.
Ski-A-Sat
SKy's the Limit
Sky-Tek Satellite
Son's Satellite Systems
Sound - TV Systems
Sound Installations
Star Com Distributing
Star Track
Starpath of Hardin County
Startech, Inc.
Stevie Satellite
Sunset Satellite
T & T Antenna Sales & service
TV Hospital
TVCO Outlet, Inc.
Technisery Co.
Tel-Sat TV Satellite Receivers
Thunderbolt Systems Inc.
Tiller Radio/TVRO/Kable Co.
Tri-County Microwave
Tri-Star Communications
USTV (Universal Sat. TV Co.)
United Satellite Corp.
Via Satellite Inc.
Video Kingdom
Wallace Satellites
Warren Supply Co.
Washington Electric
West Coast Sound Sys., Inc.
Western Iowa Services Coop.
Wilkerson & Associates
WiskonSan Satellite Sys., Inc.
Woodheat Associates
World Sat
Worldwide Satellite Entertainment
Wright Connection
Wright Tech. & Marketing, Inc.
Zimmerman's Service, Inc.
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NETWORK AND INDEPENDENT

"SUPERSTATIONS"

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE ON SATELLITE

(11 - 19 - 87)

1. Networ% A2filiate Signals:

KUSA - Denver ABC
KCNC - Denver NBC
KMGH - Denver CBS
WABC - New York ABC
WBBM - Chicago CBS
WXIA - Atlanta NBC

2. Independent Broadcast Signals:

WTBS - Atlanta
WWOR - New York
WGN - Chicago
WPIX - New York
KTVT - Fort Worth
KDVR - Denver
KTV - Aspen

3. Public Broadcasting Signal:

KRMA - Denver
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Without objection, your statement, in its en-
tirety, together with its attachments and the other materials you
offer will be accepted by the committee for the record.

[The information of Mr. Ellison follows:]
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Satellite Broadcasting and CommunicationsAssociation
of America
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To: All Interested Parties

Frost Mark C. Ellison, Vice President Government
Affairs/General Counsel - SOCA

Res Satellite Television Subscription Systems

Following are diagrams and information explaining the
home satellite television market and showing how the
systems work.

The first diagram shows the delivery of an unscrambledem program. In it, the consumer merely needs a dishMIMI
antenna and receiver. No decoder or authorisation isarmiftiltlio ftwm

dMIONNOMft required.
MOM% WI

1=1.111Zmalt The second diagram depicts the delivery of distant
broadcast stations (the so-called "superstations) towamillomm
both cable and home satellite television viewers. Inthe cable system the distant signal is received either
with a UHF or VHF off-air antenna or satellite antennaNo.* ant
and retransmitted to the cable viewer via microwave andKew.
cable. A superetation delivered direct -to -home viasatellite is received by the carrier on an off-airOrdwilla

limesommaGs. antenna and *uplinked" to a satellite. It is than
selownlinked" by the hose satellite viewer.

P ew manmosil
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(All satellite delivered superstitions are scrambledand are available through the subscription process
shown in the third diagram.)

The third diagram demonstrates the authorization systemfor scrambled programming. As of February 26, 1981,there were 26 scrambled channels available viasubscription. The attached *Satellite TVs Fact at a
Glance* /Int. 26 of those services. The two additional
services are superstitions, ETLA and NSOK, carried byEastern Microwave.

Under the subscription system, the hose satellite dish
owner selects the desired programming and calls a
programmer or package. through an *600* number to orderthe service(s). The order is instantaneously enteredand an authorization signal is transmitted viasatellite to the home viewers dish and descrambler.As noted, only one descrambler is required to receive

kk) \..t h 1114,h.110.41 4311t1,0

1703. 4.edail
Sn I r Mt...mJna. I

FAX '7011 304040
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any or all of the scrambled programs.

Ia addition to the diagrams and the Facts at a glance,
yOU will find attached a summary of program and package
services and their respective retail prices.

If you have any questions about these materialo or any
aspect of home satellite television, please feel free
to call the SBCA.
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SATELLITE HOME TELEVISION
(Unscrambled Services)

Program
Provider
Uplink*

Geostationary
Satellite

Signal received in the
clear -- No authorization
system required.

*There are currently about 100 unscrambled channels transmitted via satellite.
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SUPERSTATION
DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Microwave Transmitter

MUNI Local
Byars lotion Betiadeast

111110

Cable System Ileadeod

MOM CHANNELS

TRADITIONAL HARD.WIRE CABLE SYSTEM

00.°1// N
MIK

/CHANNELS\ Downlink
Uplink fk (rvRo)

/ Oh tt1,11t,

johihil 1

II
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HOME SATELLITE DELIVERY SYSTEM



SATELLITE TELEVISION
HOME VIEWER SUBSCRIPTION SYSTEM

(Scrambled Programming)
Saldille Homo Viewer Gisela Weary
with doscrainbler calla Saltlike
to order programming
ems 12 dle destrambler code

Programmer
(Paelutger)
Business
Center*

Takes Orders

Order Is transmilled
simultaneously lo

PBS
Authorization

Center..
LaJoila, CA

Aulhorizalion for
Thal purilcular
descrambler is semi
lo 'Male

Fr and to enniut

Progra mow r
Uplink

Scrambler

and 10

Basic, premium,
Sepersialions and
Pay per view channels

Programmer Mgmt,
Computer for

Account maintenance

Descrambier Is amthariald
programming Is received in
the clear A single call can
authorise one service or
a package of services.
Oaly one descramWer is
Needed for all scrambled
subscriplion services.

TONI average iransaction
II-ne

31 seconds lo 2 Wattles
(from order piecemeal
lo oulhurixalion)

'Lill of Programmers wills business centers and information aboul package, and pricing Mucked,
OltS Anihurization Center Is rim and owned by users (programmers and pochamerx),
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SAIBIA211 TIM:ION
PROORANNMill AND PACIMOBIS
MITI SACK OFFS= DICODIR
AOTMORISATION SYSTEM

National Programming Service (1)

The Satellite Source (1)

NewChannels/Vision
Metrovision Satellite TV (2)

Tele-Communications, Inc. (2)

Times Mirror Satellite Service (2)

United Cable (2)

Delta Satellite Corp.(Skycable) (1)

general Instrument (3)

HBO (4)

NRTC "Rural TV" (1)

Netlink USA (5)

Satellite Broadcasting
Network - PrimeTime24 (5)

Showtime/The Movie
Channel (4)

Superstar Connection
United Video (5)

TEMPO DeV. Corp. (5)

(1) Packager Only

(2) Cable Operator - Pkg. available ony in franchise area

(3) Programming sold in conjunctioon w/ equipment

(4) Programmer/Packager

(5) Superstation Carrier/Packager
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17 August 1907
Contact: Christine Gliozzo

(703) 549.6990

$62'F.LLITE TV: FACTS AT A GLANCIF4

Over 2 million home satellite dish owners (12/31/86)

402,912 decoders in distribution (9/15/87)

22 Services available by subscription:

- American Boodasy
- CNN
- Cinemax
- HBO
- Headline News
- SelecTV
- SHOWTIME/THE MOVIE CHANNEL Inc. (2)
- Viewer's Choice (PPV Service)

Netlink USA - (Mid-September)
KUSA - Denver ABC
KCNC - Denver (NBC
KMOH - Denver (CB )
KRMA - Denver (PBS)
KDVR - Denver (Ind)
KSPN Aspen (Ind)

PrimeTi me 24

WABC New York (ABC)
WBBM - Chicago (CBS)
WXIA - Manta (NBC)

Superstar Connection
WON (Chicago)
KTVT (Fort Worth)
WOR (New York)
WPIX (New York)

OteN 01..44 ,1/41 A InvIrtpiriol 106:.k 'YY114 rI4Y11 g Aft Minn
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-2

- 9 Services to encode in 1987:
CBN
Disney
Lifetime
MTV
Nickelodeon
Nostalgia
USA Network
VH-1
VVTBS

The majority of these services are currently test scrambling.

- Approximately 100 unscrambled services still available to dish
owners.

- 74 audio program services available.

.tit)
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- 1980: 4,000. 6,000 *Monthly Breakdown:
- 1981: 27,000. 40,000 January. 23,000
- 1982: 100,000 160,000 February 21,000
- 1983: 250,000 - 330,000 March 22,000
- 1984: 470,000 - 560,000 April 19,000
- 1985: 720,000 750,000 May 17,000
- 1986: 215,000.240,000 June 16,000

July 13,000

1986/87 MONTHLY SALES OF DECODERS

JAN 87 FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL
*TOTAL
TO DATE

Authorized Decoders 14,341 13,851 19,274 21,543 15,336 14,157 18,824 201,874

Service Subscriptions 55,581 52,006 91,746 103,918 95,261 87,707 141,54 3942,142

Cumulative Raul
oC Subs/VCII 3.5 3,5 3.7 3.8 4,3 4.4 4.7 N/A

'Includes previous monthly totuls prior to December 1986.
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**ApproXimitely 100 unscrambled services available to dish owners:

- ABC Network 12[T1] 10[T2]

- Alaska Satellite TV Project 24(F5]

Local & Network Programming

* America's shopping Place 11(W5]

TV Shopping

- America's Value Network 05[F4]

24 hour shopping

- American Christian TV (ACTS) 15[81]

Southern Baptist Convention

- American Movie Classics 10[F4]

Classic American movies

- Armed Perces Satellite Network 22[P2]

Ntwk. & independent prog. for military

- Arts S EntertAnnent 24(F3]

- Black Entertainment TV 20[F3]

Boresight 01[W5]

TVRO-industry news, Thurs., 9pm (E)

- Bravo 02[F4)

Cultural service, movies

- C-Span 13[G1]

Live, taped coverage of U.S. rouse

- C-Span II 08[F4]

Live, taped coverage of U.S. Senate

- Cable Value Network 12[F3)

TV Shopping

- caravan of Values 09[F4]

lam to 5pm (E)

- Caribbean Superstation 23[W5)

Variety (74 hours)

- CBC (Atlantic/North) 19(AD) 11(AD:

Canadian Brdcst. feed to Atl./Mt. Time

CBMT Montreal 20[AD]

Canadian Brdcst. Co. feed to :astern Time

- CBS Network (West) 15(T1)

4 other feeds as Well

2 7
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- Christian Tolevisios Network OS(S11

Religious Programs (24 hours)

- Consumer Discount Fotwork 1 6 2 20(F4] 24(F4]
TV shopping

- Country Music TV 13(T3]

Country music videos

- Dieu :very Channel, The 22(01]

Family entortainmenc, education 6 specials

Disney channel, The (Nast/Most) 04(01] 24(01]
Family entertainment

.

- steraa1 Word TV 18(F31
Catholic programming

- Financial New Network/ 04(F3]
SCORN 07(F1]

Financial/sports review

- Fox TV Network

East 7-10 pm 01,24(T1]
West 10 pm - 1 an 14(T1]

- Galavision 20(01]
Spanish programming

* 00001 Music Ketwork 03(F4]
- Wealth Info. Metwork 09(S1]

1-3 pm (E) weekdays

- Hispanic Broadcasting Network 1B(W4]

News in Spanish, Mon-Fri, 6:30pm (E)

- Nit Video NBA 18(F4]
'Round-the-clock video

- some Shopping Matson 1 2 22[F3] 01[F4]
Shop-by-phone, 24 hours

- some Sports Nat. (Houston) 11[F4]
Astro., Rockets

Nome Team Sports 22(F4]

Baltimore, Washington pro/am sports;

Orioles, Bullets, Capitals

- souse of Commons (English) 24[AD)
Parliamentary coverage

89-491 0 - 89 - 5
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- louse of'Commene (Minch) 16(AD]

Parliamentary coverage

* Inspirational Network 17(G1]

Religion

- International Television Met. 19(W41

Syn. programming from Australia A Europe

- JiS0 (Japanese) 13(W4)

reed from U.S. to Asia

- zuva-zna. immix 20(1111

- RM San Diego 04(t41]

CDS affiliate

- isswzaa. - upon 24(F1)

- Learning Channel, The 02[F3]

- Liberty Nroadoasting Network 07(F4)

Religious programming

- Lifetime 17(111

Health, crafts, cooking, exercise, interview

- Lifeway TV Network 21E31]

Shopping

- Madison Square Garden (NY) 06(F4]

Sports, pro 61 amateur, entertainment

- MuchnUsio 06(AD]

Music videos

- Music Television (MTV) 17(G31

Rock videoclips, concerts

- Nashville Network, The o2(G11

Country entertainment, interview, sports

* National Christian Network 06044]

Religious Programming

- National 41revish TV 14(F41

Jewish Programming

- National Shopping Club 23(G3]

24 hr. TV shopping

- NBC Network 'test) 08[Fl]

- NCN 06CW4]

Religious programming

- New EngLiind Sports Channel, The 23(F4]



- New Saglas. Sports Network 13(F4)

. Red Sol, Bruins

- Wiskoloisoa (West/last)

id/entertain. children' proq. (24 hrs.)

04(14) 01(1131

Nostalgia Chanson 21(14]

Old-time TV, films, news

lease Channel, The 24(W4)
- Playboy Cbasaol 24(14]

Adult entertainment

- Prins Violist Sports 07(11] 20(14]
Southern California

- Pro An Sports Network 08(W5]
Slob., Ohio, Ind., Detroit Tigers

- PIS (A) Educational 15(W4]
PPS (S) Educational 17(W4]
PBS (C) Educational 21(W4]
PSI (D) Educational 23(W41

* QVC Network 08(73]
- hook Christian Network 03(14]

Music videos, religious, 24 hrs.

(English i Spanish)

- Satellite show, The 03[145]

TVRO news program, Tues 9pm (E), Sat 12pm (E)

Shop-At-lome 15[F41

TV shopping, 18 hours daily

kilent Network, The 23(F4]

Programming for the deaf

- Sky Merchant 11[G3]
TV shopping

- Sports Channel 12[F4]

NY sports area

SportsVision (Chicago) 09(F4)

White Sox, Bulls

TelShop 06(F4]
TV Shopping

- Tempo Television 06[F3]
Variety

1 ;o
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- Mos angels Broadcasting 17(11]

Religious

- Travel enamel 16(F3]

- Trinity Broadcasting Network 03(13]

Religious

- University Network 02(W5]

Religious, Dr. Gene Scott

- Envision 06(01]

- Ugh Network (Mast/West) 21(01] 09(F3]

Variety

- Video Bits-% (TM-1) 15(13]

Music videoclips

Weather Channel, The 19(13]

'Round-the-clock weather

Weld Satellite Television Net. 23(T1]

Syndicated programming

- Worldwide Television Met. 16(11]

European news feeds 11:45 am (E) weekdays

- XIV, Mexico City 14(M1]

- MT, Mexico City 08(M1]

- MMITW, Mexico City 02(M1]

*New services

Chart courtesy of latellitenallis
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18 AUGUST 87

Maill --171M1210112/L11171211-- -012-

Page 1

WI_ EMT
22(12] MTS. M-N 6.1

Variety, News, Sports

23(12] SOCA Information Channel M-W 6.2

(Worth Aserioa Ono)

TVRO Call-in Variety

07(021 Supermarket Radio Motvork M-N 5.14

5.3

03(14] Inspirational Maio Service DS-N 5.58 5.76

07(14] Puerto Rico Station (Spanish) M-N 5.41

21(14] Jail Anerioa'S M-W 6.2

09(T1] Country Maio MX-N 5.58 5.94

04(AD] CFMT.IM - Toronto DS-N 5.41 5.58

05(AD] CSC Radio - French DS-N 5.41 5.58

06(AD] Background Music M-N 7.38

06(AD] CRO-AM - Toronto N-N 8.145

00(AD] CFMI-PM - Toronto M-W 6.8

MAD] CDC Radio - Toronto M-N 6.17

14(AD) CRAC-AM - Montreal M-N 5.76

14(AD] CITI-FM - Montreal DS-N 6.17 6.48

15(AD) CDC Radio - French DS-N 5.41 5.58

15(AD] Classical M-N 6.17

16(AD) CRC -PM - French

classical

DS-N 5.41 5.58

16(AD] CSC-TM - English DS-N 5.76 5.94

Variety

17(AD) CSC Radio - English/Indian M-N 6.17

Variety

18(AD) CIRR-FM - Edmonton MX-W 6.17

18(AD) CRO - Alberta M-W 6.8

News

19(AD) CRC Radio - English /Indian M-N 6.17

20[ADJ CDC Radio - English/Indian M-N 6.17

21(AD) CRIIK-FM - Yellowknife, NWT M-W 5.41

22(AD) CRC Radio - English DS-N 5.76 5.93

Classical Jazz

lr'r)04
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18 AUGUST $7 Page 2

MAI2 -11112- LAIL RIGST111111112101111111LIMIngn

L' 22(AD] CFNI-VD - New Westminster BC. MX-W 6.8

23(AD) CKIN-AN - White Horse, Yukon M-W 5.41

23(AD] COOM-PM - White Horse M-W 5.41

23(AD] VOCMAM .. St. Johns M-W 6.17

24(AD) CSC -PM - French DS-N 5.41 5.58

Classical

24(AD] CSC -Ht - English DS-N 5.76 5.94

Variety

03(131) Elt America M-N 6.3

03(81] ISPI-MM M-W 6.2

Easy listening

0501] WOIN-711 DS-N 5.58 5,76

Religious

07(81) ENS-IM - Los Angeles MOR M-N 5.58

07(81] 118110-AM - Los Angeles M-N 5.76

15(81] WCCO-AM - Minneapolis M-N 6.2

17(51] WSAT M-N 6.8

TVRO Talk Show

21(51] LIM M-W 6.2

Religious 7am - 7pm

21(S1] Yesterday OSA M-W 6.2

7pm - 7am

*0605] Religious in Spanish M-N 6.3

1805] MAE M-N 5.4

Contemporary Music

1805] MUZAK M-N 5.58

Music Service

1805] MUZAK M-N 5.76

Music Service

18(W5] IBM Sheridan Broadcasting Net. DS-N 7.38 7.56

Soul

20(T3] USA Radio Network M-N 6.2

News, Religious

03(F3] Contemporary Christian Music DS-N 6.12 6.3

0'13
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18 AUGUST

SLUT

87
Page 3

MI- MIMI--AIMILIMMIUMUnill--. -MIL
04(13) XIGO-FIR (LA) DS-N 6.58 5.76

Jess

04(13) Cable Radio Network M-N 5.94
MDR Music

04(13] RILA-PM DS-W 6.3 6.48
06(13] COlistry Music DS-N 5.4 5.94
06(13) Contemporary Music DS-N 5.58 5.76
06(121 Music of ISO' 6 160s M-N 6.435
06(13) Rhythm It Blues DS-N 7.38 7.56
06(73) Calmly 24 hems M-N 7.695
06(13) Rig Sands oUthe 140e M-N 7.785
06(13] In Touch - M-N 7.875

Reading to blind 6 disabled
12(13] MCCO-AK - Minneapolis M-14 6.2
16(13) Sagamore 'Illative Cultures" M-N 6.2
16(13) IMIX-PM - Spanish M-W 6.2
03(01) MAR M-N 5.94

Music Service
03(01) WM2T-IM D-N 6.3 6.48

Classical

07[01] CNN M-W 6.3
Radio News Service

08(01) CNN M-W 6.3
Radio News Service

09(01) SSW M-W 6.2
Prog. Changes 6:30 6 9:30 am

11(01] Mies 6 Sasy/Musio Over Amer. DS-N 7.38 7.56
11(01] Cable Jass DS-N 5.94 6.12
11(01) Contemporary Christian DS-N 6.30 6.48
15013 WOR-IM (NYC) Classical Music DS-N 6.3 6.48
15(01] Greek Network M-N 7.335

Music, news, specials, sports
15(01] Italian Network M-N 7.425

Music, news, specials, sports
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1$ ADOUOT $7 Page 4

WAN --111119210111MAIELIM--- -TNT LIM SIM
17(011 $43.igiseS progress M-W 6.2

Mews

24(P8) XO101-PN DS-N 7.38 7.56

Public Radio

DO Discrete

X. MOnsUrsi

*New services

MP - Multiples

MN - Matrix

**Chart courtesy of gatellite,TV wed

.135

X - Narrow

N - Wide
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MA SC411 SATIALITN 101111CILIITZ011 STAMM"
111/ Pregranner/raokager

saesaaie e.

Ammelean Onnsteey
00/1134.4454

NIT
203/337-4340

OSM
000/84392114

ONM/Meeillee News
800/1143-9386

Dissever, Chanel
301/577-61999

Disney amnia
411/9422977

IOW
500 /433-9000

1000/01nemen
800/1130-01511
(can also order
CNN/Headline News
w/ease call)

223322124

Aug 86 VideoCipher II

N/A N/A

24 Aug 87 VideoCipher II

1 Jul 86

No formal
announce-
ment.

End of 87

3 Aug 87

15 Jan 86

25 August 87

A L4 OUTS
11=1.31HUIlln
5150/6 months
$240/year
6480/2 yrs-3rd free

N/A

$15 per year. $34.95
incl. CNN/Neadline
News -- also avail-
able in package form.

VideoCipher II $25 per year --
also available in
package form.

N/A

VideoCipher II

Available in
package form only.

N/A

VideoCipher II $24.96/year --
also available in
package form.

VideoCipher II

- 1 -

612.95/month 1 sere.
5116.55/year 1 sere.
$19.95 /month both
$179.55/year both
$5.40/month (after
$50 dealer rebate)
w/purohase of VCII
4 1 yr subscription
to HOC/Cinemax



FR

180

h La Chill

--21QUI110111111---
_PRIM FOR smivrcg

Lassoing Channel No formal N/A Available in
202/3318100 announce- package form only.

melt.

!Meting Dec 87 VideoCipher II Available in
212/719-8900 package form only.

NIT Dec 87 VideoCipher II Available in
800/422-9000 package form only.

Nashville Network N/A N/A Available in
815/889-6840 package form only..

Nieheledeen Dec 87 VideoCipher II Available in
800/422..9000 package form only.

Nostalgia Channel End of 87 VideoCipher rr N/A
800/582.4582

eelecTV Oct 86 VideoCipher IX $25.50/3 months
800/DECODE1 ($8.50/month)

$95.40/year
($7.95/month)

8NOWUNS/TRI 27 May 86 likleocipher II $10.95/month 1 ser.:.
NOVIN CRIWNIL $120/year 1 sere.
800/422-9000 $16.95/month both

$186/year both

U8A Network 31 Aug 87 VideoCipher IX Available in
800/422-9000 package form only.

Viewer's Choice Nov 86 VideoCipher II Approx. $4.95/per
800/422-9000 viewing. (Additicrl.
(PPV Service) charges for non-dtl'

Viacom Satellite
Network retail
subscribers.)

137

- 2 -
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ONA
100/423 -0000

WON
$00/3314806

IOW
404/S51-9510

131

22112-11111 ---11111111-

Dec $7 VideoCipher IX

Jun 86 VideoCipher II

5 Oct 87 VideoCipher II

N/A denotes "not announced".

- 3 -

A Ls aR222

Available in
package torn only.

Available in
package form only.

Currently
available only
thru Tempo.
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eosin.: sawitte
system liatiosal
Progyammta, env.

800/444 -3474

EASVICES

Base Pak - (CNN, CNN
Headline News, WGN,
KTVT, WPIX, WOR)

Premium 1 -
(Bass Pak + HBO/
cinsmax)

Premium 2 -
(Base Pak + SHOWTIME/
THE MOVIE CHANNEL)

Multichannel -
(includes SHbWTINE's
12 service-pkg. +
SHOWTIME/TMC)

ESPN

The Satellite Bourse American Exxxtasy
800/367-1234

CARL' OPERATORS

*Nei/Channels
800/458-0050
(NY, PA, AL, NJ,
NC, SC, LA it
FL only)

PrimeTime 24

Superstar Connection

HBO & Cinemax

9 basics package
(ESPN, CNN, Headline
News, CBN, USA Network,
WGN, KTVT, WOR, WPIX)

HBO/Cinemax
9 basics

HBO/Cinemax
9 basics
VideoCipher II

SHOWTIME/TMC

SERVICES

Pac 1 - (Superstar
Connection, WTBS,
CNN, Headline News)

139

- 4 -

$242.55/year

5249.00/year

$248.00/year

$26.00/year

$135/6 months
$225/1 year

$50/year

$44/year

$179/year

$120/year

$299/year

$619 /year

$186/year

PRICE

$4.00/month with current
subscription to a pay
service. $6.00 stana-1::!.
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AUDIO PROGRAM SERVICES FMT LEFT RIGHT
SIN Skeldes Sroadastlag Net. DS-N 7.38 7.56
Sod

USA ModoNetwork MN 6.2

NitCSW =tisCoitesporary DSN 6.12 6.3Rican( (LA) DS-N 5.58 5.76Jan
Cable Radio Network MN 7.333
Adult Contemporary Music

Geometry Mule DS-N 5.4 5.94
Adult Cootempotury DS-N 3.58 5.76
Miele of 480e, Ilk Ribs M-N 6.435
Rhythm & Ohm DSN 7.38 7.56Candy 14 boars
Ng Beads of tbe '411s

M-N
M iv

7.695
7.785

la Tank - M-N 7.875
Reading to blind A disabled

WCCO-AM Minneapolis
New York Italia.

M-N
M-N

6.2
6.2

Multi-Ethnic Programming
MOR M-N 5.94
Music Service

WMPTFM D-N 6.3 6.48
Classical

CNN MAW 6.3
Radio News Service

ESPN M-W 6.2
Pros. Changes 6:30 A 9:30 am

Nice St Easy DS-N 7.38 7.56
Music Over America

Jan DS-N 5.94 6.12
CNN Religious DS-N 6.30 6.48
WQXR -FM (NYC) Classical Music DS-N 6.3 6.48
Greek Network M-N 7.335

Music, news, specials, sports
Italian Network MN 7.425

Music, news, specials, sports
Religious programs M-W 6.2

News
111140-FM Jars! Movie Music M-N 5.58
[NUM - Los Angeles MOR MN 5.76
ILIILtPM DS-N 7.38 7.56
Public Radio

HS - Discrete
M Monaural
New services
Chart courtesy of Satellite TV Week

MP - Multiples
MX- Matrix

N - Narrow
W - Wide
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Mr. Kawamura. Now, I would like to call on Mr. Bliss.
Mr. Buss. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, thank

you for this opportunity to appear before you today and present the
views of the satellite carriers of the superstations concerning this
bill. Luckily, I had a large breakfast, so I will be able to talk a long
time.

As stated by the Chairman, I am the chief operating officer of
United Video, which is a satellite carrier for WGN, WPIX, and
KTVT. I have been in this business virtually all of my life, having
started working for my dad in the cable business when I was a
teenager.

I am appearing today on behalf of United Video, Southern Satel-
lite and Eabtern Microwave. We are the Federal Communications
Commission's authorized satellite resale carriers which deliver the
superstations WON from Chicago, WPIX from New York, KTVT
from Dallas, MSS from Atlanta and WWOR from New Jersey to
viewers throughout the United States.

To add a little perspective, prior to 1976 all distant independent
stations were delivered to cable systems by terrestrial microwave
and there were what were then called superstations. They wtrt. not
as super as they are now, but they were around.

Starting in 1976 with T138, superstations went on the satellite,
followed closely by WON, then WOR and, a couple of years later,
by WPIX and KTVT. Over 40 million cable homes now enjoy super-
station programming which is virtually all the cable homes, most
of them getting one or more of the superstations.

During the first ten years of satellite service, the three original
carriers served the cable television iustry almost exclusively
using unscrambled signals. Scrambling became necessary because
of the satellite signal piracy. problem. Programming intended and
paid for by legitimate paying customers was being improperly
intercepted and used by businesses who wi re not paying for the
services.

In our specific case, we found that shortly after we scrambled, we
acquired about 1,C90 new customers who just happened to start
taking the service.

The demand, by the private dish industry, representing approxi-
mately 2 million TVRO backyard dish owners for the availability
of the superstations, was intensive when we announced that we
would scramble. At the present time, there are over 195,000 TVRO
dish owners who subscribe to and pay for one or more of the serv-
ices delivered by the superstation carriers.

These services are available either ala carte or as part of a pack-
age, such as United Video superstation connection package, which
is a package of five different services.

I would like to emphasize and make it abundantly clear that it is
our position that our service to TVRO subscribers is covered by the
Co ight Act and is thus not an infringement of copyright. I
would like to add, at this point, that without the compulsory li-
cense, as defined in the copyright act, the three carriers would
cease to exist. There is absolutely no question i t my mind that we
would unequivocally go out of business and deprive 40 million cable
owners, plus the 2 million TVRO users of these services.
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Clearly, however, without clarification, we the carriers will facethe potential financial exposure which could result from copyrightlitigation. I might also note that the substantial litigation that hasgone on in the past, spoken of by Mr. Boggs, has primarily beenbetween the copyright owners trying to figure out how to split upthe pie.
Last year, a virtually identical bill, H.R. 5126, was introducedand Ed Taylor spoke before this subcommittee on behalf of the car-riers. At that point in time, we suggested several changes to thebill. We are now coming before this committee, suggesting that thebill be accepted as is, because the last bill did not get anywhere be-t' ^ I think people kept trying to change it.

Ae of the changes that has been suggested or is being floatedand is the white area proposal. I think the white area proposalsort of communism. It sounds kind of good in theory but it justw ll not work.
For all of the foregoing reasons, the carriers unanimously and

wholeheartedly support H.R. 2848 without clarification and with-out reservation.
Thank you for your attention and I would be pleased to answerany questions.
[The statement of Mr. Bliss followsj
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TESTIMONY OF ROY L. BLISS

Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Subcommittee,

I thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today to

present the views of the satellite carriers of the

"Superstations" concerning the Satellite Home Viewer Copyright

Act of 1987, H.R. 2848.

I am the Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Offi-

cer of United Video, which is the satellite carrier for WON-TV,

WPIX, and KTVT. I began my career in cable television at a young

age by working in my dad's cable systems in Wyoming. I worked

for a manufacturer of cable equipment while in college and in

1969 joined a company which is now United Cable. I spent several

years in cable management and was later appointed General Manager
of the Microwave Division, and subsequently became Vice President

of United Video which was then a division of United Cable. I am

appearing today on behalf of United Video, ("United Video"),

Southern Satellite, and Eastern Microwave, ("Eastern Microwave").

United Video, Southern Satellite, and Eastern Microwave are

the Federal Communications Commission authorized satellite resale

carriers which deliver Superstitions WON Chicago, WPIX New York,

KTVT Dallas, WTBS Atlanta, and WWOR New Jersey, to cable
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television systems throughout the Untied States. Prior to 1976,

all distant independent television stations were delivered to

cable systems by terrestrial microwave carrier. However, this

mode of delivery was limited by technological and economic

factors to regional distribution usually covering only three or

four states for each signal. Satellite distribution began in

1976 with WTBS, followed by WON, WWOR, WPIX and KTVT, These sig-

nals then became the "Superstations" of the cable industry. The

Superstations proved to be an extremely popular cable service and

are now distributed tomillions of homes on a nationwide basis,

24 hours every day. Over forty million cable homes now enjoy

Superstation programming, which represents over 95% of all cable

homes served by over 14 thousand cable and SMATV systems.

During the first ten years of satellite service, the three

original carriers served the cable television industry delivering

unscrambled signals throughout the country. However, during the

last two years, each of the carriers has encoded or "scrambled"

its signal as a means of controlling its distribution network.

Scrambling became necessary because of the satellite signal

piracy problem. Prograraling intended and paid for by legitimate

paying customers was being improperly intercepted and used by

businesses who were not paying for the service. Carriers were

losing hundreds of thousands of dollars to commercial
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establishments. For this reason, the carriers were forced to

scramble the signal transmission.

The three carriers had all received requests to deliver the

Superstations to private TVRO dish owners. nis is a market

which all three had desired to serve but did not initially serve

because of technical and legal uncertainties. Because the

Superststions are FCC licensed television stations, specific

copyright considerations apply to them that are not applicable to

other cable satellite services.
However, the demand by the pri-

vate dish industry, representing
approximately two million TVRO

or "backyard" dish owners, for the availability of the

Superstations was intensive. Availability of an economic scram-

bling system resolved the technical questions and ultimately the

carriers interpretation of the legal issues prompted them to

respond to this demand and one-by-one during this past year the

carriers began to deliver their services to the TVRO subscribers.

At the present time, there are over one hundred ninety-five thou-

sand (195,000) TVRO dish owners who subscribe to one or more of

the services delivered by the Superstations. These services are

available either as a single channel service (Na la carte") or as

part of a package with other channels (such as United Video's

"Superstar Connection").
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The decision to respond to the nationwide TVRO dish owner

demand for television programs available to cable subscribers and

urban residents, did not of itself in any way resolve the legal

issue pertaining ,to copyright infringement. However, it must be

emphasized and made abundantly clear, that it is the carriers'

position that their service to TVRO subscribers is covered by

Section 111(a)(3) of the Copyright Act of 1976, Title 17 of the

United States Code, and is thus not an infringement of copyright.

Section 111(a)(3) was written and enacted in 1976 before the

first satellite transmission of any television programming, and

certainly before delivery of such services to TVRO subscribers.

Thus, for obvious reasons, there is no specific reference to TVRO

viewer service anywhere in the Copyright Act of 1976. There are

those who are opposed to the concept of direct service to TVRO

owners and take the position that because TVRO service is not

mentioned in the Copyright Act, it is not permissible. Clearly,

withr,ut clarifying legislation, the carriers will face the poten-

tial financial exposure which could result from copyright litiga-

tion and will have an obvious adverse effect not only on the car-

riers but also on the general viewing public who wish or need to

receive their television programming through private TVRO dishes.
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The private dish industry and those who serve it, such as

these carriers, deserve the right to equal service without the

threat of unnecessary and unfounded litigation. The carriers

agree that the extension of a statutory license to home viewers

is the reasonable and responsible solution. For that reason, the

carriers wholeheartedly and unequivocably support the satellite

Home Viewer Copyright Act of 1987.

In 1986, a virtually identical bill, H.R. 5126, was intro-

duced. At a hearing he:ore this same subcommittee held on

August 1, 1986, the carriers testified in support of that bill.

In supporting that bill, the carriers made a number of sugges-

tions which they believed would result in a better bill; however,

the bill did not reach the House floor. It is the carriers'

belief that the greatest chance for the ultimate success for

H.R. 2848 is for those who support the concept of the legislation

to support the bill ie its present form, notwithstanding improve-

ments which they believe could be made. It has been reported

that certain dissenters to the bill will seek to add third party

distribution requirements, pricing regulation, "white area

restrictions and other controversisl provisions. While each of

the "improvements" might benefit a small segment of the industry

or serve the private interests of a competing industry, the

inclusion of any one of them would have the effect of
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neutralizing the goal of the bill which is "unrestricted service

to the TVRO viewer. A bill which unnecessarily restricts the

carriers' ability to deliver the Superstation service to TVRO

subscribers will have the effect of denying that service to the

very public which it is designed to serve.

A striking example of this result is illustrated by the

so-called "white area" proposal. Under this proposal, the

Superstations could be delivered only to TVRO subscribers living

in areas that do not receive non-network television stations.

Such a proposal would limit the number of TVRO viewers who could

receive the Superstations. Many would lose the right to receive

any of the Superstations. Since, unlike network affiliates, the

Superstations do not simultaneously duplicate any specific block

of programs of any particular local indepenuent stations, a white

area restriction would confer an unwarranted and unfair burden on

the carrier, affording the local station monopolistic protection

against distant signals. In many instances, It would result in

limiting rural viewers to a single independent station

foreclosing to these viewers an opportunity to choose among a

number of stations' offerings. This would be but another example

of relegating TVRO viewers to "second class television viewer

status." Finally, the carriers believe that any attempted imple-

mentation of such a restriction could be a technological

nightmare, if not an impossiblity.
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For all of the foregoing reasons, the carriers support

H.R. 2848 without qualification and without reservation. I hope

that I have effectively conveyed to this Subcommittee the enthu-

siastic support of the satellite superstition carriers for the

purposes designed to be achieved by this Bill.

Thank you for your attention.

Roy L. Bliss

for

United Video, Inc.
Southern Satellite Systems, Inc.
Eastern Microwave, Inc.
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you.
Before I really get into questioning, I would just like to ask a

couple of things for clarification. WGN is not scrambled?
Mr. Buss. It is scrambled.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. It is?
Mr. Buss. All five of these are scrambled.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I thought one of them was not listed by Mr.

Ellison as being scrambled.
Mr. ELLISON. I believe I got them all in that list, yes.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. There have been superstations which have

become non euperstations, have there not? When you gave the his-
tory of tire years, WTBS in 1976 followed by WGN, WOR and
WPIX and so forth, ware there not other superstations, one or two
on the west coast, but then they dropped out?

Mr. Buss. There was one west coast, San Francisco, station, that
lasted about a year.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you.
I would like to call on our last witness, Ms. Kazie Metzger. Ms.

Metzger.
Ms. METZQER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the

subcommittee. My name is Kazie Metzger and I am the President
of satellite Broadcast Networks. We are known in the industry as

I would also like to submit for the record some written questions
and answers and a glossary of terms.

[The information of Ms. Metzger follows:]
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H.R. 2848

1. Why is H.R. 2848 necessary?

Millions of rural Americans are in danger of losing acceem

to network and independent broadcast television given the

current controversy surrounding the rights of satellite
common carriers to sell broadcast programming to home dish

owners. Despite the fact that this programming is

indisputably available through satellite common carriers to

cable subscribers under the Copyright Act of 1976,
considerable debate still exists with respect to the sale

of the same programming by the same carrier companies to

home dish owners.

H.R. 2848 will clarify and confirm Congress* desire to
foster distribution of broadcast television throughout the
country, while providing compensation of all affwicted

copyright holders. The legal certainty H.R. 2848 will
bring will end the current discrimination against both
rural America and the dish industry end ensure that more

viewers will receive programming, more compensation will be

paid to copyright holders and more satellite equipment will

be sold.

2. c02 I H.R. 2848?

The Motion Picture Association of America, the Satellite
Broadcasting and Communications Association of America and

the National Cable Television Association have,ropeatedly
and expressly endorsed the Bill. Those organizations alone
represint copyright owners, manufacturers and providers of
communioations satellites, satellite television
programmers, home satellite dish equipment manufacturers,
distributors and retailers, and cable operators. In

addition, individual businesses who addressed The Senate
Subcommittee on Communications such as, Turner
Broadcasting, TCI, Amway and'the National Rural
Telecommunications Cooperative, all supported H.R. 2848 and

urged the Senate to introduce companion legislation.

3. How many_companies are offering broadcast television
stations to dish owners by satellite?

Satellite Broadcast Networks Inc. currently provides three

network affiliate stations from three cities (New York,
Chicago and Atlanta) to home dish owners for a subscription

of $49.95 per year.
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TRIM Development Corp. offers WTBS, USA Network, and WNORon an annual subscription basis for $19.95 each, 2 for28.95, and 3 for $37.95.

United Video/Superstar Connection offers four independent
broak+Jast stations, WON (Chicago), WPIX (New York), KTVT
(Dallas) and WWOR (new York), to hose dish owners for anannual subscription fee of 835.

Netlink USA will provide three network affiliate stations
from Denver together with an independent and public
broadcast station to home dish owners soon.

All of the broadcast stations
mentioned above are provided

to cable systems without legal dispute. As a result, suchof Aserica can receive these stations today while
distribution to the rural population of dish owners is
still subject to attack by some.

4. What *mot does the NBC and TCl/Netlink agreement have onH.R. 2648?

On June 25, NBC and TCl/Netlink announced an agreement in
principle to provide NBC to dish owners who do not haveaccess to network signals from either an affiliate or acable operator. Under the terms of this agreement, if thedish owner is in a cable franchise area, he or she must buyten to thirty-five channels of basic cable to receive NBC.

While this agreement in principle represents a step forwardas evidence of NBC's willingness to serve rural areas, it
does not solve the problem for either the dish industry orthe copyright owners in general. Under the NBC deal, dish
=stamen' are still forced to purchase complete cableservice just to get NBC even though they own their ownfacilities, and other copyright owners have not agreed tothe plan. TCI has since endorsed H.R. 2848 as the complete
answer to the entire problem.

5. Why shouldn't companies Who retransmit broadcast
programming negotiate for the right to retransia it?

If the home dish industry was forced to negotiate all of
the rights nscomeary to distribute broadcast television,
there would be no broadcast television for ruralAmericans. There are 'amply too many copyright owners andno single representative with whom to negotiate. Even itindividual negotiations were practical, successful
agreements would have to be reached with all copyright
holders in order to duplicate each broadcast day. That
burden is too such to bear for the individual companies
involved at the present. When the statutory license
sunsets, each may be in a better position to do so.

1
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6. Does the FCC have any public_policy on these matters?

The FCC has recognised that these copyright matters are
better left to resolution by the Courts and Congress.
However, to the extent distribution of network and
independent broadcast television is available nationwide to
home dish owners, the FCC has made it clear that it will be.
ready to consider affirmative relief for any incidental
harm done to any programming interests on public policy
grounds.

7. Why does H.R. 2848 have a grandfathering clause?

Representatives of copyright owner, wanted to limit the
application of H.R. 2848 principally to those signals that
are already on the satellite.

Specifically, the Bill will apply to all broadcast stations
(not the carrier companies) whilah either were distributed
by satellite on or before June 1, 1987 or which are later
available in cable systems representing at least ten
percent of all cable subscribers. Any company that desires
to uplink the stations covered by the Bill may do so in
direct competition with those who now distribute stations
covered by the Bill.

8. Why should networks be included in H.R. 2848?

Since the networks are given the exclusive right to use
the regulated airwaves, a limited national resource, they
should serve all of America. Unfortunately the networks
cannot serve every household through over the air
broadcasts. Bach network has announced plans to scramble
their feeds. When this occurs, home dish owners will be
unable to receive network programming except through
companies such as OBN or Netlink USA. To the extent the
networks are unable or unwilling to serve everyone, others
should be allowed to do so on their behalf. That position
was the driving force of the cable compulsory license ten
years ago. The same need and balance is now required for a
smaller market and industry.

9. How many home satellite dish owners cannot receive network
programming off-air?

CBS estimates that over four and one-half million homes
cannot receive a CBS broadcast signal directly off-air.
Not all of these homes, however, are equipped with home
satellite dishes.
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There arc 2 million home satellite dishes in the UnitedStates. Based on industry research, approximately one-halfof dish owners have trouble receiving an over -the -air
from one or more of the aajor televisionnetworks.

While this audience of one million homes is moll by
network standards, it is made up of rural viewers who havemade a substantial investment in a home satellite dish inorder to rein within the

telecommunications mainstream.As the universe of dishes grows, so will the number of dish
owners who cannot receive adequate network service
over.the -air.

10, Doesn't cable egtend the reach of off-air networkb oadca tsmgAdfin cover most of America?

Some of the four to five million homes that are currentlynot able to get the signal of a local network affiliate
off-air are able to subscribe to cable systems in highly
populated areas. The networks assume that urban cablesystems extend their cumulative reach to most of thosefour to five million households. However, most home dish
owners live beyond the reach of most cable systems. It isestimated that up to 20 million homes will never have cableavailable.

To the limited extent cable is availabe to home satellite
died owners, they generally do not want to have to purchasebroadcast television from most cable operators for a numberof reasons. If the dish owner wants to purchase onlynetwork service, he or she will be forced to also buy 10 to30 other channels at the same time for between $10 and $20
a month even though most of those extra channels are
available by satellite, sometimes without charge.

Frequently, home dish owners have elected to purchase adish due to the poor service of a cable operator. That
poor service should not be forced upon them through an
"exclusive" distribution outlet. The satellite dish
industry was built to serve them, and it should not now bemade a step ',MIA to its mature and powerful competitor -the cable industry.

11. What have the networks done to reach all American
households?

The networks currently reach the vast majority of
te.evision households. As of yet, they have not found an
economically and technically feasible w i to reach the
final small percentage of American home% that cannot be
served off-air by network affiliates.

I !- rl
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Translator or "repeater" stations have been built in the
past with some success, but the networks now consider the
expense and time associated with them to be prohibitive.
CBS announced a task force to study the unnerved problem,
but it has issued no plat or report since the announcement
of the task force formation on January 15, 1986.

For some time, rural hose dish owners have been able to
watch the unscrambled network feeds but the networks all
intend to scramble 011 those transmissions shortly without
°tiering them for sale to individual viewers.

12. Ningt network affiliates have the exclusive right to
distribute flatworm programming in their areas?

Not in fact. Many times more than one affiliate of the
seine network is available off-air. In Baltimore, for
example, ordinary television antennae can pick up an ABC
affiliate originating from Washington, Philadelphia, and
Baltimore. Moreover, the networks themselves have been

delivering their programming over the satellite throughout
the country, unscrambled and available to all home
satellite dish owners, for several years without any "hare
to the affiliates.

13. When will the network satellite feeds be scrambled?

CBS has begun to test its scrambling equipment on some of
its feeds and will reportedly completely scramble all feeds
this year. NBC and ABC have both indicated an intent to
scramble, presumably in 1988. CBS and NBC have made it
clear that they do not intend to make their scrambled feeds
available to home dish owners. ABC has not made its
position on that subject public. Once each network
scrambles, those approximately one million homes equipped
with satellite antennas which do not get off-air reception
will be totally blacked out from network programming unlexs
they can obtain it from a third party such as SBN or
Netlink

14. What will the impact of H.R. 2848 be on the networks?

Satellite delivery of network affiliate signals causes no
economic harm to the networks. In fact, it will increase
the viewing audience of the networks and thereby increase
advertising re enues. The networks will also be free to
scramble theL. feeds without impact on any viewers.
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15. What will the impact of H.R. 2848 be on network affiliates?

The networks and their affiliste have claimed thatsatellite delivery of network affiliate stations
theorauically interferes with the relationship between thenetwork and its affiliates. However, it is very,unlikely
that many will pay $50 or more per year for a service theyreceive locally for free. In the words of Jack Lease, VicePresident of programming and operation at MA, the AtlantaNBC affiliate uplinked by 858,

"Saleawise, it hasn't affected us," he
mays. "In meet case., there are local
(network) affiliates that viewers can
receive, and when they can get the
network from the local affiliate, why
would they want to pay additional money
for the scrambled, out-of-town
stations?" Satellite Direct, march,
1987.

According to Roger Ogden, President and GeneralManager of HOC, NBC's Denver affiliate uplinkedby TCl/Netlink,

"I can't imagine they'll find enough
people out there willing pay for the
service to make it worthwhile." Satellite
Direct March, 1987.

To the extent a small minority of dish owners subscribe tosatellite-delivered network service in areas of adequateoff-air reception, that minority will not be of sufficientsize to cause harm to any affiliate. By the time this Billcalls for erms+longth
negotiation of rates (after fouryears), it is estimated that only approximately threemillion dishes will be in place nationwide. Only a portionof them will be equipped with necesary decoders (300,000 inplace today). Only a portion of those dish-decoder homeswill actually subscribe and only a very small portion ofthose subscribers will be within an affiliate's area ofservice. Lased on current estimates of future dish sales,an average affiliate may have at most a few hundredsubscribers to satellite network service within its area ofservice. Even when a dish owner elects to subscribe to anetwork satellite service, he or she will also be able tocontinue to watch the local affiliate at the flick of aswitch.
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16. What will the impact of H.R. 2848 be on copyright holders
other than the networks and their affiliates?

The Bill will provide an undisputed method for the
disbursement of compensation to all copyright holders for
the distribution of their works by satellite to home dish
owners. (Currently, no one pays copyright holders for the
distribution of their works on the network feeds.)

Although H.R. 2848 will allow distribution without
permission in the short-term, copyright owners will retain
control over their programming in the long-term through
mandated negotiations and an eight-year sunset provision.
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GLOSSARY OF SATELLITE TV TERMS

A/13 SWITCH: a switch which allows a television viewer to
alternate between a satellite signal and reception of
broadcast television using an off-air antenna.

ACTUATOR: device used to position the satellite dish.

ADDRESSABILITY2 that feature of the customer authorization
process that enables a program distributor to address a
specific decoder to unscramble the signal supplied to a tiven
customer..

AFFILIATE: a broadcast television station which has
aWiliEtually agreed to carry network programming in exchange
for a network payment. A network affiliate station may be
owned by the network or may be owned by an independent company
such as Gannett, Tribune, or Westinghouse.

ANTENNA: satellite dish.

AUTHORIZATION: the process through which the transmitter of
iiaTTEEPaelivered programming unscramble' its signal for a
customer who has paid a subscription fee.

C-BAND: the 3.7-4.2 GHz (gigahertz) band of transmission
--7iiiitlency. It is the standard frequency range used foe most

North American satellite broadcasts and most satellite dishes.

COAXIAL CABLE: transmission cable used to carry high frequency
signal with low loss. Comprised of a center conductor
surrounded by a dialectic (insulator) which is covered :4 a
metal shield.

DECODER:. descramble encrypted signals: can be purchased for
--EsiWuse with most satellite dish equipment.

DISH DEALERS: business people who sell home satellite dishes
and equipment to individual customers.

DISH DISTRIBUTORS: business people who sell home satellite
dishes and equipment on a wholesale basis to dish dealers.

DRIVE: same is actuator.

ENCRYPTION: the scrambling of satellite signals done in order
to secure the distribution of satellite signals and limit
their reception to those viewers who have paid a subscription
fee for the signals.

A.00
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FOOTPRINT: the area of the earth's surface that a satellite's
signal is expected to cover. It does not represent actual
signal power at ground level, but it does give a gOod
indication of the type and size system needed in a given area
to receive a particular satellite.

FRE UENCY: the number of oscillations per second of an
e ectromagnetic signal. Expressed in cycles per second or
Hertz.

GIGAHERTZ (GHz): a frequency designation. Giga means billion
and Hertz means cycles per second. 3.7 GHz would be
3,700,000,000 cycles per second. Term used to describe
frequency at which domestic orbiting satellites transmit.

GRADE B CONTOURS: the predicted area of off-air reception of
the signal of a broadcast television station. This may or may
not be indicative of actual delivery of broadcast signals,
since'these are often impeded by terrain or terrestrial
interference.

KU-BAND: geostationary satellites transmitting in the 11.7 to
12.2 GHz frequency band.

MEGAHERTZ (MHz): a frequency designation. Mega means million
and Hertz means cycles per second. 70 MHz would be 70,000,000
cycles per second.

MICROWAVE: the frequency range fli:ass 4t MHz to 30 GHz.

NETWORK FEEDS: satellite-delivered network programming sent
from each network to each of its affiliates to which the
affiliate inserts commercials, syndicated programming, and
local programming producing the finished broadcast product.

OFF-AIR BROADCAST SIGNALS: those television signals which a
homeowner can receive using a cons Antional set-top or roof-top
antenna.

POLARIZATION: orientation within a frequency band of an
electromagnetic signal. Signals can be vertically,
horiZontally or circularly polarized.

RADIO FREQUENCY (RY): the electromagnetic band, between 10 KHz
to 100 OHS, used for transmitting data, audio or video.

SYNDICATED PROGRAMMING: non-network television programming
which is distributed through local broadcast television
stations and paid for by those stations.
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TI: terrestrial interference caused by land-linked telephone
.--microwave transmissions which are often on the same frequency

as satellite transmissions and which can cause problems if not
filtered.

TRANSPONDER: a combination receiver, amplifier, and transmitter
on the satellite which handles a partioular channel to be
transmitted.

TVRO: Television Receive Only antennas. Describes the function
--6? home satell is dish systems,

UPLINK STATION: any ground station transmitting signals up to
an orbiting satellite.

VIDEOCIPHER I TECHNOLOGY: the technology introduced by M/A-Com,
now General Instrument, which will be used by NBC and CBS to
scramble their network feeds. No home satellite dish owners
will be allowed to purchase VideoCipher I decoders.

VIDEOCIPHER II TECHNOLOGY: the technology introduced by
M/A-Com, now General Instrument, which is used in decoders and
sorambling equipment associated with virtually all scrambled
satellite-delivered programming other than the network feeds.

WHITE AREAS: those areas of the country which are not served
directly by the networks, i.e. outside the reach of the
off-air broadcast signals of the network affiliates.
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Ms. METZGER. I am here in strong support of H.R. 2848. I support
it because it confirm the rights of satellite dish owners to receive
the same broadcasts that are distributed without restriction
throughout the rest of the United States today.

As we have heard from several of the speakers, there are some 2
million television households today that are served by backyard
dishes. These dishes are generally in areas that are not passed by
cable .elevision and do have poor reception. Our research shows
that about half of these homes, about 1 million television house-
holds, are in areas where they get little or no network reception
over the public airwaves.

These 1 million homes cannot receive these networks, and I refer
to ABC, NBC, and CBS. Most cannot even pay to receive the net-
works because cable television does not pass by their home. Their
only source of the major national news, basic entertainment, and
major league sporting events that everyone takes for granted is
over the satellite dish.

In fact, they have been watching the satellite transmissions that
deliver network programming to the broadcast affiliates around
the country. These are the so-called network feeds.

The networks, however, have individually and separately an-
nounced they will scramble all of their private feeds to their local
affiliates. And they are, by and large, using VideoCipher I, as Dr.
Medress referred to, which is incompatible with the VideoCipher II
or the consumer standard.

When these feeds are fully scrambled, network service to these 1
million homes will be blacked out unless someone does something
about it. My company, SBN, is trying to do something about this
consumer problem. We are trying to do it with a fair and effective
marketplace solution.

My company was founded in 1986 on a simple premise, to deliver
network television to satellite dishes, just as network signals have
been delivered to cable homes for the last 40 years. SBN began
serving these homes because the networks would not. The networksks
have said, in effect, that the market is too small, too remote, too
expensive for them to be bothered with.

We are also serving these homes today because cable will not.
Again, these homes are often too remotely located, too few in
number, and just too expensive for individual cable companies to
serve.

So because of the unwillingness of cable and of networks to serve
these areas we began, almost a year ago, committing the millions
of dollars necessary to distribute the sale of our service, called Pri-
meTime 24. That is ABC from New York, WXIA the ABC affiliate
in Atlanta, and WBBM the CBS affiliate out of Chicago.

We do not touch the network feeds and our three broadcast net-
work affiliates are retransmitted in their entirety with all the ad-
vertising and certainly without mollification. We scramble them so
that those wi,o need the signals chn get them and pay for them.
The local broadcaster is not harmed.

In fact, it is worth noting that right now the only harm anyone
can say that Pan be coming to a local broadcaster is from the net-
work feeds themselves, which are not yet fully scrambled. The net-
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work feeds today are right up on the satellite, unscrambled and
free and clear for all to see.

But despite this current situation my company has met several
challenges in its rights to exist. We based our business on the au-
thority of the Copyright Act of 1976. In it Congress recognized the
public benefits of maximizing the distribution of network signals to
cable homes while balancing the rights of copyright holders with
fair compensation.

Under that law, we now pay the required copyright fees, just as
all cable systems do when they retransmit their signals to subscrib-
ers. We believe that the language of the act speaks for itself, but
obviously others disagree.

We have been sued by all three of the major networks and two
network affiliate associations. We feel that H.R. 2848 is now essen-
tial to clarify these issues and to make Congress' intent crystal
clear to all.

If SBN were to lose in court and H.R. 2848 is not made law, the 1
million homes that we seek to serve, or more, could immediately
lose all access to networks and all satellite dish homes could lose
the independent superstations that Mr. Bliss just referred to.

Now, that might not be a big problem to the network executives
in New York, but this is certainly a big problem in the living
rooms of the rural communities that we serve. Our communities
tend to be Lone Wolf, Oklahoma; Clay City, Illinois; Black Creek,
North Carolina; Love lady, Texas; Cedarville, Ohio; Rocky Gap, Vir-
ginia or Boulder Junction, Wisconsin.

These are real places, where real people live and these are our
real customers. You would not believe how many rural route ad-
dresses there are in this country and we have personally taken the
calls where people are really, truly delighted to know that they are
going to be franchised and remain franchised with the three major
networks.

I am not sure that any of us would particularly like to explain to
these rural towns, to these rural homes, that they will not be
watching the Super Bowl next year when the network feeds are
scrambled and when the closest cable system will not even retu
their phore calls, if we are not available.

So as you debate the merits of this bill, please remember that in
times of national celebration or in times of national disaster, it is
still ARC, CBS, and NBC that bring us together. That is whether
we watch these channels over rabbit ears or cable or microwave or
backyard satellite dish.

Cable and broadcasters have already demonstrated their unwill-
ingness or their inability to distribute news and entertainment to
all parts of the United States. They must not now be allowed to
stand in the way of new technology that can extend this informa-
tion to all Americans.

Thank you.
[The statement of Ms. Metzger follows;]
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STATEMENT OF KAZIE METZGER, PRESIDENT

SATELLITE BROADCAST NETWORKS

Good afternoon. My name is Kazis Metzger, and I'm the President
of Satellite Broadcast Networks, known in the industry as SBN.

I'm here in strong support of H.P 2848. I support it because
it furthers the four principal goals of American communications
policy:

1. Disseminating information to all Americans, particularly
rural families in remote locations.

2. Protecting copyright holders and providing fair
compensation for use of their works.

3. Advancing new communications technologies, and

4. Promoting competititive communications services for the
benefit of all consumers.

Unfortunately, that public policy has not been fully realized
with respect to the primary and most popular communications
resource in America: network TV. I'm here to talk to you today
about that gad) in communications policy, about the copyright
holders who create the network broadcasts, about the competitive
technologies of cable, broadcast, and the satellite dish, and
most importantly, about the rural viewer who has already
invested over $2,000 in a communications link to keep him in
touch with the rest of the world. It is this rural viewer who
once again faces the threat of having that link cut.

Satellite dish technology is now a fixture in almost two million
h ,. Nearly half or about one miilion of today's satellite
dishes are in remote or mountainous locations with poor
television reception -- or none at all.

Those one million homes cannot receive network television over
the public airwaves. They can't even pay to receive network
television over cable because cable doesn't pass their homes.
Their only source for ABC, CBS, and NBC is by satellite.

Thus far, they have been watching the satellite transmissions
used by the networks to deliver their programming to their
affiliates--the so-called "network feeds." The networks,
however, have individually announced that they will scramble
these feeds and will not allow access to any home satellite
dishes. The networks have stated that the feeds are private
transmissions between them and their affiliates, never intended
for public viewing.
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While recognizing the validity of the networks' argument, the
fact remains that when the feeds are fully scrambled, netw ',rk
service to those million households will be blacked out...unless
someone does something about it.

SBN is trying to do something about it, with a fair and
effeaive marketplace solution to this problem. My company was
founded in 1986 on a Simple premise: deliver network television
to satellite dishes--just as cable companies have delivered
networks to cable homes for almost 40 years.

No one else is willing to serve these homes. The networks
themselves haven't reached the million dish homes that have poor
broadcast reception. Cable systems haven't. So SBN will,
restoring access to them with the moat advanced form of
television delivery in the United States today: the satellite
dish.

SBN is doing it because the networks will not. Now, the
networks say they reach over 90% of all American homes. As for
the rest, the networks say that the homes they don't reach are
too few in number, too scattered in location, to worry about.
They don't want to spend the millions necessary to get to those
last few homes in hard to reach areas. So this market is
simply too small for the networks to be bothered with--and they
have saia as much in writing to the ?CC. And the FCC has in
effect nodded in agreement, yes, this market is insignificant.

And, we're doing it because caWA: will not. The million dish
homes with poor reception are scattered across or adjacent to
the franchise areas of thousands of cable systems. And the vast
majority of them are in sparsely populated areas that are too
expensive for the cable system to reach. So cable has not
rushed to offer service to these homes. In fact, it is
generally agreed that there are at least 20 million homes that
will never be wired for cable. About 4 to 5 million of those
are not adequately served by off-air broadcasts. Many of these
homes are potential dish owners, in addition to today's one
million dish homes unnerved by broadcast or cable.

Based on the unwillingness of cable and the networks to reach
these areas, SBN announced more than a year ago that it would
begin to sell PrimeTime 24, a package of three ABC, CBS, and NBC
channels by satellite to rural America. For us, today's one
million homes define a market that is very well worth serving,
the only way anybody can - -by satellite.
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We supply network satellite service to those who will depend on
it after the feeds are gone. We retransmit the over-the-air
broadcast signal of WXIA-Atlanta, WABC-New York, and
WBBM- Chicago. We do not touch the network feeds. Our three
channels are all network affiliates that are retransmitted in
their entirety and without modification, and we scramble the
channels so that only those who need them can get them.

The rest is not quite history, since the final chapters are now
being written, in part in this hearing today. We have gotten
past the rigors of starting a business from scratch. In so
doing, we have committed our company at considerable financial
risk to serving the satellite dish consumer.

There is one last obstacle to our continued service of the
million homes that have been ignored by the established cable
and broadcast interests. That obstacle is the uncertainty, in
the minds of some, regarding the legal basis under which our
company and others can distribute scrambled channels to the
satellite dish consumer.

When we started our business, we relied on the Copyright Act of
1976, in which Congress recognized the rights of cable systems

retransmit broadcast signals to its customers. Under that
.44, we pal the requix3d fee for the right to distribute network
programming jest as cable systems across the country do. We
strongly believe that the language of this Act speaks for
itself, licensing our retransmissions to home dish owners.
Others disayree.

By 7"elying on the compulsory license granted us under the 1976
copyright Act. SBN has been sued by all three major networks and
two network affiliate asoociations. We have been sued for doing
no more or less than all cable systems do every day when they
rebroadcast network transmissions and charge customers for the
privilege. H.R. 2848 is essential, therefore, to clarify these
issues and make Congress' intent crystal clear to all.

It's not easy--or inexpensive--fo... a new company to defend the
rights of rural home satellite dishes in a landmark copyright
case. BUt the resolution of this issue now has consequences
beyond the corporate life of Satellite Broadcast Networks. The
satellite dish industry and the two million homes it currently
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serves are awaiting its outcome. And those companies that offer
independent superstations such as Tempo, United Video, Netlink,
and Eastern Microwave are also relying on our victory in court.

If SBN were to lose a first round in court and H.R. 2848 is not
around, these one million homes or more could immediately lose
all access to the networks, and all satellite dish homes could
immediately lose almost a dozen more channels of sports, movies,
and entertainment.

Now, this may not be a .g problem in the network executive
suites of Feuth Avenue in New York, but it sere is a big problem
in the living rooms of rural communities like Lone Wolf,
Oklahoma; Clay City, Illinois; Black Creek or Spring Hope, North
Carolina; Ben Wheeler or Lovelady, Texas; Cedarville Kitts
Hill, Ohio; James Store or Rocky Gap, Virginia; and Boulder
Junction, Wisconsin. These are the real places where our
customers live.

No one, I'm sure, would like to explain to the consumers of
these towns in rural America that they won't be watching the
Super Bowl next year when the network feeds are scrambled, when
the closest cable system won't return phone calls, and if
PrimeTime 24 is not available.

To those who say, it companies like SBN negotiate for a
license, I must point out that securing meaningful, contractual
agreements with all of the copyright interests involved in
network television is virteally imposzible for us. Just as the
cable industry needed guaranteed access to programming in its
early stages--ana still enjoys the protection of the compulsory
license--so now does the dish industry.

It is not enough to have an agreement with just one, tux', or all
three network's. Sports interests, movie owners, syndicted
programaing distribuors-all have to he in agreement in order
tor a marketplace solution to reelly ',Dean something. The recent
NBC/TCI-Netlink deal falls short in this and in other. respects.

Au yeu know, the companies have aigned an agreement in
prineiple to offer network programmieg to some home satellite
client*. It's e step in the eight direction. However, by
offering no compensation to non-NBC copyright holders, the
NBC/TCTNetlink arrangement ramming, critically incomplete and
vulnerable to dispute with other cepyright intereats.
The, NBC/TCI agreement alio dells away the rights of the rural
diah owners eo that it can protect the current cable market team
compotktion. It allows thou,' one millioh homes vithaut :celeguate
broadcaat reception ta by a network satellite eignel only if
cable is riot available,

. N. i:' '")
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If cable is available, the family that has already spent two
thousand collars or more on a dish is supposed to shell out morethan two hundred dollars a year for basic cable service. That'strue because no cable operator is going to s..11 NBC separately;
the dish owner will have to buy basic service and receive all
three networks--plus perhaps another dozen channels that arereadily available.

Instead of solving problems, the NBC/TCX-Netlink deal would
simply translate to a multimillion dollar boondoggle for cableif it actually worked. It is not likely to work, however. Dish
owners who have already decided not to buy from cable are not
likely to change their mind and now pay more than $200 for the
annual network ransom. The net result of the NBC/TCI-Netlink
plan will be that local broadcasters still won't be delivered to
those homes and those homes will remain without network
programming.

In contrast, H.R. 2848 would allow sales to all dish homes in
areas of bad reception, whether or not they are passed by
cable. It recognizes that as far as the local broadcaster and
cable operater are concerned, the dish owner may as well be 100miles away. H.R. 2848 does not artificially protect cable. Itdoesn't hurt the local broadcaster or the network. It does
iffer real solutions to the rural viewer.

Finally, let me examine how the legislation will affect ep
remaining interest groups briefly. Will this legislatioi .nfact harm the networks themselves? No, it will facilitate the
extension of the network programming to homes that would be
otherwise lost. We deliver more homes to advertisers, the basicequation of network economics.

Do we harm the local broadcaster? No, because our customers
aren't reached by an over-the-air broadcast. Nor is it likely
that translators be able to reach them in the future.
Translators are expensive, cumbersome, and totally ineffective
in mountainous regions. So most, if not all, of these million
homes are lost and will remain lost to the local broadcaster.

Moreover, since we are scrambled, we are watched only by those
homes that need us. We are not interfering with the broadcastreach of a local network affiliate. If anyone is hurting the
affiliates, it is the networks themselves. The network feeds
are not fully scrambled. They are right now up there in the
clear for all to see for free, in competition with the networks'
own affiliates.
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Are we harming the copyright holders? No, because the
legislation provides a mechanism for paying statutory license
fees. The copyright holders will be compensated, just as they
are under the cable compulsory license, perhaps at an even
higher rate. In addition, after four years, the flat rate of
compensation is replaced by an arbitrated rate.

Does everyone in the dish industry back H.R. 2848? While we
don't agree on everything, the various constituencies win the
dish industry recognize that continued access to network
channels is essential. So long as superstations remain an
endangered species, the marketplace will not be settled and the
dish community will continue to suffer the consequences.

At its core, H.R. 2848 does nothing more than guarantee access
to satellite-delivered broadcast television for all Americans.
It does it by using a statutory license of short duration, a
scaled-down version of the cable compulsory license.

As you debate the merits of the Bill, please remember that in
time of national celebration and national disaster, it is still
ABC, CBS, and NBC that bring us together--whether we watch
events unfold over rabbit ear antennas, cable, microwave, or
satellite dishes.

H.R. 2848 is the only way to guarantee network television to one
million rural households, while accommodating all interests
fairly. It simply continues the Congressional mandate to
disseminate information to the public through advances in
technology. It provides balanced protection of the rights of
all copyright owners--and a competitive marketplace. It
promises that the rights of the consumer will be equally
protected under the law--whether the viewer is served by cable
or by an alternative technology. And it ensures that the most
popular programming in America will continue to be available to
those satellite dishes that happen to belong to homeowners in
rural locations.

Cable and broadcasters have already demonstrated their
unwillingnesu and/or their inability to reach these homes: they
must not be allowed to stand in the way of alternative delivery
systems that can finish the job. SBN will continue to work here
in Congress as well as in the courts to ensure that all dish
owners receive his and her fair share of information and
entertainment. Thank you.

1/1
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Ms. Metzger.
Just so I understand, you indicate that currently rural America

with dishes is, in fact, able to see :network programming via these
network feeds and that these are going to be scrambled and will
not be available to them, and that as a result SBN fills in a poten-
tial, in that respect, void.

However, it has also come to our ttention, as you well know,
that NBC has entered into an agreement or potential agreement, I
gum, with Net Link. I think the other networks are exploring the
saw . sort of option, to offer programming of a network signal in
such package.

If that were to be the case then, in fact, they would compete with
you in terms of offering a network signal in another package to
rural America, is that not correct?

Ms. Mrrzoza. NetLink USA, which is a member of the SBCA,
the trade association that we belong to, is a company, that retrans-
mits three network affiliate stations and they do have a contract or
a letter of agreement with NBC. I think that that is a step in the
right direction of working out these things privately. But there are
a couple of problems with that private negotiation that we think
that a bill would offer great benefit.

First of all, that private agreement blocks out selling in any
home that is passed by cable. We feel that it unfairly gives prefer-
ence to a cable system, whether or not they offer good or competi-
tive service, in a location. What their agreement says is that if a
homeowner with a dish i3 passed by cable, they cannot buy NBC
off the satellite. So it does not matter how much the local cable
company charges or how bad the signal quality is, they are forced
into an anti-competitive situation.

The other reason why I think this bill is necessary, even 1-1',ough
there may be room for private negotiations, is that NBC does not
own all the i ights, they do not represent all the copyright owners
when they made that deal with NetLink. They, in fact, gave them
a quit claim that extends to NetLink the rights they (NBC) have,
and there is the potential to be sued by Major League Baseball or
other interests because NBC cannot, obviously, give what they do
not now possess.

So we think that this bill, which does allow for private negotia-
tions, give- thi framework and also the incentive for the networks
to come to reasonable agreement. But it also protects us and the
networks from aeditional suits, from other copyright owners.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. As far as the future is concerned, in your
terms, you foresee network signals available in your programming
and also the programming which the network has, on its own, en-
tered into?

Ms. METZGER. Yes. What I see happening is our three signals are,
in essence, the eastern and the central time zones, and that they
are kind of time zone appropriate, if you will, for the two-thirds of
the dish owners that are in the eastern part of the United States.

The NetLink USA signals are all from Denver, Colorado and are
more consumer friendly, if you will, to people in the west. So I
think that there is a natural division, if you will, consumer divi-
sion, of the market and I expect that they and we will do nicely.
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Obviously, we will sell some in California and they will sell somein New York, but I think that by and large our markets will divide
over the fact that most people do want to watch the news at six orseven and not at some other, inconvenient time. So that I would
expect that they would be selling their three network affiliates and
we will be, too, in competition with each other.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. You made reference to a number of rural
communities vividly in your testimony. Actually, in analyzing
these consumers, as you obviously have done, do you have a feel forthe percentage that come from white or unserved areas?

Ms. METZGER. There are a couple of ways that we have tried to
do that, obviously. It is not a topic that has been lost on us. One ofthe problems is that zip codes tend to be very large areas, particu-larly in more rural areas. One part of a zip code can be behind amountain and the other part can be on the other side of the moun-tain. One home gets good reception and the other home gets bad
reception. So that is one of the difficulties when you just look at zip
codes.

But having personally talked to an awful lot of these customers,
what we find happening is that the people, when they understand
that what we are selling are the three networks, what they say isoh, well, get that off the air. And they say, I do not need you. And
we say no, you probably do not. They very quickly decide that
spending $50 to get our service is not really particularly attractive,
because these boxes, by and large, thew descrambler boxes have A/B switches and they typically will go back to their rabbit ears forfree for their local channel.

I cannot tell you that none of my customers live outside of white
areas. I am sure that some of them do. But we do know that from
the addresses, and the zip codes, and the consumer reaction on thetelephone, that the vast majority of our customers either get limit-
ed service or no service at all.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I am sorry, I missed the other point you weremaking. Are you, in fact, served through Dr. Medress'
Ms. METZGER. Yes. We are scrambled Video Cipher II. You really

cannot be in this business unless you go with this technology. We
have been scrambled since the spring of this year.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you.
Ms. METZGER. If I may, only the people who pay for us get us,and it is not up in the air in the clear. It is not like it is infringingon anyone.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Ellison, you certainly have, as your ap-

pendix indicates, an impressive list of members, including Com Satand Hughes, and earth members such as Zenith and Sony, in addi-tion to all those directly involved with the dish industry.
Are these members uniformly, as far as you know, in support of

this legislation?
Mr. ELLISON. The information that I have, in talking with ourmembers and with our board, would indicate that they are verymuch in support of this legislation. I think the inajori'y would liketo see some amendments to this bill, particularly with respect tothe so-called grandfather clause limitation on stations, but by andlarge our association stands squarely behind the bill.
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Earlier, I had asked Mr. Bliss whether WGN
was scrambled and he said yes, because I was reading from page
three of your statement, which reads "similarly signals of inde-
pendent superstations, that is WTBS-Atlanta, WPIX-New York,
WWOR-New York, and KTVT-Forth Worth, have been scram-
bled."

Mr LLISON. I believe that the latin abbreviation there I used
was e.g., I was just trying to give examples of scrambled stations. I
have attached, as an appendix, a list of all of the scrambled sta-
tions, which would include WGN, at the back of my testimony. I
did not include the names of all the scrambled stations. I was just
trying to give examples.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Of course, one of the problems that some of
your trade association membership, particularly those selling the
hardware, the dishes themselves, had was the scrambling and the
expectations and just the uncertainty of where this all was going.

The committee, for the first time this morning, saw this demon-
stration of the system that Dr. Medress was showing us, plus the
fact that there is something called the DBS Authorization Center.

Mr. Ellison, I wonder whether you might comment on whether
this is an improvement with respect to the expectations of your
membership or whether this type of technology is more expensive?
You are not necessarily representing the consumers, but you are
representing an industry which must sell to consumers, and pre-
sumably must contemplate some sort of system such as that shown
us here, and obtaining Icrambled signals and descrambling them.

I wondered what your comment would be about what was shown
us this morning by Dr. Medress?

Mr. ELLISON. I think that it has taken our industry some time to
adjust. There was an initial shock in 1986 when HBO scrambled,
and there had been so much misinformation about the availability
of programming and the question of whether there would ever be
packages.

I think that we are moving out of that area now. Consumers are
beginning to realize that they can purchase packages of services, so
we are moving away from some of the initial problems that we had
when the VideoCipher system was first implemented in 1986.

I think we have a ways to go. We would still like to see the pro-
gram package pricing come down.. We would like to see more avail-
ability. I think our industry as a whole would like to see the
system costs come down, but as I said, we have one from a $36,000
system in 1979 to a top of the line system for $3,000 that includes
the decoder, that would probably include a year of programming
services.

So I think that the industry is adjusting and our members, across
the board, recognize that the VideoCipher encryption system is a
box office, and in the long run it is going to create a very strong
marketplace for us.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Bliss, does NetLink qualify as a carrier,
under the proposed bill, in your view?

Mr. BLISS. Yes.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. It does. You may not know the answer to this

question, but I will ask it anyway. What effect will the purchase of
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Southern Satellite Systems, or Tempo, by TCI have on the distribu-
tion of signals to earth station owners?

Mr. Buss. At the present time, I do not see any change in the
mix. Both Tempo and Net Link have back rooms where they do te-lemarketing to TVRO and I would assume that at some point in
time, those would be merged. From our point of view, that elimi-nates one competitor.

Mr. KASTENMRIER. That would eliminate a competitor, in yourview?
Mr Buss. It would eliminate a back office. It would combine two

competitors into one.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you.
I would like to yield to the gentleman from Oklahnma, Mr.Synar.
Mr. SYNAR. Thank you very much, Bob and welcome, all three ofyou.
Let me ask you, Kazie, you are talking about those agreements

between the networks and the distribution of signals, with respectto whether or not the cable passes by the satellite dish owner. Basi-cally, what we are looking at here, are those type of agreementsnot forcing consumers to take a package which would include anetwork signal which they may not even want, in order to get that
signal?

Ms. METWER. Extxtly. Typically, when you buy cable, and in factI know of no examples, when you buy cable television, you mustbuy at least the basic package which typically would include 14 to22 channels and could cost anywhere from $10 to $18 a month.So, if you have a cable running by your home and you alreadyhave a dish and prefer to get your programming that way then justto get, for example NBC, under that kind of a deal you would haveto subsidize your local cable company to the tune of maybe acouple of hundred dollars a year.
We do think that the backyard dish industry gives good competi-tion, healthy competition to some cable operators, particularly inrural areas, because it reminds them to distribute good and clearsignals, otherwise people will buy dishes.
Mr. SYNAR. Mark, let me ask you, some of the dish owners that Ihave visited with over time have suggested that the bill should bebased on an absolute parity with the cable copyright scheme. Whatis your response to that?
Mr. ELLISON. Certainly, if we could have the same rate that cableis ps ing today, that would be very attractive. We found, as webeam the process of working with Mr. Kastenmeier and youroffice, that we were swimming upstream somewhat, in trying to getthis bill introduced. The compulsory license is not a popular devicein Washington.
So we found that political realities and pragmatism forced us torecognize that perhaps a set ratc, which was somewhat higher thancable, was necessary to bring some of the supporters of this bill onboard behind us.
I would be very concerned about a bill which was tied strictly tocable. I am concerned that if syndicated exclusivity comes in, thesuperstations may be less of a viable alternative for cable, and they

ran
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may allow the rates to rise over the next few years, to the detri-
ment of TVRO.

So I think, although in a short run we are facing a little bit of
disparity in the rates, that in the long run we are better off to have
the certainty. And I would also say that I agree with the position
that I believe your office may put forward, if they have not done so
formally, is the idea of a set rate throughout the period of this li-
cense, through the sunset period. I think that would simplify mat-
ters and assure our ability to grow during that period of time.

Mr. SYNAR. Thank you, Mark.
Roy, this is just really for my clarification. Is the signal that you

transmit at United Video, the WGN signal, is it identical to the
signal that WGN sends out on its broadcast signal?

Mr. Buss. Yes, it is.
Mr. SYNAR. Identical?
Mr. Buss. Identical.
Mr. SYNAR. Roy, you also heard the MPAA come in here this

morning and suggest that the copyright holders should be able to
verify the accuracy of the satellite carriers subscriber accounts and
stuff. Is that a proposal which you would agree to?

Mr. Buss. Yes, I do not have any problem with that part.
Let me clarify that the signal we send out is exactly what we get

from WGN. They do send us a different signal than they transmit
in Chicago during programming which they own, for instance the
Cubs.

Mr. SYNAR. So it is not identical, in all respects.
Mr. Buss. Well, we are getting it from them, but it is not the

same one that they send over their transmitter all the time. It is 99
percent of the time it is the same.

Mr. SYNAR. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Boucher.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I only have one ques-

tion. Mr. Bliss, I will direct this to you.
The legislation before us will provide a compulsory license for a

four year period. During the second four year period, the negotia-
tion would apply and binding arbitration in the event of a negotia-
tion failure, would determine the amount of payments that would
be made. Then, after that eight year period, this legislation would
sunset all together.

What do you think will happen after that point in time? Is this
eight year period sufficient for you? Do you feel like you need a
longer period?

Just gene/ ally comment, if you would, on whether you think this
eight year prbtection is sufficient.

Mr. Buss. I would like it to be forever, there is no question about
that. The entire bill is a compromise. We do not want to have to
spend the rest of our lives in litigation over this, although we feel
that the copyright law, as it now exists, covers what we are doing,
but we would like this clarification of this bill.

Mr. BOUCHER. So you will accept the eight year period?
Mr. Buss. I will accept it, but I do not like it. I think, on the

other side of that, what do I think is going to happen in eight
years, I think that some compromise will be reached, either be-
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tween MPAA and the carriers and the stations, or it will be ex-tended. We just will not turn off a couple of million people.
Mr. BOUCHER. I would assume, in the absence of that compro-mise, you will be back to see us, before that period?
Mr. Buss. Yes,
Mr. BOUCHER. Did you want to comment?
Mr. &mom Yes, I would like to comment on the sunset period.Our thinking, in going into this, was that after a period of, well, wehad hoped for 10 or 12 years. We ended up with a bill that is eight.We felt like, at the end of that .period, we would have a sufficientnumber of home dish owners out there and that we would have

strength in the marketplace and be able to go out and negotiate asthe copyright holders would like us to do.
One thing that has come up recently and predominantly today isthe limitation of this bill to C-band, and I think that that wouldhave a serious impact on our thinking, with respect to the sunset,

because we anticipated the market strength based on a growthboth in C-band and K-band and by the end of eight years havingsufficient subscribers to negotiate.
If the bill were limited to C-band, I think that we need to serious-ly re-evaluate our thinking in that regard.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much. You wanted to comment, aswell?
Ms. METZGER. If I could comment on that, too, none of our crys-tal balls tell us when KU-band is going to become the widespreadtechnology. But by and large, we that serve the backyard dish in-

dustry do not control that. Rather, the cable television does.
So while the MPAA giveth on one hand, this could be the classictaketh away on the other, with the C-band, KU-band situation. Itcould be a real situation where cable controls the movement toKU, which would be enormously detrimental to us.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you. I just have one last question.I am not quite certain of its relevamyt although it is a morningitem in the newspaper here: "Campaigning live by satellite feed.This one featuros Governor Dukakis, who broadcast by satellite to56 college campuses. Apparently, others are using the device to

ireach out to satellite dish owners in Iowa and elsewhere.
How do you see this? This is not actually, I guess, affected bycopyright, but do you see this living comfortably with the technolo-gy from your perspective, as you operate it?
Mr. Buss. Certainly. I assume that it is not scrambled. They

want everybody that is out there to watch it.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. It is not scrambled, right. But the accessibil-ity, apparently, of NineStar II and WestStar IV orbiters is, in asense, surprising, that there is that sort of availability so readilyfor campaign purposes or otherwise.
Mr. Buss. I think it also, if you are campaigning to primarily

rural constituents, it would be especially beneficial.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. That is really all the questions I have. Thethree of you have been very helpful. Ms. Metzger, Mr. Bliss, Mr.Ellison, we appreciate your appearance this morning. This is theopening day on this question. We hope to pursue the matter to aconclusion and I trust to a successful conclusion.
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We will have another day of hearings, and we will try to sched-
ule it in the very near future. We would hope to markup this legis-
lation, I would not predict it certainly by year's end, but certainly
by early next year.

Until the second hearing, the committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:60 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 27, 1988

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES, AND THE

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:36 a.m., in room222C, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Robert W. Kastenmeier[chairman of the subcommittee] presiding.Present: Representatives Kastenmeier, Synar, Schroeder,Berman, Boucher, Moorhead, DeVine, Coble, and Slaughter.
Staff present: Michael J. Remington, chief counsel; Virginia E.Sloan, counsel; Thomas E. Mooney, associate counsel; and AudreyK. Marcus, clerk.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The committee will come to order.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from California.
Mr. MOORHEAD. I ask unanimous consent that the subcommitteepermit the meeting to be covered in whole or in part by televisionbroadcast, radio broadcast and/or still photography, pursuant toRule V of the Committee Rules.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Without objection, the gentleman's request isagreed to.
Today, the subcommittee is holding a second day of hearings onH.R. 2848, entitled the Satellite Home Viewer Copyught Act of1987.
I want to thank several members of the subcommittee, notallyMr. Moorhead, Mr. Synar and Mr. Boucher, for their continued as-sistance and support. I note that we have received cosponsorshipfor this bill from another subcommittee member, Mr. Hyde, andalso Mr. Hughes and Mr. Staggers of the full committee.
You will recall that the subcommittee held its first day of hear-ings on November 19, during which the subcommittee learnedabout the technology of earth stations and satellite communica-tions. In addition, testimony about the merits of the legislation waspresented by the Motion Picture Association, three common carri-ers, the Satellite Broadcasting and Communications Association,and the Satellite Broadcasting Network.
Hopefully today we will continue the process that we started lastNovember. I have no illusions that the bill, as originally presented,may be amended in the process of dealing with this legislation. It isan extremely complex. area and for many members of both thepublic and the committee, it is a learning process.
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So we are delighted to have as our first witness this morning, a
friend and familiar face to the subcommittee, Ralph Oman, the
Register of Copyrights, who has headed that office since September
of 1985. Due to time constraintswe have a long witness list this
morningI would encourage the Register to summarize his state-
ment. Usually the Register presents long, thoughtful, scho:any
statements, very helpful to the committee, and certainly essential
for the full record of the committee, but in view of the time con-
straints, I would hope that Mr. Oman could summarize his state-
ment.

It is an excellent analysis of the proposed legislation and I would
encoth age members of the subcommittee and others to read it care-
fully.

Mr. Oman, you have with you Ms. Dorothy Schrader of your
office, I believe. You can identify those who accompany you.

Mr. OMAN. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, in addition to
Ms. Schrader, I am accompanied by Andrea Zizzi, an advisor to the
General Counsel.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Actually, of course, Mr. Oman, you have a
statement which is some 24 pages long, and then a one-page state-
ment. I suspect we would like to hear more than the one page if
that is possible, but something less than the 24 pages, but you use
your own judgment in that connection.

TESTIMONY OF HON. RALPH OMAN, REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS;
ACCOMPANIED BY DOROTHY SCHRADER, GENERAL COUNSEL,
COPYRIGHT OFFICE; AND ANDREA ZIZZI, SENIOR ATTORNEY,
COPYRIGHT JFFICE
Mr. OMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We estimate

approximately five minutes of your time and we will try to make it
quick.

I do welcome this opportunity to appear before you and to
present the Copyright Office's views on H.R. 2848, the Satellite
Home Viewer Copyright Act of 1987.

As you know, this bill would create a temporary statutory license
to make it possible for homeowners with satellite dishes in their
backyards to have access to satellite programming.

Under most circumstances, the Copyright Office is a true believ-
er in the marketplace, hut we recognize that, under the current
market conditions, the satellite carriers can't clear the rights to
programming on br eadcast signals, and they cannot retransmit
those signals in scrambled form and market them to the home dish
owners now since the copyrigh' law stands in the way.

We also recognize that home dish owners want you to make sure
that they do havo ready access to these scrambled qignals. In many
eases, these dish owners have an especially compelling case because
they live outside the service areas of cable systems or broadcast
stations in the so-called "white areas," and ti air satellite dish rep-
resents their only link with the outside world.

Your bill, Mr. Chairman, solves the dilemma in the short term
and in the long term gets us back to a marketplace solution to this
licensing problem. The bill balances the interests of all parties. For
an eight-year interim period, copyright owners will receiv' compen-
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sation for the additional public performances of their programiningby satellite carriers. For eight years, dish owners have guaranteedaccess to satellite-delivered signals. For eight years, the retail carri-ers can earn a living.
Equally important, the bill encourages voluntary private negotia-tions between the parties. If that fails, it mandates that they arbi-trate. These features provide a major stepping stone to a free-market environment which v0 ,,aid replace the interim statutory li-cense when the legislation's sunset provisions kick in after eightyears.
So the Copyright Office supports the bill, but has a few recom-mendatons for 'change to adapt the bill to recent changes in thesatellite carrier business.
In the pest year, at least one satellite carrier has begun to inter-cept, scramble and market to the earth station owners the signalsof certain network-affiliated television stations. Because }LE. 2848'originally was not drafted with the retransmission of network sig-nals in mind, the subcommittee might consider amendment of theoperative term "superstatiori" to either exclude network signals orto include theta, but limit access to dish owners who can't other-wise get over-the-air signals.
If you exclude network signals, you would let stand a part of theproblem you are trying to solve with this bill; you would not assurethe earth station owners access to this network programming.
The Copyright Office might favor the second alternative, includ-ing network signals within the scope of the statutory license, butfashion the provision to limit coverage to dr certifiable hardshipcases. The Copyright Office has heard about several proposals thatwould tailor specific provisions for the retransmission of networksignals.
One proposal would provide statutory license coverage for a car-rier's retransmission of the signal of a network-affiliated televisionstation only where the signal is delivered to a subscriber whoseearth station is operating in the "white area."
This approach would allow the satellite carrier freely to marketits service in its targeted market while protecting other network-affiliated stations from competition from a distant affiliate.The problem with this proposal is that it is difficult to define"white areas." The networks contend that it is currently not possi-ble to identify or quantify households in unserved areas with anydegree of accuracy. They suggest that this proposal could work iftheir affiliates had the statutory power to set the boundaries of the"white areas" or at least to veto the boundaries set by the resalecarrier.
Another amendment would narrow the scope of the "white area"amendment to provide that for the retransmission of the signals ofnetwork-affiliated stations, the Section 119 license only covers theportion of the programming originated by the affiliate and does notcover network programming.
In theory, this amendment would provide the network affiliatescompensation for the retransmission of the non-network portion oftheir broad 'est signal while leaving networks free to negotiatewith the carriers for a licensing arrangement such as the NBC/NETLINK agreement.
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, !reality, this proposal would only work if the networks negoti.
'ated.such agreements, and the only strength of the proposal is that
it might facilitate Creemarket negotiations.

Another amendment would give networks the maximum control.
It would require network consent for the Section 119 statutory 11-

t& Vick ir!. with respect to a satellite carir;er's retransmission

of a network affiliate. Thin would riot riarantise the carrier's right
to statutory licensing of network si naip or automatically solve the
"white areisp" problem, but woul6 ,Acilitate negotiations between.
the 'affected parties.

Mr. Chaitrmani, the Copyright Offic, ;.txpports H.R. 2848 as Us
short-twin statutory solution that vrill facilitate the licensing of
copyrigAtmd works publicly performed by satellite arriers. A. spirit
of ;nnovation, tempered with caution, has characterized the devel-
opment, of 2848. It is a measured response to a real problem. The
timely passage: of the bill would nerve the public interests.
Thank you very A.:!A h, Mr.. Chairman. I would be pleased to

answer any questions.
[The statement of Mr. Oman follows:3
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Statement of Ralph Oman
Register of Copyrights

on H.R. 2848

January 27, 1988

The technological development of the home earth stationengendered a new means of distributing copyrighted works to the public --the retransmission of works embodied in broadcast signals by satellitecarrier to home dish owners. If a satellite carrier scrambles broadcastsignals, retransmits them to home dish owners and issues descrembling
devices, the carrier is probably not exempt from copyright liability, underthe section 111(a)(3) passive carrier exemption, for the public performanceof the protected works embodied on the signals retransmitted.

If a carrier is not exempt from copyright liability under section111(a)(3), it must obtain the consent of the copyright owners of the
programming embodied in the signal it retransmits. To facilitate satellite
carriers' coipliance with the copyright law, and to balance the interests
of copyright ownats, satellite carriers, home earth station owners, andcable systems, several members of the Subcommittee on Courts, CivilLiberties and the Administration of Justice introduced H.R. 2848.

The bill would amend the Copyright At to provide for an eight
year statutory license for satellite carriers that retransmit superstations
for private viewing by earth station owners. The bill's proposed section
119 statutory license would apply where a secondary transmission of a
eualifying station is made by a satellite carrier to the public for privateviewing, and the carrier makes a airect charge for such retransmission
service to each subscriber receiving the secondary transmission. Thesection 119 license woulu operate in much the same way as the section 111
cable compulsory license, except for a unique method for determining aroyalty fee. The bill wouly anew the parties voluntarily to negotiate afee. If they de not set a fee by negotiation, the bill provides a
statutory fee of 12 cents per subscriber per signal retransmitted thatwould apply for the f "st four years that the statutory license is ineffect, and requires t parties to engage in compulsory arbitration todetermine a fee for the ste.ond period.

The Copyright Office supports H.R. 2848 as a short eerm solution
to the copyright licensing problem confronting satellite carriers. Becausethe statutor" license that would be established by the bill is of shortduration, anti is merely intended to provide coreensation to copyright
owners during the interim period in which a marketplace mechanism for
negotiating programming licenses is evolving, the Office concludes that thebill is an appropriate solution to a difficult problem. Furthermore,because the bill encourages private negotiation and/or arbitration, thebill provides a first step toward the establishment of the marketplace
solution that should ultimately develop.
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STATEMENT OF RALPH ONAN
REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES
AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

100th CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION

January 27, 1988

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am Ralph Oman,

the Register of Copyrights. I welcome this opportunity to appear before

you an4 present comments on H.R. 2848, the Satellite Home Viewer Copyright

Act of 1987, which was introduced by you, Mr. Chairman, and by Representa-

tives Synar, Boucher, Moorhead, Hughes, and Garcia. This bill would create

a temporary statutory license that would allow satellite resale carriers to

retransmit, for a fee, programming from superstations to homeowners with

satellite dishes in their bewx yards.

I. Background

Since the enactment of the Copyright Act of 1976, developments in

satellite technology and changes in FCC communications policy have had a

marked impact on the way the American public receives television

programming. Satellite resale carriers distribute "superstations" like

NIBS (Atlanta) and WOR (New Jersey) nationwide via satellite to cable.

Similarly, other entrepreneurs have created a galaxy of new cable

programming services for distribution via satellite to cable systems and

the home subscriber. The technological development of the home earth

station fostered the emergence of yet another programming audience: home
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dish owners whose backyard dishes intercept these satellite-delivered

signals. The FCC estimates that as of mid-1986, approximately 1.6 million

Irican households have home satellite dishes.1/

Cable systems have traditionally paid satellite carriers a per-

subscriber fee for delivering the broadcast or pay cable signal that they

then send out over the wire to their subscribers, so the home cable viewer

pays for the programming, either directly or as part of a package.

Contrariwise, the dish owner who receives these signals has paid no fee.

Congress has imposed no explicit liability and the dish owners resisted the

idea of voluntary payments. Recently, however, the copyright holders and

the resale satellite carriers have decided to encode, or scramble, their

signals.

The issue of scrambling satellite .signals initially prompted

reaction from two different sources: home earth station owners and

satellite resale carriers. SONG home earth station owners object to

scrambling because they think they have a right to receive satellite

programming at a price comparable to that paid by cable subscribers who

receive the same programming. Satellite resale carriers are concerned

about the different issue of their otm susceptibility to claims of

copyright infelgement. Once the satellite resale carriers begin to

scramble the signals they deliver, and begin to market decoding devices to

home dish owners, they may lose their exemption under section 111(a)(3) of

the Copyright Act, and may be liable for copyright infringement for

publicly performing copyrighted programming. This bill has received

1. In the Matter of Inquiry into the Scrambling of Satellite Signals andAccess to those Signals by Owners of Nome Satellite Dish Antennas,
Report, FCC Docket No. 86-336, 2 FCC Rcd 1669 (1981) (hereinafter "FCCScrambling Report").
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additional reaction from other parties, including the representatives of

network affiliated and independent television stations and the television

networks.

Under section 111(a)(3) of the Copyright Act of 1976, the

retransmission of a broadcast signal embodying a performance or display of

a copyrighted work by a carrier is not an infringement if the carrier "has

no direct or indirect control over the content or selection of the primary

transmission or over the particular recipients of the secondary transmis-

sion," and if the carrier's activities with respect to the primary trans-

mission "consist solely of providing wires, cables, or other communications

channels for the use of others."2/ In interpreting this provision, the

U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, in Eastern Microwave Inc. v.

Doubleday Sports, Inc., 691 F.2d 125 (2d Cir. 1982), held that a carrier's

retransmission of station WOR to cable systems fell within the section

111(a)(3) exemption, since it found that the carrier merely retransmitted

the signal Without change and exercised no control over the selection of

the primar± transmission or recipients of the signal. However, the courts

have never addressed the question of whether a satellite resale carrier can

scramble secondary transmissions and license decoding devices to home earth

station owners and still retain the section 111(a)(3) exemption.

Congress neither approved, implicitly or explicitly, nor did it

even contemplate this type of activity in granting the exemption to passive

carriers. The Copyright Office has taken the position that, in selling,

renting, or licensing descrambling devices to earth station owners, the

carrier would appear to exercise control over the recipients of the

programming. Moreover, licensing of descrambling devices would Appear to

2. 17 U.S.C. $111(a)(3) (1976).
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be a far more sophisticated and active function than the passive function

of merely providing "wires, cables, or other communications channels."

Therefore, in response to public and Congressional inquiry, the Copyright

Office has concluded that the sale or licensing of descrambling devices to

satellite earth station owners falls outside the purview of section

111(a)(3), particularly where the carrier itself encrypts the signal.

If a carrier is not exempted from copyright liability under

section 111(a)(3), it must obtain the consent of the copyright owners of

the programming embodied in the signal it retransmits. To facilitate

satellite carriers' compliance with the copyright law, and to balance the

interest: of copyright owners, cable systems, satellite carriers, and the

viewing public, several members of the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil

Liberties and the Aiministration of
Justice introduced H.R. 2848.

II. Origins and Characteristics of the Scrambling Technology

For a fuller understanding of the copyright law implications of

the scrambling issue, a review of the origins and characteristics of the

scrambling technology may be helpful.

The technology for scrambling developed and 4mproved along with

cable technology in general. Cable operators realized that they had to

develop a way to prevent their subscribers from intercepting premium

services without paying for those services. That need led to the develop-

ment of various methods of "access control." The earliest forms of access

control were simple devices ("traps") installed by cable companies to block

customers' revipt of unsubscribed channels. These devices were soon

abandoned because it was uneconomical for the cable company to change a

subscriber's trap for every service change.

1'6
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The simpler technology was replace.) by signal scrambling

technology, which would impose interferring signals on the video signal,

and/or alter the synchronization of the incoming video signal with the '

ongoing scanning of the receiver's television screen, to prevent a

subscriber from receivinq a clear picture for the unsubscribed signal.3/

In 1982, Home Box Office ;HBO) became the first satellite video

programmer to investigate the scrambling of satellite-delivered signals.

HBO took bids from outside manufacturers to further develop scrambling

rlogy. The M/A-COM VideoCipher system won the bid with a design that

included digital encryption of t.;., audio portion of the signal, secure

digital processing of the video portion, and a list of administrative

features, including the ability to directly address and authorize individ-

ual descramblers.4/

In the preproduction stage, HBO determined that the original

VideoCipher design was too expensive for home dish owners in the 1985 time

frame because of the system's digital processing of the video signal.

M/A-COM redesigned the system to substitute a somewhat less secure analog

scrambling technique for the video portion of a signal.5/ The resulting

decoding device, the VideoCipher II, has become the de facto standard for

satellite signal scrambling in the United States.6/ The retail price of a

stand alone VideoCipher II decoding unit is $395. The FCC estimates that

3. See Excerpts from CSP International, Home Satellite Television, From
Mils to Success (July 1986), Exhibit 4, Attachment 4 at 14 to
tomments filed by National Cable Television Association in FCC Docket
No. 86-336 (1986) (hereinafter "NCTA Exhibit 4").

4, Comments of General Instrument Corporation (GIC) in FCC Docket No. 86-

336, at 8 (filed Oct. 20, 1986).

5. Id.

6. FCC Scrambling Report at 128.
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approximately 97,5% of the home satellite dishes currently ill use in the

United States are or can be made compatible with the VideoCipher II

decoder.7/ The FCC also concludes that there is presently an ample supply

of decoders available to home dish owners, and that the available

distribution and production facilities for the device appear adequate.8/

The VideoCipher II system has four components: the decoder unit

in the home, the DBS Authorization Center, programmers' uplink facilities

(which include scramblers) and program service/distributor business

computer centers.9/ The authorization procedure for the viewing of

scrambled signals begins as the subscriber, after purchasing and installing

the decoder, turns on the decoder and the television set, and tunes the

dish receiver to a scrambled channel. The subscriber must telephone the

program computer center and order the program service desired. The program

center relays the order information to the OBS Authorization Center, which

merges the infttmation into a "data stream" sent to all the scramblers at

each of the programmers' uplink facilities. This process takes less than

ten minutes. Ultimately, the authorization program codes ana the

individual decoder unit identification codes are received by the

subscriber's satellite dish as well as the decoder. The "addressability"

component of the decod,- reads these codes and enables the service tiers

ordered by the subscriber,10/

7. Id. at 130.

8. Id. at 31.

9. See NCTA Exhibit 4 at 14.

10. Id. at 16-17.
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III. Mier Provisloos of H.R. 284$

H.R. 2848 would amend the Copyright Act to provide for an eight

year statutory license for satellite carriers that retransmit superstations

for private viewing by earth station owners. The terms of the new

statutory license would be set out in a new section 119.

The section 119 compulsory license would apply where a secondary

transmission of the signal of a qualifying station is made by a satellite

carrier to the public for private viewing, and the carrier makes a direct

charge for such retransmission service to each subscriber receiving the

secondary transmission, or to a distributor, such as a cable system, that

has contracted with the carrier to deliver the retransmission directly or

indirectly to the public for private viewing. The statutory license would

not apply, and a satellite carrier would be liable for copyright infringe-

ment, in instances in which (1) the satellite carrier does not deposit the

statement of account and royalty fee required by section 119; (2) the

content of the programming or commercial advertising or station announce-

ments embodied in the signal retransmitted is in any way willfully altered

or deleted by the satellite carrier; or (3) the satellite carrier discrimi-

nates against any distributor in a manner that violates the Federal

Communications Act of 1934 or the FCC rules.

The section 119 statutory license would operate in much the same

way as the section 111 cable compulsory license. However, under section

119 the method for determining a royalty fee 's unique. The bill would

allow the copyright owners, satellite carriers, and distributors voluntar-

ily to negotiate a tee for the compulsory license. If the parties do not

previously set a fee by voluntary negotiation, the bill proviues a

statutory fee of 12 cents per subscriber per secondary signal delivered
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that would apply for the first four years that the compulsory license is in

effect. Prior to expiration of the first four year period (January 1, 1988

until December 31, 1991), the bill requires the parties to attempt to

negotiate a fee for the Second four year period of the license (January 1,

1991 until December 31, 1995). The bill requires those parties who do not

voluntarily negotiate a fee to engage in compulsory arbitration to

determine a fee for the second period. A rate decided by compulsory

arbitration would be subject to judicial appeal to the United States Court

of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.

The bill provides that the Copyright Royalty Tribunal would

initiate and administer any compulsory Arbitration proceedings, an.: publish

the results of such proceedings. In addition, the Tribunal would

administer the distribution of the royalty fees among the copyright owners

pursuant to the same method that it distributes fees under the section 111

cable compulsory license.

The bill would allow satellite carriers to contract with

distributors, such as cable systems, to market their services and collect

royalties. However, the satellite carrier remains responsible under the

bill for filing statements of account and paying royalties for services

provided under the section 119 compulsory license.

Section 119 contains definitions of the following terms:

antitrust laws; distributor; independent station (same as the 17 U.S.C.

$111 definition):11/ primary transmission (same as the 17 U.S.C. 5111

definition); private viewing; satellite carrier; secondary transmission

11. While the definition of an independent station may be relevant if H.R.
2848 is amended to expand the scope of the statutory license as
discussed infra, section IV.A., the definition appears to be unneces-
sary in the present version of the bill.

89-491 0 89 - 7
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(same as the 1111 definition); subscriber; and superstation.

IV. Proposed Amendments to H.R. MS

A. Definition of "Superstition"

H.R. 2848 provides a statutory license for satellite carriers to

retransmit superstations for private viewing by earth station owners. The

bill would define a "superstation" in proposed section 119(d)(9) as either

a signal that was already being carried by a satellite carrier as a super-

station on June 1, 1987, or a signal that is so carried after that date if

the signal is further retransmitted by cable systems serving in the

aggregate at least 10 percent of all cable television subscribers.

Presumably, this definition is intended to limit the number of signals

carried pursuant to the section 119 statutory license to those that are

indeed carried nationwide and to promote a parity of subscriber services

between cable subscribers and home earth station owner/subscribers.

Traditionally, "superstations" have been independent television

stations that initially served only a local area. However, recent develop-

ments in the satellite/video programming industry have rendered certain

network affiliated stations, in effect, superstations.12/ This has raised

questions about the scope of the statutory license created in H.R. 2848.

In the past year at least one satellite carrier has gone into the

business of intercepting and scrambling the signals of certain network

affiliated television stations, and retransmitting the signals for a fee to

satellite dish owners, and/or to cable systems.13/ The activities of these

12. See FCC Scrambling Report at 1183.

13. See Television .,vest, Inc. Communications Daily, Dec. 4, 1986, at 3;

Si Washington Post, Feb. 7, 1987, at 91; Television Digest, Inc.,

Communications Daily, Feb. 26, 1987, at 8.
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carriers have given rise to litigatiun for copyright infringement of

network as well as syndicated programming embodied in the network

affiliate's primary transmission retransmitted by the satellite

carriers.14/

These developments call into question whether H.R. 2848 should be

amended to limit the scope of the section 119 statutory license by

excluding statutory license coverage for a satellite carrier's

retransmission of network signals, or, on the other hand, to expand the

scope of the license by making special provisions applicable to the

retransmission of network signals. Either result could be accomplished by

an amendment to the definition of "superstation" in proposed section

119(d)(9).

In its present form, H.R. 2848 would literally extend the

statutory license in proposed section 119 to satellite carriers

retransmitting independent and network signals; however, the criteria for

"superstation" status in Clause (B) of the definition were not conceived

with network signals in mind, and would preclude any significant

development of network superstations. Thus, if passed into law the

legislation would arguably clarify the legal status of carriers

retransmitting network signals, possibly rendering the litigation currently

pending against one such carrier moot, 15/ but would, in effect, raise more

questions than it would answer. It is therefore questionable whether the

14. See, 111,, Plaintiffs' Complaint, Ca ital Cities/ABC Inc. v.
Melia-IFBroadcast Networks Inc., 87 . v. no. . . . .

Jan. 26, 1g87).

15. See supra n. 13 and n. 14.
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legislation as presently drafted would meet the concerns to benefit home

earth station owners, especially those domiciled in the so-called "white

areas" -- unwired areas outside the service area of network affiliates. 16/

Because H.R. 2848 does not address clearly this crucial new

development, the definition of "superstation" in the bill should be amended

to either exclude statutory license coverage for a carrier's retransmission

of network signals or to designate specific provisions applicable to their

retransmission of network signals. Clause (8) of the present definition

limits the number of superstitions eligible for the section 119 statutory

license by providing that a station that otherwise qualifies as a

superstation after June 1, 1987, is not eligible for the license unless the

station's signal is retransmitted by cable systems serving not less than 10

percent of all cable television subscribers. If the Subcommittee does not

intend for the statutory license to cover the retransmission of network

sigals, the definition must be amended to clarify that a superstation must

be an independent station. If the Subcommittee does intend for the

statutory license to cover the retransmission of network signals, the

definition should be amended to clarify that the criteria for superstation

status in Clause (B) do not apply to network stations (and, perhaps, to

list different criteria for network stations).

The Clause (8) criteria would be difficult, if not impossible,

for a satellite carrier first retransmitting a network affiliated station

at some time after June 1, 1987, to meet. Th, carrier would have to

convince cable systems all across the country to carry the signal of a

distant network affiliate. A system might not be interested for a number

of reasons: carriage of the signal could be duplicative of the signal of

16. See FCC Scrambling Report at 1163.

1 r-
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another network affiliated station the system chooses to carry, it would

cost the system additional cable compulsory license royalties, and

duplicative carriage might cause difficult, for the cable system under the

FCC's network nonduplication rules. Furthermore, if the bill is amended to

limit statutory license coverage to the retransmission of network-

affiliated stations to white areas, distribution of a network affiliate to

systems serving ten percent of all cable subscribers would be impossible,

since white areas encompass a reportedly small percentage of television

households.

The most persuasive public interest argument supporting coverage

wider the section 119 statutory license of carriers' retransmission of the

signals of network affiliated stations is the white areas argument -- that

carr' should be able to easily obtain a license to retransmit network

signals to those areas unserved by network affiliates. However, as a

general rule, networks object to the retransmission or their affiliates'

signals by independent satellite carriers, especially to areas served, or

targeted for service, by their local affiliates. Networks initially

objected to rItellite carriers' retransmission of those signals even to

white areas only, because they felt such retransmission could undermine

their crucial relationship with their affiliates.

CBS argued to the FCC in its 1987 scrambling inquiry that

"although to satellite carrier] states that its service would be largely to

white areas, it nevertheless would be available to every (home satellite

dish] owner in the country ..." and that the satellite carriers' retrans-

missions "will not 'immediately' solve 03 white area problem."17/ ABC

similarly objected to the satellite carrier's business activities, arguing

17. Id. at 1184.
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to the FCC that they "directly conflict with the [FCC's] policies

concerning network affiliate exclusivity and sports blackouts," and that

even dish owners outside white areas would have an incentive to purchase

the network retransmission service offered by a carrier because of the

popular syndicated and sports programming carried during the nonnetwork

portion of the network affiliate's broadcast day and because of time zone

differences that would make it attractive for the dish owner to watch the

distant network affiliate rather than the local affiliate. For these

reasons, ABC argued to the FCC that a satellite carrier that retransmits a

network affiliate to dish owners "substantially interfere[s] with the

exclusivity of the network with its affiliates."18/ ABC, CBS, and NBC all

stated to the FCC that the white area problem can be solved through network

affiliates' use of translators and other terrestrial means of delivery.19/

Recent developments suggest that at least one of the networks has

reconsidered its position regarding the retransmission of network signals

to home dish owners in white areas. NBC has licensed ICI's Netlink

satellite service to retransmit NBC's Denver affiliate to white areas, as

long as NBC retains veto power over the determination of whether a

particular subscriber truly lives outside the service area of an NBC

affiliate.

Since the announced goal of at least one satellite carrier is

merely to extend the reach of network programming to ... homes [not served

by the networks]"20/ (i.e. to white areas), and since the networks' main

18. Id. at 1185.

19. Id. at 11165-67.

20. CBS Files Lawsuit Against Satellite Company, United Press Interne-
MEI, Fib. 6, 1987, at Financial Section.
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objection (other than copyright infringement) to the activities of the

sat "llite carriers is the dilution of the value of copyrighted programs in

thc markets of network affiliates that would be forced to compete with a

distant network affiliate (i.e. markets beyond white areas), then it would

seem logical that the white area problem could be settled by private

negotiation between carriers and networks in agreements such as the NBC-

Netlink agreement, especially if H.R. 2848 is amended to facilitate such

private negotiation.

Various amendments to H.R. 2848's definition of "superstatlon"

might encourage negotiation. A broader amendment could provide that a

network affiliated television station shall be considered a superstatlon

only if the station is secondarily transmitted by a satellite carrier for

nationwide distribution to a subscriber whose earth station is operating in

a "white area." This would allow a satellite carrier to freely market its

services in its targeted market while protecting network affiliated

stations from competition from a ist,int affiliate.

There are two obvious problems with such a provision. The first

is the definition and identification cf "white areas." The second is the

determination of who would initially implement that identification by

authorizing service. On the first problem, NBC stated in its Comments to

the FCC that "While we know from an3cdotal evidence that there are

households that cannot receive one or all of the network signals, it is not

currently possible to identify and quantify households in unserved areas

with any degree of accuracy."21/ The FCC has suggested that, in principle,

it would be possible to develop a list of zip code areas in which network

21. Comments Filed By NBC in FCC Docket No. 86-336 (Oct. 20, 1986)
(hereinafter "NBC Comments").
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service is not available; because the VideoCipher II is capable of

restricting access to scrambled programming based upon subscribers' zip

code area, a carrier could restrict its retransmission activities to

subscribers whose zip codes reflect a white area address.22/ The FCC noted

the possibility that such a system might be easily defeated if subscribers

falsely indicate an address with a white area zip code.23/

On the second problem, the question has arisen whether each

network (or its affiliate) should have the power under the statutory

license to make the initial determination that a particular home satellite

dish is operating outside the service area of their affiliate station, or

whether the network (or its affiliate) should merely retain veto power to

challenge the determination made by the satellite carrier. A related issue

would be whether the network should be able to choose which of its

affiliates' signal should be brought to white areas and which satellite

carrier should provide the service. While these restrictions appear to be

elements of control not traditionally found in a statutory license, in

seeking to achieve a balance among the parties the Subcommittee might

consider such suggestions.

A narrower amendment might be more likely to encourage private

negotiation. For instance, the definition of "superstation" might be

amended to provide that the section 119 license only covers the portion of

programming on the signals of network affiliated stations that is

originated by the affiliate, and not network programming; the same

22. Inquiry into the Scrambling of Satellite Television Signals and Access
tc those Signals by Owners of Home Satellite Dish Antennas, Notice of
Inquiry, FCC Docket No. 86-336, 51 Fed. Reg. 30,267 at 189 (Aug. 25,

1986).

.).3. Id.
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amendment might be narrowed even more by also limiting coverage to signals

retransmitted in white areas. Such amendments would provide the network

affiliates compensation for the retransmission of the non-network portion

of their broadcast signal while leaving networks free to negotiate with

carriers for a licensing arrangement such as the NBC - Netlink agreement.

An even narrower amendment would be one that requires network

consent for the section 119 statutory license to "kick in" with respect to

a satellite carrier's retransmission of a network affiliate. This would

not guarantee the carriers the right to statutory licensing of network

signals or automatically solve the white area problem, but would facilitate

negotiations between the affected parties.

Although the white area problem is an important one to the

parties affected, the networks estimate that at most only between one and

two percent of American television homes do not receive their signals.24/

The FCC concluded in its March 1987 Report on the scrambling of satellite

signals that "the 'white area' problem is not that substantial upon a

nationwide basis: a relatively small fraction of households are without

full network service, and those genuinely affected have alternative

programming sources available for entertainment and national news."25/

Thus, while it is important for the Subcommittee to resolve the white areas

problem in the amended version of H.R. 2848, the solution need not be

overly-complex because it will affect a relatively small number of viewers

and is only an interim solution. Successful negotiations that are

24. FCC Scrambling Report at 11164, 167, 171.

25. Id. at 1192.
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currently taking place between networks and satellite carriers (i.e. the

NBC-Netlink agreement) demonstrate that a freely negotiated copyright

solution should not be considered impossible.

B. Provision of Syndicated Exclusivity Protection for Independent
Television Stations

At the August 7, 1986 hearing before this Subcommittee on H.R.

5126, the predecessor bill to H.R. 2848, Preston Padden, the President of

the Association of Independent Television Stations, Inc. (INTV), in oral

and written testimony objected to extending the compulsory license solution

to solve the copyright hurtles faced by the satellite carrier/home earth

station industry, at the further expense of the broadcast industry. INTV

stated in written comments:

In our view, the superstation carriers are not, and never
have been, passive carriers. They are program distributors
who select the programming they distribute and should pay
fully for copyright, just like local stations.... It may
sound a little old-fashioned, but we think people who want
to beam programs up to a satellite for sale to others
should first acquire the rights to those programs. Then

they would be free to scramble and market their service as
they wish.26/

As a preface to making this argument, Mr. Padden argued that the

balance of interests that existed when the cable compulsory license was

enacted in 1976 has drastically changed because the FCC has repealed its

former syndicated exclusivity rules, which gave broadcasters a mechanism by

ohich they could prevent cable operators from competing unfairly with local

26. Hearings on H.R. 2648 Before the Subcomm. on Courts, Civil Liberties
and the Administration of Justice of the House Comm. on the 4udiciary,
99th Cong., 2d Sess. (Aug. 7, 1986) (written statement of r/reston R.
Padden, President, INTV, at 7).

2 G 1
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broadcasters by importing distant programming that duplicated programming

bought and paid for by local television stations at expensive free market

rates.27/

Since last summer, INTV has reportedly taken a new position on

the satellite home viewer legislation. The trade press indicates that INTV

has agreed to support H.R. 2848 if satellite carriers and/or their

distributors are prevented from retransmitting to dish owners syndicated

programming that duplicates programming broadcast in independent stations'

local service areas.28/ Like network affiliates, the independent

television stations want assurance that the new statutory license would not

undermine exclusive copyright licensing arrangements within local service

areas. Should the bill require satellite carrier.; to provide some revised

form of syndicated exclusivity protection similar to the protection

afforded under the FCC's former cable television syndicated exclusivity

rules? A consideration of INTV's position is aided by a review of the

FCC's former cable rules as well as any recent industry developments

regarding the effort to revive those rules.

In the earlier years of the cable industry's development, when

copyright and communications policy considerations were being ironed out by

Congress and government agencies, the cable industry, the broadcast

industry, and the program suppliers advocated solutions in their separate

interests. Cable operators urged that Congress need not compensate

copyright owners for the secondary transmission of their works because

program owners received additional revenues through broader based adver-

27. Id. at 4-5.

28. Communications Daily, 7, 1987, Television Digest, Inc., Oct. 26, 198,
at 9.

letli
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Using due to audience sizes increased from cable carriage of their

programs. Program suppliers argued that free market negotiations should be

required for every retransmission of any protected program by a cable

operator. Broadcasters urged that unrestricted cable retransmissions

pursuant to a compulsory license created unfair competition against broad-

casters that must pay for the same programming retransmitted by cable

systems.29/

Eventually, the industries reached an historic compromise agree-

ment, the terms of which were later incorporated into FCC rules and section

111 of the Copyright Act of 1976.30/ Under this agreement, the cable

industry would pay a statutory fee for its use of programming, reflecting

primarily retransmission of distant nonnetwork signals. Broadcasters were

given the ability to protect their contracts for the purchase of the

exclusive right to exhibit programming in a certain locality pursuant to

syndicated exclusivity and network exclusivity rules to be adopted by the

FCC, The FCC adopted su.h rules in 1972.31/

The FCC summarized their syndicated exclusivity rules as follows:

The syndicated program exclusivity rules limit the

carriage of individual programs on signals that are
otherwise available for carriage tcider the distant signal

carriage quotas. These rules apply only to cable televi-

sion systems in the fifty largest and second fifty

largest television markets. In their application to the
fifty largest markets, they require cable television

systems, as the request of local television stations, to
delete all programs from distant signals that are under

29. In the Matter of Amendment of Parts 73 and 76 of the Commission's
Rules relating to program exclusivity in the cable and broadcast
industries, Notice of Inquiry, F.C.C. Docket No. 87-24, 2 F.C.C. Rcd
2393, 115 (April 23, 1987).

30. The Agreement is published at Cable Television Report and Order,
Docket No. 18397, F.C.C. No. 72-108, 36 F.C,C.0 143, Appendix D
(1976).

31. Id. at 1197-106; see also 47 C.F.R. 5476.91-76.153 (1972).
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contract for television exhibition t local stations.
The rules al'o permit the owners of television programs
to require deletion of programs from distant signals for
a period of one year after an individual program is first
sold for television broadcast anywhere in the United
States.

In the second fifty television markets, television
stations that have programs under contract are also
permitted by the rules to have these program deleted from
distant signals carried by cable television systems. The
rights provided by the rul, 4, however, expire at the end
of specified time periods or on the occurrence of a
specified event: (1) for off-network series, exclusivity
commences with the first showing and lasts until the
completion of the first run of the series, but no longer
than one year, (2) for first-run syndicated programs, it
commences with the availability date of the program and
extends for two years thereafter, and (3) for other types
of programs, it commences with the purchase and continues
until completion of the first run but, in no event,
beyond one year.

These rules generally require that the distant signal
programs involved be deleted regardless of when that
particular program is scheduled for showing by the local
market station. However, in the second fifty markets, if
the distant syndicated program is broadcast in prime time
it need not be deleted unless that market station seeking
protection is also going to broadcast that program in
prime time. The rules also permit cable television
systems to substitute other distant signal programs, if
they are available, in place of those that must be
deleted under these rules.32/

Because the syndicated exclusivity rules were an increasing

source of criticism, and because of perceived changes in the balance of

power among the relevant industries, in 1980 k.he FCC reevaluated the need

for the rules.33/

32. In re Cable Television Syndicated Program Exclusivity Rules and In re
Inquiry into the Ecoamic Relationship Between Television Broadcasting
and Cable Television, Memorandum Opinion and Order, 79 F.C.C.2d 663 at
1114-16 (1980).

33. Id. at 118.
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The FCC concluded that these rules disadvantaged cable

subscribers by denying them access to additional sources of programming.34/

It also determined that tie elimination of the rules would have little

effect on local television station audiences and on the stations' revenues,

or on program suppliers, whose revenues were seen as directly dependent

upon changes in station revenues.35/ Given these factors, the FCC decided

to eliminate the syndicated exclusivity rules because the rules were seldom

invoked, the cable industry would fare better without them,36/ and their

elimination would not harm broadcast stations or programmers.37/

This year, the FCC has found cause to reexamine the facts and

premises underlying its 1980 decision in light of current realities in the

cable/satellite industry.38/ The FCC's inquiry focuses upon the fact that

its 1980 deregulation proceeding failed to address the issue of the balance

of power among competing program delivery systems as reflected in equality

of contractual opportunity.39/ By way of example, the FCC suggests that

imbalances may already exist between cable systems and broadcasters because

cable programming services can buy exclusive rights to exhibit programming,

but broadcasters cannot, due to the existence of the cable compulsory

34. Id. at 128.

35. Id. at 1242.

36. The FCC assumed that the rules reduced the general appeal of cable to
subscribers and thus retarded the growth of the cable industry. Id.

at 1330.

37. Id. at 11241-243, 1330-331.

38. In the Matter of amendment of parts 73 and 76 of the Commission's
rules relating to program exclusivity in the cable and broadcast
industries, Notice of Inquiry and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking,

Docket No. 87-24, (April 23, 1987).

39. Id. at 128.
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license. Another imbalance exists within the broadcasting industry.

Network broadcasters fare better than independent broadcasters because of

the existence of the FCC's network nonduplication rules.40/ The FCC

expressed its view that "for a market to function efficiently, in addition

to having a competitive environment, property rights of all participants

must be well specified and enforceable at reasonable costs.

The FCC also addressed the important issue of why, if the FCC's

former syndicated exclusivity rules were seldom invoked, should we

reinstitute them now. The FCC cites the enormous increase in the prices of

syndicated programming, and greatly increased cable penetration in major

television markets as factors that would make broadcasters more likely to

invoke syndicated exclusivity rules today than they were ten years ago,41/

The resurgence of interest in syndicated exclusivity protection

for independent television stations as against competition from cable

systems comes, l3gically, at a time when the cable industry has grown and

prospered, and can no longer be considered an infant industry that needs a

protected place in the market in order to better serve the public. The

rules are perceived as necessary by independent broadcasters, in large

part, because the cable industry continues to enjoy a favored position in

the programming acquisition market because of the cable compulsory license.

The Subcommittee faces the issue of whether, if it were to grant

another competitor in program distribution a favored position for acquiring

rights to copyrighted programming, it should simultaneously offset the

resulting imbalance by requiring the statutory licensee (the satellite

carrier or its distributor) to provide syndicated exclusivity for

40. Id. at 131.

41, Id. at 132.

0 41

t)
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independent television stations with which it competes. In so doing, the

Subcommittee would theoretically deliver a preemptive strike in balancing

the relative bargaining positions of the satellite carriers and the

independent broadcasters.

On the other hand, the practical implications of imposing

syndicated exclusivity rules on satellite carriers may be prohibitive.

These rules were formulated to regulate thousands of cable systems

operating in hundreds of television markets, while the satellite carrier

can easily service one large national market. Thus, the theory of

protection underlying the rules would not transfer well to the satellite

carrier industry. An enormous regulatory and industry effort would be

required to implement and administer complicafed, technical rules requiring

satellite carriers to "black out" a myriad of different syndicated programs

retransmitted to thousands of home dish owners at various different times

and at the behest of hundreds of different local television stations. Such

an effort would appear to be inconsistent with the other provisions of H.R.

2848, which attempt to create a short term mechanism to provide compensa-

tion to copyright owners during the interim period in which a marketplace

mechanism for negotiating programming licenses is evolving.

Y. Copyright Office Comcluslems

H.R. 2848 balances the interests of copyright owners--that they

receive adequate compensation for the additional public performance of

their programming by satellite carriers--with the interests of homeowners.

The Copyright Office supports the public policy objectives that underlie

the bill--to encourage satellite carriers to pay royalties for their use of

207
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copyrighted programming, to allow reasonable access by a small number of

home dish owners to satellite programing, and to encourage the develo:ment

of voluntary licensing structures.

Under ordinary circumstances, the Copyright Office advocates a

marketplace solution to a copyright licensing problem wherever foasiole.

However, the Office recognizes that it is not immediately feasible for

carriers to create a warketplace structure for the purchase of programming

licenses for the works that are currently being retransmitted via satellite

and that are or will soon be marketed on a scrambled signal. Accordingly,

the Office supports the short term solution afforded by H.R. 2848. Because

the statutory license that would be established by H.R. 2848 is of short

duration, and would only require access to the signal during the interim

period in which a marketplace mechanism for negotiating programming

licenses is evolving, the Office concludes that the bill is an appropriate,

finely-tuned solution to a difficult problem. Furthermore, the bill's

mechanism for setting the second term rate by encouraging voluntary

negotiation and, in the alternative, mandating arbitration provides a first

step toward the establishment of the marketplace solution that will almost

certainly develop.

A spirit of innovation tempered with caution has characterized

the development of H.R. 2848, and the Copyright Office concludes that the

timely passage of the bill, with appropriate modifications, would serve the

public interest.
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Oman. That indeed was brief.
You have identified several potential copyright problems that

could emanate from the scrambling and sale of superstation signals
to dish owners. Are there other problems that you see that you
have not had time, in your brief presentation, to allude to that you
see?

Mr. OMAN. There is one problem that occurred to us just recent-
ly in revisiting the bill in preparation of the testimony, and that is,
that under the current draft of H.R. 2843, it would appear that the
newer satellite carriers are not covered in the actual language of
the bill. In other words, the satellite carrier that is, in fact, now
carrying the network signals is not covered by the bill. That would
have to be a change.

Let me also ask Ms. Schrader and Ms. Zizzi to comment on that
point.

Ms. Schrader.
Ms. SCHRADER. Just to amplify that point, as we understand it,

the definition of resale satellite carrier is restricted to common car-
riers licensed by the FCC and based-

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Incidentally, this is a very important , int
and I wonder if you could simplify things for us by indicating what
you believe to be the difference, if any, between a common carrier,
a resale carrier, a distributor, a packager. All these terms and
others are used to describe certain entities that may exist between
the dish owner and the program originator that may send a signal
up to the satellite.

Is there a distinction between these groups, distributors, packag-
ers, resale carriers, common carriers? What distinction can you
make so we can see who plays what role in terms of these various
parties?

Ms. SCHRADER. The term "common carrier," of course, is one
freighted with history and communications law. The FCC licenses
common carriers. As originally drafted, the phrase in the bill is a
common carrier licensed by the FCC. In fact, we understand that
the original carriers of independent "superstations,"for example,
the carriers by name, United Video, Southern Satellites, now
Tempo, Inc., and Eastern Microwavethat these have common car-
rier licenses from the FCC.

Recently we have become aware that apparently the SBN organi-
zation does not have a common carrier license. Now that, of course,
is subject to checking with them and further checking with the
FCC, but that is our understanding.

So the term "common carrier" would have a fairly precise mean-
ing under communications law. A term such as "distributor," "sat-
ellite carrier" would have whatever meaning you give it in terms
of defining it in the statute.

I think one thing that is clear is that not all distributors are
common carriers. Basically, a common carrier would be one li-
censed by the FCC to provide a particular service at particular
rates and the service would have to be offered to everyone and
there would be conditions of that kind.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. That is to say, we can identify who is a
common carrier under the law, but resale carrier, distributor or
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packager may be a common carrier or may not be a common carri-er.
MS. SCHRADER. I think SO, yes.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. SBN, you mentioned, I think, specifically

would be a resale carrier. Would they be a resale carrier?
Ms. SCHRADER. Apparently, that terminology doesn't specificallyapply to them; SBN is neither a resale common carrier nor acommon carrier. They are simply a distributor at this point, appar-ently leasing time on the satellite.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you. Have you concluded in amplifying

what Mr. Oman started to talk about?
Do you see any other problems, Mr. Oman, or, let me ask youthis.
Mr. OMAN. One other comment, Mr. Chairman, that I mightmention. In talking to some of the parties involved in preparation

of our testimony, we have learned that there is movement towardvoluntary compliance at this point. You might make the judgment,after listening to the witnesses today, that, in fact, we have movedmuch further down the road than we were when the bill was firstdrafted and you might want to consider telescoping inward the pe-riods involved for the various phases of the bill.
Instead of four years under the set fee or the mandatory licens-ing, you might want to telescope that down to two years, or if itlooks like we have made a lot of progress in that direction already,

you might want to eliminate that provision entirely and go imme-diately into the arbitration phase. But we don't have the perspec-tive to judge whether or not this would be viable at this point. Youmight hear from the witnesses that perhaps the marketplace is al-ready moving in this direction.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. One of the witnesses will express his concernthat satellite carriers are discriminating against independent dish

owners in favor of distribution by cable companies and recom-mends that any legislation insure that satellite carriers distributesignals on a nondiscriminatory basis and that there not be pricediscrimination for the signal, including the copyright royalty.
In your view, is the Copyright Act amenable to FIJI amendmentbarring price discrimination?
Mr. OMAN. Ms. Schrader is prepared to answer that question.
Ms. SCHRADER. It seems to us that the bill, as now pending, al-ready makes an effort in this direction because it does provide, inSection 119(a) Clause 4, that the carrier would become fully subjectto copyright liability if the carrier discriminates against the distrib-utor in a manner which violates the Communications Act.
Now, the matter of pricing wouid oe a separate matter and prob-ably would require additional language in the bill. At least provi-sionally, I would see no difficulty in terms of copyright philosophy.The problem is coming up with appropriate language that would befair.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you.
I have a couple of other questions, but I would like to yield to mycolleagues. I am delighted that Mr. Moorhead, Mr. Synar, Mr.Cobb and Mr. Berman have arriveu.

would like to yield to the gentleman from California, Mr. Moor-ead.

Lr-1
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Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wish to welcome
you, also, Mr. Oman and Ms. Schrader. Always glad to have you
here.

Mr. OMAN. Thank you, Mr. Moorhead.
Mr. MOORHEAD. With the exception of WTBS, the common carri-

ers transmit certain independent local television broadcast stations
across the country without permission of the local stations, as I un-
derstand it.

Why should the Congress permit them to scramble c: unscram-
ble something that is not theirs and which the, take without per-
mission of the local broadcasters?

Mr. OMAN. I think the ultimate objective of the bill is to make
sure that the marketplace in the end controls this transfer of
rights and that you are looking for the ideal sifration down the
road eight years from now where, in tact, the e would be arms-
length negotiations to enable the copyright owners to protect their
rights and allow the marketplace to provide the services that the
homeowners want.

Let me ask Ms. Schrader to elucidate on that point.
Ms. SCHRADER. I really don't have too much to add. Obviously the

bill attempts a balance between the interests of the home dish
owners in having access to signals and whatever proprietary rights
may be involved in the distribution of the program. As Mr. Oman
has said, the clear emphasis on the bill is towards voluntary negoti-
ations.

In fact, in the second four-year phase in which the law would be
in effectthere is a very strong impetus towards voluntary negoti-
ations, and hopefully, marketplace solutions would be developed
during that time period and would be in place at the end of the
bill's life.

Indeed, of course, we also see to some extent the attempt at vol-
untary negotiations, even under the present law with the reports of
the agreement between NBC and NETLINK. So there apparently is
a possibility of working out such an arrangement, but perhaps
there must be some legislative solution along the lines of this bill
as a temporary matter to give impetus to those voluntary solutions.

Mr. MOORHEAD. In the case of the "superstations," do you think
that the permission of the local broadcasters should be required?

Ms. SCHRADER. I don't believe that we have taken a position on
that. We have suggested a number of possible, amendments that
you might want to consider in dealing with the question of network
signals. You might want to take similar considerations into account
in dealing even with the signals of independent stations.

Of course, if you are referring tc the possibility of reinstating
syndicated exclusivity as a matter of protecting the local broadcast-
ers, then that does become very complicated. You have a signal
that is being distributed nationwide and different local broadcast-
ers would have different marketing arrangements with the pro-
gram suppliers. It strikes us that it would be very difficult for a
satellite carrier to impose blackouts and to respect syndicated ex-
clusivity if that were mandated as part of the bill.

Mr. MOORHEAD. Under the bii i before the subcommittee, there
would be a limitation on the number of "superstations." Should
there be such a limitation?

211
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Mr. OMAN. I think the political realities have gone into the defi-nition to allow the homeowner access to those widely circulated sig-nals to give him or her parity with the cable subscriber. I thinkthat in the long run, with the marketplace forces at work, therewon't be any artificial limitation on the signals that the homeown-
er can receive over the backyard dish, but that, in fact, the negotia-
tions would allow the market to bring to the home any signal thatwas economically feasible.

Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you very much.
Mr. OMAN. Thank you, Mr. Moorhead.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you.
I would like to yield now to the gentleman from Oklahoma.
Mr. SYNAR. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I would like to then yield to the gentlemanfrom North Carolina.
Mr. COBLE. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentlewoman from Colorado.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. You apparently aren't even inspiring any cu-riosity among us.
How about the gentleman from California, Mr. Berman?
Mr. BERMAN. How are you feeling today?
Mr. OMAN. So far, so good.
Mr. BERMAN. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MOORHEAD. It is going to be an easy morning; I guess.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Virginia?
Mr. BOUCHER. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. OMAN. The main performance is about to begin and we aregoing to be as eagerly interested in what they say as the rest of the

audience. We look forward to the opportunity.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I would like to do this. I am not going to askfurther questions either at this point, but I would like to suggestthat your office be in further touch with us because one thing Ihave notedand I guess members of the committee are aware ofthisthere are a number of amendments that have surfaced in thepast several months, perhaps some very recently, that wouldimpact on this bill. There may even be suggestions that the billought to be expanded to include essentially communications poli-cies issues such as things we would want to think very carefullyabout.
In any event, we solicit your continued advice on this matter andwill be in touch with you later. We thank you for your brief pres-entation this morning.
Mr. OMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, we are at yourservice.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. I would now call forward a panel, a very largeone at that, of witnesses representing broadcasting interests. Thethree national networks are here. Representing NBC is Mr.Thomas Rogers, Vice President of Policy Planning and BusinessDevelopment, and he is accompanied by Mr. Al Seethaler, amember of the NBC Affiliate Board and Vice President and Gener-al Manager of KUTV, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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ABC is represented by Dr. Charles Sherman, Chairman of the
ABC Affiliate Association and present General Manager of WHOI
TV, Peoria, Illinois.

The testimony of CBS will be presented by Mr. Anthony C.
Malara, Vice President of Affiliate Relations and Distribution.

The networks have been working hard to devise a distribution
scheme for the unserved areas of the country. As background, I can
say that NBC has signed an agreement with NETLINK USA. ABC
and CBS are considering doing the same. On the panel, therefore,
is the President of NETLINK, Mr. Brian McCauley.

Last, but not least, is Mr. Preston Padden, the President of the
Association of Independent Television Stations.

With your permission, in order to conserve time and maintain
continuity I will recognize you in the order of your introductions.
Hopefully jour statements will be summarized and we will try to
reserve the questions until the very end.

Mr. Roger'i, you may commence, sir.

TESTIMONY OF THOMAS S. ROGERS, VICE PRESIDENT, POLICY
PLANNING AND BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT, NBC, INC.; ACCOM-
PANIED BY AL SEETHALER, CHAIRMAN, SATELLITE COMMIT-
TEE, NBC TELEVISION AFFILIATE BOARD, AND VICE PRESI-
DENT AND GENERAL MANAGER, KUTV, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH;
CHARLES E. SHERMAN, CHAIRMAN, GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
COMMITTEE, ABC TELEVISION AFFILIATES ASSOCIATION,
PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER, WHOI-TV, PEORIA, ILLI-
NOIS; ANTHONY C. MALARA, VICE PRESIDENT, AFFILIATE RE-
LATIONS AND DISTRIBUTION, CBS TELEVISION NETWORK; AC-
COMPANIED BY PHILLIP JONES, CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
AFFILIATES ADVISORY BOARD AND VICE PRESIDENT AND
GENERAL MANAGER, KCTV, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI; BRIAN
McCAULEY, PRESIDENT, NETLINK USA; AND PRESTON R.
PADDEN, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT TELEVI-
SION STATIONS, INC.
Mr. ROGERS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Tom Rogers and I am Vice President, Policy Plan-

ning and Business Development, for the National Broadcasting
Company. My presentation before this subcommittee will discuss
NBC s goals for the expansion of our program service to rural
America and our plans for achieving those goals with a market-
place solution.

Two major public policy goals are furthered by our initiative to
expand the reach of the NBC Television Network. The first goal is
to achieve universal television service by encouraging access to our
programs through the use of a new technology, the satellite earth
station.

Our second goal is to adhere to the principle of localism which
we believe is best served by the network affiliates system.

As NBC has often stated, it has always been our objective to
achieve universal service, In 1985, for instance, NBC Group Execu-
tive Vice President, Ray Timothy, responded to a congressional in-
quiry about scrambling, saying that "NBC is in the business of in-
creasing viewer levels, not denying service to viewers" and that
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"ultimately, we would want all American viewers to have access toour news, information and entertainment programs."
Our objective is consistent with the primary purpose of the Com-munications Act.
NBC would like to assure that all rural Americans have thesame access to the network's information and entertainment pro-gramming, from Today to the Cosby Show, that the vast majorityof Americans enjoy.
With the emergence of satellite earth stations, we have a clearopportunity to provide our network service to such rural areas, butas we try to serve these rural areas, we are also committed to con-tinue observing the policy of localism. Television stations are li-censed to serve local communities, and therefore, are able to broad-cast news, information and public affairs programs that respond tolocal needs and interests. Simply put, local programming is a fun-damental part of the service of all television licensees.
NBC's commitment to localism is embodied in the network-affili-ate partnership. This commitment becomes all the more importantwith the emergence of other video delivery systems, such as DBS,MDS, SMATV, VCR's and cable television, none of which offer sig-nificant local programming.
Therefore, the public interest benefit of our service would declinegreatly if only the network element of this service was received byviewers. The health of our network affiliate system is threatenedby compulsory licensing, especially to the extent carriers take oursignals and distribute the programming without regard to whatthat does to a station's ability to provide local programming.By definition, a compulsory license strips from a producer orpackager of programming the right to control its distribution andsubstitutes a government-mandated scheme of distribution in itsplace. Congress should impose a compulsory license only where themarketplace cannot suffice.
Until recently, viewers living in unserved areas did not have,when it came to the reception of broadcast network programming,a marketplace which worked. Technologythe satellite dishhascreated part of a marketplace solution. NBC's and its affiliates an-nounced plans with NETLINKwhich we are pleased to learn thatthe other two broadcast networks and their affiliates now supportin conceptcan help supply the rest of that marketplace approachand do se ill a way that does not threaten the policy goal of local-ism.
In essence, NBC has reached the nonexclusive agreement withNETLINK, a satellite carrier, wherein we are granting permissionto retransmit to unserved dish owners the signal of KCNC-TV, theGE NBC station in Denver, which carries all of our network pro-gramming.
The agreement provides that NETLINK will offer the scrambledsignal of KCNC-TV to satellite dish owners who cannot receive anNBC affiliate off the air and who are not served by a cable systemcarrying an NBC affiliate station.
NBC is entering into this arrangement as a public service andwill receive no compensation from NETLINK under this arrange-ment.

666
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Our decision to not authorize NETLTNK to market its services to
dish owners who are passed by a cable system is consistent with
the goal of localism. This aspect of our arrangement with NET-
LINK is by no means intended to favor cable as a technology or as
a distribution system. The fact is, however, if a local affiliate is
available via cable, even if not available over the air, at least the
cable system is providing access to the NBC network programming
in a way that preserves the strength of the affiliate station as a
source of local programming.

In summary, we expect our agreement with NETLINK to provide
a marketplace approach to help realize the goal of providing serv-
ice to dish owners who do not otherwise have access to network
programming, while preserving the best possible local program-
ming service to the public.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of Mr. Rogers follows:)
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Statement of Thomas S. Rog era

My name is Tom 'aogers and I am Vice President, Policy

Planning and BusinesP. Development, for the National

Broadcasting Compa,);,. My presentation before this

Subcommittee will discuss NBC's goals for the expansion of

our program service to rural America, and our plans for

achieving those goals with a marketplace solution.

Two major public policy goals are furthered by our

initiative to expand the reach of the NBC Television

Network. The first goal is to achieve universal

television service by encouraging access to out programs

through the use of a new technology -- the satellite earth

station. Our second goal is to adhere to the principle of

localism which we believe is best served by the

network-affiliate system.

As NBC has often stated, it has always been our objective

to achieve universal service. In 1985 for instance, NBC

Group Executive Vice President Ray Timothy respondA to a

Congressional inquiry about scrambling -- saying that "NBC

is in the business of increasing viewer levels, not

denying service to viewers' and that "ultimately, we would

want all American viewers to have access to our news,

information, and entertainment programs.'
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NBC would like to assure that all rural Americans have the

same access to the network's information and entertainment

programming -- from TODAY to THE COSBY SHOW -- that the

vast majority of Americans enjoy.

Our objective is consistent with the primary purpose of the

Communications Act which provides in Section One: "to make

available, so far as possible, to all the people of the

United States a rapid, efficient, Nationwide ... radio

communications service ..." For more than fifty years, the

Federal Communications Commission has acted to carry out

this statutory purpose. At the present time, the NBC

Television Network through its local affiliate stations

reaches almost 99% of television households. In general,

only the most remote rural areas are unable to receive

affiliate signals either off-the-air or by cable television.

With the emergence of satellite earth stations, we have a

clear opportunity to provide our network service to such

rural areas.

But as we try to nerve these rural areas, we are also

committed to continue observing the policy of localism.

Television stations are licensed to serve local communities

-- and are therefore able to broadcast news, information,

and public affairs programs that respond to local needs and

interests. Simply put, local programming is a fundamental

part of the service of all television licensees.
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NBC's commitment to localism is embodied in the

network - affiliate partnership. Affiliate stations

retransmit our network programs together with local

programming to their communities. It has become clear

that the network affiliate relationship creates a means of

distribution which is instrumental to the goal of

localism. This becomes all the more important with the

emergence of other video delivery systems -- such as DBS,

MDS, SMATV, VCR's and cable television -- none of which

utter significant local programming.

Therefore, the public interest benefit of our service

would decline greatly if only the network element of this

service was received by viewers.

The health of our network-affiliate system, the integrity

of our program distribution system, and our program

exclusivity rights are each threatened by compulsory

licensing -- especially to the extent carriers take our

signals and distribute the programming without regard to

what that does to a station's ability to provide local

programming. By definition, a compulsory license strips

from a producer or packager of r ogramming the right to

control its distribution, and substitutes a

government-mandated scheme of distribution in its place.

Therefore, Congress should impose a compulsory license

only where the marketplace cannot suffice.

2 1 9
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Until recently, viewers living in unserved areas did not

have--when it came to the reception of broadcast network

programming--a marketplace which worked. Technology --

the satellite dish -- has created part of a marketplace

solution. NBC's and its affiliates' announced plans with

Netlink--which we are pleased to learn that the other two

broadcast networks now support--can help supply the rest

of that marketplace approach, and do so in a way that does

not threaten the policy goal of localism.

In essence, NBC has reached a non-exclusive agreement with

Netlink, a satellite carrier, wherein we are granting

permission to retransmit to unserved dish owners the

signal of KCNC-TV -- the General Electric/NBC television

station in Denver--which carries all of our network

programming. The agreement provides that Netlink will

offer the scrambled signal of KCNC-TV to satellite dish

owners who cannot receive an NBC affiliate off-the-air,

and who are not served by a cable system carrying an NBC

affiliate station. NBC is entering into this arrangement

as a public service and will receive no compensation from

Netlink under this arrangement.
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Our decision to not authorize Netlink to market its

service to dish owners who are passed by a cable system is

consistent with the goal .)f localism. This aspect of our

arrangement with Netlink is by no means intended to favor

cable as a technology or as a distribution system. The

fact is, however, if a local affiliate is available via

cable, even if not available over-the-air, at least the

cable system is providing access to the NBC network

programming in a way that preserves the strength of the

affiliate station as a source of local programming.

In summary, we expect our agreement with Netlink to

provide a marketplace approach to help realize the goal of

providing service to dish owners who do not otherwise have

access to network programming, while preserving the best

possible local programming service to the public.

Thank you.
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Mr. KASTENMEZER. Thank you, Mr. Rogers.
Now, next is Mr. Seethaler, who is a member of your NBC Affili-ate Board. Mr. Seethaler.
Mr. SEETHALER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Al Seeth-aler and I am Vice President and General Manager of KUTV, anNBC-affiliated television station in Salt Lake City. I am also amember of the NBC Affiliate Board, and in that capacity, serve asChairman of the Satellite Committee.
The main purpose of my presentation before this subcommitteeis to reaffirm affiliate support for the NETLINK service, whereinNBC has agreed to furnish its program schedule to a satellite carri-er for distribution to unserved rural areas. The affiliate body sup-

ports NETLINK's service because we share NBC's goal of achieving
universal television service.

At the present time, the 206 NBC-affiliated stations reach about99 percent of America's television households with our combinednetwork and local programming service. It has become apparentthat a different approach would be needed to extend the service tothe other 1 percent, households located in remote rural areaswhere the economics of broadcasting and cable television do notjustify reaching them.
The development of satellite technology, including backyardearth stations, gives us the opportunity to achieve nationwide tele-vision service. That is why we applaud the agreement between

NBC and the NETLINK partners, which will offer the program-ming of NBC's Denver station to unserved earth station owners.I should also point out that the affilia se body support is based onlarge part or the fact that NETLINK will offer its product only totruly unserved areas. In general, the service will not be offered toany backyard dish owners located inside out grade B signal contouror located in any cable service area where the cable system carriesan NBC station.
These points underscore the importance of protecting the net-work affiliate prog. am service, which has responded so well toAmerica's information and entertainment needs. In fact, the com-bined service offered by the network affiliate stations is unique inAmerica. Broadcast stations alone are charged with local program-ming obligations, obligations which ve given birth to so manyquality news, information and public affairs programs respondingto local community needs.
The network affiliate service is the choice of many viewers be-cause of our unique combination of local a'id national news and en-tertainment programs. in order to ensure the financial well-beingof affiliate stations, it is important that NETLINK deny access tobackyard dish owners who can receive our signal off the air orwhose home is passed by a able system carrying an NBC station.
Preservation of our viewer base is an essential requirement if weare to have the resources to satisfy our programming obligationand to serve our communities with quality programs.The NETLINK agreement is responsive to the goal of universaltelevision service, the legislative goal of H.R. 2848. At the sametime, our unique service, delivered to the public through communi-ty-based stations, will be protected from viewer erosion.
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Finally, I urge this subcommittee not to take any action that
either impedes the startup of the NETLINK service or that weak-
ens the network affiliate system.

Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Seethaler followsl
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Statement of Al Seethaler

My name is Al Seethaler, and I am Vice President and

General Manager of KUTV, an NBC affiliated television

station in Salt Lake City. I am also a member of the NBC

Affiliate Board and, in that capacity, serve as Chairman

of the Satellite Committee.

The main purpose of my presentation before this

Subcommittee is to reaffirm affiliate support for the

Netlink service -- wherein NBC has agreed to furnish its

program schedule to a satellite carrier for distribution

to unserved rural areas.

The affiliate body supports the Netlink service because we

share NBC's goal of achieving universal television

service. At the present time, the 206 NBC affiliated

stations reach about 99% of America's television

households with our .combined network and local programming

service. But it has become apparent that a different

approacv, would be needed to extend service to the other 1",

-- households located mostly in remote rural areas where

the economics of broadcasting and cable television do not

justify trying to reach them.
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The development of satellite technology, including

backyard eart!. stations, gives us the opportunity to

achieve nationwide television service. That is why we

applaud the agreement between NBC and the Netlink Partners

which will offer the programming of NBC's Denver station

to unserved earth station owners.

I should also point out that the affiliate body's support

is based in large part on the fact that Netlink will offer

its product only to truly unserved areas. In general, the

service will not be offered to any backyard dish owner

located inside our Grade B signal contours or located in

any cable-served area where the cable system carries an

NBC station. These points underscore the importance of

protecting the network-affiliate program service, which

has responded so well to America's information and

entertainment needs.

In fact, the combined service offered by network affiliate

stations is unique in America. Broadcast stations alone

are charged with local programming obligations --

obligations which have given birth to so many quality

news, information, and public affairs programs responding

to local r("mmunity needs.
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The network-affiliate service is the choice of many

viewers because of our unique combination of local and

national news and entertainment programs. In order to

ensure the financial well-being of affiliate stations, it

is important that Netlink deny access to backyard dish

owners who can receive our signal off-the-air or whose

home is passed by a cable system carrying an NBC station.

Preservation of our viewer base is an essential

requirement if we are to have the resources to satisfy our

program obligations and serve our communities with quality

programs.

The Netlink agreement is responsive to the goal of

universal television service -- the legislative goal, of

H.R.2848. At the same time, our unique service --

delivered to the public through community-based stations

-- will be protected from viewer erosion.

Finally, I urge this Subcommittee not t.o take any action

that either impedes startup of the Netlink service or that

weakens the network-affiliate system.

Thank you.

n t41
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Seethaler.
I would now like to call on Dr. Charles Sherman, representing

the ABC Affiliate Association.
Dr. SHERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the

subcommittee. I am Charles Sherman, President and General Man-
ager of WHOI in Peoria, Illinois. I serve as Chairman of the Gov-
ernment Relations Committee of the ABC Television Affiliates As-
sociation, which consists of over 200 television stations across the
nation that are affiliated with the ABC network.

We appreciate the opportunity t ) appear here today to express
the Affiliates' views on H.R. 2848 and if, Mr. Chairman, I provide
somewhat of a philosophical historical context for my testimony
today, it comes from the eight years in which I served on the facul-
ty at. the University of Wisconsin and taught communications
policy and history of communications.

In looking over the materials in preparing for our presentation
today, it was very obvious, Mr. Chairman, that the principal pur-
pose of this bill is to expand the delivery of broadcast programmingto homes in so-called

expand
areas." We wholeheartedly endorse

that effort.
In fact, for years now, the affiliates on their own have been

trying to serve the "white areas" through their translator and
booster systems. We have one affiliate, for example, KOAT, in Al-
buquerque, New Mexico, which has 82 translators in operation.
That is just part of the over 5,000 that are in operation today
throughout the country.

This is not a service that has simply stood still; this service con-
tinues to grow. It is our estimate that right now translators are
growing at a rate of about 4 percent each year for both affiliate
and independent stations at a cost of 30- to $40,000 for each instal-
lation and about $3,000 for operation. So we are committed to ex-
pansion of service, but we also realize that the satellite system pro-
vides an alternative to reach that other 1 percent of the country
that we can't reach through translators.

That is why we are wholly supportive of the efforts to try to
make sure that some method is found in which homes located in
these "white areas" can indeed be served. But we are concerned
about what we might call unanticipated consequences, that by
taking this action two or three years down the line, there might be
consequences that were not foreseen when this bill was put into
place. That is our principal concern today.

We want to make sure that people who today receive their sig-
nals through translators and boosters still getting that free will not
find their service eroded because, simply through an unintended
consequence, a satellite carrier becomes the primary means by
which signals are distributed to those rural areas. What could well
happen over a period of time, if that unforeseen lonsequence takes
place, we could begin to see the audience for translator stations
erode, and over a period of time, there becomes less incentive for
the broadcaster to continue to maintain those systems.

So what we ire concerned about is making sure that those people
who do not h Ave the means to pay for satellite reception will still
be able to receive their signals through the translator system that
we have set up today.
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There is also another aspect of the bill that we find troubling
and that we are even more concerned about, and that deals with
exclusivity. To the extent that the bill would delimit local stations
from obtaining the exclusive right to distribute network and syndi-
cated programmifig within their local service areas, the bill could
again lead to an unanticipated erosion of the existing system of
local broadcast stations, and that is another area that we are con-
cerned about, because you have a delicate balance here in terms of
exclusivity and how that exclusivity affects the system.

If you take a look, for example, at the network - affiliate relation-
ship, this is in the world a unique combination of national and
local elements that have evolved after decades of hard work. The
network provides the advantages of program acquisition or produc-
tion on a national scale and makes possible the sale of advertising
on the same national scale. The network also offers a broad range
of programs that can be scheduled throughout the broadcast day.

But we have to remember that a local affiliate is just not an
outlet for its network's programs. As we frequently like to remind
people like Mr. Malara and others at the network that a program
can't be preempted until it is cleared, that it is still basically the
local broadcaster who makes the determination as to what will be
scheduled throughout the day, and we are the ones who are respon-
sible for our local news, weather, sports, and programming of spe-
cial interest to the local audience, and it is the station who
fulfills the promise and the challenge of the Communications Act
to serve the needs and interests of the community.

Satellite carriers have no such public service obligations, and we
ask you to consider whether it would be wise for Congress to take
steps that could undermine the ability of broadcast stations to
serve that public interest. The bill as currently written would not
limit satellite network service to "white areas" but would grant a
compulsory license allowing service to satellite dishes in all areas.

The potential for such a distribution system to evolve to the
point where it bypasses the local affiliate altogether is obvious. It
sets the stage for the replacement of the current broadcast distri-
bution system of local stations with a network DBS system.

Another thing to consider as well is that when you look at this
business of exclusivity, we are not talking also about the network,
but we are also concerned about our syndicated exclusivity. In
some respects, we share with Mr. Padden a similar characteristic.
For about 25 to 33 percent of our broadcast day, we are independ-
ent stations; we program outside of the network. But as far as the
network-affiliated station is concerned, it is this combination of our
network service, our local service, which enables us to be success-
ful. It is the quality of th..se national programs which really gives
us a special niche in the communications picture.

While we are all justifiably proud as local broadcasters of our
news and locally produced programming, that programming would
not be possible without the audience delivery that is provided
Llifough network and syndicated national programming.

We are confident that in considering this bill Congress does not
intend to undermine the ability of local stations to continue to
serve their markets, and on behalf of the ABC affiliates I would
like to emphasize that we are willing and ready to work with this
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committee to try to craft a bill that would serve and balance all
interests. We are already working very closely with the people
from Net link through the ABC television network to come to an
agreement. We have been in discussions with Net link since last
April; the process has been slow, but we are very, very hopeful that
we are going to reach a conclusion in the very near future and that
conclusion will be positive.

One final comment, Mr. Chairman and members of the commit-
tee. When Congress back in 1934 was considering the Communica-
tions Act, it had an opportunity at that time to provide a national
system. In fact, there was already a move underfoot, in stations
like WLW out of Cincinnati, to operate at 500,000 watts of power,
and it would have been possible for 10 stations to blanket the
entire Nation. But in considering that, Congress said no. Congress
at that time said, "We want a local system that will be responsive
to local needs," and we would hope that that is still the attitude
that is still the desire of Congress today, that while we join with
you to see the expansion of service to all Americans throughout the
country we do not at the same time provide the seeds of erosion of
our present local system.

Thank you.
[The statement of Dr. Sherman follows:]
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. SHERMAN

BEFORE THE HOUSE COPYRIGHT SUBCOMMITTEE

(H.R. 2848)

January 27, 1988

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommit-

tee. I am Charles Sherman, President and General Manager

of WHOI-TV, Peoria, Illinois, and I serve as Chairman of

the Government Relations Committee of the ABC Television

Affiliates Association. The Association consists of over

200 television stations across the nation that are affili-

ated with the ABC Network. We appreciate the opportunity

to appear here today to express the Affiliates' views on

H.R. 2848.

H.R. 2848 would amend the Copyright Act to allow

satellite carriers to retransmit the signals of certain

broadcast stations to home satellite dishes for profit. A

satellite carrier, on payment of statutory copyright

fee, would be allowed to pick up the signals of certain

network affiliated and independent superstations (without

their consent), scramble the signals and charge dish

owners a fee for unscrambling them.

It is our understanding that a principal purpose of

the bill is to expand the delivery of broadcast program-

ming to homes in so-called "white areas" that do not now

receive service from local stations. We endorse that
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objective. In fact, our members have spent considerable

sums over the years to construct translator and booster

stations to extend local service to rural and sparsely

populated areas.

ABC Affiliate KOAT-TV, in Albuquerque, New Nexico,

for example, is now carried on 82 translators over a four

state rural area. Homeowners served by the translators

built by KOAT-TV did not have to purchase any special

receiving equipment and they are not required to pay any

monthly fee to receive the service. That, of course,

would not be the case if the service were provided to

these homes by a satellite carrier.

A Congressional policy that designated satellite

carriers as the preferred delivery system for broadcast

programming in rural areas would -- however

unintentionally -- tend to discriminate against those

households that cannot afford to buy a receiving dish and

pay a monthly service fee in perpetuity. Not only would

this satellite service be available only to those who

could afford it the existence of such satellite service

could lead to a reduction in the amount of free broadcast

service that is currently available in those areas. As the

number of households relying on satellite service in rural

areas increases, local stations will have less incentive

and less financial ability to build and maintain translator

stations. That, in turn, could ultimately deprive low

2
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income households in rural areas of the free broadcast

service they now receive from translators. We encourage

the Subcommittee to make every effort to assure that in

its attempt to facilitate broadcast service in rural areas

for some, it does not, unwittingly, deprive others of

access to that same service. As those of us who have

struggled with the white area issue over the years know,

this problem is a challenge that requires a delicate

balancing of interests and is not one which lends itself

to easy solutions.

There are other aspects of the bill as drafted,

however, that are even more troubling. To the extent the

bill would prevent local stations from contracting for the

exclusive right to distribute network and syndicated

programming within their local -ervice areas, the bill

could lead to the demise of the existing system of local

broadcast service that has served the nation so well. We

implore the members of this Subcommittee not to take

lightly the importance of preserving the system created by

Congress that has successfully brought broadcast television

programming to approximately 99% of the country.

The very fact that there is an interest in extending

the reach of network programming to those few areas that

cannot receive it is proof of how well the existing

network-affiliate distribution system serves the nation.

3
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The network-affiliate relationship is a unique combination

of national and local elements that has evolved after

decades of hard work.

The network provides the advantages of program

acquisition or production on a national scale, and makes

possible the sale of advertising on that same national

scale. The network also offers a broad range of programs

that can be scheduled throughout the broadcast day. But a

local affiliate is not just an outlet for its network's

programs. In fact, it is the affiliate who makes the

decisions about which network programs to broadcast

locally, and it is the affiliate who produces local news,

weather, sports and other programs of special interest to

its local audience. In other words, it is the local

affiliate who fulfills the promise, and the challenge, of

the Communications Act to serve the needs and interests of

the community.

Satellite carriers have no such public service

obligations. We ask you to consider whether it would be

wise for Congress to take steps that would undermine the

ability of broadcast stations to serve the public interest.

The bill currently under consideration by the Subcommittee

ignores the importance of the exclusive agreement between

the network and its local affiliates. It would allow a

satellite carrier to bypass the local affiliate and

deliver network programming by satellite directly to the

- 4
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home dish user. The danger is not merely that the affili-

ate is losing part of his local audience to a network

affiliate from a distant market, but that a system is

being set up that permits direct distribution from the

network to the viewer--completely bypassing the local

broadcast station. The bill, as currently written, would

not limit satellite network service to white areas, but

would grant a compulsory license allowing service to

satellite dishes in all areas. The potential for such a

distribution system to evolve to the point where it

by-passes the local affiliate altogether is obvious. 7.r.t

sets the stage for the replacement of the current broadcast

distribution system of local stations with a network DBS

system. And that could be the end of the local television

station as we know it.

The ability of local broadcast stations to contract

for exclusive program rights for their market is critical

to their existence. The importance of program exclusivity

to our system of broadcasting cannot be overstated. And,

although I am here speaking on behalf of the ABC Network

Affiliates Association, this fundamental principle holds

true for independent broadcasters as well. It is the

appeal of unique programming that attracts vieweis to a

particular station. The strong appeal of exclusive

national programming is what enables the station to

develop its local news and public interest programming.

- 5
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In the case of network affiliates, it is the unique

quality of our network and syndicated programming that

makes our success possible. We are all justifiably proud

of our own local news operation and our locally produced

programming, but we could not keep our audience, and we

could not survive, without good national programming to

offer to our viewers -- programming that is exclusively

ours -- not available from any other service. That is the

key to our success.

Broadcasters are not the only ones who recognize the

importance, and the value, of exclusive program rights.

Satellite program services serving the cable industry and

the home satellite market recognize the value of exclusiv-

ity. For example, Showtime has a five-year, $500 million

exclusive contract for cable rights to 100 movies produced

by Paramount Pictures. HBO entered into a five-year

exclusive program supply contract with Paramount, to begin

this year. Other program services are also aggressively

pursuing exclusive program arrangements. We are in the

same position. We must have exclusive programs in order

to attract and serve our local audience.

We are confident that in considering this bill

Congress does not intend to undermine the ability of local

stations to continue to serve their markets. We understand

that Congress is seeking to expand, not reduce, service to

the public. But you should not underestimate the potential

- 6 -
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for damage this legislation could do. As I said at the

beginning of my statement, we share the desire to see that

as many people as possible receive our programming and we

are working, and will continue to work, with our network

and others in order to reac' those last few homes. But

that laudable goal does not justify destroying the exclu-

sivity that is the mainspring of the network-affiliate

relationship. This bill would deprive the network of

control over distribution of its programming and make it

impossible for the network to guarantee reasonable exclu-

sivity to its affiliates. The ABC Affiliates and the ABC

Network are currently negotiating with private carriers to

see if we can develop a private contractual arrangement

that would permit netwokk signal distribution to viewers

who are beyond the reach of our network signal. Let us

all work together to find some ...her way--a better way--to

serve those white areas than the legislative proposal

currently before the Subcommittee.

We pledge to continue our efforts and will be happy

to cooperate with the Subcommittee and its staff as it

struggles with this problem.

Thank you.

r. 11 Am4 1
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Dr. Sherman. We are delighted to
have that addendum, your description that you were once a teach-
er at the University of Wisconsin Communications Department.Incidentally, at this time I think it is appropriate to note thatABC, as a network, could not be present today for purposes ofmaking its presentation, but, without objection, I would like to in-clude its statement following that of Dr. Sherman to maintain
some continuity for the record.

[The statement of ABC follows:]
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Capital Cities/ABC, Inc. supports the important goal of

providing television service to homes which cannot now receive

service because they are beyond the reach,of an over-the-air

broadcast station signal or a local cable company (so-called

"white area" homes). We believe that a means should be found to

insure the availability of television service to white area

homes both as a matter of sound public policy and because it is

in our company's business interest that our network programming

be as widely available to the public as possible.

We are opposed to H.R. 2848 in its present form because it

fails to take into account the special nature of the network

broadcasting system. We believe that if H.R. 2848 were to

become law without modification it would undermine th.

foundation of the network distribution system. Each of the

three major commercial networks is affiliated with over 200

local stations. Each local station has contracted for the

exclusive right to broadcast network programming in its local

area, those stations and the network reach 98% to 99% of all

homes in the country. H.R. 2848 would disrupt this system by

authorizing satellite carriers to retransmit any network

affiliate on a nationwide basis not only to the 12 or 22 who

cannot now receive th. signals but to all homes. It would

et n
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permit the importation of distant network stations with

duplicated network programming in the hone territory of every

existing affiliate. The testimony of Mr. Charles E. Sherman,

Chairman of the Government Relations Committee of the ABC

Television Affiliates Association, fully describes the

importance of exclusivity to network affiliates and the

potential harm such an intrusion on exclusivity could cause.

We believe it would be highly undesirable to risk

destroying the integrity of the basic network system in order to

solve the problem raised by the very small portion of homes not

presently reached by network affiliates. Such a radical

solution is unnecessary, since less harmful alternatives are

available and capable of implementation.

During the past year, with the cooperation and support of

the ABC Television Affiliates Association, Capital Cities/ABC,

Inc. has been actively examining a number of these alternatives.

We have nov formulated a plan pursuant to which we will

authorise satellite distribution of our network programming to

dish owners in white area homes. The development of scrambling

technology and the use of addressable codes now makes it

possible to provide dish owner service limited to white areas

without duplicating the network programming already available to

the vast majority of homes. We note that each of the other
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major networks has also publicly announced its intention to

pursue a similar course of action. In one case, a contract with

a carrier willing to serve only white areas has already been

negotiated. We expect to announce a similar agreement and

venture In the near future. These actions are fully responsive

to the legitimate public policy concern that a solution be found

to the white area problem.

In summary, we support the principle of insuring the

availability of television service to white areas. However, we

believe that the legislative solution embodied in H.R. 2848 as

presently drafted would create more serious problems than it

would solve and we also believe that with respect to network

signals H.R. 2848 is premature and will ultimately be found to

be unnecessary. Each of the networks is proceeding with

business arrangements which hold great promise for solving the

white area problem. We urge the Committee to permit the

networks and their affiliates to follow that course to eliminate

white areas -- recognizing that if we are unsuccessful

legislative intervention remains an alternative for future

consideration.
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Now I would like to call on Mr. Malara of
CBS.

Mr. MALARA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-
committee. My name is Tony Malara, and I am vice president of
affiliate relations and distribution for the CBS Television Network.
I have done that for about nine years. Prior to that, I spent 21
years at a very small station, not in Wisconsin but in upstate New
York, in Watertown.

I am pleased to be here today to offer CBS's views on H.R. 2848,
and I am accompanied, on my right, by Phil Jones, who is vice
president and general manager of KCTV in Kansas City, Missouri,
who is representing the CBS Television Network Affiliates Adviso-
ry Board.

As you requested, in the interests of time, my statement will be
brief.

We believe the fundamental interests of CBS, our 200-plus local
affiliates, and the subcommittee, as evidenced by H.R. 2848, are
largely in harmony. All of us are interested in having the unique
combination of local and network television service that we offer
available to every home in the United States, regardless of where
that home is located. This common interest that we share is the
reason why our affiliates and stations owned by CBS invest time
and considerable capital in such things as increased transmitter
power, taller towers, and hundreds and hundreds of translator sta-
tions that bring local television service to thousands of homes
which would not otherwise enjoy such service. That is also why our
affiliates, with the cooperation and assistance of CBS, formed a
task force in 1986 to explore various ways to bring television serv-
ice to more homes.

For the most part, I think everyone will agree that we have been
remarkably successful in commercial television in bringing free
over-the-air service to the public. No other video service is as
widely available as the local-network service, and none is likely to
be in the foreseeable future. Indeed, as you have already heard, ac-
cording to FCC statistics, network television service reaches more
homes in the United States-98 or 99 percentthan does local tele-
phone service.

But CBS and its affiliates also recognize that these statistics
mean very little to the homeowner in the valley or on top of the
mountain who is beyond the reach of the local CBS affiliate. To ad-
dress this situation and after considerable discussion and effort,
CBS our affiliates issued a statement at our affiliate board
meeting last week in which we indicated that we are prepared to
enter into a business arrangement which will permit network pro-
gramming to be delivered by satellite to homes that cannot pres-
ently receive this service. While these arrangements are not in
place as yet, we do believe they can be implemented within a rea-
sonable period of time and with only modest changes in the legisla-
tion befoi e you.

Our commitment to bring CBS service to "white areas" via satel-
lite builds on one of the themes of H.R. 2848that is, reliance on
private party negotiations. In this regard, I trust you understand
that we must maintain a degree of flexibility in order to implement
a private agreement that fulfills the goals of this legislation.

n4 't
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First and foremost, it is absolutely essential that we protect the
integrity of the affiliate-network partnership on which our businessis built. Our affiliates, we believe, re entitled to reasonable expec-
tations of exclusivity in the areas they are licensed by the FCC to
serve, and we intend to protect this exclusivity through an appro-priate and reasonable certification process to make sure that
homes that desire network service by satellite are truly unserved.

Second, only after network service delivered by satellite is avail-
able to unserved homes will we complete the scrambling of our pri-
vate network feeds to affiliated stations.

Finally, since we do not seek additional revenue from authoriz-
ing such satellite delivery, we also do not expect to incur any addi-
tional fees ourselves. We trust that everyone involved in bringing
service to these relatively few homes will approach this matter in
the same spirit of cooperation.

Let me conclude, please, by mentioning one final point. CBS does
not view this legislation in terms of competition of one kind or an-other. If there are concerns in this regard, they can only be ad-
dressed in the context of overall communications policy. Our mis-
sion here is less cosmic, though clearly not any less important topeople in remote parts of this country. What we believe all of usare trying to accomplish through this legislation is to facilitate
access to television service in remote areas that do not now enjoy
such servicenothing more but nothing less With the assistance of
our affiliates and with your help, CBS believes this objective can be
accomplished in the very near future.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thanks for your
patience and leadership in this matter. We look forward to working
with you and the subcommittee. Mr. Jones and I will be happy toattempt to answer any questions that you or other members of the
committee may have.

[The statement of Mr. Malara follows:]

6.'i 4
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My name is Tony Malara. I am Vice President, Affiliate Relations

and Diatieution, CPS Television Network. I am pleased to be here

today to offer CBS's views on H.R. 2848. I am accompanied by Philip

A. Jones, Vice President and General Manager of KCTV, Kansas City,

Missouri who is representing the CBS Television Network. Affiliates

Advisory Board. In the interest of time, my statement will be brief.

We believe the fundamental interest of CBS, its 200 plus local

affiliates and the Subcommittee as evidenced by H.R. 2848 are

largely in harmciy. All of us are interested in having the unique

combination of local and network television service that we offer

available to every home in the United States, regardless of where

that home is located.

This common interest that we share is the reason why our affiliates

and the stations owned by CBS invest time and considerable capital

in suci things as increased transmitter power, taller towers, and

hundreds of television translators that bring local television

service to thousands of homes that otherwise would not enjoy such

service. That is also why our affiliates -- with the cooperation

and assistance of CBS -- formed a task force in 1986 to explore

various ways to bring television service to more homes.

-1-
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For the most part, we have been remarkably successful in bringing

free, over-the-air service to the public. No other video service is

as widely available as the local-network service, and none is likely

to be in the foreseeable future. Indeed, according to FCC

statistics, network television service reaches more homes in the

U.S. -- 98 or 99% -- than does local telephone service.

But CBS and its affiliates also recognize that these statistics mean

very little to the homeowner in the valley or on the top of the

mountain who is beyond the reach of the local CBS affiliate. To

address this situation, and after considerable discussion and

effort, CBS and its affiliates issued a statement at our Affiliate

Board meeting last week in which we indicated that we are prepared

to enter into a business arrangement which will permit network

programming to hA delivered by satellite to homes that cannot

presently receive this service. While these arrangements are not in

place as yet, we believe they can be implemented within a reasonable

period of time and with only modest changes in the legislation

before you.

Our commitment to bring CBS service to "white areas" via satellite

builds on one of the themes of H.R. 2848 -- reliance on private-

party negotiations. In this regard, I trust you understand that we

must retain a degree of flexibility in order to implement a private

agreement that fulfills the goals of this legislation.

-2-
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First and foremost, it is absolutely essential that we protect the

integrity of the affiliate-network partnership on which our business

is built. Our affiliates are entitled to reasonable expectations of

exclusivity in the areas they are licensed by the FCC to serve, and

we intend to protect this exclusivity through an appropriate and

reasonable certification process to make sure homes that desire

network service by satellite are truly unserved. Second, only after

network service delivered by satellite is available to unserved

homes will we complete the scrambling of our private network feeds

to affiliated stations. Finally, since we do not seek additional

revenue from authorizing such satellite delivery, we also do not

expect to incur any additional fees ourselves. We trust that

everyone involved in bringing service to these relatively few homes

will approach this matter in the same spirit of cooperation.

Let me conclude by mentioning one final point. CBS does not view

this legislation in terms of competition of one kind or another. If

there are concerns in this regard, they can be addressed only in the

context of overall communications policy. Our mission here is less

cosmic, though clearly not any less important to people in remote

parts of this country. What I believe all of us are trying to

accomplish through this legislation is to facilitate access to

television service in remote areas that do not enjoy service now;

-3-
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nothing more, but also nothing less. With the assistance of our

affiliates and your help, CBS believes this objective can be

accomplished in the very near future.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for your patience and leadership on this

matter. We look forward to working with you and the Subcommittee.

Mr. Jones and I will be happy to attempt to answer any questions

that you or the other Members may have on this subject.

-4-
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Malara, for that presentation,
and we are pleased to also greet Mr. Jones.

I take it, Mr. Jones, that anything you would have said would bein agreement both with the statement of Mr. Malara and the state-ment of those representing network affiliates in the other two net-works.
Mr. JONES. Absolutely.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you.
Now I would like to call on Mr. Brian McCauley. Mr. McCauley

is president of Net link. We have heard references to Net link. He isthe person who runs that particular operation. We are delighted tohave him here.
Mr. MCCAULEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is BrianMcCauley, and I am the president of Net link USA which is head-quartered near Seattle, Washington.
At the beginning, I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, andthe members of the committee for the opportunity to testify onH.R. 2848. The bill which you and an increasing number of yourcolleagues have cosponsored clearly is the most important piece oflegislation for home satellite dish owners under consideration bythe 100th Congress. Netlink strongly supports this legislation, andits passage is essential to preserve some of the most popular pro-gramming now available to dish owning families. Without it, westrongly believe, hundreds of thousands of primarily rural Ameri-cans will be deprived of network and independent television pro-gramming.
Net link USA is a company that serves home dish owners and insome cases cable subscribers in several different ways. First, in co-operation with the major networks, we have devised and are nowtesting a plan to provide network-affiliate broadcast signals fromDenver, Colorado, to dish owners who cannot otherwise receive net-work television from a local affiliate.
Second, Net link acts as a marketing and authorization agent formany cable operators who want to achieve economies of scale inserving home dish owners in their respective service areas.Third, Net link provides a means by which cable communities inthe Rocky Mountain region can receive Denver television signalsmore easily and efficiently than by the microwave transmissionswhich traditionally have been employed.
I would like to discuss the first two functions for a moment sincewithout these cable programs Net link could not effectively provideits "white area" service to dish owners. During Netlink s crucialstart-up period, almost half its operating revenue will come fromthe service we provide to cable companies as a satellite carrier forthe Denver broadcast stations to cable head ends that formerly re-ceived these signals by microwave or did not receive them.But for this near-term revenue from cable companies it would beimpossible for us to lease transponders to secure uplink facilitiesand to organize ourselves so that we can provide network affiliate

service to home dish owners.
We have found that the cable industry and the home dish indus-try have synergies which can operate to their mutual benefit. Infact, their interests are often the same as in the case of this legisla-tion. The challenge for Netlink has been to negotiate, to organize

2;0
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ourselves, and to operate in such a manner that cable scale econo-
mies and industry structure could be used to serve the interests of
both dish owners and cable itself and, at the same time, serve what
we believe to be an important public policy goal, that of providing
network affiliate television to the hundreds of thousands of primar-
ily rural Americans who cannot now receive it.

We estimate that there are as many as a million households in
the United States that are beyond the reach of one or more of their
local network affiliates. To people in these "white areas", as they
are termed in the industry, the satellite dish is a godsend. They
have no other alternative for obtaining the cable and off-air broad-
casts that most of us take for granted. Even with a dish, reception
remains a problem, and these viewers have been forced to watch
the network feeds. However, the feeds are not a finished product
meant for public viewing, and we all realize that networks will
soon be scrambling their feeds.

Net link's plan to serve "white areas" is fundamentally different
from those of others that have been challenged in court. We start
from the premise that the network affiliate system has served the
country very well for decades. The strength and vitality of the af-
filiates must be preserved. We believed it was pOssible to design a
program for underserved areas that would not undermine the
rights of local affiliates.

We have made formal approaches to all three of the major net-
works and other networks as well, seeking advice on how we could
market the service to "white area" dish owners and address their
concerns and that of their affiliates at the same time. NBC was the
first to respond with concrete suggestions, and we applaud them on
that.

Subsequent negotiations led to the exchange of letters which was
announced in the presence of you, Chairman Kastenmeier, and
Congressman Moorhead last spring. Negotiations with ABC have
moved slowly, but network officials have recently indicated a re-
newed interest in concluding satisfactory commercial arrangements
soon. The situation with CBS is less clear, but we are optimistic
based on their recent statements and look forward to completing a
deal with them us well.

It is important to recognize that none of the networks, including
NBC, have as yet signed a binding agreement granting Net link the
rights to distribute network programming. The exchange of letters
with NBC contains a set of terms which we hope will form the
basis for such contracts.

Now the NBC term sheet has two important features. First, Net-
link would agree to provide the Denver affiliate signals only to dish
owners that could not otherwise receive a local NBC affiliate off-air
via cable. "White area" screening is subject to review by local NBC
affiliates.

The second i.nportant feature addresses a legitimate concern of
the network affiliate boards. With certain minor exceptions, Net-
link has agreed not to provide the Denver network affiliate signals
to any cable system within the grade B broadcast contour of a re-
spective local network affiliate. This represents a major concession
by Net link since the cable compulsory license would allow service
to cable head ends with very few restrictions.
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We are currently test marketing all three networks now to con-sumers based on the terms of the NBC agreement, and because ofthat test marketing arrangement and the lack of conclusion of allour documents have not at this time licensed any other distribu-tors, programmers, or anyone else to distribute our signal but willdeal with that in the future after the conclusion of our agreementswith all three networks.
I would now like to offer some comments on the pending legisla-tion. First, Net link strongly supports H.R. 2848. Without it, we be-lieve "superstation" programming could ultimately disappear.
Second, we strongly suggest that in the definition of "satellitecbrrier" which appears on page 17 of the bill all references tocommon carriers be deleted. Such language would impose limita-tions beyond that which exists for the cable compulsory license.The cable compulsory license uses the term "any carrier," and thecourts have construed that terminology to encompass more thantraditional common carriers as we believe the committee intended.

Net link does not believe a dish owner's compulsory license shouldbe any more restrictive than that enjoyed by cable subscribers.Third, Net link believes the grandfather provision in the defini-tion of "superstation" on page 18 of the bill needs fine tuning. Asthe bill now reads, a station transmitted by a satellite carrier afterJune 1, 1987, could only gain "superstation" status by achievingcarriage in cable systems serving 10 percent of all cable subscrib-ers. The provision would allow the largest two or three multiple
system operators in cable, acting alone or in concert, an inordinatedegree of influence, by operation of law, over the creation of new"superstations," a power we believe they neither need nor want.We suggest that no more than 10 percent of the number of cablesystems required to qualify may be owned by any one company.Under such a formulation, those seeking to qualify a new "super-station" would have to deal with the smaller cable companies aswell as the larger ones, thereby guaranteeing that a new "supersta-tion" would have broad public support.

Finally, Net link believes the committee will eventually find itnecessary to deal with the extension of the bill's compulsory licenseto network signals. Several options are available to you that serveuoth the needs of viewers and the networks. However, we do notbelieve the networks may be exclu ed from the bill altogether.
Talks with the networks have peoceeded slowly, with the excep-tion of NBC. We suspect that a decision by the committee to ex-clude network affiliate "superstations" from this bill would reducethe chances for network "white area" service agreements with Net-link or any other satellite carrier.
In conclusion, let me say that Net link intends to work activelywith the networks to conclude these deals. All of us realize "whitearea" service is important, and all are grappling with the impor-tant ramifications that this deals with. Net link stands ready in thecoming weeks to work with the committee to formulate a billwhich protects legitimate rights of the local affiliates yet still clari-fies and secures the rights of dish owners to receive network televi-sion.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
[The statement of Mr. McCauley follows:] '44
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SUMMARY

My name is Brian McCauley. I am President of Netlink USA.
Our company is headquartered near Seattle, Washington.

Netlink strongly supports H.R. 2848. We think its passage
is essential to preserve superstition programming for home dish
owners.

Netlink's major business is providing programming services
to home satellite dish owners, including a-service of interest to
you today -- our "white area" dish program.

Before discussing that program in more detail, I would like
to stress that the start-up revenues Netlink has gained from
certain services we offer to cable companies have been
indispensable. We carry broadcast signals by satellite from
Denver to cable headends, most of which formerly relied on
microwave for that service. Netlink also acts as a common
marketing agent and backroom for cable companies who want to
serve their satellite dish customers more efficiently with a
broaa range of programming.

We have found that in these instances and many others, there
are substantial synergies between the cable and home satellite
dish industries. Often, as in the case of this legislation,
their interests are the same.

From a public policy standpoint, our most important effort
is to provide network affiliate signals from Denver to dishowners
who cannot receive network television from a local affiliate.
Our intent from the outset has been to provide a "white area"
service which does not undermine local affiliates.

To that end, we have sought agreements from the major
networks and others regarding our "white area" service. No final
and binding agreements have been reached. However, the uutlines
of a basic agreement are now on the table.

NBC was the first to respond by suggesting a program whereby
Netlink would be granted permission to serve "white area" dishes,
subject to veto by local affiliates in individual cases. Netlink
would promise not to serve cable headends within the broadcast
areas of .ny local affiliate, subject to certain grandfather
provisions.

Negotiations with ABC have been very lengthy, but we hope
agreement is near. The CBS affiliate board apparently has grave
reservations about the Netlink concept, so we cannot predict the
outcome of our talks with CBS.
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I would like to respectfully offer some sugyestionsregarding the legislation you have before you. First, thedefinition of "Satellite Carriers" in this bill is morerestrictive than that for the cable compulsory license. Itrequires a common carrier licensed by the FCC. The cablecompulsory license allows "any carrier" to serve cablesubscribers. We do not believe superstation service should bemore expensive and cumbersome for dish owners than for cablesubscribers. Therefore, we suggest all references to "commoncarriage" be deleted from the bill.

Second, the grandfather provisions of the bill grant largecable companies inordinate power to make or break newsuperstations -- a power which we believe they neither need norwant. Superstations placed on a satellite after June 1, 1987,require carriage in cable systems totaling 10 percent of thenation's cable subscribers to qualify for a compulsory license.A few large multiple system operators, acting alone or inconcert, could qualify any new station. We believe there shouldbe a strict limit on the subscribers any one company can provideto meet the 10 percent limit. This would insure thatsuperstation carriers would also have to talk to smaller cablecompanies in order to qualify and help insure that anysuperstation has broad public appeal.

Finally, we think tte Committee will eventually have toaddress the bill's coverage of network programming. Unlike theindependent statAons, a majority of a local network affiliate'sprogramming would be precisely duplicated if a networksuperstation were beamed into its broadcast area.

One preferred alternative would be to exclude from thecompulsory license network programming which appears on anaffiliate superstation, where a network has a non-exclusivecommercial agreement to serve "white areas." There are otherpossibilities, as well. However, we cannot support exclusion ofthe networks from the bill altogether.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I would be happyto answer questions.
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My name is Brian McCauley. I am President of Netlink USA,

headquartered in Kirkland, Washington. At the outset, I would

like to thank you, Mr Chairman, and Members of the Committee, for

the opportunity to testify on H.R.2848. The Bill, which you and

an increasing number of your colleagues have co-sponsored,

clearly is the most important piece of legislation for home

satellite dish owners under consideration by the 100th Congress.

Its passage is essential to preserve some of the most popular

programming now available to dish-owning families.

Before I briefly tell you about our company and get into the

body of my testimony, please let me express the admiration of

almost all of us in the industry for the excellent job you, your

colleagues and your staff have done in building a remarkable

consensus in favor of th a 011. You have drafted legislation

that, in its general principles, has gained the support of a

number of constituencies that regrett.tbly find themselves on

opposite sides of many legislative issues. You have revealed for

us, in the context of this legislation, a common bond that should

unite us in many more instances than it does, and that is our

common interest in what is best for the television-viewing

public.

Netlink USA is a company that serves home dish owners and,

in some cases, cable subscribers in several different ways.

t) 9
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First, in cooperation with the Major networks, we have

devised and are now testing a plan to provide network 6ffiliate

broadcast signals from Denver, Colorado to dish owners who cannot

otherwise receive network television from a local affiliate.

Second, Netlink acts as a common agent for many cable

operators who want to achieve economies of scale ia serving home

dish owners in their respective service creeks.

Third, Netlink provides a means by which cable communities

in the Rocky Mountain region can receive Denver television

signals more easily and efficiently thalA by the microwave

transmissions which traditionally were employed.

Although Netlink is probably best known by th- Committee for

the first function I mentioned - our "white area" dish riogram-

I would like to discuss the other two functions for a moment,

since without these cable programs Netlink could not tatectively

provide its "white area" service "o dishowners.

During Netlink's crucial start-up period, almost half its

operating revenue will come from the service we provide to cable

companies as a satellite, carrier for the Denver broadcast

stations to cable headends that formerly received those signals

by microwave. But for this near-term revenue from cable

companies, it would have been impossible for us to obtain

transponders, to secure uplink facilities and to organize

ourselves administratively for the provision of network affiliate

service to home dish owners.

2
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Likswiee, our relationship as a common agent to many

different cable companies with hundreds of local offices across

the nation will provide much needed start-up revenues as well as

'some reassurance to the major network. with whom we have been

dealing that we will be able to police a' "white area" dish

program. Currently, we have written agreements with about 40

cable ok,..11panies and about 50 more have requested contracts from

us. Only two are among the top ten multiple system operators.

Netlink will provide a common backroom and national marketing

capabilities for participating cable companies so they can serve

their dish-owner customers more effectively, but, in return, the

cable companies provide a measure of local presence

believe the Networks find reassuring when fashioning

area" dish program acceptable to them.

In these two instances, and others

which we

a "white

as well, wa have found

that the cable industry and the home dish industry have synergies

which can operate to their mutual benefit. In fact, their

interests are often the same, as is the case on this legislation.

The challenge for Netlink has been to negotiate, to organize

ourselves and to operate in such a manner that cable's scale

economies and industry structure could be used to serve the

interests of both dish owners and cable itss and, at the same

time, serve what we believe to be an important public policy goal

- that of providing network affiliate televildon to thousands of

primarily rural Americans that cannot now receive it.

3
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We estiM,%e there are as many as a million households in the

United States that are beyond the reach of one or more of their

local network affiliates. Most are simply too far out in rural

areas to receive a viewable picture. Some may actually be within

local affiliate's broadcast area, but broadcast transmissions

are blocked by terrain features or man-made obstacles. In many

cases, these households cannot be economically served with

broadcast television by cable, translator or other means.

To people in these "white areas", as they are termed in the

industry, the satellite dish is a God-send. They have no other

alternative for obtaining the cab11 and off-air broadcasts that

most of us take for granted. Even with a dish, however,

reception of the nation's most popular programming, that offered

by the major network affiliates, remains a problem. With a local

signal out of reach, these viewers have been forced to watch the

networks feeds which are currently unscrambled and available for

anyone with a dish to see. However, the feeds are not a finished

product meant for public viewing. Beyond that, we all realize

the networks will soon be forced to scramble their feeds as the

number of satellite home dishes increases. The network ran

hardly offer its affiliates exclusive network programming when it

is widely available, off-satellite and unscrambled.

Recently, other companies have sought to fill the void by

uplinking scrambled network affiliate signals from major cities

in the United states for sale to dish owners throughout the

country without restriction. Predictably, the network

4
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affiliates, programming copyright owners and the networks

themselves have reacted negatively to these operations and

litigation is in progress.

Netlink's plan is fundamentally different than those which

have been challenged in court. We start from the premise that

the Network Affiliate system has served the country well for

decades. The strength and vitality of the affiliates must be

preserved. We believed it was possible to design a program for

underserved areas that would not undermine the rights of the

local affiliates.

To that end, we selected broadcast stations from Denver for

distribution in the belief that they would prove less threatening

to the affiliate boards than stations from New York, Chicago, or

Los Angeles. The Denver affiliates are all excellent stations

and Denver itself is an All-American city in every respect.

Nevertheless, we believed the appeal of these affiliate signals

could be more easily limited to those who truly could not receive

local affiliate broadcasts. In addition, we felt that

distributing broadcast stations from the Rocky Mountain time zone

would minimize affiliate concerns about adverse time-shifting in

the populous areas to the east.

At that point, we made formal approaches to all three of the

major networks and other networks, as well, seeking advice on

how we could market the service to "white area" dish owners and

address their concerns and that of their affiliates at the same

time. We found that all the networks and their respective

5
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affiliate boards were aware of and concerned about service to

"White areas".

NBC was the first to respond with concrete suggestions.

Subsequent negotiations led to an exchange of letters which was

announced in the presence of Chairman Kastenmier and Congressman

Moorhead last spring. Negotiations with ABC have moved very

slowly, but network officials have recently indicated a renewed

interest in concluding a mutually satisfactory commercial

arrangement soon.

The situation at CBs is such less clear. Leadership of the

affiliate board has often been quoted reacting negatively to the

Netlink concept. On the other hand, we have maintained sporadic

contact with network officials who are quite aware of the public

policy issues at stake here. We can not predict how our

conversations with CBS will be resolved.

It is important to recognize that none of the networks,

including NBC, have yet signed a binding agreement granting

Netlink the rights to distribute network programming. The

exchange of letters with NBC contains a set of terms which we

hope will form the basis for such contracts.

The NBC term sheet has two important features. First,

Netlink would agree to provide the Denver affiliate signals only

to dish owners that could not otherwise receive a local NBC

affiliate off-air or via cable. "White area" screening is

subject to review by local NBC affiliates. If a local affiliate

6
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determines that it does, indeed, serve a Netlink customer,

Netlink has 30 days to terminate his or her service.

The second important feature is not directly related to dish

owner service, but, nevertheless, addresses a legitimate concern

of the network affiliate boards. With certain minor exceptions,

Netlink has agreed not to provide the Denver network affiliate

signals to any cable system within the Grade B broadcast contour

of a respective local network affiliate. This represents a major

concession by Netlink since the cable compulsory licen-e would

allow service to cable headends with very few restrictions.

I would now like to offersome comments on the pending

legislation. First, Netlink strongly supports H.R.2848. Without

it, we believe superstation programming for home dish owners

would ultimately disappear. Under current conditions in this

business, the rights of all parties - even in a program designed

as carefully as Netlink's - are not well-defined. Netlink

believes Congress must act on this bill, or similar legislation,

to adapt existing copyright law to this important new satellite

dish technology.

We do not believe this ,s a matter that can or should be

resolved by the courts. There is a balance to be struck here

between public policy and private property rights, and it demands

a legislative solution.

Second, we strongly suggest that in the definition of

"Satellite carrier" that appears on page 17 of the bill, all

references to "common carriers" be deleted. Such language would

7
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impose limitations beyond that which exists for the cable

compulsory license. The cable compulsory license uses the term

"any carrier", and the courts have construed that terminology to

encompass more than traditional common carriers, as we believe

the Committee intended. Netlink does not believe a dish owner's

compulsory license should be more restrictive in this respect

than that enjoyed by cable subscribers.

Requirements for common carriage would require those serving

this marketplace to adopt cumbersome and expensive organizational

structures. It would eliminate any possibility for meaningful

third-party distributorship, since common carriers, under these

particular legal circumstances, would have substantial commercial

incentives for maintaining privity between themselves and their

dishowner customers. This means more expense and less

convenience for the dish owner.

The additional requirerent that a "common carrier" be

licensed by the Federal Ccouunications Commission is particularly

burdensome. The Commission no longer licenses satellite common

carriers, as such. As part of its deregulation program, the

P.C.C. permits Any carrier to utilize transponder and uplinking

facilities. Why impose a special hurdle for those seeking to

serve home dish owners? In fact, a bill that could be read to

require the Commission to change its common carrier policies may

well invite attention from other Congressional Committees with

primary jurisdiction over the P.C.C. All of us can agree, I

think, that lengthy consideration and amendment of H.R.2848 by

8
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other Congressional committees will not improve its chances for

passage.

Third, Netlink believes the "Grandfather" provisions in the

definition of "Superstation" on page 18 of the bill need fine-

tuning. As the bill now reads, a station transmitted by a

satellite carrier after dune 1, 1987, could only gain

superstation status by achieving carriage in cable systems

serving 10 per cent of all cable subscribers. The provision

would allow the largest two or three Multiple System Operators in

cable, acting alone or in concert, an inordinate degree of

influence, by operation of law, over the creation of new

superstations -- a power they neither need nor want. We suggest

that no more than 10% of the number of cable systems required to

qualify may be owned by any one company. Under such a

formulation those seeking to qualify a new superstation would

have to deal with the smaller cable companies as wall as the

larger ones, thereby guaranteeing that a new superstation would

have broad public support.

Finally, Netlink believes the Committee will eventually find

it necessary to deal with extension of the bill's compulsory

license to network signals. Several options are available to

you, including the preferred one of extending the compulsory

license only to non-network programming on a network affiliate

superstation, where the network has concluded a "white area"

commercial agreement. Another is applying a compulsory license

9
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only to "white areas" that cannot receive a local network

affiliate signal.

There is more than ample justification for modifying

the application of the bill to network affiliate superstations

and not to independent superstations. By definition, a

substantial majority of a local network affiliate's programming

would be prec' 'y duplicated if a sister network affiliate's

signal were beamed into its broadcast area by satellite. On the

other hand, it is likely that none, or only a small percentage,

of a local independent's programming would be precisely

duplicated by a distant independent superstation. Clearly, the

Committee can, with good conscience, take special account of

concerns raised by the Networks without honoring similar claims

by the independents.

Moreover, trade associations representing the independent

stations are strongly supporting an F.C.C. rulemaking to reimpose

an old-fashioned concept of syndicated exclusivity which would

strip superstation programming from the satellites for cable

subscriber and dish owner alike. This hardly qualifies them as a

voice to be reckoned with when fashioning a bill to secure

superstation access by dish-owning families.

However, we do not believe the networks may be excluded from

the bill altogether. Talks with the networks have proceeded

slowly with the exception of NBC. We suspect that a decision by

the committee to exclude network affiliate superstations from the

compulsory license in H.R.2848 would reduce the chances for

10
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network "white area" service agreements with Netlink or any other

satellite carrier.

Moreover, the Committee must keep in mind that network

programming constitutes a majority, but not all of the

programming on a typical network affiliate. An affiliate may

have as many as 30 or 40 other rights holders to deal with, over

and above its network. Without some form of dish owner

compulsory license covering this non-network programming, "white

area" service with an affiliate signal may be impractical.

In conclusion, let me say that Netlink intends no criticism

of the networks or their affiliate boards. Each realizes "white

area" service is important, but all are grappling with

ramifications that are extremely important to them. Netlink

stands ready in the coming weeks to help the committee formulate

a bill which protects legitimate rights of the local affiliates,

yet still clarifies and secures the rights of ih owners to

receive network television.

11
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. McCauley.
Last, we would like to call upon Mr. Preston Padden, who is

president of the Association of Independent Television Stations.
Mr. PADDEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You have my testimony,

and with your permission I will request that it be submitted for the
record, and I will attempt to summarize it briefly.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Without objection, that will be agreed to.
Mr. PADDEN. The first point we make in our testimony is that it

is our view that it is fundamentally unfair to require broadcasters
to pay marketplace prices for programming while grunting compul-
sory licenses at statutory or arbitrated rates to our cable and satel-
lite competitors.

Broadcasters purchase all of their programming in the market-
place without any compulsory license, and independent stations in
particular who don't enjoy a network feed have to purchase every
single program they broadcast from sign-on in the morning until
sign-off at night without the benefit of any compulsory licensing.
As a result, even though our stations account ter only one-third of
the total number of television stations, our program purchases ac-
count for about 70 percent of all television program purchases.

It is no wonder to us that everyone comes before this subcommit-
tee seeking a compulsory license for programming. Television pro-
gramming is very, very expensive. Currently, program expenses ac-
count for about half of the cost of operating an independent televi-
sion station, and high program prices have played a prominent role
in the fact thet, as 1,vc., sit here this morning, there are 23 independ-
ent stations across the country that have gone into bankruptcy in
the last year alone.

I would like to give you a few examples of program prices set in
the marketplace to give the subcommittee a feel for what program-
ming really costs. According to Variety, Station KCOP in Los An-
geles has been required by marketplace forces to pay a price of
$225,000 per week for the exclusive rights in the Los Angeles
market to broadcasi the reruns of the Cosby Show. Over the three-
and-a-half-year term of that license agreement, the station will pay
$41 million for one single half-hour television program, and that is
not an isolated example. According to the same article, Station
KHJ is required by market forces to pay $240,000 a week for an
exclusive license to the program, Who's The Boss. That is almost a
million dollars a month.

Some have raised doubts as to whether broadcasters are really
purchasing exclusive rights, and to end any doubt about that we
have attached to our testimony copies of the exclusivity provisions
of two actual independent station program licenses.

Now if H.R. 2848 is enacted in its present form, these multi-mil-
lion-dollar exclusive contracts will be rendered absolutely meaning-
less. Satellite carriers will be granted a license to exhibit in our
markets the very same programs we have paid all this money for
exclusive licenses for a fee of 12 cents per subscriber per month.

I want to emphasize that we are not here this morning seeking
protection from competition. Our stations understand that they are
going to face more competition from a variety of video sources. And
we are not here seeking any subsidy from this subcommittee. Weare not even he seeking a guarantee that we will be successful in
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attempting to negotiate exclusive program rights. That is a task we
have to face in the marketplace.

Our position is simply that if we pay the market clearing price
for an exclusive license for a program, then the copyright laws of
this country ought to honor and respect that contract. In flits in-
creasingly competitive marketplace, exclusive program rights are
really the only tool we have to seek to distinguish our service and
to compete with the many new video sources we are facing, and if
you take away our opportunity secure exclusive program rights,
you will be taking away our opportunity to compete.

The second point of my testimony is that imminent technological
advances make this a particularly inappropriate time to be consid-
ering a compulsory license for the satellite industry, and I have
asked Jim Hedlund, our vice president for Government relations to
give any of you who are interested a chance to look close-hand, and
touch, and feel the next generation of satellite-receiving antennas.

Congress doesn't change our copyright laws often or easily, and
we don't think that legislation should be considered without consid-
ering where the technology appears to be going. This antenna (indi-
cating exhibit) was purchased off the shelf in the Japanese equiva-
lent of a Radio Shack store a few months ago in Japan. It cost only
1,000 devalued American dollars, and we assume that when it gets
into mass production it will cost even less. This flat pat_el antenna
is currently receiving outstanding pictures from a high-powered
KU-band satellite in operation in Japan. Those satellites are not
yet in operation in this country, but the fact that the Japanese
have printed the words "flat antenna" and "broadcasting satellite"in American English on the face of that antenna gives us some
idea of the market they hope to exploit.

We think, in particular, that the subcommittee has got to give
very careful attention to the sunset provision of this bill in light of
where the technology is going. We don't want to sound like Chick-
en Little, but we think eight years from now you could be confront-
ed with the political reality of millions and millions of Americans
used to receiving television service through these antennas based
on a compulsory license, and it is not at all clear to me what the
Congress would do at that point or exactly how the transition
mechanism that seems to be contemplated by this bill would really
work.

The third point in our testimony is that, if adopted, 'A.R. 2848
should be amended to apply to so-called "white areas" and/or to
provide for the recognition of exclusive program license agreements
that have been negotiated in the free marketplace. It is obvious
from the discussion this morning that a main objective of this bill
is to bring television service to rural viewers. In our view, that is a
very worthy goal, but it has not been established that it can't be
accomplished without compulsory licensing from the Government.

We have provided each member of the subcommittee with a list
of the 71 different television markets in which our members over
the last 7 years went out and established the first local, free, over-
the-air J.idependent television station. Now we would assert, with-
out meaning to be boastful, that bringing the first local, independ-
ent service to these 71 markets is as worthy a goal a bringing
service to rural residents, ,id yet our members accomplished this
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goal without coming to the subcommittee and asking for a compul-
sory license.

Even if we accept the argument that a compulsory license is nec-
essary, H.R. 2848, to us, seems overly broad and unnecessarily de-
structive of the individual program licenses negotiated by local
broadcasters. If the goal is to br ig service to rural Americans, for
the life of us we can't figure out why this bill applies to urban mar-
kets that are already receiving television service from their local
4...;Isvision stations.

We believe it is critical, if the bill is going to move forward, that
it be amended to apply only to "white areas" and/or to include
some provision for recognizing and honoring local station exclusive
program licenses, and we would point out that the cable compulso-
ry license, when it was adopted by the Congress, was carefully lim-
ited and qualified by reference to FCC ruleN.-., including network
nonduplication and syndicated exclusivity proted,ion.

If H.R. 2848 were enacted in its present form, it would be the
very first time the United States Congress passed a law that said
local television station program contracts don't mean anything.

In drafting these amendments we think it is critical that the sub-
committee avoid any invidious distinctions between independent
television stations and network-affiliated television stations. There
is no valid copyright distinction that can be made between a net-
work station's program contracts and the program contracts of an
independent television station. Going down that road gets you very,
very deeply into major issues of communications policy, and we
would urge the subcommittee to avoid any discrimination like that,
and we would point you particularly to the testimony of the Motion
Picture Association of America which expressed their support for
the concept that the legislation should deal even-hai iedly with
network affiliate stations and with independent stations.

The Lae point in our testimony is that the loss of the FCC's
cable television "must carry" rules cries out for compulsory license
reform. I certainly don't want to leave the impression that we are
blaming this subcommittee or any of its members for the loss of
the FCC's "must carry" rules; we understand that was not your
doing. But we believe that the passage of H.R. 2848 would com-
pound and complicate the gross inequity that is now evident in the
cable marketplace.

In tae years leading up to the 1976 act, broadcasters were the big
guys in this business and cable was the struggling new entrant.
Well, we ali know that has now changed. Cable is the giant, and
hundreds of new local, independent stations are viewed as nothing
more than unwanted competition by the cable giants.

As things now stand, cable can use its compulsory license, its
free compulsory license, for local stations to take all the stations
they need to build the base of the service they need to ;ell to their
customers. At the same time, they arp free to drop local stations,
and I am sorry to say that just last week one of our member sta-
tions in Columbus, Ohio, was dropped by a local cable system, and
to make him feel even worse, he was replaced by a mechanized
crawl that simply tells viewers what is on the other cable channels.
The same station has been threatened with being dropped by an-
other major cable system, and they propose to replace him with a
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home shopping service in which the cable operator has an equity
interest. I think the motivation for that particular change is per-
fectly obvious.

All across the country we are seeing cable systems refuse to
carry new stations, signing on, licensed by the FCC to serve those
communities, and in markets across the country cable systems
remain free to duplicate the programs that local stations have pur-
chased in the free marketplace.

We would urge this subcommittee to place a high priority on re-
viewing the cable compulsory license. At a minimum, it seems to
us that the continued availability of that license should be condi-
tioned upon the cable industry's commitment to a reasonable
"must carry" regime.

In concluding, I just want to reemphasize, we are not here seek-
ing protection from competition; I don't think that is what this bill
is a:Jout; we know we are going to face competition. We are not
seeking a subsidy. We are not seeking a guarantee from you that
we will get exclusive program rights. But when we pay the market
clearing price for those rights, we think we deserve to have our
contracts honored.

Thank you very much.
[The statement of Mr. Padden follows:]

C) 1
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Thank you Mr. Chairman. My name is Preston Padden and I am

President of the Association of Independent Television Stations,

Inc., commonly known as INTV. We appreciate this opportunity to

present our views on H.R. 2848.

INTV represents more than 170 Independent television stations

across the country. My testimony today procaeds from the perspective

of local television stations. Soma of the stations whose signals

are distributed nationwide by so-called "satellite carriers" may

have a different perspective on certain aspects of the issues we

discuss today.

Mr. Chairman, we have the greatest respect for you and for

the co-sponsors of H.R. 2848. However, INTV respectfully must oppose

this bill, in its current form, for four separate reasons. First,

since broadcasters must purchase all of their programming in the

open marketplace, it is fundamentally untair for the government

to confer statutory licensing preferences upon our various media

competitors. Second, the imminent prospect of dramatic technological

innovations, including in particular small flat panel satellite

antennas, makes this a particularly inappropriate time to confer

sweeping new copyright preferences upon the satellite industry.

Third, assuming, arguendo, that a new compulsory license is necessary

to bring television service to rural dish owners, that license should

be limited to so-called white areas, carefully defined, and/or should

provide some mechanism for recognizing and honoring exclusive program

contracts negotiated in the free marketplace by parties who have
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not been favored with a statutory license. finally, in light of

the recent court decision invalidating the cable television must-carry

rules the Congress should revisit the cable compulsory license,

and the manifest inequities in that marketplace, before adopting

new statutory licenses for other media.

I. It Is Inappropriate Copyright Policy To Require Broadcasters
To Pa/ Marketplace Prices For Programming While Granting Compulsory
Licenses At Statutory Or Arbitrated Rates To Cable And Satellite
Competitors.

Broadcasters must purchase all of their programming without

the benefit of any compulsory copyright license from the government.

Independent stations. operating without network program feeds, must

purchase or produce each and every individual program they broadcast

from sign-on in the morning to sign-off at night.

Program license fees, set by the forces of the marketplace,

represent the single largest cost category in the operation of an

Independent television station. Currently, these fees constitute

approximately one half of the total expenses of the average Independent

station. In fact, high program costs have been a major contributing

factor to the financial difficulties of the 23 Independent stations

forced into bankruptcy proceedings in the last year.

A few examples of individual programs will give the Subcommittee

some feel for the real cost of programming in the free market.

According to Variety (June 24, 1987 at p. 60), market forces required

Independent station KCOP-TV to pay $225,000 p_er week for an exclusive

license to exhibit the re -run; of The Cosby Show in the Los Angeles

market. Over the 311 year license term, KCOP-TV will pay a cash

fee of almost Forty One Million dollars for this one, single half-hour
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program. The total cost is even higher since the progret distributor

also receives two extremely valuable thirty second "barter" spot

announcements in each telecast to sell on his own account. By contrast,

H.R. 2848 grants "satellite carriers" a statutory license to exhibit

another station's entire program schedule, including The Cosby Show,

anywhere in the United States, including the Los Angeles market,

for a government prescribed fee of 12 cents per month per subscriber.

In another example from the same Variety story, Independent

station KHJ-TV will pay $240,000 per week, or almost One Million

Dollars per month, for an exclusive license to exhibit the re-runs

of Who's The Boss? in the Los Angeles market. Again, this figure

contrasts sharply with the 12 cents per month figure in H.R. 2848.

All of the expensive programming purchased by broadcasters

is presented free of charge to the American people. By contrast,

cable and satellite exhibitors charge the American people for their

services. If Congress wants to subsidize the program expenses of

any of these competitors by granting a statutory licensing preference,

the most obvious candidate for this largess would be the free over-the-

air broadcasters. However, if H.R. 2848 is enacted, free oroadcasters

will be the only one of these media competitors to remain mired

in the copyright marketplace. From our perspective, the public

interest priorities appear to be inverted.

If the Congress does not want to encourage free local broadcasting

by granting our stations a compulsory license, at the very least,

the copyright laws should honor and respect the program contract

that we must negotiate and pay for in the free marketplace. Appended

to this testimony are sample
exeusivity provisions from Independent
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station program license agreements. If H.R. 2848 is enacted, these

program contracts will be rendered meaningless. Satellite exhibitors

Will be free to commercially exploit in our markets the very same

programs for which we have purchased exclusive licenses. In our

judgment this represents inappropriate copyright policy.

H.R. 2848 also represents a sharp departure from historical

co'imunications policy. In crafting the Communications Act of 1934,

as amended, Congress could have prescribed a broadcast system comprised

of a few national superstations. Instead, Congress op'ed for a

system of local broadcast outlets -- each selecting end purchasing

programs for its individual market. By establishing a copyright

preference for nationwide satellite carriers, H.R. 2848 would undermine

the foundation of this system of free local broadcasting.

In one sense, the mere pendency of H.R. 2848 has helped to

expose the legal charade that has been perpetrated by the so-called

"satellite carriers". One glance at the trade ads placed by these

entities demonstrates that they are selling programming -- not transmission

services. They are not common carriers and should never have been

permitted to engage in program distribution and exhibition under

the Act's exemption for true passive carriers. The fact that these

so-called "satellite carriers" have now sought a compulsory license

for their performances of copyrighted works strips away their false

veneer of mere common carriage. Exposed as satellite broadcasters,

these entities should be obliged to play by the same copyright rules

at terrestrial broadcasters and should be subject to the retransmission

consent requirements of Section 325 of the Commumnications Act.

The Motion Picture Association of America has offered limited

- 4 -
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and qualified support for H.R. 2848 based on a communications policy

objective. MPAA argues that "satellite carriers" renresent a fragile

infant industry that can be nurtured into a competitive alternative

to cable television syste,Js. However, the two largest "satellite

carriers" are not infants. They are enterprises that have been

in business longer and have significantly greater cash flow than

a substantial number of INTVis Independent station members. Moreover,

one of these "carriers" has been acquired by the nation's largest

cable company; thereby casting doubt on the likelihood of achieving

MPAA's communications policy objective.

If MPAA really believes that struggling infant competitive

forces should he nurtured through compulsory licensing, then it

should support a compulsory license for Independent television stations.

At the very least, MPAA should not be supporting legislation that

undermines the exclusive program rights for which our stations have

paid Billions of Dollars -- to MPAA's members.

INTY's opposition to compulsory licensing is not motivated

by a desire to thwart competition. Independent television operators

understand the fact that they must accept increasing competition

for the attention of television viewers from cable, from satellite

broadcasters, from VCR's and from other new technologies. What

is patently unfair, and what we should not be expected to accept

and endure, is competition utilizing the very same programming for

which our stations have purchased exclusive exhibition rights in

their communities.

We are not asking for protection or subsidies. Nor do we seek

a guarantee that our stations will be successful in their efforts

- 5 -
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to negotiate exclusive exhibition agreements. That is a challenge

that must be resolved by the marketplace. However, if and when

broadcasters go aLree to pay the market clearing price for exclusive

rights, then those rights should be honored by our copyright laws.

II. Imminent Technological Advances Make This A Particularly.
Inappropriate Time To Be Uffisidering A-CompuIsory Lcense For The
ate lite n ustry.

Congress does not amend our nation's copyright laws frequently

or with great ease. Accordingly, it would be a grave mistake to

consider H.R. 2848 solely in the context of current technological

and market conditions. Rather, the prospect of a compulsory license

for the satellite industry should be considered in the context of

likely technological developments. I have brought with me today,

a flat panel satellite antenna which was purchased off-the-shelf

in the Japanese equivalent of a Radio Shack store just a few months

ago. It cost only one thousand devalued dollars. This small antenna

can be mounted indoors and receives an outstanding quality picture

from high powered Ku band satellites already in operation in Japan.

High power Ku band satellites are not yet serving our country.

However, the words "Flat Antenna" and "Broadcasting Satellite" printed

in Ameri An English on the face of this antenna provide some clue

as to the market which the Japanese have targetted for this technological

development. High definition television, broadcast by satellite,

can be expected to provide many consumers, including those in urban

areas, vith an incentive to purchase these small antennas and other

satellite receiving equipment. As with other recent technological

developments, mass marketing will dramatically lower the already
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surprisingly low price of these antennas.

In considering H.R. 2848, it is imperative that the Subcommittee
not proceed from a mental image of a rancher in Wyoming with a 12
meter dish. Technological developments in the satellite industry

are moving very rapidly.
clear trend is toward smaller and

less expensive receiving
equipment which is likely to increase dramatically

the market penetration of satellite transmissions.
Compulsory license

preferences which might look like a good idea today, could appear
very differently after a few years oe rapid

technological development.
Moreover, sunset provisions which appear politically viable today,
may become unmanageable

political liabilities in the face of an
expanded public constituency.

III. H.R. 2848 Should Be Amended To Apply Only To So-Called"White Areas" And/Or To ?rovide For Tfie Recognition Of ExclusiveProgram License Agreements Negotiated In The Free Market.

A major objective of this legislation is to provide the benefits
of free over-the-air

broadcasting to those who live beyond the reach
of terrestrial broadcast signala. However, as presently drafted,
the bill provides

a statutory license for the performance of copyrighted
works to both rural residents

living outside the service area of
broadcast stations and to urban residents living well within the
service area of local terrestrial broadcasters. This approach seems
ove "ly broad and unnecessarily

destructive of the program license

agreements negotiated in the free market by local broadcasters.
In INTV'e judgment, the goal of bringing television service

to rural residents in "white areas" can be accomplished without
compulsory licensing. However, accepting arguendo the notion that

- 7 -
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compulsory licensing is necessary to provide service to rural residents,

there is no apparent need or justification for extending the scope

of that compulsory license to include urban residents who are already

adequately served by local terrestrial broadcasters.

Any statutory license represents an exception to normal copyright

market forces. In the event of conflict between the government

conferred compulsory license at, negotiated license agreements,

the compulsory license should yield to the negotiated license.

Stated another way, compulsory licenses should not be permitted

to supersede and override copyright license agreements entered into

by parties operating within the free market. This basic precept

was followed when the Congress adopted the cable compulsory license

in 1976. That license was expressly limited to television signals

permissable for cable carriage under the rules aim regulatioas of

the Federal Communications Commission. The report language on that

Bill specifically referred to the Network Non-duplication and Syndicated

Exclusivity Rules of the FCC as regulations which would ameliorate

thl market disrupting potential c" a compulsory 11i:cleat.

As presently drafted H.R. 284b employs more of a blunderbuss

approach. Absolutely no provision Is made for those instances where

the government conferred license will come into conflict with individually

negotiated exclusive license agreements. Unless amended to include

syndicated exclusivity and network non-duplication provisions, this

new government conferred program license will supersede and abrogate

license agreements paid for by local stations at marketplace rates.

Plainly, this is a grossly unfair result, which could not be intended

by the sponsors of this bill.
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Any amendments to refine the scope of H.R. 2848 should afford

equal recognition to the network and syndicated program license

agreements of affiliated and Independent stationc. Significantly,

MPAA has formally expressed its support for the principle that H.R.

2848 must apply "even handedly to network affiliates, commercial

independents and putilic television stations." (MPAA testimony xt

p. 13.) There is no valid copyright purpose for distinguishing

between a network program and a syndicated program. 'Invidious distinctions

between Independent and network affiliated stbtions would be completely

inequitable and would raise fundamental issues of communications

policy. While the precise program schedules of individual Independent

stations vary, the same leading syndicated programs are sold to

local stations in virtually every television market. For example,

according to an A.C. Nielsen Co. analysis, the 16 most popular syndicated

programs during the week ending January 3, 1988 enjoyed an audience

"reach" into between 89 and 98% of the nation's television homes.

H.R. 2848 should be refined to apply only to "white areas"

and/or to lirovitie soap mechanism for recognizing and honoring program

licenses tegotiated in the free market. However, thee amendments

must accord equal treatment to Independent and network affiliated

stations.

IV. The Loss Of The FCC's Cable Television Must-Carry Rules
Cries Out r3/7750mAnWiTticense Rearm.

Numerous p ncfleuts of H.R. 2848 have sought to draw a parallel

between this legislation and the cable compulsory copyright license

adoptcd in 1976. In fact some proponents described H.R. 2848 as

necessary to create a "level playing field" betveen cable and the
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satellite dish industry. In light of these arguments it is critical

t ,serve that the cable compulsory license was adopted in the

context of a "Consensus Agreement", which included numerous regulatory

provisions designed to ameliorate the impact of, and prevent abuse

of, the compulsory license. Principal among those regulatory provisions,

were the FCC's must-carry rules and syndicated exclusivity rules.

At the moment, broadcasters face an intolerable situation in which

the must-carry rule has been voided and syndicated exclusivity rules

have been repealed. Yet the cable compulsory license lives on.

Contrary to the clear intentions of the Congress, the cable compulsory

license is now available for unfettered use as a weapon to discriminate

among local broadcast stations, to abrogate negotiated program license

agreements and to engage in legalized extortion. Already, cable

systems have begun to drop local stations and to play roulette with

their channel positions. By contrast, no cable system can ever

be denied the use of any broadcast signal that the operator needs

to sell his service.

The crux of this dilemma is that cable's compulsory license

is imbedded in the Copyright Act while the companion regulatory

provisions were left to the vagaries of an administrative agency.

The obvious answer is for the Congress to revisit the cable compulsory

license. Cable has become a multi-Billion dollar monolith no longer

in need of federal largess. According to expert analysts the asset

value of the cable industry now exceeds that of the broadcasting

industry. (Broadcasting,, August 31, 1987.) And yet, the cable

industry continues to enjoy the privilege of building its business

on the base of the program service paid for by local broadcast stations
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without any obligation to deal fairly with those stations.

At a minimum, the continued availability of a compulsory license
to retransmit local broadcast

stations should be conditioned upon
the cable operator's willingness to comply with a reasonable must-carry
obligation. In our judgment, equitable

and appropriate amendments

to the cable compulsory license
should have a higher priority on

the Subcommittee's agenda than extensions of compulsory licensing
to additional media categories.

V. Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, we have stated
our objections to H.R. 2848 forth-

rightly, but without any intention to offend. In the last Congress,

INTV found itself in a position of flat opposition to a similar
piece of legislation. We would much prefer to work with you) and

the other members of the Subcommittee, in an effort to fashion amendments
that would make it possible for us to be supportive of your efforts.
We can only hope that we will have that opportunity.

Thank you.

ri
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Pappas Telecasting Incorporated - Addendum

(b) Licensor shall reduce the license fee payable by Licensee herein
by a proportionate amount representing the value of the
applicable license fee of the Program(s) so withdrawn.

4. Any reduction in the license forested' be by credit to Licensee's
account unless the entire license fee has otherwise been paid in full
by Licensee, In which event, Licensor shall refund directly to
Licensee any sum due to licensee under the terms of this paragraph.
In the event the individual license fee is not specified in the attached
Agreement, the amount refunded to Licensee under the terms of this
paragraph as a result of withdrawal of the Program(s) shall be the
average license fee if the Program(s) have not been broadcast or a
proportionate part of the average licens,Vfee if the Program(s) have
been broadcast.

5. If a print or tape of a withdrawn Prop's/403)466s been shipped to
Licensee, Licensee will promptly return it to Licensor at Licensor's
expense.

M. NON-PERFORMANCE

If Licensor fails to deliver a print or lope for any broadcast in accordance
with Licensor's obligations hereunder because of "force majeure" (e.g., act of
Cod; accident other than that occurring as a result of Licensor's negligence,
fire, loci.out, strike or labor dispute, riot or civil commotion; act of public
enemy, enactment, rule, order or act of government or governmental authority
(whether Federal, stale or local), or if Licensee is nimble to broadcast any fihn
on the day and hour specified herein (if any) because of "force majeure," failure
of technical facilities or for other cause of similar nature beyond Licensee's
control, or because of the recapture of the broadcast time period for the purpose
of broadcasting an event which in the Licensee's sole and nonreviewable
discretion is of overriding public importance, such condition shall not be deemed
a breach of the Agreement, and the term of the Agreement shall be
automatically extended for a period co-extensive with the delay caused by such
condition; provided, however, that in no event shall any Program(s) be broadcast
more than the number of permitted broadcasts set forth in Schedule 'A,'
including all broadcasts during such extended term.

N. EXCLUSIVITY LICENSE - PROORAMS COVERED

1. The Program or Programs listed on Schedule 'A' attached hereto are
the Programs covered by the Agreement and this Addendum.

2. The duration of this exclusivity license to exhibit the television
Program or Programs covered by the Agreement and this Addendum
shall be that set forth in Schedule 'A,' attached hereto and by this
reference incorporated herein.

3. In consideration for Licensee's entering into the Agreement which
this Addendum supplements, Licensor hereby agrees that for the
duration of the Agreement and this Addendum, as defined in the
dbove paragraph hereof, Licensor shall not license or authorize

-5-
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Pappas Telecasting Incorporated - Addendum

the programs covered by the AgNetteent rind hi this Addendum to be
exhibited, transmitted, disseminated, broadcast. delivered, or carried
(whether by means of a television*oadcast signal transmission path,
Or by means of a microwave transmission path. or by means of cable
origination and transmission, i.e., .".eablecastirc." on a Class II or
Class Ill cable televisioe ;clumsier-al defined in Section 76.5(aa) and
(bb) of the Rules and Regulations of the Federal Communications
Commission (hereinafter referred to as the 'FCC "), 47 C.F.R.
Sec Cons 76.5(aa) and (bb), or otherwise by:

(a) Any other conventional television ck.sst station, television
broadcast translator station, lowtpower television broadcast
station, .or multipoint distribution serxice station authorized by
the FCC to serve as its communitof.licerre any community
whose geographical reference .point, as defined in Sections
73.658(m) and 76.53 of the FCC's Rules and Regulations, 47

C.F.R. Sections 73.658(m) and 76.53, is 7.5 miles or less from
the geographical reference point for California as
defined he S. ,ions 73.658(m) and 76.53 of the FCC's Rules and
Regulations, 47 C.F.R. Sections 73.658(nv q.sd 76.53, or by any
other conventional television broadcast station, television
broadcast translator station, low-power television broadcast
station, moltipoint distribution service rtioa or their functional
equivalents, however denominated, atillr.:ized by the FCC to
serve as its community of license Frer.v.i. Hanford, Clovis,
California or any other community which ,my be added to the
Visalia, Fresno, Hanford, Clovis, Ca major television
market, as defined in Sections 73.658(ro and 76.51(a) of the
FCC's Rules and Regu lotions; 47 C.F.R. St-Itions 73.658(m) and

76.51(a): or

(b) Any cable television system or satellite antenna tele-
vision system providing "coblecasting" or ether program origination
service by means of a Class II or Class III cable television
channel as defined in Sections 76.5(nu) en: (bb) of the FCC's
Rules and Regulations, 47 C.F.R. Sections 76.5(aa) and (bb), to
any subscriber terminal which is located nithin 35 miles or the
television broadcast station or any telei§on broadcast station
authorized by the FCC to serve as its community of license any
community whose geographical reference point, as defined he

Sections 73.658(m) and 76.53 of the FCC's Rules and Regulations,
47 C.F.R. Sections 73.658(m) and 76.53, is wthin 35 miles of
the geographical reference point for lectlia, California, as
defined in Sections 73.058(m) and 76.53 of the FCC's Rules and
Regulations, 47 C.F,It. Sections 73.658(m) and 76.53, or which
subscriber terminal is located within 35 miles of the television
broadcast station or any television broadcast station authorized
by the FCC to serve as its community of license From),
Hanford, Clovis, California or any other cernmtntity which may
Int added to the Visalia, Fresno. Clovis, California
major television market, as defined in Section 76.51(a) of the
FCC's Rules and Regulations, 47 C.F.R. Section 76.51(a).
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Pappas Telecasting Incorporated - Addendum

(c) Any direct-to-home broaddift satellite company providing
service to any hourehold within the Visalia, Fresno, Hanford,
Clovis, California major television market.

(d) No transmission of ;the programs made pursuant to the
provisions of IT U.S.C. Section ttt shall be deemed to be an
infringement. of the exclusivity granted to Licensee hereunder.

4. In the event that the terms of the Agreement and this Addendum
shall be violated by a third party, !Acetyl& shall promptly so notify
Licensor and Licensee may, at its ale expense, institute such
actions and proceedings before appropriate cots and/or admini-
strative agencies, Federal, state and/or !Oat as Licensee shall deem
proper in order to enforce the terms of the Agreement and this
Addendum, and to recover damages for such violation. Licensor may
join in such detians and proceedings, at its own cost.

5. Notwithstanding anything contained herein, Licensor shall have the
right to license the Progrnin or Programs anywhere for: (i) non-
theatrical exploitation including closed circuit television and direct
projection of the Programs in planes, trains, buses, ships, oil rigs,
prisons, convents, orphanages and other shut-in institutions and for
study purposes in schools, colleges, and other educational, military or
cultural institutions; and (ii) for television exhibition in hotels and
hospitals on a pay-per-view basis; and (iii) for exploitation oil video
cassette and disc devices.

O. GENERAL

Notwithstanding Anything to the contrary contained in the Agreement,
Licensee shall have the right to have each of the telecasts transmitted
simultaneously with the telecast exhibited by Licensee's station, and at no other
time whatsoever, over the facilities of any translator stations now existing or
to be constructed by Licensee or by any other party, which translator stations
engage in the rebroadcast of the signal of Licensee's station, to serve any
portion of the television market within which Licensee's station now operates.
Each such telecast shall be transmitted in its entirety without deletion of
commercials or program content from the station hereinabove specified.

The attached Agreement and nit mutters or issues collateral thereto shall
be governed by the laws of the Stale of California.

A waiver by either party of any of the terms or conditions of the attached
Agreement (and this Addendum) in any instance shall not be deemed or construed
to be a waiver of such term or condition for the future, or of any subsequent
breach thereof. All remedies, rights,iundertakings, obligaticns and agreements
contained in the Agreement shall be cumulative and none of them shall be in
limitation of any other remedy, right, undertaking, obligation or agreement of
either party.
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License Agreement No. 11798

RIDER M

EXCLUSIVITY CONTRACT

This exclusivity contract .supplements and is made a part of a
certain License Agreement dated JULY 29, 1987 (the "Agreement")
between Columbia 1ictures Television, &Division of CPT Holdings,
Inc. (the "Distributor") and ICIST VIRGINIA TELECASTING (the
"Licensee") for the television exhibition of certain motion picture
films. .

.

..::. ..t 1.
. .

.

X. The film or
.

films listed on Schedule B attached hereto
(the "Pictures"; are, the. Pictures covered by the Agreement and by
this exclusivitycontracti

2. The term of this exclusivity contaCt (the "Term"),
except as otherwise expressly provided in SchOule46 shall
commence on OCTOBER 19, 1987 and shall and on- BE SCHEDULE P,or on
the day followirg the date of the last of 36 telecaits of the
Pictures which Licensee in entitled to make pursuant to the
Agreement, chichever date is earlier.

3. Distributor shall not license for exhibition for free
home television reception, during the term, the English language
version of the Pictures to the entities listed below:

(a) another television station which is licensed by the

i10011:11

id Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to a
community located tANTeigrateMbeittiggy
from the communitetHil e is
licensed to serve.(distances to be calculated in
occordance with Section 73.658 (m) of the FCC's
Rules and Regulations); or

(b) a cable television system whose signal originates
within a thirty-five (35) mile radius of the
Licensee's reference point or the geographic
coordinates of the main post office, as specified in
Section 76.53 of the FCC Rules and Regulations.

COLUMBIA PICTURES TELEVISION,
a Division of CPT Holdings, Inc.
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Padden, for your statement.
That concludes the statements of the witnesses of this panel.
I would only say in reference to Mr. Padden's statement, this

would not be the first time that Congress considered doing some-
thing like this. I actually think that the Cable Deregulation Act
preceded this in terms c authorizing the receipt by earth stations
of signals at the same time it authorized encryption in the market-
ing of those signals, but that seems to me to be the early progeni-
tor of having to deal with this question in terms of what earth sta-
tions m'y or may not receive or how they may receive signals.

I am interested in just a couple of things, and I will yield to my
colleagues shortly. You all seem to conclude pretty much that 99
percent of America is already receiving signals, presumably net-
work signals, and we are only talking potentially about 1 percent
here. Is that also your understanding, Mr. McCauley?

Mr. McCAutsv. Yes.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Had you hoped to market your, quote, pack-

age to a larger group than the potential 1 percent "white area"? I
am not talking about networks, I am talking about the rest of your
programming.

Mr. MCCAULEY. We do have a provision. We have our six chan-
nels which we uplink from Denverthe three networks, PBS, and
two independents thereand we have tier bit access which allows
us to turn the networks on and off independently, so that if some-
one did not receive, for example, an NBC station where they lived
but received the other two, we could only sell them the ones that
they did not receive there. However, our other three stations are
intended to be sold wherever anyone desires them.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Maybe you can help us with this. Not all of us
are on the Commerce Committee; several of us are. There was men-
tioned the grade B contour area. Are we talking about that which
is beyond grade B contour area? Is that the common terminology?
"White area is that what is not within grade B contour?

Mr. ROGERS. Mr. Chairman, to some extent as a practical matter
that may be what we are talking about. The NBC arrangement
with Net link is intended to be more flexible than that in that if
there are dish owners who live inside a grade B contour but are
unable to get off-air reception or reception through a cable system
of NBC programming, that they too would be eligible to receive the
Net link service. We have tried to avoid having a strict engineering
definition of what a "white area" might be in order to assure that
those dish owners who may not fit clearly inside that definition
still have access to the service.

Mr. KASTENMMER. Yes, Dr. Sherman.
Dr. SHERMAN. Mr. Chairman, prior to going to Peoria, I spent

five years managing a television station in West Virginia, and it is
well possible in an area like that, 20 miles from the station, you
could have someone who lives in a "hol!er" and does not have cable
coming down that way, is really isolated, and that, under the
agreement that ABC and the affiliates are trying to develop with
Net link, would be defined then as a "white area".

So that makes it one of the difficulties if you try to define this
only, say, as a grade B. There are those exceptions, and that is one
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of the things that we are trying to make sure is served through
this bill and through our negotiations.

Mr. PADDEN. Mr. Chairman, in connection with the "white area,"
I just wanted to say to all the members cf the subcommittee that
our association would be more than happy to work with anyone on
the subcommittee in coming up with a very flexible and reasonable
definition of "white areas." It is not our intention to be difficult
about where the line is drawn. We think the concept of the bill ap-
plying only outside of our local service area is more important than
where the line actually gets drawn.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Of course, my questions are designed to try to
determine whatever understanding may exist with respect to
"white areas" or grade B contours or a definition for our purposes
here.

I am also interested in the inclusion of cable. You have included
those served by cable, and I guess the question is whynot that
cable wouldn't want to be also includedbut why you as broadcast-
ers would necessarily want to ensure that being served by cable
was also a substitute, whether or not within your owa grade B or
"white area."

Mr. ROGERS. NBC's perspective on that issue, Mr. Chairman, is
that it is not cable, per se, as a distribution system or as a technol-
ogy that we are interested in seeing have any particular status
under this arrangement, but the fact of the matter is, cable sys-
tems do provide view:vs with access to local affiliates, and there-
fore the local programming affiliates provide, and contribute to the
economic base of the local affiliate in terms of it being able to con-
tinue to provide that local programming. The concern was to the
extent that someone could take down a nationally delivered net-
work service via a Net link type of arrangement and avoid having
to take that service by means of the local affiliate, that we would
be undermining the economic base of local programming, and that
is really_ the only motivating factor there.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Rogers.
Yes, Mr. Jones, did you want to comment on that?
Mr. JONES, Yes. I don't think the only driving force is the eco-

nomics of it. This bill is designed to take care of those areas that
aren't served and those people who don't get service.

One of the greatest concerns that the CBS affiliates had in
coming to the table was that we preserve the system of broadcast-
ing as we know it that is taking care of 98 percent of everyone's
constituents here and free over-the-air television. If we begin to
bring into cable companies signals from distant affiliates, we are
eroding that system and we are eroding the localism that is serving
those communities.

So it is not economically based, it is system based. In my opinion,
more than anything, we have got to preserve the system, and any-
thing that we do with this bill has to look toward that in the future
because this is the best system of any c auntry.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Jones, you don't have any problem so
long as another CBSlet's say, the Denver CBS affiliatesignal is
not brought into your area; you don't care whether Mr. McCauley's
Net link sells programming in your area that doesn't involve an-
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other CBS affiliate signal. Is that correct? So it perfectly all right
for him to do that.

Mr. JONES. That is correct. My concern is strictly with the
networking system.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I would like to yield now to my colleagues.
The gentleman from California, Mr. Moorhead.
Mr. MOORHEAD. One question that I had dealt with was Mr. Ma-

lara's testimony that you would not be taking the network pro-
gramming into areas other than the "white areas" but you would
be taking independent stations into those areas.

In connection with the argument that was made by the inde-
pendent stations that they would lose their syndicated exclusivity
if that programming was being brought into areas that were other-
wise being covered, how (19 you argue against his position, and
could your system work all right if the same rules applied to inde-
pendent stations as applied to the networks?

Mr. MCCAULEY. We don't feel that the independent stations have
the same situation as the networks do. For us to bring a network
signal into an area served by a local affiliate, we would be duplicat-
ing 75 percent at least of the programming that that local affiliate
already carries. To bring an independent station in, you are prob-
ably just duplicating 1 or 2 percent of the programming at the
same time that it is on the local independent television station. So
we don't feel that the criteria are at all the same and would urge
the committee to have different standards for the networks there
than for independent stations. We feel that to have the same crite-
ria for independents would deprive the hundreds of thousands of
viewers of independent television station viewing.

Mr. MOORHEAD. Would your system work if it was limited, how-
ever, to the "white areas"?

Mr. MCCAULEY. We haven't examined that, so I can't give a full
answer today, but we are certainly willing to examine that ques-
tion and see if it would.

Mr. MOORHEAD. You know, if people are paying millions of dol-
lars for programming and you have another program available,
right there, with exactly the same subject matter, you are depriv-
ing those people of their investment.

Mr. MCCAULEY. I agree, but, again, I think that experience has
shown that the ",uperstations" are really not duplicating program-
ming at the exact time and location that a local independent sta-
tion is broadcasting. What people have found is that the consumer
enjoys the additional choice that he has, different times to look,
and that indeed very little programming is duplicated by "super-
stations".

Mr. MOORHEAD. Do you have any comment on that, Mr. Padden?
Mr. PADDEN. Yes, I sure do. Thanks very much.
First of all, let me say that the contention that a national "su-

perstation" duplicates only 1 or 2 percent of the programming of a
local independent station is, we believe, substantially inaccurate.
We have gathered extensive documentation of the duplication of
our local programming by national "superstations" in connection
with the FCC's syndicated exclusivity proceeding, and I will, before
the week is out, make all of that documentation available to thn
subcommittee so you will be able to see the facts yourself.
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The fact is, Mr. Moorhead, that with respect certainly to all of
the leading syndicated programs, those programs are sold to a local
station in virtually every television market. I just noticed in one of
the tradesit is in my written testimonya couple of weeks ago
they had a list of the top 16 top-rated syndicated programs and
showed that the reach of the those programs ranged from 90 to 98
percent of all television homes.

So the only difference I can see between a network station and
an independent station is, the independent st ions sometimes ar-
range their programs in a different order, but essentially the same
syndicated programming service is available in all the local mar-
kets. So the duplication of the programming is absolutely tremen-
dous.

Mr. JONES. Congressman, if I might.
Mr. MOORHEAD. Yes.
Mr. JONES. One other point to that that concerns me a great

dealand I think this is a very good questionis that, again, our
concern is to the future of our broadcasting system as we know it
into localism. If we begin to compromise now, today, and don't just
service the "white areas" that you are concerned about servicing, it
gives me the impression that there will be future compromise and
that the erosion begins from the beginning.

What I am really saying is, if this bill is truly intended to service
the "white areas,' I think we have to gear it exactly for that, and
with our independent stations as well, to make that compromise
today I thin' xi have to recognize that you are not doing explicit-
ly the "wh _ area" idea. Plus, all those syndicated programs that
come in on other independents also happen to be on network-affili-
ated stations. So there is duplication beyond the independents; it is
also on the network stations.

Mr. MOORHEAD. From what you have testified, 30 percent of the
programming of the independents of the network stations is syndi-
cated or locally controlled. So it isn't all network programming.

Mr. JONES. Correct.
Mr. MOORHEAD. St, you have got many of the same problems that

the independent stations have.
Mr. JONES. Thirty percent; that's a fact.
Mr. MOORHEAD. How close are the other two networks to coming

together either with you on a network or with some other system
very similar to being able to cover these "white areas," which is
what we all want to do?

Mr. MCCAULEY. It is our understanding that both ABC and CBS
are ready to enter into an agreement in the very near future, so,
again, we are optimistic about concluding agreements with them.

Mr. MOORHEAD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mike.
Mr. SYNAR. Thank you very much, Rob.
Mr. Rogers, let me ask you a question I have been trying to get

an answer to for some time but I haven't been able to get an
answer. Why would a dish owner _pay to receive an imported signal,
with all the imported commercials and the network sports and ev-
erything, when he could get it for free?

Mr. ROGERS. You are Lssuming that a dish owner lives in an area
that could get that service over the air.
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Mr. SYNAR. That is correct. Why would he pay for it?
Mr. RoGERS. To some extent, a dish owner may want to have

access to the non-network programming that is on the network sta-
tion that is being imported. There may be regionalized sports pro-
gramming of some kind that he might want access to. For the most
part, when it comes to access to network programming alone and
that programming which is universally available throughout the
ciAmtry, there wouldn't seem to be much of an incentive to pay for
that which is otherwise available, but there are other elements of
the programming provided by a distant network affiliate that may
be of interest.

Mr. SYNAR. But is it fair to tell a dish owner that when you
scramble the signal, that they are going to have to subscribe to
cable to gat that signal? Because the agreement that you have with
Netlink, if I understand it correctly, prohibits the sale of the signal
to dish owners within the cable franchise area.

Mr. ROGERS. If they are within a cable franchise area and cable
is passed by their homethat is, they have access to a cable system
that is delivering a local network affiliatethey would not be able
to have access to the service.

Our reasons for that are simply that we want to be able to pre-
serve the ability of local stations, particularly those who serve
rural areas, and these are smaller stations of which this kind of
service through dish owners could very much disrupt their econom-
ic base, and I don't mean that in a protectionist type of way, as if
there is a public policy reason to protect the economics of a local
television station simply to protect its economics, but because that
station is in an environment where it is providing local program-
ming when other sources of video programming do not have that
local component.

As a matter for the network or for big market stations, this is
generally not an issue, but for smaller market stations this is an
issue, and in order to put forward a marketplace approach that had
the cooperation of all the NBC affiliates in a way that makes sure
that this is done in a cooperative way with everybody participating
and looking to get service to those dish owners -am don't otherwise
have access to it, this provision was very important.

Mr. SYNAR. Preston, let me ask you something. Am I wrong, or
does it sound a little bit hypocritical that you come in here and you
argue that no one should have a free ride on a compulsory license,
that you are out there competing, and yet you are the same group
that is in here demanding a free ride on "must carry"?

Mr. PADDEN. We are not demanding a free ride on "must carry"
at all. If you repeal the local compulsory license, the cable guy has
got to go out there in the marketplace and negotiate deals to carry
any station that he wants to. I think the "must carry" case is less
compelling. I think there are communications policy objectives
there.

But I think the heart of the matter as we think it relates to the
compulsory license is that when Congress adopted the local com-
pulsory license for cable, it was a "ham and eggs" deal. The cable
guy got the free right to carry any local station he wanted, but he
also had the obligation to not discriminate among the local sta-
tions. If we are going to have no "must carry" and the cable guy

D3
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can discriminate, carrying the ones he thinks he has to have to sell
his service but not carrying the ones he thinks he can get away
with not carrying, then the question, it seems to us, is whether
Congress wants to, in effect, subsidize that discrimination by
making the compulsory license available for him to effect that dis-
crimination.

Mr. SYNAR. That is an interesting interpretation of history and
also judgmc nt. I don't think that is what the cable people had in
mind when they were picking and choosing between various inde-
pendents.

You mentioned in response to a question by Carlos that you are
going to provide for the committee some information about duplica-
tive services and programming. I hope the chairman will keep the
record open because--

Mr. PADDEN. I will get it up to every member of the subcommit-
tee before the end of the week.

Mr. SYNAR. All right.
I have been provided, just for my preparation for this hearing,

the WGN ratings which show for all throughout the country that
basically they don't have much of a market share, whether it be
Chicago where it is three, and you go to the top six, and it goes to
one, and then most of the market share and the ratings for WGN
signal throughout all the markets--and I am not just talking about
a limited numberare basically nothing. In fact, in the couple of
areas of duplicative programming they are not reportable. That is,
about half of these are not reportable.

Mr. PADDEN. I am familiar with the data you are talking about,
and I have other data that I think you will find when you focus on
specific programs, rather than washing out the effect over broad
day parts, you will see a far more significant impact than in the
data you are looking at.

But I would say that beyond the issue
SYNAR. Let me ask you a question

Mr. PADDEN. OK. Go ahead.
Mr. SYNAR. Let me ask you a question. i mean I didn't even ask

you a question, you are rattling here, and I want to ask a question.
Given the fact that what this stuff shows and you say that it is
not going to show this, and it will be interesting to see what yournumbers arethis is a pretty small number of viewers that are
being affected. It doesn't really look like it is having a negative
effect on the independent TV signals, as you argue.

believe your argument would have more appeal if you could
show that the impact is greater. I am hard pressed, looking at this
data with respect to agree. You are coming in here and arguing
that you are being crushed, and it doesn't appear like you are
being crushed.

Mr. PADDEN. Well, like I said, I will be glad to provide you withother data that I think you will find shows a more significant
impact, particularly when you focus on specific programs.

Mr. SYNAR. Specific programs?
Mr. PADDEN. Specific programs.
I think the impact is there, but beyond Ow., the question that I

think we are talking about here is, should Congress, looking into
the future, adopt another compulsory license to further the oppor-

cs4
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tunity for someone else to exhibit the programs we have an exclu-
sive license for? I think the copyright question has to be, do our
contracts mean anything?

I mean in a month broadcasters are going to descend by the
thousands on the NATPE programming convention in Houston,
and they are going to go out there and mortgage their first-born
children for very expensive programming, and they are going to
sign contracts that say they are getting exclusive rights, and the
question is, the copyright laws of this country, are they going to
honor and respect those contracts?

I think I can refute the data you have that shows there is no
impact, but even if I couldn't, I think that begs the question of
whether there is some reason why the copyright laws of this coun-
try should not honor and respect those contracts, just like they do
network contracts. I am trying hard not to feel too bad about all
the attention lavished on the network-affiliate partnership and the
sanctity of network program contracts. I don't see why, under the
copyright laws, the fact that a contract is with a network organiza-
tion rather than a program syndicator ought to make any differ-
ence at all about whether it is honored and respected by our laws.

Mr. SYNAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MALARA. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Synar.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Malara.
Mr. MALARA. One of the questions that you asked aboutWhy

would a dish owner pay for service that he already has? We have
found in a number of our conversations and conversations out of
affiliate markets thatand i would hesitate to characterize this in
a general statement or a summary statement, but almost all of the
concern from the dish owners seems to be in the area of sports. As
you well know, having access to 40 or 50 football games on a week-
end for the sports junkie which provides hours and hours of enter-
tainment seems to be one of the overriding reasons, the compelling
reason, why the dish owners would wish for that access. It is cer-
tainly not, as you point out, in the area of seeing a CBS signal from
a distant area. That is one of the great considerations, I think, we
have found from dish owners who talk about having access to all
the sports signals.

Mr. SYNAR. Why would they pay for it if they can get it for free?
That was my question.

Mr. MALARA. The question of getting it free from the current
systemthat is what we are trying, hopefully, to do here. I thought
that your question was, why would we make this cable exclusive or
get rid of the cable operation? One of the reasons, obviously, is to
protect, as Phil has said in the past--the fact that on the cable
system that is serving that market is the most local station. That is
the first consideration.

Mr. ROGERS. It is a different game that the imported signal may
be carrying and the local signal mp.y be carrying.

Mr. SYNAR. I understand. I have to watch Redskins games ad
nauseum in this town.

Mr. MCCAULEY. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Synar, if I might add one
thing, we would agree that market place forces are primarily the
determinant, and it is our experience that if people can get some-
thing for free they don't wish to pay for it. The exception is usually
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in the case of sports indeed, and we have turned down many, many
people who would wish to see the Broncos but live within a "non-
white area" and in our test marketing we have denied them serv-
ice. So we would agree with that.

Additionally, Mr. Padden suggests that stations such as WTBS
and WOR and WGN should be available within grade B areas to
cable subscribers on cable systems but not to dish owners, and I
think that it would be unfair to have it available on cable but not
on dish.

Additionally, I would like to mention that the provision in the
"white area" definition that they have to be served by either over-
the-air or by cable was suggested by the networks because of the
localism that they wish to favor here and which we, of course, sup-
port. So that was at their suggestion.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from North Carolina, Mr.
Coble.

Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be brief.
Mr. McCauley, the chairman touched on this earlier. You indi-

cated, and I think you gave a number of viewers who are so re-motely located they can receive this. Did you say one million?
Mr. MCCAULEY. Yes. I think we all agree that approximately 1

percent or approximately 1 million is the figure.
Mr. COBLE. OK. Thank you.
Mr. Malara, I will address this to you, but any of you can answer

it. Speaking of these one million remotely located viewers who
can't get the signal, at this juncture is there any sort of duty that
the Congress should come into play on this, or should we let the
marketplace determine how to get that signal, how to dispense that
signal and penetrate into that home? I realize you all want toandI don't say this critically--you want to get in 100 percent of thehomes. I mean that is what you are in bils!ness for, and you are
almost there.

That may sound like a slow curve I'm tossing up to you, but
what is your response to that, Mr. Malara?

Mr. MALARA. I always had trouble with slow curves, Mr. Con-
gressman.

In our statement at the affiliate board meeting, one of the open-ing lines was that we recognized that the goal of the television
system in the United States is universal service. It is also, as had
been brought up earlier, localism. We share your every concern
that everyone who wants to see television, free, over-the-air televi-
sion, should see it. Networks and other people have come before
this committee and other committees and said that we believe that
Government intervention should be kept at a minimum. We prefer
to be able to work these things out for ourselves. It is always in the
best interests of people who are in our kind of business to do this
for ourselves. We have come to you on a number of other regula-
tions and asked you to allow the marketplace to work.

CBS and other networks, I am sure, have always said, "We would
like to do this by ourselves." We believe, therefore, that we can't
come to you in one committee meeting, as has already been sug-
gested in another case, and ask for something and be inconsistent
in another area. CBS has always been consistent; that is best left toprivate enterprise, localism, non-government intei. vention. We
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think we can find a way to do that, and with the help of Net link
and other suppliers of that kind of service, maybe we can. We are
trying to work toward that while, at the same time, making sure
that that station operator who is located in whatever area of North
Carolina providing the local news and programming is respected as
to his exclusivity with our network.

Mr. Com. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentlewoman from Colorado.
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Chairman, I think this gentleman wanted to be

heard.
Dr. SHERMAN. Just from the point of view of one group of net-

work affiliates, Congressman Coble. There is nothing that has occu-
pied us more in the past six months in our meetings and discus-
sions than trying to find a way in which we in the private sector
could come to an agreement with Net link in order to be able to
provide that service to the "white areas". So we would appreciate
the opportunity to be able to try to resolve these differences our-
selves, and we are definitely working toward that goal, sir.

Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentlewoman from Colorado.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank the

witnesses.
Actually, I don't have much to add to it, but the things that I

have seen we really have not talked about. Let's go back to Mr.
Synar's question about what kind of an economic threat is this
really, I have seen studies showing that if people don't see what
they want to see, and they have a satellite, and they have cable,
and they have everything else, they also nave a VCR. So they turn
it all off and go get a movie. So that the economic arguments of
five years ago or something have now shifted a lot because people
have even one more option, and that is why these figures look like
this. I don't know if that is really true, but when I talk to people in
the industry, that is what they tell me.

Then we get down to the legalistic argument of, how exclusive is
exclusive?

Mr. PADDEN. I understand your question. Our fear is largely
predicated on where we think the satellite dish industry is likely to
go. High definition television is likely to be delivered to homes by
satellite broadcast before local broadcasters are able to get there. If
we are showing the Cosby Show on an NTSC picture and somebody
else has got the right to feed it down on a high definition picture, it
is going to give people more of an incentive to abandon us and go
the satellite.

We recognize that there is competition of all kinds. You are
right: VCR's are eating into our audiences. I am not here asking
you to ban VCR's. But ttie VCR people don't have a compulsory li-
cense to programs that have beer, licensed exclusively to us.

All we are saying to you is, if we choose that the Cosby Show is
going to be our weapon in this new, highly competitive matket-
place, and if we pay a market clearing price for the exclusive
rights to that show, please don't give another medium with which
we are competing a Go` rnment license for the same program.
That is all we are asking.
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Mrs. SCHROEDER. But they are also going to have to pay. I can't
believe that the Cosby Show isn't going to make sure that they also
are paying.

Mr. PADDEN. Under your bill, it is 12 cents per subscriber per
month.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. That is a lot of money if you add it all up,
though, isn't it?

Mr. PADDEN. Believe me, our guys would take that deal in a
minute.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. That is interesting. I think that might be an in-
teresting component of your economic argument that we should
look at.

Mr. PADDEN. As I said, one station in the Los Angeles market is
going to be paying a million dollars a month for one single half-
hour show.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. But how many viewers will watch that? So if
you divided the viewers into that----

Mr. PADDEN. We will be happy to do that math, and I think you
will find that our guys are coming way out on the short end of that
arrangement.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Obviously, Los Angeles will pay a whole lot
more than a smaller market.

Mr. PADDEN. But the 12 cent figure, of course, includes any view-
ers in Los Angeles that the licensee under this compulsory license
wishes to serve.

Again, we are not antagonistic to the notion of bringing televi-
sion service to rural dish owners, and if we could all agree that
that is what we want the bill to do, I assure you, you will not find
us being difficult about how you define that. Our only problem is
giving somebody else a license to exhibit the programs we pur-
chased exclusively in our own markets.

Mrs SCHROEDER. Let me ask one other question. I guess it is be-
cause I live in another time zone. One of the things that we findhappens is that when you do have these "superstations", whatever
it is they are running, they run it in another time.

Mr. PADDEN. And I guess the judgment you have to make is
whether the hour difference, in your judgment, justifies amending
the copyright laws of this country to say that the program con-tracts of the local station don't mean anythhig That is what it
comes down to.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Or whether the exclusivity rule means you con-trol all the time for that program in that market.
Mr. PADDEN. You know, everybody else in this marketplacethe

cable networksare free to purchase exclusive program rights and
tout those exclusive program rights as a reason why you ought to
watch their service as opposed to some other service. We are only
seeking the same right.

I would point out that the satellite carriers, if they had pur-
chased rights in their programming before they scrambled it, they
wouldn't have a problem today. I mean HBO has no problem
scrambling its 1:- agramming because HBO owns its programming.
The only reason these people have a problem is, they went into
business selling programs to people that they didn't have any
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rights in, and instead of going to the owners of the programming to
get those rights they are now coming to you.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Mr. McCauley.
Mr. MCCAULEY. Congresswoman, thank you.
I find it interesting that Mr. Padden, who spends so much of his

time cable bashing, wishes to give cable subscribers rights that he
doesn't wish to give to dish owners. I think that that is very unfor-
tunatA, because it would be unfair to deprive these people of the
same programming.

I think Mr. Synar's information there demonstrates that indeed
the imported signal doesn't receive the viewership that the local of

does. Most people prefer to watch their local stations. So I
think that that is the argument.

Mr. JUNES. Congresswoman, there is one technological aspect of
this that is a bit of a concern to me that might shed some light on
it. I think to draw an exact parallel between satellite and cable
would be inappropriate. The problem with cable and what it repre-
sents as a deterrent to the broadcast system as we know it, which
is giving 99 percent of the public a free signal, is much different
than what cable has done or could do in that competitive environ-
ment.

So I think to make them on a par basis when you are comparing
things would not be appropriate. 1 think you have to look at the
fact that satellite is generally accepted throughout the country,
and that could eventually erode the localism system, whereas cable
can bring into each community a specific local system and stations.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Well, satellites do erode it, but the other thing
that is so interesting about it is the thing that makes it so appeal-
ing, the localism system of especially sports. I mean people move
around, and they still want to follow the teams, and that seems to
be one way they get it.

Mr. JONES. The local teams normally, without fail, quite frankly,
are delivered to their local community. That is our charge, and if
we are not servicing with the Denver Broncos in Denver we are in
trouble.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. That is true in Denver, but people who happen
to move from Denver and want to see it somewhere else then are
attracted to the satellite.

Mr. JONES. That is a little difficult to deal with. Maybe they
shouldn't have moved if they loved the team that much. We are
there to service a local community, and that is what we try to do,
serve that local community, and to take the presumption that we
should serve someone else's community I don't think would be--

Mrs. SCHROEDER. No, no, no. I am saying you are serving the
local community. Then someone pulling it out and feeding it off the
satellite to other communities is part of what makes that service
att'active, especially in re sports. I don't think you understand
what I am saying.

Mr. JONES. But if you extended that out, Congresswoman I un-
derstand what you are saying on the short haul, but if you ex-
tended that out to what it dilutes in the local system and then the
local entity's ability to do business, it would go out of business be-
cause it would be watered down to the point that you really
couldn't serve your community.

2r 9
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Has the gentlewoman concluded?
Mrs. SCHROEDER. I am not sure I understand all of that, but

thank you.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Virginia.
Mr. SLAUGHTER. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENM3IER. The gentleman from California.
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Is there anything in the bill that conceptually is inconsistent in

terms of the way it treats net work affiliates and independent sta-tions? I have heard a lot of talk about nondiscrimination and that
area, but I don't quite understand what is being talked about.

Mr. PADDEN. Not currently, Mr. Berman, and I am somewhat at
the same disadvantage, because I haven't seen any language that
makes that kind of discrimination. But we understand that amend-
ments will be offered that affect that kinu of discrimination.

Mr. BERMAN. What does that mean? What would the amendment
do?

Mr. PADDEN. The network organizations will seek to absent
themselves from this bill. Now that is an objective. Don't get me
wrong; I don't fault them for it. If I was a network, my first priori-
ty would be to try and get myself out of this bill, too. I would worry
about local stations and independent stations as a second priority.

Mr. BERMAN. Let's see if that is something you need to worry
about any longer.

Mr. ROGERS. I think, Congressman, that our view is that if thereis a marketplace mechanism to provide service to rural dish
owners along the lines of the agreement we have entered into with
Netlink, that there wouldn't be any basis for needing to extend the
compulsory license for purposes of network signals, and therefore
the bill as drafted is unnecessary.

Mr. BERMAN. Then you are opposed to this bill because of the
compulsory license?

Mr. ROGERS. That is right. We would take the view that a com-
pulsory license is not necessary if a marketplace mechanism exists
to accomplish the same goal of providing service to rural dish
owners, which we think our Netlink agreement does. There may be
certain aspects of effectuating a Netlink scheme which a market-
place approach can't entirely take care of. Th le may be certain
elements of the programming clearance process in terms of gettingall the rights lined un that may require some form of limited com-
pulsory license, limited in terms of time and limited in terms of
what it covers. Be; an approach which mandates a scheme through
a compulsory license as opposed to the voluntary one that we have
taken we wouldn't think is necessary.

Mr. BERMAN. So you are saying you are not necessarily opposed
to the bill but you might want to exempt the networks from the
fundamental coverage of the compulsory license.

Mr. Roams. In its present form, we would not support the bill.
We would. recognize there may be certain limited aspects of a com-
pulsory license that may be necessary here to effectuate our kind
of scheme.

Mr. 'BERMAN. The second question, I guess, is in response to this
gentleman from Netlink's comments about Mrs. Schroeder's ques-tion. What is the conceptual justification, other than it is an addi-
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tional and much, much smaller annoyance to the independent tele-
vision stations, to legislate syndicated exclusivity, if that is what
you are asking us to do in this bill, when that doesn't apply to the
much larger cable network?

Mr. PADDEN. Well, I am glad you asked that. I wanted the oppor-
tunity to make sure the record shows that I was accused this morn-
ing of unfairly favoring cable systems. [Laughter.]

We have been working since 1980 when the cable television syn-
dicated exclusivity rules were repealed by the FCC to get that pro-
tection restored. For anyone who is not familiar with it, the FCC
repealed the recognition and protection of independent stations'
syndicated programming but retained the protection of network af-
filiate network programming.

Mr. BERMAN. Network affiliate network.
Mr. PADDEN. That is right. That is right.
We have been trying to get syndicated exclusivity protection

back ever since. There is a proceeding going forward at the FCC
right now in which the FCC has proposed to reinstate- -

Mr. BERMAN. Let me just make sure I understand that. Under
FCC rules right now, a cable operator cannot bring in the network
signal on a station where there is a local affiliate.

Mr. PADDEN. That is right. To give you a precise example, the
Cosby Show will be running first run on the network and off -net-
work in reruns on independent stations at the same time. The
cable operator will be able to duplicate the rerun episodes running
on the independent station. He will not be free to duplicate the
first run episode running on the network. Why anyone thinks that
makes sense is beyond me.

My point simply is, we are trying to get syndicated exclusivity
protection back at the FCC. We think we are close, and to us this
bill represents a giant step in the wrong direction.

Mr. BERMAN. But everything you are saying, all your comments
about--

Mr. PADDEN. Apply equally to cable. Absolutely, sir.
Mr. BERMAN. cable really make no sense unless that also ap-

plies in the cable area.
Mr. PADDEN. They do apply, and I assure you our filings at the

FCC are consistent with everything that we have said here today.
Mr. BERMAN. OK.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. If I may just comment, I think the problem is,

what the bill is premised on is establishing some parity between
dish owners and cable subscribers, but what is affecting independ-
ent television is that the same old problems that they have had
with cable are replicated here in terms of the earth station owner
and there is no particular reason for independent television sta-
tions to embrace this bill because of that. It is a modest extension,
modest indeed, of really what they regard as flawedold battles
that have been lost with the FCC and through other entities.

Mr. SYNAR. I'll vouch that Preston has been working against
cable all these years and he didn't try to curry favor with them
today. [Laughter.]

Mr. PADDEN. Thank you, Mr. Synar.
Mr. SYNAR. Thank you very much.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Ohio, Mr. DeWine.
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Mr. DEWINE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. McCauley, is the technology available to black out lA

five programming in a local area? For example, if the "supersta-
tion' is running MIAISIH and you are going into a local area and
some independent station has bought MIAISI-.1 there, is it techni-
cally possible for you to take that half-hour period out and just
black it out?

Mr. McCAmm. It is technically possible to take any period of
time and black it out.

Mr. DEWI11E. For a specific area.
Mr. MCCAULEY. No, not for a specific area. As a satellite foot-

print covers all of North America, so all of North America would
be blacked out.

Mr. DEWINE. So the only way you can do that is to go in on the
receiving end somewhat.

Mr. MCCAULEY. Correctwhich is in the home, which is not pos-
sible.

Currently, per the terms of our NBC agreement, when someone
calls in, we ask them if they can receive their local network affili-
ates off air or via cable; we do that screening process, and we
follow up with a written communication that they have to attest to
this end. For us to do the same on lin independent basis would, we
feel, be absolutely impossible. You would have to sit there and ask,
"Do you get 'Leave It To Beaver' at 7 o'clock in the morning?" to
see if there is syndicated exclusivity, and that would certainly not
be possible.

Mr. DEWINE. Thank you.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Just following up on that, if an earth station

owner said, "Gee, you know, I've got a dish here, and currently I'm
picking up network signals off the satellite; Actually, I'm in a
grade B area, but I don't have a normal antenna, and I can't really
get them adequately, but you are going to determine that I can't
pick up NBC; then it forces me to go back and put up an antenna
and try to get what has been an inadequate signal perhaps, as far
as I'm concerned, from the local affiliate." What is your response
to them in that situation?

Mr. MCCAULEY. After spending many, many hours discussing
how to define the "white area" definition, we came to the determi-
nation there is only one person that can truly judge whether they
are in a "white area" or not, an that is the viewer themselves.
They know whether they can get it off air and whether it is an ac-
ceptable quality picture, which is why we ask, "Can you receive
your local network affiliate off air or via cable?" and at that point
they are the judge of that. If cable is running by but they haven't
chosen to hook it up, then they have the option to get their local
affiliate, and we cannot serve them in that case. But we don't turn
them down if they can't get it.

Mr. KASTENMEIEh. Then your answer to Mr. DeWine was that
you do not presently Nave the capability technically of discriminat-
ing between or among programs but you do among channels. That
is to say, you can distinguish among certain channels that you
would authorize, as opposed to programs within a given--

Mr. MCCAULEY. Correct. When we uplink KCNC, to use an exam-
ple, it goes on to a transponder on a satellite, that is then beamed
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down and covers all of the United States at that point. For us to
block out a half-hour program of that would be to block it out to
the entire United States, not to just a local market.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Boucher.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I noticed in the testimony that was presented by all three net-

works that there is a reference to the assertion that the networks
are presently serving about 99 percent of the TV households in
America. I wonder where that figure comes from. Could I get com-
ments with respect to that from the network representatives here?

Mr. ROGERS. From NBC's point of view, it is a very hard number
to get totally accurate numbers on, but that is a combination of
NBC's own in-house research in terms of compilation of station
reach and cable system reach and I believe, to some extent, Nielsen
data has contributed to the NBC research efforts in trying to arrive
at that number. It is something along the lines of 1 percent.

Mr. BOUCHER. I thought perhaps you were relying on the FCC's
statistics. Is that really not where it comes from?

Mr. ROGERS. I have seen similar FCC statistics. I don't know
what the FCC has done to develop. their own numbers there, but
our research indicates that it is about a 1 percent figure.

Mr. BOUCHER. Let me just state to you a concern and I would
happy to get your response and perhaps the CBS representative's
response as well.

It is my understanu'ang that what is often used to arrive at a
figure similar to this is the FCC's grade B contour map, which is
essentially just a line, a circle, which is drawn around the televi-
sion station based upon its power with a prediction thereby arrived
at as to the number of households that are served by that station.

The problem is that that really is the basis of this estimate. It
doesn't take into account physical obstructions to the transmission,
such as mountain ranges. I live in an area that has a lot of moun-
tains And I have about 10,000 constituents who have backyard sat-
ellith dishes. I know that in my congressional district, 99 percent of
our people don't have access to all three networks.

I am just questioning where you get this figure from, and I
wonder how accurate it is.

Mr. ROGERS. I think your assessment is a fair one. I think if we
were to come up with a number of how many households are truly
outside of any service area, that might be a number smaller than 1
percent. When you combine that with those small pockets where
they may be within a grade B contour, but, as you state, have ob-
structed access to viewing, that is when the number increases
somewhat to the 1 million household range.

I agree with your analysis that it is not fair for purposes of
coming up with that figure only to take into account those rural
homes that are located at a distance beyond the reach of a signal.

Mr. BOUCHER. Even though they lie within the grade B contour
of three local affiliates that offer network services.

Mr. ROGERS. That is right.
Mr. BOUCHER. Let me ask you this. My whole point in being a

cosponsor of this measure is just to make sure that fundamental
fairness is provided to the owners of backyard dishes and that they
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will be in a position to get "superstation" signals as well as receiveall three networks.
There are "white areas," we know that. I tend to think it is morethan 1 percent of all television households. There may be some

debate about that. I know in my area, it is clearly more than 1 per-cent.
What would the networks say if our legislation were amended in

such a way that the limited compulsory licenses we are providing
only applied with respect to network signals in those areas that wedefine as "white areas" by whatever definition we arrive at here?Wouldn't that satisfy your basic concern and couldn't you see yourway clear to support that?

Mr. Roams. I think that is essentially the approach that wehave developed with NETLINK. We have a very flexible definition
of unserved "white area." It is not one based on grade B contour; itis one that is intended to deal with just the types of issues youhave raised.

I think our response would be that why would a compulsory li-
cense be necessary to effectuate that if, in fact, nur agreement isintended to provide a voluntary marketplace solution to achieve
the same end.

Mr. BOUCHER. The simple answer is that we have no assurance
that your agreement is going to be permanent in nature, whereas
we could have somewhat more assurance of a continued receptabi-
lity of network signals were we to enact this legislation.

Mr. Roans. I think what that involves is an assessment on yourpart that we don't have an incentive to achieve universal service
and I think, in fact, we do. To the extent it is a "white area" ap-proach, there is all the incentive in the world to expand our cover-age to 100 percent, whether you think it is 97 percent or 99 percent
now. We do have that incentive to achieve universal service. Wewould like to be able to do it. The complicating factor has alwaysbeen, how do you do that in a way that doesn t undermine local-ism. The voluntary approach that we have come up with, andworked out with our affiliates, I think does provide a basis for
them to cooperate and contribute to it, too, so there is nobody outthere with a disincentive to sef) this NETLINK effort achieved.

Mr. BOUCHER. I hear what you are saying.
Yes, sir.
Mr. MALARA. I think I just want to add the CBS support for two

very, very specific positions. I mentioned earlier a consistency in atleast our position, not being empowered, obviously, to speak for theother two networks.
It would serve the network no purposeno good purpose at allto be speaking on one hand in other corridors in this building andin other buildings on Capitol Hill to speak about the business ofuniversal, free, over-the-air television and allowing these business-

es to operate that way and come to you in another venue and say,
"We really don't have that consistency and we really don't meanwhat we say."

To be here and not be clearly, deeply interested in whatever it is,1 percent, 11/2 percent or 2 percentit has never been a matter ofa number for us. We have recognized clearly there are people out-side current service areas, current extension of cable systems, cur-

"
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rent translator service. There are, as Dr. Sherman already men-
tioned, thousands of translators around.

We have said, whether it is 400,000, a million, a million and a
half or two million makes no difference. Those people deserve serv-
ice. When we appear at a committee hearing in some other build-
ing and say, "We believe in universal television service-free over
the air, that is what we are dedicated to," you have to take that
statement as exactly what it says and exactly what we mean.

If it is 2 million people, we will find a way to serve those 2 mil-
hop people. That is, in fact, what that translator task force tried to
do at CBS with our affiliates in early 1986. What we found was
that indeed, there was this isolated home, even in the backyard or
the shadow of the tower, that could not see that service and we
have to find a way to do that.

Mr. ROGERS. If I could just make one further point, Congressman,
in stating our position, I don't want to suggest that there may not
be a limited element of a compulsory license here when it comes to
service to "white areas" or unserved areas that might be helpful,
as I mentioned, in terms of program clearances of nonnetwork pro-
gramming. It may be helpful in order to effectuate this scheme to
have some type of very limited compulsory license so there may be
something there that, if the marketplace solution can't totally do
the trick, enables our agreement to be put into effect.

Mr. BOUCHER. I appreck.te very much your comments. I see what
may be the outlines of a possible compromise here that I think
meets the legitimate concerns of your network affiliates, and yet,
at the same time, assures the continued receptability of your sig-
nals within these "white areas."

I thank you very much for those responses.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. The Chair might just add that I don't think

the network representatives or the affiliates this morning are fully
prepared to discuss their plan, but I think they have one pretty
much in mind and will submit something to us so we can examine
it in some detail in terms of whether it meets the policy tests and
so forth.

I just have one or two quick questions, based partly on what Mr.
Malara and Mr. Rogers said, addressed to Mr. McCauley, the basis
being that the networks are interested in the universal reception of
their programming, rather than a return to them. I think NBC has
said that whatever agreement they have with NETLINK, they are
really not contemplating making very much money out of the rela-
tionship. They are more or less interested in extending the service
to unserved areas. That seems to be a network end.

Therefore, I would ask you, as a representative of NETLINK,
whatand obviously this is going to cost the person who ultimately
subscribes to the servicedo you contemplate charging them for
each network signal that you are going to provide them, in general
parameters?

Mr. MCCAULEY. We have discussed with NBC, the concept of
keeping the cost low. The concept we have talked about is to pro-
vide the network signals, whether it is one, two or three that they
are eligible to receive based on our screening, for approximately $2
per month,
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Do you expect any part of your programming
to consist of that which is covered by compulsory license with re-spect to cable today?

Mr. MCCAULEY. We currently sell these signals to cable systems
in remote areas that need any of the six signals, whether it is net-
work affiliate, PBS or independent programming. We have sub-
scribers in such places as Nome, Alaska, where they have not been
able to receive network programming before and remote towns in
Colorado that have never received it before. So, yes, we do provide
service that way.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Is your contract with the networks exclusive?
That is to say, would any other distributor have to come to you?

Mr. MCCAULEY. Absolutely not. It is a nonexclusive agreement.
Mr. ROGERS. That was a very important issue for us as well, Con-

gressman.
Dr. SHERMAN. It is also a very important issue for the affiliates.

We want those contracts to be nonexclusive.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you. This has been very helpful this

morning. There probably are a number of other questions we might
ask you, but you have been very forthcoming and we appreciate
the contributions that you, individually and collectively, have
made. It is a very large panel indeed. I know I am going to want to
talk to, among others, Mr. Padden, in the future as well because I
know that the networks and affiliates have perhaps worked some-thing out. I don't know that it includes independent television. We
want to talk separately to you.

In any event, we thank you gentlemen for your testimony.
Our last paneland I am sorry to reach them so late, but this is

the way things often to. This panel consists of witnesses who repre-
sent large groups of earth station owners, especially those living in
rural areas of this country.

Our first witness will be a long-time friend, Bob Bergland, who is
Executive Vice President of the National Rural Electrical Coopera-
tive Association. Bob served here in the House of Representatives
with great distinction between 1970 and 1976. He was also Secre-
tary of Agriculture during the Carter Administration.

The second witness on the panel will be Rick Brown, who repre-
sents many thousands of dish owners who belong to the Home Sat,
ellite Television Association.

The third witness is Mr. Bob Phillips, Chief Executive Officer of
the National Rural Telecommunications Cooperative Association.

Gentlemen, I am going to call on Mr. Bergland first because I
know he has a commitment and if there are any questions to ask of
Mr. Bergland, we will put them to Mr. Bergland after he concludes
and then he would be free to leave if he so chooses to meet his com-mitment.

I am delighted to greet you, Bob. You may proceed as you wish.
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TESTIMONY OF BOB BERGLAND, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION;
BOB PHILLIPS, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, NATIONAL RURAL
TELECOMMUNICATIONS COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION; AND
RICHARD L. (RICK) BROWN, HOME SATELLITE TELEVISION AS-
SOCIATION

Mr. BERGLAND. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and mem-
bers of the subcommittee. In the interest of time, we would like to
submit a statement for the record and shorten it to discuss a couple
of important points.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Without objection, your statement and,
indeed, all of the other statements that are prepared and submitted
to the committee will be accepted and made a part of the record.

Mr. BERGLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We are here today to support the principles embodied in the bill,

H.R. 2848. We are an association of 930 distribution cooperatives
located in 46 States serving about 11 million rural families.

Of that 11 million, about 7 million or so are beyond the reach of
cable. These are families who will never have access to cable be-
cause of the lack of density. We average only five families per mile
of line. Cable systems, on the other hand, require 20 to 25 or more
families to make cable service affordable. So there is a large popu-
lation in rural places that will never enjoy the benefits brought by
cable. Unfortunately, their access to direct broadcasting is, in
many instances, very poor, and in some cases, nonexistent.

To meet the needs of our rural constituency we organized a coop-
erative. We in the electric program joined with the rural telephone
network and a finance subsidiary to form the National Rural Tele-
communications Cooperative about two years ago. It is now under
way. We have more than 500 of our affiliated members who have
joined this association. They are now getting trained, getting
equipped and are in the business of offering packaged signals to
their viewers.

NRTC's program, Rural TV, is becoming well known and while
we are new in the business, we are now enlisting about 100 fami-
lies a day.

In addition to discussing the entertainment, news and informa-
tion brought by the television industry, Mr. Chairman and mem-
bers of the subcommittee, I want to bring your attention to a very
distressing development in rural places. We are losing population
fast in 20 StatesTexas to the Canadian line and Mississippi River
to the Rocky Mountains. In fact, about half the rural counties are
losing population and have been in the midst of a population de-
cline now for six or seven years.

NRECA has have organized a campaign to deal with economic
development in rural places. We simply need more jobs in rural
places to diversify those economies. In this high-technology age, we
realize that essential to any kind of permanent community and
economic development is the need for access to information
through the miracles of electronics.

So it is essential to any development effort that we have access
to the kinds of technologies which the television industry can
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bring, not only for news and information, but for training and forother market information.
We are encountering some real problems and today, Mr. Chair-man, we have the Chief Executive Officer of our combined associa-tion, Mr. Bob Phillips, who is an attorney out of Kansas. I wouldlike to yield to him to deal with some of the more technical mat-

ters embodied in the bill and a couple of recommended changes.
Mr. Phillips.
[The statement of Mr. Berg land follows:]
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Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee. My name is
Sob Hen/land. I an the Executive Vice President of the Naticeal Rural
Electric Cooperative Associaticn (NAZCA). NRECA is the naticnal
organization representing more than 1,000 not-for-profit, cccanmer-awned
systems providing central station electric service to more than 25 million
Americans. We serve the sparsely-settled areas in 2600 of the Nation's
3100 counties in 46 states. We cover 75% of America's land mess, but only
12% of the population.

I smear before you today to speak in support of H.R. 2848, the Satellite
Home Viewer Copyright Act. Themendership of ERICA feels passage of this
legislation is essential to eliminate the uncertainty presently
eurrar ding the delivery of scrambled broadcast signal to the TURD market.

The delivery of quality television signal to the Americans living in rural
parts of the United States is of great importance to NRECA. TO this end,

NREZA joinel with two related organizations, the National Rural Utilities
Cooperative Finance Corporation (CPC) and the National Telephone
Cooperative Association (NW, to form the Naticeel Rural
TOUCCSIMUrtialti0113 Cooperative (NRTC). Chief anrogNIZIC's missions was to
negotiate the right to distributeapeckage of television signals to be
reoeived by rural residents owning satellite television dishes. To date,
NRTC has nearly 500 member utility systems in 45 states.

0 Li



In any, 1987, WIC emnounced a package of signal, "Rural TV", thichcontains 18 thermals of nun, Novi*, supeatatiau and sports
programming. Rural W, which was formally lamohed on October 1, 1987,
currently serves wee than 6,000 homes. NM members report that they areadding 100 raw homes a dayl Rural IV end the tiRM are up and rtrinirq. Weat taliCa are maxi of their accosplisimmunts and are looking forward totheir many suoceseas.

le. Chairmen, why do we feel that we ... rural utili systems ... need tobe involved in the business of satellite television delivery? Thisis a fair question. We feel that our activities in area are smilerin nature to the reasons we become involved in the delivery ofelectricittyy. In the aid- 1930's, rural electric cooperatives were
establiahhad so that rural Americans could join together and create forthemselves, on a cooperative, not-for-crofit basis, a delivery system tobring the benefits of new technology to the '.deserved areas. These ruralutilities brought electricity to farmers mkt rural dwellers triable toobtain basic eervices at any price, simply because of their motellocation. The cooperative, self-help spirit arst the service orientationof these rural cooperative utilities have serviced rural America well forover fifty years.

Projections shoe that more than 20 *Mica U.S. hams will never receivethe benefit of cable television service because population density willnot sconmically Notify the extansiat of cable service. We know thatapproximately severity-five percent (75%) of our 11 million
cooperative-served homes currently have no access to cable service andnever will have. It is these unnerved rural hurricane who live withoutthe benefit of modern television programing that MC seeks to serve.
Itday, there is a new technology which promises rural Marie* more of thebenefits of modem living. Satellite-based telecomamications is atechnology antra -made for rural America. It is a tsctnology that hascrested a delivery system where idles and density simply don't matter.Now, the rural dialler can have soars to intonation, education and evene ntertainment from his can bado yard dish. Sut, the hose satellite diahis more than an enhancement to the quality of life in rural America. Thisis the information age Aare use of the high tedstology and exam toinformation will separate the winners and been in the 21st century.This technology is essential because it will be a key link in providingeducational opportunities, stimulating development and °anemic growth andfostering new jobs and opportunities.

Our goal today is to deliver satellite programing to these unnervedconsumers with local service orientation at an affordable monthly costwhich is truly comparable to cable subscription service.
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During the 1980's the rural economy has taken a dramatic turn downward.
he lbonomic Research Service (US Department of Togicell- ture) recently

oompletedl a study which provides a great donl of informationcan rur..1
population trends, job growth, tnecloyment and persons living in
poverty. The report ocncluies that, in wet major respects, the_trinda_
ard.sat.laok-fauoza-mes-amnallaembla.

Almost half of all rural counties are losing population;

The amber of rural jots increased by only 4% since 1979, cowered to
en urban job growth rate of 13%;

In every year since 1980, rural areas have had higher uneaplcriment
rates than urban areas;

The rural poverty rate stood at 18.3% in 1985, compared to an urban
rats of 12.7%; aid

In addition, ;my noreetropoLitan areas are experiencing a heavy loss
of people with four or more years of college education, as well as a
loss of high school graduates.

I thank the Committee for its indulgence, itr. Chairman, in reviewing these
statistic' on the poor perforeenoe of our rural economy. It is indeed
disheartanirg. Real electric cooperatives see the hum dimensions of
these statistics every day. I believe our rural systems can be a force in
helping to change the present tmfavorable outlook for rural communities.

Satellite based telecomunicaticns provides one of the simmers. By
rocr=the technology into rural communities Oath, bemuse of their

ty con never qualify for cable television, we can help close the
gap between our nation's urban end rural monads.. Milan rural areas
have the sews access to information and modern teleccomunicaticas as urban
areas, they will inereasingly be left behind as our ocattry completes its
transition to an information and service-based Gomm.

The NEC is striving to bring the benefits of this new technology to rural
America. Through the. rural electric end telephone infrastructure,
affordable satellite tales.amsunicatices services can be delivered.

It my pleasure to introduce, to you, Kr. Chaireen, and merbers of the
Subcomittee, Bob Phillips. I. Phi_ lice is the Chief 1tcecutive Officer
of WIC. He will present, in detail, our position on H.R. 2848.

I thank the Subcommittee for the opprrtunity to appear before you today
and for your welocro of Bob Phillips.
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Phillips, we would be delighted to hear
from you.

Mr. PHILLIPS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. My name is
Bob Phillips and I am the Chief Executive Officer of the National
Rural Telecommunications Cooperative, NRTC.

Mr. Berg land has given you some of the background about our
efforts to bring quality and affordable satellite television informa-
tion, news and programming to rural America.

We have found that the delivery of satellite programming is a
service business and it does depend upon quality programming,
quality equipment and local advice. This kind of customer service
has been a trademark of the rural utility program for over 50
years. To date, we have been successful in developing what we
might call a beginning package.

The Rural Television package is not yet a complete consumer of-
fering, and in our efforts to round out that package, we have at-
tempted to negotiate with programmers in which rural television
customers are interested. Several of those programmers, however,
have refused to do business with the NRTC. This includes cable
programmers, as well as those who up-link distant signals for
broadcast stations via satellite.

Frankly, Mr. Chairman, we are amazed by those who have ap-
peared before you and others to state that they want to help
expand and develop the backyard dish industry, but then refuse to
sell programming through NRTC and others that would like to dis-tribute to the rural consumer.

I do want to stress that we wholeheartedly support H.R. 2848.
While we offer some observations about particular provisions of the
bill and we urge this subcommittee to adopt one amendment that
we believe is essential if H.R. 2848 is going to accomplish its in-
tended purpose.

This amendment would require satellite carriers to distribute
these distance signals to all in a fair and equitable manner. Therehas been some disagreement about the royalty fee payment, but we
believe that a clear and simple 12-cent fee is very straightforward
and we support it.

A few cents difference, though, between the copyright fee paid by
cable systems and what the home dish owner will pay under thisbill is really insignificant when you coma ider the premiums that
are now being charged by the satellite carriers to distribute these
signals to the home satellite dish customer. Some of these so-called
passive common carriers have not been so passive when it comes to
serving the customer. They have charged prices that run from 500-to over 1,000 percent higher than what they would charge a cable
company to distribute the same signal at the same level of servicefor a cable subscriber.

We respectfully suggest to this subcommittee that that is unfair.It is unfair for a passive common carrier to reap a windfall profitfrom the home dish owner by charging these exorbitant rates for
carriage of signal and then refuse to allow distributors to enter the
market. Besides the price-gouging, I might also add that the terms
and conditions that they have levied on distributors that they
choose to do business with and the dish owners to whom they sell
have been very unfair.

:3 i
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Mr. Chairman, as you suggested last year when you introduced
H.R. 2848, the bill should balance the rights of copyright owners by
ensuring payment for use of their property right with the rights of
satellite dish owners by assuring availability at reasonable rates
for these retransmitted signals. In order to ensure the effect of
your bill will be achieved, we want to urge you to place clear, non-
discriminatory language related to access, pricing, terms and condi-
tions pertaining to these carriers who distribute distant broadcast
signals.

In addition to this evidence that we are presenting today, based
on our experience in the market, there is another significant factor
that I would like the committee to examine carefully. Nearly all of
the carriers who up-link "superstations" or network distant signals
are reliant on cable subscribers and cable companies as their larg-
est customer base. We have seen direct evidence of this cable domi-
nance over carriers during the course of our negotiations to serve
the home backyard dish market.

We submit that there is no real competition or reasonable prices
for dish customers if these cable interests own or dominate most of
the programming sources, including these common carriers, while
being allowed to refuse to deal with independent, noncable affili-
ated distributors or, at best, deal only on their own terms, which
we find very onerous.

We agree with the Motion Picture Association of America that
the home dish industry needs both a compulsory copyright license
and some protection from the cable industry in order to reach the
critical mass of audience that would permit the backyard dish in-
dustry to develop its own original sources of programming. We
would. respectfully urge you to level the playing field and afford
equal access to passive common carrier services with nondiscrim-
inatory pricing and fair terms.

On a related subject, I would also note that we heard previous
testimony by the major TV networks that Congress should not
allow dish owners to receive their programming. H.R. 2848 will not
stop them from scrambling their network feeds, but it will allow a
rural dish owner access to a distant broadcast network signal. The
networks and their affiliates have not reached the unserved rural
homes having poor broadcast reception. There is no valid reason
why these rural satellite dish customers should be denied the view-
ing of a broadcast network signal that a cable subscriber can re-
ceive, if they are willing to pay the cost of the copyright fee that a
cable-compulsory license provides and the cost of the signal trans-
mission.

I also wanted to note that NETLINK has come forward with the
networks indicating that they have an outline of a deal purporting
to "save the day." I called NETLINK this past Saturday from my
Northern Virginia home, which does have access to network sig-
nals (although a couple of them are very poor, because I am in a
"slope," so to speak.) NETLINK offered openly to sell me all six of
their stations, including the three networks, for $84 if I would give
them a credit card number on the phone. There was no inquiry
about where I lived or whether or not I received the signals off-air.

Now, I might point out, in all fairness, that I discussed this with
Mr. McCauley yesterday to let him know what I found out in call-
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ing his number. The real point here is that anyone can call in and
there is really no way to check whether the caller can receive off-
air network signals. So NETLINK's method of screening is not ef-
fective.

I think Congressman Synar hit the point right on the head when
he said that a customer that receives off-air local signals wouldn't
pay to receive them by satellite. The point is, I could receive them,
although poorly, but to receive them by satellite, I would have had
to pay NETLINK $84, or I could have bought three of the signals
that SBN up-links for about $50. In neither case would I have
made the purchase because I can receive them over the air.

I also wanted to point out that NETLINK has indicated that
they serve the cable market. Some of our cooperatives have written
in and sent us copies of articles where NETLINK, providing service
through TCI, has taken independent stations and local PBS sta-tions off the cable systems ard substituted NETLINK's six chan-
nels. The city councils and the local leaders are not very happyabout this.

I think that the independent television representatives should
concern themselves perhaps with what is happening in today's
technology, rather than way off in the future, when we talk about
K-Band distribution.

I would say that we strongly Aisagree with the MPAA's sugges-tion that the statutory license created for C-Band should be re-stricted in this bill. We think that the bill should provide for all
satellite distribution, whether it be C- or K-Band.

The final point I would like to make is that we sincerely applaud
your efforts in introducing this bill. It does balance the rights of
copyright owners and the needs of rural Americans for access to
information. We do urge you to pass it, but we would like to see an
amendment that would prevent carrier price-gouging in the home
satellite dish market. Then let's everyone get on with the job of
serving the home satellite dish customer in rural America.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of M r. Phillips follows:]
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BOB PHILLIPS
Chief Executive Ifficer

NATIONAL RURAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS COOPERATIVE
before the

Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and
the Administration of Justice

of the
Judiciary Committee

U.S. House of Representatives

January 27, 1988

regarding
H.R. 2848

THE SATELLITE HOME VIEWER COPYRIGHT ACT OP 1987

Good morning, Mr. Chairman. My name is Bob Phillips. I am the
Chief Executive Officer of the National Rural Telecommunications
Cooperative (NRTC). Bob Bergland, the Executive Vice Presidea
of the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA),
has given you background information about the formation of NRTC
and its efforts to bring rural Americans a quality affordab7.e
package of satellite-delivered information, education and
entertainment programming.

We have found that the delivery of satellite television
programming is a service business. It depends on quality
equipment, local contact and advice, and the kind of custaner
service that rural utilities have provided for over 53 years.
NRTC envisions that its member utilities will serve 'As a "one-
stop shop" for rural consumers who wish to obtain authorization
for scrambled satellite video programming, equipment and service.
Today, some members are teaming up with local satellite equipment
dealers rather than installing equipment directly. Others are
making descramblers available on a lease/purchase plan at
attractive monthly fees. Still others are offering entire
satellite dish systems on the same basis.

Through NRTC, local utility members authorize the descrambling of
programs for their customers with a computer linked directly to
General Instrument's Direct Broadcast Authorization Center.
NRTC's members also have the ability to provide financing for
consumer equipment through the Nations.. Rural Utilities
Cooperative Finance Corporation (CFC), a private, cooperative
lending institution.

Together, NRTC and its member utilities have combined the buying
power of a national cooperative with an established local service
network for distribution of satellite to vision programming.

1
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NRTC has been successful in developing what might appropriately
be called a beginning package of programming services for home
satellite dish customers. The "Rural Television' package is not
yet a complete consumer offering. In our efforts to round-out
the package we have attempted to negotiate with programmers rural
residents are interested in. Several programmers have flatly
refused to do business with NRTC. Others have agreed verbally
and in writing to do business with us, but then reversed their
decision or refused to negotiate. This list includes cable
programmers and carriers who'uplink distant broadcast station
signals via satellite. Frankly, we are amazed by those who have
appeared before you and by the others who say that they want to
expand the developing backyard dish market, but refuse to do
business with distributors like NRTC.

The programming presently offered by NRTC includes the following
basic package of scrambled services: Cable News Network, Headline
News, ESPN, CBN, WON-Chicago, WWOR-New York, WPIX-New York, XTVT-
Dallas. The "Rural Television" package also includes a tier of
programming consisting of the three network affiliate channels
offered through the Satellite Broadcast Networks (SBN), known as
Primetime 24, WABC-New York, WBBN-Chicago, WXIA-Atlanta. NRTC is
also offering a twenty-four hour premium movie service, SelecTV,
through an arrangement with Starion Entertainment.

The distant broadcast signals are a popular feature of the "Rural
Television" package. And we applaud United Video and the
Satellite Broadcast Networks for offering their service to NRTC
and for dealing fairly in the marketplace.

While NRTC is pleased to have our quality package of programming
available for distribution, we are disappointed with the
reluctance and refusals to deal on the part of other programmers.

NRTC entered the market to provide programming to rural utility
members who would serve their consumers on the same wholesale
basis as a cable company. We have set up our own *back office"
and order processing service, direct authorization capability, a
billing and collection system, and promotional programs. All of
these capabilities exist at the local customer level and are
administered by a known and trusted rural utility system.

On this basis we would expect comparable rates for the same
product. We see no reason to discriminate against the home
satellite dish owners because they receive signals via satellite
rather than over a cable line. In fact, each home satellite dish
owner makes a significant investment to receive service. First,
the customer must purchase or lease the dish system, plus a stand
alone descrambler or integrated receiver descrambler. And now
with scrambling, they must also pay for programming. Compare
this involvement and investment to a cable customer's monthly

2
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servixe bill which includes both the delivery system and the
programming.

Mecause of this difference, it's logical to assume programming
costs to dish owners should be considerably less than retail
cable subscription service.

Despite the reasonableness of this logic, we in fact have been
unable to negotiate rates comparable to 'sable wholesale prices
for rural dish owners. Some of the contracts we have signed
ixceed the cable wholesale price by 500 to 700 percent, or more.
We nee no justification for this tremendous price differential.

In order to obtain some contracts, we have also been required to
accept restrictions in the marketplace we serve and the
administrative services we provide. We are very concerned about
the effect of these restrictions on our service to rural America,
and we continue our efforts to resolve these difficulties with
programmers who will do business with us.

Saying all this Mr. Chairman, I want to stress that NRTC supports
H.R. 2848. It's legislation important to the stability of the
satellite dish industry, an industry that holds so much promise
for rural residents.

In consideration of the legislation, we would like to offer our
observations about particular provisions of the bill. And, we
urge the Subcommittee to adopt an amendment which we believe
essential if this bill is to accomplish its intended purpose.
That amendment would require satellite carriers to distribute
distant signals to all in a fair and equitable manner.

There has been disagreement among a number of interested parties
concerning the royalty fee established in this bill. Some
suggest that it is not comparable to the cable compulsory
copyright fees and may be substantially in excess of the average
charge per cable subscriber for the same signal. While we
recognize that today and possibly in the future there may be some
difference in the actual royalty fee paid for cable viewing
versus satellite dish viewing of distant signals, the clear and
simple 12 cent fee which is established in this bill is a
straightforward resolution of the issue.

The cable industry and the Motion Picture Association of America
(MPAA) can continue to battle in the courts over the cable
compulsory fee calculation. However, NRTC supports the copyright
fee as set forth by H.R. 2848.

NRTC was not involved in the deveopmental stages of this
legislation when representatives of the copyright owners, common
carriers, and the home satellite industry agreed to the royalty
fee payment provision. We are pleased that what seems to be a
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fair compromise could be reached with the support of the motionpicture industry.

The HPAA says it wants to see a healthy and competitive homeearth station market develop with the assistance of federalpolicies that preserve competition and promote new entry.4

Unfortunately, however, there is a critical fact that has notbeen presented to this Subcommittee. while the copyright holders
have been willing to help a new home satellite dish industry growand allow important and popular television programming to bedelivered to all reaches of our country, some of the satellite
carriers that simply act as a distribution pipeline have seizedan opportunity to gouge the home satellite dish customer.

A few cents difference between
the copyright fees paid by cablesystems, versus what the home satellite dish owner pays forreceiving the signals direct, is insignificant when compared withthe premiums now charged by these satellite carriers todistribute signals to the home satellite dish customer. This isthe real issue.

Some of the so called "passive common carriers" have not beenpassive when it comes to serving the home dish customer. Thecarriers serving both the cable industry and home dish owners whohave testified before this panel gave no indication of anyincreased cost to serve the home satellite dish customer. And,for good reason. There is no increased cost. Extending serviceto the home dish owner provides incremental revenue. Yet theprices for the home satellite dish customers run from 500 to over1000 percent higher.

As I stated earlier, NRTC has come forward tc purchase thesignals from these "passive common carriers" and perform all ofthe functions of a cable system paying for carriage of thesignal. Still the rates we have been quoted (and in come casesaccepted because there was Bo other choice) have beenunreasonably high.

In addition, some of the "passive common carriers" who are askingthis committee's assistance to expand their business, free oflitigation risk from copyright
infringement, have refused to dobusiness with NRTC and other legitimate distributors to the homesatellite dish market.

1
Testimony of Timothy A. Boggs, Vice President, Public

Affairs, Warner Communications Inc. regarding H.R. 2848 on behalfof Warner Bros. Inc. and the Motion Picture Association ofAmerica, Inc., November 19, 1987.
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We respectfully suggest to the Subcommittee that it is unfair for
a "passive common carrier" to reap a windfall from the home
satellite dish customer by charging exorbitant rates for the
carriage of a distant signal. Much worse, some satellite carriers
are refusing to allow distributors like NRTC to enter the market.

Since the copyright owners of the broadcast station programming
have agreed to a legislatively-negotiated copyright royalty
payment, one would think that at least the satellite carriers
could distribute the signals on fair terms and conditions.

That is not our experience. Besides the price gouging, some
carriers refuse to sell monthly service, offering only annual
prepaid subscriptions. In some cases, satellite equipment
dealers and distributors are required to pay thousands of dollars
in advance for bulk subscriptions. While this provides
convenient up front cash flow and security for the carrier, it
places a hardship on the dealer or distributor and, in turn,
places the home dish owner at an economic disadvantage. They
too, must pay annually.

Requiring them to pay a year in advance will move the
affordability of this new source of information beyond the reach
of many.

We also note that the same common carriers, who have implemented
these advance annual payment requirements, serve the cable market
on a monthly basis. And, the cable company serves its consumers
on monthly subscription fees.

Mr. Chairman, as you suggested to the Congress last year, H.R.
2840; should balance "the rights of copyright owners by ensuring
payment for use of their property Ahts, with the rights of
satellite dish owners by assuring availlibility at reasonable
rates of retransmitted television signals."'

In order to assure that this will be the effect of the
legislation, we urge this Subcommittee to place clear non-
discriminatory provisions on access, pricing, terms and
conditions pertaining the satellite carriers who distribute
distant broadcast signals.

It appears that the drafters of the bill intended that satellite
carriers would not be allowed to discriminate against a
distributor in a nInner which violates the Communications Act or
rules issued by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
(Section 119 (a) (4)) This language needs to be strengthened to
clearly provide that the type of price discrimination and

2 Congressional Record, Procee41ngs of the 100th Congress
First Session, Volume 133, No. 109, u-ne 30, 1987.
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refusals to provide service to legitimate, qualified distributors
is prohibited.

This language should make it clear that any satellite carrier
making a secondary transmission of a broadcast station signal
shall not discriminate in charges, other than for volume
discounts, between cable systems and home satellite dish
distributors.
In this respect, we agree the previous testimony of the
satellite carriers stating that, "The private dish industry and
those who serve it, such as these carriers, deserve the right to
equal service without the threat of unnecessary and unfounded
litigation." The non-discriminatory language we have suggested
should be very clear and leave nothing to the interpretation of
courts or FCC proceedings which would be costly, lengthy and
harmful to the development of the home satellite dish market.

In addition to the evidence we have presented, based upon our
experience in the market today, there is another significant
factor which the Subcommittee should examine carefully in
clnsideration of this legislation.

Nearly all of the carriers, which uplink superstations or network
distant signals, are reliant upon cable companies as their
largest consumers. We have seen direct evidence of this cable
dominance of carriers in our negotiations.

Netlink USA uplinks a package of broadcast network programming
from the Denver area, a PBS station and a super-channel. In
early 1987 we began discussions with Netlink about the purchase
of their programming services. In March, Netlink sent a
representative to meet with us and then followed with a letter
and proposed contract. We began contact negotiations with them.
A short time later, when it was announced that Western Tele-
Communications, Inc. (WTCI) had purchased 40 percent of Netlink,
we we'e advised that they were not going to serve the TVRO market
due t the uncertainty of the copyright issues. They persisted
in advising us that they were not going to serve the TVRO market,
despite public advertisements to the contrary. Subsequently we
made a written request to offer their network programming to our
consumers, but received no response.

We learned in June that TeleCommunications, Inc. (TCI) reached an
agreement to purchase another 40 percent of Netlink (in addition
to the 40 percent share owned by WTCI). At the same time,

3 Testimony of Roy L. Bliss, Executive Vice President and
Chief Operating Officer of United Video Inc. on behalf of United
Video Inc., Southern Satellite Systems Inc. and Eastern Microwave
Inc. regarding H.R. 2848, November 19, 1987.
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Netlink announced that it had reached an agreement with National
Broadcasting Co., Inc. (NBC) to serve dish owners in the "white
areas."

In November of this past year it was announced that TCI had also
offered to acquire Tempo Enterprises Inc.., the satellite carrier
which uplinks Superstation WTBS. The Wall Street Journal
indicated that the principal holders of Teppo agreed to vote
their majority stake in favor of the sell out."

We submit that there will be no real competition or reasonable
prices for dish customers, if cable interests own or. dominate all
of the programming sources including the common carriers, while
being allowed to refuse to deal with independent, non-cable
distributors or, at best, deal only on their own onerous terms.

The home satellite dish industry needs both a compulsory
copyright license and some protection from the cable industry "to
reach the critical mass of audience that would permit it to
develop its own sources of original programming."

One way to ensure that the rural home satellite dish industry is
treated fairly and encouraged to grow through competition,
despite cable dominance and vertical integration, is to apply
non-discriminatory marketing provisions to the common carriers
who seek Congressional assistance in paving their way into this
new market. We respectfully urge you to "level the playing
field" by affording equal access to "passive common carrier"
services and non-discriminatory pricing on fair terms.

On a related topic, Mr. Chairman, I would also respectfully note
that we have heard previous testimony by the major TV networks in
other proceedings indicating that Congress should not allow dish
owners to receive their programming, because it interferes with
their local affiliates off-air marketing area. They also state
that less than 1% of television households are located in "white
areas" where there is no off-air reception.

B.R. 2848 will not stop the scrambling of "network feeds," which
networks claim to be private transmissions with affiliates, new
intended for public viewing. But it will 'llow rural dish owners
who cannot access the network programming off-air or by cable to
view retransmitted over-the-air broadcast signals of network
affiliate stations.

The networks and their affiliates have not reached these unserved

4
See "Tele-Co,,aunications Inc." Wall Street Journal, P. 28,

November 9, 1987.

5
Ibid, Boggs testimony, p. 8
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rural homes because of poor broadcast reception. There is no
valid reason why these rural satellite dish consumers should be
denied viewing of the network programming if they are willing to
pay the cost of the copyright fees and the satellite transmission
of the signal.

The networks have agreed that the satellite signal reception
should be monitored and restricted only to homes in "white
areas," however there is little motivation for a dish owner to
purchase network programming from a distant station if it is
available free off-air from a local affiliate. This fact is
borne out by our service statistics. Last month NRTC members
sold 5,552 basic packages without the network services compared
to 442 packages including them.

There is also concern about the number of satellite rebroadcast
signals. In an effort to limit the numbers of "superstations"
that qualify for the license, the bill restricts new distant
signal transmissions unless they are, "secondarily transmitted by
cable systems serving, in the aggregate, not less than 10 percent
of all cable television subscribers,..." (Section 119 (d) (9)
(B)).

This prevision relegates the home dish viewers choice of
programming to what cable subscribers choose to view. Sometimes
it may not even be the cable viewers choice of programming but
rather the cable companies selection. Nevertheless, we believe
the intent is responsiveness to the home dish consumer's needs
and the overall desire to help the satellite dish industry grow
to become a new market for creative programming. We believe the
bill should recognize the satellite dish conevnlers' programming
interests end not necessarily those of cable companies or their
subscribers.

It should also be pointed out that large cable multiple system
operators like TCI and American Television and Communications
Corp. (ATC) would again be in the driver's seat. With large
cable subscriber bases these giants can easily manipulate the
qualification standards.

Since satellite delivery is an expensive proposition and the
ultimate goal of the copyright owners is to see the home
satellite dish market become an entirely new market for creative
programming, we see no reason to restrict the uplinking of new
superstations to home dish owners under the compulsory copyright
scheme.

We also want to note that the 7-year Sunset provision may not be
sufficient, particularly if common carriers refuse to deal with
non-cable distributors and others who can help build the dish
market. NRTC would suggest a longer time for the market to
develop before a sunset provision becomes operative, and before

ivr
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Congress would be required to review the statutory license.

Finally, we strongly disagree with the MPAA's suggestion that the
statutory license created for home satellite dish owners be
restricted to only the "C-band" frequency range of reception.
(It is highly likely that the home dish market will burgeon with
the use of smaller dishes, made possible by higher powered
satellites.)

On the one hand, MPAA says it wants the home dish market to grow
and is willing to extend the use of the compulsory license for
this purpose. However, MPAA is not willing to extend the use of
the statutory copyright license to future generations of
satellite hardware, hardware of more versatility and
affordability and the power to greatly expand the market.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, we applaud your
efforts in introducing H.R. 2848. It balances the rights of
copyright owners with the needs of rural Americans for access to
information.

We urge you to pass this bill out with an amendment to prevent
carrier price gouging and cable domination of the home satellite
dish market. Then, let everyone get on with the job of building
the home satellite dish market and serving rural America.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you in support of
HR 2848.
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Phillips, for that comment.
I guess I don't have any particular questions. I don't know if you

do, Rick, of Bob Berg land, who may or may not want to stay until
the end of the questioning period, but if not, we will---

Mr. BOUCHER. I don't have any questions of him, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. All right.
Let's go on to Mr. Brown, our concluding witness this morning.
Rick.
Mr. BROWN. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, and members of the sub-

committee, thank you for the opportunity to present the views of
the Home Satellite Television Association, HSTA.

We acknowledge the valuable imput which the K-Sat satellite
radio station and its many listeners have made toward the prepara-
tion of this testimony. Additionally, Amway Corporation, an inde-
pendent-of-cable program distributor, also stands in support of
these comments.

HTSA, as you know, is the trade association comprised of home
satellite antenna owners and retailers. We wish to congratulate the
committee on its diligent efforts to reconcile differences and to pro-
mote the expeditious passage of needed legislation.

Availability of satellite-delivered broadcast stations, including
networks, is critical to the growth of this important industry, and
more importantly, to consumers who should have the right of rea-
sonable access to all such programming.

We think the Congress ought to be concerned, as Bob Phillips
just said, about the growing control that multiple system operators
are exerting over the lifeline of television programming. For exam-
ple, it was recently announced that TCI, the nation's largest cable
company, was purchasing Tempo Enterprises, which controls deliv-
ery of WTBS, Atlanta. TCI also controls NETLINK.

The distinction between cable carriers and cable systems has
eroded. As a result, the availability and pricing decisions for home
dish owners will be under the direct control of the cable industry.
Cable has a natural inclination to keep prices to dish customers
high so that operators, cable operators, will not lose customers who
might otherwise switch to dish viewing. They fear competition.

For example, the cost of programming to dish owners who have
already paid for their equipment and do not need to rent the cable
plant is many times higher than the price of that same program-
ming delivered to cable systems. WTBS is available for $20 per
year to dish owners, a la carte. We estimate the charge to cable is
less than 10 cents per month per subscriber. Add to that the esti-
mated copyright charge of 12 cents and you get $2.G4 per year per
cable subscriber versus $20 to the dish owner. The markup to dish
owners is 800- to 1,000 percent.

A large system, for example, a large cable system probably pays
between two and three cents for WTBS versus the wholesale price
quoted to Amway of 92 cents per month, a markup anywhei.e from
10 to 40 times at the wholesaler.

Thus, we have the following suggestions with respect to your leg-
islation. First, a common carrier should be affirmatively required
to provide dish owners .ind distributors, such as NRTC, Amway
and others, the signal of any "superstation" it carries. According to
the testimony of NRTC and the Amway Corporation, which has
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submitted written testimony, the evidence of failure to deal or deal
fairly by the carriers is mounting.

For example, Amway has repeatedly requested the signal of
WOR from Eastern Microwave since 1986 and still does not have a
contract. In fact, last month, it was informed that Eastern had no
plans to expand its distribution beyond Tempo and United.

Similarly, Amway has been negotiating with United Video, SSS
and Tempo with no tangible results since 1986.

It is clear that the carriers intend to be in the distribution busi-
ness themselves. Their role as passive carriers has disappeared.
They are becoming programmers just like HBO, just like Cable
News Network and just like ESPN. As such, they are and will con-
tinue to discriminate against noncable distributors, such as
Amway, NRTC and others. This harms consumers by denying them
competitive choice. Thus, it is essential that there be an affirma-
tive duty to deal.

Nothing in the legislation specifically requires Eastern, for exam-
ple, to provide its scrambled signal to any dish owner or distribu-
tor. The reference in the legislation to the Communications Act is
not clear or dispositive of the issue.

Carriers should also be specifically required to provide service to
entities that are not affiliated with cs..bie systems, such as NRTC
and others.

With respect to the prices that I had discussed prior, I think
there should be provisions on price discrimination. It is inconceiv-
able that the intention of this legislation is for carriers to make
windfall profits. The provisions of th, bill making it an infringe-
ment to discriminate against a distributor in a manner which vio-
lates the Communications Act is woefully inadequate.

The Act and FCC rules do not contemplate a situation where the
carriers play such a dominant role as both a carrier and marke-
teer. The legislationand I think that this is probably the most im-
portant pointshould make it clear that the carriers cannot dis-
criminate, other than in volume discounts, between the charges
they make to cable systems for their subscribers and to satellite
dish customers, including distributors, for dish viewing for their
subscribers. Without such a provision, the price for programming
will remain extraordinarily high.

The amount of the copyright fee itself, the 12-cent fee or what-
ever it may be, would be an irrelevancy compared to the distribu-
tion charge. If the carrier may no longer be passive, it must be
made to be responsible.

In a similar vein, the copyright charge should be passed through
to the consumer by the carrier without markup and should be sep-
arately billed in the billing so that me could keep track of it to see
if there is discrimination.

To permit the combining of the copyright and distribution fee
would, in essence, allow carriers, not the Congress, to establish
copyright fees.

With respect to the eclipse and sunset provis ions in the bill, the
legislation will eclipse in four years and sunset in eight years. We
think the legislation should continue in effect without specific
eclipse or sunset. But at the very least. the eclipse period should be
doubled in time. This request is moderate in light of the fact that
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the formerly infant cable industry, now 40 years old, has enjoyed
the compulsory license for the last 12 years.

We would be required to negotiate in the marketplace under my
proposal after only eight years and would have the supervisory
power of the tribunal for another four, resulting in the same 12-
year period presently enjoyed by cable.

With respect to other provisions of the bill, the bill limits the
number of broadcast stations available to home dish owners to the
number viewed by cable subscribers. We think it is unfair to make
dish owners depend on cable viewing. This consigns home dish
viewing opportunities to what cable companies believe is impor-
tant.

Cable systems imp broadcast signals, we heard that today, in an
era of nonmandatory carriage and they restructure their tiers to
take advantage of copyright law decisions. Thus, the consumer
often is denied programming and the copyright holders are denied.
compensation.

Satellite dishes obviate the need for such juggling. Consumers
and copyright holders are better off with increased distribution and
payment.

We also oppose any suggestion that the statutory license be limit-
ed to C-Band. Many believe that flat dishes or 'small dishes are the
wave of the future. There is no reason to handicap this technology
by excluding it from the statutory license.

We have also provided language to the staff on clarification of
the liability of distributors such as Amway and NRTC to make
clear that they would not be violating the Copyright Act.

With respect to the arbitration panel, it calls for a )alancing of
the relative roles of copyright owners and copyright users. We sug-
gest that it be made clear that the copyright user in this case
would be deemed .,o include the satellite television industry, includ-
ing manufacturers, distributors and retailers.

Finally, with respect to the copyright fee, the bill establishes the
payment of 12 cents per signal. Many suggest that the average
copyright fee be the same as paid by cable on a per-Subscriber
basis. We would support such an amendment, but we also recognize
that certainty exists with a fixed payment just as provided for in
the legislation. What is more important is that carriers not be per-
mitted to create their own nonstatutory copyright fees by abusing
their status as carriers and charging discriminatory rates, as I dis-
cussed before.

I would be glad to answer any questions that the nmittee may
have and we thank you for '11e opportunity to participate.

[The statement of Mr. Brown follol is:]
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Testimony of Richard L. Drown

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to

present the views of the Home Satellite Television Association ("HSTA"). 1 wish to also

acknowledge the valuable input which the K-Sat satellite-delivered radio station and its

many listeners have made toward this testimony. HSTA is the trade asaaciation

comprised of home satellite antenna owners and retail sellers of home satellite earth

station equipment. The main purpose of HSTA is to promote the benefits of satellite

technology for all members of the public. During this Congress, HSTA has also been

privileged to testify on behalf of its membership on other important satellite viewing

rights legislation, H.R. 1885, as well as on S. 889. HSTA wishes to congratulate the

Committee on its diligent efforts to reconcile differing viewpoints and to promote the

expeditious passage of needed legislation in this area.

Availability of satellite delivered broadcast stations, network, non-network, and

public is critical to the growth of this important industry. Today, hundreds of thousands

of American families, millions of people, do not have access to the full complement of

these television stations. Often these individuals reside in areas which are too remote

for broadcast or cable television service. Sometimes they reside in areas in which they

cannot receive a quality broadcast signal due to terrain obstacles or other natural or man

made impediments. HSTA believes that they too have a right to view television

broadcast programming.

HSTA believes that H.R. 2898 is an important step towards a recognition of that

right. The intent of this legislation is to remove the existing uncertainty as to whether

satellite carriers are permitted to market broadcast programming to home satellite dish

owners. We strongly agree that this unc;.tainty must be clarified.

As the satellites themselves, the ability of carriers to provide broadcast

programming to dish owners is "up in the air." The carriers maintain that their service to

r-
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home satellite dish owners Is covered by the existing Copyright Act of 1976 (Title 17 of

the United States Code) and sale to dish owners Is thus not an infringement of

copyright. This assertion is currently being challenged in network suits brought against

Satellite Broadcasting Networks. The ultimate outcome of these lawsuits is uncertain.

What is certain, however, is that while there remains doubt as to the ability of carriers

to provide broadcast services to dish owners, this doubt adversely impacts both the home

satellite dealer and consumer. Consumers do not wish to make the significant

investment in purchasing a home satellite dish antenna if, in tact, they may lose valued

broadcast signals in the near future. A decision against SBN in either of these actions

could result in the loss of broadcast television signals to home satellite dish owners.

We support clarifying copyright legislation for yet another reason. American

consumers desire the ability to choose. They wish to choose among different types of

automobiles, brands of bread, and television programming. The choice of programming

provided by cable television is one of the reasons that so many Americans have chosen to

subscribe to that medium. Up until the advent of home satellite dishes, a consumer

wishing to view distant, independent broadcast signals o network signals which were

unavrilable over the air, had but one choice if it was available to them that choice

was cable television. By using a home satellite dish, however, that consumer has not only

the ability to choose the means of delivery of these broadcast stations, but can also

assure their availability. Also, the home dish provides some good old-fashioned

American competition to (*able television.

HSTA is particularly concerned about the growing control that multiple system

cable television operators are exerting over the life-line of television programming. For

example, it was recently announced that Tele-Communications, Inc. ( "TCI"), the nation's

largest cable television company, had purchased Tempo Enterprises, Inc. the parent

company of Southern Satellite Systems, Inc. which delivers the signal of WTBS Atlanta,

to cable television subscribers throughout the United States. As a result, future
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availability and pricing decisions with respect to that station for home dish owners will

be under the direct control of the cable television industry. Already, because cable

television and more particularly the largest MSOs are the major purchasers of that

carrier's programming, they are able to exert great influence over the pricing and

availability of that product to others such as home dish owners. Cable operators have a

natural inclination to keep prices to dish customers high so that operators will not lose

customers who might otherwise switch to dish viewing.

TCI also owns and controls Net link which is providing network signals to "white

areas." But if cable exists in an area, Net link will not provide network signals to home

dish owners. This is not competition. *1

Already the cost of programming to dish owners -- who have already paid for their

equipment and do not need to rent cable plant is many times higher than the price of

that very same programming to cable systems. The WTBS signal is available for $20.00

per year to dish owners a la carte and at a somewhat lesser amount in packages. HSTA

estimates that the average transmission charge to cable operators is less than 10 cents

per month per subscriber. Add to that, the estimated copyright charge of 12 cents per

month results in less than $2.64 per year per cable subscriber. The markup to dish

owners ranges from 800-1,000 percent.

In order to remedy the problems in the marketplace, we have the following

suggestions with respect to II It 2848.

'V Network signals with nationally inserted commericals are available by satellite.
Why shouldn't dish owners be able to view them? Where a local affiliate is available, it
will be watched. Affiliates pride themselves on providing quality local programming
At the very least, carriers providing network affiliates to consumers, should not be
allowed to discriminate, as Net link does, against dish technology in favor of cable
television companies and against consumers.
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AMMO and Distribution

First, a common carrier should be affirmatively required to provide to dish owners

and distributors the signal of any superstation it carries. Recently, cable controlled

services or proposed services such as Festival and Turner Network Television (TNT) have

announced they do not intend to serve dish owners. The fear that future services will

refuse to deal with dish owners is r..agnified now that TCI, the nations largest cable

television company, has announced its intention to acquire Tempo Enterprises Inc., which

owns the carrier of the most widely viewed superstation WTBS. According to testimony

of NRTC and Amway Corporation, the evidence of failure to deal by carriers is

mounting.

For example, Amway Corporation requested the signal of WOR-TV from Eastern

Microwave, Inc. (EMI) in December of 1986 over two years ago and still does not have

a contract. On January 8, 1988, Amway was informed that EMI had no plans to expand

its distribution beyond Tempo and United. Similarly, Amway had been negotiating with

the Superstation Connection and United Video since 1986 with no tangible results.

Amway Corporation also appears to have been given the run around by Southern Satellite

Systems, Inc. and its parent and related companies.

It should be clear from all this that carriers intend to be in the distribution

business, themselves. Their role as carriers will virtually disappear. They are becoming

programmers just like HBO and Cable News Network or ESPN. As such, they are and

will discriminate against non-cable distributors which harms the consumer by denying

competitive choice.

Duty to Deal

Proposed Section 119(a)(1) provides a compulsory license for transmission of signals

for dish owners through the "private viewing" clause. However, nothing specifically

requires, for example, that EMI actually make the scrambled signal of WOR-TV available

to dish owners or distributors. It might be implied that Section 119(a)(4) creates such a
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mandate. But Section 119(aX4) merely prohibits discrimination "against any distributor

in a manner which violates the Communications Act of 1934 or rules issued by the

Federal Communications Commission with respect to discrimination." The Communi-

ca' ms Act provisions on discrimination are found in Section 202 of the Communications

while the provisions of the Communications Act concerning a "duty to deal" are

n proposed Section 201 of the Communications Act. Section 201 is not referenced

in Section 119(1X4) of H.R. 2848. It is essential that an affirm!' ve duty to deal to

sell programming to dish users and distributors be included in the Copyright Act in

order that there wiil be no confusion on this issue.

Within the context of a mandatory duty to deal, carriers should be specifically

required to provide service to companies as well as to persons or entities that are not

affiliated with cable systems, such as Amway Corporation and NRTC, for the further

distribution of these signals to home earth station users. This will ensure competitive

prices to the consumer.

Price Discrimination

As described above, consumers and distributors are presently being asked by

carriers and their captive distribution arms to pay prices hundreds of percent higher than

currently are paid for cable subscribers. It is inconceivable that the intention of this

legislation is for carriers to make windfall profits. The provisions of Section 119 (a)(4),

making it an act of infringement to discriminate against a distributor in a manner which

violates the Communications Act of 1934, or FCC Rules in that regard, is woefully

inadequate. The Communications Act and FCC Ruies do not contempiate a situation

where the carriers play such a dominant role as both a carrier and a marketeer. The

legisiation should make it clear that the carriers cannot discriminate (other than for

volume discounts) between the charges (i) to cable systems for their cable subscribers

and (2) to satellite carrier customers including distributors for private viewing for

service to their subscribers. Without such a provision, the price for programming wiil

- 5 -
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remain extraordinarily high. In fact, the amount of the copyright fee, itself, would be an

irrelevancy compared to the distribution charge. If the carrier must no longer be

passive, It must be made to be responsible. We also see no reason for that matter why

broadcast stations should not be permitted to uplink themselves.

Pass Through

Because the charge for copyright payment reflects an estimated parity with the

charge the cable operator pays for copyright, on a per-subscriber-basis, then this

copyright charge should be passed through (without mark-up) by the carrier to customers

including distributors. Discrimination in distribution fees might be extremely difficult to

determine if the copyright fee were not directly passed through and accounted for in

carrier billing to istributors. To permit the combining of copyright and distribution fees

would, in essence, allow carriers, not the Congress, to establish Copyright fees.

Clarification With Respect to Liability of Distributors

Section 111 is amended by the Bill by adding clause (4) that states that the

provisions of Section 119 extend only to the activities of a "satellite carrier" with

respect to secondary transmissions "for private viewing pursuant to a compulsory license

under Section 119."

Because cable and non-cable distributors may be engaged in the process of the

distribution of programming pursuant to the terms of Section 119, it should be made

clear that such distributors are not making unlawful secondary transmissions by virtue of

their activities in serving satellite dish owners.

Arbitration

The provisions of Section 119(c)(3)(D) establish standards to be considered by the

Arbitration Panel, Clause (iii) calls for a determination of the relative roles of the

copyright owner and the copyright user "in the product made available to the public with

respect to relative creative contribution, technological contribution, capital investment,

cost, risk and contribution to the opening of the new markets for creative expression and
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media for their communication." It should be made clear that the copyright user In this

case would be deemed to include the satellite television industry Including

manufacturers, distributors and retailers, all of which make significant contributions to

the process of making copyrighted materials a"ailable to the public.

Eclipse and Sunset Provision

13,.suant to proposed Section 119(e), the legislation will eclipse in four years and

eight years. Presumably this means that Congress believes the problem will be

.y ameliorated soon and in eight years; it no longer will exist. We would urge,

in,,.,.ad, however, that the legislation continue in effect without specific eclipse or

sunset. If Congress wishes to amend the statute at any time 4b delete the compulsory

license it can, of course, do so. At the very least, the eclipse periods should be doubled

in time. We believe this request to be moderate in light of the fact that the formerly

"infant" cable industry, now forty years old, has enjoyed the compulsory license for the

last twelve years. Under this proposal, we would be required to negotiate in the

marketplace after only eight years and would have the supervisory power of the Tribunal

for another four, resulting in the same 12-year period presently enjoyed by cable.

Do Not Limit Choice

Proposed Sectior. 119(d)(9)(A) and (B) limits the number of broadcast stations

available to home dish owners to those signals obtaining 10 percent of the cable viewing

audience or those on the air by June 1, 19AT. It is unfair to make the future opportunity

for viewing of broadcast signals by means of home satellite antennas depend upon how

many cable subscribers happen to choose to view a particular service. The effect of such

a provision would be to consign home dish viewing opportunities to what cable

subscribers, or more realistically what cable companies, believe is important.

Relatively speaking, satellite dishes not cable represent the medium of abundance

and choice. As cable systems drop broadcast signals in an era of relaxed or non-existant

mandatory carriage, and as they restructure their tiers of programming to take
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advantage of copyright law decisions, the consumer is often denied programming and

the copyright holders are denied compensation. Satellite dishes obviate the need for such

juggling. Potential entrepreneurs wishing to bring increased broadcast signals to dish

owners should not be required to serve 10 percent of cabl..: homes first. Consumers and

copyright holders are better off with increased distribution and payment.

Copyright Fee

We would like to address proposed Section 119(b)(l)(B) which establishes a payment

of $ .12 per month per signal. We recognize that many in the earth station arena suggest

an alternative to this approach: that the average fee paid for dish distribution

corresponds to the average fee for cable distribution on a per-subscriber basis. We

would support such al amendment. However, we also recognize that certainty exists

with a fixed payment just as provided for in the legislation. What is mire important is

that carriers not be permitted to create their own non-statutory copyright fees by

abusing their status as carriers and charge discriminatory rates, as previously discussed.

C Band

Finally we oppose the suggestions of :notion picture interests that the statutory

license be limited to C Band. Many believe that the small diameter dishes made possible

by higher power and higher frequency satellites are the wave of the future for home dish

owners. There is no reason to handicap this technology by excluding it from the

statutory license.

Conclusion

HSTA thanks the subcommittee for the opportunity to r esent its views. We look

forward to working positively with the subcommittee to help pass a copyright bill which

is fair to the consumer and copyright holder alike.
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you, Mr. Brown.
One of the things that concerns us, mostly for purposesand I

addressed this question before to the other panelof understand-
ing, and that is the blurring of the roles and the legal relationships
between carriers or common carriers or distributors or packagers
and so forth.

I wonder whether you could edify us in terms of how you see this
developing; what entities will necessarily develop? What role is it
that cable will play which you suggest may be anti-competitive, be-
cause there is a sequence, it seems to me, of a lot of people here. It
is more complex, probably, than pre-existing relationships.

We have the Motion Picture Industry at one point creating pro-gramming of a sortother than sports and certain thingsand
supporting this ostensibly, We go all the way through the various
means of distributingthat is to say, through television or through
satelliteand then to satellites. Presumably then to common carri-
ers and then to those who sell the signals, either to cable or toearth station owners.

There seems to be, as I say, more and more people involved and
the roles are not clearly defined for us, as clearly defined as they
were before, at least eight or 10 years ago.

I wonder if you would comment on how you see this evolving and
what role can and should various entities play in terms of this par-ticular area of delivering programming to dish owners?

Mr. BROWN. Do you want to take a crack at it?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Certainly, I will try.
Mr. Chairman, in our Rural Television package, I might just

break down the various components. First, NRTC is a national co-operative, we have 500 members in rural America who are ruralutilities; and we suspect that those rural members will be a one-stop shop for the customer. The customer could approach theirrural utility and get anything from equipment and service to pro-
gramming authorization for the various types of programming
available on the dish.

Some of this would be provided directly by member utilities;
some members will work with local dealers and others to make allof this service come together at the local level.

NRTC is a national cooperative and has entered into a contract
with General Instruments DBS center, so that we can directly au-
thorize customers' Video Cipher boxes to receive the programming
instantly within 45 seconds. We can bring the hardware and the
programming together in the field right at the same time, as alocal service.

That puts us, really, in the role of being a program packager and
perhaps a dealer or a distributor of sorts at the local level.

Within our package, we offer basic services like cable, such as
CNN and Headline News, which is primarily a cable-produced and
developed programming source, but they are also up-linked to cable
head-ends by satellite and that makes them available then to thehome satellite dish owner.

We have a contract to offer CNN and Headline News with ourbasic package. We pay CNN and Headline News on a monthlybasis for the programming we buy from them and our local utility
then bill that service to the customer on a monthly basis.
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In addition, a very important part of our basic package is the
"superstation" signals, as an example, United Video's package,
WGN, KTVT, Dallas, and WWOR and the other New York sta-
tion- -

Mr. KASTENMEIER. WPIX.
Mr. PHILLIPS. WPIX, thank you.
Those program channels, are distributed in the same manner by

us, but we purchase them from the up-linker or carrier, United
Video. Of course, that is the subject of this bill, the copyright li-
cense is payable to the ultimate producers of the programming, be-
cause it is taken off-air by United Video and then viewed by our
subscribers.

Another component, of course, is the network distant signals and
we put those on a tier so that the customers who need those net-
work signals and don't receive them off-air through cable or by an-
other means can buy them. Right now, we are offering the Sk..tellite
Broadcast Networks signals, which is the three networks they up-
link.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I didn't realize, frankly, that you had such a
wide variety of programming that you are already offering.

To the point that you have described, I take it the cost of this
array of programming is acceptable to you or do you find that in
some respects it is excessive but necessary for you to pay?

Mr. PHILLIPS. That is exactly the point, sir.
We think it has been necessary for us to get into the market and

get started. We do not like the prices that have been required of us
at the wholesale level; they are not fair; and simply they are not
fair because they are not closely equivalent to what those same
signal providers, or common carriers, or cable programmers charge
a cable company to redistribute that service to the cable customer.

Mr. Brown gave you the example of WTBS, comparing a dime or
2 cents to 90 cents and a dollar, which would be the price to a dis-
tributor, and more for the home dish customer. We don't see any
reason, any valid reason, for this price difference. There has been
no testimony before this subcommittee or anywhere else in Con-
gress with a justification for this higher cost.

The point isand Mr. Brown stated itcable's dominance over
the TVRO industry because the proliferation of dishes would be a
detraction to cable service. People would have more choice, and
they could use a dish to obtain any number of signals they wanted
that were available.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. It was also indicated that in some instances
as I say, from the array of programming you are already offering
it doesn't seem like in many instances you have not been able to
get the carrier to contract with you or offer you the service. I take
it that happens to be an exception rather than a rule, however.

Mr. PHILLIPS. On the contrary, sir. NETLINK that just appeared
before you would be a perfect example, and it points out the cable
dominance that I mentioned.

In March, 1987, when I came on the job, NETLINK's representa-
tion came to Washington and extended a contract to us to sell their
six services on a wholesale basis. Later, when WTCI and then TCI
purchased up to 80 percent of that company, they pulled that con-
tract off the table, and said, "We are not going to sell to you at this
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time." The stated reason was that they were waiting for this bill tobe passed so that they could clearly sell to us. Meanwhile, other
carriers, like United Video and Satellite Broadcast Networks, weredealing with us. That is one example.

Another would be WTBS. We still have no agreement with
WTBS. They want to charge us for a bulk number of subscriptions
in advance, charge us annually, and only allow the customers topay for the service annually. We are prevented from providing it
monthly. They won't allow us to authorize the service through the
General Instruments tier bit, for which we pay $6,000 a month touse. They don't want our service to be efficient or effective. Theyreally don't want us as distributors in the market. So, no, sir, there
are several programmers that won't deal with us, including carri-ers.

Mr. KASTRNMEIER. A signal such as that is not currently encrypt-
ed, is it?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes. WTBS is encrypted, and NETLINK's services
are encrypted, and there are others which are not the subject ofthis hearing. Those are cable services, such as Viacom's Showtime
that won't deal with us.

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, if I may add to that---
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Of course. I wanted your input too, Mr.

Brown. I just wanted a full discussion of the relationship. As amatter of fact, I did not realize that Mr. Phillips' organization wasas deeply involved in delivering services as apparently it is.
But yes, Mr. Brown, from your perspective as representing not

necessarily a cooperative or a distribution system that is responsi-ble to its co-op membership or cooperative organizations but,rather, in terms of the ultimate consumer here, yes, I would like
your view too about the changing relationships between carriersand distributors and how it finally reaches ultimately the viewer.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The structural question that you are askingprobably nobody inthe world remembers better than you the structure of how it wasin 1976. It was pretty simple. We had the motion picture producers,the broadcasters, the cable operators, and the carriers, and the car-riers were merely passive. In fact, they were required to be passive.

The passivity notion was eroded in a few court cases. The carriers
were taken to court for doing various things, such as inserting com-mercials, for example, and the courts said that was OK on a secondfeed; direct hook-ups between the television station and the carrierwere also OK.

Now they have gone an extra step. The carriers have decided to
serve a dish owner not at the request of a dish owner but go out
there and market the signal themselves and be an entrepreneur, be
a marketer, not a mere passive carrier, and that is a big, signifi-
cant change.

Nobody, I don't think, in the earth station industrydish con-sumers, manufacturers, dealers, or distributors of programming
such as NRTC or Amway, which our law firm also representsis
opposed to that. We are not opposed to the carriers getting into thebusiness themselves. It is a good business. It gets service out to the
public, and that is why this legislation is needed.
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But, on the other hand, we think they are being abusive. As a
carrier they ought to be charging everybody pretty close to the
same rate. But when the T charge cable 10 cents, there can't be a
justification to charge NRTC or Amway or any other non-cable dis-
tributor up to a thousand percent markup, and that is what we
think you should control in the legislation. That will assure that
the consumer will get the programming at a reasonable price.

The other structural change is that the earth station community,
the dish community, has felt it very necessary for there to be dis-
tributors that are not aligned with cable. Cable doesn't really want
to see dishes proliferate, because if they proliferate somebody that
has a dish will not take cable, if they have cable available. So the
more dishes, the fewer cable subscribers. Therefore, they have an
incentive, a perveise incentive, to keep the prices high. If you have
a distributor, such as NRTC, which can go out and buy the pro-
gramming from any of these carriers at the same price cable buys,
they can, in turn, sell it to the dish consumer at whatever price
they want to, not at a jacked up price, and that will probably be at
a lower price, and that is fair, that is competition, and that is what
we would like to see in the bill.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I have a number of other questions. I wanted
to talk about KU-band, and I wanted to talk about whethersome-
body who suggested we ought to strike the word "common" out of
"common carrier" in the copyright law in the billwhether we
ought to do that in yot.r view as well, and a few other questions of
that sort. I will get on to that, but at this point I would like to
yield to the gentleman from Virginia.

Mr. BOUCHER. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
I would just like to pursue the line of questioning that you had

undertaken.
I am very interested in at least getting on the record here from

the people who are the experts in this subject a statement of the
mechanism by which cable dominates the TVRO market. Now I
think some of the answers that you have given perhaps imply an
understanding of that mechanism, but let us talk about how it
really works.

Mr. Phillips, would you like to describe that? How is it that cable
dominates the TVRO market today? How is its conduct anti-com-
petitive? Talk about that precise mechanism, if you will.

Mr. PHILLIPS. Congressman, I think we should start right at the
consumer level. The consumer is interested in the programming.
The consumer doesn't buy a satellite dish because it is beautiful
and they like to see it in their yard; they buy it because they want
to receive entertaining programming, or news, or sports, or what-
ever it is that they would like to receive. It is that place where it
really starts. Rural TV was perceived as a way to get that pro -
gramming out to the consumer and to go and negotiate it for them.
We thought that ours would be a normal distributor relationship
with a supplier that wants to expand the market and serve a cus-
tor .er base. But when we got there, we found out that was not the
case.

The programming services that we found to be very popular,
such as CNN, Headline News, ESPN, and some of the others were
created for cable, and they serve millions of cable homes. When
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you have a customer that buys 45 million units of your product per
month, they are not too interested in talking to someone, likeWRTC, that is interested in serving rural America and developing
a few thousand dish customers here or there, especially when they
see a potential that some day this might expand and invade theircable service areas.

What has happened then in recognition of K-band coming and
the dish industry growing, I think, is that the cable companies, the
large MSO'smultiple system operatorshave begun to integrate
vertically in the market. They have purchased the programming
sources. Look at what has happened to CNN and Headline Newsthe purchase of a portion of' the Turner Organization by cable
MSO s. If you look at Viacom's approach to the TVRO market,
they have refused to sell to everyone except cable. They own Show-
time and the Movie Channel; they say that they operate and con-
trol MTV and VH1, and that they have exclusive MO distribu-
tion rights with them. They also say they are in control of Nickelo-
deon. HBO and Cinemax have indicated that they won't sell to us.They want to control that programming themselves.

Mr. BOUCHER. Let me just stop you there. What is their affili-
ation with cable, and how does cable prevent them from selling toyou? What I am trying to get at is the precise way that cable domi-
nates. So far, what you have suggested is that one way is by simplybuying the program sources.

Mr. PHILLIPS. Exactly.
Mr. BOUCHER. And if cable owns the programmers, then they arein a position to say, "We are not going to deal as programmerswith people who want to be third party packagers." That is under-standable. Is there another mechanism? Is there some other waythat they are able to restrict your ability to go buy from the pro-

grammers?
Let me coach you a bit, if I may.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Sure.
Mr. BOUCHER. What I have heard saidand 1 am trying to get

some verification of thisis that oftentimes even in areas where
cable te.evision is not providing cable television service, they wind
up being the sole distributors of the unscrambled signal for a geo-
graphic area, so that if I am an owner of a backyard dish and I live
10 miles out of town, cable may not be available to me, but if want
to subscribe to a scrambled service, the way that I get it is to callthe local cable company in town, and they then are the sole distrib-
utors of that signal. They are charging a mark-up for the service
they provide, which may be quite high and may tend to be anti-
competitive, because ultimately they may seek to provide cable
service out into that area. Is that a real situation, or have I justbeen misled?

Mr. PHILLIPS. No. That is absolutely real. In fact, I was talking to
you about those that have purchased programming sources, andthey refuse to deal with any distributors except their cable affili-ates, and that is exactly what has happened. They will allow acable affiliate to serve in the franchised area and maybe an adjoin-ing county around the cable area. So that is really the only source
for the programming. An example would be Viacom, which is acombination cable company/programmer. You can buy from a
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cable company that licenses them, or you can buy from them
direct, and, oiler than that, you can buy their program service
with a piece of equipment but the customer still belongs to Viacom.

Mr. BOUCHER. So when you go then as a third party packager to
one of those programmers using local cable companies as their sole
source of distribution of the unscrambled signal, what you are
being told is, "No, we are not going to deal with you; we have our
own mechanism for distributing the signal set -up.'

Mr. PHILLIPS. Absolutely. And another example I was going to
give you of a programmer that is not owned by cable services is
ESPN. ESPN has set up a marketing scheme for the TVRO indus-
try that includes those cable affiliates, and they have carved out
the franchised areas as exclusive territories for them and possibly
a couple of other distributors which they are closely aligned with,
but not NRTC. We have been able to contract with ESPN but only
in a limited area outside of those cable boundaries.

So yes, the market is being carved up as we speak today.
Mr. BOUCHER. I think that is informative.
Against that background, let me just get you to give us a little

status report on where you are. I happen to think that what you
are doing is enormously encouraging from the standpoint of back-
yard dish owners. They are going to be able to have what you call a
single-stop shop to acquire a large basket of signals at one time and
for a reduced price over what they are having to pay today, if your
goals are realized.

So tell us where you are. About how many signals do you have at
the present time that you can sell? How many customers do you
have? And perhaps even more instructive than that, how many
programmers and which ones have said to you, "No, we will not
deal with you because we have our own means of distribution
through loca' cable companies or otherwise"?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Congressman Boucher, in my prepared remarks we
have given the highlights of the Rural Television package. We have
a basic package that includes CNN and Headline News. We have
ESPN, as I mentioned. We have the Christian Broadcasting Net-
work (CBN). We offer the United Video "superstation" packages as
part of that basicVYWOR and WPIX (New York), and KTVT
(Dallas). That is our basic package of scrambled services, and we
have recommended to our local affiliate utilities that is a $9.95
value at retail right now. We think that is high, of course, but it is
reflective of our wholesale deals.

In addition to that, we include the three broadcast networks that
SBN (Satellite Broadcast Networks) provides, and that is a recom-
mended value of about $4 a month. That is WABC (New York),
WBBM (Chicago), and WXIA (Atlanta).

In addition, we have just concluded a letter agreement with
Select TV, h is a 24-hour premium movie service. We entered
into that agreement through Starion Entertainment, a subsidiary
of Amway, which holds the exclusive marketing rights to Select.
We are distributing through them to the marketplace.

We launched this program that I mentioned in October 1987, and
we began signing up rurpl utility members to distribute it. Today
we have almost 500 members of NRTCthat is local rurE... utili-
tiesparticipating across 45 States, and we have 200 of them that
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already have the computer in place to authorize the programs in-
stantly at the customer's address.

Mr. BOUCHER. tit me interject at this point. Are you planning
ultimately to offer these services outside of the areas where youhave utilities in place?

In my congressional district, for example, you have utilities in 2
out of 21 counties. What about those other 19 counties? Will they
be able to have the benefit of your services at some point?

Mr. PHILLIPS. The original concept was to serve the rural areas
that we operate in, and we are trying to get that coverage basically
where these rural utilities serve, not only their own customers but
customers across the road and, you know, in other areas of the
county.

The only limiting factor to that, frankly, would be our contracts
with programmers, and some of them have strictly limited us onlyto those areas that we serve in, so we cannot go everywhere.

Mr. BOUCHER. You wo Ad like to, though, if you could?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I think we would like to get the job done. Wewould like to serve every rural home that would like this service.
Mr. BOUCHER. And you would have the capability to do thatbeyond just the area where you provide electric service today?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Absolutely. The technology permits that, ana it is avery real possibility.
Mr. BOUCHER. The only other part of my question is, how many

programmers have just closed the door on you, said, "No, we are
not going to allow you to distribute our signal"?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Previously I mentioned Viacom and those servicesthat it representsShowtime, the Movie Channel, MTV, VH1, and
Nickelodeon. Showtime has said they control those and they arenot available to us. HBO and CinemaxHBO, the other premium
movie provider, has said, "Well, we might entertain some type of
an arrangement with you," but they have indicated that they arewaiting on word from the National Cable Television Association to
let them know if it's OK.

We have been talking to other program sources, like USA Net-
work and Lifetime. We have not come to a final deal, but they
have promised to do that. The Nashville Network is an interestingone. They sent two letters to us in the early stages last year and
said they would sell to us and mentioned pricing but to date they
have refused to conclude any contract with us.

The Disney Channel has not yet indicated they would sell
through us. We have courted them since the beginning because wehave felt that Disney was very important to our rural audience
constituency. They have indicated verbally that they are going to
soon announce their TVRO market plans, but they have indicatedthey are not ready to make any announcement regarding whether
we have been included as distributors.

Mr. BOUCHER. Well, I guess for present purposes the door hasbeen closed in your face by a number of programmers.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Absolutely, sir.
Mr. BOUCHER. Well, I appreciate your answering those questions.That is very informative. I wish you a lot of good luck with yourefforts. You have certainly got a supporter here.
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Mr. Chairman, my time has expired. I thank the chair for its in-
dulgence.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Just to follow up with respect to the recom-
mendation that we strike "common" out of "common carrier," do
you also support that?

Mr. BROWN. We don't think it matters if you say "common carri-
er" or "carrier" so long as you state the rules, and we suggest that
the rules be stated very clearly that these carriers must provide
the programming to all corners if they sell it themselves and to cus-
tomers as well as other distributors and sell it at the same price as
they sell to cable and take into account volume discounts, that
would be OK. So as long as you set the rules of what they must do,
we don't care what you call them.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. You heard the preceding seven or eight wit-
nesses, and I would like to ask you in connection with that, I think
maybe it was Mr. Bergland if it was not Mr. Phillips who said that
you had the membership potentially of 11 million, 7 million beyond
cable, which means something with respect to cable, but what does
it mean with respect to "white areas" and "non-white areas"?
Where are you left with respect to that distinction?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Congressman, that is a difficult question. I think
you heard the responses of the networks. They are not even confi-
dent of their 1 percent number, and we quite agree that that is
probably the case. We don't know how many live within the grade
B contour or wherever they can't receive the network signals.

As far as cable goes, we are in the very unpopulated, remote
areas where cable is *lot extended. There is certainly a large
number, but I can't quantify the extent of the signal penetration.

I could give you the statistic that out of the 6,000 packages that
we have sold so far, only 500 customers have taken the network
signals. It is the second optional tier. That substantiates my point
that if people are already receiving those signals off air, they
wouldn't pay extra to get them. Our expenience bears it out. Cut of
6,000 packages sold, only 500 have purchased the network signal.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Do you believe that the other people receiving
signals who subscribe to your service are able to get network sig-
nals off air without any difficulty? In other words, the dish isn t
involved at all in that process.

Mr. PHILLIPS. That is correct, and I have heard, in talking with
our member utilities, that in some of those cases the customer
might not receive all of the networks; they might receive one or
two signals well and the remaining signals are fuzzy; but in any
instance, they are not willing to pay the additional cost to buy it
over the dish.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I think it was Mr. Padden who illustrated
that there is new technology coming up beyond the C-band, that
there may be other, smaller diameter dishes that are going to be
available. We have not really had very much testimony on that
point. I gather both of you would oppose a limitation to C-band
only, although I think others fear that going to a KU-band, or con-
templating KU-band or anything of that sort, is a different ball
game. How important is that to you in terms of issues in this bill?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Mr. Chairman, if I might respond, it is very impor-
tant to NRTC. We think that the coming of KU-band will greatly
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increase the ability to penetrate the rural areas and particularly
those customers that can't afford a dish system today. I think youheard testimony when they showed you the flat plate antenna thatin mass production that antenna would cost $400. We have heardadditional information from suppliers that the antenna, the receiv-er, and the decoder chip installed could be in the $600 range forthe whole unit. Well, that virtually cuts a satellite dish system, ac-cording to today's prices, in half or less than half, and that willgreatly enhance the ability to serve the rural satellite dish custom-ers.

We welcome that new technology, and we would note for therecord that we are really only talking about applying a license todistribute again "superstations" and network signals for a limitedamount of time, and we think it is entirely appropriate, even inlight of MPAA's opposition. MPAA wants to help this TVROmarket grow, and I submit to you that the KU-band will help thesatellite dish market grow . This is the whole purpose. We can de-liver and develop programming for the satellite dish customer thatis independent of cable.
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, may I add to that?
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Yes, Mr. Brown.
Mr. BROWN. When dishes first came into use, they were 10meters in diameter. In fact, there was an FCC requirement thatyou must use a 10-meter dish. When the deregulation occurred in1979, I think, the dishes became 10 feet in diameter. Today inmany parts of the country, you can get perfectly adequate signals

with 4- to 6-foot dishes. This is a smaller dish, and we ought not letthe technology be hampered at all by the legislation. We ought tolet the technology develop and let it go where it goes. Those dishesthat were 10 meters cost $100,000. Now a dish can cost about$1,000.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you.
One other issue, maybe not necessarily the most important issuebut still something which may be of difference, particularly be-

tween national rural telecommunications and broadr- ,tern, andthat is the SBN situation. I take it that to the extent any legisla-tion, er I suppose resolution of court cases, would adversely affectthe ability of SBN to deliver network signals to you, Mr. Phillips,you wouldn't be able to deliver any network signals currently. Isthat the way you see it?
Mr. PHILLIPS. That is exactly correct, Mr. Chairman, and we onlyhave a contract with SBN. NETLINK has not agreed to do businesswith us, so we would have no way to deliver those network signals.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Well, I thank you both for your comments onthe bill and some of the issues that are obviously intriguing thataffect both programmers or packagers and certainly users.I just have two final questions, one of Mr. Brown, and that iswhether or not the organization that you represent here today andsomething called K-SAT, which is the radio station, I guess, thathad a number of amendments they wanted to offer on the bill,whether HSTA and K-SAT are in agreement, because there is asimilarity, I think, in your approach. I just wondered whether youwere absolutely in agreement or sort of in agreement or whetherthere is any substantial difference.
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Mr. BROWN. At this point in time, I can assure you that there
are no substantial differences, and we are essentially in total
agreement on the testimony that was delivered to you today.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Thank you.
The last question that I have of Mr. Phillips is, are there any

other organizations that are now or are likely to be, that you know
of, engaged in packaging and delivery of signals to satellite dish
owners, other than your organizat;on and perhaps Net link? Are
there any other similar organizations that are organizing packag-
ing for general viewership of satellite dish owners?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Other than some of the programmers themselves,
and working through their cable company owners, or cable compa-
ny affiliates, the only other packager that I am aware of that is
involved in this business in a national way is Amway Corporation
that Mr. Brown mentioned. Other than that, I don't really see
anyone on the horizon. I don't mean to offend any other parties,
but that is really it.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Brown?
Mr. BROWN. Not to be repetitive and also to be brief, Amway's

experience in obtaining programming is not nearly as good as
NRTC's. It has two programming contracts, one with CBN and one
with Select TV, which doesn't sell its movies to cable, so there is no
real problem getting that.

We kind of believe on the Amway side of the table that NRTC
has gotten more programming because there is a public interest en-
dowment with NRTC because of the rural co-ops. They have initial-
ly stated they only intended to serve rural areas as opposed to serv-
ice nationwide, and in recognition of that at least the Commerce
Committee decided that they would pass legislation, and legislation
has passed the Commerce Committee, that requires mandatory
dealing with all third-party packagers, and that will be before the
full Senate shortly.

Mr. KASTENMEIER. I don't know an awful lot about Amway, but
my recollection is that it has been involved in broadcasting. Didn't
it own Mutual Broadcasting Radio Service?

Mr. BROWN. Yes, it did. It owned Mutual.
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Well, I thank you both for your contributions

today. Obviously, many questions have been answered and many
questions raised. I trust we will not require another hearing. I
think we have heard from all the parties that we need to hear
from. And I would hope that the committee, within the next 30
days or so, can get together and start dealing with these questions
and perhaps move to markup. It is my objective, and I think most
of my colleagues share it, that we would like to see some action,
some completion, this year on this bill, and to do that we will have
to move promptly.

We appreciate everyone who has testified here today. I think it
has been very helpful to the committee, and we thank you.

The statement of Dr. William Duhamel, president of Duhamel
Broadcasting Enterprises, on behalf of 97 television stations, is also
accepted for the record.

[The statement of Dr. Duhamel follows;]
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SUMMARY

The 97 Television Stations, an informal association of small

market, network affiliates, opposes the Satellite Home Viewer Act

of 1987 in its current form, As currently drafted, the proposed

legislation has the potential to unnecessarily undermine the

existing contractual relationships within the national

communications architecture. That national architecture has

generally worked well to provide nearly universal television

service in this country. No one understands this better than the

small market broadcasters who have spent millions of dollars to

expand the boundaries of television service.

While the bill may be intended to put the backyard dish

industry on a par with the cable industry, there is an important

distinction in that the existing cabld compulsory license is

subject to a requirement that duplicating network programming be

deleted from distant signals. This network nonduplication

requirement, plus the FCC's proposed re-establishment of

syndicated exclusivity, represent important safeguards in any

statutory licensing scheme for television programming.

Therefore, The 97 Television Stations support the following

changes in the bill:

restricting its operation to geographic "white areas"

requiring deletion of duplicating programming from
distant signals

The 97 Television Stations also proposes that the legislative

sunset be reduced from eight years, and that the bill require

TVRO program distributors to educate their customers regarding

the expiration of the statutory license.
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Statement of
Dr. William F. Duhamel, Sr.

The 97 Television Stations is an informal association of

television broadcasters affiliated with the three major national

networks and located primarily in smaller markets. Taken as a

whole, the association's 124 member stational/ provide free

broadcast television to millions of households in rural America.

We serve such markets as Durant, Oklahoma; Mason City, Iowa;

Minot, North Dakota; and Elmira, New York.

As local broadcasters, members of the 97 TV Stations fulfill

an important role in the national communications architecture.'

That role includes the provision of both unique local programming

and national programming acquired from either program syndicators

or one of the national networks. To provide this service, these

local broadcasters each must invest -- and risk -- millions of

dollars for capital plant (studios, transmitters and towers) and

for operations. Many stations also have invested considerable

sums in providing boosters to reach additional homes in even more

remote locations. All stations spend substantial amounts to

market their product, advertising their programming and develop-

ing a positive image in the community. Particularly for those

serving the smallest markets, these businesses are relatively

marginal considering the size of the invest sent required and are

1/ A list of The 97 TV Stations members is attached.

r
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certainly not nearly as profitable as network affiliates in

larger markets.2/

As a general matter, the :existing architecture works quite

well to provide television service to virtually all Americans.

The longstanding government policy of allocating channels to as

many communities as possible,2/ consistent with efficient use of

the spectrum, has maximized the availability of local broadcast

outlets and made service available to upwards of 98 percent or 99

percent of American households. All parties benefit from this

architecture. Millions of Americans get free, over-the-air

service, including both local and national programming, and

program producers and distributors get an efficient way to reach

an extraordinary percentage of potential viewers. Indeed, the

number of communities served by their own television station

continues to grow.A/ This growth, plus the proliferation of

television boosters and translators that can be expected as the

result of recent actions by the Federal Communications Commis-

sion,1 and the continued licensing of translators and low power

1/ The capital investment in transmission facilities for major
market stations serving a densely populated area like
Washington, D.C. need be no greater -- and often can be less
-- than that in P small market station serving large,
sparsely populated areas.

Section 307(b) of the Communications Act of 1934, as
amended. 47 U.S.C. S 307(b).

4/ Last year, at least eighteen new television markets were
established in communities previously unnerved by full power
television stations.

1/ Report -nd Order in MM Docket No. 87-23; FCC 87-244, 52 P.R.
31398, August 20, 1987; Public Notice, Federal Communica-

(continued...)
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television stations to many new communities* all show that

substantial progress continues to be made towards providing

universal television service in the United States.

Our principal concern with the Satellite Home Viewer Act of

1987 is that insufficient consideration appears to have been

given to its impact on the existing national television architec-

ture, and on small market stations in particular. While we are

sympathetic with the concerns of those who seek to further expand

service to the public, it is important to examine the full impact

of a statutory license and to weigh judiciously the coots and

benefits of the government intervention being proposed. We

believe that when those costs and beneA.ts are weighed, it is

clear that sound public policy either dictates against any

legislation or requires the substantial modification of the

pending bill.

The major problem with the legislation from our perspective

is the absence of any provision limiting its operation to

backyard dishes in "white areas," those rural and remote areas

that are not presently served by terrestrial broadcast facili-

b/(...continued)
tions Commission, Mimeo 3288, released May 18, 1987 (the
public notice announced the opening of a low power
television/television translator filing window. Before the
opening of this filing window, applications for such
facilities had been severely restricted for several years.
This new procedure and the additional filing windows that
are anticipated in 1988 are expected to greatly increase the
numbers of these stations).

I/ In the last six months alone, nearly 500 translators and low
power television stations were awarded construction permits
by the FCC.
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ties. Without such a provision, the bill clearly has the

potential to undermine the existing relationship between the

networks and their affiliates -- and thereby reduce the effec-

tiveness of the current broadcast system to provide nearly-

universal service.

Simply put, as small market broadcasters lose the exclusive

programming that they have bargained for with the networks and

syndicators and, as a result, they lose viewers to distant

broadcast signals brought in by satellite, it will become

increasingly difficult for these broadcasters to maintain their

current levels of service. Some will have to cut bark on

expansion plans, others will cut back on the quality of their

current operations, and still others will cease operations

altogether.

The 97 Television Stat_ons is not opposed to competition

from the backyard dish industry, but that competition should be

fair. As distributors, we have already negotiated in the

marketplace for our programming. If the dish industry wants to

compete as an alternative program distributor, then it too should

negotiate the marketplace for programming. It may well be

successful on that basis, as the prospective Netlink agreement

with NBC indicates. But it is simply not fair for the backyard

dish industry to have an automatic right to tap into the program-

ming that is at the heart of the local broadcasters' business,

The copyright owners and program distributors, includilig the

networks and syndicators, do not benefit from such a result; they

reach more homes using the existing method of distribution. The

9 r-
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distant station whose signal is imported does not benefit; the

car dealers and other local advertisers that the station sells to

are not interested in reaching distant audiences. Viewers who

are able to get the same programming from their local stations do

not benefit in any significant way. And local broadcasters

certainly do not benefit from having a national distributor

piggybacking on the years of effort that the local stations have

made to build their imagein the market and an audience for their

programming.

The Federal Communications Commission has recognized the

important role that property rights play in increasing the

diversity of programs available to col,rs. The FCC's recent

proposal to reinstitute a form of syndicated exclusivity is

addressed to this need to preserve a marketplace allocation of

programming resources.21 Any legislation that seeks to resolve

the problems of program availability to TVRO owners should be

consistent with this important FCC policy.

Although there may be some proponents of the bill who argue

that it is appropriate in order to put the backyard dish industry

on the same footing as the cable industry -- which has a compul-

sory license as a result of the Copyright Act of 1976 -- there is

an important difference between the cable license and that being

proposed for TVROs. The big difference in that cable's compul-

sory license is subject to the FCC's network nonduplication

rules, which require the deletion by the cable operator of any

7/ Notice of Incuiry And liszliaugEnomugLININAlking, General
Docket No. 87-24, FCC 87-65 (April 23, 1987).

...I... 0,
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network programming carried by a distant signal when that same

programming is available on the more local television station.

These rules -- as well as rules regarding syndicated programming

-- were in effect when the Copyright Act of 1976 was adopted and

they have consistently acted to preserve the contract rights of

the local broadcaster.

Thus, the 97 Television Stations can support the proposed

legislation only if it is modified to limit its operation to

white areas or if it provides for the deletion of aplicating

programming from distant signals. We recognize that designing

legislation that is capable of meeting these concerns may be

difficult, and that the technical and administrative implementa-

tion of any such scheme may be burdensome, and we are prepared to

work with the bill's sponsors and others to attempt to solve

those problems. If they cannot be solved, however, we cannot

support the legislation as it now stands.

Another concern of ours is the length of the sunset provi-

sion. Is there any evidence that an eight-year period is

required? In the absence of compelling evidence to the contrary,

we would suggest a much shorter sunset period of, say, three

years. Also, it seems to us that, just as the TVRO industry has

used the (unjustified) expectations of backyard dish consumers to

support the need for this legislation, unless something is done

in the future to educate those dish owners, those expectations

will be even greater in eight years. Therefore, we suggest that

carriers providing service to dish owners be required to notify

those owners that the programming is being provided pursuant to
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legislation that is scheduled to sunset by a specific date. Such

a provision will help to insure that consumers will not be caught

by surprise.

In sum, The 97 Television Stations urge the Subcommittee to

move cautiously with this legislation and to consider the full

impact of its passage on the distribution of television program-

ming in the United States. When the full picture is in view, we

think you will agree that, unless the legislation is significant-

ly limited in scope, it may have unintended costs in terms of

disruption to the effective provision of terrestrial broadcast

service in small markets that far outweigh the bill's intended

benefits.

William P. Duhamel, Sr. is President of Duhamel Broadcasting

Enterprises, licensee of four television stations in South

Dakota, Wyoming and Nebraska. In addition to helping found The

97 TV Stations, Dr. Duhamel is a member of the boards of the

National Association of Broadcasters and the ABC Television

Affiliates Association.

11.) (.0 lit
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APPENDIX A

STATION LOCATION

KXJB-TV KXJB Fargo, ND
KCMT Alexander, MN
KNMT Walker, MN

Eagle Communications KECI Missoula, MT
KTVM utte, MT
KCFW Kalispell, MT
KIEM Eureka, CA

Sawtooth Communications KIVI Boise, ID

Ponderosa Television, Inc. KTVZ Bend, OR

KTVH, Inc. KTVH Helena, MT

1st National Broadcasting KXWY Casper, WY
KFWY Riverton, WY
KRWY Rawlins, WY

Duhael Broadcasting Enterprises KOTA Repid City, SD
KDUH Scottsbluff, NE
KSGW Sheridan, WY
KHSD Lead, SD

KMTV Broadcasting, Inc. KHVT Twin Falls, ID

The Post Co. KIFI Idaho Falls, ID

Price Broadcasting Co. KIDK Idaho Falls, ID
WJSU Anniston, AL

KMTR, Inc. KMTR Eugene, OR

NWG Broadcasting Co. KIMA Yakima, WA
KETR Pasco, WA
KLEW Lewiston, ID

Montana Television Network KTVQ Billings, MT
KRTV Great Falls, MT
KPAX Missoula, MT
KXLF Butte, MT

Glendive Broadcasting Co. KXGN Glendive, MT

McGraw-Hill Broadcasting Co., Inc. KERO Bakersfield, CA
KGTV San Diego, CA

KGET TV, Inc. KGET Bakersfield, CA
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COMPANY

Golden Empire Broadcasting Co.

Sacramento Valley Television, Inc.

California Northwest
Broadcasting Co.

Retlaw Broadcasting

San Joaquin Communications Coro.

KNTV, Inc.

Blair Broadcasting of California

Shamrock Broadcasting Co., Inc.

Broadcasters of Mississippi

WICS-TV

First Charleston Group

Jackson Telecasters, Inc.

East Texas TV Network

Southeastern Ohio Television

Eastern Oklahoma Television
Co., Inc.

KQTV

WAGM-TV, Inc.

Marsh Media

Spartan Radiocasting Co.

KOUS Broadcasting, Inc.

North Platte Television, Inc.

Nebraska Television Corp.

New Mexico Broadcasting Company

STATION

KHSL Chico, CA

KRCR Redding, CA

KVIQ Eureka, CA

KJEO
KMST

KSEE

KNTV

KSBW

KEYT

WJTV

WICD

WCIV

WBBJ

KLMG

WHIZ

KTEN

KQTV

WAGM

KVII
KVIJ

KIMT

KOUS
KYUS

KNOP

KHAS

KGGM

LOCATION

Fresno, CA
Monterey, CA

Fresno, CA

San Jose, CA

Salinas, CA

Santa Barbara, CA

Jackson, MS

Champaign, IL

Charleston, SC

Jackson, TN

Longview, TX

Zanesville, OH

Durant, OK

St. Joseph, MO

Presque Isle, ME

Amarillo, TX
Sayre, OK

Mason City, IA

Hardin, MT
Miles City, MT

North Platte, NE

Hastings, NE

Albuquerque, NM

..1 (.0 t)
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COMPANY STATION LOCATION,

Spokane Television, Inc. KTHI Fargo, ND

Sunshine Television, inc. KDRV Medford, OR

Columbia Empire Broadcasting Corp. KNDO Yakima, WA
KNDU Tri-Cities, WA

Eugene Television, ''.nc. KBCI Boise, ID
KVAL Eugene, OR
KPIC Roseburg, OR
KCBY Coos Bay, OR

Donrey Media Group KOLO Reno, NV

Pikes Peak Broadcasters Co. KRDO Colorado Springs, CO
KJCT Grand Junction, CO

Meyer Broadcasting KFYR Bismark, ND
KMOT Minot, ND
KUMV Williston, ND
KQCD Dickinson, ND

KXMC-TV, Inc. KXMC Minot, ND
KXMB Bismark, ND
KXMD Williston, ND
KXMA Dickinson, ND

Chronicle Broadcasting KAKE Wichita, KS
KUPK Garden City, KS

Freedom Communications, Inc. KTVL Medford, OR

Ambassaddr Media Corp. KPVI Pocatello, ID

Harriscope Broadcasting Corp. KULR Billings, MT
KBAK Bakersfield, CA
KTWO Casper, WY

Stauffer Communications, Inc. WIBW Topeka, KS
KCOY Santa Maria, CA
KMIZ Columbia, MO
KGWC Casper, WY
KGWL Lander, WY
KGWR Rock Springs, WY
KGWN Cheyenne, WY
KSTF Scottsbluff, NE
KTVS Sterling, CO

Holston Valley Broadcasting Corp. WKPT Kingsport, TN
WEVU Naples, FL

' 0-1ti ti
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COMPANY STATION LOCATIOM

Alaska Television .Network KATN Fairbanks, AK
KJUD Juneau, AK
KIMO Anchorage, AK

WPEC WPEC West Palm Beach, FL

KFBB Corp KFBB Great Falls, MT

WENY, INC. WENY Elmira, NY
WMGM Atlantic City, N.'

Youngstown Broadcasting WYTV Youngstown, OH

Benekek Broadcasting Corp. WTAP Parkersburg, WV
WBKO Bowling Green, KY
KDLH Duluth, MN

Central Texas Broadcasting
Co., Ltd. KXXV Waco, TX

Buford Television, Inc. KLTV Tyler, TX
KTRE Lufkin, TX

Apple Valley Broadcasting, Inc. KAPP Yakima, WA
KVEW Kennewick, WA

Spokane Television, Inc. WALY Spokane, WA

Lorimar Telepictures
i,adcasting Group KCPM Chico-Redding, CA

KwED Midland-Odessa, TX
KSPR Springfield, MO

South Texas Telecasting
Co., Inc. Kill Corpus Christi, TX

EGF Broadcasting KESQ Palm Springs, CA

KAAL-TV, Inc. KAAL Austin, MN

WHYN Stations Corp. WGGB Springfield, MA
WGME Portland, ME
KGAN Cedar Rapids, IA
WICS Springfield, IL

Kansas Broadcasting Systems, Inc. KWCH Wichita, KS

1'14 r
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Mr. KASTENMEIER. The subcommittee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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CORMIUSKER PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT
TELEPHONE (402)664-2821 P.O. BOX 9 COLUMBUS, NEBRASKA 68601

Honorable Peter W. Rodino, Jr.. Chairman
House Judiciary Committee
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Representative Rodino:

September 3, 1982

On behalf of consumers of Cornhusker Public Power District, I urge your
support for two pieces of legislation that we feel are vitally important to
our task for providing reliable, reasonably-priced television programming for
the home satellite dishes in our community.

We are a member of the National Rural Telecommunications C000perative (NRTC).
The NRTC is currently the only independent packager of television programming
t.o the satellite dish market. Our goal is to bring packages of satellite
programming to the unserved rural consumers with a cooperative, non-profit
service orientation at an affordable monthly cost which is truly comparable
to cable subscription service.

The NRTC strongly supports the following two bills:

P " 1885 - The Satellite Television Fair Marketing Act. This bill has been
I aid by the House Energy & ommerce Subcommittee on Telecommunications. In
testimony, the NRTC outlined the difficulties we are having in gaining access
to programming and getting programs which are available at reasonable costs.
H. R. 1885 would make cable programming available to satellite dish viewers
and would permit programmers to sell their signal themselves. However. if
programmers sell to another party, they must make their signal available to
others on a non-discriminatory basis.

H. R. 2848 - The Satellite Home Viewer Act. This bill would create a
mechanism by which packagers of home satellite programming would make
paymevt to the copyright owners of the programming shown on superstations
and networks. This legislation is vitally needed to clarify a cloudy and
uncertain area. H. R, 2848 will encourage the packaging of quality satellite
programming thereby creating a competitive environment which will benefit all
consumers.

We urge you to consponsor and support both of these bills. To cosponsor
H. R. 1885. you can phone Kevin Cloud (Rep. Tauzin) at 225-4031. To cosponsor
H. R. 2848, you can phone Shannon Foley (pouse Judiciary) at 225-3956.

Thank you for your support and encouragement of the efforts of the NRTC to
bring the behefits of modern satellite technology to rural America,

Sincerely,

Norman L. Hoge
General Manager

pc! Tim Rowan, Dir. Mirketi4
& Human Services

SERVING IN BOONE, NLPAX, °SEELEY, NANCE, PLATTE ANO WHEELER COUNTIES

t) ti
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ATTACHMENT TO LETTER ADDRESSED TO HON. PETER W. RODINO, JR.

CHAIRMAN OF HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE

Please consider our signatures as affirmation of a letter from

Norman L. Hoge, General Manager of Cornhiv%er Public Power

District requesting yo, ,onsideration and support of H.R. 1885

The Satellite Television kair Marketing Act, and H.R. 2848, The

Satellite WomaYlOweF.Copyright Act.

SIGNEOMORD DAY OF SEPTENBAR. 1987. g CORNHUSKER PPD BOARD OF DIRECTORS:

Mvcdt rkti

2&La--(Z:D724,ttikt,
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BROADCASTING INC.
P. O. BOX 1069

GILROY, CA 00114069

SPA CENET.I. TRANSPONDER ITIS AUDIO
TELEPHONE 4081485558

November 9, 1987

The Honorable Robert W. Kasten Bier
Rayburn Building, Roam 2328
Washington D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Kastenmeier,

It has cane to my attention that the copyright hearings have been noticed
for November 19, 1987. Originally we at K-SAT wished to represent a number
of concerns regarding HR2848. If indeed H.S.T.A. will be invited to testify
we feel that our additional concerns can be made through personal contact
and written testimony. Please advise us as to whether H.S.T,A. has been in-
vited.

Sincerely,

0=&/'
V.C.Dawson, President

VCD:jlw

CC: Mike Remington

"THE INFORMATION AND ACTION CHANNEL"
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P. 0. BOX 1069
BROADCASTING INC GILROY. CA 95021.1069

SPACENET

November 3, 19Q7

TELEPHONE 408.848.5558

Dear Representative

We at K-SAT representing large numbers of dish owners and cable
subscribers in your district have sent K-SAT representatives La
meet with you and discuss S889/HR2848 and the copyright legisla-
tion pending.

Please meet with them and allow them to review the materials perti-
nent to the legislation as you would with your constituents who
they represent. Upon their return they will report back to your
constituents via our nightly radio program.

Thank you for your courtesy on this important matter.

Sincerely,

V.C.Dawson, Preirdent

711111NPORMATION AND ACTION OlIA MEL"
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AFRTS FLOW CHARTS

Froaram distribution sources and methods
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The top chart shows how programming flows to AFRTS facilities around v

the world before it is transmitted over- the-air or on cable. The first
column shows various sources and kinds of programs. The middle column
displays different ways programming is moved from it* source to its desti-
nation. The right side portrays AFRTS facilities and ultimately the TVs
that servicemen and women use to watch news, entertainment, etc.

The lower chart graphically depicts how satellite delivered programs
are. sent to SatcomF 24 a US satellite located over the eastern part of
our country, from the west coast studio facilities. Nast and west coasts
Intelsat downlink/uplink facilities receive the F 2 signal, change it from
NTSC to another standard and transmit it up to the Atlantic and Facifit, In-
telsat satellites. Military basalt around the world pick up one of the two
Intelsat signals, combine the satellite delivered programs with others de-
livered on video tape, film etc., and then send the combined programming
to erviceperson's televisions via over-the-air and/or cable. How signals
get to military basets) has Kinalta, to do with how programming gets
to individual television sets from the AFRTS falai/ley at each base,
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1110ADCASTING INC GILROY. CA 1305I 1011

Cate, OctOber 12, 1907

Toi The HOnoreble Nike Synar
Rayburn Building, Room 2441
Washington, DC 20S15

Open Letter

Dear Representative Synar,

TELEPH0NE10*Si1llle

Thank yo. for this opportunity to address the .sUperchenne.. !Sloe.
ha a beaus to the viewpoint of R-daT you should understand that our
first reaponsibility is to encourage the use of satellite carriage
of long distance signets both in the clear and Ocrambled. As you
know Congress ha in the pest Set very liberal ground rule* in legit-
lation to encourage the cable industries use of eatellits when cable
VAS s new and struggling technology. You have in the past referred
to R-SAT as thou who believe there is a cable conspirsCy. I would
like to point out that our fear is that the home dish industry as a
new struggling technology may not be considered to receive the Isms
lagiSlative incentive and liberal ground rules Ile other technologies
such ea cable has.

It la in the above perapective that NR-2840 Saes. void of home dish
incentive.. I therefore submit sight ill points of refinement con-
cerning NA-2641. It in our belief at ...SAT that thus provisions
would Cause the use of satellite del 0 signals to prosper and at
the Seel tine inure a level playing field Mr entry into this new
growing market.

1, First let us consider the most fel methods for the establishment
of copyright fees. Parity with viewers la whet we request.
Certainly a home Owner with '0th cable end satellite 7V ahould
not be expected to pay a higher tariff for owning a dish. In thili
way should the courts, FCC or Congress change current Condition,
parity can be maintained.

21 Al for the tendency for prairie suppliers to charge dish owners
m, for the earns product than to cable ilubSCriber$ once again ne

In peaty,

As far ea piecing limits that would serve to inflict a Cartel of
uervic.e that launched prior tO June of .11, we once again sly
lets open the field, long se proper fees will be paid why not
have competition and At the same time growth for the home metal-
lite industry.

I, With regard to tan 1101 percent cable oil..trial., Such formula
would predicate all businsas plane to cable plans not home dish.
It alao servo to note that if that same formula were imposed
today the 51)01 .ty of service. carrying broadcasts to the home
market (Netlink, WI would nc qualify to do so. Such a formula
is obaollits from it'. inceptio; Ind only across to regulate growth
of one industry (home dishi to ..hat of another (c.olel.

St Currently there is no insuranos that non-diocriminatory marketing
provisions outside of cable affiliation will take place. The
same industry observations that developed the need for the marks:-
tog provision in NR-11105 are needed for long distance carrier, .

if they ere to ,n effect Serve the role of program providers to
the home dish industry.

6, If parity of copyright payment *slat there 12 no need to suna.t
such proviolons. When copyright fees change for one they should
change for all.

Ti You moot grant that the original role of Ow r'passe vat'

hascarrier h evolved to (es Cong
more Active' ststus. No longer does a W'rmS or WON remain 'non-

/involved' in the fact that they are carried to cable and home dish.
Furth,r those tariffs filed statist ten years ago by 'passive. car-
riers such de United Video and Southern Satellite now Tempo, have
evolved with the satellite delivery technology into a ouch more
active state. There *gist s need to clarify under statute that
any licensed broadcaster may enter this active program provider
status. Only with this clear open door statement can it be an o
nounced that competition is to prevail in the carriage of broad-
cast signals vie satellite.

Si Finally, in the spirit of the Mot Amendment and the frte flow of
information via the public airways, it is important the guaranteed
acres all long distance eIgnala easing satellite be essured.
It is always with rivet and sense of outrage that we at R-SAT
have observed the withdrawal of some signals illetl,,k. a Cable
backed provider as Weed with NBC not to'serve fo,e dish ownersi
from soma Segments of the taxpaying and copyright paying public.
This type of concerted refusal to deal along with combined reatrair
among competitors can not be tolerated if there Ili to be competi-
tive market conditiout and consumer protection.

I hope that you can respond to the concerns of ii-SAT at your earliest
convenience. As for your comments directed at R-SAT in Nashville, a
small broadcast group...in oppoaltion...for their own private gain.
While R-SAT way be small group in your eye.. our points on NA-2141
are large in atop*. As bar as personal gain I feel you have bean mil-
Lid. We Advocate a totally COmpelitiva Market. Once again I wish to

thank you and OdOtOlOOtOtive KaltenOlar for undertaking a difficult
and complem task for that is the bench mark of leadership. I only
wilt. that R-SAT had been involved in the formulation stages. Possibly
then we could have found ourSelf in support of NA-2145. With the re-
quested amendments we can support end work for the Sorrell of a fair .

copyright bill.

Sincerely,

VC(

V.C. Dawilon, President

CC: Rny. Kaltdr.
Ointtibatin,
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SUBMITTLU BY

WHY S. 800 IS GOOD POLICY

Showtitne, which Is owned by Viacom International, Inc., a multiple systen*cable

television operator, we are advised has circulated a document on Capitol Hill entitled

"Why S, 800 Is Bad Polley," This document Is fritteeurate and misleading, Each of

newtime's points are addressed.

Slam/time argues that passage of the distribution provisions of S. 889 would hurt

dish consumers, These provisions state that if ;satellite programmers choose to market

their programming to dish owners through third parties, they must establIsn reasonable

financial and character criteria under which multiple parties have the ,billty to qualify

as distributors,

This would not eliminate program packages, On the..contrary,'It would provide for

meaningful competition In the delivery of program ..paelceges. Rather than forcing

.
programming services to withdraw their autherizatiolig, passage of S. 889 would ensure

that multiple entitles would be able to retell these packages to the consumer, Multiple

program packagers would be able to purchase programming ut wholesale for sale at retail

In competition with one another,

This is not the situation today, Showtime and IWO are the only universally

available, reasonably complete packages, Both are owned In common with major cable

television operators and the prices they charge to dish owners are controlled by the cable

Industry, Because of this, neither has a real incentive to aggressively mericet its service

to dish owners, The services of neither of these companies Is available In the package of

the other.

Nor would passage of this bill "Ilaulkoniv.a" the programming sales business "so as to

inalto it worthwhile to virtually no major distributors". The fuels speal; otherwise, The

Amway Corporation, a $2.4 billion company, along with the N RTC, ere both seeking to be

(, (1
0 0
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distributors and are both urging passage of S. 889. These major companies have great

experience In retail sales and service to consumers and have testified in strong support of

the legislation,

The arg,.mnt that the distribution provisions of S. 800 would hurt consumers is

frivolous. The bill does not require a "legislatively dictated distribution

ynIuni It merely seeks to ensure that If sale to the dish owner Is made through a third

;,arty (cable system) that others similarly qualified cannot be shut out. The legislation

'eaves up to each service the establishment of reasonable erit la.

It is cable television operators that have been successful in convincing Congress to

pass a "legislatively dictated" distribution system by which broadcast product is available

to cable companies and their subscribers at rates dictated by the ,Congress and the

Copyright Tribunal. This is called the cable television "compulsory license". Similarly,

telephone companies and power utilities rrust provide pole attachments to cable

television companies at legislatively dictated rates. Cable operator's convinced Congress

that it and the FCC should dictate pole attachment rates.

S. 889 does not go that far. It merely establishes a limited requirement that if the

. ' programmer has determined to establish criteria for the distribution of programming

through a third party, it cannot discriminate among equally qualified third - parties.

Neither the Congress nor the FCC Is asked to rate regulate. This limited requirement is

necessitated by the cable television industry itself because of the pressure which it has

placed on satellite programmers not to deal or to teal at inflated rates with would -be

third-party (independent-of-cable) packagers.

It is nothing short of absurd to suggest as the Showtirne piece does that "cable

remains substantially regulated on the local level". While many oable companies pay

franchise fees, these fees are for the privilege of using the streets and ways of the

community. The business of cable television was deregulated by Congress in 1984. In

t)
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nearly all markets, cable rates and terms of service are deregulated. In fact, cable

operators are trying to prevent local communities from regulating any aspect of their

business including those very few areas permitted by:the 1904 Cable Act, They have

been successful in several recent court oases in California.

Cable was deregt led based on the premise that the video marketplace was

volerging suet, that cable would !lava many competitors. Cable is rigorously fighting to

()oven,. future competition from telephone companies. Today, there is only one

competitor to cable for the Consumer who wishes to view multiple sources of over-the-

air nen-broadcast programming in the home. That competitor Is direct satellite

reception. That competitor is being squeezed out of the market by the control which the

major cable television companies have over the major satellite.programmers, In nearly

all cases, there are either one and the same company or subservient to the cable

company because the cable company Is the sole purchaser of the programmer's product.

The cable Industry, through Showtime, next argues that only 'If cable is allowed to

invest heavily in new programming will It be able to compete against other distribution

technologies. Congress is told,

S. 009 would force cable programmers to sell that new
programming under a federally established regime controlling
rates, terms and conditions whether or not it made economic
sense for the programmer,

The legislation says nothing about Congress establishing rates, terms an

conditions. Again, the only law touching cable television and mandating rates, terms and

conditions is the Copyright Act of 1078 and the Pole Attachment Act cable television

operators are able to access programming and facilities at federally controlled rates.

S. 880 does not do this. It allows the individual programmer to set Its own reasonable

rates, terms and conditions,

Nor will passage of the bill prevent investment in new prograMming. In fact, the

opposite is ely to occur, Programmers will be more likely to invest knowing that a
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now market (dish owners) Is there to be served and the cable monopoly can no longer

control their service to that market.

Filially, nothing in,the legislation prevents progriimmers which have not scrambled

from scrambling and making use of the Video Cipher II or any other technology. Nothing

prevents the FCC from adopting the Video Cipher 11, if it finds that It is the appropriate

,.lankInrd, The legislation merely provides for a limited regulatory role caused by the

feel that the control of the scrambling hardware, bus been, is now, and will likely

rein Hill, in the hands of one company. Through its control of the chips, which are

necessary for the scramblers and dascr»mblers, General Insiuments has a monopoly over

the hardware of encoding and decoding equipment. The legislation provides for a limited

government role In the establishment of standards. This Is oversight required because

the existing monopoly over harware has resulted In Inflated prices and periodic shortages.

KSAT
BROADCASTING

V.C. DAWSON
President

Business Office 4088465558
Fsesimile Marline 4086455571
Bulletin Board 4084146915

- 4 -
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To the Honorable Members of the United States Congress:

General Instruments corporation currently has an ABSOLUTE MONOPOLY on the
manufacturing, distribution, pricing, computer control, and repair of the
Videocipher II decod6r. Manufacturers, distributors, dealers, and consumers
are being GOUGED on the entire operation of this system. The decoder is
grossly over-priced, in many cases costing as much as half the price of an an
entire satellite TV system. At the present time, only GI and Channel Master
build the "module" which plugs in to either the stand-Alone decoder or the
Integrated Aeceiver/Descrembler (IRD), However, virtually all modules
manufactured by Channel Master are bought back by GI, making GI again the sole
source. GI recently announced that they had licensed Houston Tracker
Corporation to build the stand-alone descrambler. in fact, all they are doing
is putting Houston Tracker's name and logo on the stand-alone descrambler
built by 61, meaning that there is not now, and never will he any competition
on this product without Congressional intervention, In addition, GI has
testified tnat the entire VC-II is built in the U.S. and Puerto Rico.
However, I have examined the "module" board on my personal VC-II and found
that is is plainly marked "MADE IN TAIWAN R.O.C."

Since GI is the sole source of supply, there is consequently,
absolutely NO competition on pricing. Other manufacturers who have come
forward and requested permission to build the entire unit or the module
itself have been turned away empty handed. GI owns the patents on certain
software components on the 'module' board, and they 1.01V51 absolutely no
intention of letting anyone else build this board. Last year, at hearings
in Congress, GI stated that the price of the VC-II would drop sharply. Now
one year later, the current dealer WEDLESALE price ranges from $360 to $430
of he can even find one to buy). Compare that with the average RETAIL price
of one year ego: $3951 We can only assume that the price will get worse, and
nat better as long as 61 is permitted to have their monopoly. Obviously,
standardized encryption would create competitive pricing.

GI also has an absolute monopoly on the computer control center fo-
handling all Videocipher II units .n use today. This gives them the power to
override any and all inputs from the programmers including turning off

programmer's paying customers whenever they feel like it. GI's
Vice-President, Larry Dunham has admitted in oral and written testimony that
they have turned off over 12,000 decoders. He claims that these were all
'illegal' unite. However, he has yet to publicly show any evidence against
each of these 12,000 customers, or any court order authorizing them to turn
those customer's off. The FACT is that with very fsw exceptions, GI has NO
legally supportable evidence, and NO court orders to take this action. By use
of the power that their absolute monopoly gives them, they are able to
override anything that the programmers are able to do to control their own
customers. There ARE alternative means of controlling the system which could
be developed if standardized encryption were to become a reality.

GI's repair canter is the only authorized repair center anywhere for the
VC-11, When a customer sends a unit in for repair, he cannot get competitive
pricing on repairs any more than he can on purchasing the decoder. As a
result, GI normally charges flat rate of $295.00 for au non-warranty repair.
Furthermore, tho customer cannot get any "second opinion" or other bids
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on hie repairs. The customer is again TOTALLY at the mercy of GI's

absolute monopoly, Compare this with the normal policy of a company doing

bi.intsse in a competitive environment. In that case, the customer would only

be charged for actual parte and labor used, and not GOUGEO for a price almost

equal to the original purchase price of the decbder. And, if the customer

was not ratified with the repair estimate given at one company he would be

free to take hie repair business elsewhere. Consider one common repair?

The VC-II module software its sustained by use of a email lithium battery.

When this battery goals bad, vital ID data will be lost. If the module is

out of warranty, GI will then charge $295,00 for a repair that consists of

replacing $2.00 battery and re-programming the 10 data (which probably takes

less than i minute), Here again, it becomes readily apparent that
slendadization by congressional mandate is the only solution.

The claims by GI and othere that the staoclardi:ontion portion of S-.3139

would hamper further innovation in this technology Is absolutely unfounded(

In the 1940'5, RCA developed the television as we ki.Jd It today. Their

invention was licensed to other manufacturers. As LI result we have had

numerous innovations and improvemente in the television system. Ilowt.ver, thai

same televieiol that RCA developed in the 1940'e will still work on the

television broadcasts signals used today. The same could be said for the

Video Cassette Recordere (VCR) which we have today,. If only.one manufacturer

had been permitted to build this product, we would still have bare - bones,

no-fille basic VCR's selling for $1500.00. However, ais a aault of

standardization and multiple licensing, one can readily purchaee a VCR with

infinitely better picture quality and more featuree for $200.00. These

advancements can QNLY take place though, with competition,, and competition on

decoders can only come about with etandardization. However, it needle to be

clarified that istandardization would apply ONLY to the encryption/decryption
technique, and not to the actual physical hardware. This will leave the door

open for other manufecturere to explore new methods of achieving the (same

result.

The Federal Communications Commission, has the resources to evaluate the

encryption problem and determine the appropriate standard. It is imperative

that a standard be &looted, Despite claims to the contrary, there are at

least 5EVER other encryption methods IN..151 on satellite TV in this country

Standardization would guarantee that consumers would not be faced

with the problem of having to purchase multiple decoders in order to receive

various channels,

E. i i ENCRYPTION PORTIONAF 5-08U

COMPLETELY IRTAI_IT. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions

about the Videocipher and GI's handling of it.

Respectfully,

Clylia Wayne Ellis

K-Sat Videocipher

Issue Coordinator

-2-
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of Coffin)! Florida

A Division of Antotican Lqi & Communications Coipotstion
A TIAC WC. COAMANY

T J HAHVILLG

Vicu Piosideol of Oporattoos1CoasIal

September 30, 1987

John Link
1091 Aron Street
Port St. John, FL 32922

Dear Mr. Link:

It seems we are unsuccessful in talking with each other by phone.

CableVision of Central Florida sells its videocypher decoders
for $795.00 plus sales tax, and has done so for nearly six
months. This is the price that I've chosen to sell the unit for
based on it's reliability (or lack of) as it can be defeated by
those electronically skilled.

We hope to receive a shipment of the new state-of-the-art decoderin the near future. As we currently do not have them, we wouldhe happy to assist you in finding a new decoder for the current
competitive price.

I hope this information is of assistance to you.

Sincerely,

/4616.24
T.J. Harville

TJH/blb

1110V101HO ENTENTAINIIFNT APII tNFOOLIAT ION Si flY1C1,1 1I (Olt VA.° OS(: 01A SI.1.1,140t L AN!, y01 129i112INILE9

In °mord County: 720 Mennoira Avo Mel0ourno, H. 32935 (305) 254.3300

t 1 4,4,
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Perhaps the worst offender is a system whose very design requires

a dependable battery suriOy to operate. General Instrument's

VidocCipher II satellite descrambling system spotlights the hidden

cost of ownership that can occur when design engineers gloss over

their use of lithium power. .The VC II is unusual in that it'de-

pends upon the batterybacked data integrity of its CMOS RAM and

TT l'qW; 7000 series microprocessor. The CMOS code keys are tied to

paid, 1.:1 codes in GI's own computer. So, unless these keys match

you. el::etronic ID number, the box is unrecognizable to the system.

The onit has no on-off feature, but seems to draw over 20 W, gauging

by how my cat wants to curl up to it on snowy nigher. Whenever the

system is powered up, the battery is being relieved of its CMOS sup-

port task by the VC II's internal power supply.

When the VC II battery goes...Lhat's it The microprocessor stops

procclising, the RAM (rind its hidden code keys) go bye-bye. Critics

of the problem refer to these boxes as "brain dead." Incredible

oversight.

Now, GI has a 90-day warranty on the VC II. And out-of-warranty re-

pair seta owners back about $200--half. the price of a new unit. The

instructions make no mention of the surprise awaiting owners whose

units may have lai unpowered, in inventory, for half their two-to-

three year estimated unpowered shelf life.

At least one enterprising engineer has advertised that for $79, he

will crack the VC II's sealed case (a violation of GI's warranty,

incidentally) and replace the aging lithium cell with a new, larger-,

capacity one. He'll also monitor the RAM keys that are in the box

so that if it ever does lose power and die, there iq some hope of re-

suscitating it. Those keys, like DNA, can be re-inserted by enter-

prising hackers.

Electronics Engineering Times 926137

"Litnium Is Losing Its Luster"
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HOB CLEARVIEW DRIVE
ALLEN, TUAS 75002
OCTOBER I, 1907

TUE HONORABLE SENATOR JAMES EXON
POOH 330

HART BUILDING

WASHINGTON, DC 205I0

Dear Senator Egon,

This letter Is in response to a question which yo'i addressed to Mr.
Larry Dunham at the recent hearings on S -889. ?au asked Mr. Dunham where
the Videocipher II dascrambler is manufactured.

I hereby state that I have examined my personal Videocipher II
descrambler end found that the main circuit board (GI assembly part number
11627 ASSY 28049 -21 is clearly silk-screened with markinge:

'MAD` IN TAIWAN R.O.C,"

Sincerely

Cly Wayne Ellis
E-Sat National Coordinator
for Issues Relating to

the Vtdeocipher end wineral
Instruments

I hereby certify that or this data () Li 091. tki

appeared in person before me and affirmed thetall statements contained herein

are true end .lorrect.

Nolar/i Date: 04 1., ictel
COMMISSIX1 Expires: State;
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Section 41
Availability of Network Programming to Rural Areas

It is imperative that this network section remain
ao part of this bill since the networks must be held
accountable because they exist in the public interest,
are paid for. by our advertising dollars, are using our
public airwaves to reap healthy p ()fits, and best exempli-
fy our First Amendment rights.

However, when this bill goes to markep, we ask that
the wording in this 'section be revised so that the net-
works are required to leave their prime-time, fronthaul
Leeds -- intact with national advertising -- in the clear,
while allowing them to scramble their raw feeds or back-
hauls. This would then remove the responsibility for
a solution from an FCC who has exhibited absolutely no
concern for the plight of Americans in the so-called
"white areas." In fact, this same FCC, in harmony with
the networks, has been touting translators as the only
solution. But we know by now that translators 4ill never
be the solution. An informal affiliates suivey done late
last year (and submitted to the FCC) revealed that most
affiliates have absolutely no plans whatsoeverto install
translators, deeming them to be unreliable, too costly,
and an obsolete technology. This whole translator issue
has been used by the FCC and the networks as a smokescreen
to pacify concerned legislators wh la they (the networks)
proceeded with their scrambling plans. Therefore, by
allowing the FCC to handle the network issue, translators
might still be forced upon us as a regressive solution.
With the efficiency and effectiveness of satellite tech-
nology now available to all Americans, why should the
networks be allowed to enjoy this amazing new technology
themselves while denying Americans in "white areas" that
same opportunity?

The networks have been unable to come up with any
hard evidence to show that their affiliates are in danger
of being bypassed. To the contrary. Surveys have con-
firmed that though dishes have been in place for several
years now, affiliate ratings have risen while national
network ratings have declined. The networks A:ate they
want privacy, yet they left the privacy of laidlines to
go up onto our public airwaves to reap healthy profits.
The networks state they are a private business, yet they
manufacture a product called news and entertainment
designed for distribution to the genera]. public. But
what other business in America manufactured a product
for the general public, then excludes a segment of that
public from having it because of where they live?

Bedause network scrambling is a violation of our First
Amendment rights, and because their actions are callous
and discriminatory, it if' of extreme importance that the
network issue be retained in this bill.
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P. a BOX 1069
GILROY, CA 95021.1069

TELEPHONE 408848.5558

lAOM SENATE REPUhT 222, 'I HE LEGISLATIVE HISTORY hiNID INTRODUCTION TO
H:"4-1: TILL S. II60, WHICH WAS SIGNED INFO LAW AS THE PUBLIC BROADCASTING ACT

,-:===UsunalmmlianimaJmua=m.atmatauxnummO.casUWamnMagmmum= MMMMMMMM4ma0Millalipm=1.1111112

,..tivities of PBS (Section 3,166, Subparagraph C) conducts itself in am,- that will most effectively assure maximum freedom of non-commercia".
aril And television broadcast stations from intprierence with or control over

(.,,,gramming content or other activiries." lie., Ine gurnose rf PBS Is NOT
0 be A Private network, but a PUBLIC network, and that all monies given to it

the U.E. Government is to ensure that the programming content of the ENTIRE
)roadcast, either via radio or P.. is not interfered with in any way, and that
7 controls are egercise!t over it.)

The Airwaves themselves, over which programs are broadcast, ARE PUBLIC
'r;OPERTY, and the purpose of PBS is to assist in providing the broadcast
acilities cezessary to carry educational radio and television programs TO AS
ANY OF THE CITIZENS OF THIS COUNTRY AS POSSIBLE."

M

rJACTED IN 1977, HOUSE WSOLOTION H.R.! 46II0 GAVE PBS A TOIAL OF $1.041 BILLION
TAXPAYET: MONEY TO U5k THE PUBLIC AIRWAVES! UUOTES FROM THAT BILL:

:a==t; .sW=meran==i8=416AMIWIAlsiMr.volumn=rmimammAtiaimum==nautos=U==nomMsalan71111101411=12=====

"Public Broadcasting is for ALL Americans."

'Toe! money will be used, among other purposes, to plan the oast use of the
-ublic Broadcasting atollit- Evstem, to e;:tenn the reacn of public television
:nd radio signals to all tar:pa/or. for ALL taxpayers contribute to public
::roadcastino."

iEMARS FROM THE 1967 SENATE IMORSUIONAL RELORD, REGARDING THE F'UBL.0
:-=e0ADCASTING ACT OF 1967 (COI IBUTriD BY OLCiRIA BARNETT/I

UUUUUUU 12=WIllu===
,aft41.11247.4:4U...aWaSUMziammotasion.nallminUWOU.malaMnftla

F-ro,:mirus "We are Also aware that", as Herbert Hoover asserted 40 years
!go, "the public owns the airwaves, ens: that the Federal Government is the only
.gencv which can act in this interstate area, to make cArrain th.At tI,1 airwaves
.re used in the public interest."

MWATOVRMONNANDACTIONCHANNEL"
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-SA
BROADCASTING

P O. BOX 1069
GILROY. CA 9501.1069

spAcir
TELEPHONE408.818,5558

LI0on signing the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, President Lyndon B. Johnson
rege,rEed, "So today we re-dedicate a part of the airwaves, which belongs to all
of the peoole, and we dedicate them for the enlightenment of all the people. I
believe the time has come to stake another claim in the name of all the people.
-* 'Ltale a claim based on the combined resource of communications. I believe
the time has come to enlist the computer and the satellite, as well as
tel,.1,,ion and radiu, and to enlist them in the cause of (mutation..

IN I IGHT TWEiiE LAWS, K-SAT'b POLICY nv:hARDING Fb6 IS AS POLLOWS1..: - -xx¢:.4/22101=92....,....*.=p==3..ag..======s1C.IWUNs.d...5.7./.5..==1:11..11.25..113...121.1n=113=

1) insomuch the public has paid 50% of the deveiopment and tne continuing
costs of th Foolic broadcasting Service (PBS), and;

Inaomech as PBS has used those funds to Purchase equipment and implement
scrAmoling of some signals they carry, and;

7) lnsomucn as a condition of PBS' funding was to make its signals available to
ALL. U.S. citizens, and;

4) Insomuch as PBS has stated that its!signals are not to be received by
citizens directly with home satellite dish equipment;

Me. at L-SAT, call for ALL citizen to demand the following immediately;

1) PBS abandon its signal scrambling equipment And acknowledoe the right of all
U.S. citizens to receive the PBS signal REGARDLESS of the method of
over-the-air delivery of the system. or;

2.) Should PBS choose NOT to acquiesce tr tr legal position and operate within
the intention of the laws from which they gained their funding, then;

a) We demand that PBS remove itself from all public iunalna, and reimburse the
U.S. Government for all monies used and profited. forscrambling, and;

bl That they also forfeit the last five yeas of public funeino which led to
the development of PBS and its actions AS a 4th network, and NUT as public
broadcasting.

c) Furthermore, those forfeiteo monies are to be allocated immediately for the
establishment of a true satellite-delivered public television station that DOES
comply with the objectives of the Public Broadcastinp Acts of 1967 and 1477,
and which will be available in the clear to all citizens and taxpayers.

1-7

'TON INFORMATIO'l AND ACTION CHANNEL"
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Why Would PBS Oppose S. 889 & H.R. 1885?

The United States Congress mandated in the Public Broadcasting "c' of1967 that:
.The Public Broadcasting Act of 1967 seeks to strengthen non-commercial broadcasting so that the airwaves can be put to
use for the public benefit."

"The airwaves themselvei over which programs ate broadcast
are public property. .... the intent of S. 1166, the Public
..oadcasting Act of 1967 is to improve the facilities and

program quality of the Nation's educational broadcasting
,...talions so that this National resource may be used to its
iullest for the betterment of individual and community life."

"(5) that it is necessary and appropriate for the Federal
poveonment to complement, assist, and support a national
policy that will most effectively make noncommercial ed-
ucational radio and television service available to all
U.S. citizens ;..."

These clear unequivocal mandates REMAIN IN FORCE( nulr, PBS has
purch.osed and will be sending to each member station encryption (sram-
bling) equipment under the guise of technological growth, i.e. digitalisteroo sound! PBS also chartered a commercial for profit wholly ownedsubsidiary, PBS Enterprises, Inc. PBS is restricting NOT EXPANDING
access and PBS is operating a COMMERCIAL for profit business in CLEAR
VIOLATION of the Public Broacasting Act of 1967!

I quote from PBS's Broadcast
Operations & Engineering cover letter dat-

ted July Ea, 1987 signed by Mark S. Richer, Dir. of Engineering;
"Since January of 1985, PBS Engineering has been investi-
gating alternative methods of delivering stereo to its
member stations.... Based upon these tests, PBS and the
PBS Engineering Committee recommended the General In-
struments VideoCipher-II system."

.1 also quote PBS's Engineering Technical, Memo, TMO 87-04 dated June'87;
"Thus, when the system is fully implemented, all PBS mem-
ber station., must be equipped with VC-II descramblers in
order to receive PBS transmissions."

"The system consists of a VideCipher -lI scrambler and Mana-
gement Computer located at the" (each of 5) "satellite
uplink and one or more VideoCipher-II descramblers locat-
ed at each TVRO (Television Receive Only) earth station
downlink." (affiliate stations =317 - member licensees .18e)

S. 889 and H.R. 1885 states, "(c)(1) No person shall encrypt or
continue to encrypt satellite delivered Public Broadcasting
Service programming intended for public viewing by retrans-
mission by television broadcast stations."

This section should be reworded to read, "... satellite deliver-
ed Public Broadcasting programming intended for viewing and
or use."

This revision assn u us unrestricted availability of PBS's signal(s)
regardlewi of method of distribution and/or reception!

Respectfully submitted,

Ms. Robin Adair Jamestown Route Box 156 Columbia, KY 4.1728

IA r« f
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KSAT
BROADCASTING INC.

P. O. BOX 1069
GILROY. CA 95021.1069

Spacenet

KSAT AFRTS POLICY

TELEPHONE 408448.5558

As I have told you in the past, AFRTS plans to scramble its television programming feeds in the future. AFRTS
officials tell us the reason they must scramble is because certain of their programers have asked them to do so. They
immediately agreed to comply with the programmers request at considerable expence to the taxpayer.

I suggest that there is a lot more to the AFRTS decision to scramble than meets the eye. There are serious
constitutional and legal issues involved here of which you and your congressional delegation should be aware.

The United States Defense officials should be able to keep national defense information secret. Indeed, they have
legal authority and responsibility to do so. However, nondefense information is another matter. Our constitution and
such laws as the Freedom of Information Act and various sunshine laws to cover were established for the purpose of
keeping the public fully informed of the operations of the Government. The Defense Department unfortimtely has
often subverted such freedom of information laws to cover up mistakes and other wrong doing. For e rmple, the
Department of Defense excluded the press from the Granada Operation about 3 years ago. They now went 'o keep the
public from knowing what they are putting on the AFRTS network. With the contents of this important channel of
information to military personnel hidden from the public, Defense officials could use this resource to indoctrinate these
personnel with various ideas. They might even be able to use this communications channel to help them consolidate
military power against the government. We should not allow Defense officials to conceal the contents of this
communications channel from the public.

Many of you are probably thinking that this is far fetched and that you have complete trust in our Defense officials,
Well, I can demonstrate that your trust is misplaced in the present operations of AFRTS. The Defense Department !las
regulations that prohibit the Department or its officials from endorsing commercial products. In other words, Defense
officials are prohibited from going on radio or television and endorsing a commercial product or assisting in the
advertising of such product. However, in violation of this Defense Department policy, AFRTS broadcasts the CNN
commercial feed several hours each day. The commercials are not removed from this feed as they are from NFL
football games and network programming. Guess who is the leading advertiser on CNN during the time period AFRTS
uses taxpayer money to convence military personnel to buy these products? It is Time Life Books and Time
Incorporated. So you and I and every other taxpayer is subsidising Timelife and CNN. In fairness, I should tell you
that after several hours of CNN advertising, at the end of the program, an AFRTS announcer states that the
Department of Deferse does not endorse any of these commercial products. Do you think this announcement actually
cancels out the unfair advantage that these advertisers have gained from all this exposure. Of course it doesn't. Its like
telling a jury to forget what they just heard.

It seems to me that the Government should not give one advertiser an advantage over others. If AFRTS is going
to use some commercial feeds, It should use them all. Why do you suppose that the advertisers on CNN are favored

when those of NBC are not. Why do you suppose that AFRTS wants to protect these commercials from public view by

scrambling this feed at taxpayer expense? Could it be that someone is getting some kick backs? You may think that
military officers are incorruptible) Consider the case of Admiral Hyman Rickover, For several year^ he presented
demands to General Dynamics Corporation Is Defense Contractor) for gratuities which were paid A.. by taxpayer
money. He got a slap on the wrist when it became public that this seam was going on. Now I ask you. what do you
suppose that CNN and Time-Life are doing for the AFRTS officials? What ever it is, it is enough to make them want

to scramble the feed so they can continue to do It.

(OVER)

I.) (
4,0 A
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If you feel as I du that this AFRTS activity 11 improper, you should write each member ofyour congressional
delegation and demand that he request an investigation by the Co nest Accounting Office (GAOL into the operations of
AFRTS. You should also request APHIS delay any scrambling Films until the investigation is complete (which should
take about one year.) Specifically GAO should be asked to determine whether Defense officials can legally provide free
advertising to commercial companies on this taxpayer supported network. Also GAO should be asked to detormity
whether any AFRTS official has personally benefited from the decision to air these commercials. Finally, GAO should
be asked to provide a legal opinion on whether the Department of Defense has the authority to scramble the AFRTS
program feeds so as to conceal from the public the notonational defense operations of a Government Department.

In addition to remiesting the GAO investigation of AFRTS, we should continue to urge the members of our
congressional delegations to include the appropriation votriction in the Defense Appropriations Act against the
expenditure of public funds for scrambling AFRTS programming feeds.

Chuck Dawson
K-SAT Radio
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THE. AMERICAN LEGION
04/11P1/N posr IWO

CHAMPLIN, MINNESOTA 55316

bonot,:w Rudy Doschwiltz
ilonatu Hart HI'fico Oldh.

WaLhiniiloo., D. C. i.(.1b10
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S 88V, introduced by 01bl:rt. F- and i itAur bill HR
1885, introduced by bilker To::on, prohibit. Ulu ecraffiLling of

AFRTS and !'Bs. rnebe proprambaro paid I., w.(th our Lan
dQiii.ArUi. OW' bervicumun and thy riencral oublic would bu

deprieved of what iu rightfully thi,rbor thobw programe, are
ollowod to ho Lcraloblod.

EU. a usg9mAuntint1ytt. Qt. thg. ANyrlui.in hp:nag/. ww. reg.'. At. la

Ygemr. @vid.nn. dmty tcd gmppQrt upti9ld tbw UQnm.tilwticen Qt. The
UnItma ptialvm,. Thu ..crambling of ulthur or thu,,c
would bed a direct violatiun ot Lhe 1i 1. himAndwent.

PLEASE CO SpfINSOR

Another bill HR 2848 hau buon introduced by Sinar. If

you haven't read t.h I bill t,Ludy IL carefully. It hai . siomu

very qood pointti in iL. Howover thoro I i a definatu need for

thlu bill to be wounded. If pa...bod u.II I I it would give the

cable Cfu1paru1tia complete uOVILrol or all prograwminq

on Satellite. It womld olo havu the tdtIltU di,ah owner
paying at leaut double that of coblu cubtoiourb. Wu feel thi%

would be very unfair to our country cut.Ine that do not heave

cable available to them.

EoLly.
rthilinitm.

COrilAila 0140111-1M.

Al-ynk You

nyold hay
llomiandur
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AFRTS Scrambles the FACTS to Fight S. 889 and H.R. 1885

Jordon E. Rizer, Director of DOD American Forces Information Service,
stated in a letter dated March 26, 1987 that,

'The Congress and the Doartwent of Defense
IDo0) has charged AFRTS with the mission of providing U.S.

military meanders with a means of communicating important information to DoD personnel and their
familes outside the continental United States.

All of the television entertainment prograds we
offer such as 'Magnus P.T.', 'The Cosbl Shone,

and 'Cheers' are provided to our stations overseas
on videotape. ...Our prove suppliers place upon us the requirement that we limit the distribution
of those programs to only Doe personnel

overseas. ...By ensuring that pirates in foreign countries
cannot steel programming from our satellites and

use it without payment to the program owners, we pro-
tect our own continued use of the programming. ...In

wawa!, AFRTS would scramble only the satellite
signals, not the retransmission of

progress how our stations over seas. ...To further prevent the
unauthorized reception of our signal, AFRTS uses very low-power traeseiltters and highly directional

antennas pointed directly at U.S. military installations.'

Ah article in Iftg Florida Times Union June 19,1987 sec. A pg. 17 states,
'Sigma said that in South Korea the United States

has its own broadcast frequencies that can be picked

up by the Korea public. ...The network has barred the television show MeAeSO4, a comedy based on an
Any field hospital unit during the Korean War.'

Mr. Rizer also stated in his March C:6, 1987 letter,
'The sales department at Turner ifroadcasting System

(TBS) was quite distressed to find that early hotels
were already carrying these programs on in-house cable

systems. They were obtaining them from AFRTS
feeds on SAINT and IBS wasn't raking a dime. The people at Turner have made it clear if we wanted to
continue to obtain their program For

our audience overseas, we had to take actions to prevent piracy.'

An article in the September 1987 QAG FREQUENT FLYER discusses IBS' CNNdistribution by AFRTS which MMTRADMIk Mr. Rizer's claims. Pg 67 & 69
But such a prodigious effort was unnecessary; thanks to ...VIRUS), Dei was already there. ...Those who
help themselves to CNN without so must as a 'by your leave' are not thieves; rather, in the eyes of CNN's
owner, they are accepting promotional eaterial....a subtle

way of winning friends-and hooking them.'

Testimony submitted to the Senate Subcommittee on Communications re -
marding the July 31, 1987 hearing states,

'..,AFRTS transit!, on VHF TV Ch a on the island of Okinawa Japan with 40,000 watts of power. AFRTS
uses sixteen 1161 transmitter in south Korea! ...in West Germany) Wiesbaden Ch 22- 1, 000 W, Neighen-
burg on rh 57-1, 25()014, Berlin 2, ()0014, Reisersalturan

Ch 30-3,00014, and in Bitburg on Ch 27 using
an 8,000W transmitter.

Three transmitters operate at the U.S. legal MAXIMUM, one below, one EIGHT
times over, another 4.000 times above the U.S. limit, and the balance EXCEED these limits.

"VERY LOW-POWER INDEED! ". "

AFRTS' TV transmissions can be viewed by anyone with a multi standard
TV. AFRTS-DOD knows their signalfs> do not stop at the base perimeter.
Since program owners and syndicators DO NOT OBJECT to their material
being available over-the-air in foreign countries, both S. 889 and H.R.
1885 should be strengthened by rewording so they mandate,

"No person shall encrypt or continue e. ypt satellite delivered
AFRTS programming made available to viewers in foreign countries."

Repsectfully submitted,

Ms. Robin Adair
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November 20, 1987

Congressman Robert W. Kastenmeier

Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil
Liberties & the Admin. of Justice

2137 Rayburn H08
Washingtion, D.C. 20515

Dear Bob:
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I am writing in support of H.R. 2848, the Satellite Home Viewer Copyright

Act of 1987. This bill will help end the isolation of many of my

constituents, and I urge the subcommittee to take prompt action on the

measure.

I represent a mountainous district with a large rural population. Many of

my constituents cannot receive television transmissions because they live

far from cities. Others live in small valleys where TV signals are blocked

by mountains. For these individuals, satellite dishes offer the only means

of getting TV.

In order to receive the same informational and entertainment programming
which urban dwellers take for granted, many of my rural constituents

invested in home satellite dishes. With the advent of scrambling, these

constituents again face a loss of programming.

Dish owners are willing to pay for TV service, but as you know, it is very

difficult for them to purchase scrambled signals. I believe that H.R. 2848

will help alleviate this problem.

Finally, I want to express my appreciation for your efforts on this issue

and for holding a hearing on the bill on November 19. There is a real need

ir rural America for H.R. 2848; if there is anything that 1 tan do to Speed

enactment, please let me know.

Sincerely,

' Ji Olin
,Member of Congress

JRO/grh
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March 16, 1988

Dear Colleague:

Back by popular demand.
ilk

I'm holding a second Specid' Order on the Home Satellite Dish issue. loe

Special Order will take place at the close of business Tuesday, March 22.

House business delayed my previous Special Order, and many of you who had

wanted to speak had other commitments that conflicted. Your requests for a

second opportunity to discuss this issue have led me to schedule the March

22 time slot.

This is an issue that affects millions of rural residents; the number of
dish owners is growing, If your district has rural areas, it no dodbt has

dish owners.

I invite every concerned Member of Congress to speak. If you contributed

last time, I welcome your continued participation. If not, I encourage you

to get involved.

The satellite dish groups are being notified, so dish owners throughout the
country will be tuning in. Also, I have reserved the first Special Order
of the day, so it should take place soon after the close of business.

By the way, I've received positive feedback from the last Special Order
from all over the nation.

To reserve a place March 22 or to get more information, please contact Gary

Hanson in my office at 5-5431. I look forward to seeing your there,

Olin
ember of Congress
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The Honorable Robert W. Kastotasier
Chairman

Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties,
and the administration of Justice

House Committee on the Judiciary
2137 Rayburn House Office building
Waahington, D.C. 2031:,

Dear Hr. Chairman:

Boyish'', 20, 1987

Thank you for your kind remarks regarding our statement in support
of H.R. 2848, the Satellite Home Viewer Copyright Act of 1987, submitted
for the record at yesterday's hearing.

The purpose of this letter is to clarify the record with respect to
footnote S of the statement submitted yeatarEay on behalf of Warner Bros.
Inc. and the Motion Picture Association of America, Inc. We are pleased
to find in the footnote recognition of Seperktation TSB as the leading
cable superstation. Out I suet respectfully correct any impression left
by the footnote that Turner Broadcasting could remotely endorse repeal of
the compulsory license under which the Superetstion operates.

SuperStation TB8 is not only the first satellite-delivered
euperstation, it also was the first basic satellite-delivered service,
showing the way for the development of cable end satellite programming as
it exists today. The Euperitation pays three times the Atlanta-market
rate for syndicated programming in recognition of its national audience,
and originates nearly one-fourth of its program schedule, at
extraordinary cost. In addition to direct payments for original and
syndicated programming, program suppliers receive very substantial
payments from cable operators under the Copyright Act in further
compensation. In addition to the costs outlined above, Turner
Broadcasting has acquired and operates the Atlanta Hawks and Atlanta
Braves, and hex acquired a major film library, in large part to program
the SuperStation. These investments are structured in a manner highly
dependent on the compulsory license.

Repeal of the compulsory license would deal a savage blow to our
company, which has invested heavily under the term of the compulsory
license as we believe Congress intended and invited, to bring quality

CNN SUPEASTATION WTOS HEADLINE NEWS AILANTSSRAVES ATLANTA HAWKS

`./ r-
11../ _I I )
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The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmoier
November 20, 1987
Page Two

programming uader that license to our over 43 million subscribers. We
strongly support retlention of that license, and enactment of H.R. 2848 to
extend its benefits to home satellite dish owners.

I want to thank the Subcommittee again for the opportunity we have
been given to contribute to your consideration of H.R. 2848, and
respectfully request that this letter be included in the record of the
proceeding.

Very

Bert am W. Carp

BWC2sca

cc: Hembars of the Subcommittee on
Courts, Civil Liberties, and
the Administration of Justice

Warner Communications, Inc.
Mottos Picture Association of America, Inc.

0 0 t)
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TRIBUNT
BROADCASTING

Company

November 20, 1987

The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
U.S. House of Representatives
2328 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Rep. Kastenasier:

At yesterday's hearing on (H.R. 2848), Tribune Broadcasting's WGN-TV
and to 0 lesser extent WPIX-TV and their superstition status (outside
of the home market satellite-delivered reach) were mentioned several
tiles.

This, hopefully, will flesh-out the discussion from our Company's
perspective.

First-off, these are "passive" superstatione as opposed to WTB3,
Turner Broadcasting, which is "active". The only substitution by us of
the broadcast signal viewed in the home market. of Chicago and New York
is on WGN-TV during Cubs baseball which is another Tribune subsidiary.
During she game. some local commercials are Belated and national spot
advertisements are substituted for the*. This is the broadcast
uplinked by United Video and distributed nationwide. Therefore, during
Cub games, WGN is transformed from "passive" to "active".

WGN became a superstation because of Cubs baseball, the "Bozo"
:hildren'e Show, other sports and strong news, not by providing
syndicated shows already available to vi from other sources.

Attached are background materials we developed for discussing the
Syndicated Exclusivity proposal or reimposition of black-out
requirements presently before the Federal Communications Commiasion.
They are helpful in that they establish actual sup/natation viewership
and refute the perceived ham caused by distant signal importation.

The catch-22 in the FCC's proposal is that cable operators may
decide to drop WGN aid other superstitions rather than encumber the
ezponse and subscriber dissatisfaction inherent in black-outs. The
shows that are the least watched, the duplicated syndicated programming
will ' ace the loss of daytime baseball, et al (the more popular
programs which are not effected by the proposed rule),
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In checking with United Video, their distribution of WGN to cable
systems skews very heavily to rural systems, reinforcing, from our
perspective, the justification for H.R. 2848, augment viewer choice.
It seems that underserved markets and areas ha, created the demand for
our signal.

In closing, I can assure you that the distribution community knows
full well the reach of the shows they sell in Syndication. If the
extended reach of a superstation is such a market hindrance, why did
Viacom sell Cosby to superstation WWOR New York, in the first market in
which it was offered and at a record breaking price?

Black-out restrictions for backyard dish owners are simply
unnecessary.

If this office can provide further amplification, please don't
hesitate to call.

Sincerely,

L,L

Attachment

SMS/mcb
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TRIBUNE BROADCASTING'S
COPOSITION TO SYNDEX

The Federal Communications Commission is conducting a
rulemaking to reimpose Syndicated Exclusivity (the black-out
rules). If adopted, this will impact Superstations the most. In
fact, it could eliminate them completely.

Tribune Broadcasting, as the operator of passive
Superstitions WGN-TV and WPIX, would be uniquely effected if the
rule is reinstated.

WGN-TV is presently available to 23,000,000 cable television
subscribers nationwide. Its noon and nine o'clock news and the
Cubs playing in the Friendly Confines of Wrigley Field as
described by Marry Carey are its main attractions.

Tribune Broadcasting believes it can factually establish
that Syndicated Exclusivity is totally unnecessary. The FCC
reached the same conclusion when it abolished the old rule in
1980 and refused to revisit it in 1984.

The FCC hes resurrected the issue, we believe, to further
their theoretic 1 notion of a free marketplace while ignoring the
realities of today's television business and the anticor.sumer
implications of forcing cable operators to black-out shows.

At present, cable operators pay into a copyright pool as
administered by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal in order to import
distant broadcast television stations. They combine these signals
along with local stations and cable-only services such u ESN in

package for their subscribers.

0.1

? ;;
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The FCC's leadership is philosophically against this
Compulsory License arrangement. Without recent Hill pressure, as
urged by broadcasters and cable operators, they were also
philosophically opposed to requiring local cable systems to
retransmit local broadcast stations -- "suet carry". There Is a
connection between "'must carry" and the Compulsory License. .The
FCC envisiuns a television marketplace without them.

Thio latest initiative on Syndicated Exclusivity is, in our
opinion, a furtherance of their overall philosophy. The real

410 100 ortdiritilfrtv the Compulsory License which can only be altered by Act
of Congress.

If Syndicated Exclusivity is reinstated, cable operators
would be regered to black-out shows on the .astsnt station if
the program was also available on a local station. Tat these
shows on the distant signal command virtually no audience. The
appeal of a 6uperstation is baseball which is not effected by
Syndicated Exclusivity.

The Catch-22 is that the cable operator will find it too
expensive and laborious to administer the black-outs and WO will
be dropped in favor of a cable-only program source.

VGN does not sell in the local station's market and its
distant audience as the attached data proves is modest. The cable
operator was carrying it to add baseball to its overall package.

Please ,familiarize yourself with this issue. Contact this
office for any fprther information, you may require.
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PERCEIVED HARM VS REALITY

It is preiumea that Syndicated Exclusivity rules are

necessary to protect shows in syndication and the stations that

broadcaut them.

Since the old rules were abolished in 1980. (following four

years of information gathering, economic studies and professional

'analysis) there his been a proliferation of independent stations,

growth in the marketahare achieved by independent stations

(garnered from affiliate competition), and an exponential rise in

the cost of syndicated programming.

Number of Independent Stations 112 277 (1980-1986)

Share Average 142 212 (1980-1985)

Average Coat of
Syndicated Programming +1012 (1980-1986)

Cable markets a range of video services with local stations

attracting the vast majority of viewers; distant signals provide

variety along with cable-originated program services and pay

channels. It is this overall package that entices subscribers.

The least attractive portions of a superstition's schedule

on cable are the syndicated programs oleo available in the local

market.

In Wale experience, Cubs baseball, especially daytime

semis, are what cable consumers find the most appealing.

CATCH - 22 -- SYNDICATED EXCLUSIVITY WILL PROVE. TOO

EXPENSIVE AND LABORIOUS TO ADMINISTER. THE CONSUMER BENEFIT OF

DAYTIME BASEBALL AND !RIME TIME NEWS WHICH ARE NOT EFFECTED NY

POTENTIAL BLACXwOUTS WILL BE LOST.
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SUPERSTATION RATINGS

The following data illustrates that superstations do not

harm local stations. Attached are ratings information on:

OD Cubs Baseball, WGN's most watched progriuming;

Two Tribune Entertainment specials --
simultaneously broadcast live on superstitions
and 180 local stations;

Comparison of syndicated program "Facts of
Life" simultaneously available on cable
by passive superstition WGN and local
station KRIV in Houston;

Distant signal ratings in the thirteen
metered markets.

THE SUPERSTATIONS ARE NOT SIPHONING AUDIENCE NOR ARE THEY

SELLING IN LOCAL MARKETS.
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NTT CUBS RATINGS

Cubs baseball is pissive superstation WGN-TV's most
watched product.

The attached data emphatically dispells the perception
that the superstation siphons sizeable audiences from local
stations.
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LIVE BROADCAST

"MYSTERY OF AL CAPONE"S VAULTS"

Attached are analyses demonstrating the overwhelming numbers
generated by the "MYSTERY OF AL CAP1NE'S VAULTS" in the metered
markets. The program was broadcast live on superstation's M-
TV and WPIX. Please note the Los Angeles rating achieved for a
delayed broadcast. Viewers could have watched the program earlier
vie superstation.

AL CAPONE

STATION RTG SH

New York WPIX (1/V) 33 45

Los Angeles KTLA (I/V) 46 61

Chicago WGN (I/V) 57 73

Philadelphia WTAF (1/U) 30 41

S.F./Oakland KTVU (I/V) 29 46

Boston WLV1 (1/U) 21 30

Detroit WKBD (1/U) 39 53

Wash, D.C. *** WDCA (I/U) 4 13

Dallas/Ft.Worth KXAS (N/V) 35 52

Houston KHTV (I/U) 15 23

Miami/Ft.Laud. VD2L (I/U) 27 38

Denver KWGN (I/F) 41 61

** AVG: 32 45

11-MKT AVG: 34 48
(Excludes WDCA)

12-MKT AVG: 31 45

**Comparable Metered Markets

***Delayed Broadcast (11 pm - 1 am) following Hockey telecast
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AMERICAN VICE:
THE DOPING OF A NATION

Attached are rating which were generated b) the LIVE Telecast of
AMERICAN VIC!, in the 13 metered markets. These analyses compere the show
with lead-in shows as wall as competitive time period programming.

As you will see, these numbers are extremely impressive by
themselves but even more so when compared with what these stations achieved
during the four 7Uesdsys of the November 1986 measurement period:

AMERICAN
VICE

REGULAR
TIME PERIOD
PROGRAMMING

% INCREASE
AM. VICE VS
REG. PROGkAMMING

RTG ON RTG SH RTG SH

ATLANTANGNX (I /U) 11.3 18 4.6 6 +189 +200
(TUE. 8..10 pm) 1

BOSTONNLVI (I/U) 6.0 9 6.4 10* - 6 - 10
(Tue. 8.10 pm)

CHICAGO/WGN (I/V) 16.1 26 6.9 13 +103 +100
(Tue. 74 pm)

DALLAS/KTVT (I/V) 22.0 32 6.5 9 +238 +256
(Tue. 7-9 pm)

DENVER/KWGN (1 /V) 21.6 34 9.4 15 +130 +127
(Tue. 7.9 pm)

DETROIT/WI:BD (I/U) 30 10.3 15 +111 +100
(Tue. 8-10 pm)

.22.2

HOUSTON/KHTV tI /U) 13.4 20 5.9 8 +127 +150
(Tue. 7.9 pm)

L.A./KTLA (I/V) 16.1 24 8.4 12 + 92 +100
(Tue. 8-10 pm)

MIAMI/WCIX (UV) 16.6 23 5.8 9 +186 +156
(Tue. MO pm)

11EV TORK/WPIX (I/V) 12.] 17 7.7 11 + 57 + 55
(Tue. 8-10 pm)

FHIL./VIAF (I/U) 10.7 15 5.8 8 + 84 +'88
(Twe. 8-10 pm)

SAN. FRAN./KTVU (I/V) 13.6 20 8.5 13 + 60 + 54
(Tue. 8-10 pm)

WASH. DC/WDCA (I/U) 8.3 12 4.6 7 + 80 + 71
(Tue. 8-10 pm)

I a 22 7.2 10 +107 +120
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* Excludes Sasketbell

SOURCE: AMERICAN VICE - NSi Overnights

Regular Programming -NSI/MICRONODE November 1966

Additionally, AMERICAN VICE ranked 0 1 or 0 2 in eight of its
markets '(or 62%).

Dallas/Ft. Worth Cl

Denver 01

Detroit 01

Chicago 02

Houston 02

Los Angeles 02

Miami /Ft. Laud. *2

San Francisco V2

stored
13

AMERICAN VICE also did a tremendous job of improving its SHARE over
lead-in programming:

13 METERED MARKETS AVERAGE SHARE

AMERICAN VICE 22

LEAD-IN Shows 11

AMERICAN VICE (% INC): +100
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DUPLICATIVE PROGRAMMING

"FACTS OF LIFE"

HOUSTON VS. CHICAGO COMPARISON

HOUSTON

1. DMA Market Rank - III

2. DMA Cable Penetration - 422

3. WGN Penetration - 29.32 (based on Nielsen code system as
of 7/14/C6)

4. WTBS Penetration - 33.52 (based on Nielsen code system as
of 7/14/86)

Total Cable - 43.72

5. M-Sun 7 am - 1 am Share NUS - 1 RTC /1 SH
WGN - Not reportable

6. M-F 5-7 pm - NTH - Not reportable
WGN - Not reportable

7. N-F 5-5:30 pm - Share points controlled by home market
stations 92

8. M-F 5-5:30 pm - ERIV NSI 7 RTC 15 SH (Facts of Life)
AMB 7 RTC 16 SH

9. 3 Affiliates/3 Commercial Independents/1 Public/
1 Spanish 8 stations

CHICAGO

1. DNA Market Rank - #3

1. DMA Cable Penetration - 332

3. M-F 5-3130 pm - Share points controlled by home market
stations 93

4. M-F 5-5:30 pm - WGN NSI 7 RTC 14 SH (Facts of Life)
AMR 8 RTC 15 SH

5. 3 Affiliates/4 Commercial Independents/2 Public/
1 Spanish 10 stations
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Suparatationa collectively achieve lass than 1 rating point in the major markets.

The metered market average spill-in
from distsit signals totals 3 rating/7 ahare points divided as follows!

Adjacent Market Affiliate

2

1.5

SH

Adjacent Market Independents
.4 1

Supar3tution - WTIIS
.4 1

Superstition - Others
.3 1Other

DISTANT SIGNAL SPILL-IN

METERED MARKETS

NIELSEN NOV. '86 MON-SUN 7A-14

SPILL-IN

ADJACENT MARKETS

INDEPENDENT WTAS

SUPERSTATIONS

OTHER

AFFILIATE

OTHERS.X SH X SH X SH X SH 2 80Atlanta 2.2 5 .2 0 - -
.6 2 - .

Boaton 2.8 7
.1 I .4 1 .8 2 - -

Chicago .9 2
.1 0 .3 1 .2 1 - -

Dallas 1.1 3 -
.5 1 .4 1 - -

Denver 1.2 3 - .7 2 .5 1 . -
Detroit 1.3 3 .1 1 .5 1 .3 1 .3 1*
Houston .6 1 .5 I .5 1 .4 1 -
Los Angels. .2 1 .1 0 .3 1

. 0 - -
Miami 1.2 3 .6 1 .8 2 .7 2 . -
New Yoti. 1.4 3 .4 1 .4 1 - - .1 -
Philadelphia ' 1.5 4 1.8 4 .4 1 - -San Francisco 2.3 6 .8 2 .4 1 - -
Washington 3,2 8 .7 2 .5 1 .2 f - -

01171. Immo

Immo 10AVERAGE 1.5' ,4 .4 1 .4 1 .3 1

4G4
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PASSIVE SUPERSTATION WGN'S
EFFECT FIRST RUN PROGRAMS

Tribune Broadcasting is coventuring several first-run
offerings with major production companies. This creates
opportunities for Hollywood to develop product, for national
advertisers to reach consumers, for television stations to

exhibit original shows and, most importantly, for the public to
have viewing choices. Syndicated Exclusivity would jeopardize all
this.

These series are offered to stations nationwide on a

barter/syndication basis. This reduces the cash outlay stations
normally face and provides them (mostly independents) with frish
programming to attract viewers and enhance their schedules. WGN's
extended-reach provides the adled coverage that attracts national
advertisers while the participating station lineup expands and
makes the programming venture sustainable for the long-term. The
public receives alternative, new viewing choices.

In general, barter advertisers require 702 national
clearance, to take position in a program. This demonstrates how
WGN -TV's extended coverage is important in launching
barter/syndication programming efforts.

Nielsen cannot measure WGN alone covering a specific program
lineup. However, they are able to delete WGN from a lineup and
achieve similar results.

Because they are somewhat similar, both from a general and
daypart clearance point of view CHARLES IN CHARGE AND WHAT A
COUNTRY are analyzed here. Below are the results:

MEEK ENDING 3/1/87:

CHARLES IN CHARGE

WITH WGN WITHOUT WGN RTG. ADVTG.

NTI Rtg. 5.8 5.2 +0.6

Coverage 812 692

WHAT A COUNTRY!

NTI Rtg. 5.0 3.7 +1e3

Coverage 782 652
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Major market independents are often transmitted beyond their
ADI's by cable and microwave.

Syndicated Exclusivity will significantly reduce their
coverage.

These are the stations that often provide over- the -alt
sports to their regions.

SELECT INDEPENDENT STATIONS

HOUSEHOLD DELIVERY OUTSIDE NONE MARKET

NOVEMBER 1986 NIELSEN

' MON-SUN 7A -IA

ACTUAL VIEWING HOUSEHOLDS

TATION MARKET (000) 2 OUTSIDE
DMA

(000) OUTSIDE
DNANET WEEKLY CIRC.

SB$ Boston 2.303.000 30 690,900

MIX Cincinnati 704,000 27 190.100

me Cleveland 1,213,000 19 230.300

am Dallas 1.863.000 24 447,100

COGN Denver 1.051.000 18 189,200

MCID Detroit 1.798.000 16 287,700

JTTV Indianapolis 894.000 21 187,700

LIMB Kansas City 377,000 28 161.600

au Los Angeles 4,311,000 9 388,000

ENS? Minneapolis 1,108,000 16 177.300

VON Nov York 6,629,000 6 397.700

KIVU San Francisco 2.288.000 18 411,800

INV Seattle 884.000 11 97,200

KTIA St. Louis 902,000 12 108,200

WTOG Tampa 739,000 11 83,500

WIG Washington 2,230,000 22 490,600

Source: November 1986 Viewer' In Profile Reports.
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one a g Verno
A commentary on syndicated exclusivity from Shaun Sheehan, vice president/Washington. Tribune Broadcasting Co.

The perils of resurrecting
the FCC's syndex rules

The reintroduction of syndicated exclusivity
would not only hams llibune Broadcasting
but also other independents and, most

the public.
With superstations WGN TV Chicago and

werxrrvi New York in our lineup, our oppo-
sition to syndes can be readily understood.
Howfrom our perspectivethe public
and our fellow independents lose are factors
that you may wish to consider.

In programing, llibune Broadcasting is
coventunng several first-run offerings with
major production companies. This creates
opportunities for Hollywood to develop the
product, for national advertisers to reach
consumers, for television stations to exhibit
original shows and, most important, for the
public to have viewing choices. Syndicated
exclusivity would jeopardize all this. The
following examples illustrate this process.

'tribune Broadcasting through its syndics-
lion company, 'tribune Entertainment, is co-
venturing with MCA on Charles in Charge,
a first-run situation comedy starring Scott
Belo. Fifty-two new episodes are in produc-
tion. CBS originally launched this show but
canceled after one season. This co-venture
employs the creative community and creates
a new avenue for original programing other
than through network exposure.

The series is offered to stations nation-
wide on a barter/syndication basis. This re-
duces the cash outlay stations normally face
and provides them (mostly independents)
with fresh programing to attract viewers and
enhance their schedules. WON's extended-
reach provides the added coverage that at-
tracts nations: advertisers while the partici-
paling station lineup expands and makes the
programing venture sustainable for the long-
term.

The public receives alternative, new
viewing choices. As of March I, 1987,
Charles in Charge was being cleared in 69%
of the nation by local stations. WON's ex-
tended coverage elevated the total and
crossed the threshold necessary to attract na-
tional advertisers to buy the barter.

Further, in markets where the show is
broadcast locally and also is available by
superstition there is virtually no siphoning
of audience by the distant signal. The simple
reason is that the local station promotes in
the market. A passive superstation such as
WON -TV, which promotes itself as "Chien-
go'sVery Ovni," does not.

llibune Entertainment specials are, per-
haps, more to the point. To Mystery of Al
Capon's Vaults was broadcast live nation-
wide. Every station opting for that special
knew that 'Mune Broadcasting would air it
on superstitions WONTV and WPIX.
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Shaun M. Sheehan a vice president/
Ntishington of Tribune Broadcasting Co.
Before joining Tribune in February 1988. he
was with the National Association of
Broadcasters for seven years. where he
served as as senior vice president of public
affairs and communications.

Eighty-one affiliates (42 ABC, 22 CBS.
NBC) chose to delete their network pro-

graming that evening to broadcast the show.
One hundred and eighty-one stations cleared
the program.

Its ratings success is history. Superstation
carriage did not hinder its appeal to local
stations, loco) audiences or local advertisers.
WON's extended coverage was pivotal in at-
tracting those national advertisers up-front
to insure the program's viability.

Moreover, the program's ratings on the
West Coast where it was broadcast on a de-
layed basis in most markets, equaled or ex-
i.. coed its ratings in the rest of the, country
de. pile the news that "there was nothing in
the vault" having been reported locally on
the West Coast, and the entire program could
here been seen hours earlier via the live su-
perstalion telecasts.

The overwhelming success of Tribune En-
tertainment live specials and the ready ac-
ceptance of them by savvy network affiliates
and independents refute arguments that syn-
dicated exclusivity rules are important. If
duplicative programing is harmful, the Ca-
pone special should have proved disastrous.

Tribune's experience with barter syndica-
tion leads us to the conclusion that this first-
run program production system would be
seriously jeopardized if syndicated exclusiv-
ity rules were put in place. A national adver-
tiser would be unsure as to what extent its
program would be blacked out. Ibtal house-
hold coverage wnuld inevitably be reduced.
Stations, facing a continued cash squeeze,

woo-sauna an r ire?

would be forced to pay cash and surrender
barter time to make the production deals
work. C' more likely, some new progrcen
simply would not get made. We would all be
back to chasing after the limited number of
off -network series and movie packages,
risking ever-increasing cash license fees.

For many years, regulatory officials en-
couraged broadcasters to seek avenues for
other-than-network delivery of new pro-
graming. Syndicated exclusivity would crip-
ple this proved method.

The threat syndex poses to superstitions is
obvious. Cable operators may find it too ex-
pensive and laborious to delete the locally
duplicative portions of a superstition s
schedule and decide to drop it in favor of
another cable service, leaving millions of
viewers without familiar 111bune staples in-
cluding Cubs baseball and prime time news.

Cable systems most likely will replace
these channels with cable originated pro-
gaming that will contain local advertising

nines for them to sell. WON does not
set in local markets of other stations. It
will be replaced by an active, local competi-
tor.

Cable also expands the independent -ra-
tion's reach. Cable enables independents to
reach their local markets with a premium-
quality signal, while giving independents
equal access to suburbs, exurbs and even
other states via microwave. Most major-
market independentsnot just supersta-
tionshave substantially expanded cover-
age as a result of cable pickups.

This household coverage can beand in
many cases issold to advertisers. The cov-
erage "bonus" provides independents with a
distinct advantage over affiliates, which tend
to be the favorites of advertisers to begin
with.

With syndicated exclusivity, these major-
market independents will surrendlr a dis-
tinct advantage. Moreover, these are the in-
dependent facilities with the resources to
present news, sports and children's fare.

There is a bugaboo that seems to propel
the rush to reinstate syndirated exclusivity:
the notion that superstition independents are
"stealing" local stations' viewers in droves.
This is a gross misconception. Superstitions
hive negligible viewership in markets
served by established 'independents. A.C.
Nielsen sign-on to sign-off figures from No-
vember 1986 show that in the 13 metered
markets, all distant stations draw only a 2.6
average rating. Billy 58% of these distant-
station viewers are watching adjacent-mar-
ket affiliates and 15% are watching adjacent
market independents. WTBS captures an ad-
ditional 15%, leaving only 1296 --a 0.3 rat-
ingto superstations WON, WWOR. WPM.
KTVT and the others.

This leads us to conclude that the reimpo-
sition of syndex is of no benefit to indepen-



dents and for many will prove detrimental.
Similarly, the creative community does

not appear to have suffered without the rule.
We suspect that under the new regulatory
scheme, a station will be required to pay a
premium for exclusivity if it so desires. Is it
really necessary?

Hollywood, through syndication compan-
ies, is fully cognizant of Its customers.
When Viacom sold Cobs to MCA's wwoR
New York, at a record pncethe first mar-
ket in which the show was offeredViacom
and MCA were aware of wsvott's supersti-
tion reach. In Chicagc, the second market
bidding on Cosby, Pox's woo paid a record-
setting price as well. In Los Angeles, the
third market, Cosby again set a record when
Chris-Craft's icov (with its ownership con-
nection to Warmer Communications) pur-
chased the syndication rights. In the 40-plus
markets where Cosby has been purchased, it
has sold on the average for two-and-a-half
times the all-time record

lb recap, Viacom could have sold Cosby
to other stations if it felt the superstition
would hinder its marketability. Rather, the
New York sale should have depressed the
price for subsequent markets. In the three
largest markets, the show commanded re-
cord prices. In all three markets, the pro-
gram was purchased by stations owned by or
with connections to Hollywood companies.
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In 1980, syndicated exclusivity was abol-
ished. Since then, the video marketplace has
witnessed pilound change.

The proliferation of independent stations,
the growth of market share achieved by in-
dependent stations (garnered from affiliate
competition), and the exponential rise in the
cost of syndicated programing are among the
changes. These facts once again question the
supposed harm caused by the abstice of
syndicated exclusivity.

Ignored as the verbal salvos escalate in
this debate is that independent UHF stations
have achieved signal panty through cable
carriage, while cable has achieved consumer
acceptance by marketing a packsge !het in-
cludes local broadcast stations. It is about
time that this symbiotic relationship is final-
ly acknowledged.

For sake of argument. should not the new
technologies be considered in the equation?
Television is television. Regardless of the
delivery mechanism, success is achieved by
attracting viewers. If a station purchases an
exclusive movie package, how will exclu-
sivity be invoked against VCR rentals of the
same product? How will backyard dishes be
regulated? How do you consider a program
that is both in syndication and part of a net-
work's prime time schedule such as Mag-
num, P.1.?

How will syndicated exclusivity weak?

Will a station be able to demand blackouts if
a distant station is carrying a program or
movie simultaneously? Or will the local sta-
tion be able to black out the competition if it
owns a program but is "resting" it? If it owns
a movie but doesn't plan to run it for another
year or two?

Clearly, syndicated exclusivity will prove
to be a regulatory morass. How will the FCC
black out and police Baltimore from Wash-
ington, San Diego from Los Angeles, Hart-
loci and Philadelphia from New York,
Providence from Boston and numerous other
examples as a cursory examination of the
U.S. map will reveal.

Who I kidding whom? Programers and
syndicators are thriving. Cable and indepen-
dents are launching new shows. The super-
stations are not siphoning appreciable audi-
ence. Viewers have unpr,vedented choice.
The real-world facts are b Ming against the
FCC's proposed theory. Tice rule is simply
not necessary.

Ttibune Broadcasting bus witnessed and
participated in the growt t of the telecom.
munications industry. It "s difficult, howev-
er, to chart a future vont in this rapidly
changing enviroment lithe regulatory agen-
cy with the authorir to establish the ground
t tiles decides i alolish a rule in 1980, not to
revisit it in 198,, and to launch a rulemaking
to rt.:mom^ it in 1987.
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Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
Chairman, Subcommittee on Courts
Civil Liberties & The Administration
of Justice

Committee on the Judiciary
2137 Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-6219

Re: H.R. 2848

Dear Chairman Kastenmeier: December 23, 1987

GE Communications and Services (GEC&S) would like
you to clarify that the licensing provisions of H.R. 2848
does not apply to communications satellite operators.
Among the operating components of GEC&S is GE American
Communications, a pioneer in communications satellite
technology and marketing, which distributes television
signals, including those of superstations. We are
concerned that an ambiguity in H.R. 2848 may make such
satellite operators, rather than the entities that uplink
superstation transmissions to them, would become the
licensees under the bill.

Section 119(a) provides, in pertinent part, that:

secondary transmissions of a primary
transmission made by a superstation and
embodying a performance or display of a work
shall be subject to statutory licensing if the
secondary transmission is made by a satellite
carrier to the public for private viewing, and
Mle carrier makes a direct charge for such
reL,:ansmission service to each subscriber that
receiving the secondary transmission ... that
has contracted with the carrier for direct or
indirect delivery of the secondary
transmission ....

While this appears reasonably clear that: the
transmissions that must be licensed are only those that
involve situations where "the carrier" makes a "direct

4 ; 0
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Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
December 23, 1987
Page 2

charge" for private viewing of a secondary superstation
transmission, the definition of "satellite carrier," in
subsection (d)(6), would include any:

common carrier that is licensed by the Federal
Communications Commission to establish and
operate a channel of communications for
point-to-multipoint distribution.

GE American Communications is a "common carrier
licensed by the Federal Communications Commission ... to
operate a channel of communications for
point-to-multipoint distribution of signals, including
television signals. We also "own" and "lease"
transponders on our seven in-orbit satellites in order to
provide point-to-multipoint distribution.

But, unlike the entities that uplink television
signals to these satellites, we do not encrypt these or
in fact know whether they are encrypted, much less know
how many home satellite users are receiving these
signals. For this reason, it would be unfair to require
us to be licensed or subject us to patent infringement
and even criminal liability if we are not.

Based on your statements in introducing this
legislation, GEM is confident that we are not the
entities you had in mind to be licensed under H.R. 2848.
Therefore, we request that you exclude from the
definition of "satellite carrier" any common carrier that
has been licensed by the FCC to construct, launch and
operate a satellite.

Sincerely yours,

1-11:%6 nek('CJ

Francis J. DeRosa

cc: All subcommittee members
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January 26, 1988

The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
Chairmen
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties,
and the Administration of Justice

2137 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Kasteneeiert

WidmIONAIMOM
407 Canso Moat ORM OVUM

WADmem. DC 901111
POD 139411

SWIM MOM
WM Ciao Conc41 Mo

DOI VAT WWI M 11.40.00 110
tom Bow 01 4101

715174/711
I" coo. 10001 $144437

1 am contacting your office to bring to your attention the concerns of
satellite dish owners in my Third District regarding HR 2848, the Satellite
Homeviewer Copyright Act of 1987. I am aware that last October, the K-SAT
Broadcasting Company, which represents the interests of satellite dish owners
in shy District and across the country, sent a letter to you recommnding that
changes be made to the bill. The purpose of my writing at this time is to
focus attention on the eight points brought up in the K-SAT letter.

Firstly, these K-SAT supporters are supportive of parity for copyright
payments -- a home owner with both cable and satellite TV should not he
expected to pay a higher tariff for owning a dish. This group also favors
parity program payments -- the price that program suppliers charge dish owners
for the same product being supplied to cable subscribers. Along these lines,
they would be opposed to a sunset on copyright payments.

Further, these satellite dish owners oppose limitations that would
restrict competition in the area of new satellite services. They also oppose a
copyright formula that would require a "ten percent cable penetration" and
adversely impact the satellite dish industry, and they favor non- discriminatory
marketing provisions for TVRO owners.

The dish owners that have contacted me would also like to see a final bill
crafted that would allow all licensed broadcisters to have open availability to
up link a satellite signal. Finally, they uubld like lo see that the
legislation guarantees access to all long distance satellite programming.

Thank you for allowing me to bring these points to your attention, and
should you take up HR 2848 in the Second Session, I would appreciate if you
would give full consideration to the interests of satellite dish owners in my
Third District. If I can be of any assistance to you, or answer any questions,
please do not hesitate to be in touch.

HILES

JH/jek
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TESTIMONY OF CHET 03ROCHOSKI

ON BEHALF OF THE

AMWAY CORPORATION

CONCERNING

THE SATELLITE HOME VIEWER COPYRIGHT ACT OF 1907, H.R. 2848,

BEFORE

THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES

AND

THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE OF

THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

JANUARY 27, 1988

Of Camels

Brown, Finn & Nietert, Chartered
1920 N Street, N.W., Suite 510
Washington, D.C. 20030
(202) 887-0800
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Testimony of Chet Grochoski

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the opportunity to

present the views of Amway Corporation ("Amway") before the Subcommittee on the

issue of the delivery of television signals of broadcast television stations to home

satellite earth station owners. Amway is a non-cable distributor of programming to

home satellite dish consumers. As I shall more fully discuss, Amway believes that

H.R. 2848 addresses a critical issue to American consumers. The Committee has done

an excellent job in drafting legislation to accommodate disparate views of many

industries. We believe that widespread service to the public at reasonable prices, along

with fair compensation to the copyright holder, are the appropriate benchmarks.

Amway is the second largest direct selling company in the world with 1987 sales

reaching 1.5 billion dollars. Amway employs 7,000 people worldwide of which 5,000 are

in bin United States. There are over 1 million independent Amway distributorships

worldwide. Amway's headquarters occupies 3.5 million square feet in Ada, Michigan, and

it operates seven regional distribution centers in North America, as well.

Amway believed that with its large sales force and experience and expertise in

selling products and services to a large consumer base, it would be quite an appealing

distributor for satellite television programmers. It more than mirrors the distribution

base that the programmers are accustomed to utilizing. That is, programmers are

accustomed to having a large distribution base of cable operators selling programming.

Amway presents a much larger distribution network than cable, a network that reaches

into areas where cable has not yet penetrated specifically those rural areas where

dishes are prevalent. In addition, it is financially qualified. Thus, Amway assumed it

might even be considered by some programmers as the ideal distribution source. Amway

believed it would attract as suppliers substantially all, if not all, of the satellite

programmers arid common carriers. It was wrong. Amway has only two distribution

- 23 -
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contracts in effect. And only one of these is with a programmer that has a cable TV

customer base. Despite intensive negotiations with all the major satellite carriers,

Amway has been refused service entirely or has been refused service at anything close to

the prevailing price offered to cable systems for their distribution to cable subscribers.

Legislation on this matter is welcomed and necessary. The question of access to

satellite television signals has been one that has been an issue since the very beginning of

home earth station technology in the late 1970s and early 1980s. In 1984, the Congress

passed an amendment to the Communications Act, 5705(b), which provided for a right of

access to unencrypted satellite television signals. That legislation did not consider,

howeger, thb issue of access to, and fair distribution of, encrypted signals. Those

questions are before the House and the Senate in a variety of legislative initiatives

(H.R. 1885 and 3.889) dealing with both the right of access and the distribution of

programming as a communications matter.

The question of copyright payments for the scrambled signals of broadcast signals

is not addressed in those initiatives. Receipt of broadcast signals by dish owners as

well as by cable systems requires different consideration than the receipt of other

signals, primarily because broadcasters are passive originators of the programming

outside of their service areas, the receipt of which is controlled by carriers and cable

systems.

Scrambling of the superstations by the various carriers may deny the programming

of these stations to home earth station consumers. While we believe that the eight of the

carrier to scramble under present law is unclear, once a signal is scrambled it is also not

certain whether these signals can be marketed to home earth station users without

violation of the present Copyright Law. There are two pending lawsuits on this issue, If

they are decided adversely to dish owners, it could result in a denial of service to

millions of Americans, That is a principal reason why legiFiation is needed.

- 2 -
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Amway believes that H.R. 2848 takes into account many items 131 interest to all

concerned parties in order to achieve an open marketplace involving competition in the

delivery of programming to the home. In order for this to be fully and fairly

accomplished, a few additional objectives should be met. While we have a "wish list" of

ove: a dozen possible amenOments, we present here the few we consider very important

and, to assist the Committee, we have prioritized these concerns.

Access and Distribution

First, a common carrier should be affirmatively required to provide to dish owners

and distributors the signal of any superstation it carries. Recently, cable controlled

services or proposed services such as Festival and Turner Network Television (TNT) have

announced they do not intend to serve dish owners. The fear that future services will

refuse to deal with dish owners is magnified now that TC1, the nations largest cable

television company, has announced its intention to acquire Tempo 1 nterprises Inc., which

owns the carrier of the most widely viewed superstation WTBS. The evidence of failure

to deal by carriers is mounting.

Amway Corporation first requested the signal of WOR-TV from Eastern Microwave,

Inc. (EMI) in December of 1986 over a year ago. In October of 1987, after the signal

of WOR-TV was scrambled and a distribution agreement was reached between EMI and

United Video, we wrote to EMI again, requesting service. In a followup conversation,

EM1 indicated that it also reached a deal with Tempo Development Corporation for

distribution and that Amway could buy the programming (at a multiple of the cable price)

and that a contract would be forthcoming. Amway wrote again on October 21, 1987

seeking an agreement. On January 8, 1988, I was informed in a telephone conversation,

that EMI had no plans to expand their distribution beyond Tempo and United.

- 3 -
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Similarly, we have been negotiating with the Superstar Connection and United

Video since 1986 with no tangible results.

Our negotiations with Southern Satellite Systems, Inc. (SSS) are also noteworthy.

SSS is apparently owned by 'tempo Enterprises, Ine., which will soon be owned by Tele-

Communications, Inc. (TCI). SSS distributes to dish consumers through another subsidiary

of Tempo Enterprises, Inc., called Tempo Development Corporation. SSS tells us that it

sells only to "the single eligible class of customers, the TVRO subscriber." In order to

receive the programming, we have to buy it as a commissioned agent, just as Tempo

Development does. At the same time, Tempo Development is negotiating t!ith Amway to

sell it the same programming as offered by SSS but is quoting more liberal non-price

terms and conditions.

It should be clear from all this that carriers intend to be in the distribution

business, themselves. Their role as carriers will virtually disappear. They are becoming

programmers just like HBO and Cable News Network or ESPN. As such, they are and

will discriminate against non-cable distributors such as Amway Corporation and NRTC.

According to SSS' tariff on file at the FCC, it charges cable systems $.10 per

subscriber with a maximum of $1,875 per month. A large system would thus pay 2 or 3

cents per month per subscriber. The quotation to us is $11.00 per year or $.92 cents per

subscriber nine to forty times greater than the cable price.

Duty to Deal

Proposed Section 119(a)(1) provides a compulsory license for transmis signals

for dish owners through the "private viewing" clause. However, nothing specifically

requires, for example, that EMI actually make the scrambled signal of WOR-TV available

to dish owners or distributors. It might be implied that Section 119(a)(4) creates such a

mandate. BLt Section 119(a)(4) merely prohibits discrimination "against any distributor

in a manner which violates the Communications Act of 1934 or rules issued by the

4 -
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Federal Communications Commission with respect to discrimination." The Communi-

cations Act provisions on discrimination are found in Section 202 of the Communications

Act while the provisions of the Communications Act concerning a "duty to deal" are
found in proposed Section 201 of the Communications Act. Section 201 is not referenced

in Section 119(1)(4) of H.R. 2848. It is essential that an affirmative duty to deal to
sell programming to dish users and distributors be included in the Copyright Act in
order that there will be no confusion on this issue.

Within the context of a mandatory duty to deal, carriers should be specifically
required to provide service to companies as well as to persons or entities that are not
affiliated with cable systems, such as Amway Corporation and NRTC, for the further
distribution of these signals to home earth station users. This will ensure competitive
prices to the consumer.

Price Discrimination

As described above, consumers and distributors are presently being asked by
carriers and their captive distribution arms to pay prices hundreds of percent higher than

currently are paid for cable subscribers. It is inconm ivable that the intention of this
legislation is for carriers to make windfall profits. The provisions of Section 119 (a)(4),
making it an act of infringement to discriminate against a distributor in a manner which
violates the Communications Act of 1934, or FCC Rules in that regard, is woefully
inadequate. The Communications Act and FCC Rules do not contemplate a situation
where the carriers play such a dominant role as both a carrier and a marketeer. The

legislation should make it clear that the carriers cannot discriminate (other than for
volume discounts) between the charges (I) to cable systems for their cable subscribers

and (2) to satellite carrier customers including distributors for private viewing for
service to their subscribers. Without such a provision, the price for programming will
remain extraordinarily high. In fact, the amount of the copyright fee, itself, would be an

- 5 -
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Irrelevancy compared to the distribution charge. If the carrier must no longer be

passive, it must be made to be responsible.

Pus Through

Because the 12-cents-per-month charge for copyright payment reflects an

estimated parity with the charge the cable operator pays for copyright, on a per-

subscriber-basis, then this copyright charge should be passed through (without mark-up)

by the carrier to customers including distributors. Discrimination in distribution fees

might be extremely difficult to determine if the copyright fee were not directly passed

through awl accounted for in carrier billing to distributors. To permit the combining of

copyright and distribution fees would, in essence, allow carriers, not the Congress, to

establish Copyright fees.

Clarification With Respect to Liability of Distributors

Section 111 is amended by the Bill by adding clause (4) that states that the

provisions of Section 119 extend only to the activities of a "sateWte carrier" with

respect to secondary transmissions "for private viewing pursuant to a compulsory license

under Section 119."

Because cable and non -cable distributors may be engaged in the process of the

distribution of programming pursu 'nt to the terms of Section 119, it should be made

clear that such distributors are not ,caking unlawful secondary transmissions by virtue of

their activities in serving satellite dish owners.

Arbitration

The provisions of Section 119(c)(3)(D) establish standards to be considered by the

Arbitration Panel. Clause (iii) calls for a determination of the relative roles of the

copyright owner and the copyright user "in the product made available to the public with

respect to relative creative contribution, technological contribution, capital investment,

cost, risk and contribution to the opening of the new markets for creative expression and

- 6 -
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media for their communication." It should be made clear that the copyright user in this

case would be deemed to Include the satellite television industry including

manufacturers, distributors and retailers, all of which make significant contributions to

the process of making copyrighted materials available to the public.

Eclipse and Sunset Provision

Pursuant to proposed Section 119(c), the legislation will eclipse in four years and

sunset in eight years. Presumably this means that Congress believes the problem will be

greatly ameliorated soon and in eight years, it no longer will exist. We would urge,

instead, however, that the legislation continue in effect without specific eclipse or

sunset. If Congress wishes to amend the statute at any time to delete the compulsory

license it can of course do so. At the very least, the eclipse periods should be doubled in

time. We believe this request to be moderate in light of the fact that the formerly

"infant" cable industry, now forty years old, has enjoyed the compulsory license for the

last twelve years. Under this proposal, we would be required to negotiate in the

marketplace after only eight years and would have the supervisory power of the Tribunal

for another four, resulting in the same 12-year period presently enjoyed by cable.

Do Not Limit Choice

Proposed Section 119(d)(9)(A)(B) limits the number of broadcast stations available

to home dish owners to those signals obtaining 10 percent of the cable viewing audience

or those on the air by June 1, 1987. It is unfair to make the future opportunity for

viewing of broadcast signals by means of home satellite antennas depend upon how many

cable subscribers happen to choose to view a particular service. The effect of such a

provision would be to consign home dish viewing opportunities to what cable subscribers,

or more realistically what cable companies, believe is important. Relatively speaking,

satellite dishes not cable represent the medium of abundance and choice. As cable

systems drop broadcast signals in an era of relaxed ci* non- existent mandatory carriage,

- 7 -
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and as tney restructure their tiers of programming to take advantage of copyright law

decisions, the consumer is often denied programming and the copyright holders are

denied compensation. Satellite dishes obviate the need for such juggling. Potential

entrepreneurs wishing to bring increased broadcast signals to dish owners should not be

required to serve 10 percent of cable homes first. Consumers and copyright holders are

better off with increased distribution and payment.

Other Matters

We would like to address proposed Section 119(b)(1)(B) which establishes a payment

of $ .12 per month per signal. We recognize that many in the earth station arena suggest

an alternative to this approach: that the average fee paid for dish distribution

corresponds to the average fee for cable distribution on a per-subscriber basis. We

would support such an amendment. However, we also recognize that certainty exists

with a fixed payment as provided for in the legislation. What is more important is that

carriers not be permitted to create their own non-statutory copyright fees by abusing

their status as carriers and charge discriminatory rates, as previously discussed.

Conclusion

We request that the Subcommittee favorably consider the suggested amendments

prior to marking up HR 2848.

Finally, we thank the Chairman and the Subcommittee members for their

leadership and insight in these matters.

- 8 -
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January 28, 1988

The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties,
and the Administration of Justice

U.S. House of Representatives
2137 Rayburn House Office Building
Washngton, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Kastenmoiert

Prokiwi& co i
1771 N Met N.W.

W0iNrckm, D.C. 20036
(202) 4294444
Telex: 350-0118

The National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) appreciates
the opportunity to provide, for the record, our comments
regarding H.R. 2848, the Satellite Home Viewer Copyright Act of
1987. N.A.B. stands with you and the cosponsors of H.R. 2848 in
support of the goal of providing over-the-air broadcast service
to those who receive no such service or only minimal service,
because they reside outside the reach of signals of local
broadcasters and there is no cable service available. While that
is a worthy public policy goal, N.A.B. is deeply concerned that
H.R. 2848 in its current form fails to balance that goal with
other necessary and historic communications policies.

Faced with a highly competitive marketplace and on-rushing
technology, local broadcasters are convinced that viewers will
best be served in a competitive market place in which the
competitors are treated equally. As you know, N.A.B. views the
compulsory license as an extraordinary copyright tool. We have
generally supported the principle that all who seek to display a
public performance do so by competing in the marketplace for such
rights.

The basis of the broadcast industry is service to local
communities. It is the reason why licenses are granted and
renewed. Television broadcasters provide free service to the
viewers of this nation. Revenues for television broadcasters are
obtained from the sale of advertising time, based on the number
of viewers of a given program. There is a direct link between
our business operation, the sale of advertising time and our
public service responsibilities.

4 2
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Chairman Kastenmeier
January 28, 1988
Page two

As I stated before the N.A.B. has supported proposals which
would extend terrestrial broadcast service to "white areas,"
defined as those geographic areas of the nation that are beyond
reach of local broadcast signals as normally transmitted and
outside of cable service areas. There is no disagreement that
white area residents should receive terrestrial broadcast
service. However, the current form of H.R. 2848 allows for the
retransmission of broadcast signals to any location in the U.S.,
even those areas that currently receive an abundance of broadcast
signals.

Therefore, N.A.B. recommends that H.R. 2848 be amended so
that the benefits of a compulsory license are conferred only when
broadcast signals are retransmitted to geographic white area
residents. In geographic areas which are not designated as white
areas, the retransmission price for rights nhould be set by
marketplace rates and practices, since there is no overriding
public policy interest in conferring this enormous copyright
benefit where competition already exists.

As stated earlier, a compulsory license is an extraordinary
benefit under copyright law. It should be used sparingly and
only when there is no alternative to promote significant public
policy goals. N.A.B. does not support the grant of a compulsory
license that will suporcede or take precedence over other
accepted copyright agreements. Where the government confers a
benefit under copyright law, the negotiated rgroement still
should be relied upon and honored to the maximum extent possible.

Broadcasters negotiate for the right to air exclusively
programming in their service area. We always have paid a premium
price for these exclusive rights. Problems arise with H.R. 2848
when a signal that includes a particular program or series of
programs is retransmitted by satellite into the area served by
the local broadcaster, who has negotiated for and paid for the
"exclusive rights" to air that very program or series of
programs. Whereas the local broadcaster paid a premium price for
exclusive rights, the government conferred right (the compulsory
license) is at a bargain basement rate, with which the local
broadcaster cannot compete. This creates an anomalous situation
in which the accepted and preferred means of obtaining a
copyright license -- marketplace negotiations -- are superseded
by tho government with no perceptible public policy justification
for doing so.

4'3
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Chairman Kastenmeier
January 28, 1988
Page throe

This turn of events is even more anomalous when you consider
that those currently deemed "passive carriers" who are the
beneficiaries of this bill are the same business concerns who
benefit from the original grant of government largess under the
cable compulsory license. It is. reasonable to assume that these
business interests are prospering due to the expanded customer
base of cable television. Yet H.R. 2848 would grant a second
benefit under copyright law, which would turn our method of
copyright licensing of video programs on its ear unless it is
amended.

Therefore, N.A.B. recommends that the Subcommittee amend
H.R. 2848 so that the integrity of programming licensing
contracts is protected. The need for "network non-duplication"
and "syndicated exclusivity" is clear. Such action will restore
a fair and equitable marketplace. Further, it correctly places
the order of priority in obtaining copyright licenses where it
belongs -- one should always proceed in the marketplace first.

The need for this change is even more acute as one examines
the emerging technological landscape. The size of the receiving
"dish" a home owner can buy will shrink dramatically. It will
not be the giant parabolic dish suitable only for the yard, but a
such smaller flat devise capable of reception from inside the
home. These flat antennas are being sold in Japan today, and
will be marketed in this country as soon as higher-powered
satellites are available for retransmission of video signals.
The impending proliferation of these smaller sized and less
expensive dishes clearly sake it essential to balance all
interests by promoting a marketplace solution where possible.
Inclusion of network non-duplication and syndicated exclusivity
will ensure that consumers will receive greater program choices,
and that all competing services will operate in a fair and
equitable marketplace.

With the recent loss of must carry protection, N.A.B.
believes that a larger examination of the copyright practices in
the video marketplace should take place. However, it is not our
intent to seek postponement of consideration of H.R. 2848. We
stand ready to discuss with you, your colleagues and staff the
changes we have recommended, as well as and these new, larger
questions.

We appreciate your consideration of these comments and we
look forward to working with you in the future.

Sincerely,
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STATEMENT OF A. PHILIP CORVO
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATPE INTERNATIONAL

NATPE International ("NATPE") submits this Statement

in opposition to H.R. 2848. a bill to amend the copyright

laws to provide interim statutory licensing of the secondary

transmission by satellite carriers of superstations for

private viewing by earth station owners. In its present

form, H.R. 2848 raises serious issues of potential concern

to NAPTE because it grants a temporary

preference to satellite carriers while

concept of exclusive program contracts

statutory licensing

further eroding the

which

exist between programmers and broadcasters.

appropriately

The ability

to negotiate contractual rights between the vast programming

and broadcast industries creates the basis for the vigorous,

competitive broadcasting industry we enjoy today in the

U.S., and directly contributes to t,e robust diversity of

ideas and opinion that emanate from the U.S. entertainment

industry of which NAPTE is a leading force.

NATPE is a diverse domestic and international

organization composed of 1,700 station managers, program

directors, group broadcast owners, cable network executives,

local cable channels, syndicators and distributors. NATPE's

members make the day-to-day programming decisions for network

owned and affiliated stations, independent commercial

stations, religious, educational and public television

stations, and many cable systems. NATPE members collectively

develop the seemingly unlimited programming product that

fills television channels across this country and throughout

Z
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the emerging broadcast markets of the developed and developing

worlds. As such, the organization seeks to promote production

and distribution of quality, diverse programming in our

robust domestic and growing international marketplaces.

Unlike many other industry organizations, NATPE

represents the individual programmers who negotiate for

and purchase syndicated programming in the broadcast

marketplace; for this reason, NATPE has a special appreciation

for the dynamics of the syndication marketplace and the

importance of exclusive contracts. NATPE members have

witnessed firsthand how regulatory, industry and technological

changes during the last decade have affected broadcasters'

ability to present quality programming to viewers.

The focus of H.R. 2848 on the satellite carrier's

transmission of superstations for private viewing, while

seemingly narrow, is actually quite broad. As the term

"superstation" is defined in the bill, it would include

any network affiliate and/or independent television stations

which were, inter alia, secondarily transmitted by a satellite

carrier for nationwide distribution on June 1, 1987. While

NATPE agrees that there should be no distinction made between

a network affiliate and an independent station in the bill,

practical application of this broad definition of superstation

indicates a serious misunderstanding of how the

broadcast/programming marketplace actually operates.

NATPE members purchase all of their programming in

the open marketplace by negotiating program license fees

with syndicators and distributors; NATPE members do n)r
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have the benefit of economic protection conferred by a

government-created statutory licensing scheme. If this

legislation were enacted, .t would create a serious imbalance

in favor of satellite carriers to the detriment of both

the programming and broadcasting industries. This contrast

is most apparent in a review of recent trade press documenting

the escalating cost of programming which NATPE members

encounter in their efforts to bring quality, free programming

to the viewing public.

For example, syndication rights to the re-runs of The

Cosby Show alone have cost television stations between

$200,000 to in excess of $300,000 per episode in certain

major markets. In contras', a satellite carrier which

retransmits a station which has paid this exhorbitant program

license fee for The Cosby Show will receive extraordinary

protection in the form of only being required to pay 12

cents per month per subscriber under the provisions of H.R.

2848. This potential economic disparity is untair and must

be redressed.

While the ostensible and laudable purpose of H.R. 2848

is to provide free over-the-air broadcasting to "white areas"

which do not receive terrestrial broadcast signals, is

presently drafted, H.R. 2848 extends a statutory license

for the performance of copyrighted work not only to rural

area subscribers but also to urban residents who have ready

access to local terrestrial broadcast signals. This overly

broad, and perhaps unintended, effect of H.R. 2848 would
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serve to severely undercut the ability of NATPE members

to freely negotiate exclusive program license agreements.

It ultimately could wreak havoc to the orderly, robust

programmer/broadcaster marketplace.

For this reason, NATPE urges the House Subcommittee

on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the ACministration of Justice

to limit the focus and impact of H.R. 2848 to permit satellite

carrier transmission of superstations for private viewing

by rural residents in "white areas," and not to any and

all urban residents who are adequately served by local

television stations.

4 S
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February 1, 1988

Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
Chairman, Subcommittee on Courts

Civil Liberties & the Administration
of Justice

Committee on the Judiciary
2137 Rayburn Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-6219

Re: H.R. 2848

Dear Chairman Kastenmeier:

this letter is with regard to H.R. 2848, the "Satellite
Home Viewer Copyright Act of 1987", which nroposes to require
copyright licensing of various entities eny.,ad in
distributing secondary transmissions of video programming.
In the bill these entities are referred to as "satellite
carriers." GTE Spacenet is requesting that the inadvertant
inclusion of satellite transmission suppliers in the bill's
definition of "satellite carrier" be corrected.

GTE Spacenet is engaged in the business of providing
satellite transmission services to a wide variety of customers
for voice, video and data applications. We are licensed as
a common carrier by the Federal Communications Commission to
provide such services and must do so on a non - discriminatory
basis. Moreover, pursuant to FCC regulations, we kInnot
prevent resale of our service, and thus, may in some cases
be unaware of program material which may be distributed over
our facilities.
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February 1, 1988
Page Two

The purpose of H.R. 2848 appears to be to provide for
compulsory licensing of those entities which are
redistributing primary broadcast transmissions for a fee.
Those entities are almost always "program distributors," not
the satellite operator whose transmission facilities are
being utilized. Moreover, the entities intended to be subject
to licensing may or may not be common carriers. The Bill

should be clarified so that the parties to be subject to
licensing are defined appropriately.

Because your intent in introducing this legislation was
to provide for copyright liability on the part of the parties
directly benefitting from the retransmission of over-the-air
program material, not the satellite transmission supplier, we
are confident that you will want to make the necessary
revisions to ensure that goal is achieved and that confusion
is eliminated as to the parties subject to the licensing
requirement. We will be pleased to work with your staff to
develop appropriate language to achieve this objective.

Sincerely yours,

Attachment

cc: All subcommittee members

'--1-4-,1----Leslie A. Taylor

st;
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LAworrtcesor
KENKEL, SARNAFIC) & EDMUNDSON
SUITE 202 1220 NINETEENTH STREET, N.W.

JOHN D. MINKEL
M. COMUNDION

WILLIAM M. IIARNAPIO
MAMA VAN 'COM
MAWR J. MALCH1CR

MARSHA J. MA81111102

WASHINGTON, D C. 20036

February 3, 1988

Hon. Robert W. Kastenmeier
U.S. House of Representatives
2328 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

In re: H.R. 2848

Dear Chairman Kastenmeier:

(202) 8524400

TELECORIER
(202) 7750335

ais firm represents TVX Broadcast Group, Inc., which is the
FCC .icensee of twelve independent television stations (eleven of
them UHF facilities). The purpose of this letter is to support
the position taken by the Assocl3tion of Pdependent Television
Stations (INTV) on H.R. 2848 am.. to suppler ant the data provided
in Preston Padden's February 2, 1988 letter to you.

As you may be aware, independent television stations rely on
the purchase of copyright protected programming from ltional
program distributors for nearly all of their non-locally produced
programming, A major problem facing the independent television
industry in the past few years has been the high cost of such
programming. It is widely believed that escalating programming
costs have bcen responsible for relatively poor economic
performance by a number of independents and even the failure of a
few stations. It is important, then, that such stations receive
the full copyright rights and protection that they bargain for
when they purchase such programming.

Independent stations typically purchase exclusive program
rights for their market area (ie, the area in which their
signal is available off-the-air to television viewers). As
pointed out in Mr. Padden's letter to you, network affiliated
stations obtain non-duplication protection under FCC rules so
that cable systems operating within 3 market may not duplicate a
local affiliate's network prove:loin. Previously, such
protection was also provided to independent stations' programming
under the BCC's syndicated exclusivity rule (the so-called
"syndex" rule). However, the FCC eliminated the syndex rule in
1980.

Lack of syndex protection, when coupled with the effect of
the present compulsory copyright license available to cable
systems, has resulted in the anomalous and unfair result that
local independent stations are unable to obtain effective

"
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copyright protection for their programs, while cable operators
obtain the right to duplicate such programming tt f:,r less cost
than independent stations pay for the same programming. Attached
hereto are Comments filed by TVX in the FCC's current rule making
proceeding to determine whether syndex rules should be re-
introduced. The data supplied with the TVX Comments clearly
shows that cable operators are obtaining programming under their
compulsory license at a fraction of the cost paid by television
licensees for their supposed exclusive market rights.

While TVX does hope that the FCC will re-introduce syndex
rules, it is obvious that part of the problem is the inherent
unfairness of the current compulsory license scheme. we hopethat the data supplied herewith will be helpful to the Sub-
committee. Please do not hesitate to call on us if we can
provide additional information.

Si erely,

WILLIAM M. BARN D

WMB/sls
Enclosure
cc with enclosure: Michael Remington, Esquire

Thomas Mooney, Esquire

4 )
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Mono/ Rua Oro
WM 000
4643 S. Mao 9ool
DM% Colorado 00237

TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC.

February 4, 1968

The Non. Robert M. Kastenmeisr, Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and

the Administration of Justice
Committee on the Judiciary
0.8. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Kastenmeiert

Torrinal Annor
Poo 0411ce Boa MO
Demo Colorado 00217
(303) 7214500

111.6444 Mamma
VIM Plaided
Gagetnnwi Mein

On January 27, 1966, at your Subcommittee's hearing on H.R.
2846, Mr. Bob Phillips, CEO of the Rational Rural
Telecommunications Cooperative, made number of misstatements
about Tele-Communications, Inc. which require clarification. To

that end, I am submitting the following information, and I would
like to request that it be included in the hearing record if that
is possible.

First, and most basic, Mr. Phillips stated that my company
and other cable companies have been trying to stifle development
of the home dish industry because it represents a delivery system
competitive to cable. In fact, TCI does not view satellite dish
technology as competitive to cable for a number of reasons that
do not need explanation here. Instead, we view the satellite
dish as an ideal way for us to reach customers beyond the bounds
of our cable systems. There are many millions of primarily rural
families that can never be economically served by cable. TCI
hopes all of them visit their local equipment dealers, buy dishes
and decoders and buy programming from one of several sources now
vAilable, but preferably from us if they are in our service
area.

Second, Mr. Phillips suggested that cable operators are
monopolising service to home dish owners. If that were so, we
would be doing a very poor job of it. Currently, our estimates
are that only five percent (5%) of TVRO programming sales are
made by cable operators. Over 50 percent (50%) are made by

An &NM OPPOdunt, &VOW
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equipment manufacturers and distributors. Thirty percent (30%)are made by equipment retail dealers. The reaaining fifteen
percent (150 are made by all others, such as the programmersthemselves and other packagers.

Most of these sales are now being made under agency
arrangements, as opposed to wholesale-retail relationships.
However, the commissions paid to all these agents are, in mostoases, more than the margins now available to traditionalretailers in this very competitive marketplace. Moreover, the
agent has the name and address of the customer to approach on
renewal to earn another commission.

Third, Mr. Phillips stated that programmers have granted TCIand other cable companies exclusive rights to sell to homediahowners in their franchise areas and surrounding counties.TCI has no exclusivity whatsoever in surrounding counties, and
even in those few instances in which programmers have granted us
a degree of exclusivity in our franchise areas, packagers aremaking sales anyway as agents of the programmers. In fact,equipment manufacturers, distributors, dish dealers, otherpackagers and the programmers themselves, who, incidentally are
our own wholesalers, are all selling programming in our service
areas, and, I might add, they are doing so very successfully.

Fourth, Mr. Phillips implied that TCI had prevented its
affiliated company, Netlink USA, from granting rights to the NRTC
to distribute Netlink programming. As Mr. Phillips has been told
- repeatedly - Netlink is unable to consider such requests until
it knows the terms and conditions under which the networks will
allow it to distribute their programming. As Netlink testified
at your hearing, It has yet to conclude negotiations with any ofthe networks.

While it is true Netlink approached NRTC in March of last
year about a distribution arrangement, that was before Netlink
made a business decision to seek agreements with the networks to
offer a "white area" service only.

Finally, I would like to address Mr. Phillips suggestion
that those of us who have made programming investments should be
required by force of law to allow our competition to sell that
programming. TCI and its partners have spent almost $5 million
to develop services to be offered by Netlink, the most important
of which is the network "white area" program. While it may be in
our best interests to allow our competition, such as the NRTC, to
sell that work product, we also reserve the right not to do so.
And we strongly resent any suggestion by Mr. Phillips that we
should be forced to do so by law.
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As the Chairman noted in the January 27 hearing, the NRTC
already has a good array of programming to offer its
subscribers. In fact, Mr. Phillips claims in his written
testimony that the NRTC sold 5994 subscriptions to its present
package in a single month. Because of market area restrictions,
that is as many home dish owner subscriptions as TCI has sold in
its two years of operation in this marketplace.

Mr. Phillips hardly needs the help of Congress to pick the
pockets of his competition. Be and his colleagues are managing
quite well by themselves.
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Congressman Robert W. Kaetenmeier
Chairman, Courts, Civil Liberties
and Administration of Justice
2328 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20515

Re: Non-discriminatory regulations for common carriers and
copyright

Dear Sir:

Again, we would like to thank you and your staff for your
leadership role in trying to get positive legislation for
the signal delivery industry.

HR 2848 was intended to provide the much needed re-visit to
the Common Carrier Act and Copyright Act. Unfortunately,
the 'facts' used to substantiate the language in the bill
as presently written were introduced through organizations
such as the FCC and NCTA. These organizations have been
primarily interested in protecting the cable interests to
the detriment of original copyright holders, independent
broadcasters and the average small retailer and consumer.

Your personal remarks to Mr. Chuck Dawson of K-Sat Broad-
Casting after the informative hearings your committee re-
cently held on this subject were most welcome. Your affir-
mation that the claim of protecting lecel sffilistes
make such sense in light of your personal experience was
most pertinent. The real experience of anyone with more
than one affiliate (not all locally originated) from both
cable and over the air broadcasts is the very type of fact
that hes been ignored by the proponents of discriminatory
legislation. If the cable companies and broadcasters Can
bring in and show non-legal broadcast programming then why
can't these signels be available to earth station owners
Via satellite dishes?

HR 2848 may easily reflect non-discriminatory pmecticee by
indluding the phrase 'delivery of the signal without condi-
tions". This competitive, parity in pricing phrase will go
a long way in instituting your stated intention of providing
positive legislation in the signal deliVery business.

We truly appricLate the enormous investment of time and energy
you all have invested on behalf of the citizen's access to
parity in pricing and choice of signal delivery method while
balancing the rights of the original copyright holders. We
encourage you to continue these efforts.

c 40,1t.L.4
Respectfully, -14L...4,
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National Telephone Cooperative Association

May 6, 1988

The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
Chairman
House Judiciary Subcommittee on Cour s,

Civil Liberties and the Administration
of Justice

2137 Rayburn douse Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Chairman Kastenmeier:

26M Ptnnt)hama Att , N.W.
Washington, I) 4' 200)7469S

12011 M.2300

The National Telephone Cooperative Asociation (NTCA), supports
and encourages the prompt passage of H.R. 2848, the "Satellite Home
Viewer Copyright Act of 1988." We also support any ameldment to this
bill which prohibits price discrimination in the delivery of super-
station signals.

NTCA is a national trade association representing 450 small
telephone systems throughout rural America. Many of our members are
dishowners and ara members of the National Rural Telecommunications

Cooperative (NRTC). Our goal is to provide quality telecommunica-
tions services to the more sparsely populated areas of the country.

NRTC has negotiated contracts for superstation signals and was
required to pay higher prices for such signals than cable companies,
even though there was no additional cost to the superstation carrier
for providing the signals to rural consumers. They have also been

denied signals from some distributors.

NTCA has long been concerned about rural dishowners' access to

satellite programming at reasonable costs. The proposed non-discrimi-
nation amendment would give a distributor, such as NRTC, the right to
take a signal carrier to court if the prices charged were discrimi-
natory. The non-discrimination amendment would mitigate against
signal delivery pricing and we urge you to incorporate it into the
bill.

Sincerely,

Mic41ael E. Brunner

Executive Vice President

cc: Members of the subcommittee

t.
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IMashington, Be zosil

April 8, 1988

The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties,
and the Administration of Justice
1137 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:
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(SI TI 3111-1420

Recently, satel'..te dish owners in my district contacted we
regarding H.R. J48, the Satellite Homeviewer Copyright Act of
1987.

Having learned that your subcommittee has scheduled a tentative
markup on this bill on April 13, my constituents have asked that
I bring their concerns to your attention. For this purpose, I
am enclosing the K-Sat 8 point proposal for inclusion in the
record.

On behalf of my constituents, thank you for Allowin2 me to bring
these points to your attention, and for your consideration to
any of their interests.

Enclosure

Sincerely,
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K-SAT 8 POINT PROPOSAL FOR COPYRIGHT

1. Provide parity in Copyright fees.

2. Provide parity in 1:rogreaming fees. (Voltam

discounts would be allowe0

3. Does not restrict or limit the number of
superstations.

4. Does not require superstations to achieve any cable
penetration.

5. Provides for ,ondisoriminatory third part:e distribution
of superstation signals.

6. Does not provide for a "sunset" provision.

7. Provides that any legally licensed broadoaster may Up
link their own signal.

8. Provides public right of access to all signals covered by
Copyright.
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APPENDIX I.LEGISLATIVE MATERIALS

100TH CONGRESS RErr. 100-887
ki Session HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES Part 1

SATELLITE HOME VIEWER COPYRIGHT ACT OF 1988

AUGUST 18, 1988.Ordered to be printed

Mr. KASTENMEIER, from the Committee on the Judiciary,
submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany H.R. 2848]

[Including cost estimate of the Congressional Budget Office]

The Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was referred the bill
(H.R. 2848) to amend title 17, United States Code, relating to copy-
rights, to provide for the interim statutory licensing of the second-
ary transmission by satellite carriers of superstations for private
viewing by Earth station owners, having considered the same,
report favorably thereon with amendment and recommends that
the bill as amended do pass.
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The amendments are as follows:
Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert in lieu thereof

the following:

19-006
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SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "Satellite Home Viewer Copyright Act of 1984".
SEC. 2. AMENDMENTS TO TITLE IT, UNITED STATES CODE.

Title 17, United States Code, is amended as follows:
(1) Section 111 is amended

(A) in subsection (a)
(i) in paragraph (8) by striking "or" at the end;
(ii) by redesignating paragraph (4) as paragraph (6); and
(iii) by inserting the following after paragraph (8):

"(4) the secondary transmission is made by a satellite carrier for private
home viewing pursuant to a statutory license under section 119; or"; and

(B) in subsection (dX1XA) by inserting before "Such statement" the follow-

"In
nt

determining the total number of subscribers and the gross amounts
paid to the cable system for the basic service of providing secondary trans-
missions of primary broadcast transmitters, the system shall not include
subscribers and amounts collected from subscribers receiving secondary
transmissions for private home viewing pursuant to section 119."

(2) Chapter 1 of title 17, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end
the following new section:

"0119. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions of superstitions
and network stations for private home viewing

"(a) SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS BY SATELLITE CARRIERS.
"(1) SUPERSTA'TIONS.Subject to the provisions of paragraphs (3), (4), and (6),

secondary transmissions of a primary transmission made by a superstation and
embodying a performance or display of a work shall be subject to statutory li-
censing under this section if the secondary transmission is made by a satellite
carrier to the public for private home viewing, and the carrier makes a direct
or indirect charge for each retransmission service to each household receiving
the secondary transmission or to a distributor that has contracted with the car-
rier for direct or indirect delivery of the secondary transmission to the public
for private home viewing.

"(2) NETWORK STATIONS.
"(A) IN GENERAL. Sub jftI to the provisions of subparagraphs (B) and (C)

and paragraphs (3), (4), (6), and (6), secondary transmissions of programming
contained in a primary transmission made by a network station and em-
bodying a performance or display of a work shall be subject to statutory
licensing under this section if the secondary transmission is made by a sat-
ellite carrier to the public for private home viewing, and the carrier makes
a direct charge for such retransmission service to each subscriber receiving
the secondary transmission.

"(B) SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS TO UNSERVED HOUSEHOLDS.The statutory
license provided for in subparagraph (A) shall be limited to secondary
transmissions to persons who reside in unserved households.

"(C) NOTITICATION TO NETWORKS. A satellite carrier that makes second-
ary transmissions of a primary transmission by a network station pursuant
to subparagraph (A) shall, 90 days after the effective date of the Satellite
Home Viewer Copyright Act of 1988, or 90 days after commencing such sec-
ondary transmissions, whichever is later, submit to the network that owns
or is affiliated with the network station a list identifying (by street address,
including county and zip code) all subscribers to which the satellite carrier
currently makes secondary transmissions of that primary transmission.
Thereafter, on the 16th of each month, the satellite carrier shall submit to
the network a het identifying (by street address, including county and zip
code) any persons who have been added or dropped as such subscribers
since the last submission under this subparagraph. Such subscriber infor-
mation submitted by a satellite carrier may only be used for purposes of
monitoring compliance by th" satellite carrier with this subsection. The
submission requirements of this subparagraph shall apply to a satellite car-
rier only if the network to whom thesubmissions are to be made places on
file with the Register of Copyrights, on or after the effective date of the Sat-
ellite Home Viewer Copyright Act of 1988, a document identifying the
name and address of the person to whom such submissions are to be made.
The Register shall maintain for public inspection a file of all such docu-
ments.
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"(3) NONCOMPLIANCE WITH REPORTING AND PAYMENT REQUIREMENTILNOLWith-
standing the provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2), the willful or repeated second-ary transmission to the public by a satellite of a primary transmission made bya superstation or a network station and embodying a performance or display of... work is actionable as an act of infringement under section 501, and is fullysubject to the remedies provided by sections 502 through 506 and 509, where thesatellite carrier has not deposited the statement of account and royalty fee re-quired by subsection (b), or has failed to make the submissions to networks re-quired by paragraph (2XC).

"(4) ?imam ALTERATIONS. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs (1)and (2), the secondary transmission to the public by a satellite carrier of a pri-mary transmission made by a superstation or a network station and embodying
a performance or display of a work is actionable as an act of infringementunder section 501, and is fully subject to the remedies provided by sections 502through 506 and sections 509 and 510, if the content of the particular programin which the performance or display is embodied, or any commercial advertising
or station announcement transmitted by the primary transmitter during, or im-mediately before or after, the transmission of such program, is in any way will-fully altered by the satellite carrier through changes, deletions, or additions, oris combined with programming from any other broadcast signal.

"(5) VIOLATION OF TERRITORIAL RESTRICTIONS ON STATUTORY LICENSE FOR NET-WORK STATIONS.

"(A) INDIVIDUAL VIOLATIONS.The willful or repeated secondary transmis.sion by a satellite carrier of a primary transmission made by a network sta-tion and embodying a performance or display of a work to a subscriber who
does not reside in an unserved household is actionable as an act of infringe-ment under section 501 and is fully subject to the remedies provided by sec-tions 502 through 506 and 509, except that

"(i) no damages shall be awarded for such act of infringement if the
satellite carrier took corrective action by promptly withdrawing service
from the ineligible subscriber, and

"00 any statutory damages shall not exceed $5 for such subscriber
for each month during which the violation occurred.

"(B) PATTERN or VIOLATIONS. If a satellite carrier engages in a willful orrepeated pattern or practice of delivering a primary transmission made bya network station and embodying a performance or display of a work tosubscribers who do not reside in unserved households, then in addition tothe remedies set forth in subparagraph (A)
"(i) if the pattern or practice has been carried out on a substantially

nationwide basis, the court shall order a permanent injunction barring
the secondary transmission by the satellite carrier, for private homeviewing, of the primary transmissions of any primary network station
affiliated with the same network, and the court may order statutory
damages of not to exceed $250,000 for each 6-month period duringwhich the pattern or practice was carried out; and

"(ii) if the pattern or practice has been carried out on a local or re-gional basis, the court shall order a permanent injunction barring thesecondary transmission, for private home viewing in that locality orregion, by the satellite carrier of the primary transmissions of any pri-mary network station affiliated with the same network, and the court
may order statutory damages of not to exceed $250,000 for each 6-month period during which the pattern or practice was carried out.

"(C) Paxvious suesciuseas EXCLUDED.Subparagraphs (A) and 03) do notapply to secondary transmissions by a satellite carrier to persons who sub-scribed to receive such secondary transmissions from the satellite carrier ora distributor before July 4, 1988.
"(6) DISCRIMINATION BY A SATELLITE CARRIER. Notwithstanding the provisionsof paragraph (1), the willful or repeated secondary transmission to the public bya satellite carrier of a primary transmission made by a superstation or a net-work station and embodying a performance or display of a work is actionable asan act of infringement under section 501, and is fully subject to the remediesprovided by sections 502 through 506 and 609, if the satellite carrier discrimi-nates against a distributor in a manner which violates the Communications Act

of 1984 or rules issued by the Federal Communications Commission with respectto discrimination.
"(7) GEOGRAPHIC LIMITATION ON SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS.The statutory li-cense created by this section shall apply only to secondary transmissions to

442
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households located in the United States, or any of its territories, trust territo-
ries, or possessions.

"(b) STATUTORY WORM FOR SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS FOR PRIVATE Hosts View-
!NG.

"(1) DEPOSITS WITH THE REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS.A satellite carrier whose
secondary transmissions are subject to statutory licensing under subsection (a)
shall, on a semiannual basis, deposit with the Register of Copyrights, in accord-
ance with requirements that the Register shall, after consultation with the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal, prescribe by regulation

(A) a statement of account, covering the preceding 6-month period, speci-
fying the names and locations of all auperstationa and network stations
whose signals were transmitted, at any time during that period, to subscrib-
ers for private home viewing as described in subsections (aX1) and (aX2), the
total number of subscribers that received such transmissions, and such
other data as the Register of Copyrights may, after consultation with the
Copyrig: ht Royalty Tribunal, from time to time prescribe by regulation; and

"(B) a royalty fee for that 6-month period, computed by
"(i) multiplying the total number of subscribers receiving each sec-

ondary transmission of a superstation during each calendar month by
12 cents;

"(ii) multiplying the number of subscribers receiving each secondary
transmission of a network station during each calendar month by 3
cents; and

"(iii) adding together the totals from clauses (i) and (ii).
"(2) INVESTMENT or rue. The Register of Copyrights shall receive all fees de-

posited under this section and, after deducting the reasonable costs incurred by
the Copyright Office under this section (other than the costs deducted under
paragraph (4)), shall deposit the balance in the Treasury of the United States, in
such manner as the Secretary of the Treasury directs. All hinds held by the
Secretary of the Treasury shall be invested in interest-bearing United States se-
curities for later distribution with interest by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
as provided by this title.

(3) PERSONA TO WHOM PRES ARE DIIIMIUTED.The royalty fees deposited
under paragraph (2) shall, in accordance with the procedures provided by para-
graph (4), be distributed to those copyright owners whose voile were included
in a secondary transmission for private home viewing made by a satellite carri-
er during the applicable 6-month accounting period and who file a claim with
the Copyright Royalty Tribunal uneer paragraph (4).

"(4) hocainntes FOR ourratatmox.The royalty fees deposited under para-
graph (2) shall be distributed in accordance with the following procedures:

"(A) FILING or CLAIMS FOR Figs.During the month of July in each year,
each person claiming to be entitled to statutory license fees for secondary
transmissions for private home viewing shall file a claim with the Copy-
right Royalty Tribunal, in accordance with requirements that the Tribunal
shall prescribe by regulation. For purposes of thLi paragraph, any claimants
may agree among themselves as to the proportionate division of statutory
license fees among them, nay lump their claims together and file them
jointly or as a single claim, or may designate a common agent to receive
payment on their behalf.

111) DETERMINATION OP COMMOVE:REY; DISTRIBUTIONS. After the first day
of August of each year, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall determine
whether there exists a controversy concerning the distribution of royalty
fees. If the Tribunal determines that no such controversy exists, the Tribu-
nal shall, after deducting reasonable administrative costs under this para-
graph, distribute such fees to the copyright owners entitled to receive them,
or to their designated agents. If the Tribunal finds the existence of a con-
troversy, the Tribunal shall, pursuant to chapter 8 of thi' title, conduct a
proceeding to determine the distribution of royalty fees.

"(C) WITHHOLDING or Fags DURING CONTROVERSY.During the pendency
of any proceeding under this subsection, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
shall withhold from distribution an amount sufficient to satisfy all claims
with respect to which a controversy exists, but shall have discretion to pro-
ceed to distribute any amDunts that are not in controversy.

"(c) DETERMINATION OF ROYALTY FEEL
"(1) APPLICABILITY AND DETERMINATION OP ROYALTY PEEB.The rate of the roy-

alty fee payable under subsection (bX1X13) shall be effective until December 31,
1992, unless a royalty fee is established under paragraph (2), (3), or (4) of this

4 ,; 3
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subsection. After that date, the fee shall be determined either in accordance
with the voluntary negotiation procedure specified in paragraph (2) or in ac-
cordance with the compulsory arbitration procedure specified in paragraphs (3)
and (4).

"(2) Fax UT BY VOLUNTARY NEGOTIATION:
"(A) NOTICII or INITIATION OP PROCUMN08.-011 or before July 1, 1991,

the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall cause notice to be published in the
Federal Register of the initiation of voluntary negotiation proceedings for
the purpose of determining the royalty fee to be paid by satellite carriers
under subsection (bX1)(13).

"(B) Nancavenoris.Satellite carriers, distributors and copyright owners
entitled to i oyalty fees under this section shall negotiate in good faith in an
effort to reach a voluntary agreement or voluntary agreements for the pay-
ment of royalty fees. Any such satellite carriers, distributors, and copyright
owners may at any time negotiate and agree to the royalty fee, and may
designate common agents to negotiate, agree to, or pay such fees. If the par-
ties fail to identify common agents? the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall do
so, after requesting recommendations from the parties to the negotiation
pcostroceeding. The parties to each negotiation proceeding shall bearthe entire

thereof.
"(C) &MUNI/NTS BINDING ON PARTIES; FILING OP AGREEMENTS.- -Voluntary

agreements negotiated at any time in accordance with this paragraph shall
be binding upt, n all satellite carriers, distributors, and copyright owners
that are parties thereto. Copies of such agreements shall be filed with the
Copyright Office within thirty days after execution in accordance with reg-
ulations that the Register of Copyrights shall prescribe.

"(D) PERIOD AGREEMENT IS IN arrscr.The obligation to pay the royalty
fees established under a voluntary agreement which has been filed with the
Copyright Office in accordance with this paragraph shall become effective
on the date specified in the agreement, and shall remain in effect until De-
cember 31, 1994.

"(3) Fez SET BY COMPULSORY ARBITRATION.
"(A) NOTICE OF INITIATION OF PROCSIDING8.-011 or before December 31,

1991, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall cause notice to be published in
the Federal Register of the initiation of arbitration proceedings for the pur-
pose of determining a reasonable royalty fee to be paid under subsection
(bX1)(B) by satellite carriers who are not parties to a voluntary agreement
filed with the Copyright Office in accordance with paragraph (2). Such
notice shall include the names and qualifications of potential arbitratorseleven by the Tribunal from a list of available arbitrators obtained from
the American Arbitration Association or such similar organization as the
Tribunal shall select.

"(B) SZLIICIION OF ARBITRATION PANEL. Not later than 10 days after pub-
lication of the notice initiating an arbitration proceeding, and in accordance
with procedures to be specified by the Copyrigh . Royalty Tribunal, one arbi-
trator shall be selected from the published list by copyright owners who
claim to be entitled to royalty fees under subsection (bX4) an who are not
party to a voluntary agreement fib 1 with the Copyright Office in accord-
ance with paragraph (2), and one in trator shall be selected from the pub-
lished list by satellite carriers and distributors who are not parties to such
a voluntary agreement. The two arbitrators so selected shall, within ten
days after their selection, choose a third arbitrator from the same list, who
shall serve as chairperson of the arbitrators. T.,!' either group fails to agree
upon the selection of an arbitrator, or if the arbitrators selected by such
groups fails to agree upon the selection of a chairperson, the Copyright Roy-
alty Tribunal shall promptly select the arbitrator or chairperson, respec-
tively. The arbitrators selected under this paragraph shall constitute an Ar-bitration Panel.

"(C) AnarrrwrioN PROCRIDING.The Arbitration Panel shall conduct an
arbitration proceeding in accordance with such procedures as it may adopt.
The Panel shall act on the basis of a fully documented written record, Any
copyright owner who claims to be entitled to royalty fees under subsection
(bX4), any satellite carrier, and any distributor, who is not party to a volun-
tary agreement filed with the Copyright Office in accordance with para-
graph (2), may submit relevant information and proposals to the Panel. The
parties to the proceeding shall bear the entire coat thereof in such manner
and proportion as the Panel shall direct.

4 4; 4
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"(D) FACTORS FOR DETERMINING ROYALTY TEES. In determining royalty
fees under this paragraph, the Arbitration Panel shall consider the approxi-
mate average cost to a cable system for the right to secondarily transmit to
the public a primary transmission made by a broadcast station, the fee es-
tablished under any A oluntary agreement filed with the Copyright Office in
accordance with paragraph (2), and the last fee proposed by the parties,
before proceedings I ,nder this paragraph, for the secondary transmission of
superstationa or necwork stations for private home viewing. The fee shall
also be calculated to achieve the following objectives:

"(i) To maximize the availability of creative works to the public.
"(ii) To afford the copyright owner a fair return for his or her cre-

ative work al id the copyright user a fair income under existing econom-
ic conditions.

"(iii) To reflect the relative roles of the copyright owner and the
copyright user in the product made available to the public with respect
to relative creative contribution, technological contnbution, capital in-
vestment, cost, risk, and contribution to the opening of new markets for
creative expression and media for their communication.

"(iv) To minimize any disruptive impact on the structure of the in-
dustries involved and on generally prevailing industry practices.

"(E) REPORT TO COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNALNot later than 60 days
after publication of the notice initiating an arbitration proceeding, the Ar-
bitration Panel shall report to the Copyright Royalty Tribunal its determi-
nation concerning the royalty fee. Such report shall be accompanied by the
written record, and shall set forth the facts that the Panel found relevant
to its determination and the reasons why its determination is consistent
with the criteria set forth in subparagraph (D).

"(F) ACTION BY COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNALWithin 60 days after re-
cei the report of the Arbitration Panel under subparagraph (E), the
Cop ht Royalty Tribunal shall adopt or reject the determination of the
Panel. e Tribunal shall adopt the determination of the Panel unless the
Tribunal finds that the determination is clearly inconsistent with the crite-
ria set forth in subparagraph (D). If the Tribunal rejects the determination
of the Panel, the Tribunal shall, before the end of that 60-day period, and
after full examination of the record created in the arbitration proceeding,
issue an order, consistent with the criteria set forth in subparagraph (D),
setting the royalty fee under this paragraph. The Tribunal shall cause to be
published in tne Federal Register the determination of the Panel, and the
decision of the Tribunal with respect to the determination (including any
order issued under the preceding sentence). The Tribunal shall also publi-
cize such determination and decision in such other manner as the Tribunal
considers appropriate. The Tribunal shall also make the report of the Arbi-
tration Panel and the accompanying record available for public inspection
and copying.

"(0) r MOD DURING WHICH DECISION OF PANEL OR ORDER OF TRIBUNAL sr-
ncriva.The obligation to pay the royalty fee established under a determi-
nation of the Arbitration Panel which is confirmed by the Copyright Royal-
ty Tribunal in accordance with this paragraph, or established by any order
issued under subparagraph (F), shall become effective on the date when the
decision of the Tribunal is published in the Federal Register under subpara-
graph (F), and shall remain in effect until modified in accordance with
paragraph (4), or until December 81, 1994.

' (H) PERSONS SUBJECT TO ROYALTY FEE.The royalty fee adopted or or-
dered under subparagraph (F) shall be binding on all satellite carriers, dis-
tributors, and copyright owners, who are not party to a voluntary agree-
ment filed with the Copyright Office under paragraph (2).

"(4) JUDICIAL REVIEW.Any decision of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal under
paragraph (3) with respect to a determination of the Arbitration Panel may be
appealed, by any aggrieved party who would be bound by the determination, to
th3 United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, within
thirty days after the publication of the decision in the Fed "ral Register. The
pendency, of an appeal under this paragraph shall not relieve satellite carriers
of the obligation under subsection (bX1) to deposit the statement of account and
royalty fees specified in that subsection. The court shall have jurisdiction to
modify or vacate a decision of the Tribunal only if it finds, on the basis of the
record before the Tribunal and the statutory criteria set forth in paragraph
(3D), that the Arbitration Panel or the Tribunal acted in an arbitrary manner.
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If the court modifies the decision If the Tribunal, the court shall have Jurisdic-tion to enter its own determination with respect to royalty fees, to order the
repayment of any excess fees deposited under subsection (bX1XB), and to orderthe payment of any underpaid fees, and the interest pertaining respectively
thereto, in accordance with its final judgment. The court may further vacate
the decision of the Tribunal and remand the case for arbitration proceedings in
accordance with paragraph (3).

"(d) DeriNmorte.As used in this section
"(1) Durraistrroa.--The term 'distributor' means an entity which contracts to

distribute secondary transmissions from a satellite carrier and, either as asingle channel or in a package with other programming, provides the secondary
transmission either directly to individual subscribers for private home viewing
or indirectly through other program distribution entities.

"(2) Nirrwoax STATION. The term 'network station' has the meaning given
that term in section 111(f) of this title, and includes any translator station orterrestrial satellite station that rebroadcasts all or substantially all of the pro-
gramining broadcast by a network station.

"(3) PRIMARY lemon STATION. --The term 'primary network station' means
a network station that broadcasts or rebroadcasts the basic programming serv-ice of a particular national network.

"(4) PRIMARY TRANSMISSION. The term 'primary transmission' has the mean-ing given that term in section 111(0 of this title.
"(5) PRIVATI MOM viewieo.The term 'private home viewing' means theviewing, for private use in a houehold by means of satellite reception equip-

ment which is operated by an end vidual in that household and which serves
only such household, of a secondary transmission delivered by a satellite carrierof a primary transmission of a television station licensed by the Federal Com-
munications Commission.

"(6) SATILLITS CARRIMLThe term 'satellite carrier' means an entity that
uses the facilities of a domestic satellite service licensed by the Federal Commu-
nications Commission to establish and operate a channel of communications for
point-to-multipoint distribution of television station signals, and that owns orleases a capacity or service on a satellite in order to provide such point- to-multi-
point distribution, except to the extent that such entity provides such distribu-
tion pursuant to tariff under the Communications Act of 1934, other than forprivate home viewing.

"(7) &CONWAY TRANSMISSION.The term 'secondary transmission' has the
meaning given that term in section 111(0 of this title.

"(8) SUBSCRIBER.The term 'subscriber' means an individual who receives a
secondary transmission service for private home viewing by means of a second-
ary transmission from a satellite carrier and pays a fee for the service, directly
or indirectly, to the satellite carrier or to a distributor.

"(9) SuelserterioN.The term 'superetation' means a television broadcast sta-tion, other than a network station, licensed by the Federal Communications
Commission that is secondarily transmitted by a satellite carrier.

"(10) UNSSRVID HOUSMIOLD.The term 'unserved household', with respect to
a particular television network, means a household that

"(A) cannot receive, through the use of a conventional outdoor rooftop re-
ceiving antenna, an over-the-air signal of grade B intensity (as defined by
the Federal Communications Commission) of a primary network station af-filiated with that network, and

"09) has not, within 90 days before the date on which that household sub-
scribes, either initially or on renewal, to receive secondary transmissions by
a satellite carrier of a network station affiliated with that network, cub-scribed to a cable system that provides the signal of a primary network sta
tion affiliated with that network.

"(e) EXCLUSIVITY OF THIS SECTION WITH Rim= TO SICONDARY TRA 'MISSIONS OFBROADCAST STATIONS BY Sammie MUIRMIS Or THE PUBLIC.No provision of sec-tion 111 of this title or any other law (other than this section) shall be construed tocontain any authorization, exemption, or license through which secondary transmis-
sions by satellite carrier for private home viewing of programming contained in aprimary transmission made by a superetation or a network station may be made
without obtaining the consent of the copyright owner.".

(3) Section 501 of title 17, United States Code, is amended by adding at theend the following:
"(e) With respect to any secondary transmission that is made by a satellite car Ivof a primary transmission embodying the performance or display of a work and is

4 6
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actionable as an act of infringement under section 119(aX5), a network station hold-
ing a copyright or other license to transmit or perform the same version of that
work shall, for purposes of iubsection (b) of this section, be treated as a legal or ben-
eficial owner if such secondary transmission occurs within the local service area of
that station.".

(4) Section 801(bX3) of title 17, United States Code, is amended by striking
"and 116" e ad inserting ", 116, and 119(b)".

(5) Sectiot, 804(d) of title 17, United States Code, is amended by striking "sec-
tions 111 or 116" and inserting "section 111, 116, or 119".

(6) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 1 of title 17, United
States Code, is amended by adding at the end the following new item:

"119. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions of superstations and network stations for private
home viewing." .

SEC. 3. SYNDICATED EXCLUSIVITY.

The Federal Communications Commission shall, within 120 days after the effec-
tive date of this Act, initiate a combined inquiry and rulemaking proceeding for the
purpose of

(1) determining the feasibility of imposing syndicated exclusivity rules with
respect to the delivery of syndicated programming, as defined by the Commis-
sion, for private viewing similar to the rules issued by the Commission with re-
spect to syndicated exclusivity and cable television. and

(2) adopting such rules if the Commission considers the imposition of such
rules to be feasible.

SEC. 4. REPORT ON DISCRIMINATION.

The Federal Communications Commission shall, within 1 year after the effective
date of this Act, prepare and submit to the Congress a report on whether, and the
extent to which, there exists discrimination referred to in section 119(aX6) of title
17, United States Code, as added by section 2 of this Act.
SEC. 5. EFFECTIVE DATE.

This Act and the amendments made by this Act take effect on January 1, 1989,
except that the authority of the Register of Copyrights to issue regulations pursuant
to section 119(bX1) of title 17, United States Code, as added by section 2 of this Act,
takes effect on the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 6. TERMINATION.

This Act and the amendments made by this Act cease to be effective on December
31, 1994.

Amend the title so as to read:
A bill to amend title 17, United States Code, relating to copyrights, to provide for

the interim statutory licensing of the secondary transmission by satellite carriers of
superstations and network stations for private home viewing.

I. PURPOSE OF THE LEGISLATION

The purpose of the proposed legislation is to create an interim
statutory license in the Copyright Act for satellite carriers to re-
transmit television broadcast signals of superstations and network
stations to earth station owners for private home viewing. The bill
clarifies the legal status of satellite carriers ti)at market or sell the
service of delivering signals that embody copyrighted program-
ming, and insures that earth station owners will have access to
that programming, while protecting the existing network/affiliate
distribution system to the extent that it is successful in providing
programming by other technologies.

BACKGROUND

In 1976, Congress enacted the first omnibus revision of the Fed-
eral copyright law since 1909. The Copyright Act of 1976 ' reflects

l See Public Law 94-653, 90 Stat. 2641,

.4.7
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a congressional understanding that the history of copyright law
has been one of gradual expansion of the types of works afforded

freezes the
By providing for balance and flexibility, the Act neither

the scope of copyrightable technology nor permits unlimited
exmnsion into areas completely outside the legislative intent in
1976.

Despite the inherent flexibility of the Copyright Act, technology
has inevitably developed faster than the law in many instances,
and in several circumstances Congress has amended the Act to
keep pace with these changes. This was the case when Congress
amended the Act in 1980 to create copyright protection for comput-
er software; a in 1984 when Congress prohibited the owners of a
particular phonorecord from renting or leasing the phonorecord for
commercial advantage without the permission of the copyright
holder of the expression embodied in the phonorecord; a in
1984 when Congress provided a unique and freestanding protection
for semiconductor chip products; 4 and finally in 1986 when it en-
sured that a low power television station qualifies as a local signal
for any nearby cable system carrying the station to its subscrib-
ers.a

When the Copyright Act of 1976 was enacted, ". . . the use of
space satellites to transmit programming embodying copyrighted
works was in its infancy." Very little attention was paid to copy-
right issues posed by satellite transmissions directly to individuals
for private home viewing. During the intervening years, the ability
of the Act to resolve issues_ pertaining to the application of direct
satellite transmissions to dish owners has not been tested to a
great extent. As has been the case for other new technologies, it is
appropriate for Congress to intercede and delineate this Nation's
intellectual property laws.

With this background in mind, further analysis is divided into
four sections: an explanation of the constitutional parameters of
the proposed legislation; a brief history of satellite earth station
technology; an analysis of the copyright problem; and finally, a de-
scription of the legislation solution.

A. CONSTITUTIONAL PARAMETERS

The proposed implementing legislation is clearly within Con-
gress' power to modify, amend or expand this country's intellectual
property laws. The United States Constitution confers this author-
ity when it provides, 'Who Congress shall have Power . . . to Pro-
mote the Progress of Science and Useful Arts, by securing for limit-
ed Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their
Writings and Discoveries." I

Sound copyright legislation is necessarily subject to other consid-
erations in addition to the fact that a writing be created and that

2 See Public Law 96-517, 94 Stat. 8016, 8028.
See Public Law 98-450, 98 Stat. 1727.
See Public Law 98-620, Stat. 8847, 8356.
See Public Law 99-897, 100 Stat. 848.
See Hearings on Copyright and New Technologies Before the Subcomm. on Courts, Civil Lib-erties and the dministration of Justice of the How Comm. on the Judiciary, 99th Cong., letand 2d sees. 84 (1986-86) (hereinafter referred to as House Bearings, 99th Cong.].

2 U.S. Can't. art. 1, ¢ 8, cl. 8.

)A 11 3
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exclusive rights be protected only for a limited term. Congress
must weigh the public costs and benefits derived from protecting a
particular interest. "The constitutional purpose of copyright is to
facilitate the flow of ideas in the interest of learning."

The CoMtitution does not establish copyrights; it simply provides
that Congress has the power to grant such rights if and as it thinks
best. As this Committee observed during the 1909 revision of the
copyright law,' "(nlot primarily for the benefit of the author, but
primarily for the benefit of the public, such rights are given." 9
This statement has continued validity today. Recently, the Su-
preme Court confirmed that the monopoly privileges that Congress
may confer on creators of intellectual property "are neither unlim-
ited nor primarily designed to provide a special, private benefit.
Rather, the limited rant is a means by which an important public
purpose may be achieved." 10 Stated otherwise, the primary objec-
tive of our copyright laws is not to reward the author, but rather to
secure for the public the benefits from the creations of authors.

The framers of the Constitution assigned to Congress, the most
politically representative of the three branches of the Federal gov-
ernment, the role of establishing intellectual property laws in ex-
change for public access to creations. In this context, the founding
fathers contemplated a political balancing of interests between the
public interest ,And proprietary rights. Congress struck that balance
when it established the first patent and copyright laws. As this
country has developed and as new technologies have entered the
scene, Congress has adjusted this nation's intellectual property
laws to incorporate new subject matter and to redefine the balance
between public and proprietary interests. The Satellite Home
Viewer Copyright Act of 1988 ,s a continuation of that process.

B. HISTORY OF SATELLITE EARTH STATIONS 11

In order to understand the copyright problems posed by satellite
earth stations and the solution set forth in the proposed legislation,
it is useful to have a working knowledge of the history of the tech-
nology.

It was only about four decades ago--in 1945when the science
fiction writer, Arthur C, Clarke, laid out the blueprint for the
modern system of transmitting television signals by satellite."
Clarke first theorized that a satellite placed at a distance of 22,300
miles above the equator would remain in a fixed position, in what
he referred to as "geostationary" orbit." Television signals beamed
at one of these satellites could be made to bounce back to receiving

*Hearings on the Berne Convention Implementation Act of 1987 Before the Subcomm. on
Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice of the House Comm, on the Judiciary,
100th Cong., let and 2d sees. (1987-88) (statement of Prof. L. Ray Patterson) (June 17, 1987).

H.R. Rep. No. 2222, 60th Cong., 2d Sees. 7 (1909). Similar language occurs in the Senate
Report. See S. Rep. No. 1108, 60th Cong., 2d sees. 7 (1909).

10 Sony v. Universal City Studios, 464 U.S. 417, 429 (1984).
II Earth stations are also known as "television receive-only antennas" or "TVRO'e" ordishes).
Is For a history of the back-yard dif h industry, see Owen, Satellite Television, The AtlanticMonthly 46 (June 1986).
to Clarke, "Extraterrestrial Relays: Can Rocket Stations Give Worldwide Radio Coverage?",

Wireless World 806 (Oct. 1946).
The orbit described by Clarke is now called the "Clarke belt".
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stations around the world, allowing almost instantaneous television
communications.

It did not take long for Clarke's theory to become! reality. In 1962
an eight minute experimental broadcast from the United States to
France and England was transmitted via Telstar I, a satellite that
was too low to be in geostationary orbit. Shortly thereafter, Presi-
dent Kennedy baptised the first functioning geostationary satellite
(S coin II) by placing a telephone call to the Prime Minister of
N ria, bubakar Balewa. In 1964 Americans watched part of the
To yo Olympic Gam% courtesy of Syncom

But in the 1960s television transmissions were not a priority of
the early communications satellites. It took until 1974 for the
launching of the first genuine domestic communications satellite,
Wester I, built by Western Union. In September of 1975, Home Box
Office (HBO) began using Wester to distribute progreuoming to its
cable affiliates.

The first American home earth station was constructed in 1976
by H. Taylor Howard, a professor of electrical engineering at Elan-
ford University. On September 14, 1976, he became the first An eri-
can to receive a satellite transmitted television signal.

From the receipt of Howard's first signal, technological, regula-
tory and legal changes have occurred at a dizzying rate.

In December of 1976, the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) issued a declarative ruling that 4.5 meter dishes may be ac-
ceptable (the previous standard was 9 meters), providing that the
terminals attain certain minimal levels of performance. In Septem-
ber of 1979 the FCC made the licensing of satellite dishes voluntary
except for dishes used for international communications purposes.
In May of 1980 National Microtech offered the first home satellite
system priced below $10,000. In January of 1983 HBO and M/A-
COM signed the first commercial encryption contract.

The FCC has estimated that as of mid-1986, approximately 1.6
million American households have home satellite 'lishes.14 Today,
the number of dishes is rapidly approaching the 2 mark. A
fixed position satellite dish that cost $10,000 approximately ten
years ago now costs under $1,000. Consumer prices for dishes that
tune-in all domestic satellites range from about $1,000 to $1,500.18

C. THE COPYRIGHT PROBLEM

When Congress enacted the Copyright Act of 1976, it facilitated
the distribution of distant television signals to the public via the
cable television industry. This was accomplished by the creation of
a compulsory copyright license that authorized cable systems to re-
transmit distant broadcast sigrals to the viewing public provided
that the systems periodically auk mit to the Copyright Office certain
information and a statutory royalty fee. Since that time, develop-
ments in satellite technology and changes in FCC policy have

"Matter of inquiry into the Scrabbling of Satellite Noels and Access to Those %mats byOwners of Home Satellite Dish Antennae, Report, FCC Docket No. 88-336, 2 )`CC Rai 1669(1987).
10 See House Hearings. 99th Cong., supra note 6, at 111 (statement of Richard L. Brown onbehalf of the Satellite Television Industry Assoc./SPACE).
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launched a galaxy of new programming services that are distribut-
ed to the public via satellite.16

The technological development of the home earth station enables
home dish owners to intercept satellite delivered signals that were
originally intended to be distributed only to cable systems. Cable
spite= pay satellite carriers a per subscriber fee for delivering to
the system a broadcast or pay cable signal; the systems then send
out the signal over the wire to their subscribers. Dish owners, on
the other hand, initially paid no fee to the carriers for the signals
they receive. In order to impede this uliauthorized reception of
their satellite-delivered signab, most resale satellite camera and
certain copyright holders in satellite delivered signals decided to
encode, or scramble, their signals 17 and to provide descrambling
capacity only to paying subscribers of their service.

In October of 1984 President Reagan f4igned into law "The Cable
Communications Policy Act of 1984" 18 which included a provision
legalizing the private reception of unscrambled satellite television
programming. The new law made such viewing legal until pro-
grammers either scrambled their signals or created a marketing
scheme that would enable dish owners to pay for the television
that they received.

Many home dish owners object to the scrambling of satellite sig-
nals because they believe they have a right to receive satellite pro-
gramming at a price comparable to that paid by cable subscriber
recipients of the same programming. They are concerned about the
cost of descrambling devices, about price discrimination for the pro-
gramming services, and about access to most of the programming
available to cable subscribers. On the other hand, the home satel-
lite earth station industry has consistently agreed that copyright
holders deserve to be fairly compensated.'°

Satellite carriers also have concerns about scrambling. By scram-
bling their signals and marketing decoding devices and packages of
programming to home dish owners, they may lose their "passive
carrier" exemption from liability for copyright infringement under
section 111(aX8) of the Copyright Act. Unlike cable systems, they
may not be able to qualify for a section 111 compulsory license to
perform th6 programs publicly, and they might be liable for copy-
right infringement.2°

Before going ahead with legislation to meet the concerns of home
earth station owners and satellite carriers, the Committee-- acting

" See Hearings on the Satellite Earth Station Copyright Act of 1987 Before the House Judici
ary Comm. Subcomm. on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Justice, 100th Cong.,let and 2d seas. (1987-88) (statement of Ralph Oman) (Jan. 27, 1988) (hereinafter referred to asHouse Hearings, 100th Cong.).

" Id. (statement of Roy L. Bliss on behalf of United Video, Inc., Southern Satellite Systems,
Inc., and Eastern Microwave, Inc.) (Nov. 19, 1987).

As was observed by one witness before the subcommittee during the 99th Co4rew: "Scram.
Ming protects the integrity of the signal. A marketing scheme that permits TYRO owners to
'unscramble' signals in exchange for a market.based payment provides the nexus between the
interests of the consumer in receiving programming and the right of the producer to compensa.
tion." House Hearings, 99th Cong., supra note 6, at 146 (statement of Jack Valenti on behalf of
the Motion Picr,tre Association of America).

"die Public sw 98-649, section 6, codified at 47 U.S.C, (606(b), 98 Stat. 2802, 2804."See House Hearings, 99th Cong., supra note 6, at 112 (statement of Richard L. Brown on
behalf of the Satellite Television Industry Assoc./SPACE).

" Id. at 162 (statement of Edward L. Taylor on behalf of Southern Satellite Systems, Inc.,
United Video, Ire., and Eastern Microwave, Inc.)
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through the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Ad-
ministration of Justiceinvestigated whether satellite carriersmight in fact be exempt from copyright liability in their dealings
with home earth station owners under the Copyright Act's section
111(aX8) "passive carrier" exemption. Under that provision, a carri-
er's retransmission of a broadcast signal that contains copyrighted
programming is not an infringement if the carrier "has no direct
or indirect control over the content or selection of the primary
transmission or over the particular recipients of the secondary
transmission," and if the carrier's activities with respect to the pri-
mary transmission "consist solely of providing wires, cables, or
other communications channels for the use of others." 21

In interpreting this statutory provision, the U.S. Court of Ap-
peals for the Second Circuit held that Eastern Microwave, Inc. was
a passive carrier entitled to the section 111(aX3) exemption becausethe carrier merely retransmitted station WOR to cable systems
without alteration and exercized no control over the selection of
the primary transmission or the recipients of the signal." Howev-
er, the courts have never addressed the issue of whether a satellitecarrier that scrambles a signal and markets the signal to home
dish owners can avail itself of the "passive carrier" exemption.

Congress did not contemplate that carriers would be engaged in
marketing signals to home dish owners when it enacted the section
111(aX3) exemption. By selling, renting, or licensing descrambling
devices to subscribing earth station owners, a carrier exercises
direct control over which individual members of the public receivethe signals they retransmit. Moreover, these activities represent afar more sophisticated and active involvement in selling signals to
the public than does an act of merely providing "wires, cables, or
other communications channels." These considerations lead up to
the ultimate question of whether any carrier that gets into thebusiness of selling or licensing descrambling devices to subscribing
home dish owners is still able to avail itself of the section 111(aX3)
passive carrier exemption from copyright liability.

In pursuit of an answer to this question, the subcommittee chair-
man (Robert W. Kastenmeier) wrote to the Register of Copyrights
asking for an analysis of the application of the Copyright Act or
scrambling and on the prospective sale or leasing of descrambling
devices to satellite dish owners."

In his response (dated March 17, 1986) to Chairman Kastenmeier,
the Register set forth his "preliminary judgment" that the sale or
licensing of descrambling devices to satellite earth station ownersby common carriers probably falls outside the purview of the copy-right exemption granted passive carriers for secondary transmis-
sions of copyrighted works, particularly when the carrier itself
scrambles the signal. 24

Although this issue may sound legalistic and esoteric, it can be
distilled to the following proposition: under present copyright law,

St 17 U.S.C. 111(aX8).
"Eastern Microwave, Inc. v. Doubleday Sports, Inc. 691 F.2d 126 (2d Cir. 1982).',See letter from Robert W. Kastanmeier to David Ladd (dated Nov. 27, 1984), reprinted in

House Hearings, 99th C,ong., supra note 6, at 284.
14 See Letter from Ralph Oman to Robert W. Kastenmeier (dated Mar. 17, 1986), reprinted inid. at 817.

452
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it must be questioned whether satellite carriers can lease or sell de-
scrambling devices and then sell scrambled superstation signals to
earth station owners. Since the combination of these functions is
far more active than the passive function of providing wires, cables
and other communications channels, the carriers could potentially
lose their unique status in the copyright law if they engage in the
described activities.

At least one carrierSouthern Satellite Systems, Inc., which de-
livers WTBShas already cogently presented this position to the
Subcommittee on Telecommunications, Consumer Protection and
Finance of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce:

if Southern Satellite delivered WTBS to the back-
yard dish user there is no provision in the law for a copy-
right royalty payment to the copyright owner. Although it
could be argued that since Southern Satellite is a common
carrier and since the TVRO dish owner uses the signal for
purely private viewing, there is no copyright liability.
However, that position runs directly contrary to the phi-
losophy of § 111 of the Copyright Act and as a result we
believe that it is a very tenuous position.'5

During the 99th Congrees, the Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Telecommunications brought this testimony to the subcommittee's
attention, and the two subcommittees worked together to develop a
legislative solution.

C:Iter entities have asserted that they might qualify as a "cable
system" under section 111, thereby being entitled to a compulsory
license under existing law. One of these entities which has es-
poused this theory has been challenged by the three major televi-
sion networks and their affiliates, and is n. 'N the subject of several
lawsuits in Federal courts. The outcome of these lawsuits is pres-
ently unknown. While the Committee expresses no view about the
merits of the positions advanced by the parties to these lawsuits, it
believes that the public interest will be served by creating a new
statutory license that is tailored to the specific circumstances of
satellite-to-home distribution.

D. THE LEGISLATIVE SOLUTION

The Committee concluded that legislation was necessary in order
to meet the concerns of both the home earth station owners and
the satellite Larriers and to foster the efficient, widespread delivery
of programming via satellite. The bill balances the rights of copy-
right owners by ensuring payment for the use of their property
rights, with the rights of satellite dish owners, by assuring avail-
ability at reasonable rates of retransmitted television signals. The
bill preserves and promotes competition ,,ne electronic market-
place." Moreover, the bill respects the network /af"liate relation-
ship and promotes localism. Further, the bill taktd affirmative
steps to treat similarly the measure of copyright protection accord-

" See Hearing on Ensuring Access to Programming for the Backyard Satellite Dish Owner
Before the Subcomm. on Telecommunications, Cons"mer Protection and Finance of the House
Comm. on Energy and Commerce, 99th Cong., 2d seat 101 (1986).

"See House Hearings, 100th Cong., supra note 16 (statement of Timothy A. Boggs on behalf
of the Motion Picture Association of America) (Nov. 19, 1987).

3
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ed to television programming distributed by national television net-
works and nonnetwork programming distributed by independent
television stations. In short the bill meets the public interest test
for intellectual property legislation.

The proposed legislation amends the Copyright Act of 1976 to
provide for the temporary licensing of the secondary transmission
by satellite carriers of superstations and network stations for pri-
vate viewing by owners of ear;,h stations. In brief, the legislation
adds a new section 119 to the Act, creating a system by which
scrambled superstation and network signals can be transmitted by
satellite carriers, through distributors, to earth station owners. The
distribution of network signals is restricted to unnerved hcusehelds;
that is, those that are unable to receive an adequate off -air Lai-nal
and that have not recently subscribed to a cable system providing a
network station of the same network.

The bill creates a statutory licensing system during a four-year
period (phase one) with copyright royalty rates established at a flat
fee of 12 cents a month per subscriber for each received supersta-
tion signal and 3 cents a month per lubscriber for each received
network signal. During a oecond two-year period (phase two), rates
are set by negotiation and binding arbitration. After six years, the
entire legislative package is :urinated by a "sunset" provision.
The bill rests on the assumption that Congress should impose a
compulsory license only when the marketplace cannot suffice."

After six years, the parties undoubtedly will report back to Con-
press on the success or failure of this two-phase plan. In the mean-
time, an exciting new communications technologysatellite earth
stationswill be allowed to develop and flourish assuming, of
course, that the parameters of the copyright law are respected. The
?roposal will not only benefit copyright owners distributors, and
earth station manufacturers; it also will benefit rural America,
where significant numbers of farm families are inadequately
served by broadcast stations licensed by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission.

Although initally the only broadcast signals to be delivered to
home earth station owners via satellite were independent "super-
stations," in the last two years satellite carriers have begun to re-
transmit the signals of certain network affiliated signals as well.
H.R. 2848 provides carriers with an interim statutory license to
cover both types of retransmissions, but establishes certain restric-
tions on the retransmission of network signals in order to prevent
disruption of the networks' special exclusivity arrangements with
their numerous affiliates. In essence, the statutory license for net-
work signals applies in areas where the signals cannot be received
via rooftop antennas or cable.

In its attempt to fine tune this legislation, the Committee also
addressed several other issues. Representatives of independent tele-
vision stations argued that H.R. 2848 should provide syndicated ex-
clusivity protection for operators of independant stations who have
paid for the exclusive right to broadcast syndicated programs."

ri See House Hearings, 100th Cong, supra note 6 (statement of Thomas S. Rogers on behalf of
Inc.),the National Broadcasting Company,

"See House Hearings, 100th Cong., supra note 16 (statement of Preston Padden on behalf of
the Association of Independent Television Stations) (Jan. 27, 1988).
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They argue that the FCC just reinstated (albeit on a delayed basis)
syndicated exclusivity restrictions on cabil system operators and
that Congress should atidure similar protection in the home dish
arena. The Committee included in the legislation a provision re-
quiring the FCC to study whether eyndicated exclusivity protection
with respect 'to the delivery of satellite signals to home earth sta-
tion owners is feasible and desirable.

The Motion Picture Association of America suggested that the in-
terim statutory license should be restricted to retransmissions on
the C-Band. The Committee decided that, given the short duration
of the license and the public interest in developing the Ku-Band,
such a restriction was unnecessary.

On the issue of carriers' price discrimination against home dish
owners, the Committee inserted in the bill language requiring the
FCC to report to the Congress on whether, and to what extent, dis-
crimination occurs in a manner that violates the Communications
Act of 1984 or the FCC's rules.

Finally, the Committee addressed the fact that certain satellite
carriers have filed with the Copyright Office Statement of Account
and royalty _payments pursuant to section 111, the cable compulso-
ry licen&. The Committee inserted language clarifying ;ha intent
that the new interim statutory license for satellite carriers is the
exclusive means by with satellite carriers are authorized to market
and deliver copyright(' prograrr:ning to home dish owners without
obtaining the consent of the copyright owner.

The legislation is the outarowth of hearings held during the 98th,
99th and 100th Congresses by the Committeethrough the Sub-
committee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Jus-
ticewhich has jurisdiction over copyright law. In drafting cura-
tive legislation, the Committee worked closely with the three cur-
rent common carriers (Southern Satellite, United Video and Eas-
tener Microwave), with active superstations (vvms), and with a
company that currently retransmits there network stations (Satel-
lite Broadcast Networks). The Committee also worked closely with
representatives of the movie industry, the earth station industry,
the cable television industry and the broadcasting industries (in-
cluding the networks, their affiliate boards, and independent televi-
sion stations). Lastly, the Copyright Office has been of enormous
assistance in the drafting process.

The proposed legislation reflects the collision course of intellec-
tural property law and technological change that was recently
highlighted in an Office of Technology Assessment report on "intel-
lectual Property Rights in an Age of Electronics and Informa-
tion ".29 That report flashes a "yellow light"; it sou- ds a note of
caution to those who would rush headlong towards legislation.3°
The OTA report warns that the delineation of new rights in a
changing technological environment is not an easy task. The Satel-

" See "Intellectual Property Rights in an Age of Electronics and Information" (Office of
Technology Assessment 1986).

"Sue Hearing on OTA report on "Intellectual Property Rights in an Age of Electronics and
Information" before the Subcomnittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Jut.
tice of the House Committee on the Judiciary and the Subcommittee on Patents, Tredemarlui
and Copyrights of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 99th Cong., 2d sees, 66 (1986) (state
ment of Stephen Breyer).
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lite Home Viewer Copyright Act of 1987 attempts to proceed with
caution through the yellow light and the intersection of competing
interests.

III. SECTIONAL ANALYSIS

H.R. 2848 amends the Copyright Act of 1976, Title 17, United
States Code, as follows.

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE

The short title of the proposed legislation is the "Satellite Home
Viewer Copyright Act of 1988".

SECTION 2. AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 17, UNITED STATES CODE

Section 2 of the proposed legislation contains amendments to the
Copyright Act of 1976: a new section 119 is added to the Act, creat-
ing an interim statutory license for the secondary transmission by
satellite carriers of superstations and network stations for private
home viewing; only necessary technical and cross- referencing
amendments are made to section 111 of the Act, regarding the
cable television compulsory license.

Amendments to section 111(a): Cross-references to the cable televi-
sion compulsory license

The bill amends section 111(a) by inserting a new clause (4) to
clarify that, notwithstanding the carrier exemption to the cable
compulsory licensing provisions in section 111(aX8), a satellite car-
rier that retransmits superstations and network stations for pri-
vate home viewing by earth station owners is exempted from copy-
right liability for such retransmission only if it secures a statutory
license under section 119. Section 111(aX3) remains in effect to
exempt from copyrikcht liability passive common carriers that re-
transmit broadcast signals to cable systems.

Amendment to section 111(dX2XA) Relationship between the cable
compulsory license and the statutory license for satellite carriers

The bill allows satellite carriers to contract with distributors, in-
cluding cable systems, to market services and collect royalties. The
bill amends section 111(dX2XA) to clarify the obligations of both the
satellite carrier and the cable system in instances in which a cable
system engages in such distributorship activities on behalf of a sat-
ellite carrier. In such cases, the satellite carrier has the responsibil-
ity for filing statements of account and paying royalties for public-
ly performing copyrighted programming under the new section 119
statutory license. Under this scheme, a cable system/distributor
would segregate the subscription fees collected on behalf of the sat-
ellite carrier from those collected from cable subscribers mrsuant
to the section 111 cable compulsory license. The cable systun would
only report in its section 111 statements of account the number of
cable subscribers served and the amiunt of gross receipts collected
pursuant to section 111, and would pay royalties pursuant to sec-
tion ill.

f.
4 e)
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New section 119 The interim statutory license for satellite carriers
Section 119141. The scope of the license.

Sections 119(a) (1) and (2) establish a statutory license for satel-
lite carriers generally. A license is available where a secondary
transmission of the signal of a superstation or a network station is
made by a satellite carrier to thi public for private home viewing,
and the carrier makes a direct charge for such retransmission serv-
ice from each ,scriber receiving the secondary transmission, or
from a distribute. such as a cable system) that has contracted with
the carrier to deliver the retransmission directly or indirectly to
the viewing public.

The bill contains special provisions in sections 119(a) (2) and (5)
relating to network stations in recognition of the fact that a small
percentage of television households cannot now receive clear sig-
nals embodying the programming of the three national television
networks. The bill confines the license to the so-called "white
areas," that is, households not capable of receiving a particular
network by conventional rooftop antennas, and which have not
subscribed, within 90 days before the date on which they subscribe
to the satellite carriers service, to a cable system that provides the
signal of a primary network station affiliated with that network.
The satellite carrier must notify the network of the retransmission
by submitting to the network a list identifying the names and ad-
dresses of all subscribers to that service. In addition, on the 15th of
each month the satellite carrier must submit to the network a list
identifying the names and addresses of the subscribers added or
dropped since the last report. These notifications are only required
if the network has filed information with the Copyright Office con-
cerning the name and address of the person who sh ill receive the
notifications. Special penalties are provided for violations by serv-
ice outside the "white areas." Willful or repeated individual viola-
tions of the "white area" restrictions are subject to ordinary reme-
dies for copyright infringement, except that no damages may be
awarded if the satellite carrier took corrective action by promptly
withdrawing service from the ineligible subscribers, and statutory
damages are limited to a maximum of $5.00 per munth for each
subscriber.

If the satellite carrier engages in a willful or repeated pattern or
practice of violations, the court shall issue a permanent injunction
barring the secondary transmission by the satellite carrier of the
primary transmission of any network station affiliated with the
same network. The injunction would be appncable within the geo-
graphical area within which the violation took placewhether
local, regional, or national. The Committee 'intends that no pattern
or practice of violations be found for a local or regional area that is
smaller than a local network station's market, as defined by the
Area of Dominant Influence ("ADI"), Designated Market Area
("DMA"), or comparable areas defined by rating services. Under
Rule 65(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, an injunction
against a carrier woul i run not only against the specific entity
named in the lawsuit, but also against the officers, agents, serv-
ants, and employees of that entity, and those in active concert or
participation with them who receive actual notice of the injunction.

4 5 7
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The statutory damages maximum for a pattern and practice of vio-
lations is $250,000 per network for each 6-month period. No liabil-
ity will attach to violations relating to persons who subscribed
before July 4, 1988, whether on an individual basis or with respect
to any alleged pattern or practice.

By amendment of section 501 of title 17, United States Code, anetwork station holding a license to perform a particular version of
a work is treated as a legal or beneficial owner of the work if the
secondary transmission by satellite carrier occurs within the local
service area of the station, for purposes of infringement under sec-
tion 119(aX5).

Under section 119(aX5), a carrier will become liable for substan-
tial statutory damages and for permanent injunctive relief if it en-
gages in a 'pattern or practice" of delivering the signal of a net-
work station to households that do not meet the criteria for "un-
served households" under section 119(dX10). It is not the intent of
this statute to subject a satellite carrier to "pattern or practice" li-
ability as a result of good faith mistakes, provided that the carrier
is reasonably diligent in avoiding and correcting violations through
an internal compliance program that includes methods of confirma-
tion of household eligibility such as customer questionnaires,
sample site signal measurements, and periodic audits, all of which
must he served upon each network, which may utilize .uch infor-
mation or share it with others solely to monitor thr istr ib u to r
compliance with the statute. The Committee expects the interested
parties, in good faith, to investigate and mutually discuss the cor-
rection of instances in which ineligible subscribers are being served
before resorting to litigation.

In view of the possibilities for error which would occur despite
reasonably diligent efforts to avoid them (because of %.iriables such
as customer self-reporting and engineering taste, of signal adequa-
cy), it is the intent of this statute that no pattern or practice be
found if, excluding subscribers grandfathered under section
119(aX5XC), less than 20% of the subscribers to a particular net-
work station (on either local, regional, or national bases) are found
ineligible. The Committee stresses at the same time that the 20%
allowance is not intended to i elieve the carrier from the obligation
of reasonable diligence to co/1ply with the "unnerved household"
criteria of this statute to all households served.

The Act contemplates that network stations will cooperate with
one anoth-r (and with the network with which they are affiliated)
in monitoring the compliance of satellite carriers with the require-
ments of this Act, and that satellite carriers will similarly cooper-
ate with networks and network stations in achieving compliance.
In light of the expense and burden of monitoring the eligibility of
thousands of individual households scattered across the nation,
such cooperation will clearly be necessary to permit effective com-
pliance. Such cooperation for this purpose will generally be pro-
competitive, since it will help to preserve the exclusive distribution
systemthrough more than 600 local stationsthat has enabled a
high percentage of all U.S. households to receive network program-
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ming through the existing network/affiliate system.31 The pro-
posed legislation itself complements the existing distribution
system, while also encouraging the use of a new technology to
widen current viewing audiences. Moreover, the legislation defines
the geographical area within which it is reasonable and appropri-
ate to maintain such exclusivity.

Although the Committee expects and approves of this type of co-
operation in achieving compliance with the Act, any rr 'Taints an-
cillary to such activities would be governed by existing law. Absent
any anti-competitive ancillary restraints, cooperation among net-
work stations, networks, and satellite carriers in achieving compli-
ance with this Act will serve the public interest and will provide
an efficient method to achieve the ends of the copyright law and
this Act.

Finally, section 119(a), subsections (8), (4) and (6), establish limita-
tions on the scope of the license, and provide that failure to comply
with these limitations subjects a satellite carrier to all the reme-
dies provided in the Copyright Act for such actions.

The Committee is aware that a temporary supply problem may
exist with respect to the availability of authorization "bits." In
order for a carrier to provide a signal of one network station sepa-
rate from the signals of other network stations, it needs three bits,
one for each network. It is not the intent of this legislation to sub-
ject any satellite carrier which has retransmitted network stations
to satellite viewers on or prior to April 1, 1988 to liability fo.. dam-
ages or to injunctive relief of any kind in the event that the satel-
lite carrier delivers the signal of a network station to a viewer who
does not reside in an unnerved household as to that network sta-
tion; this temporary allowance will be applicable only if the deliv-
ery is due to, and only during, the unavailability of authorization
"bits" necessary to provide that network signal separately from the
signal of a network station or stations otherwise available to the
viewer.

Noncompliance with reporting and payment requirements.--Sec-
tion 119(aX8) provides that a satellite carrier is also subject to full
copyright liability if the carrier does not deposit the statement of
account or pay the royalty fee required by subsection (b) or has
failed to make the submissions to networks required by paragraph
(2XC).

Willful alterations. -- Section 119(aX4) provides that a satellite
carrier is fully subject to the remedies provided in the Copyright
Act for copyright infringement if the satellite carrier willfully
alters, through changes, deletions, or additions, the content of a
particular program or any commercial advertisinif or station an-
nouncements transmitted by the primary transmitter during, or
irnn kediately before or after, the transmission of the program. The
satellite carriers that secure a statutory license under section 119
should be treated the same as cable systems that secure a compul-
sory license under section 111 when they engage in commercial
substitution. For specified actions, they may both be deprived of
the benefit of a compulsory license. The market research exception

" See Federal Communications Commission, Scrambling Report, 2 F.C.C. Rcd. 1669, 1688-98
(1987).
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found in section 111(cX3) was not included in the new section
119(aX4) because it is unnecessary.

Discrimination by a satellite carrier.Section 119(aX6) provides
that a satellite carrier's "willful or repeated" retransmission of the
signals of superstations and network stations to the public for pri-
vate home viewing will subject the pr' elite carrier to full copyright
liability (under sections 502 through. 606 and section 509) if the sat-
ellite carrier discriminates against any distributor in a manner
which violates the Communications Act of 1934 or rules issued by
the FCC with respect to discrimination. (The words "willful or re-
peated" are used in the same context in section 119(a) as the words
are used in section 111(c).)

The Committee is aware that the regulatory status under the
Communications Act of the sale of superstation or network signals
for private home viewing by dish owners is a complicated subject,
largely unresolved by regulation and case law. Subsection 6 is neu-
tral on the resolution by the FCC and the courts of price discrimi-
nation issues.

Deregulatory initiatives at the FCC over the past several years
have created uncertainty about the regulatory treatment under the
Communications Act of the sale of television programming to dish
owners. The issue is further complicated by the appearance on the
scene of new types of satellite carriers, not only those licensed by
the FCC under Title II of the Communications Act but other unli-
censed carriers. Both types of carriers are covered by the expansive
definition of "satellite carrier" under the proposed legislation, but
the regulatory reach of the FCC over newer carriers is somewhat
unclear. In any event, the resolution of problems relating to the
regulatory treatment by the FCC of carriers and price discrimina-
tion will remain in the hands of the FCC.

The Committee does not wish to prejudge or direct the FCC's res-
olution of these new questions.

It should be stressed that subsection 6, by its express terms, only
applies to discrimination by satellite carriers against distributors of
programming to earth station owners for private home viewing. It
does not extend to the distribution of signals to cable television
headends. To the extend that it is of probative value, a reviewing
court could, howe', er, weigh prices charged for the delivery of sig-
nals to cable headends and compare them to prices charged for
direct distribution to dish owners in determining whether there is
discrimination under the Communications Act of 1934 and the
rules of the FCC. The Committee takes no position on what must
be proved to establish price discrimination in violation of the Com-
munications Act or the rules of the FCC.

Geographic limitation.Section 119(aX7) provides that the statu-
tory license created in section 119 applies only to secondary trans-
missions to households located in the United States, or any of its
territories, trust possessions, or possessions. This section parallels
section 111(f) or title 17, United States Code, which applies to cable
televisiolL
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Section 'MNOperation of the statutory license for satellite carri-
ers

Requirements for a license.-71 statutory license provided for in
section 119(a) is contingent upon vulfillment of the administrative
requirements set forth in section 119(bXl). That provision directs
satellite carriers whose retransmissions are subject to licensing
under section 119(a) to deposit with the Register of Copyrights a
semi-annual statement of account and royalty fee payment. The
dates for filing such statements of account and royalty fee pay-
ments and the six-month period which they are to cover are to be
determined by the Register of Copyrights. In addition to other such
information that the Register may prescribe by regulation, the
statements of account are to specify the names and locations of all
superstations' and network stations whose signals were transmittedby the satellite carrier subcribers for private home viewing, and
the total number of subscribers that received such transmissions.

The statutory royalty fees set forth in section 119(bX1XB) aretwt.'ve cents per subscriber per superstation signal retransmitted
and three cents for each subscriber for each network station re-
transmitted. These fees approximate the same royalty fees paid by
cable households for receipt of similar copyrighted signals. These
statutory fees apply only in the limited circumstances described in
section 119(c).

allectioi. and distribution of royalty fees.Section 119(bX2) pro-
vides that royalty feed paid by satellite carriers under the statutory
license shall be received by the Register of Copyrights and, after
the Register deducts the reasonable cost incurred by the Copyright
Office in administering the license, deposited in the Treasury of
the United States. The fees are distributed subsequently, arsuantto the determination of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal underchapte 8 of the Copyright Act of 1976.

Persons to whom fees are distributed.The copyright owners en-
titled to participate in the distribution of the royalty fees paid by
satellite carriers under the license are specified in section 119(bX8).

Procedures for distribution.Section 119(bX4) sets forth the pro.
cedure for the distribution of the royalty fees paid by satellite car-
riers, which parallels the distribution procedure under the section
111 cable compulsory license. During the month of July of each
year evory person claiming to be entitled to license fees must file a
claim with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal, in accordance with
such provisions as the Taunal shall establish. The claimants may
agree among themselves as to the division and distribution of suchfees.

Consistent with current law and practice for the distribution of
copyright royalty fees before the Copyright Royalty Tribunal, copy-
right owners may negotiate and agree among themselves about the
division and distribution of the royalty payments: see section
111(dX4XA) (for the cable compulsory license): Section 11.6(2) (for
the jukebox compulsory license); and section 118(b). In the Commit,
tee's view, this principle is so well established that a new exemp-
tion for distribution of copyright royalties generated by satellite re-
transmissions of television signals for private home viewing is not
necessary. The joint activity among copyright owners and satellite
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distributors and carriers to designate common agents and to negoti-
ate would generally promote competition.

Restraints that are ancillary to the authorized joint conduct
would, for example, not be accorded any special treatment under
this subsection. Existing law would continue to apply to such re-
straints. Absent any anticompetitive ancillary restraints, collective-
ly negotiated distribution of royalties among copyright owners and
the designation of common agents by satellite distributors and car-
riers provides an efficient and pro-competitive means to achieve
the ends of the copyright laws.

After the first day of August of each year. the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal shall determine whether a controversy exists concerning
the distribution of royalty fees. If no controversry exists, the Trib-
uneafter deducting reasonable administrative costsshall dis-
tribute the fees to the copyright owners entitled or their agents. If
the Tribunal finds the existence of a controversy, it shall, pursuant
to the provisions of chapter 8, conduct a proceeding to determine
the distribution of royalty fees.

The bill does not include specific provisions to guide the Copy-
right Royalty Tribunal in determining the appropriate division
among competing copyright owners of the royalty fees collected
from satellite carriers under section 119. It would not be appror-
piate to specify particular, limiting standards for distribution.
Rather, the Tribunal should confider all pertinent data and consid-
erations presented by tin claimants, and should also take into ac-
count its royalty distribution determinations under the section 111
cable compulsory license.

Section 119(c)Alternative methods for determining royalty fees ap-
plicable during two phases of the statutory license for statellite
carriers

The bill establishes a four-year phase and a two-year phase for
the statutory license for satellite carriers; in each phase the royalty
fee is determined in a different manner. In the first (four year)
phase, pursuant to section 119(cX1), the statutory fees established
in section 119(bX1XB) (twelve cents per subscriber per superetation
signal retransmitted and three cents per subscriber per networ:.
signal retransmitted) shall apply. The first phase shall be in effect
from January 1, 1989, until December 31, 1992. In the second
phase, the fee shall be set by the voluntary negotiation or compul-
sory arbitration procedures established in sections 119(cX2) and
119(cX3).

However, because the legislation is premised on encouraging the
establishment of a marketplace licensing mechanism for satellite
carriers, sections 119(cX1) and 119(cX2XC) provide that a fee set at
any time by voluntary negotiation among satellite carriers, distrib-
utors and copyright owners in accordance with the provision of the
bill will supersede the statutory rate or a rate determination by
compulsory arbitration.

Section 119(cX2) requires the Copyright Royalty Tribunal to initi-
ate voluntary negotiation proceedings between satellite carriers,
distributors, and copyright owners, eighteen i ,onthr before the
bill's first phase runs out, to encourage the parties to negotiate a
fee for the second phase before the statutory fee expires. The par-
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ties may designate common agents to negotiate, agree to, or pay
the relevant fees; if the parties fail to do so, the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal shall do so, after requesting recommendations from the
mutes. The negotiation proceeding costs must be paid b7 the par-
ties, If the parties reach a voluntary agreement, copies of the
agreement must be filed in a timely manner with the Copyright
Office, and the negotiated fee will remain in effect from the date
specified in the agreement until December 81, 1994.

The second phase of the Act is premised on a finding that nego-
tations among satellite carriers, distributors and copyright owners
is an interim step between the stat tory licensing provisions of the
Act (phase one) and the marketplace. The proposed legislation
therefore authorizes the parties, at any time, to negotiate and
agree to a copyright royalty fee.

The joint activity among satellite carriers, distributors and copy-
right owners would generally be pro-competitive since the market
involving distribution of television signals by satellites to earth sta-
tion owners is dispersed among millions of households spread
throughout this country and also since the legislation is expected
to encourage new entrents to participate in the distribution proc-
ess. Negotiation of individual copyright royalty agreements is nei-
ther feasible nor economic. It would be costly and inefficient for
copyright holders to attempt to negotiate and enforce agreements
with distributors and individual households when the revenues pro-
duced by a single ea:th station are so small.

Although subsection (c) authorizes certain joint conduct neces-
sary to achieve mutually agreeable terms for the payment of royal-
ty fees for the transmission of copyrighted television signals for pri-
vate home viewing, and, where voluntary agreements are not
achieved, proviues for the use of binding arbitration, it is not an
authorization for joint conduct extending beyond the explicit statu-
tory terms. The Committee made a similar decision in the Berne
Convention Implementation Act of 1988, when an antitrust exemp-
tion to allow negotiations between representatives of the jukebox
industry and the performing rights societies was not deemed neces-
sary. 2

Absent any anticompetitive ancillary restraints, collectively ne-
gotiated distribution of royalties among copyright owners and the
designation of common agents by satellite distributors and carriers
provides an efficient and pro-competitive means to achieve the ends
of the copyright laws.

If some or all of the parties have not voluntarily negotiated a fee
for the second phase by December 31, 1991, twelve months before
the expiration of the first phase, section 119(cX3) provides that the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall initiate a compulsory arbitration
proceeding for the purpose of determining a reasonable royalv fee
to be laid under section 119 for the second phase. The Tribunal
shall publish notice of the initiation of the proceeding as well at a
list of potential arbitrators. Within ten days of the publication if
this. notice, one arbitrator must be chosen by the copyr4ht owner
and one by the satellite carriers and their distributors. The two ar

"see H. Rep. No. 100 -609, 100th Cong., let S.As. (1988) at 26-26.
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bitrators must choose a third arbitrator from the same list withinten days.
The three arbitrators shall have sixty days from the publication

of the initial notice to conduct an arbitration proceeding and to de-termine a royalty fee, using guidelines specified in the bill. AUcosts involved in this proceeding must be paid for by the parties.
The Arbitration Panel shall submit its determination in the formof a report, along with the written record, to the Copyright RoyaltyTribunal. The Tribunal shall have sixty days to review the reportand either accept Or reject the Panel's determination and publishthe action in the Federal Register. If the Tribunal rejects the determination, the Tribunal shall, within the same sixty day period,
issue an order setting the royalty fee. Thus, within 120 days of thepublication of the initial notice, a new royalty fee shall be deter-mined through a compulsory arbitration procedure, to be effectivefrom January 1, 1993, until December 31, 1994, or until modified bythe United States Court of Appeals for the District of ColumbiaCircuit pursuant to section 119(c)(4). The fee shall apply to all copy-right owners, satellite carriers, and distributors not party to a vol-untary agreement.

Section 119(cX3XD) provides guidelines by which the ArbitrationPanel shall determine royalty fees. In particular, the Panel mustconsider the approximate average cost to a cable system for the
right to secondarily transmit to the public a primary transmission
made by a broadcast station. It is the intention of the bill that sat-ellite carriers pay a fee for the retransmission of superstations and
network stations that approximates the fees paid by cable systemsengaged in the same or similar activities. In addition, the Panel
must consider the iee established under any voluntary fee agree-ment filed with the Copyright Office, and/or the last fee proposedby the parties in negotiations under section 119; these figures arerelevant as an indication of the approximate free market value ofthe licenses at issue.

Section 119(cX4) provides that the rate adopted or determined bythe Copyright Royalty Tribunal pursuant to the compulsory arbi-tration proceeding may be appealed to the District of Columbia Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals within thirty days of publication. However,
while appeal of the rate is pending, satellite carriers would still berequired to deposit statements of account and royalties and to payroyalty fees calculated under the rate that is at issue on appeal.The bill gives the court jurisdiction to enter its own determinationwith respect to the royalty rate, to order the repayment of anyexcess fees deposited under section 119(bX1XB), and to order the
payment of any underpaid fees with interest, in accordance with itsfinal judgment. The court may also vacate the Tribunal's decisionand remand the case for furhter arbitration proceedings.
Section 119(d)Definitions

A "distributor" is defined as any entity which contracts with acarrier to distribute secondary transmissions received from the car-rier either as a single channel, or in a package with other program-ming, to individual subscribers for a private home viewing, eitherdirectly or indirectly through other program distribution entities.
This definition permits cable systems or any other distributor to
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contract with satellite carriers operating under a section 119 statu-
tory license for the purpose of providing the service of marketing
the superstations and network stations retransmitted by the satel-
lite carrier to individual subscribers.

The terms "primary transmission" and "secondary transmission"
are defined so as to have the same meaning under section 119 as
they have under section 111.

The term "private viewing" is defined as viewing, for private use
in an individual's household by means of equipment which is oper-
ated by such individual and which serves only such individual's
household, of a secondary transmission delivered by satellite of a
primary transmission of a television broadcast station licensed by
the FCC. By defining this term, the bill excludes from eligibility for
a section 119 statutory license a transmission of a superstation or a
network station to a place open to the public or any place where a
substantial number of persons outside of a normal circle of a
family and its social acquaintances is gathered.

A "satellite carrier" is broadly defined as an entity that uses the
facilities of a domestic satellite service licensed by the FCC, and
that owns or leases a capacity or service on a satellite in order to
provide the point-to-multipoint relay of television station signals to
numerous receive-only earth stations, except to the extent the
entity provides such distribution pursuant to tariff that is not re-
stricted to private home viewing. The definition of "satellite carri-
er" is intended to include not only firms that are themselves li-
censed by the Federal Communications Commission to make point-
to-multipoint distribution of television station signals, but also
firms that contract with an FCC-licensed carrier to perform that
function.

The term "network station" has the same meaning as that term
in section 111(f) and includes a translator station or terrestrial sat-
ellite station that rebroadcasts the network station.

A "primary network station" is a network station that broad-
casts the basic programming service of one particular national net-
work.

The term "subscriber" is defined as an individual who receives a
secondary transmission service for private home viewing by means
of a satellite transmission under section 119, and .pays a fee for the
service, directly or indirectly, to the satellite carrier or to a distrib-
utor. This definition clarifies that, although the satellite carrier ul-
timately has the responsibility of paying royalty fees under section
119(bX1)(B), the distributor can be the entity that charges and col-
lects subscription fees for the retransmission service from the sub-
scribers.

A "superstetion" is defined as a television broadcast station,
other than a network station, that is licensed by the Federal Com-
munications Commission and that was retransmitted by a satellite
carrier.

The term "unnerved household" means a household that with re-
spect to a particular television network, (A) cannot receive,
through use of a conventional outdoor antenna, a signal of Grade B
intensity (as defined by the r'CC, currently in 47 C.F.R. section
73.683(a)) of a primary network station affiliated with that net-
work, and (B) has not, within 90 days before the date on which the
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household subscribes (initially or non renewal) to receive by satel-lite a network station affiliated with that network subscribed to acable system that provides the signal of a primary network station
affiliated with that network. The purpose of the latter requirementis to ensure that households will not cancel their cable subscrip-
tions in order to qualify as "unserved households" eligible to re-ceive a network station.

Because the household must be able to receive the signal of a
"primary" network station to fall outside the definition of unserved
household, it would not be sufficient if a household is able to re-ceive only the signal of a secondary network station: that is, a sta-tion affiliated with two or more networks that does not broadvist
or rebroadcast the basic programming service of any single nation-al network.

Section 119(e) Exclusivity of the statutory license
The bill explicitly provides that neither the cable compulsory li-

cense, nor the exemptions of section 111 (such as the passive carri-er exemption) can be construed during the six-year statutory li-
cense period to apply to secondary transmissions by satellite carri-er for private home viewing of programming contained in a super-station or network station transmission. Unless the statutory li-
cense of section 119 is obtained, during the six-year interim periodthe secondary transmission by satellite carrier for private homeviewing can take place only with consent of the copyright owner.

However, nothing in this Act is intended to reflect any view as tothe proper interpretation of section 111 of this title prior to enact-ment of this Act, or after this Act ceases to be effective on Decem-ber 31, 1994. In particular, nothing in this Act is intended to reflect
any view concerning whether, prior to enactment of this Act, or fol-lowing the termination of this Act, an entity that retransmits tele-
vision broadcast signals by satellite to private homes could qualify
as a "cable system" under section 111(f) or as a passive carrier
under section 111(aX3).

SECTION 3. SYNDICATED EXCLUSIVITY

The bill directs the Federal Communications Commission, within120 days after the date of enactment, to undertake a combined in-quiry and rulemaking proceeding regarding the feasibilityinclud-
ing the technological and aconomic aspectsof imposing syndicated
exclusivity rules for private home viewing.

On May 18, 1988, the FCC voted to adopt syndicated exclusivityrules for the cable television industry similar to the rules that
were in effect between 1972 and 1981. "Syndicated exclusivity"refers to the recognition and maintenance of exclusive right incopyrighted works that are licensed to local television stations for
off -network public prformance. The Copyright Act established anexclusive right of public performance in section 106(4) for motionpictures and other audiovisual works affected by television. Section
201(d) of the Act authorizes the licensing or transfer of rights inwhole or in part. The rights created by section 106 can be subdivid-ed based on time (duration), place (pography), and nature of use.For example, as stated in the House Report accompanying the 1976
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Copyright Act, "a local broadcasting station holding an exclusive li-
cense to transmit a particular work within . . . a particular geo-
graphic area and for a particular period of time, could sue, in its
own name as copyright owner, someone who infringed that particu-
lar exclusive right." 33

Under the FCC's "syndex" rules, which will become effective in
August 1989, cable television systems will be barred, under certain
ci:cumstances, from using the compulsory license to import the
same programs for which local stations have already secured the
exclume exhibition rights in their service areas. According to the
FCC, this action will correct the anomalous situation whereby
cable systems have been able to make the compulsory license take
precedence over program licenses negotiated in the open market.
The FCC decision was premised on a finding that it was never the
intention of Congress, when creating the cable compulsory license,
to allow the abrogation of local broadcast stations' licenses.

In considering H.R. 2848, the Committee analyzed whether the
same principles which led the Commission to adopt syndicated pro-
gram exclusivity for cable could and should apply to the satellite
delivery of superstations and network stations for private home
viewing.

The statutory license created in this legislation allows carriers to
deliver programming to home dish owners which may duplicate the
programming under exclusive license to a local broadcaster serving
many of those dish owners. The objective of H.R. 2848 is to expand
programming available to home dish owners; however, such expan-
sion may appropriately be constrained by the application of
" dex" rules, ifleasible in this market.

While the Committee concluded that the provisions dealing with
network affiliated stations (the "white area' provisions) could not
appropriately be applied to independent television stations, a fur-
ther conclusion was made that independent television station
owners of syndicated programming could potentially be afforded
similar protection, if feasible. Another of the principal purposes of
the legislation is to establish a level playing field between the cable
television and earth station industries. Therefore, the Committee
felt it appropriate to inquire whether syndicated exclusivity rules,
such as those promulgated for the former, could be applicable to
the latter. As a consequence, the bill instructs the FCC to initate,
within 120 days of enactment, a combined inquiry and rulemaking
proceeding for the purpose of determining the feasibility of impos-
ing syndicated exclusivity with respect to the delivery of syndicated

"H. Rep. No. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sees. 128 (197f). Before the advent of Labia television and
satellites, the existence of wall - defined television service areas for each station led to the cre-
ation of separate markets for the licensing of television programming. By adding time and geo-
graphical limitations to licensing agreements, copyright owners and their licensees created a so-
called "syndicated market" with respect to local television stations. The term "syndication"
dates back to the time when celluloid prints or videotap' copies were physically transferred
(syndicated) from n 'let to market as the license to perform was granted to a particular sta-
tion. The physical (mutter of copies still takes place, especially in the case of theatrical motion
pictures, but today the term syndication refers more broadly to the licensing of works for off-
network performance.

During the timeperiod between 1972 and mid 1981, when syndicated exclusivity rules were
last enforoed by the FOC, these rules were sometimes referred to as "surrogate copyright". But
in the Copyright Act of 1976 Congress implicitly recognised that the FCC cou'd issue appropri-
ate regulations with regard to program exclushity. See, e.g., 17 U.S.C. section 111(c).
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programming, as defined by the Commission, foi private viewingsimilar to the FCC rules with respect to syndicated exclusivity andcable television. The Commission shall adopt syndicated exclusivityrules for satellite transmission of television signals for privatehome viewing if it considers the imposition of such rules to be fea-sible.

SECTION 4. REPORT ON DISCRIMINAVON
Within one year after the effective date of the Act, the FCC shallprepare and submit a report on whether, and the extent to which,price discrimination is practiced by satellite carriers servicing theearth station market.

SECTION 5. EFFECTIVE DATE

The bill provides that the Satellite Home Viewer Copyright Actof 1988 and the amendments made by the Act take effect on Janu-ary 1, 1989. However, the Act specifically authorizes the CopyrightOffice to issue regulations pursuant to section 119(bXl) upon thedate of enactment of the Act.

SECTION 6. TERMINATION

The Act and the amendments made by the Act terminatethatis, are "sunset"on December 31, 1994.

IV. STATEMENT OF LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
In the few short years since enactment of the Copyright RevisionAct of 1976, advances in information technology have had a signifi-cant impact on intellectual property rights.During the past three Congressesacting through the Subcom-mittee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration of Jus-tiehas devoted extensh e time to the general subject of copyrightand technological change.
98th Co. In 1988 the subcommittee held two days of over-sight hearngressings on copyright and technological change.' = Thesehearings were followed in 1984 by a congressional copyright aidtechnology symposium organized by the Copyright Office and at-tended by several Members of the House and Senate JudiciaryCommittees.35
Also during the 98th Congress, the subcommitteewith its coun-terpart subcommittee in du Senaterequested a study by theOffice of Technology Assessment (OTA) on intellectual property ina changing technological society.
99th Congas In April of 1986 the House and Senate Commit-tees on the Judiciary received the OTA Report which WW1 entitled"Intellectual Property Rights in an Age of Electronics and informa-tion".36 On April 16, 1986, the House and Senate Subconalittees

"See Hearings on Copyright and Technological Change Before the Suboomm. on Courts, CivilLiberties and the Administration of Justice of the Roust Comm, on the Judiciary, 98th Cong.,let rem. (1988).
"The transcript of the symposium find materials relating to the symposium are reprinted inId. at 1G2 et seq.
it Else "Intellectual Property Rights in an Age of Westin/Web and Information" (Office ofTechnology Assessment 1986).
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held a joint hearing in order to receive the study. Testimony was
received from a panel representing OTA (Linda Garcia, Project Di-
rector; and Professor Paul Goldstein) and a panel commenting on
the Report (Judge Stephen Breyer and Jon Baumgarten, Esq.).37
OTA found that changes being wrought by new communications
technologies are as far reaching as any ever experienced since the
invention of the printing press:

These changes generate a whole range of new social, eco-
nomic and cultural opportunities; at the same time, howev-
er, they will cause problems for the intellectual property
system, undermining many of the mechanisms by which it
has successfully operated in the past. Because intellectual
property, and especially copyright policy, structures the
use and flow of information in society, how Congress acts
to resolve these problems is likely to determine not only
which individuals and groups benefit from these new op-
portunities, but also in what ways and what extent we, as
a society. might exploit these technologies.38

Also during the 99th Congress, the subcommittee conducted an
inqn iry into copyright and new communications technologies.39
Two specific areas of concern attracted the subcommittee's atten-
tion: low power television and satellite earth stations. Two days of
hearings were held during which testimony was received from
Ralph Oman (Register of Copyrights); Richard Hutcheson (Commu-
nity Broadcasters Association); Richard Brown (Society for Private
and Comrimcial Earth Stations); Jack Valenti (Motion Picture As-
sociation of America); Edward L. Taylor (Tempo Enterprises, Inc.);
James P. Mooney (National Cable Television Association); and
Preston Padden (Association of Independent Television Stations,
Inc.).

As an outcome of these hearings, two legislative proposals were
developed: the first relating to low power television was ultimately
enacted into law 40 and the second affecting earth station owners
was processed through the full Committee.

H.R. 5126the predecessor bill to H.R. 2848 in the 100th Con-
gresswas drafted by subcommittee Chairman Kastenmeier, then-
Chairman Wirth (House Commerce Subcommittee on Telecom-
munications and Finance), Congressman Synar and Congressman
Boucher to create a temporary compulsory license for satellite car-
riers to retransmit distant broadcast signals of superstations (in-
cluding both independent and network broadcast stations) to earth
station owners for private viewing.

On September 18, 1986, 1 %R. 5126 was marked-up by the subcom-
mittee and reported favorably in the form of a clean bill (H.R.

117 See Hearing on OTA Report on "Intellectual Property Rights in an Age of Electronics and
Information," eupra note 80.

"Id. at 12 (statement of Linda Garcia).
" See House Hearings, 99th Cong., eupra note 8.
40 Public Law 99-897 clarifies any ambiguity that might .:slat in current copyright law re

garding the classification of cable systems retransmission of low power television (LPTV) sig-
nals for purposes of calculating copyright royalty payments 6 nd obligations under Section 111(c)
of the Copyright Act, This amendment makes clear that a cal to system's retransmission of such
a signal within the defined local service area of the low power television station constitutes re-
transmission of a "local signal", for which no royalty payment is required. See 100 Stat. 848.
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5572). On September 25, 1986, H.R. 5572 was considered by the full
Committee and reported favorably by a roll call vote of 17 to 12.
Due to lack of time in the Congress and inaction in the Senate,
H.R. 5572 was not taker to the House floor.

100th Congress. H.R. 4448 (Kastenmeier, Synar, Boucher, Moor-
head, Hughes and Garcia) 41the "Satellite Home Viewer Copy-
right Act of 1987"was introduced shortly after the start of the
100th Congress. Similar to the bill reported by the full Committee
in the late days of the 99th Congress, it creates a statutory license
of eight years durationin two phases--for satellite carriers to re-
transmit distant broadcast signals of superstations to earth station
owners for private home viewing. During the first four year phase,
the copyright royalty is statutorily established at a flat fee of 12
cents a month per subscriber for each received superstation signal.
During the second four year period, rates are set by negotiation
and binding arbitration. After eight years, the entire legislative
package is terminated by a "sunset" provision.

During the 100th Congress, the Subcommittee held two days of
hearings on H.R. 2848. On November 19, 1987, the Subcommittee
received testimony from six private sector witnesses (representing
the Motion Picture Association of America, the National Cable Tel-
evision Association, the Satellite Broadcasting and Communica-
tions Association, co'nmon carriers, Satellite Broadcasting Net-
work, and General Int trument Corporation.

On January 27, 1988, the Subcommittee heard from the Register
of Copyrights (Ralph Oman), the three television networks and
their respective affiliate boards, a network carrier (Netlink USA),
the Association of Independent Television Stations, Inc., the Na-
tional Rural Electric Cooperative Association, the National Rural
Telecommunications Cooperative Association, and the Home Satel-
lite Television Association.

On April 27, 1988, the Subcommittee commenced mark-up of
H.R. 2848. General debate occurred and a substitute amendment
was placed on the table. Due in part to the press of business on
other matters, in part to an intervening decision made by the Fed-
eral Communications Commission regarding syndicated exclusivity,
and in part to the need to develop a new substitute, the Subcom-
mittee took no action during the next three months.

On July 7, 1988, the mark-up continued. Subcommittee Chair-
man Kastenmeier askedand receivedunanimous consent to
remove the initial substitute from the table. Chairman Kasten-
meier then offered a second substitute amendment to H.R. 2848.

Four major issue areas were confronted in this amendment: (1)
an arrangement for the retransmission of network signals to so-
called "white areas"; (2) fairness in marketing or price discrimina-
tion; (3) the exclusivity of television programming; and (4) the term
of the statutory license.

First, the subcommittee amendment contained a network/white
area provision which permit the retransmission of network pro-

4' Additional cosponsors to H.P. 2848 are Mr. Eckert, Mr. Wise, Mr. Olin Mr. Penny, Mr.
WIWI Mr. Staggers, Mr. 'Nuke, Mr. Price of Illinois, Mr. Skelton, Mr, Gunderson, Mr, Hyde,
Mr. S.ndquist, Mr. Barnard, Mr. Fnuntroy, Mr. Campbell. Mr. Smith of New Hampshire,

Hyde,

Hammerschmidt, Mrs. Vucanovich, Mrs. Smith of Nebraskn, Mr. Hatcher, and Mr. Houghton.

nrr
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gramming by satellite carriers for private home viewing but limits
the retransmission to unserved areas. The amendment sets forth a
notification to network provision (about subscribership) and a pen-
alty structure for retransmission to persons who do not live in un-
served areas.

Second, the subcommittee t indment requires the Federal Com-
munications Commission to report to the Congress on whether, and
to what extent, price discrimination is practiced by satellite carri-
ers in the earth station market pursuant to the Communications
Act of 1934 and the rules and regulations of the Commission. As
regards the copyright reach of the bill, the subcommittee amend-
ment provided a broadened definition of "satellite carrier" to cover
newer carriers. So, the FCC study will cover not only traditional
carriers but newer carriers as well.

Third, the subcommittee added a new section to the bill regard-
ing syndicated exclusively. New section 3 squires the Federal
Communications Commission to, within 120 days after the effective
date of the Act, to initiate a combined inquiry and rulemaking pro-
ceeding for the purpose of (1) determining the feasibility of impos-
ing syndicated exclusivity rules with respect to the delivery of syn-
dicated programming, as defined by the Commission, for private
viewing similar to the rules is .ed by the Commission with respect
to syndicated exclusivity and cable television; and (2) adopting such
rules if the Commission considers the imposition of such to be feasi-
ble.

Fourth, the term of the statutory license contemplated by H.R.
2848originally set for eight years, with a first phase mandatory
license of four years and a second phase arbitrated license of an-
other four yearswas decreased to six years (a four year statutory
license followed by a two year arbitrated license). The Act and all
the amendments made by the Act will cease to be effective on De-
cember 31, 1994.

After debate, with a quorum of Members being present, the
amendment was agreed to and H.R. 2848, as amended, was report-
ed favorably to the full Committee by voice vote, no objections
being heard.

On August 2, 1988, H.R. 2848, as amended, was considered by the
full Committee. Three amendments were adopted. The first, offered
by Mr. Boucher, clarified and refined the nework/white area provi-
sions of the bill. The second amendment, offered by Mr. Synar,
eliminated the restrictions in the bill relating to new superstations.
And the third, cffered by Mr. Kastenn,"ier, struck out two refer-
ences to the antitrust laws and the defL.ition of "antitrust law" in
the bill as not being necessary. After adoption of the three amend-
ments, with a quorum of Members being present, H.R. 2848 was re-
ported favorably to the full House in the form of an amendment in
the nature of a substitute, by voice vote, no objections being heard.

e OVERSIGHT FINDINGS

The Committee makes no oversight findings with respect to this
legislation.
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In regard to clause 2(1X3XD) of rule XI of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, no oversight findings have been submitted to
the Committee by the Committee on Government Operations.

VI. STATEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

No statement has been received on the legislation from the
House Committee on Government Operations.

VII. Nzw BtmoaT Aurnonrry
In regard to clause 2(1X3XB) of rule XI of the Rules of the House

of Representatives, the bill creates no new budget authority on in-
creased tax expenditures for the Federal judiciary.

VIII. INFLATIONARY IMPACT STATEMENT

Pursuant to clause 2(1X4) of rule XI of the Rules of the House of
Representa',ives, the committee feels that the bill will have no fore-seeable inflationary impact on prices or costs in the operation ofthe national economy.

IX. COST ESTIMATE

In regard to clause 7 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House of
Representotives, the committee agrees with the cost estimate of the
Congressional Budget Office.

X. STATEMENT OF THE CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE

Pursuant to ..1ause 2(1X3XC) of rule XI of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, and section 403 of the Congressional Budget
Act of 1974, the toil awing is the cost estimate on H.R. 4262, pre-pared by the Co vressional Budget Office.

U.S. CONGRESS,
CONGRESSION AL BUDGET CFFICE,

Washington, DC, August 9, 1988.
Hon. Prre.a W. Room), Jr.,
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Congression& Budget Office has re-viewed H.R. 2848, the Satellite Home Viewer Copyright Act of1988, as ordered reported by the House Committee on the Judici-ary, August 2, 1988. We expect that enactment of the bill wouldcost the federal government about $250,000 over the next two fiscalyears.
H.R. 2848 would create an interim statutory license for satellitecarriers to retransmit distant broadcast signals of superstationsand network stations to earth statioa k owners for private home

viewing. The bill would require satellite carriers to file statemAntsof accounts and deposit royalty fees with the Copyright Office
every six months.

The bill would establish two phases for determining the royaltyfees. In the first phase (January 1, 1989 to December 31, 1992), the
royalty fee would be $0.12 a month per subscriber for each super-station signal received and $0.03 a month per subscriber for each

"2
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ne .ork signal received. The Copyright Royalty Tribunal would
distribute the royalty fees, with interest, to the copyright owners
whose works were included in an applicable secondary transmis-
sion, and who file a claim with the tribunal.

In the second phase (January 1, 1993 to December 31, 1994) the
royalty fees would be set through negotiation and binding arbitra-
tion. The tribunal would be required to intitiate voluntary negotia-
tion proceedings between the affected parties. If the parties fail to
reach and agreement through negotiation, an arbitration panel
would be appointed, and after hearing arguments from both sides,
would recommend a royalty fee to the tribunal. In turn, the tribu-
nal would make a final determination concerning the amount of
the royalty fee. If the affected parties disagree with the tribunal's
final determination, they would be permitted to appeal the decision
to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.

We estimate that the Copyright Office and the tribunal would
incur no net costs if H.R. 2848 were enacted. In both phases, the
Copyright Office and the tribunal would deduct from the royalty
fees collected the administrative costs associated with processing,
collecting, and distributing the royalties. Furthermore, the bill
would require the negotiating parties to pay for all costs of the
phase two negotiation and arbitration proceedings.

There could be some costs to the federal government associated
with appeals of roya y fee determinations to the Court of Appeals.
Based on information from the Copyright Office, we do not expect
such costa to be significant, because there are likely to be few, if
any, appeals in a given year.

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) would be re-
quired to undertake a combined inquiry and rulemaking proceed-
ing regarding the feasibility of imposing syndicated exclusivity
rules for private home viewing. In addition, the FCC would be re-
quired to prepare a report on whether price discrimination is prac-
ticed by satellite carriers servicing the earth station market. Based
on information provided by the FCC, we estimate that completion
of the rulemaking and report would cost approximately $250,000
over the next two fiscal years.

No costs would be incurred by state or local governments as a
result of enactment of this bill.

If you wish further details on this estimate, we will be pleased to
provide them. The CBO staff contact is Douglas Criscitello, who can
be reached on 226-2850.

Sincerely,
JAMES L. BLUM,

Acting Director.

JOMMITTEE VOTE

August 2, 1988, H.R. 2848 was reported favorably to the full
House, in the nature of a substitute, by voice vote with no objec-
tions being heard.

xn. CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW MADE BY THE BILL, AS BEPORTE

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of 4-he
House of Rept esentatives, changes in existing law made by the bill,

4 "3
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as NJ:Acted, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omit-ted is enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italic,existing law in which no change is proposed is shown in nman);

TITLE 17, UNITED STATES CODE
CHAPTER 1SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE OF

COPYRIGHT
Sec.
101. Definitions.

119. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions of superstations andnetwork stations for private home viewing.

O 111. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions
(a) CERTAIN SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS EXEMPTED.
The secondary transmission of a primary transmission embody-ing a performance or display of a work is not an infringement ofcopyright if

(1)

(3) the secondary transmission is made by any carrier who
has no direct or indirect control over the content or selectionof he primary transmission or over the particular recipients of
the secondary transmission, and whose activities with respectto the secondary transmission consist solely of providing wires,cables, or other communications channels for the use of otfmrs:
Provided, That the provisions of this clause extend only to the
activities of said carrier with respect to secondary transmis-
sions and do not exempt from liability the activities of otherswith respect to their own primary or secondary transmissions;[or]

(4) the secondary transmission is made by a satellite carrier
for private home viewing pursuant to a statutory license under
section 119; or

(4] (5) the secondary transmission is not made by a cablesystem but is made by a governmental body, or other nonprofit
organization, without any purpose of direct or indirect com-mercial advantage, and without charge to the recipients of the
secondary transmission other than assessments necessary todefray the actual and reasonable costs of maintaining and op-erating the secondary transmission service.

(d) COMPULSORY LICENSE FOR SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS BY CABLE
SYSTEMS.

(1) A cable system whose secondary transmissions have been
subject to compulsory licensing under subsection (c) shall, on asemiannual basis, deposit with the Register of Copyrights, in
accordance with requirements that the Register shall, after
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consultation with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal (if and when
the Tribunal has been constituted), prescribe by regulation

(A) a statement of account, covering the six months next
preceeding, specifying the number of channels on which
the cable system made secondary transmissions to its sub-
scribers, the names and locations of all primary transmit-
ters whose transmissions were further transmitted by the
cable system, the total number of subscribers, the gross
amounts paid to the cable system for the basic service of
providing secondary transmissions of primary broadcast
transmitters, and such other data as the Register of Copy-
right may, after consultation with the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal (if and when the Tribunal has been constituted),
from time to time prescribe by regulation. In determining
the total number of subscribers and the gross amounts paid
to the cable system for the basic service of providing second-
ary transmissions of primary broadcast transmitters, the
system shall not includc subscribers and an mints collected
from subscribers receiving secondary transm ssions for pri-
vate home viewing pursuant to section 119. Such statement
shall also include a special statement of account covering
any non-network television programming that was carried
by the cable system in whole or in part beyond the local
service area of the primary transmitter, under rules, regu-
lations, or authorizations of the Federal Communications
Commission permitting the substitution or addition of sig-
nals under certain circumstances, together with logs show-
ing the times, dates, stations, and programs involved in
such substituted or added carriage; and

§ 119. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions of
superstations and network stations for private home view-
ing

(a) SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS BY SATELLITE CARRIERS.
(1) SUPERSTATIONS.Subject to the provisions of paragraphs

(8), (4), and (6), secondary transmissions of a pr.mary transmis-
sion made by a superstation and embodying a performance or
display of a work shall be subject to statutory licensing under
this section if the secondary transmission is made by a satellite
carrier to the public for private home viewing, and the carrier
makes a direct or indirect charge for each retransmission serv-
ice to each household receiving the secondary transmissi .)n or to
a distributor that hce contracted with the carrier for direct or
indirect delivery of the secondary transmission to tL: public for
private home viewing.

(2) NETWORK STATIONS.
(A) IN GENERALSubject to the provisions of subpara-

graphs (B) (C) and paragraphs (8), (4), (5), and (6), secondary
transmission of programming contained in a primary trans-
mission made by a network station and emboc .ng a per-
formance or display of a work shall be subject statutory
licensing under this section if the secondary transmission is

475
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made by a satellite carrier to the public for private home
viewing, and the carrier makes a direct chair for such re-
transmission service to each subscriber receiving the second-ary transmission.

(B) SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS TO UNSERVED HOUSE-
HOLDS.--The statutory license provided for in subparagraph(A) shall be limited to secondary transmission to personswho reside in unnerved households.

(C) NOTIFICATION TO NETWORKSA satellite carrier that
makes secondary transmissions of a primary transmissionby a network station pursuant to subparagraph (A) shall,
90 days after the effective date of the Satellite Home
Viewer Copyright Act of 1988, or 90 days after commencing
such secondary transmissions, wherever is later, submit tothe network that owns or is affiliated with the network sta-tion a list identifying (by street address, including county
and zip code) all subscribers to which the satellite carrier
curently makes secondary transmissions of that primary
transmission. Thereafter, on the 15th of each month, the
satellite carrier shall submit to the network a list identify-
ing (by street address, including county and zip code) any
persons who have been added or dropped as such subscrib-
ers since the last submission under this subparagraph.
Such subscriber information submitted by a satellite carrier
may only be used for purposes of monitoring compliance bythe satellite carrier with this subsection. The submission re-quirements of this subparagraph shall apply to a satellite
carrier only if the net work to whom the submissions are tobe made places on file with the Register of Copyrights, on
or after the effectiver date of the Satellite Home Viewer
Copyright Act of 1988, a document identifying the name
and address of the person to whom such submissions are tobe made. The Register shall maintain for public inspectiona file of all such documents.

(3) NONCOMPLIANCE WITH REPORTING AND PAYMENT REQUIRE-
MENTS.Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs (1) and(2), the will full or repeated secondary transmission to the publicby a satellite carrier of a primary transmission made by a su-perstation or a network station and embodying a performanceor display of a work is actionable as an act of Infringement
under section 501, and is fully subject to the remedies provided
by sections 502 through 506 and 509, where the satellite carrierhas not deposited the statement of account and royalty fee re-quired by subsection (b), or has failed to make the submissions
to networks required by paragraph (2XC).

(4) WILLFUL ALTERATIONS.Notwithstanding the provisionsof paragraphs (1) and (2), the secondary transmission to thepublic by a satellite carrier of a primary transmission made by
a superstation or a network station and embodying a peiform-
ance or display of a work is actionable as an act of In ringe-
ment under section 501, and is fully subject to the remedies pro-vided by sections 502 through 506 and sections 509 and 510, if
the content of the particular program in which the performance
or display is embodied, or any commercial advertising or sta-
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tion announcement transmitted by the primary transmitter
during, or immediately before or after, the transmission of such
program, is in any way willfully altered by the satellite carrier
through changes, deletions, or additions, or is combined with
programming from any other broadcast signal.

(VIOLATION CIF TERRITORIAL RESTRICTIONS ON STATUTORY
LICENSE FOR NE 'WORK STATIONS.

(A) INDIV IDUAL VIOLATIONS.The willful or repeated sec-
ondary transmission by a satellite carrier of a primary
tranomission made by a network station and embodying a
performance or display of a work to a subscriber who does
not reside in an unserved household is actionable as an act
of infringement under section 501 and is fully subject to the
remedies provided by sections 502 through 506 and 509,
except that--

(0 no damages shall be awarded for such act of in-
fringement if the satellite carrier took corrective action
by promptly withdrawing service from the ineligible
subscriber, and

(ii) any statutory damages shall not exceed $5 for
such subscriber for each month during which the viola-
tion occurred.

(B) PATTERN OF VIOLATIONS.If a satellite carrier en-
gages in a willful or repeated pattern or practice of deliver-
ing a primary transmission made by a network station and
embodying a performance or display of a work to subscrib-
ers who do not reside in unserved households, then in addi-
tion to the remedies set forth in subparagraph (A)

(i) if the pattern or practice has been carried out on a
substantially nationwide basis, the court shall order a
permanent injunction barring the secondary transmis-
sion by the satellite carrier, for private home viewing,
of the primary transmissions of any primary network
station affiliated with the same network, and the court
may order statutory damages of not to exceed $250,000
for each 6-month period during which the pattern or
practice was carried out; and

(ii) if the pattern or practice has been carried out on
a local or regional basis, the court shall order a perma-
nent injunction barring the secondary transmission, for
private home viewing in that locality or region, by the
satellite carrier of the primary transmissions of any
primary network station affiliated with the same net-
work, and the court may order statutory damages of
not to exceed $250,000 for each 6-month period during
which the pattern or practice was carried out.

(C) PREVIOUS SUBSCRIBERS EXCLUDED.Subparagraphs
(A) and (B) do not apply to secondary transmissions by a
satellite carrier to persons who subscribed to receive such
secondary transmissions from the satellite -arrier or a dis-
tributor before July 4, 198q9.

(6) DISCRIMINATION BY A SATXLLITE CARRIER.Notwithstand-
ing the provisions of paragraph (1), the willful or repeated sec-
ondary transmission to the public by a satellite carrier of a pri-

to
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many transmission made by a superstation or a network station
and embodying a performance or display of a work is actionable
as an act of infringement under section 501, and is fully subject
to the remedies provided by sections 502 through 506 and 509, if
the satellite carrier discriminates against a distributor in a
manner which violates the Communications Act of 1,984 or
rules issued by the Federal Communications Commission withrespect to discrimination.

(7) GEOGRAPHIC LIMITATION ON SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS.
The statutory license mated by this section shall apply only to
secondary transmissions to households located in the United
States, or any of its territories, trust territories, or possessions.

(b) STATUTORY LICENSE FOR SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS FOR PRI-
VATE HOME VIEWING.

(1) DEPOSITS WITH THE REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS. A satellite
carrier whose secondary transmissions are subject to statutory
licensing under subsection (a) shall, on a semiannual basis, de-
posit with the Register of Copyrights, in accordance with re-
quirements that the Register shall, after consultation with the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal, prescribed by regulation

(A) a statement of account, covering the preceding 6-
month period, specifying the names and locations of all su-
perstatzons and network stations whose signals were trans-
mitted, at any time during that period, to subscribers for
private home viewing as described in subsections (aX1) and
(a)(2), the total number of Kibscribers that received such
transmissions, and such other data as the Register of Copy-
rights ;nay, after consultation with the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal, from time to time prescribe by regulation; and

(B) a royalty fee for that 6-month period, computed by
(i) multiplying the total number of subscribers receiv-

ing each secondary transmission of a superstation
during each calendar month by 12 cents;

(ii) multiplying the number of subscribers receiving
each secondary transmission of a network station
during each calendar month. by 3 cents; and

(iii) adding together ii a totals from clauses (i) and
(ii).

(2) INVESTMENT OF FEES.The Register of Copyrights shall
receive all fees deposited under this section and, after deducting
the reasonable costs incurred by the Copyright Office under this
section (other than the costs deducted under paragraph (4)),
shall deposit the balance in the Treasury of the United States,in such manner as the Secretary of the Treasury directs. All
funds held by the Secretary of the Treasury shall be invested in
interest-bearing United States securities for later distribution
with interest by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal as provided bythis title.

(8) PERSONS TO WHOM FEES ARE DISTRIBUTED.The royalty
fees deposited under paragraph (2) shall, in accordance with the
procedures provided by paragraph (4), be distributed to those
copyright owners whose works were included in a secondary
transmi,sion for private home viewing made by a satellite carri-
er during the applicable 6-month accounting period and who
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file
(h

a c ralaim with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal under pa-grap4).
CO PROM:DURAS FOR DISTRIBGTION.The royalty fees deposit-

ed under paragraph (2) shall be distributed in accordance with
the following procedures:

(A) FILING OF CLAIMS FOR PRES.During the month of
July in each year, each person claiming to be entitled to
statutory license fees for secondary transmissions for pri-
vate home viewing shall file a claim with the Copyright
Rorlty Tribunal, in accordance with requirements that the
Tribunal shall prescribe by regulation. For purposes of this
paragraph, any claimants may agree among themselves as
to the proportionate division of statutory license fees among
them, many lump their claims together and file them jointly
or as a single claim, or may designate a common agent to
receive.payment on their behalf

(B) DETERMINATION OF CONTROVIRSY; DISTRIBUTIONS.
After thejirst day of August of each year, the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal shall determine whether there exists a
controversy concerning the distribution of royalty fees. If
the Tribunal determines that no such controversy exists, the
Tribunal shall, after deducting reasonable administrative
costs under this paryigraph, distribute sw:h fees to the copy-
right owners entitled to receive them, or to their designated
agents. If the 'fribunal finds the existence ofa controversy,
the Tribunal shall, pursuant to chapter 8 of this title, con-
duct a proceeding to determine the distribution of royalty
fees.

(C) WITHHOLDING OF PEES DURING CONTROVERSY.
During the pendency of any proceeding under this subsec-
tion, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall withhold from
distribution an amount sufficient to satisfy all claims with
respect to which a controversy exists, but shall have discre-
tion to proceed to distribute any amounts that are not in
controversy.

(c) DETERMINATION OF ROYALTY FEES.
(1) APPLICABILITY AND DETERMINATION OF ROYALTY FEES.

The rate of the royalty fee payable under subsection (bX1)(13)
shall be effective until December 21, 1992, unless a royalty fee is
established under paragraph (2), (3), or () of this subsection.
After that date, the fee shall be determined either in accordance
with the voluntary negotiation procedure specified in paragraph
(2) or in accordance with the compulsory arbitration procedure
specified in paragraphs (S) and (4).

(2) AWE SET IT VOLUNTARY NEGOTIATION.
(A) NOTICE OF INITIATION OF PRCCEEDINGS.On or before

July 1, 1991, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall cause
notice to be published in the Federal Register of the initi-
ation of voluntary negotiation proceedings for the purpose
of determining the royalty fee to be paid by satellite carri-
ers under subsection (bX1XB).

(B) NsaarunoNs.Satellite carriers, distributors, and
copyright owners entitled to royalty fees under this section
shall negotiate in good faith in an effort to reach a volun-
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taty agreement or voluntary agreements for the payments of
royalty fees. Any such Satellite carriers, distributors, and
copyright owners may at any time negotiate and agree to
the royalty fee, and may designate common agents to nego-
tiate, agree to, or pay such fees. It the parties fail to identi-
fy common agents, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall do
so, after requesting recommendations from the parties to
the negotiation proceeding. The parties to each negotiation
proceeding shall bear the entire cost thereof

(C) AGREEMENTS BINDING ON PARTIES; FILING OF AGREE-
MENTS. Voluntary agreements negotiated at any time in
accordance with this paragraph shall be binding upon all
satellite carriers, distributors, and copyright owners that
are parties thereto. Copies of such agreements shall be filed
with the Copyright Office within thirty days after execution
in accordance with regulations that the Register of Copy-
rights shall prescribe.

(D) PERIOD AGREEMENT IS IN EFFECT.The obligation to
Pay the royalty fees established under a voluntary agree-
ment which has been filed with the Copyright Office in ac-
cordance with this paragraph shall become effective on the
date specified in the agreement, and shall remain in gffect
until December 31, 199 4.

(8) FEE SET BY COMPULSORY ARBITRATION.
(A) NOTICE OF INITIATION OF PROCEEDINGS.On or be ore

December 81, 1991; the Copyright Royalty Tribunal s all
cause notice to be lublished in the Federal Register of the
initiation of arbitration proceedings for the purpose of de-
termining a reasonable royalty fee to be paid under subsec-
tion (bX1XB) by satellite carriers who are not parties toa
voluntary agreement filed with the Copyright Office in ac-
cordance with paragraph (2). Such notice shall include the
names and qualifications of potential arbitrators chosen by
the Tribunal from a list of available arbitrators obtained
from the American Arbitration Association or such similar
organization as the Tribunal shall select.

(B) SELECTION OF ARBITRATION PANEL.Not later than
10 days after publication of the notice initiating an arbitra-
tion proceeding, and in accordance witk procedures to be
specified by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal, one arbitrator
shall be selected from the published list by copyright
owners who claim to be entitled to royalty fees under sub-
section (bX4) and who are not party to a voluntary agree-
ment filed with the Copyright Office in accordance with
paragraph (2), and one arbitrator shall be selected from the
published list by satellite carriers and distributors who are
not parties to such a voluntary agreement. The two arbitra-
tors so selected shall, within ten days after their selection,
choose a third arbitrator from the same list, who shall
serve as chairperson of the arbitrators. If either group fails
to agree upon the selection of an arbitrator, or if the arbi-
trators selected by such groups fails to agree upon the selec-
tion of a chairperson, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall
promptly select the arbitrator or chairperson, respectively.

4
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The arbitrators selected under this paragraph shall consti-
tute an Arbitrator Panel.

(C) ARBITRATION PROCEEDING.---The Arbitration Panel
shall conduct an arbitration proceeding in accordance with
such procedures as it may adopt, The Panel shall act on
the basis of a fully documented written record. Any copy-
right owner who claims to be entitled to royalty fees under
subsection (bX4), any satellite carrier, and any distributor,
who is not party to a voluntary agreement filed with the
Copyright Office in accordance with paragraph (2), may
submit relevant information and proposals to the Panel.
The parties to the proceeding shall bear the entire cost
thereof in such manner and proportion as the Panel shall
direct,

(D) FACTORS FOR DETERMINING ROYALTY PEESIn deter-
mining royalty fees under this paragraph, the Arbitration
Panel shall consider the approximate average cost to a
cable system for the right to secondarily transmit to the
public a primary transmission made by a broadcast station,
the fee established under any voluntary agreement filed
with the Copright Office in accordance with paragraph (2),
and the last fee proposed by the parties, before proceedings
under this paragraph, for the secondary transmission of su-
perstations, or network stations for private home viewing.
The fee shall also be caculated to achieve the following
objectives:

(i) To maximize the availability of creative works to
the public.

(it) To afford the copyright owner a fair return for
his or her creative work and the copyright user a fair
income under existing economic conditions.

To reflect the relative roles of the copyright
owner and the copyright user in the product made
available to the public with respect to relative creative
contribution, technological contribution, capital invest-
ment, cost, risk, and contribution to the opening of new
markets for creative expression and media for their
communication.

(iv) To minimize any disruptive impact on the struc-
ture of the industries involved and on generally pre-
vailing industry practices.

(E) REPORT TO COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNAL.Not later
than 60 days after publication of the notice initiating an
arbitration proceeding, the Arbitration Panel shall report
to the Copyright Royalty Tribunal its determination con-
cerning the royalty fee. Sue. report shall be accompanied
by the written record, and shall set forth the facts that the
Panel found relevant to its determination and the reasons
why its determination is consistent with the criteria set
forth in subparagraph (D).

(F) ACTION BY COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNAL.Within 60
days after receiving the report of the Arbitration Panel
under subparagraph (E), the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
shall adopt or reject the determination of the Panel. The
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Tribunal shall adopt the determination of the Panel unless
the Tribunal finds that the determination is clearly incon-
sistent with the criteria set forth in subperagraph (D) If
the Tribunal rejects the determination of the Panel, the
Tribunal shall, &fere the end of that CO-day 1,eiod, and
after full examination of the record created in the arbitra-
tion proceeding, issue an order, consistent with the criteria
set forth in subparagraph (D), setting the royalty fee under
this paragraph. The Tribunal shall cause to be published
in the Federal Register the determination of the Panel, and
the decision of the Tribunal with respect to the determina-
tion (including any order issued under the preceding sen-
tence). The Tribunal shall also publicize such determina-
tion and decision in such other manner as the Tribunal
considers appropriate. The Tribunal shall also make the
report of the Arbitration Panel and the accompanying
record available for public inspection and copying,

(G) PERIOD DURING WHICH DECISION OF PANEL OR ORDER
OF TRIBUNAL EFFECTIVE.The obligation to pay the royalty
fee established under a determination of the Arbitration
Panel which is confirmed by the Copyright Royalty Tribu-
nal 'n accordance with this paragraph, or established by
any order issued under subparagraph (F), shall become elec-
tive on the dale when the decision of the Tribunal is pub-
lished in the Federal Register under subparagraph (F), and
shall remain in effect until modified in accordance with
parcipaph (4), or until December 81, 1994.

(H) PERSONS SUBJECT TO ROYALTY FEE. The royalty fee
adopted or ordered under subparagraph (F) shall be bind-
ing on all satellite carriers, distributors, and copyright
owners, who are not party to a voluntary agreer lent filed
with the Copyright Office under paragraph (s).

(4) JUDICIAL REVIEW.Any decision of the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal under paragraph (8) with respect to a determination
of the Arbitration Panel may be appealed, by any aggrieved
party who would be bound by the determination, to the United
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit,
within thirty days after the publication of the decision in the
Federal Register, The pendency of an appeal under this para-
gaph shall not relieve satellite carriers of the obligation under
subsection (b)(1) to deposit the statement of account and royalty
fees specified in that subsection. The court shall have jurisdic-
tion to modify or vacate a decision of the Tribunal only if it
finds, on the basis of the record before the Tribunal and the
statutory criteria set forth in paragaph (8)(D), that the Arbitra-
tion Panel or the Tribunal acted in an arbitrary manner. If the
court modifies the decision of the Tribunal, the court shall
have jurisdiction to enter its own determination with respect to
royalty fees, to order the repayment of any excess fees deposited
under subsection (b)00), and to order the payment of any un-
derpaid fees, and the interest pertaining respectively thereto, in
accordance with its final judgment, The court may further
vacate the decision of the Tribunal and remand the case for ar-
bitration proceedings in accordance with paragraph O.

4e 9
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(d) DEFINITIONS.As used in this section
(1) DISTRIBUTOR.The term "distributor" means an entity

which contracts to distribute secondary transmissions from a
satellite carrier and, either as a single channel or in a package
with other programming, provides the secondary transmission
either directly to individual subscribers for private home view-
ing or indirectly through other program distribution entities.

(2) NETWORK STATION.The term "network station" has the
meaning given that term in section 111(f) of this title, and in-
clucks any translator station or terrestrial satellite station that
rebroadcasts all or substantially alt of the programming broad-
cast by a network station.

(3) PRIMARY NETWORK STATION.The term "primary network
station" means a network station that broadcasts or rebroad-
casts the basic programming service of a particular national
network.

(4) PRIMARY TRANSMISSION.The term "primary transmis-
sion" has the meaning given that term in section 111(f) of this
title.

(5) PRIVATE HOME VIEWING.The term 'Private home view-
ing" means the viewing, for private use in a household by
means of satellite reception equipment which is operated by an
individual in that household and which serves only such house-
hold, of a secondary transmission delivered by a satellite carrier
of u primary transmission of a television station licensed by the
Federal Communications Commission.

(6) SATELLITE CARRIER.The term "satellite carrier" means
an entity that uses the facilities of a domestic satellite service
licensed by the Federal Communications Commission to estab-
lish and operate a channel of communications for point-to-mul-
tipoint distribution of television station signals, and that owns
or leases a capacity or service on a satellite in order to provide
such point-to-multipoint distribution, except to the extent that
such entity provides such distribution pursuant to tariff under
the Communications Act of 1934, other than for private home
view

(7) SECONDARY TRANSMISSION.The term "secondary trans-
mission" has the meaning given thct term in section 1110 of
this title.

(8) SUBSCRIBER.The term "subscriber" means an individual
who receives a secondary transmission service for private home
viewing by means of a secondary transmission from a satellite
carrier and pays a fee for the service, directly or indirectly, to
the satellite carrier or to a distributor.

(9.) SUPERSTATION.The term 'superstation" means a televi-
sion broadcast station, other than a network station, licensed by
the Federal Communications Commission that is secondarily
transmitted by a satellite carrier.

(10) UNSERVED HOUSEHOLD. The term "unnerved houseolti",
with respect to a particular television network, means a house-
hold that

(A) cannot receive, through the use of a conventional out-
door rooftop receiving antenna, an over-the-air signal of
grade B intensity (as defined by the Federal Communica-
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tions Commission) of a primary network station affiliated
with that network, and

(B) has not, within 90 days before the date on which that
household subscribes, either initially or on renewal, to re-
ceive secondary transmissions by a satellite .-zrrier of a net-
work station affiliated with that network, .ubscribed to a
cable system that provides the signal of a primary network
station affiliated with that network.

(e) EXCLUSIVITY OF This SECTION WITH RESPECT TO SECONDARY
TRANSMISSIONS OF BROADCAST STATIONS BY SATELLITE TO MEMBERS
OF THE PUBLIC.No provision of section 111 of this title or any
other law (other than this section) shall be construed to contain any
authorization, exemption, or license through which secondary trans-
missions by satellite carrier for private home viewing of program-
ming contained in a primary transmission made by a superstation
or a network station may be made without obtaining the consent of
the copyright owner.

* * *

CHAPTER 5COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT AND REMEDIES

§ 501. Infrinfr lit of copyright
(a)

(e) With respect to arty secondary transmission that is made by a
satellite carrier of a primary transmission embodying the perform-
ance or display cf a work and is actionable as an act of infringe-
ment under section 119(a)(5), a network station holding a copyright
or other license to transmit or perform the same version of that
work shall, for purposes of ciubsection (b) of this section, be treated
as a legal or benficial owner if such secondary transmission occurs
within the local serWce area of that station.

CHAPTER 8COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNAL
§ 801. Copyright Royalty Tribunal: Establishment and purpose

(a) There is hereby createri an indepeddent Copyright Royalty
Tribunal in the legislative branch.

(b) Subject to the provisions of this chapter, the purposes of the
Tribunal shall be

(1) * * *

(3) to distribute royalty fees deposited with the Register of
Copyrights ..nder sections 111 [and 116], 116, and 119(b), and
to determine, in cases where controversy exists, the distribu-
tion of such fees.

4 0" 4
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1)804. Institution and conclusion of proceedings
(a)..

* ' * .
(d) With respect to proceedings under section 801(bX3), concern-

ing the dieribution of royalty fees in certain circumstances under
[sections 111 or 116], sections 111, 116, or 119, the Chairman of
the Tribunal shall, upon determination by the Tribunal that a con-
troversy exists concerning such distribution, cause to be published
in the Federal Register notice of commencement of proceedings
under this chapter.

4 5
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The amendments are as follows:
Strike out all after the enacting clause and insert in lieu thereof

the following:
SECTION I. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the "Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1988".
SEC. 2. AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 17, UNITED STATES CODE.

Title 17, United States Code, is amended as follows:
(1) Section 111 is amended

(A) in subsection (a)
(i) in paragraph (3) by striking "or" at the end;
(ii) by redesignating paragraph (4) as paragraph (5); and
(iii) by inserting the following after paragraph (3):

"(4) the secondary transmission is made by a satellite carrier for private
home viewing pursuant to a statutory license under section !19; or"; and

(B) in subsection (dX1XA) by inserting before "Such statement" the follow-
ing:
"In determining the total number of subscribers and the gross amounts
paid to the cable system for the basic service of providing secondary trans-
missions of primary broadcast transmitters, the system shall not include
subscribers and amounts collected from subscribers receiving secondary
transmissions for private home viewing pursuant to section 119.'.

(2) Chapter 1 of title 17, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end
the following new section:

"9 119. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions of superstations
and network stations for private home viewing

"(a) SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS BY SATELLITE CARRIERS.
"(1) SUPERBTATIONS.Subject to the provisions of paragraphs (3), (4), and (6) of

this subsection, secondary transmissions of a primary transmission made by a
superstation and embodying a performance or display of a work shall be subject
to statutory licensing under this section if the secondary transmission is made
by a satellite carrier to the public for private home viewing, and the carrier
makes a direct or indirect charge for each retransmission service to each house-
hold receiving the secondary transmission or to a distributor that has contract-
ed with the carrier for direct or indirect delivery of the secondary transmission
to the public for private home viewing.

"(2) NETWORK STATIONS.
"(A) IN GENERAL.Subject to the provisions of subparagraphs (B) and (C)

of this paragraph and paragraphs (3), (4), (5), and (6) of this subsection, sec-
ondary transmissions of programming contained in a primary transmission
made by a network station and embodying a performance or display of a
work shall be subject to statutory licensing under this section if the second-
ary transmission is made by a satellite carrier to the public for private
home viewing, and the carrier makes a direct charge for such retransmis-
sion service to each subscriber receiving the secondary transmission.

"(B) SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS TO UNSERVED HOUSEHOLDS.The statutory
license provided for in subparagraph (A) shall be limited to secondary
transmissions to persons who reside in unnerved households.

"(C) NOTIFICATION TO NETWORKS. A satellite carrier that makes second-
ary transmissions of a primary transmission by a network station pursuant
to subparagraph (A) shall, 90 days after the effective date of the Satellite
Home Viewer Act of 1988, or 90 days after commencing such secondary
transmissions, whichever is later, submit to the network that owns or is af-
filiated with the network station a list identifying (by street address, inclur!
ing county and zip code) all subscribers to which the satellite carrier cur-
rently makes secondary transmissions of that primary transmission. There-
after, on the 15th of each month, the satellite carrier shall submit to the
network a list identifying (by street address, including county and zip code)
any persons who have been added or dropped as such subscribers since the
last submission under this subparagraph. Such subscriber information sub-
mitted by a satellite carrier may be used only for purposes of monitoring
compliance by the satellite carrier with this subsection. The submission re-

4 LI 7
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quiremente of this subparagraph shall apply to a Waite carrier only if the
network to whom the submissions are to be made place, ou file with the
Register of Copyrights, on or after the effective date of the Satellite Home
Viewer Act of 1988, a document identifying the name and address of the
person to whom such submissions are to be made. The Register shall main-
tain for public inspection a file of all such documents.

"(3) NONCOMPLIANCE WITH REPORTING AND PAYMENT REQUIREMENTS.Notwith-
standing the provisions of paragraphs (1) and (2), the willful or repeated second-
ary transmission to the public by a satellite carrier of a primary transmission
made by a superstation or a network station and embodying a performance or
display of a work is actionable as an act of infringement under section 601, and
is fully subject to the remedies provided by sections 602 through 506 and 509,
where the satellite carrier has not deposited the statement of account and roy-
alty fee required by subsection (b), or has failed to make the submissions to net-
works required by paragraph (2XC).

"(4) WILLFUL ALTERATIONS. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs (1)
and (2), the secondary transmission to the public by a satellite carrier of a pri-
mary transmission made by a superstation or a network station and embodying
a performance or display of a work is actionable as an act of infringement
under section 601, and is fully subject to the remedies provided by sections 502
through 506 and sections 509 and 510, if the content of the particular program
in which the performance or display is embodied, or any commercial advertising
or station announcement transmitted by the primary transmitter during, or im-
mediately before or after, the transmission of such program, is in any way will-
fully altered by the satellite carrier through changes, deletions, or additions, or
is combined with programming from any other broadcast signal.

"(6) VIOLATION OF TERRITORIAL RESTRICTIONS ON STATUTORY LICENSE FOR NET-
WORK STATIONS.

"(A) INDIVIDUAL VIOLATIONS. The willful or repeated secondary transmis-
sion by a satellite carrier of a primary transmission made bya network sta-
tion and embodying a performance or display of a work to a subscriber who
does not reside in an unserved household is actionable as an act of infringe-
ment under section 601 and is fully subject to the remedies provided by sec-
tions 502 through 506 and 509, except that

"(i) no damages shall be awarded for such act of infringement if the
satellite carrier took corrective action by promptly withdrawing service
from the ineligible subscriber, and

"(ii) any statutory damages shall not exceed $5 for such subscriber
for each month during which the violation occurred.

"(B) PATTERN OF VIOLA'FIONB.If a satellite carrier engages in a willful or
repeated pattern or practice of delivering a primary transmission made by
a network station and embodying a performance or display of a work to
subscribers who do not reside in unserved households, then in addition to
the remedies Bet forth in subparagraph (A)

"(i) if the pattern or practice has been carried out on a substantially
nationwide basis, the court shall order a permanent injunction barring
the secondary transmission by the satellite carrier, for private home
viewing, of the primary transmissions of any primary network station
affiliated with the same network, and the court may order statutory
damages of not to exceed $250,000 for each 6-month period during
which the pattern or practice was carried out; and

"(ii) if the pattern or practice has been carried out on a local or re-
gional basis, the court shall order a permanent injunction barring the
secondary transmission, for private home viewing in that locality or
region, by the satellite carrier of the primary transmissions of any pri-
mary network station affiliated with the same network, and the court
may order statutory damages of not to exceed $250,000 for each 6-
month period during which the pattern or practice was carried out.

"(C) PREVIOUS SUBSCRIBERS EXCLUDED.Subparagraphs (A) and (B) do not
apply to secondary transmissions by a satellite carrier to persons who sub-
scribed to receive such secondary transmissions from the satellite carrier or
a distributor before July 7, 1988.

"(6) DISCRIMINATION BY A SATELLITE CARRIER. Notwithstanding the provisions
of paragraph (1), the willful or repeated secondary transmission to the public by
a satellite carrier of a primary transmission made by a superstation or a net-
work station and embodying a performance or display of a work is actionable as
an act of infringement under section 501, and is fully subject to the remedies
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provided by sections 502 through 506 and 509, if the satellite carrier unlawfully
discriminates against a distributor.

"CD GEOGRAPHIC LIMITATION ON SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS.The statutory li-
cense created by this section shall apply only to secondary transmissions to
households located in the United States, or any of its territories, trust territo-
ries, or possessiens.

"(b) STATUTORY LICENSE FOR SECONDARY TRANS/AIM( NS FOR PRIVATE HOME VIEW-
ING.

"(I) Dseosrre WITH Ms REGISTER or COPYRIGHT/3.A satellite carrier whose
secondary transmissions are subject to statutory licensing under subsection (a)
shall, on a semiannual basis, deposit with the Register of Copyrights, in accord-
ance with requirements that the Register shall, after consultation with the
Copyriffht Royalty Tribunal, prescribe by regulation

(A) a statement of account, covering the preceding 6-month period, speci-
fying the names and locations of all superstations and network stations
whose signals were transmitted, at any time during that period, to subscrib-
ers for private home viewing as described in subsections (aX1) and (aX2), the
total number of subscribers that received such transmissions, and such
other data as the Register of Copyrights may, after consultation with the
Copyright Royalty Trit-inal, from time to time prescribe by regulation; and

(B) a royalty fee for that 6-month period, computed by
"(i) multiplying the total number of subscribers receiving each sec-

ondary transmission of a superstation during each calendar month by
12 cents;

"(ii) multiplying the number of subscribers receiving each secondary
transmission of a network station during each calendar month by 3
cents; and

"(iii) adding together the totals from clauses (i) and (ii).
"(2) Invronsarrr or sass, The Register of Copyrights shall receive all fees de-

posited under this section and, after deducting the reasonable costs incurree by
the Copyright Office under this section (other than the costs deducted under
paragraph (4)), shall deposit the balance in the Treasury of the United States, in
such manner as the Secretary of the Treasury directs. All funds held by the
Secretary of the Treasury shall be invested in interest-bearing United States ecs-

curities for later distribution with interest by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
as provided by this title.

"(8) PERSONS TO WHOM rem aim DISTRIBUTED. The royalty fees deposited
under paragraph (2) shall, it accordance wit's' the procedures provided by para-
graph (4), be distributed to those copyright owners whose works were included
in a secondary transmission for private home viewing made by a satellite carri-
er during the applicable 6-month accounting period and who the a claim with
the Copyright Royalty Tribunal under paragraph (4).

"(4) PROCEDURES FOR DISTRIBUTION. --The royalty fees deposited under para-
graph (2) shall be distributed in accordance with the following procedures:

"(A) FILING or CLAIMS FOR rus.--During the month of July in each year,
each person claiming to be entitled to statutory license fees for secondary
transmissions for private home viewing shall file a claim with the Copy-
right Royalty Tribunal, in accordance with requirements that the Tribunal
shall prescribe by regulation. For purposes of this paragraph, any claimants
may agree among themselves as to the proportionate division o: statutory
license fees among them, may lump their claims together and file them
jointly or as a single claim, or may designate a common agent to receive
payment on their behalf.

i(B) DETERMINATION OF CONTROVERSY; DISTWBUTION8.After the first day
of August of each year, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall determine
whether there exists a controversy concerning the distribution of royalti,
fees. If the Tribunal determines that no such controversy exists, the Tribu-
nal shall, after deducting easonable administrative costs under this para-
graph, distribute such feet, to the copyright owners entitled to receive them,
or to their designated spats. If the Tribunal finds the existence of a con-
ptrtraz the Tribunal shall, prurient to chapter 8 of this title, conduct a
proceeding to determine the distribution of royalty fees.

"(C) WHMHOLDING OF sass DUENO CONTROVERSY.During the pendency
of say proeeedtng under this subsection, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
shell Pr ithhold from distribution an amount suffici.mt to satisfy all claims
with respect to which a rontroverty exists, but shall have discretion to pro-
ceed to Attribute any e mints that are not in controversy.
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"(C) DETERMINATION OF ROYALTY FEES.
"(1) APPLICABILITY AND DETERMINATION OF ROYALTY FEES.The rate of the roy-

alty fee payable under subsection (bX1XB) shall be effective until December 31,
1992, unless a royalty fee is established under paragraph (2), (3), or (4) of this
subsection. After that date, the fee shall be determined either in accordance
with the voluntary negotiation procedure specified in paragraph (2) or in ac-
cordance with the compulsory arbitration procedure specified in paragraphs (3)
and (4)

"(2) FEE SET BY VOLUNTARY NEGOT:ATION.
"(A) NOTICS OF INITIATION OF PROCEEDINOS.OD or before July 1, 1991,

the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall cause notice to be published in the
Federal Register of the initiation of voluntary negotiation proceedings for
dz., purpose of determining the royalty fee to be paid by satellite carriers
ur.der subsection (bX1XB).

"(B) NEGOTIATION8.Satellite carriers. distributors, and copyright owners
entitled to royalty fees under this section shall negotiate in good faith in an
effort to reach a voluntary agreement or voluntary agreements for the pay-
ment of royalty fees. Any such satellite carriers, distributors, and copyright
owners may at any time negotiate and agree to the royalty fee, and may
designate common agents to negotiate, agree to, or pay such fees. If the par-
ties fail to identify common agents, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall do
so, after requesting recminendations from the" parties to the negotiation
proceeding. The parties to each negotiation proceeding shall bet r the entire
cost thereof.

"(C) AGREEMENTS BINDING UN PARTIES; FILING OF AGREEMENT 3.Voluntary
agreements negotiated at any time in accordance with tnis paragraph shall
be binding upon all satellite carriers, distributors, and copyright owners
that are parties thereto. Copies of such agreements shall le filed with the
Copyright Office within 30 days after execution in accordance with regula-
tions that the Register of Copyrights shall.prescribe.

"(D) PERIOD AGREEMENT IN EFFECT.The obligation to pay the royalt
fees established under a voluntary agreement which has been filed with the
Copyright Office in accordance with this paragraph shall become effective
on the date specified in the agreement, and shall remain in effect until De-
cember 31, 1994.

"(3) FEE SET BY COMPULSORY ARBITRATION.
"(A) NOTICE OF INITIATION OF PROCEEDINGS.On or before December 31,

1991, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall cause notice to be published in
the Federal star of the initiation of arbitration proceedings for the pur-
pose of a reasonable royalty fee to be paid under subsection
(bX1XB) by satellite carriers who are not parties to a voluntary agreement
filed with the Copyright Office in accordance with paragraph (2). Such
notice shall include the names and qualifications of potential arbitrators
chosen by the Tribunal from a list of available arbitrators obtained from
the American Arbitration Association or such similar organization as the
Tribunal shall select.

"(B) SELECTION OF ARBITRATION PANEL.- -Not later than 10 days after pub-
lication of the notice initiating an arbitra ,ion proceeding, and in accordance
with procedures to be specified by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal, one arbi-
trator shall be selected from the published list by ,:opyright owners who
claim to be entitled to royalty fees under subsection (bX4) and etho are not
party to a voluntary agreement filed with the Copyright Office in accord-
ance with paragraph (2), and one arbitrator shall be selected from the pub-
lished list by satellite carriers and 4.stributors who are not parties to such
a voluntary agreement. The two arbitrators so selected shall, within 10
days after their selection, choose a third arbitrator tom the same list, who
shall serve as chairperson of the arbitrators. If either group fail to agree
upon the selection of an arbitrator, or if the arbitrators Ftelected by such
groups fails to agree upon the selection of a chairperson, the Copyright Roy-
alty Tribunal shall promptly select the arbitrator or chairperson, respec-
tively. The arbitrators selected under this paragraph shall constitute an Ar-
bitration Panel.

"(C) ARBITRATION PROCEEDING.The Arbitration Panel shall conduct an
arbitration proceeding in accordance with such procedures as it may adopt.
The Panel shall act on the basis of a fully documented writte.i record. Any
copyright owner who claims to he entitled to royalty fees under subsection
(bX4), any satellite carrier, and any distributor, who is not party to a volun-

4 b. 0
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tary agreoment filed with the Copyright Office in accordance with para-
graph (2), may submit relevant information and proposals to the Panel. The
parties to the proceeding shall bear the entire cost thereof in such manner
e.ndproportior. as the Panel shall direct.

"(D) FACTORS FOR TIVIIIMINING ROYALTY ms. In determining royalty
fees under this paragraph, the Arbitration Panel shall consider the approxi-
mate average cost to a cable system for the right to secondarily transmit to
the public a primary transmission made by a broadcast station, the fee es-
tablished under any voluntary agreement filed with the Copyright Office in
accordance with paagraph (2), and the last fee proposed by the parties,
before proceedings under this paragraph, for the secondary transmission of
superstationa or network stations for private home viewing. The fee shall
also be calculated to achieve the following objectives:

"(i) To maximize the availability of creative works to the public.
"(ii) To afford the copyright owner a fair return for his or her cre-

ative work and the copyright user a fair income under existing econom-
ic conditions.

"(iii) To reflect the relative roles of the copyright owner and the
copyright user in the product made available to the public with respect
to relative creative contribution, technological contribution, capital in-
vestment, cost, risk, and contribution to the opening of new markets for
creative expression and media for their communication.

"(iv) To minimize any disruptive impact on the structure of the in-
dustries involved and on generally prevailing industry practices.

"(E) REPORT TO COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNALNot later than 60 days
after publication of the notice initiating an arbitration proceeding, the Ar-
bitration Panel shall report to the Copyright Royalty Tribunal its determi-
nation concerning the royalty fee. Such report shall be accompanied by the
written record, and shall set forth the facts that the Panel found relevant
to its determination and the reasons why its determination is consistent
with the criteria set forth in subparagraph (I)).

"(F) ACTION BY COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNALWithin 60 days after re-
milting the report of the Arbitration Panel under subparagraph (E), the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall adopt or reject the determination of the
Panel. The Tribunal shall adopt the determination of the Panel unless the
Tribunal finds that the determination is clearly inconsistent with the crite-
ria set forth in subparagraph (D). If the Tribunal rejects the determination
of the Panel, the Tribunal shall, before the end of that 60-day period, and
after full examination of the record created in the arbitration proceeding,
issue an order, consistent with the criteria set forth in subparagraph (D),
setting the royalty fee under this paragraph. The Tribunal shall cause to be
published in the Federal Register the determination of the Panel, and the
decision of the Tribunal with respect to the determination (including any
order issued under the preceding sentence). The Tribunal shall also publi-
cize such determination and decision in such other manner as the Tribunal
considers appropriate. The Tribunal shall also make the report of the Arbi-
tration Panel and the accompanying record available for public inspection
and copying.

"(U) PERIOD DURING WHICH DECISION OP PANEL OR ORDER OP TRIBUNAL Er
recrivx.The obligation to pay the royalty fee established under a determi-
nation of the Arbitration Panel which is confirmed by the Copyright Royal-
ty Tribunal in accordance with this paragraph, or established by any order
issued under subparagraph (F), shall become effective en the date when the
decision of the Tribunal is published in the Federal Register under subpara-
graph (F), and shall remain in effect until modified in accordance with
paragraph (4), or until December 31, 1994.

"(H) PERSONS swim? TO ROYALTY rss.The royalty fee adopted or or-
dered under subparagraph (F) shall be binding on all satellite carriers, dis-
tributors, and copyright owners, who are not party to a voluntary agree-
ment filed with the Copyright Office under paragraph (2).

"(4) JUDICIAL asvizw.Any decision of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal under
paragraph (3) with respect to a determination of the Arbitration Panel may be
appealed, by any aggrieved party who would be bound by the determination , to
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, within
30 days after the publication of the decision in the Federal Register. The pend-
ency of an appeal under this pivagraph shall not relieve satellite carriers of the
obligation under subsection (bX1) to deposit the statement of account and royal-
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ty fees specified in that subsection. The court shall have jurisdiction to modify
or vacate a decision of the Tribunal only if it finds, on the b-..sis of the record
before the Tribunal and the statutory criteria set forth in paragraph (3XD), that
the Arbitration Panel or the Tribunal acted in an arbitrary manner. if the
court modifies the decision of the Tribunal, the court shall have jurialotion to
enter its own determination with respect to royalty foes, to order the repayment
of any excess fees deposited under subsection (bX1X13), and to order the payment
of any underpaid fees, and the interest pertaining respectively thereto, in ac-
cordance with its final judgment. The court may further vacate the decision of
the Tribunal and remand the case for arbitration proceedings in accordance
with paragraph (8).

"(d) DEFINMONS.Ae used in this section
"(1) DISTRIBUTOR. The term 'distributor' means an entity which contracts to

distribute secondary transmissions from a satellite carrier and, either as a
single channel or in a package with other progrnming, provides the secondary
transmission either directly to individual subetribers for private home viewing
or indirectly through other program distribution entities.

"(2) Nrrwoax STATION. --The term 'network station' has the meaning given
that term in section 111(f) of this title, and includes any translator station or
terrestrial satellite station that rebroadcasts all or substantially all of ) pro-
gramming broadcast by a network station.

"(3) PRIMARY NETWORK STATION. The term 'primary network station' means
a network station that broadcasts or rebroadcasts the basic programming serv-
ice of a particular national network.

"(4) PRIMARY TRANSMISSION. The term 'primary transmission' has the mean-
in f given that term in section 111(f) of this title.

lb) PRIVATE HOME VIEWING. The term 'private lime viewing' means the
viewing, for private use in a household by means of satellite reception equip-
ment which is operated by an individual in that household and which serves
only such household, of a secondary transmission deiivered by a satellite carrier
of a primary transmission of a television station lammed by the Federal Com-
munications Commission.

"(6) &mans CARRIER. The term 'satellite carrier' means an entity that
uses the facilities of a satellite or satellite service licensed by the Federal Com-
munications Commission, to establish and operate a channel of communications
for point-to-multipoint distribution of television station signals, and that owns
or leases a capacity or service on a satellite in order to provide such point-to-
multipoint distribution, except to the extent that with entity provides such dis-
tribution pursuant to tariff under the Communications Act of 1934, other than
for private home viewing.

"(7) SECONDARY TRANSMISSION. The term 'secondary transmission' has the
meaning given that term in section 111(f) of this title.

"(8) SUBBCRIBER.The term 'subscriber' means an individual who receives a
secondary transmission service for private home viewing by means of a second-
ary transmission from a satellite carrier and pays a fee fur the service, directly
or indirectly, to the satellite carrier or to a distributor.

"(9) SvearurranoN.The term 'superstation' means a rlevision broadcast s n-
tion, other than a network station, licensed by the Federal Communications
Commission that is secondarily transmitted by a satellite carrier.

"(10) UNSERVED HOUSEHOLD.The term 'unserved household', with respect to
a particular television network, means a household that

"(A) cannot receive, through the use of a conventional outdoor rooftop re-
ceiving antenna, an over-the-air signal of grade B intensity (as defined by
the Federal Communications Commission) of a primary network station af-
filiated with that network, and

"(B) has not, within 90 days before the date on which that household sub-
scribes, either initially or on renewal, to receive secondary transmissions by
a satellite carrier of a network station affiliated with that network, sub-
scribed to a cable system that provides the signal of a primary network sta-
tion affiliated with that network.

"(e) EXCLUSIVITY OF THIS SECTION WITH RESPECT TO SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS 0?
BROADCAST STATIONS BY SATELLITE TO MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC.No provision of sec-
tion 111 of this title or any other law (other than this section) shall be construed to
contain any authorization, exemption, or license through which secondary transmis-
sions by satellite carrier for ,pri, ate home viewing of programming contained in a
primary transmission made by euperstation or a network station may be made
without obtaining the consent of the copyright owner.".
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(3) Section 501 of title 17, United States Code, is amended by adding at the
end the following:

"(e) With respect to any secondary transmission that is made by a satellite car Fier
of a pr. mary transmission embodying the performance or display of a work and is
actionable as an act of infringement under section 119(aX5), a network station hold-
ing a copyright or other license to transmit or perform the same version of that
work shall, for purposes of subsection (b) of this section, be treated as a legal or ben-
eficial owner if such secondary transmission occurs within the local service area of
that station.".

(4) Section 801(bX3) of title 17, United States Code, is amended by striking
"and 118" and inserting ", 116, and 119(b)".

(5) Section 804(d) of title 17, United States Code, is amended by striking "sec-
tions 111 or 116" and inserting "section 111, 116, or 119".

(6) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 1 of title 17, United
States Code, is amended by adding at the end the following new item:

"119. Limitations on excifsive rights: Secondary transmissions of superstitions and network stations for private
home viewing. ".

SEC. 3. SYNDICATED EXCLUSIVITY; REPORT ON DISCRIMINATION.

Title VII of The Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 601 et seq.) is amended by
adding at the end the following:

"SYNDICATED EXCLUSIVITY

"Sac. 712. (a) The Federal Communications Commission shall, within 120 days
after the effective date of the Satellite Home Viewer Act of 1988, initiate a com-
bined inquiry and rulemaking proceeding for the purpose of.

"(1) determining the feasibility of imposing syndicated exclusivity rules with
respect to the delivery of syndicated programming (as defined by the Commis-
sion) for private viewing (as defined in section 705 of this Act) similar to the
rules issued by the Commission with respect to syndicated exclusivity and cable
television; and

"(2) adopting such rules if the Commission considers the imposition of such
rules to be feasible.

"(b) In the event that the Commission adopts such rules, any willful and repeated
secondary transmission made by a satellite carrier to the public of a primary trans-
mission embodying the performance or display of a work which violates such Com-
mission rules shall be subject to the remedies, sanctions, and penalties provided by
title V and section 705 of this Act.

"DISCRIMINATION

"Sac. 713. The Federal Communications Commission shall, within 1 year after the
effective date of the Satellite Home Viewer Act of' 1988, prepare and submit to the
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation of the Senate and the Com-
mittee on Energy and Commerce of the House of Representatives a report on wheth-
er, and the extent to which, there exists discrimination described in section 119(aX6)
of title 17, United States Code.".
SEC. 4. INQUIRY ON ENCRYPTION STANDARD.

Section 705 of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 605) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following:

"(f) Within 6 months after the date of enactment of the Satellite Home Viewer
Act of 1988, the Federal Communications Commission shall initiate an inquiry con-
cerning the need for a universal encryption standard that permits decryption of sat-
ellite cable programming intended for private viewing. In conducting such inquiry,
the Commission shall take into account

"(1) consumer cods and benefits of any such standard, including consumer in-
vestment in equipment in operation;

"(2) incorporation of technological enhancements, including advanced televi-
sion formats;

"(3) whether any such standard would effectively prevent present and future
unauthorized decryption of satellite cable programming;

"(4) the costs and benefits of any such standard on other authorized users of
encrypted satellite cable programming, including cable systems and satellite
master antenna television systems;

"(6) the effect of any such standard on competition in the manufacture of de-
cryption equipment; and
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"(6) the impact of the time delay associated with the Commission procedures
necessary for establishment of ouch standards.

"(g) If the Commission finds, based on the information gathered from the inquiry
required by subsection (ft, that a universal encryption standard is necessary and in
the public interest, the Commission shall initiate a rulemaking to establish such a
standard.".
SEC. 5. PIRACY Ov SATELLITE CABLE PROGRAMMING.

Section 705 of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 605) is amended
(1) in subsection (c)

(A) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph (4);
(B) by striking the period at the end of paragraph (5) and inserting ";

and"; and
(C) by adding at the end the following:

"(6) the term 'any person aggrieved' shall include any person with proprie-
tary rights in the intercepted communication by wire or radio including whole-
sale or retail distributors of satellite cable programming, and, in the case of a
violation of paragraph (4) of subsection (d), shall also include any person en-
gaged in the lawfid manufacture, distribution, or sale of equipment necessary to
authorize or receive satellite cable programming.";

(2) in subsection (dXl), by striking "$1,000" and inserting "$2,000";
(8) in paragraph (2) of subsection (d), by striking "$25,000" and all that follows

through the end of that paragraph and inserting "$50,000 or imprisoned for not
more than 2 years, or both, for the first such conviction and shall be fined not
more than $100,000 or imprisoned for not more than 5 years, or both, for any
subsequent conviction.";

(4) in subsection (dX8XA), by inserting "or paragraph (4) of subsection (d)" im-
mediately after "subsection (a)";

(5) in subsection (dX8X13) by striking "may" the first time it appears;
(6) in subsection (dX8XBXD, by inserting "may" immediately before "grant";
(7) in subsection (dX3XBXii), by inserting "may" immediately before "award";
(8) in subsection (dX8XBXiii), by inserting "shall" immediately before "direct";
(9) in subsection maxmino

(A) by inserting "of subsection (a)" immediately after "violation";
(B) by striking "$250" and inserting "$1,000"; and
(C) by inserting immediately before the period the following. ", and for

each violation of paragraph (4) of this subsection involved in the action an
awrieved party may recover statutory damages in a sum not less than
$10,000, or more than $100,000, as the court considers just";

(10) in subsection (dX8XCXii), by striking "$50,000" and inserting "$100,000 for
each violation of subsection (a)";

(11) in subsection (dX8XCXiii), by striking "$100" and inserting "$250"; and
(12) by striking paragraph (4) of subsection (d) and inserting the following:

"(4) Any person who manufactures, assembles, modifies, imports, exports, sells, or
distributes any electronic, mechanical, or other device or equipment, knowing or
having reason to know that the device or equipment is primarily of assistance in the
unauthorized decryption of satellite cable programming, or is intended for any other
activity prohibited by subsection (a), shall be fined not more than $500,000 for each
violation, or imprisoned for not more than 5 years for each violation, or both. For
purposes of all penalties and remedies established for violations of this paragraph,
the prohibited activity established herein as it applies to each such device shall be
deemed a separate violation.".
SEC. 5. EFFECTIVE DATE.

This Act and the amendments made by this Act take effect on January 1, 1989,
except that the authority of the Register of Copyrights to issue regulations pursuant
to section 119(bX1) of title 17, United States Code, as added by section 2 of this Act,
takes effect on the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 7. TERMINATION.

This Act and the amendments made by this Act (other than the amendments
made by section 5) cease to be effective on December 81, 1994.

Amend the title so as to read: "A bill to provide for the interim
statutory licensing of the secondary transmission by satellite carri-
ers of superstations and network stations for private home viewing,
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to prevent piracy of satellite c. he programming, and for other pur-
poses.".

PURPOSE OF THE LEGISLATION

H.R. 2848, "the Satellite Home Viewer Act", as amended and re-
ported by the Committee, amends the Communications Act of 1934
and the Copyright Act of 1976 for the purpose of ensuring avail-
ability of satellite-delivered video programming to home satellite
antenna owners. This legislation creates an interim statutory li-
cense in the Copyright Act for satellite carriers to retransmit tele-
vision broadcast signals of superstations and network stations to
earth station owners for private home viewing.

H.R. 2848 directs the Federal Communications Commission to in-
stitute a proceeding to determine the feasibility of imposing syndi-
cated exclusivity rules for satellite carriage of broadcast signals.
The legislation clarifies that violations of any such rules, if enacted
by the Commission, are violations of the Communications Act and
should be subject to such sanctions and penalties as are contained
in the Communications Act. The legislation also clarifies and
strengthens current law concerning unauthorized descrambling or
interception of satellite-delivered cable programming. Finally, this
legislation requires the Commission to initiate an inquiry into the
need for a universal decryption standard for home satellite anten-
na users.

BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR LEGISLATION

HISTORY OF THE SATELLITE CABLE PROGRAMMING INDUSTRY

Reception of television signals via backyard satellite dishes
began in 1976, one year after Home Box Office Inc. (HBO) began
delivering its movies to cable television operators by satellite. At
that time, however, reception of such signals by owners of back-
yard satellite dishes was not authorized by law.

The former Section 605 of the Communications Act of 1934
(amended and redesignated as section 705 by the Cable Communi-
cations Policy Act of 1984) made it illegal to receive radio commu-
nications without authorization. In a number of cases in the early
1980's, the court ruled that the unauthorized reception of pay tele-
vision signals, including signals intended for use by cable systems,
consitituted a prohibited 'use" of the signal under Section 605 of
the Communications Act. (See, e.g., Chartwell Communications
Group v. Westbrook, 637 F. 2d 459 (6th Cir., 1980.)) The FCC took
the view that home satellite dish owners receiving satellite signals
without authorization were involved in an illegal practice.

Congress conferred full legal status on the television receive-only
(TYRO) industry in the Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984
(Cable Act) (P.L. 98-549). The Cable Act expressly legalized the sale
and use of backyard dishes, It allowed backyard dish owners to re-
ceive satellite-relayed cab1.7 programming free-of-charge if the pro-
gramming is not encrypted, or "scrambled," or if a marketing
system authorizing private viewing had not been established. The
Cable Act substantially increased penalties for unauthorized signal
receptionincluding reception of scrambled signals. Although the
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legislation did not require scrabmled signals to be sold to backyard
dish owners, programmers have an incentive to market scrambled
signals to backyard dish owners. During the debate on the legisla-
tion, Congress noted an expectation that increased penalties for un-
authorized reception of cable services would allow cable program-
mers to obtain payment for their programming more easily.

Since the passage of the Cable Act, the backyard satellite dish
industry has experienced explosive growth, particularly in the
South and Midwest. The number of backyard satellite earth sta-
tions in operation in the United States has increased from an esti-
mated 5,000 in 1980 to over 2 million today. Complete home receiv-
ing systems, which once sold for as much as $86,000, now are ad-
vertised for as little as $1,000 or less. In addition, technology has
reduced the size of the backyard dish significantlyfrom the 30-
foot- wide dishes of several years ago to dishes approximately six to
ten feet in diameter today.

"SCRAMBLING" OF SATELLITE CABLE PROGRAMMING

The technological development of home earth station equipment
enabled home dish owners to intercept satellite delivered signals
that originally were intended to be distributed only to cable sys-
tems. Cable systems pay satellite carriers a per subscriber fee for
delivering to the system a broadcast signal; the systems then send
out the signal over the wire to their subscribers. Dish owners, on
the other hand, initially paid no fee to the carriers for the signals
they received. In order to impede this unauthorized reception of
their satellite-delivered signals, most resale satellite carriers and
certain copyright holders in satellite delivered signals decided to
encode, or scramble, their signals and to provide descrambling ca-
pacity only to paying subscribers.

Many home dish owners have stated objections to the scrambling
and current marketing practices of satellite delivered video pro-
gramming because they believe that they have a right to receive
satellite programming at a price comparable to that paid by cable
system subscribers to the Jame programming. Some consumers
have expressed concern about the cost of descrambling devices;
price discrimination for programming services available to dish
owners, and access to the programming available to cable subscrib-
ers. The satellite dish industry and most dish owners, however,
have consistently agreed that copyright holders deserve to be fairly
compensated by viewers of their programming.

In recent years the three major television networks have begun
to scramble their satellite feeds to their owned and affiliated sta-
tions, and several companies have begun to retransmit, scramble
and sell newtwork station and superstation signals to home satel-
lite antenna owners. This practice raises several questions under
the Copyright Act of 1976 (Copyright Act).

The Copyright Act provides that the owner of the copyright has
the exclusive right to reproduce, distribute copies of, and publicly
perform and display the copyrighted work. (17 U.S.C. Section 106.)
A copyright holder generally has the exclusive right to decide who
shall make use of his or her work and persons desiring to repro-
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duce, distribute or publicly perform or display the copyrighted
work must obtain the copyright holder's consent.

The Copyright Act, however, does contain a limited exception
from copyright liability. Currently, under Section 111(aX3) "passive
carriers' are provided an exemption from liability for secondary
transmissions of copyrighted works where the carrier "has no
direct or indirect control over the content or selection of the pri-
mary transmission, or over the particular recipients of the second-
ary transmission . . ." A carrier's activities with regard to a sec-
ondary transmission must "consist solely of providing wires, cables
or other communications channels for the use of others." Since
most satellite carriers of broadcast station signals scramble the sig-
nals and market decoding devices and packages of programming to
home dish owners, there is continuing uncertainty about whether
or not such carriers are liable under the Copyright Act.

Some analysts of the copyright laws assert that by selling, rent-
ing, or relicensing descrambling devices to subscribing earth sta-
tion owners, a carrier exercises direct control over which individual
members of the public receive the signals they transmit. Moreover,
it has been claimed that the activities of satellite carriers, which
almost always include the scrambling of, a broadcast signal, repre-
sent a far more sophisticPted and active involvement in selling sig-
nals U, the public than does an active of merely providing "wires,
cables, or other cc munications channels."

In a March 17, 1986 letter to Representative Robert W. Kasten-
meier, Chairman of the Judiciary Committee's Courts, Civil Liber-
ties and Administration of Justice Subcommittee, Mr. Ralph Oman,
Registrar of Copyrights, set forth his "preliminary judgment" that
the sale or licensing of descrambling devices to satellite earth sta-
tion owners by common carriers falls outside the purview of the
copyright exemption granted "passive carriers" for secondary
transmissions of copyrighted works, particularly when the carrier
itself scrambles the signal. "The exemption failing," Mr. Oman
concluded, "the resale carrier requires the consent of the copyright
owner of the underlying programmlrig.'

Similarly?, in testimony before the Telecommunications Subcom-
mittee in 1986, one common carrier, Southern Satellite, which de-
livers WTBS, stated its belief that the section 111(aX3) exemption
was not available to the carriers of satellite delivered broadcasting
programming. Southern Satellite stated:

gy Southern Satellite delivered WTBS to the backyard
dish user, there is no provision in the law for a copyright
royalty payment to the copyright owner. Although it could
be argued that since Southern Satellite is a common carri-
er and since the TVRO dish owner uses the signal for
purely private viewing, there is no copyright liability.
However, that position runs directly contrary to the phi -
loeophy vsection 111) of the Copyright Act and as a result
we believe that it is a very tenuous position.

The Cable Compulsory License
During the early years of the cable industry, there was continu-

ing controversy over the legal status of cable carriage of broadcast
signals. In 1968, the Supreme Court ruled in Fortnightly Corp. v,
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United Artists television, 392 U.S. 390, that cable retransmission of
ibroadcast signals did not constitute infringement of the property

righta protected by the Copyright Act of 1909. The Court deter-
mined that with regard to the "local signal" question presented in
the particular case, cable operated more as a viewer than as a
broadcaster, and therefore did not incur copyright liability for re-
transmitting local signals to its subscribers.

In Teleprompter Corp. v. Columbia Broadcasting System, 415 U.S.
394 (1974), the Supreme Court reaffirmed its 1968 decision. Fur-
ther, the Court held that the act of retransmitting distant as well
as local signals without permission of the program copyright owner
or the broadcast operator did not violate the Copyright Act of 1909.
The decision clarified the long standing question whether the Copy-
right Act of 1909 protected programs transmitted on broadcast sig-
nals from being retransmitted by cable operators. Critics of the
Court's ruling maintained that the two decisions attenuated pro-
gramming property rights, which rights, they argued, are a neces-
sary preconditioned for the successful operation of market forces.

In the 1976 Copyright Act, Congress extended copyright protec-
tion to cable retransmissions of broadcast programs. Cable systems
were, however, not made fully liable for the use of others program-
ming, but instead were granted a "compulsory license." The com-
pulsory license gives cable television operators guaranteed access
to copyrighted programming carried by television stations in ex-
change for payment of a specified percentage of the cable system's
gross receipts to the Copyright Royalty Tribunal (CRT). This statu-
tory royalty fee is then distributed, based on filings made with the
cirr, to the copyright owners whose work are being retransmitted
on cable. The net effect of the compulsory license is to allow cable
system, by paying the predetermined fee to the CRT, to retransmit
copyrighted programs without purchasing rights in the open mar-
ketplace.

Over the past several yelrs, some satellite carriers have contend-
ed that the compulsory license covers secondary transmissions of
broadcast signals by new technologies such as satellites. At least
one court, however, has expressly rejected that contention. In Pa-
cific & Southern Co. Inc. v. Satellite Broadcast Network, Inc.
(D.Ga., 1988, Slip Opinion), the Court held that the cable compulso-
ry copyright license does not cover Satellite Broadcast Network's
(SBN) satellite retransmission of broadcast signals to backyard dish
owners. In making his ruling, the Judge stated that "The clear
statutory definition of 'cable system' contained in the Copyright
Act indicates that SBN is not a cable system entitled to a compul-
sory license to retransmit broadcast signals free from copyright li-
ability."

As a result of the SBN decision, it has become increasingly clear
that satellite retransmission of broadcast signals for sale to home
earth station owners is probably not exempt from copyright liabil-
ity under present law. The Committee believes that the public in-
terest best will be served by creating an interim statutory solution
that will allow carriers of broadcast signals to serve home satellite
antenna faers until marketplace solutiong to this problem can be
deveiut..A.
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PIRACY OF SATELLITE-DELIVERED CABLE PROGRAMMING

In general, "piracy" refers to the decoding or decryption of
scrambled programming without the authorization of the program-
mer nor payment for the programming. This theft of service is ac-
complished by alerting lwitimate decoders, such as the Video-
Cipher II, with illicit decoder technolgy. For example, legitimate
chips which decode the service are cloned and placed in decoder
boxes to which access is restricted. The Satellite Broadcasting and
Communications Association has indicated that there are approxi-
mately 350,000-400,000 pirated descrambler boxes, compared with
about 400,000 untampered boxes.

During the 100th CAmgress, the Subcommittee on Telecommuni-
cations and Finance held two hearings during which the testimony
on the problem of piracy was reviewed (July 1, 1987 and June 15,
1988). Testimony at the hearing demonstrated that piracy has
become an increasingly distressing problem to the satellite mdus-
try and seriously threatens to undermine the industry's survival.
According to the testimony submitted to the Subcommittee, piracy
most seriously threatens legitmate satellite dealers and satellite
programmers, who otherwise would be receiving payment for their
programming or descrambling devices.

According to testimony from one satellite dish dealer, "the
dealer who sells a chipped [unauthorized] decoder sells it at an av-
erage profit of $1000 or more, and usually sells legitimate satellite
equipment at his own cost, making all profits on the illegal chips.
It is impossible for an honest dealer to compete against this type of
price structure."

General Instrument Corp. (GI), the makers of VideoCipher II, has
taken several measures to combat the piracy problem. GI recently
announced the introduction of VideoCipher II -Plus System in June
1989, includes, among other things, integrated module, that may be
distributed directly to consumers and selected dealers. To descram-
ble rewnals, consumers will have to insert the cards into their inte-
grated receiver/descramblers. In a further effort to reduce piracy,
GI recently announced a plan to monitor more closely the distribu-
tion of decoders. Additionally, other industry representatives, in-
cluding the Satellite Broadcasting and Communications Associa-
tion, the Motion Picture Association of America, and the National
Cable Television Association have increased efforts and esources
toward combating the problem.

In response to the piracy problem, the Federal Communications
Commission has increased enforcement efforts under Section 705(a)
of the Communications Act and Title 18 U.S. Code Section 2511(1),
each of which prohibit the unauthorized into-ception and use of
satellite and other radio communications. In a recent report, the
Commission recommended that the Congress raise the civil and
criminal penalties in Section 705(a) to emphasize the importance of
stopping piracy and enhance the ability of law enforcement au-
thorities and aggrieved private parties to deter piracy.

NEED FOR LEGISLATION

Despite the explosion in recent years of new technologies and
outlets delivering video programming, millions of Americans are
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not sharing in the prorgramming bounty available from broadcast-
ers or over cable systems. Presently, as many as one to six million
households are in areas where the reception of off-air network sig-
nals is not possible or is of unacceptable quality. A number of these
households are not presently served, and likely never will be
served, by cable systems.

The Satellite Broadcasting and Communications Aseociatien tes-
tified before the Telecommunications Subcommittee tint approxi-
mately 500,000 of the 2 million households with satellite television
antennas subscribe to satellite delivered television networks or in-
dependent superstations or both. Each month approximately 10,000
to 15,000 new subscribers are added. Many of these consumers live
in rural areas and are dependent upon satellite antenna systems
for the delivery of any video programming.

The legality of satellite delivered broadcast signals to home satel-
lite antenna owners is unsettled. For many years, there have been
questions about the legality of such carriage under the passive car-
riage exemption provided under Section 11 (a) of the Copyright Act
of 1976. In light of the recent SBN decision it hich a District
Court held that the cable compulsory copyrigh. license does not
apply to satellite carriers, there is no clearly legal method by
which to provide retransmitted boradcast programming to home
satellite antenna owners. It is therefore appropriate for the Com-
mittee to address this exceedingly important Issue. H.R. 2848 re-
solves the legal issues surrounding provision of broadcast signals to
rural America by creating an interim statutory license under the
Copyright Act of 1976 for the secondary retransmission of supersta-
tions ane television network stations for private home viewing.

As a general rule, the Committee does not favor interference
with workable marketplace relationships for the transfer of exhibi-
tion rights in programming. In the instant case, however, the Com-
mittee perceived a need to address an existing problem that may
serve to deny millions of American households access to satellite
delivered broadcast television signals. This problem has been ad-
dressed narrowly, by endorsing a temporary, transitional statutory
licence to bridge the gap until the marketplace can function effec-
tively.

In establishing a six year sunset on the statutory license, the
Committee expects that the marketplace and competition will
eventually serve the needs of home satellite dish owners. It is the
Committee's expectation that during the pendency of this legisla-
tion the home satellite antenna marketplace will grow and develop
so that marketplace forces will satisfy the programming needs and
demands of home satellite antenna owners in the years to come,
eliminating any further need for government intervention.

H.R. 2848 also addresses what has been identified as potentially
the greatest threat to a viable home satellite antenna industry,
which is the unauthorized decryption or interception of satellite
cable programming. Affected industries, consumers, and the feder-
al Communications Commission all have st&ted the need for clearer
and more stringent penalties for piracy of video signals. The Com-
mittee believes that the piracy provision contained in H.R. 2848
provides law enforcement authorities greater ability to stem the
growing problem of theft of satellite delivered programming.
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HEARINGS

During the 100th Congress, the Committee's Subcommittee on
Telecommunications and Finance has held a series of hearings fo-
cusing on the public policy implications of the scrambling of satel-
lite-delivered video programming. On July 1, 1987 and June 13,
1988 the Subcommittee held hearings on H.R. 1885, legislation de-
signed, among other pu poses, to ensure the continued availability
of satellite-delivered video programming. Witnesses at those hear-
ings included: the Honorable Dennis R. Patrick, Chairman, Federal
Communications Commission; the Honorable Alfred Sikes, Assist-
ant Secretary for Communications and Information Policy, Nation-
al Telecommunications and Information .Administration; Mr. Larry
Carlson, Senior Vice President for Cinemax and New Business De-
velopment, Home Box Office; Mr. Ronald Lightstone, Senior Vice
President, VIACOM International, Inc.; Mr. James P. Mooney,
President and Chief Executive Officer, National Cable Television
Association; Mr. B.R. Phillips, H, Chief Executive Officer, National
Rural Telecommunications Cooperative; Mr. David G. Wolford,
Chief Executive Officer, Home Satellite Services; Mr. Marty Laf-
ferty, Vice Presdient, Direct Broadcast Sales, Turner Broadcasting
Systems; Mr. Federick W. Finn, Esq., Brown and Finn; Mr. Charles
C. Hewitt, President, Satellite Broadcasting and Communications
Association; Mr. Larry Dunham, VideoCipher Division, General In-
struments Corporatio n. Mr. Donald Berg, Vice President Sales and
Marketing, Channel Master; Ms. Millie Fontenot, Owner, Satellite
Earth Stations East, Inc., Mr. George Kocian, Owner Tiverton Dish
Farm; Mr. Michael J. Fuchs, Chairman and Chief Executive Offi-
cer, Home Box Office, Inc.; Mr. Michael Hobbs, Senior Vice Presi-
dent for Policy and Planning, Public Broadcasting Service; Mr.
Winston H. Cox, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Showtime/
The Movie Channel; Mr. Robert L. Schmidt, President, Wireless
Cable Association; Mr. Timothy Robertson, President, Christian
Broadcasting Network; and Mr. Sid Swartz, President, West, Inc.

The Subcommittee on Telecommunnications and Finance held a
hearing on H.R. 2848 on Friday, September 23, 1988. Testimony
was received from Mr. Preston R. Padden, President, Association of
Independent Television Stations, Inc.; Mr. Mark C. Ellison, Vice
President, Government Affairs & General Counsel, Satellite Broad-
casting and Communications Association; Mr. Timothy A. Boggs,
Vice President Public Affairs, Warner Communications Inc.; and
Mr. Steven Effros, President, Community Antenna Television Asso-
ciation.

COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION

On September 23, 1988, the Subcommittee on Telecommunica-
tions and Finance mPt in open session and ordered reported the bill
H.R. 2848, as amen by a voice vote, a quorum being present.
During the markup, the Subcommittee adop:,,vl an amendment in
the nature of a substitute offered by Representative Billy Tauzin.
The Subcommittee substitute, creates a new Section 712 of the
Communications Act, requires the FCC to institute a proceeding to
determine the feasibility of imposing syndicated exclusivity rules
for satellite carriage of broadcast signals, and clarifies that viola-
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tions of any such rules would be violations of the Communications
Act. The Subcommittee Substitute also added an anti-theft or
"piracy" provision that clarifies and strenghthens current law con-
cerning unauthorized descrambling of satellite cable programming.
The Substitute also contained a requirement that the FCC initiate
an Inquiry into the need for a universal decryption standard for
home satellite antenna users.

On September 27, 1988, the Committee met in open session and
ordered reported the bill H.R. 2848, as amended, by a voice vcte, a
quorum being present. During Committee markup a technical
amendment was adopted.

COMMITTEE OVERSIGHT FINDINGS

Pursuant to clause 2(1X3XA) of Rule XI of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, the Subcommittee held oversight hearings and
made findings that are reflected in the legislative report.

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

Pursuant to clause 2(1X3XD) of rule XI of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, no oversight findings have been submitted to
the Committee by the Committee on Government Ci-,:rutions.

COMMITTEE COST ESTIMATE

In compliance with clause 7(a) of rule XIII of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, the Committee believes that the cost in-
curred in ctu lying out H.R. 2848 would be $300,000 over the next
two fiscal years.

U.S. CONGRESS,
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE,
Washington, DC, September 28, 1988.

Hon. JOHN D. DINGELL,
Chairman, Committee on Energy and Commerce,
U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, DC.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Congressional Budget Office has re-
viewed H.R. 4992, a bill to expand our national telecommunications
system for the benefit of the hearing impaired and speech impaired
populations, and for other purposes, as ordered reported by the
House Committee on Energy and Commerce, September 27, 1988.

The bill would direct the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC), in consultation with the Architectural and Transportation
Barriers Compliance Board, to issue regulations requiring federal
departments and agencies to be equipped with telecommunications
devices for the deaf (TDDs). The FCC also would be required to
publish the 'IDD access numbers. In addition, the bill would re-
quire congressional offices to be equipped with TDDs.

It is uncertain how many TDDs the federal government wolild
have to purchase if H.R. 4992 were enacted because the bill only
requires the FCC to "ensure that federal departments and agencies
are equipped with TDD.1". The bill does not define federal depart-
ments and agencies, so it is difficult to determine how many TDDs
would be required.
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If, for example, only the head office of each federal agency
needed a TDD, then TDDs (at about $250 each) for approximately
500 offices would cost a total of $125,000 in 1990. If, on the other
hand, federal departments and agencies were required to have a
TDD in each location, then TDDs for about 7,000 buildings would
cost a total of $1.8 million. The cost of this requirement ultimately
would depend on the number and type of TDDs purchased. The
cost of acquiring TDDs for congressional offices would depend on
the same factors, and would range from $100,000 to $200,000.

Other costs of this bill are not expected to be significant. Enact-
ment of H.R. 4992 would not affect the bc.'21gets of state or local
governments.

If you wish further details on this estimate, we will be pleased to
provide them. The CEO staff contact is Marta Morgan, who can be
reached at 226-2860.

Sincerely,
JAMES L. BLUM,

Acting Director.

INFLATIONARY IMPACT STATEMENT

Pursuant to clause 2(1X4) of rule XI of the Rules of the House of
Representatives, the Committee makes the following statement
with regard to the inflationary impact of the reported bill: H.R.
2848 would have no inflationary impact.

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE

The short title of the proposed legislation is the "Satellite Home
Viewer Act of 1988".

SECTION 2. AMENDMENT' TO TITLE 17, UNITED STATES CODE

Section 2 of the proposed legislation contains amendments to the
Copyright Act of 1976: a new section 119 is added to the Act, creat-
ing an interim statutory license for the secondary transmission by
satellite carriers of superstations and network stations for private
home viewing; only necessary technical and cross-referencing
amendments are made to section 111 of the Act, regarding the
cable television compulsory license.

Amendments to section 111(a) Cross-references to the cable televi-
sion compulsory license

The bill amends section 111(a) by inserting a new clause (4) to
clarify that, notwithstanding the carrier exemption to tha cable
compulsory licensing provisions in section 111(aX3), a satellite car-
rier that retrancmits superstations and network stations for pri-
vate home viewing by earth station owners is exempted from copy-
right liability for such retransmission only if it secures a statutory
license under section 119. Section 111(aX3) remains in effect to
exempt from copyright liability passive common carriers that re
transmit broadcast signals to cable systems.
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Amendment to section 111(dWA) Relationship between the cable
compulsory license and the statutory license for satellite carriers

The bill amends section 111(dX2XA) to clarify the obligations of
both the satellite carrier and the cable system in instances in
which a cable system engages in such distributorship activities on
behalf of a satellite carrier. In such cases, the satellite carrier has
the responsibility for filing statements of account and paying royal-
ties for publicly performing copyrighted programming under the
new section 119 statutory license. Under this scheme, a cable
system/distributor would segregate the subscription fees collected
on behalf of the Satellite carrier from those collected from cable
subscribers pursuant to the section 111 cable compulsory license.
The cable system would only report in its section 11.1 statements of
account the number of cable subscribers served and the amount of
gross receipts collected pursuant to section 111, and would pay rry-
alties to section 111.

New section 119. The interim statutory license for satellite carriers
Section 119(a). The scope of the license. Sections 119(a) (1) and

(2) establish a statutory license for satellite carriers generally. A li-
cense is available where a secondary transmission of the signal of a
superstation or a network station is made available by a satellite
carrier to the public for private home viewing, and the carrie_
makes a direct charge for such retransmission service from each
subscriber receiving the secondary transmission, or from a distribu-
tor (such as a cable system) that has contracted with the carrier to
deliver the retransmission directly or indirectly to the viewing
public.

The bill contains special provisions in sections 119(a) (2) and (5)
relating to network stations in recognition of the fact that a small
percentage of television households cannot now receive clear sig-
nals of the three national television networks. The bill confines the
license to the so-called "white areas," that is, households not capa-
ble of receiving the signal of a particular network by conventional
rooftop antennas, and which have not subscribed, within the 9(k
days preceding the date on which they subscribe to the satellite
carrier's service, to a cable system that provides the signal of a pri-
mary network station affiliated with that network.

Utilizing the existing definiticn in Section 111(f), the new statu-
tory license for retransmission of network stations applies, at the
present time, exclusively to those stations owned by or affiliated
with the three major commercial networks (ABC, CBS, and NBC)
and the stations associated with the Public Broadcasting Service.
This distinction is based upon the testimony and written materials
supplied by the three commercial networks, which assert that their
stations continue to occupy a special role in the television industry.

Under the bill, satellite carriers are provided a limited interim
compulsory license for the sole purpose of facilitating the transmis-
sion of each network's programming to "white areas which are un-
served by that network. The Committee believes that this approach
will satisfy the public interest in making available network pro-
gramming in these (typically rural) areas, while also respecting the
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public interest in protecting the network-affiliate distribution
system.

This television network-affiliate distribution system involves a
unique combination of national and local elements, which has
evolved over a period of decades. The network provides the advan-
tages of program acquisition or production and the sale of advertis-
ing on a national scale, as well as the special advantages flowing
from the fact that its service covers a wide range of' programs
throughout the broadcast day, which can be scheduled so as to
maximize the attractiveness of the overall product. But while the
network is typiclly the largest single supplier of nationally pro-
duced programming for its affiliates, the affiliate also decides
which network programs are locally broadcast; produces local news
and other programs of special interest to its local audience, and
creates an overall program schedule containing network, local and
syndicated programming.

The Committee believes that historically and currently the net-
work-affiliate partnership serves the broad public interest. It com-
bines the efficiencies of national production, distribution and sell-
ing with a significant decentralization of control over the ultimate
service to the public. It also provides a highly effective means
whereby the special strengths of national and local program serv-
ice support each oilier. This method of reconciling the values
served by both centralization and decentralisation in television
broadcast service has served the country well.

The networks and their affiliates contend that the exclusivity
provided an affiliate as the outlet for its network in its own market
is an essential element of the overall system. They assert that by
enhancing the economic value of the network service to the affili-
ate, exclusivity increases the affiliate's resources and incentive to
support and promote the network in its competition with the other
broadcast networks and the other nationally distributed broadcast
and nonbroadcast program services.

The Committee intends by this provision to satisfy both aspects
of the public interestbringing network programming to unnerved
areas while preserving the exclusivity that is an integral part of
today's network-affiliate relationship.

Section 119 requires the satellite carrier to notify the network of
the retransmission of its signal by submitting to the network a list
identifying the names and addresses of all subscribers to that serv-
ice. In addition, on the 15th of each month the satellite carriers
must submit to the network a list identifying the names and ad-
dresses of the subscribers added or dropped since the last report.
These notifications are only required if the network has filed infor-
mation with the Copyright Office concerning the name and address
of the person who shall receive the notification. Special penalties
are provided for violations by service outside the "white areas."
Willful or repeated imlividual violations of the "white area" re-
strictions are subject to ordinary remedies for copyright infringe-
ment, except that no damages may be awarded if the satellite car-
rier took corrective action by promptly withdrawing service from
ineligible subscribers, and statutory damages are limited to a maxi-
mum of $5.00 per month for each ineligible subscriber.
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If the satellite carrier e:Tages in a willful or repeated pattern or
practice of violations, the court shall issue a permanent injunction
barring the secondary transmission by the satellite carrier of the
primary transmission of any network station affiliated with the
same network. The injunction would be applicable within the geo-
graphical area within which the violation took placewhether
local, regional, or national. If the satellite eerier engages in a pat-
tern of violations, the statutory damages maximum is $250,000 for
each six month period, but only with regard to persons who su-
scribed on or after July 7, 1988.

By amendment of section 501 of title 17, United States (Axle, a
network station holding a license to perform a particular version of
a work is treated as a legal or beneficial owner of the work if the
secondary transmission by satellite carrier occurs within the local
service area of the station, for purposes of infringement under sec-
tion 119(aX5).

Noncompliance with Reporting and Payment Requirements.Sec-
tion 119(aX3) provides that a satellite carrier is also subject to full
copyright liability if the carrier does not deposit the statement of
account or pay the royalty required by Subsection (b) or has failed
to make the submissions to the networks required by paragraph
2(c).

Discrimination by a satellite carrier. Section 119(aX6) provides a
cause of action against a satellite carrier's "willful or repeated" re-
transmission of the signals of superstations and network stations to
the public for private home viewing (under sections 502 through
506 and section 509 of the Copyright Act) if the satellite carrier un-
lawfully discriminates against any, distributor.

This section is intended primarily to protect against misconduct
by a satellite carrier exercising the statutory license granted by the
Act. The Committee wishes to stress that this subsection, along
with subsectims 119(aX3) and 119(aX4), establish limitations on the
scope of the limnse granted by this Act. In each case, copyright in-
fringement remedies are provided as recourse against abuse of the
license by a satellite carrier.

The Committee agrees with the assessment of the Judiciary Com-
mittee, expressed in its report on H.R. 2848, that the regulatory
status under the Communications Act of the sale of superstations
or network stations for private home viewing by dish owners is
largely unresolved.

Some of the superstation signals will be provided under the stat-
utory license granted by this Act by certain resale carriers that
were licensed by the FCC under Title II of the Communications
Act. The Commission licensed these carriers to provide common
carrier transmission service of these stations to cable headends for
their retransmission to cable subscribers. These transmissions are
common carrier services subject to Title II of the Communications
Act and the passive carrier exemption of the Copyright Act. The
situation changes, however, when these carriers engage in the sale
of the programming they transmit. The Commission's current rules
do not address the regulatory status of these carriers when they
sell the programming directly to the public.

The matter is further complicated by the fact that deregulatory
initiatives over the last several years at the Commission have led
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to a situation in which there is unlicensed, open entry for what
amounts to a C-Band direct broadcast satellite service. Some enti-
ties, such as Netlink, have entered the market as unregulated serv-
ice providers, not as common carriers. They are not licensed under
Title II of the Communications Act, but they will qualify for the
statutory license under this Act and will provide superstation and
network stations in the same home earth station market as their
competitors, the Title II carriers.

The resolution of these issues must rest with the Commission.
The Committee does not wish to prejudge or direct the FCC's reso-
lution of these questions with the enactment of this legislation.
However, the Committee is aware that neither the Communica-
tions Act nor the FCC's current rules currently bar discrimination
against distributors of superstation or network station signals for
private viewing.

Nothing in this Act affects the authority of the Commission to
promulgate rules to address such discrimination and, in fact, this
legislation amends the Communications Act with a new Section
718 directing the FCC to examine whether and to what extent such
discrimination actually occurs. If the Commission finds regulations
on discrimination against distributors of superstations and network
stations to home earth stations to be necessary and in the public
interest, it may establish such rules.

The Committee notes that the term "discrimination" as it is used
in section 119(aX6) of the Copyright Act is expressly limited to dis-
crimination within the jurisdiction of the Commission pursuant to
the Communications Act. The purpose of section 119(aX6) is to
make certain discriminatory acts involving particular parties ac-
tionable under the Copyright Act. In adopting this language, the
Committee does not intend the Commission to address issues and
concerns that are outside its jurisdiction and expertise.

Geographic limitation.Section 119(aX7) provides that the statu-
tory license created in section 119 applies only to secondary trans-
missions to households located in the United States, or any of its
territories, trust possessions, or possessions. This section parallels
section 111(f) or title 17, United States Code, uhich applies to cable
television.
Section 119(b). Operation of the statutory license for satellite carriers

Requirements for a license.The statutory license provided for in
section 119(a) is contingent upon fulfill' Lent of the administrative
requirements set forth in section 11904(1). That provision directs
satellite carriers whose retransmissions are subject to licensing
under section 119(a) to deposit with the Register of Copyrights a
semiannual statement of account and royalty fee payment. The
dates for filing such statements of account and royalty fee pay-
ments and the six-month period which they are to cover are to be
determined by the Register of Copyrights.

The statutory royalty fees set forth in section 119(bX1XB) are
twelve cents per subscriber per superstation signal retransmitted
and three cents for each subscriber for each network station re-
transmitted. These fees approximate the same royalty fees paid by
cable households for receipt of similar copyrighted signals and are
modeled on those contained in the 1976 Copyright Act, Royalty fees
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for retransmission of a network station would be 1/4 those of an
independent station, since "the viewing of non-network programs
on network stations is considered to approximate 25 percent." H.
Rept. 94-1476, 94th Congress, 2d Session (1976). The copyright
owners of these non-network programs would be entitled to receive
compensation for the retransmission of th programs to "white
areas". Owners of copyright in network programs would not be en-
titled to compensations for such retransmissions, since those copy-
right owners are compensated for national distribution by the net-
works when the programming is acquired. The statutory fees set
forth in this section apply only in the limited circumstances de-
scribed in section 119(c).

Collection and distibution of royalty fees.Section 119(3)(2) pro-
vides that royalty fees paid by satellite carriers under the statutory
license shall be received by the Register of Copyrights and, after
the Register deducts the reasonable cost incurred by the Copyright
Office in administering the license, deposited in the Treasury of
the United States. The fees are distributed subsequently, pursuant
to the determination of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal under
chapter 8 of the Copyright Act of 1976.

Persons to whom fees are distributed.The copyright owners en-
titled to participate in the distribution of the royalty fees paid by
satellite carriers under the license are specified in section 119(bX3).

Procedures for distribution.Section 119(bX4) sets forth the pro-
cedure for the distribution of the royalty fees paid by satellite car-
riers, which parallels the distribution procedure under the section
III cable compulsory license. During the month of July of each
year, every person claiming to be entitled to license fees must file a
claim with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal, in accordance with
such provisions as the Tribunal shall establ:sh. The claimants may
agree among themselves as to the division and distribution of such
fees.

After the first day of August of each year, the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal shall determine whether a controversy exists concerning
the distribution of royalty fees. If no controversy exists, the Tribu-
nalafter deducting reasonable administrative costsshall distrib-
ute the fees to the copyright owners entitled or their agents. If the
Tribunal finds the existence of a controversy, it shall, pursuant to
the provisions of chapter 8, conduct a proceeding to determine the
distribution of royalty fees.

The bill does not include specific provisions to guide the Copy-
right Royalty Tribunal it determining the appropriate division
among competing copyright owners of the royalty fees collected
from satellite carriers under section 119.

Secion 119(c) Alternative methods for determining royalty fees appli-
cable during two phases of the statutory license for satellite car-
riers

The bill establishes a four-year phase and a two-year phase for
the statutory license for satellite carriers; in each phase the royalty
fee is determined in a different manner. In the first (four year)
phase, pursuant to section 119(cX1), the statutory fees established
in section 119(bX1XB) (twelve cents per subscriber per superstation
signal retransmitted and three cents per subscriber per network
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signal retransmitted) shall apply. The first phase shall be in effect
from January 1, 1989, until December 31, 1992. In the second
phase, the fee shall be set by the voluntary negotiation or compul-
sory arbitration procedures esta'Aished in section 119(c)(2) and
119(cX3).

Section 119(cX2) requires the Copyright Royalty Tribunal to initi-
ate voluntary negotiation proceedings betwen satellite carriers, dis-
tributors, and copyright owners, eighteen months before the bill's
first phase runs out, to encourage the parties to negotiate a fee for
the second phase before the statutory fee expires. The parties may
designate common agents to negotiate, agree to, or pay the rele-
vant fees; if the parties fail to do so, the Copyright Royalty Tribu-
nal shall do so, after requesting recommendations from the parties.
The costs of the negotiation proceeding shall be paid by the parties.
If the parties reach a voluntary agreement, copies of the agreement
must be filed in a timely manner with the Copyright Office, and
the negotiated fee will remain in effect from the date specified in
the agreement until December 31, 1994.

If some or all of the parties have not voluntarily negotiated a fee
for the second phase by December 31, 1991, twelve months before
the expiration of the first phase, section 119(c))3) provides that the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall initiate a compulsory arbitration
proceeding for the purpose of determining a reasonable royalty fee
to be paid under section 119 for the second phase. The Tribunal
shall publish notice of the initiation of the proceeding as well as a
list of potential arbitrators. Within ten days of the publication of
this notice, one arbitrator must be chosen by the copyright owners
and one by the satellite carriers and their distributors. The two ar-
bitrators must choose a third arbitrator from the same list within
ten days.

The three arbitrators (Arbitration Panel) shall have sixty days
from the publication of the initial notice to conduct an arbitration
proceeding and to determine a royalty fee, using guidelines speci-
fied in the bill. All costs involved in this proceeding must be paid
for by the parties. The Arbitration Panel shall submit its determi-
nation in the form of a report, along with the written record, to the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal. The Tribunal shall have sixty days to
review the report and either accept or reject the Panel's determina-
tion and publish the action in the Federal Register. If the Tribunal
rejects the determination, the Tribunal shall, within the same sixty
day period, issue an order setting the royalty fee. Thus, within 120
days of the publication of the initial notice, a new royalty fee shall
be determined through a compulsory arbitration procedure, to be
effective from January 1, 1993, until December 31, 1994, or until
modified by the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit pursuant to section 199(cX4). The fee shall apply
to all copyright owners, satellite carriers, and distributors not
party to a voluntary agreement.

Section 119(cX3XD) provides guidelines by which the Arbitration
Panel shall determine royalty fees. In particular, the Panel must
consider the approximate average cost to a cable system for the
right to secondarily transmit to the public a primary transmission
made by a broadcast station.
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Section 199(cX4) provides that the rate adopted or determined by
the Copyright Royalty Tribunal pursuant to the compulsory arbi-
tration proceeding may be appealed to the District of Columbia Cir-
cuit Court of Appeals within thirty days of publication. However,
while appeal of the rate is pending, satellite carriers would still be
required to deposit statements of account and royalties and to pay
royalty fees calculated under the rate that is at issue on appeal.
The bill gives the court jurisdiction to enter its own determination
with respect to the royalty rate, to order the repayment of any
excess fees deposited under section 119(bX1XB), and to order the
payment of any underpaid fees with interest, in accordance with its
final judgement. The court may also vacate the Tribunal's decision
and remand the case for further arbitration proceedings.
Section 119(d) Definitions

A "distributor" is defined as any entity which contracts with a
carrier to distribute secondary transmissions received from the car-
rier either as a single channel, or in a package with other program-
ming, to individual subscribers for a private home viewing, either
directly or indirectly through other, program distribution entities.

The term "primary transmission" and secondary transmissiun"
are defined so as to have the same meaning under section 119 as
they have under section 111.

The term "private home viewing" is defined as viewing, for pri-
vate use in an individual's household by means of equipment which
is operated by such individual and which serves only such individ-
ual's household, of a secondary transmission delivered by satellite
of a prim ay transmission of a television broadcast station licensed
by the FCC.

A "satellite carrier" is broadly defined as an entity that uses the
facilities of a domestic satellite service licensed by the FCC and
that owns or leases a capacity or service on a satellite in order to
provide the point-to-multipoint relay of television station signals to
numerous receive-only earth stations, except to the extent the
entity provides such distribution pursuant to tariff that is not re-
stricted to private home viewing.

The term "network station" has the same meaning as the term
in section 111(0 and includes a translator static a or terrestrial sat-
ellite station that rebroadcasts the network station.

A "primary network station" is a network station that broad-
casts the basic programming service of one particular national net-
work.

The term "subscriber" is defined as an individual who receives a
secondary transmission service for private home viewing by means
of a satellite transmission under sectim 119, and pays a fee for the
service, directly or indirectly, to the satellite carrier or to a distrib-
utor.

A "superstation" is defined as a television broadcast station,
other than a network station, that is licensed by the Federal Com-
munications Commission and that is retransmitted by a satellite
carrier.

The term "unnerved household" means a household that with re-
spect to a particular television network, (A) cann4t receive,
through use of a conventional outdoor antenna, a signal of Grade B
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intensity (as defined by the FCC, currently in 47 C.F.R. section
73.683(a)) of a primary network station affiliated with that net-
work, and (B) has not, within 90 days before the date on which the
household subscribes (initially or upon renewal) to receive by satel-
lite a network station affiliated with tht network subscribed to a
cable system that pro-Ades the signal of a primary network station
affiliated with that network.

Because the household must be able to receive the signal of a
"primary" network station to fall outside the definition of unserved
household, a household that is able to receive only the signal of a
secondary network station, which would be defined as "unserved"
if it is a station affiliated with two or more networks that does not
broadcast or rebroadcast the basic programming service of any
single national network.
Section 119(e) Exclusivity of the statutory license

The bill explicitly provides that neither the cable compulsory li-
cense, nor the exemptions of section 111 (such as the passive carri-
er exemption) can be construed during the six-year statutory li-
cense period to apply to secondary transmissions by satellite carri-
er for private home viewing of programming contained in a super-
station or network station transmission. Unless the statutory li-
c6nse of section 119 is obtained, during the six-year interim period
the secondary transmission by satellite carrier for private home
viewing can take place only with co-cient of the copyright owner.

SECTION 3. SYNDICATED EXCLUSIVITY; REPORT ON DISCRIMINATION

Section 3 amends Title VII of the Communications Act by adding
several new sections as follows:

Section 712(1) Syndicated Exclusivity
The bill directs the Federal Communications Commission (FM),

within 120 days after the date of enactment, to undertake a com-
bined inquiry and rulemaking proceeding regarding the feasibility
of imposing syn iicated exclusivity rules for private home viewing.
The Committee believes strongly that it is necessary and appropri-
ate that the Commission undertake this Inquiry pursuant to its au-
thority under the Communications Act. The FCC has had sole re-
sponsibility for addressing and administering the syndicated exclu-
sivity rules in the past, and will continue to have sole responsibil-
ity under this legislation.

Free local over-the-air television stations continue to play an im-
portant role in providing the American people information and en-
tertainment. The Committee is concerned that changes 'n technolo-
gy, and accomplaying changes in law and regulation, do not under-
mine the base of free local television service upon which the Amer-
ican people continue to rely. The Committee is concerned that re-
transmissions of broadcast television programming to home earth
stations could violate the exclusive program contracts that have
been purchased by local television stations. Depriving local stations
of the ability to enforce their program contracts could cause an ero-
sion of audiences for such local stations because their programming
would no longer be unique and distinctive.
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Accordingly, the Committee directs the Federal Communications
Commission to consider the feasibility of imposing syndicated ex-
clusivity rules with respect satellite retransmission of television
broadvst programming. Ir the Committee's view, it is reasonable
to premise a grant of a eteitutory license on the existence of appro-
priate safeguards to protect the rights of other parties who might
be affected by the grant of such statutory licenses.

The Committee also believes that while some adjustments may
be necessary or appropriate to reflect the differences between cable
and satellite technologies, the cable television syndicated exclusiv-
ity rules could serve as a model for rules governing the satellite in-
dustry.

The Committee directs the Commission to undertake a compre-
hensive assessment of the feasibility of imposing syndicated exclu-
sivity. The Inquiry should be broadbased and balanced. The mere
fact that imposition of, or compliance with, syndicated exclusivity
rules might be incrementally more costly for satellite carriers shall
not be deemed to render such rules as not "feasible" as that term
is used in this section.

Section 712(2)

In the event f..e Commission adopts rules imposing syndicated
exclusivity for private home viewing, the bill provides that viola-
tions of such rules shall be subject to the remedies, sanctions and
penalties under Title V and Section 705 of the Communications
Act.

The Committee amendment clarifies that violations of the syndi-
cated exclusivity rules are to be enforced by the sanctions and pen-
alties provided in the Communications Act.

Section 71$ Discrimination
The bill directs the FCC within a year of the enactment of this

Act, to prepare and submit a report to the Senate Committee on
Commerce, Science and Transportation and the House Committee
on Energy and Commerce on whether, and the extent to which,
there exists unlawful discrimination against distributors of second-
ary transmissions from satellite carriers.

The Committee notes that the term "discrimination" as it is used
in new Section 713 of the Communications Act and new Section
119(aX6) of the Copyright Act is expressly limited to discrimination
within the jurisdiction of the Commission pursuant to the Commu-
nications Act. The purpose of Section 119(aX6) is to make certain
discriminatory acts involving particular parties actionable under
the Copyright Act. In adopting this language, the Committee does
not intend the Commission to address issues and concerns that are
outside its jurisdiction and expertise.

SECTION 4. INQUIRY ON ErfIRYPTION STANDARD

This section amends section 705 oi the Communications Act to
require the FCC, within six months after the date of enactment of
this legislation, to initiate an inquiry concerning the need for a
universal encryption standard that permits the decryption of satel-

89-491 0 - 89 - 17
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lite cable programming intended for private viewing by home satel-
lite antenna users.

The FCC currently has no such standards. To date, this situation
has not created a significant problem because, to the Committee's
knowledge, all satellite cable programming networks that have
scrambled have Gone so using the Video Cipher II technology devel-
oped by General Instrument Corp. Any home satellite earth station
owner presently need only purchase a single descrambling unit,
either as a stand-alone module or built into their satellite systems,
in order to descramble any programming service they might wish
to purchase.

Recently, however technological and market developments raise
the possibility that this situation may change. Manufacturers are
developing new decryption technologies for the market. General In-
strument Corp. and other companies are working on decryption
systems that mnay provide programmers with greater signal secu-
rity and home earth station owners with greater descrambling ca-
pacity.

The Committee believes that more information is needed to de-
termine whether a universal, decryption standard is needed or
would be helpful. Accordingly, the Commission is instructed to
begin an Inquiry that will take into account consumer costs and
benefits; the incorporation of technological enhancements, includ-
ing advanced television formats; whether such standard would be
effective in preventing present and future unautherized decryption
of satellite programming; the costs and benefits of such standard
on other authorized users of encrypted satellite cable program-
ming, including cable and Satellite Master Antenna Television
(SMATV) systems; the impact of any market disruption that would
occur because of die time delays necessary for the establishment of
such standard by the Commission; and the effect of such standa-
on competition in the manufacture of deer, ption equipment.

If the Commission finds, as a result of the information gathered
from the Inquiry and from other information before the Commis-
sion, that a universal encryption standard is in the public interest,
the Committee intends for the Commission to move immediately to
initiate a rulemaking to establish such a standard.

SECTION 6. )TRACY OF SATELLITE CABLE PROGRAMMING

Section 5 of the Act amends Section 705 of the Communications
Act pertaining to the piracy of satellite cable programming. The
Committee's amendment is intended to deter piracy practices by (I)
stiffening applicable civil and criminal penalties, (2) expanding
standing to sue, and (3) making the manufacture, sale, modifica-
tion, importation, exportation, sale or distribution of devices or
equipment with knowledge that its prii miry purpose is to assist in
unauthorized decryption of satellite cable programming expressly
actionable as a criminal act.

The Committee believes these changes are essential to preserve
the longterm viability of the TVRO industry. It has been estimated
than more than one-third of the one million Video Cipher III de-
scramblers (the industry's de factor standard) sold by manufacturer
General Instrument have been compromised by black market de-
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coding chips. Unquestionably, piracy is costing those who hold
rights in satellite-delivered cable programming tens of millions of
dollars in revenues.

The piracy problem is rampant both among commercial users of
the VideoCipher II (hotels, lounges, and other establishments) and
among private home users. Th depth of the problem is such that
there has been a steady increase in the number of new prosecu-
tions and civil suits brought against alleged "pirates."

The Committee wants to give both prosecutors and civil plaintiffs
the legal tools they need to bring piracy under control. The Com-
mittee commends and encourages inter-industry effort to deal with
piracy, and believes the new remedies and increased penalties
adopted through this provision will contribute to these important
efforts.

The Committee has noted reports that the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation has notified FBI field offices, through its Manual of In-
vestigative and Operational Guidelines (MIOO), that investigating
satellite signal theft is "not a top priority." The Committee admon-
ishes relevant authorities and government entities, including the
FBI, to expend the resources necessary to attack massive and in-
creasing levels of piracy.

CHANGES IN EXISTING LAW MADE BY THE BILL, As REPORTED

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the
House of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill,
as reported, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omit-
ted is enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italic ex-
isting law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):

TITLE 17, UNITED STATES CODE

CHAPTER 1SUBJECT MATTER AND SCOPE OF COPYRIGHT
Sec.
101 Definitions.

119. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions of superstations and
network stations for private home viewing.

0 111. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions
(a) CERTAIN SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS EXEMPTED.The second-

ary transmission of a primary transmission embodying a perform-
ance or display of a work is not an infringement of copyright if

(1) *

(3) the secondary transmission is made by any carrier who
has no dire 't or indirect control over the content or selection
of the primary transmission or over the particular recipients of
the secondary transmission, and whose activities with respect
to the secondary transmission consist solely of providing wires,
cables or other communications channels for the use of others:
Provided. That the provisions of this clause extend only to the

5 4
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activities of said carrier with respect to secondary transmission
and do not exempt from liability the activities of others respect
to their own primary or secondary transmissions: [or]

(4) the secondary transmission is made by a satellite carrier
for private home viewing purusant to a statutory license under
section 119; or

[(4X5)] the secondary transmission is not made by a cable
system but is made by a governmental body, or other nonprofit
organization, without any purpose of direct or indirect com-
mercial advantage; and without charge to the recipients of the
secondary transmission other than assessments n ry to
defray the actual and reasonable costs of maintaining an op.
erating the secondary transmission service.

(d) COMPULSORY LICENSE FOR SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS BY CABLE
Sirsrzars.(1) A cable system whose secondary transmissions have
been subject to compulsory licensing under subsection (c) shall, on
a semiannual basis, deposit with the Register of Copyrights, in ac-
cordance with requirements that the Register shall, after consulta-
tion with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal (if and when the Tribu-
nal has been constituted), prescribe by regulation

(A) a statement of accotmt, covering the six months next pre-
ceding, specifying the number of channels on which the cable
system made secondary transmissions to its subscribers, the
names and locations of all primary transmitters whose trans-
missions were further transmitted by the cable system, the
total number of subscribers, the gross amounts paid to the
cable system for the basic service of providing secondary trans-
missions of

Register
broadcast transmitters, and such other

data as the r of Copyrights may after consultation with
the Copyright Royalty Tribunal (if and when the Tribunal has
been constituted), from time to time prescribe by regulation. In
determining the total number of subscribers and the gross
amounts paid to the cable system for the basic service of provid-
ing secondary transmissions of primary broadcast transmitters,
the system shall not include subscribers and amounts collected
from subscribers receiving secondary transmissions for private
home viewing pusuant to section 119. Such statement shall also
include a special statement of account covering any non-net-
work television programming that was carried by the cable
system in whole or in part beyond the local service area of the
primary transmitter, under rules, regulations, or authoriza-
tions of the Federal Communications Commission permitting
the substitution or addition of signals under certain circum-
stances, together with logs showing the times, dates, stations,
and programs involved in such substituted or added carriage;
and

11119. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions of
superstations and network stations for private home view-

(a) SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS EV SATELLITE CARRIERS.-

r 4 .
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(1) SUPERSTATIONS.Subject to the provisions of paragraphs
(8), (4), and (6) of this subsection, secondary transmissions of a
primary transmission made by a superstation and embodying a
performance or display of a work shall be subject to statutory
licensing under this section if the secondary transmission is
made by a satellite carrier to the public for private home view-ing and the carrier makes a direct or indirect charge for each
retransmission service to each household receiving the second-
ary transmission or to a distributor that has contracted withthe carrier for direct or indirect delivery of the secondary trans-
mission to the public for private home viewing.

(2) NETWORK STATIONS.
(A) IN GENBRAL.Subject to the provisions of subpara-

graphs (B) and (C) of this paragraph and paragraphs (8),
(.4), (5), and (6) of this subsection, secondary transmission of
programming contained in_ci primary transmission made by
a network station and embodying a performance or display
of a work shall be subject to statutory licensing under this
section if the secondary transmission is made by a satellite
carrier to the public for private home viewing, and the car.
rier makes a direct charge for such retransmission service
to each subscriber receiving the secondary transmission.

(IV SECONDARY TRANSMISSION VI UNSERVED MOUSE-
HOLDS.The statutory license provided for in subparagraph
(A) shall be limited to secondary transmissions to persons
who reside in mimed households.

(C) NOTIFICATION TO NZI3fORKS..A satellite carrier that
makes secondary transmissions of a primary transmission
by network station pursuant to subparagraph (A) shall,
90 days after the effective date of the Satellite Home
Viewer Act of 1988, or 90 days after commencing such sec-
ondary transmission, whichever IS later, submit to the net-
work that owns or is affiliated with the network station a
list identifying (by street address, including county and zip
code) all subscribers to which the satellite carrier currently
makes secondary transmissions of that prim. -7 transmis-
sion. Thereafter, on the 15th day of each morts.h, the satel-
lite carrier shall submit to the network a list identifying
(by street address, including county and zip code) any
person who have been added or dropped as such subscribers
since the last submission under this subparagraph. Such
subscriber information submitted by a satellite carrier may
be used only for purposes of monitoring compliance by the
satellite carrier with this subsection. The submission re-
quirements of this subparagraph shall apply to a satellite
carrier only if the network to whom the submissions are to
be made places on file with the Register of Copyrights, on
or after the effective date of the Satellite Home Viewer Act
of 1988, a document identifying the name and address of
the person to whom such submissions are to be made. The
Register shall maintain for public inspection a file of all
such documents.

(8) NONCOMPLIANCE WITH REPORTING AND PAYMENT REQUIRE-
MENTS.Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs (1) and
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(2), the willful or repeated secondary transmission to the public
by a satellite carrier of a primary transmission made by a su-
perstation or a network station and embodying a performance
or display of a work is actionable as an act of infringement
under section 501, and is fully subject to the remedies provided
by sections 502 through 506 and 509, when the satellite carrier
has not deposited the statement of account and royalty fee re-
quired by subsection (b), or has failed to make the submissions
to networks required by paragraph (2XC)./

(4) WILLFUL ALTERATIONS. Notwithstanding the provisions
of paragraphs (1) and (2), the secondary transmission to the
public by a satellite carrier of a primary transmission made by
a superstation or a network station and embodying a pe;rni-
ance or display of a work is actionable as an act of in nge-
ment under section 501, and is fully subject to the remedies pro-
vided by sections 502 through 506 and sections 509 and 510, if
the content of the particular program in which the performance
or display is embodied, or any commercial advertising or sta-
tion announcement transmitted by the primary transmitter
during or immediately before or of ter, the transmission of such
program, is in any way willfully altered by the satellite carrier
through changes, deletions, or additions, or is combined with
proframming from any other broadcast signal.

(5) VIOLATION OF TERRITORIAL RESTRICTIONS ON STATUMRY
LICENSE FOR NETWORK STATIONS.

(A) INDIVIDUAL VIOLATION.The willful or repeated sec-
ondary transmission by a satellite carrier of a primary
transmission made by a network station and embodying a
performance or display of a work to a subscriber who does
not reside' in an unnerved household is actionable as an act
of infringement under section 501 and is fully subject to the
remedies provided by sections 502 through 506 and 509,
except that

(i) no damages shall be awarded for such act of in-
fringement if the satellite carrier took corrective action
by promptly withdrawing service from the ineligible
subscriber, and

(ii) any statutory damages shall not exceed $5 for
such subscriber for each month during which the viola-
tion occurred.

(B) PATTERN OF VIOLATIONS. If a satellite carrier en-
'ages in a willful or repeated pattern or practice of deliver-
ing a primary transmission made by a network station and
embodying a performance or display of a work to subscrib-
ers who do not reside in unnerved households, then in addi-
tion to the remedies set forth in subparagraph (A)

(i) if the pattern or practice has been carried out on a
substantially nationwide basis, the court shall order a
permanent injunction barring the secondary transmis-
sion by the satellite carrier, for private home viewing,
or the primary transmissions of any primary r etwork
station affiliated with the same network, and the court
may order statutory damages of not to exceed $250,000

517
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for each 6-mouth period during which the pattern or
practice was carried out; and

(ii) if the pattern or practice has been carried out on
a local or regional bans, the court shall order a perma-
nent injunctwn barring the secondary transmission, for
private home viewing in that locality or region, by the
satellite carrier of the primary transmissions of any
primary network station affiliated with the same net-
work, and the court may order statutory damages of
not to exceed $250,000 for each 6 month period during
which the pattern or practice was carried out.

(C) PREVIOUS sussrattasss EXCLUDED.Subparagra,phs
(A) and (B) do not apply to secondary transmissions by a
satellite carrier to persons who subscribed to receive such
secondary transmissions from the satellite carrier or a dis-
tributor before July 7, 1988,

(6) DISCRIMINATION BY A SATELLITE CARRIER.--Notwithstand-
ing the provisions of paragraph (1), the willful or repeated sec-
ondary transmission to the public by a satellite carrier of a pri-
mary transmission made by a superatation or a network station
and embodying a performance or display of a work is actionable
as an act of infringement under section 501, and is fully subject
to the remedies provided by sections 502 through 506 and 509, if
the satellite carrier unlawfully discriminates against a distrib-
utor.

(7) GEOGRAPHIC LIMTrATION ON SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS.
The statutory license created by this section shall apply only to
secondary transmissions to households located in the United
States, or any of its territories, trust territories, or possessions.

(b) STATUTORY LICENSE FOR SECONDARY .TRANSMISSIONS FUR PRI-
VATE HOME VIEWING.

(1) DsPostrs WITH THE REGISTER Or coPrzuvirrs.A satellite
carrier whose secondary transmissions are subject to statutory
licensing under subsection (a) shag on a semiannual basis, de-
posit with the Register of Copyrights in accordance with re-
quirements' that the Re4ister shall, after consultation with the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal; prescribe by regulation

(11). a statement of account, covering the preceding 6-
month period; specifying the names and locations of all su-
perstations and network stations whose signals were trans-
mitted, at any time during that period, to subscribers for
private home viewing as described in subsections (a)(1) and
(a)(2), the total number of subscribers that received such
transmissions, and such other data as the Register of Copy-
rights may, after consultation with the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal, from time to time prescribe by regulatum; and

(B) a royalty fee for that 6-month period, computed by
(i) multiplying the total number of subscribers receiv-

ing each secondary transmission of a superetation
during each calendar month by 12 cents;

multiplying the number of' subscribers receiving
each secondary transmission of a network station
during each calendar month by 8 cents; and

r cs.
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(iii) adding together the totals from clauses (i) and
(ii).

(2) INVESTMENT OF FEES. The Register of shall
receive all fees deposited under this section and, a r deducting
the reasonable coste incurred by the Copyright we under this
section (other than the costs deducted under paragraph (4)),
shall deposit the balance in the Treasury of the United States,
in such manner as the Secretary afp the Treasury directs. All
funds held by the Secretary of the Treaeury shall be invested in
interest-bearing United States securities for later distribution
with interest by the Copyright Royalty Thbunal as provided by
this title.

(s) PERSONS TO WHOM FEES ARE DISTRIBUTED. The royalty
fees deposited under paragraph (9) 81144 in accordance with the
procedures provided by panlgraPh (4), be distributed to those
copyright owners whose works were included in a secondary
transmission for private home viewing made by a satellite corn-
er during the applicable 6-month accounting period and who
file a claim with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal under para-
graph(4)

(4) PROCEDURES FOR DISTRIBUTION . The royalty fees deposit-
ed under paragraph (2) shall be distributed in accordance with
the followm procedures:

(A) FELLING OF CLAIMS FOR FEES.During the month of
July in each year, each person claiming to be entitled to
statutory license fees for secondary transmissions for pri-
vate home viewing shall file a claim with the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal, in accordance with requirements that the
Tribunal shall prescribe by regulation. For purposes of this
paragraph, any claimants may agree among themselves as
to the proportionate division of statutory license fees among
them, may lump their claims together and file them jointly
or as a single claim, or may designate a common agent to
receivepayment on their behalf

(B) DETERMINATION OF CONTROVERSY; DISTRIBUTIONS.
After the _first day of August of each ,year, the Copyright

Tribunal shall determine whether there exists a
controversy concerning the distribution of royalty fees. If
the Tribunal determines that no such controversy exists, the
Tribunal *hal; after deducting reasonable administrataive
costs under this paragraph, distribute such fees to the copy-
right owners entitled to receive them, or to their designated
agents. If the Tribunal finds the existence of a controversy,
the Tribunal shall, pursuant to chapter 8 of this title, con-
duct a preceding to determine the distribution of royalty
fees.

(C) WITHHOLDING OF PEES DURING CONTROVERSY.
During the pendency of any proceeding under this subsec-
tion, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall withhold from
distribution an amount sufficient to satisfy all claims with
respect to which a controversy exists, but shall have discre-
tion to proceed to distribute any amounts that are not in
controversy.

(c) DETERMINATION OF ROYALTY FEES
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(1) APPLICABILITY AND DETERMINATION OF ROYALTY FEES.
The

be ofeffective until December 81, 1992, unless a royalty fee is
The the royalty fees payable under subsection (bX1XB)

establis under paragraph (2), (8), or (4) of this subsection.
After that date, the fee shall be determined either in accordance
with the voluntary negotiation procedure specified in paragraph
f2) or in accordance with the compulsory arbitration procedure
s pecffied in paragarphs (8) and (4).
(2) FEE SAT BY VOLUNTARY NEGOTIATION.

(A) NOTICE OP INITIATION OF PROCEEDINGS.On or before
July 1, 1991, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall cause
notice to be published in the Federal Register of the initi-
ation of voluntary negotiation proceedings for the purpose
of determining the royalty fee to be paid by satellite carri-
ers sunder subsection (bX1)(B).

(B) NEGOTIATIONS.--Satellite carriers, distributors, and
copyright owners entitled to royalty fees under this section
shall negotiate in good faith in an effort to reach a volun-
tary agreement or voluntary agreements for the payment of
royalty fees. Any such satellite carriers, distributors, and
copyright owners may at arq time negotiate and agree to
the royalty fee, and may designate common agents to nego-
tiate, agree to, or pay such fees. If the parties fail to identi-
fy common agents, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall do
so, after requesting recommendations from the parties to
the negotiation proceeding. The parties to each negotiation
proceeding shall bear the entire cost thereof

(C) AGREEMENTS BINDING ON PARTIES; FILING OF AGREE-
MENTS.Voluntary agreements negotiated at any time in
accordance with this paragraph shall be bindiang upon all
satellite carriers, distributors, and copyright owners that
are parties thereto. Copies of such agreements shall be filed
with the Copyright Office within SO days after execution in
accordance with regulations that the Register of Copyrights
shall prescribe.

(D) PERIOD AGREEMENT IS IN EFFECT.The obligation to
pay the royalty tees established under a voluntary agree-
ment which has been filed with the Copyright Office in ac-
cordance with this paragraph shall become effective on the
date specified in the agreement, and shall remain in effect
until December 81, 1994.

(8) FEE SET BY COMPULSORY ARBITRATION.
(A) NOTICE OF INITIATION OP PROCEEDINGS. On or before

December 81, 1991, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal s all
cause notice to be published in the Federal Register of the
initiation of arbitration proceedings for the purpose of de-
termining a reasonable royalty fee to be paid under subsec-
tion (bX1)(B) by satellite carriers who are not parties to a
voluntary agreement filed with the Copyright Office in ac-
cordance with paragraph (2). Such notice shall include the
names and qualifications of potential arbitrators chosen by
the Tribunal from a list of available arbitrators obtained
from the American Arbitration Associations or such similar
organization as the Tribunal shall select.
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(R) Ssz.sorzoN OF ARBITRATION PANTIL.Not later than
10 days after publication of the notice initiating an arbitra-
tion in,g, and in accordance with procedures to be
speci by the Ciopyright Royalty Tribunal, one arbitrator
dial be selected fro the published list by copyright
owners who claim to be entitled to royalty fees under sub-
section (bX4) and who are not , , to a voluntary agree-
ment filed with the Copyright 0 in accordance with
paragraph (2), and one arbitrator s -11 be selected from the
published list by satellite carriers and distributors who are
not parties to such a voluntary agreement. The two arbitra-
tors so selected shall, within 10 days after their selection,
choose a third arbitrator from the same list, who shall
serve as chairperson of the arbitrators. If either group fails
to agree upon the selection of an arbitrator, or if the arbi-
trators selected by such groups fail to agree upon the selec-
tion of a chairperson, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall
promptly select the arbitrator or chairperson, respectively.
Die arbitrators selected under this paragraph shall consti-
tute an Arbitration Panel.

(C) ARBITRATION PROCINDINCLThe Arbitration Panel
shall conduct an arbitration proceeding in accordance with
such procedures as it may adopt. The Panel shall act on
the basis of a MO documented 1/ -.Men record Any copy-
right owner who claims to be entitled to royalty fees under
subsection (bX4), any satellite carrier, and an ,y distributor,
who is not

Office a in accordance with paragraph (2), may
submit relevant information and proposals to the Panel.
The parties to the proceeding shall bear the entire cost
thereof in such manner and proportion as the Panel shall
direct.

(D) FACTORS FOR DrTIRMININO ROYALTY F128, In deter-
mining royalty fees under this paragraph, the Arbitration
Panel shall consider the approximate average cost to a
cable system for the right to secondarily transmit to the
public a primary transmission made by a broadcast station,
the fee established under any voluntary agreement filed
with the Copyright Office in accordance with paragraph (2),
and the last fee proposed by the parties, before proceedings
under this paragraph, for the secondary transmission of su-
perstations or network stations for private home viewing.
The fee shall also be calculated to achieve the following ob-

jectives:
(i) To maximize the availability of creative works to

the public.
(it) To afford the copyright owner a fair return for

his or her creative workand the copyright user a fair
income under existing economic conditions.

(iii) To reflect the relative roles of the copyright
owner and the copyright user in the product made
available to the public with respect to relative creative
contribution, technological contr;ibution, capital invest-
ment, cost, risk, and contribution to the opening of new

5 ell
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markets for creative expression and media for their
communication.

(iv) To minimize any
involved

impact on the struc-
ture of the industries nvolved and on generally pre-
vatting industry practices.

(B) REPORT IV COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNAL.Not later
than 60 days after. .publication of the notice initiating an
arbitration proceeding the Arbitration Panel shall report

con -
cerning the royalty.ee. Such report shall be accompanied
to the Copyright Tribunal its determination con-

k, the written rem and shall set forth the facts that the
Panel found relevant to its determination and the reasons
why its determination is consistent with the criteria set
forth in subparagraph (D).

(F) ACTION BY COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNALWithin 60
days after receiving the report of the Arbitration Panel
under subparagraph (E), the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
shall adopt or reject the determination of the Panel. The
Tribunal shall adopt the determination of the Panel unless
the Tribunal finds that the determination is clearly incon-
sistent with the criteria set forth in subparagraph (D). If
the Tribunal rejects the determination of the Panel, the
Thbunal shall, before the end of that 60-day period, and
after full examination of the record created in the arbitra-
tion proceeding, issue an order, consistent with the criteria
set forth in subparagraph (D), setting the royalty fee under
this paragraph. The Tribunal shall cause to be published
in the Federal Register the determination of the Panel, and
the decision of the Tribunal with respect to the determina-
tion (including any order issued under the preceding sen-
tence). The Thbunal shall also publicise such determina-
tion and decision in such other manner as the Tribunal
considers appropriate. The Tribunal shall also make the
report of the Arbitration Panel and the accompanying
record available for public inspection and copying

(G) PERIOD DURING WHICH DECIO.ION OP PANEL OR ORDER
OF TRIBUNAL EFFECTIVE. The obligation to pay the royalty
fee established under a determination of the Arbitration

Panel which is confirmed by the Copyright Royalty Thbu-
l in accordance with this paragraph, or established by

any order Wised under subparagraph (F), shall become ef-
fective on the date when the daimon of the Tribunal is
published in the Federal Register under subparagraph (F),
and shall remain in effect until modified in accordance
with paragraph (4), or until December 81, 194

(71) PERSONS SUBJECT TO ROYALTY PEE.The royalty fee
adopted or ordered under subparagraph (F) shall be bind-
ing on all satellite carriers, distributors, and copy ht
owners, who are to a voluntary agreement
with the Copyright under paragraph (2).

(4) JUDICIAL REVIEW. ny decision of the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal under paragraph (8) with respect to a determination
of the Arbitration Panel may be appealed, by any aggrieved
party who w add be bound by the determination, to the United

'''9
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States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit,
within 80 days after the publication of the decision in the Fed-
eral Register. The pendency of an appeal under this paragraph
shall not relieve satellite carriers of the obligation under sub-
section (bX1) to diTosit the statement of account and royalty fees
specified in that subsection. The court shall have jurisdiction to
modify or vacate a decision of the Dibunal only if it finds, on
the basis of the record before the Tribunal and the statutory cri-
teria set forth in paragraph (SXD), that the Arbitration Panel or
the Tribunal acted in an arbitrary manner. If the court modi-
fies the decision of the Tribunal, the court shall have jurisdic-
tion to enter its own determination with respect to royalty fees,
to order the repayment of any excess fees deposited under sub-
section (bX1XB), and to order the payment of any underpaid
fees, and the interest pertaining respectively thereto, in accord-
ance with it8 final judgment. The court may further vacate the
decision of the Dibunal and remand the case for arbitration
proceedings in accordance with paragraph (8).
DarmrrioNs.As used in this section
(1) DISTRIBIPIVR.The term "distributor" means an entity

which contracts to distribute secondary transmissions from a
satellite carrier and, either as a single channel or in a package
with other programming provides the secondary transmission

directly to individual subscribers for private home view-
ing or indirectly through other program distribution entitles.

(2) NETWORK STATION.The term "network station" has the
meaning given that term in section 111(f) of this title, and in-
cludes any translator station or terrestrial satellite station that
rebroadcasts all or substantially all of the programming broad-
cast by a network station.

(8) PAIAL4RY NETWORK STATION.The term "primary network
station" means a network station that broadcasts or rebroad-
casts the basic programming service of a particular national
network.

(4) PRIMARY TRANSMISSION.The term 'primary transmission'
has the meaning given that term in section 111(f) of this title.

(5) PRIVATE NOME VIEWING.The term Irrittak home view-
ing" means the viewing for private use in a household by
means of satellite reception equipment which is operated by an
individual in that household and which serves only such house-
hold, of a secondary transmission delivered by a satellite carrier
of a primary transmission of a television station licensed by the
Federal Communications Commission.

(6) SATELLITE CARRIER.The term "satellite carrier" means
an entity that uses the facilities of a satellite or satellite service
licensed by the Federal Communications Commission, to estab-
lish and operate a channel of communications for point-to-mul-
tipoint dist, ibution of television station signals, and that owns
or leases a capacity or service on a satellite in order to provide
such point-to-multipoint distribution, except to the extent that
su.^h entity provides such distribution pursuant to tariff under
the Communications Act of 1984, other than for private home
viewing.

r ri
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(7) SECONDARY TRANSMISSION. The term lot:condor, trans-
mission" has the meaning given that term in section 111(f) of
this title.

(8) Sussaussft.The term "subscriber" means an individual
who receives a secondary transmission service forprivate home
viewing by means of a secondary transmission from a satellite
carrier and pays a fee for the service, directly or indirectly, to
the satellite carrier or to a distributor.

(9) StIPSESTATION.The term "superstativi" means a televi-
sion broadcast station, other than a network station, licensed by
the Federal Communications Commission that is secondarily
trunsmitted.by a satellite carrier.

UNSERVED HOUSEHOLD.The term "unserved household':
with respect to a particular television network, means a house-hold that

(A) cannot receive, through the use of a conventional out-
door rooftop receiving antenna, an over-the-air aignal of
grade B intensity (as defined by the Federal Communica-
tions Commission) of a primary network station affiliated
with that network, and

(B) has not, within 90 days before the date on which that
household subscribes, either initially or on renewal, to re.
cave secondary transmissions by a satellite carrier of a net-
work station affiliated with that network, subscribed to a
cable system that provides the signal ofa primary network
station affiliated with that network.

(e) EXCLUSIVITY OP THIS SECTION WITH RESPECT TO SECONDARY
TRANSMISSIONS OP BROADCAST STATIONS BY &num To MOM=
o nut PUBLIC. ---No provision of section 111 of this title or any
other law (other than this section) shall be construed to contain any
authorization, exemption, or license through which secondary trans-
missions by satellite carrier for private home viewing of program-
ming contained in a primary transmission made by a superstation
or a network station may be made without obtaining the consent of
the copyright owner.

CHAPTER 5COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT AND REMEDIES

0 501. Infringement of copyright
(a)

(e) With respect to any secondary transmission that is made by a
satellite carrier of a primary transmission embodying the perform-
ance or display of a work and is actionable as an act of infringe-
ment under section 119(aX5), a network station holding a copyright
or other license to transmit or perform the same version of that
work shall, for purposes of subsection (b) of this section, be treated
as a legal or beneficial owner if such secondary transmission occurs
within the local service area of that station.
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CHAPTER 8COPYRIGHT ROYALITY TRIBUNAL
0 801, Copyright Royalty Tribunal: Establishment and purpose

(a) There is hereby created an independent Copyright Royalty
Tribunal in the legislative branch.

(b) Subject to the provisions of this `%apter, the purposes of the
Tribunal shall be

(1)

(8) to distribute royalty fees deposited with the ter of
Copyrights under sections 111 [and 116], 116, and 11 ), and
to determine, in cases where controversy exists, the distribu-
tion of such fees.

1 804. Institution and conclusion of proceedings
(a)

(d) With respect to proceedings under section 801(bX8), concern-
ing the distribution of royalty fees in certain circumstances under
[sections 111 or 116], section 111, 116, or 119, the Chairman of the
'Tribunal shalt upon determination by the Tribunal that a contro-
versy exists concerning such distribution, cause to be published in
the Federal Register notice of commencer-out of proceedings under
this chapter.

COMMUNICATIONS Acr OF 1934

TITLE WIMISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

UNAUTHORIZED PUBLICATION OF COMMUNICATIONS

SEC. 705. (a)

(cX1) For purposes of this section.

(4) the term "'private vowing" moans the viewing for private
use in an individual's dwelling unit by means of equipment,
owned or operated by such individual, capable of receiving sat-
ellite cable programming directly from a satellite; [and]

(5) the term "private financial gain" shall not include the
gain resulting to any individual for the private use of such in-
dividual's dwelling unit of any programming for which the in-
dividual has not obtained authorization for that use[.] ; and

(6) term "any person aggrieved" shall include any person with
proprietary rights in the intercepted commui.cation by wire or
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radio including wholesale or retail distributors of satellite
cablerograrnrning and, in the case of a violation of paragraph
(4) of ubsection (d), shall also include any person engaged in
the lawful manufacture, distribution, or sale of equipment nec-
essary to authorize or receive satellite cable programming.

(dX1) Any person who willfully violates subsection (a) shall befined not more than [$1,000] 24000 or imprisoned for not more
thz 6 months, or both.

lny person who violates subsection (a) willfully and for pur-
! of direct or indirect commercial advantage or private finan-

. gain shall be fined not more than [$25,000 or imprisoned fort more than 1 year, or both, for the first such conviction and
be fined not more than $50,000 or imprisoned for not more

than 2 years, or both, for any subsequent conviction. 250,0(10 or
imprisoned for not more than 2 years, or both, for the first such con-
viction and shall be fined not more than $100,000 or imprisoned for
not more than 5 years, or both, for any subsequent conviction,

(3XA) Any person aggrieved by any violation of subsection (a) or
paragraph (4) of subsection (d) may bring a civil action in a United
States district court or in any other court ofcompetent jurisdiction.(B)The court irmay3

(0 may grant temporary and final injuctions on such terms
as it may deem reasonable to prevent or restrain violations of
subsection (a);

an(ii)
may award damages as described in subparagraph (C);

d
(iii) shall direct the recovery of lull costs, including awarding

reasonable attorneys' fees to an aggrieved party who prevails.
(CXi) Damages awarded by any court under this section shall be

computed, at the election of the aggrieved party, in accordance
with either of the following Nachman

(I) the party aggrieved may recover the actual damages suf-
fered by him as a result of the violation and any profits of the
violator that are attributable to the violation which are not
taken into account in computing the actual damages; in deter-

the violator's profits, the party aggrieved shall be re-
quire to prove only the violator's gross revenue, and the viola-
tor shall be required to prove his deductible expenses and the
elements of profit attributable to factors other than the viola-tion. or

(II) the party aggrieved may recover an award of statutory
damages for each violation of subsection (a) involved in the
action in a sum of not less than [$260] $1,000 or more than
$100,000, as the court considers just , and for each violation of
paragraph (4) of this subsection (d) involved in the action an
aggrieved party may recover statutory damages in a sum not
less than $10,000, or more than $100,000, as the court considers
just.

(ii) In any case in which the court finds that the violation was
committed willfully and for purrss of direct or indirect commer-
cial advantage or pri rate 7,nanclal gain, the court in its discretion
may increase the award of damages, whether actual or statutory,
by an amount of not more than ($50,00031 $100,000 for each viola-
tion of subsection (a).

1.)
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(iii) In any case where the courts finds that the violator was not
aware and had no reason to believe that his acts constituted a vio-
lation of this section, the court in its discretion may reduce the
award of damages to a sum of not less than ($100.] 050.

E(4) The importation, manufacture, sale, or distribution of equip-
ment by ...ally person with the intent of its use to assist in pny activ-
ity prohibited by subsection (a) shall be subject to penalties and
remedies under this subsection to the same extent and in the same
manner as a person who has engaged in such prohibited activity.]

(V Any person who manufactures, assembles, modifies imports, ex-
ports, sells, or distributes any electronic, mechanical, or other device
or eguipment, knowing or having reason to know that the device or
equipment 18 primarily of asaistance in the unauthorized decryption
of satellite cable programming or is intended for any other activity
prohibited by a section (a), shall be fined not more than $500,000
for each violation, or imprisoned for not more than 5 years for each
violation, or both. For purposes of all penalties and remedies seta&
lisped for violations of this paragraph, the ohibited cavity estab-
lished herein as it applies to each such device shall be deemed a
separate violation.

(f) Within 6 months after the date of enactment of the Satellite
Home Viewer Act of 1988, the Federal Communications Commission
shall initiate an inquiry Incerning the need for a universal encryp-
tion standard that permits decryption of satellite cable program-
ming intended for private viewing. In conducting such inquiry, the
Commission shall take into acount

(1) consumer costs and benefits of any such standard, inclad-
ing consumer investment in equipment in operation;

(2) incorporation of technological enhancements, including
advanced television formats;

(V whether any such standard would effectiveli prevent
present and future unauthorized decryptir 4 of sate lite cable
programming

(4) the costs and benefits of any such standard on other au-
thorized users of encrypted satellite cable programming includ-
ing cable systems and satellite master antenna television sys-
tems;

(5) the eyect of any such standard on competition in the man-
ufacture o decryption equipment; and

(6) the Impact of the time delay associated with the Commis-
sion procedures necessar for establishment of such standards.

(g) If the Commission finds, based on the information gathered
from the inquiry required by subsection (f) that a universal encrp-
tion standard ;8 necessary in the public interest, the Commission
shall initiate a rulemaking to establish such a standard.

SYNDICATED EXCLUSIVITY

8E4 71& (a) The Federal Communications Commission shall,
within 190 days after the effective date of the Satellite Home
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Viewer Act of 1988, initiate a combined inquiry and rulemaking
proceeding for the purpose of

(1) determining the feasibility of imposing syndicated exclu-
sivity rules with respect to the delivery of snydicated program-
ming (as defined by the Commission) forprivate viewing (as 4
fined in section 705 of this Act) similar to the rules issued by
the Commission with respect to syndicated exclusivity and cable
television; and

(.e) adopting such rules if the Commission considers the impo-
sition of such rules to be feasible.

(b) In the event that the Commission adopts such rules, any will-
ful and repeated secondary transmission made by a satellite carrier
to the public of a primary transmission embodying the performance
or display of a work which violates such Commission rules shall besubject to the remedies, sanctions, and penalties provided by title V
and section 705 of this Act.

DISCRIMINATION

5p 711 The Federal Communications Commission shall, within
1 year after the effective date of the Satellite Home Viewer Act of
1988, prepare and submit to the Committee on Commerce Science,
and nansportation of the Senate and the Committee on Energy and
Commerce of the House of Representatives a report on whether, and
the extent to which, there exists discrimination described in section
119(aX6) of title 17, United States Code.
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ADDITIONAL VIEWS ON H.R. 2848 BY MR. TAUZIN

I applaud the Committee for taking this vital step to insure the
availability of broadcast signals to the more than two million dish
owners in America. Because many of those dishes are located in
mai areas where access to broadcast signals is limited, this legis-
lation will make available for the first time, a luxury most of us
take for grantednetwork news.

Competition in the sale of home satellite dish programming has
been a concern of mine and many members of the Committee since
the first signal was scrambled. Without it, there is little incentive
for cable programmers to provide dish owners with the same con-
sumer choices of program packages at fair and reasonable prices
that cable subscribers now enjoy. H.R. 1885, the Satellite Television
Fair Marketing Act, which I introduced and 124 Members cospon-
rored this Congress, sought to encourage the sale of programming
to third party packagers. While we have not been successful in its
enactment, its existence has served as a catalyst to encourage cable
programmers to negotiate and sign contracts with third party pro-
gram packagers. The National Rural Telecommunications Coopera-
tive (NRTC) signed programming agreements the day of H.R. 1885
Subcommittee markup, making it the first third-party program
packager to establish long-term contractual relationships with
major programming services. The development of this package is a
positive event in the evolution of the home dish market and has
hopefully let the "Genie of competition" out of the bott;e and into
the marketplace.

We will be monitoring the Genie to see whether he flourishes in
the marketplace or withers and retreats to the bottle.

Berm TAUZIN.

(44)
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One Hundredth Congos of the linked Mateo of Cimerica
AT THE SECOND SESSION

Begun aid had la the City of lohlagtonoft Monday, A. twentyAfthday of January.
one thousand nine kindred and eighty-eight

21n act
To mod the Act untied "An Ad to protide fee the cigletrotIon end protection of

toedmearke wed In mamma, V carry out the provieim of certain international
cenvestkee. end for nth's' putpame".

Bo it meted by the Senate and House of &permutation of the
United Mato of America in Congress °fumbled,

TITLE I.TRADEMARIC LAW REVISION

81C.1111. SHORT MN.

Thin title nay be cited es the "Trademark Law Revision Act of
1088".

MC. teL111111101/4ClimTo now= ACT OP Mt
Except as othenriee eared* provided, whenever in this title

oramendment is expremed In terms of an amendment to section or
other provision, the reference shell be considered to be made to
section or other provision of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for
the registration and potectim of tredetnrks used in commerce, to
carry out the provins of certain international conventions, and
for other purpoess", approved July 6, 1916 (16 U.S.C. 1051 and
following) (commonly Warted to m the "Trademark Act of 1946").
s2C. In APPLICATION TO RIODMININADINAJULL

Section 1(16 BAD 1051) is amended
(1) in the matter before subsection (a), by striking out "may

register his" and inserting in lieu thereof "may apply to register
his or her";

(0 by nsdmigontftiCparsPunbs (1), (2), and On of subsection
(a) nu nubnilludrel4p OA and (0, reepectirelY;

(8) by rtrnaung eubeeetloos (a), (bt, and (c) se paragraphs
(1), (2),

(1) by "(a)" after "Simon 1.";
(5) in (a)(1)(A), as redesignated by this section

(A) bT striking out "applied to' and Inserting in lieu
thereof 'used on or in connection with"; and

(B) by striking oat "goods in connection" and inserting In
lieu thereof "goods on or in coonection".

OD in subsection ()(1)(0, as redmignateci by this section, by
striking out "'dually";

CO In subsection (a)(2), as redesignated by this section, b,
striking out" inserting In thereof "prescribed' ;

(8) by redeeigna subsection (d) se subsection (e); and
(9)by inserting ore subsection (el, as redesignated by para-

graph (8) of this section, the following;
"(b) A person who has bona fide intention, under circumstances

showing the good faith of such person, to use a trademark In
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commerce may apply to register the trademark under this Act on
the principal register hereby established

"(1) By filing in the Patent and Trademark Office
"(A) a written application, in such form as may be pre-

scribed by the Commissioner, verified by the applicant, or
by a member of the firm or an officer of the corporation or
association applying, specifying applicant's domicile and
citizenship, applicant's bona fide intention to use the mark
in commerce, the goods on o in connection with which the
applicant has a bona Me intention to use the mark and the
mode or manner in which the mark is intended to be used
on or in connection with such goods, including a statement
to the effect that the person makmg the verification be-
lieves himself or herself; or the firm, corporation, or
association in whose behalf he or she makes the verifica-
tion, to be entitled to use the mark in commerce, and that
no other person, firm, corporation, or association, to the
best of his or her knowledge and belief, has the right to use
such mark in commerce either in the identical form of the
mark or in such near resemblance to the mark as to be
likely, when used on or in connection with the goods of such
other person, to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to
deceive; however, except for applications filed pursuant to
section 44, no mark shall be tered until the applicant
has met the requirements ofs tion (d) of this section;
and

"(B) a drawing of the mark.
"(2) By paying in the Patent and Trademark Office the pre-

scribed fee.
"(3) By complying with such rules or regulations, not

inconsistent with law, as may be prescribed by the Commis-
sioner.

"(c) At any time during examination of an application filed under
subsection (b), an applicant who has made use of the mark in
commerce may claim the benefits of such use for purposes of this
Act, by amending his or her application to bring it into conformity
with the requirements of subsection (a).

"(dX1) Within six months after the date on which the notice of
allowance with respect to a mark is issued under section 18(bX2) to
an applicant under subsection (b) of this section, the applicant shall
file in the Patent and Trademark Office, together with such number
of specimens or facsimiles of the mark as used in commerce as may
be required by the Commissioner and payment of the prescribed fee,
a verified statement ::hat the mark is in use in commerce and
specifying the date of the applicant's first use of the mark in
commerce, those goods or services specified in the notice of allow-
ance on or in connection with which the mark is used in commerce,
and the mode or manner in which the mark is used on or in
connection with such goods or services. Subject to examination and
acceptance of the statement of use, the mark shall be registered in
the Patent and Trademark Office, a certificate of registration shall
be issued for,those goods or services recited in the statement of use
for which the mark is entitled to registration, and notice of registra-
tion shall be published in the Official Gazette of the Patent and
Trademark Office. Such examination may include an examination
of the factors set forth in subsections (a) through (e) of section 2. The
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notice of registration shall specify the goods or eetvicee for which
the mark is registered.

"(2) The Commissioner shall extend, for one additional 6-month
period, Cie time for filing the statement of use under paragraph (1),
upon vAen request of the applicant before the expiration of the 6-
month period provided in paragraph (1). in addition to an extension
under the preceding sentence, the Commissioner inay upon a show-
ing of good cause by the applicant, further extend the time for filing
the statement of use under paragrapn (1) for periods aggregatiny not
more than 24 months, pursuant to written request of the applicant
made before the expiration of the lest extension granted under this
paragraph. Any request for an extension under tido paragraph shall
be accompanied by a verified statement tnat the applicant has a
continued bo'na fide intention to use the mark in nommerce and
speoffying th,se goods or services idertified in the notice of allow-
ance on or in connection with which the applicant hats a continued
bona fide intention to use the mark in commerce. Any request for an
extension under this paragroph shall be accompanied by payment of
the prescribed fee. The COminsaioner shall issue regulations setting
forth guidelines for determining whet constitutes good cause for
purposes of this paragraph.

"(3) The Commissioner Quill notify any applicant who files ia
statement of use of the acceptance or refusal thereof and, it' the
statement of use is refused, the reasons fir the refusal. An applicant
may amend the statement of use.

"(4) The failure to timely file a verified statement of use under
this subsection shall result in abandonment of the application.".
SEC. 104. TLADEMARKS REGISTRABLE Oh PIKNCIPAL. REGISTER.

Section 2 (15 U.S.C. 1052) is amended--
(1) hy amending subsection (d) to read as follows:

"(d) Consists of or comprises a mark which so resembles a mark
registered in the Patent and Trademark Office, or a mark or trade
name previously used in the United States oy another and not
abandoned, as to be likely, when used on or in connection with the
goods of the applicart, to cause confusion, or to canoe mistake or to
deceive: Provided That if the Commissioner determent* that confu-
sion, mistake, or deception is not likik to result from the continued
use by more than one person of the same or similar maks under
conditions and limitations as to the mode or place of use of the
marks or the goods on or in connection with which such marks ale
used, concurrent registrations may be issued to such persons when
they have become entitled to use such marks as a result of their
concurrent lawful use in commerce prior to (1) the earliest of the
filing dates of the applications pending or of any regiatration issued
under this Act; (2) July 5, 1947 , in the case of registrations pre
viously issued under the Act of March 3, 188), or February 20, 1905,
and continuing in full force and effect on that date; or (3) July 5,
1947, in the case of applications filed under the Act of February 2u,
1905, and registered after July 5, 1947. Use prior to the filing date of
any pending application or a registration shall not be required when
the owner of such application or registration consents to the rent of
a concurrent registration to the applicant. Concurrent registrations
may also be issued by the Commissioner when a court of competent
jurisdiction has finally determined that more than one person is
entitled to use the same or similar marks in commerce. In issuing
concurrent registrations, the Commissioner shall prescribe condi-

t.)
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tions and limitations as to the mode or place of use of the mark or
the goods on or in connection with which such mark is registered to
the respective persons.";

(2) in subsection (e) by striking out "applied to" each place it
appears and inserting in lieu thereof "used on or in connection
with"; and

(3) in subsection (0
(A) by striking out "applied to" and inserting in lieu

thereof "used on or in connection with"; and
(B) by striking out "five years" and all that follows

through the end of the subsection and inserting in lieu
thereof "five years before the date on which the claim of
distinctiveness is made.".

SECA& SERVICE MARKS REGISTRABLE.

Section 3 (15 U.S.C. 1053) is amended
(1) in the first sentence

(A) by striking ont "used in commerce"; and
(B) by striking out " except when" and all that follows

through "mark is used "; and
(2) by striking out the second sentence.

SEC. 105. COLLECTIVE AND CERTIFICATION MARKS REGISTRABLE.

Section 4 (15 U.S.C. 1054) is amended
(1) in the first sentence

(A) bl striking out "origin used in commerce," and insert
ing_in lieu thereof "origin, "; and

(IV by striking. out "except when" and inserting in lieu
thereof "except in the case of certification marks when";
and

(2) by striking out the second sentence.

SEC.107. USE BY RELATED COMPANIES.

Section 5 (15 U.S.C. 1055) is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following: IS first use of a mark by a person is controlled by the
registrant or applicant for registration of the mark with respect to
the nature and quality of the goods or services, such first use shall
inure to the benefit of the registrant or applicant, as the case may
be. " .

SEC. 109. DISCLAIMER OF UNREGISTRABLE MATTER.

Section 6(b) (15 U.S.C. 1056(b)) is amended by striking out "para-
graph (d)" and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (e) ".

SEC. 109. CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION ON THE PRINCIPAL REGISTER.

Section 7 (15 U.S.C. 1057) is amended
(1) by amending subsection (b) to read as follows:

"(b) A certificate of registration of a mark upon the pri:icipal
register provided by this Act shall be prima facie evidence of the
validity of the registered mark and of the registration of the mark,
of the rei!Atrantra ownership of the mark, and of the registrant's
exclusive right to use the registered mark in commerce on or in
connection with the goods or services specified in the certificate,
subject to any conditions or limitations stated in the certificate.";

(2) by redesignating subsections (c), (d), (e), (0, and (g) as
subsections (d), (e), (0, (g), and ih), respectively;

(3) by inserting arvar subsection (b) the following:
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"(c) Contingent on the registration of a mark on the principal
register provided by this Act, the filing of the application to register
such mark shall constitute constructive use of the mark, conferring
a right of priority, nationwide in effect, on or in connection with the
goals or services specified in the registration against any other
person except for a person whose mark has not been abandoned and
who, prior to such filing- -

"(1) has used the mark;
"(2) has filed an application to register the mark which is

pending or has resulted in registration of the mark; or
"(3) has filed a foreign application to register the mark on the

basis of which he or she has acquired a right of priority, and
timely files an application under section 44(d) to register the
mark which is pending or has resulted in registration of the
mark.";

(4) in subeecti a (d), as redesignated by paragraph (2) of this
section, by striking out "fee liereia provided" and inserting in
lieu thereof "prescribed fee";

(5) in subsection (f), as redesignated by paragraph (2) of this
section, by striking out "fee required by law" and inserting in
lieu thereof "prescribed fee"; and

(6) in subsection (h), as redesignated by paragraph (2) of this
section, by striking out "required fee" and inserting in lieu
thereof "prescribed fee".

SEC. 110. DURATION OF REGISTRATION.

Section 8(a) (15 U.S.C. 1058(a)) is amended
(1) by striking out "twenty" and inserting in lieu thereof

"ten"; and
(2) by striking out "showing that said mark is in use in

commerce or showing that its' and inserting in lieu thereof
"setting forth those goods or services recited in the registration
on or in connection with which the mark is in use in commerce
and attaching to the affidavit a specimen or facsimile showing
current use of the mark, or showing that any".

SEC. III. RENEWAL OF REGISTRATION.

Section 9 (15 U.S.C. 1059) is amended
(1) in subsection (a) by striking out "twenty" and inserting in

lieu thereof "ten"; and
(2) in subsection (c) by striking out "1(d) hereof" and inserting

in lieu thereof "1(e) of this Act".

SEC. 112. ASSIGNMENT.

Section 10 (15 U.S.C. 1060) is amended
(1) in the first sentence by striking out "and in any such

assignment" and inserting in lieu thereof the following: ".
However, no application to register a mark under section 1(b)
shall be assignable prior to the filing of the verified statement of
use under section 1(d), except to a successor to the business of
the applicant, or portion thereof, to which the mark pertains, if
that business is ongoing and existing. In any assignment au-
thorized by this section"; and

(2) in the last paragraph by striking out "1(d) hereof" and
inserting in lieu thereof "1(e) of this Act'.
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MAIL EXAMINATION OF APPLICATION.

Section 12(a) (15 U.S.C. 1062(a)) is amended
(1) by strikift out "fee herein provided" and inserting in lieu

thereof "prescaed fee"; and

thereof "to registration, or would be entitled to
(2) by striking out "to registration, the" and inserting inatliioenu

upon the acceptance of the statement of use required by section
1(d) of this Act, the".

SEC. 114. OPPOSITION TO MARKS.

Section 18 (15 U.S.C. V68) is amended
(1) by inserting "(a)" before "Any person";
(2) by striking out "required fee" and inserting in lieu thereof

"prescribed foe; and
(8) by adding at the end thereof the following;

"(b) Unless registration is successfully opposed
"(1) a mark entitled to registration on the principal register

based on an application filed under section 1(a) or pursuant to
section 44 shall be registered in the Patent and Trademark
Office, a certificate of registration shall be issued, and notice of
the registration shall be_ published in the Official Gazette of the
Patent and Trademark Office; or

"(2) a notice of allowance shall be issued to the applicant if
the applicant applied for registration under section 1(b).".

SEC. 115. CANCELLATION OF ..EGISTRATIONS.

Section 14 (15 U.S.C. 1064) is amended
(1) in the matter preceding subsection (a)

by inserting "as follows" after "be filed "; and
(B) by striking out "1905-" and inserting in lieu thereof

"1905:";
(2) in subsection (a)

(A) by striking out "(a) within" and inserting in lieu
thereof "(1) Within"; and

(B) by striking out "; or" and inserting in lieu thereon a
period;

(3) in subsection (b)
(A) by striking out "(b) within" and inserting in lieu

thereof "(2) Within"; and
(B) by striking out "; or" and inserting in lieu thereof a

period;
(4) by amending subsection (c) to read as follows:
"(8) At any time if the registered mark becomes the generic

name for the goods or services, or a portion thereof, for which it
is registered, or has been abandoned, or its registration was
obtained fraudulently or contrary to the provisions of section 4
or of subsection (a), (b), or (c) of section 2 for a registration under
this Act, or contrary to similar prohibitory provisions of such
prior Acts for a tration under such Acts, or if the registered
mark is being used by, or with the permission of, the registrant
so as to misrepresent the source of the goods or services on or in
connection with which the mark is used. If the registered mark
becomes the generic name for less than all of the goods or
services for which it is registered, a petition to cancel the
registration for only those goods or services may be filed. A
registered mark shall not be deemed to be the generic name of
goods or services solely because such mark is also used as a
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name of or to identify a unique product or service. The primary
significance of the registered mark to the relevant public rather
than purchaser motivation shall be the test for determining
whether the registered mark has become the generic name of
goods or services on or in connection with which it has been
used.';

in subsection (d)
(A) by striking out "(d) at" and inserting in lieu thereof

"(4) At' ; and
(B) by striking out "; or" and inserting in lieu thereof a

period;
(6) in subsection (e)

(A) by striking out "(e) at" and inserting in lieu thereof
"(5) At"; and

(B) by striking out "(1)", "(2)", "(8)", and "(4)" and insert-
ing in lieu thereof "(A)", "Or, "(C) ", and "(D)", respec-
tively; and

(7) in the proviso at the end of the section by striking out
"subsections (c) and (e)" and inserting in lieu thereof "para-
graphs (3) and or.

SEC. 118. INCONTESTABILITY OF RIGHT TO USE MARK.

Section 15 (15 U.S.C. 1065) is amended
(1) by striking out "subsections cc) and (eY' and inserting in

lieu thereof "paragraphs (3) and (5Y ;
(2) in paragraph (3) by striking out "subsections (1) and (2)

hereof' and inserting in lieu thereof "paragraphs (1) and (2) of
this section"; and

(8) in paragraph (4) by striking out "the common descriptive
name of any article or substance, patented or otherwise' and
inserting in lieu thereof "the generic name for the goods or
services or a portion thereof, for which it is registered".

SEC. 117. INTERFERENCE.

Section 16 (15 U.S.C. 1066) is amended by striking out "applied to
the goods or when used in connection with the services" and insert-
ing in lieu thereof "used on or in connection with the Plods or
services".

4EC. 118. ACTION OF COMMISSIONER IN PROCEEDINGS.

Section 18 (15 U.S.C. 1068) is amended
(1) by striking out "or restrict" and inserting in lieu thereof

"the registration, in whole or in part, may modify the applies.
tion or registration by limiting the goods or services specified
therein, may otherwise restrict or rectify with respect to the
r teregis";

(2) b striking out "or may refuse" and inserting in lieu
thereof

y
"may refuse"; and

(8) adding at the end thereof the following: "However, no final
judgment shall be entered in favor of an applicant under section
1(b) before the mark is registered, if such applicant cannot
prevail without establishing constructive use pursuant to sec-
tion 7(c).".

SEC. 119. APPLICATION OF EQUITABLE PRINCIPLES.

Section 19 (15 U.S.C. 1069) is amended by striking out the second
sentence.
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SEC. * APPEALS.

Section 21(16 U.S.C. 1071) is amended
(1) in subsection (aX1)

(A) by striking out "section 21( b) hereof" each place it
appears and inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (b) of this
section";

(B) by striking out "section 2I(ax2) hereof" and inserting
in lieu thereof' paragraph (2) of this subsection"; and

(C) by striking out "sak: section 21(b)" and inserting in
lieu thereof "subsection (b) of this section";

(2) in subsection (aX4), by adding at the end thereof the
following: "However, no final judgment shall be entered in
favor of an applicant under section 1(b) before the mark is
registered, if such applicant cannot prevail without establishing
constructive use pursuant to section 7(c).";

(8) in subsection (bX1)
(A) by striking out "section 21(a) hereof" and inserting in

lieu thereof "subewtion (a) of this section".
(B)b,Y striking out "section 21(a)" and inserting in lieu

thereof "subsection (a) of this section". and
(C) by adding at the end thereof the following: "However,

no final judgment shall be entered in favor of an applicant
under section 1(b) before the mark is registered, if such
applicant cannot prevail without establishing constructive
use pursuant to section 7(c)."; and

(4) in subsection (bX3), by striking out "(3)" and all that
follows through the end of the first sentence and inserting in
lieu thereof the following:

"(3) In any case where there is no adverse party, a copy of the
complaint shall be served on the Commissioner, and, unless the
court finds the expenses to be unreasonable, all the expenses of the
proc_eedingehall be paid by the party bringing the case, whether the

ifinal decision is in favor of such party or not".
SEC. In. SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER.

Section 23 (16 U.S.C. 10911 is amended
(1) by inserting "ta)" before "In addition" in the first

paragraph;
i(2) by inserting "(b)" before "Upon the" in the second

ragraph;pa
(11)-by Inserting "(c)" before "For the purposes" in the third
ragraph;pa(4)

In subsection (a), as designated by paragraph (1) of this
section

(A) by striking out "paragraphs (a)," and inserting in lieu
thereof "subsections (a),";

(B) by striking out "have been in lawful use in commerce
by the proprietor thereof, upon" and inserting in lieu
thereof

proprietor
in lawful use in commerce by the owner

thereof, on
(C) by striking out "for the, year preceding the filing of

the application' ; and
(D) by inserting before "section 1" the following: "subsec-

04ns (a) and (e) of";
(6) in subsection (b), as designated by paragraph (2) of this

section, by striking out "fee herein provided" and inserting in
lieu thereof "prescribed fee"; and

chi
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(6) by striking out the last paragraph.
SEC. 122. CANCELLATION ON SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER.

Section 24 (15 U.S.C. 1092) is amended
(1) by striking out "verified" in the second sentence;
(2) by striking out "was not entitled to register the mark at

the time of his application for registration thereof," and insert-
ing in lieu thereof "is not entitled to registration,";

(3) by striking out "is not used by the registrant or"; and
(4) by adding at the end thereof the following: "However, no

final judgment shall be entered in favor of an applicant under
section 1(b) before the mark is registered, if such applicant
cannot prevail without establishing constructive use pursuant
to section 7(c).".

SEC. 123. PROVISIONS OF ACT APPLICABLE TO SUPPLEMENTAL REGISTER.

Section 26 (15 U.S.C. 1094) is amended
(1) by inserting "1(b)," after "sections"; and
(2) by inserting "7(c)," after "7(b)".

SEC. 134. REGISTRATION ON PRINCIPAL REGISTER NOT PRECLUDED.

Section 27 (15 U.S.C. 1095) is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following: "Registration of a mark on the supplemental
register shall not constitute an admission that the mark has not
acquired distinctiveness.".
SEC. 135. NOTICE OF REGISTRATION.

Section 29 (15 U.S.C. 1111) is amended by striking out "as used".
SEC. IA CLASSIFICATION OF GOODS AND SERVICES.

Section 30 (15 U.S.C. 1112) is amended
(1) by inserting "or registrant's" after "applicant's";
(2) by striking out "may file an application" and inserting in

lieu thereof "may apply";
(3) by striking out "goods and services upon or in connection

with which he is actually using the mark:" and inserting in lieu
thereof atoirs or services on or in connection with which heor
she is us or has a bona fide intention to use the mark in
commerce:' ; and

(4) by amending the proviso to read as follows: "Provided,
That if the Commissioner by regulation permits the filing of an
application for the registration of a mark for goods or services
which fall within a plurality of classes, a fee equaling the sum of
the fees for filing an application in each class shall be paid, and
the Commissioner may issue a single certificate of registration
for such mark.".

SEC. 127. INNOCENT INFRINGEMENT AND VIOLATIONS OF SECTION 43(s).

Section "32(2) (15 U.S.C. 1114(2)) is amended to read as follows:
"(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the remedies

given to the owner of a right infringed under this Act or to a person
bringing an action under section 43(a) shall be limited as follows:

"(M Where an infringer or violator is engaged solely in the
business of printing the mark or violating matter for others and
establishes that he or she was an innocent infringer or innocent
violator, the owner of the right infringed or person bringing the
action under section 43(a) shall be entitled as against such
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(C) The following provisions of the 1986 Code are each
amended by striking out "(F) or (J)" each place it appears and
inserting in lieu thereof "(F), (J), or (M)":

(i) Section 3121(bX19).
(ii) Section 3231(eX1).
(iii) Section 3306(cX19).

(D) Clause (WI) of section 7701(bX5XD) of the 1986 Code is
amended by striking out "subparagraph (F)" and inserting in
lieu thereof "subparagraph (F) or (MY'.

(E) Section 210(aX19) of the Social Security Act is amended by
striking out "(F) or (J)" each place it appears and inserting in
lieu thereof "(F), (J), or (M)".

(e) AMENDMENT RELATED TO SECTION 131 OF THE REFORM Acr.
Subsection (I) of section 86 of the 1986 Code is amended by inserting
"and" at the end of paragraph (3), by striking out paragraph (4), and
by redesignating paragraph (5) as paragraph (4).

(f) AMENDMENTS RELATED TO SecnoN 132 OF THE REFORM ACT.
(1) Section 67 of the 1986 Code is amended by adding at the

end thereof the following new subsection:
"(0 COORDINATION WITH OTHER LIMITATION.This section shall be

applied before the application of the dollar limitation of the last
sentence of section 162(a) (relating to trade or business expenses)."

(2) Paragraph (4) of section 67(b) of the 1986 Code is
amended

(A) by striking out "deduction" and inserting in lieu
thereof 'deductions", and

(B) by inserting before the comma at the end thereof "and
section 642(c) (relating to deduction for amounts paid or
permanently set aside for a charitable purpose)".

(3) Subsection (e) of section 67 of the 1986 Code is amended to
read as follows:

"(e) DETERMINATION OF ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME IN CASE OF ES-
TATES AND TRUSTS.For purposes of tab section, the adjusted gross
income of an estate or trust shall be computed in the same manner
as in the case of an individual, except that

"(1) the deductions for costs which are paid or incurred in
connection with the administration of the estate or trust and
which would not have been incurred if the property were not
held in such trust or estate, and

66"(2)
the deductions allowable under sections 642(b), 651, and

shall be treated as allowable in arriving at adjusted gross income.
Under regulations, appropriate adjustments shall be made in the
application of part I of subchapter J of this chapter to take into
account the provisions of this section."

(4) Subsection (c) of section 67 of the 1986 Code is amended by
striking out the last sentence and inserting in lieu thereof the
following: "The preceding sentence shall not apply

"(1) with respect to cooperatives and real estate invement
trusts, and

"(2) except as provided in regulations, with respect to estates
and trusts.

(g) AMENDMENTS RELATED TO SEOTION 142 OF THE REFORM Ac-r.
(1) Subparagraph (A) of section 274(nX2) of the 1986 Code is

amended to read as follows:
"(A) such expense is described in paragraph (2), (3), (4), (7),

(8), or (9) of subsection (e),".

Jo a
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registration of the mark, of the registrant's ownership of the mark,
and of the registrant's exclusive right to use the registered ni ark in
commerce. Such conclusive evidence shall relate to the exclusive
right to use the mark on or in connection with the goods or services
specified in the affidavit filed under the provisions of section 15, or
in the renewal application filed under the provisions of section 9 if
the goods or services specified in the renewal are fewer in number,
subject to any conditions or limitations in the registration or in such
affidavit or renewal application. Such conclusive evidence of the
right to use the registered mark shall be subject to proof of infringe-
ment as defined in section 32, and shall be subject to the following
defenses or defects:";

(2) in paragraph (3) by inserting "on or" after "goods or
services";

(3) in paragraph (4)
(A) by striking out "trade or service"; and
(B) by striking out "to users";

(4) in paragraph (5) by striking out "registration of the mark
under this Act or" and inserting in lieu thereof "(A) the date of
constructive use of the mark established pursuant to section
7(c), (B) the registration of the mark under this Act if the
application for registration is filed before the effective date of
the Trademark Law Revision Act of 1988, or (C)' ;

(5) in paragraph (7) by striking out the period and inserting in
lieu thereof "; or"; and

(6) by adding at the end of the subsection the followin
"(8) That equitable principles, including lathes, estoppel, and

acquiescence, are applicable.".
(c) INJUNCTIONS. -- Section 34(a) (15 U.S.C. 1116(a)) is amended in

the first sentence by inserting "or to prevent a violation under
section 43(a)" after "Office".

(d) Noncg or SUIT TO COMMISSIONER.--Section 34(c) (15 U.S.C.
1116(c)) is amended

(1) by striking out "proceeding arising" and inserting in lieu
thereof "proceeding involving a mark registered"; and

(2) by striking out "decision is rendered, appeal taken or a
decree issued" and inserting in lieu thereof "judgment is en-
tared or an appeal is taken".

(e) CIVIL ACTIONS ARISING FROM USE Of COUNTERFEIT MARES.
Section 34(dX1XB) (15 U.S.C. 1116(dX1XB)) . amended by inserting
"on or" after "designation used".

SEC. 129. RECOVERY FOR VIOLATION OFRIGHTS.

Section 35(a) (15 U.S.C. 1117(a)) is amended in the first sentence by
inserting ", or a violation under section 43(a)," after "Office".
SEC. 130. DESTRUCTION OF INFRINGING ARTICLES.

Section 36 (15 U.S.C. 1118) is amended in the first sentence
(1) by inserting ", or a violation under section 43(a)," after

"Office"; and
(2) by Inserting after "registered mark" the following: "or, in

the case of a violation of section 43(a), the word, term, name,
symbol, device, combination thereof, designation, description, or
representation that is the subject of the violation,".

r R r-1
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SEC. 131. JURISDICTION.

(a) JURISDICTION OP CoURTRSection 39 (15 U.S.C. 1121) is
amended by inserting "(a)" after "Sac. 39.".

(b) CERTAIN ACTIONS S1 STATES PRECLUDED.Section 39a (15
U.S.C. 1121a) is amended

(1) by striking out 'Sac. 39a." and inserting in lieu thereof
"(b)"; and

(2) by striking out "servicemarks" each place it appears and
inserting in lieu thereof "service marks".

SEC. 132. UNREGISTERED MARKS, DESCRIPTIONS. AND REPRESENTA
TIONS.

Section 43(a) (15 U.S.C. 1125(a)) is amended to read as follows:
"(a) Any person who, on or in connection with any goods or

services, or any container for goods, uses in commerce any wok-d,
term, name, symbol, or device, or any combination thereof, or any
false designation of origin, false or misleading description of fact, or
false or misleading representation of fact, which

"(1) is likely to cause confusion, or to cause mistake, or to
deceive as to the affiliation, connection, or association of such
person with another person, or as to the origin, sponsorship, or
approval of his or her goods, services, or commercial activities
by another person, or

"(2) in commercial advertising or promotion, misrepresents
the nature, characteristics, qualitios, or geographic origin of his
or her or another person's goods, services, or commercial
activities,

shall be liable in a civil action by any person who believes that he or
she is or is likely to be damaged by such act.".

SEC. 133. INTERNATIONAL MATTERS.

Section 44 (15 U.S.C. 1126) is amended
(1) in subsections (c), (d), (0, (g), and (h) by striking out

"Paragraph (b)" each place it appears and inserting in lieu
thereof "subsection (b)";

(2) in subsection (a) by striking out "herein prescribed" and
inserting in lisu thereof -"reAtriefil in this Act";

(3) in Bub; (d) by et out "sections 1, 2, 3, 4, or 23"
and inserting in lieu thereof section 1, 8, 4, 23, or 44(e)";

(4) in subsection (dX2) by striking out "but use in commerce
need not be alleged" and inserting in lieu thereof "including a
statement that the applicant has a bona fide intention to use
the mark in commerce",

(5) in subsection (dX3) by striking out "foreing" and inserting
in lieu thereof "foreign";

(6) in subsection (e) by adding at the end thereof the following:
"The application must state the applicant's bona fide intention
to use the mark in commerce but use in commerce shall not be
required prior to registration." ;

(7) in subsection 0) by striking out "paragraphs (c), (d)," and
inserting in lieu thereof "subsections (c), (d), ; and

(8) in subsection (I) by striking out "paragraph (b) hereof" and
inserting in lieu thereof "subsection (b) of this section".

SEC. 134. CONSTRUCTION AND DEFINITIONS.

Section 45 (15 U.S.C. 1127) is amended
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(1) by amending the paragraph defining "related company" to
read as follows:

"The term 'related company' means any person whose use of a
mark is controlled by the owner of the mark with respect to the
nature and quality of the goods or services on or in connection with
which the mark is used.";

(2) by amending_ the paragraph defining "trade name" and
"commercial name" to read as follows:

"The terms 'trade name' and 'commercial name' mean any name
used by a person to identify his or her business or vocation.";

(3) by amending the paragraph defining "trademark" to read
as follows:

"The term 'trademark' includes any word, name, symbol, or
device, or any combination thereof.

"(1) used by a person, or
"(2) which a person has a bona fide intention to use in

commerce and applies to register on the principal register
established by this Act,

to identify and distinguish his or her goods, including a unique
product, from those manufactured or sold by others and to indicate
the source of the goods, even if that sou roe is unknown.";

(4) by amending the paragraph defining "service mark" to
read 83 follows:

"The term 'service mark' means any word, name, symbol, or
device, or my combination thereof

"(1) used by a person, or
"(2) which a person has a bona fide intention to use in

commerce and applies to register on the principal register
established by this Act,

to identify and distinguish the services of one person, including a
unique service, from the services of others and to indicate the source
of the services, even if that source is unknown. Titles, character
names, and ocher distinctive features of radio or television programs
may be registered as service marks notwithstanding that they, or
the programs, may advertise the goods of the sponsor.';

(5) by amending the paragraph defining "certification mark"
to read as follows:

"The term 'certification mark' means any word, name, symbol, or
device, or any combination thereof

"(1) used by a person other than its owner, or
"(2) which its owner has a bona tide intention to permit a

person other than the owner to use in commerce and files an
application to register on the principal register established by
tins Act,

to certify regional or other origin, material, mode of manufacture,
quality, accuracy, or other characteristics of such person's goods or
services or that the work or labor on the goods or services was
performed by members of a union or other organization.";

(6) by amending the paragraph defining "collective mark" to
read as follows:

"The term 'collective mark' means a trademark or service mark
"(1) used by the members of a cooperative, an association, or

other collective group or organization, or
"(2) which such cooperative, association, or other collective

group or organization has a bona fide inten lion to use in
commerce and applies to register on the pri Apal register
established by this Act,

542
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and include; marks indicating membership in a union, an associa-
tion, or other organization.";

(7) by amending the paragraph defining "mark" to read as
follows:

"The term 'mark' 1.ncludes any trademark, service mark, collec-
tive mark, or certification mark.";

(8) by amending the matter which appears between the para-
graph defining "mark", and the paragraph defining "colorable
imitation" to read as follows:

"The term 'use in commerce' means the bona fide use of a mark in
the ordinary course of trade, and not made merely to reserve a right
in a mark. For purposes of this Act, a mark shall be deemed to be in
use in commerce

"(1) on goods when
"(A) It is placed in any manner on the goods or their

containers or the displays associated therewith or on the
tags or labels affixed thereto, or if the nature of the goods
makes such placement impracticable, then on documents
associated with the goods or their sale, and

"(B) the goods are sold or transported in commerce, and
"(2) on services when it is used or displayed in the sale or

advertising of services and the services are rendered in. com-
merce, or the services are rendered in more than one State or in
the United States and a foreign. country and the person render-
ing the services is engaged ir. commerce in connection with the
services.

"A mark shall be deemed to be 'abandoned' when either of the
following occurs:

"(1) When its use has been discontinued with intent not to
resume such use. Intent not to resume may be inferred from
circumstances. Nonuse for two consecutive years shall be prima
facie evidence of abandonment. 'Use' of a mark means the bona
fide use of that mark made in the ordinary course of trade, and
not made merely to reserve a right in a mark.

"(2) When any course of conduct of the owner, including acts
of omission as well as commission, causes the mark to become
the generic name for the goods or services on or in connection
with which it is used or otherwise to lose its significance as a
mark. Purchaser motivation shall not be a test for determining
abandonment under this paragraph.".

SEC. 136. PENDING APPLICATIONS.

The Trademark Act of 1946 is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following:

"Sac. 51. All certificates of registration based upon applications
for registration pending in the Patent and Trademark Office on the
effective date of the Trademark Law Revision Act of 1988 shall
remain in force for a period of 10 years.".

SEC. 136. EFFECTIVE DATE.

This title and the amendments made by this title shall become
effective on the date which is one year after the date of enactment of
this Act.
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TITLE II-SATELLITE HOME VIEWER ACT
SEC. 201. SHORT TITLE.

This title may be cited as the "Satellite Home Viewer Act of
1988".

SEC. 202. AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 17, UNITED STATES CODE.

Title 17, United States Code, is amended as follows:
(1) Section 111 of title 17, United States Code, is amended

(A) in subsection (a)
(i) in paragraph (3) by striking "or" at the end;
(ii) by redesignating paragraph (4) as paragraph (5);

and
by inserting the following after paragraph (3);

"(4) the secondary transmission is made by a satellite carrier
for private home viewing pursuant to a statutory license under
section 119; or"; and

(B) in subsection (dX1XA) by inserting before "Such state-
ment" the following:
In determining the total number of subscribers and the

gross amounts paid to the cable system for the basic service
of providing secondary transmissions of primary broadcast
transmitters, the system shall not include subscribers and
amounts collected from subscribers receiving secondary
transmissions for private home viewing pursuant to section
119.".

(2) Chapter 1 of title 17, United States Code, is amended by
adding at the end the following new section:

"6119. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary transmissions of
superstations and network stations for private home
viewing

"(a) SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS BY SATELLITE CARRIERS.
"(1) SUPERSTATIONS.Subject to the provisions of paragraphs

(3), (4), and (6) of this subsection, secondary transmissions of a
primary transmission made by a superstation and embodying a
performance or display of a work shall be subject to statutory
licensing under this section if the secondary transmission is
made by a satellite carrier to the public for private home
viewing, and the carrier makes a direct or indirect charge for
each retransmission service to each household receiving the
secondary transmission or to a distributor that has contracted
with the carrier for direct or indirect delivery of the secondary
transmission to the public for private home viewing.

"(2) NETWORK STATIONS.
"(A) IN GENERALSubject to the provisions of subpara-

graphs (B) and (C) of this paragraph and paragraphs (3), (4),
(5), and (6) of this subsection, secondary transmissions of
programming contained in a primary transmission made by
a network station and embodying a performance or display
of a work shall be subject to statutory licensing under this
section if the secondary transmission is made by a satellite
carrier to the public for private home viewing, and the
carrier makes a direct or indirect charge for such
retransmission service to each subscriber receiving the
secondary transmission.

544
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"(11) SROONDARY TRANSMISSIONS TO UNNERVED HOUSE-
HOLDELThe statutory license provided for in subparagraph
(A) shall be limited to secondary transmissions to persons
who reside in unserved households.

"(C) SUBMISSION OF susixnusan LISTS TO NETWORKS. A
satellite carrier that makes secondary transmissions of a
primary transmission made station pursuant
to subparagraph (A) shall, 90 after the effective date of
the Satellite Home Viewer A of 1988, or 90 days after
commencing such secondary transmissions, whichever is
later, submit to the network that owns or is affiliated with
the network station a list identifying (by street address,
including county and zip code) all subscribers to which the
satellite carrier currently makes secondary transmissions
of that primary transmission. Thereafter, on the 15th of
each month, the satellite carrier shall submit to the net-
work a list identifying (by street address, including county
and zip code) any persons who have been added or dropped
as such subscribers since the last submission under this
subparagraph. Such subscriber information submitted by a
satellite carrier may be used only for rposes of monitor-
ing compliance by the satellite carrier with this subsection.
The submission requirements of this subparagraph shall
apply to a satellite carrier only if the network to whom the
submissions are to be made places on file with the Register
of Copyrights, on or after the effective date of the Satellite
Home Viewer Act of 1988, a document identifying the name
and address of the person to whom such submissions are to
be made. The Register shall maintain for public inspection
a file of all such iments.

"(3) NONCOMPLIANCE WITH RTDORTINO AND PAYMENT REQUIRE-
MENTS.Notwithstanding the provisions of ragraphs (1) and
(2), the willful or repeated secondary trans ion to the public
by a satellite carrier of a primary transmission made by a
superstation or a network station and embodying a performance
or display of a work is actionable as an act of infringement
under section 501, and is fully subject to the remedies provided
by sections 502 through 506 and 509, where the satellite carrier
has not deposited the statement of account and royalty fee
required by subsection (b), or has failed to make the submissions
to networks required by paragraph (2XC).

"(4) Mum. ALTERATIONS. Notwithstanding the provisions
of paragraphs (1) and (2), the secondary transmission to the
public by a satellite carrier of a primary transmission made by
a superstation or a network station and embodying a perform-
ance or display of a work is actionable as an act of infringement
under section 501, and is fully subject to the remedies provided
by sections 502 through 506 and sections 509 and 510, if the
content of the program in which the performance or
display is embodied, or any commercial advertising or station
announcement transmit ed by the primary transmitter during,
or immediately before or after, the trausmiesion of such pro-
gyam, is in any way willfully altered by the satellite carrier
through changes, deletions, or additions, or is combined with
programming from any other broadcast signal.

"(5) VIOLATION OF TERRITORIAL RESTRICTIONS ON STATUTORY
LICENSE FOR NETWORK STATIONS.
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"(A) INDIVIDUAL VIOLATIONS.The willful or repeated
secondary transmission by a satellite carrier of a primary
transmission made by a network station and embodying a
performance or display of a work to a subscriber who does
not reside in an unserved household is actionable as an act
of infringement under section 501 and is fully subject to the
remedies provided by sections 502 through 506 and 509,
except that

"(i) no damages shall be awarded for such act of
infriz Iement if the satellite carrier took corrective
action by promptly withdrawing service from the ineli-
gible subscriber, and

"(ii) any statutory damages shall not exceed $5 for
such subscriber for each month during which the viola-
tion occurred.

"(B) PATTERN OF VIOLATIONS.If a satellite carrier
engages in a willful or repeated pattern or practice of
delivering a primary transmission made by a network sta-
tion and embodying a performance or display of a work to
subscribers who do not reside in unserved households, then
in addition to the remedies set forth in subparagraph (A)

"(i) if the pattern or practice has been carried out on
a substantially nationwide basis, the court shall order a
permanent injunction barring the secondary trans-
mission by the satellite carrier, for private home view-
ing, of the primary transmissions of any primary
network station affiliated with the same network, and
the court may order statutory damages of not to exceed
$250,000 for each 6-month period during which the
pattern or practice was carried out; and

"(ii) if the pattern or practice has been carried out on
a local or regional basis, the court shall order a perma-
nent injunction barring the secondary transmission, for
private home viewing in that locality or region, by the
satellite carrier of the primary transmissions of any
primary network station affiliated with the earn % net-
work, and the court may order statutory damags of
not to exceed $250,000 for each 6month period during
which the pattern or practice was carried out.

"(C) PREVIOUS SUBSCRIBERS EXCLUDED.Subparagraphs
(A) and (B) do not apply to secondary transmissions by a
satellite carrier to persons who subscribed to receive such
secondary transmissions from the satellite carrier or a
distributor before the date of the enactment of the Satellite
Home Viewer Act of 1988.

"(6) DISCRIMINATION BY A SATELLITE CARRIER.Notwithstand-
ing the provisions of paragraph (1), the willful or repeated
secondary transmission to the pubLif, by a satellite carrier of a
primary transmission made by a soerstation or a network
station and embodying a performance or display of a work is
actionable as an act of infringement under section 501, and is
fully subject to the remedies provided by sections 502 through
506 and 509, if the satellite carrier unlawfully discriminates
against a distributor.

"(7) GEOGRAPHIC LIMITATION ON SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS.
The statutory license created by this section shall apply only to
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secondary transmissions to households located in the United
States.

"(b) STATUTORY LICENSE FOR SECONDARY TRANSMISSIONS FOR PRI-
VATE HOME VIEWING.

"(1) DEPOSITS WITH THE REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS. --A satellite
carrier whose secondary transmissions are subject to statutory
licensing under subsection (a) shall., on a semiannual basis,
deposit with the Register of Cop,yrights, in accordance with
requirements that the Register shall, after consultation with
the Copyright Royalty Tribunal, prescribe by regulation

"(A) a statement of account, covering the preceding
6-month period, specifying the names and locations of all
superstations and network stations whose signals were
transmitted, at any time during that period, to subscribers
for private home viewing as described in subsections (aX1)
and (aX2), the total number of subscribers that received
such transmissions, and such other data as the Register of
Copyrights may after consultation with the Copyright Roy-
alty Tribunal, from time to time prescribe by regulation;
and

"(1)) a royalty fee for that 6-month period, computed by
"(i) multiplying the total number of subscribers

receiving each secondary transmission of a
superstation during each calendar month by 12 cents;

"(ii) multi lying the number of subscribers receiving
each secon transmission of a network station
during each calendar month by 3 cents; and

"OW adding together the totals computed under
clauses (1) and (ii).

"(2) INVESTMENT or VERS.The Register of Copyrights shall
receive all fees deposited under this section and, after deducting
the reasonable costs incurred by the Copyright Office under this
section (other than the costs deducted under paragraph (4)),
shall deposit the balance in the Treasury of the United States,
in such manner as the Secretary of the Treasury directs. All
funds held by the Secretary of the Treasury shall be invested in
interest-bearing securities of the United States for later dis-
tribution with interest by the Copyright Royalty Tribunal as
provided by this title.

"(3) PERSONS TO WHOM FEES ARE DISTRIBUTED.The royalty
Fees deposited under paragraph (2) shall, in accordance with the
procedures provided by paragraph (4), be distributed to those
copyright owners whose works were included in a secondary
transmission for private home viewing made by a satellite
carrier during the applicable 6-month accounting period and
who file a claim with the Copyright Royalty Tribunal under
paragraph (4).

"(4) Paocanuass roa DISTRIBUTION. The royalty fees depos-
ited under paragraph (2) shall be distributed in accordance with
the following procedures:

"(A) Fin= or CLAIMS roa nics.During the month of
July in each year, each person claiming to be entitled to
stat dory license fees for secondary transmissions for pri-
vate home viewing shall file a claim with the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal, in accordance with requirements that the
Tribunal shall prescribe by regulation. For purposes of this
pars graph, any claimants may agree among themselves as
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to the proportionate division of statutory license fees among
them, may lump their claims together and file them jointly
or as a single claim, or may designate a common agent to
receive payment on their behalf.

"(B) DETERMINATION OF CONTROVERSY; DISTRIBUTIONS.
After the first day of August of each year, the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal shall determ ne whether there exists a
controversy concerning the distribution of royalty fees. If
the Tribunal determines that no such controversy exist,
the Tribunal shall, after deducting reasonable administra-
tive costa under this paragraph, distribute such fees to the
copyright owners entitled to receive them, or to their des-
ignated agents. If the Tribunal finds the existence of a
controversy, the Tribunal shall, pursuant to chapter 8 of
this title, conduct a proceeding to determine the distribu-
tion of royalty fees.

"(C) WITHHOLDING OF FENS DURING CONTROVERSY.During
the pendency of any proceeding under this subsection, the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall withhold from distribu-
tion an amount sufficient to satisfy all claims with respect
to which a controversy exists, but shall have discretion to
proceed to distribute any amounts that are not in
controversy.

"(c) DETERMINATION OF ROYALTY Fus.
"(1) APPLICABILITY AND DETERMINATION OF ROYALTY FEES.

The rate of the royalty fee payable under subsection (bX1XB)
shall be effective until December 81, 1992, unless a royalty fee is
established under ra h (2), (8), or (4) of this subsection.
After that date, the fee s 1 be determined either in accordance
with the voluntary negotiation procedure specified in paragraph
(2) or in accordance with the compulsory arbitration procedure
specified in paragraphs (3) and (4).

44(2) FEE SET BY VOLUNTARY NEGOTIATION.
"(A) NOTICE OF INITIATION OF PROCKEDINGS.-011 or before

July 1, 1991, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal shall cause
notice to be published in the Federal Register of the initi-
ation of voluntary negotiation proceedings for the purpose
of determining the royalty fee to be paid by satellite car-
riers under subsection (bX1)(B).

"(B) NEGOTIATIONS.Satellite carriers, distributors, and
copyright owners entitled to royalty fees under this section
shall negotiate in good faith in an effort to reach a
voluntary agreement or voluntary agreements for the pay-
ment of royalty fees. Any such satellite carriers, distribu-
tors, and copyright owners may at any time negotiate and
agree to the royalty fee, and may designate common agents
to negotiate, agree to, or pay such fees. If the parties fail to
identify common agents, the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
shall do so, after requesting recommendations from the
parties to the negotiation proceeding. The parties to each
negotiation proceeding shall bear the entire cost thereof.

(C) AGREEMENTS BINDING ON PARTIES; FILING OF AGREE-
MENTS.Voluntary agreements negotiated at any time in
accordance with this paragraph shall be binding upon all
satellite carriers, distributors, and copyright owners that
are parties thereto. Copies of such agreements shall be filed
with the Copyright Office within 30 days after execution in
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(A) by striking out "Kansas, Florida, Georgia, or Texas"
in subparagraph (A) and inserting in lieu thereof the
United States",

(B) by striking out "the purchase" in subparagraph (C)
and inserting in lieu thereof "the purchaser", and

(C) by striking out the last sentence.
(13) Paragraph (14) of section 204(a) of the Reform Act is

amended by striking out the period at the end of subparagraph
(E) and inserting in lieu thereof a comma, and by inserting after
subparagraph (E) the following:

"(F) the project has a planned scheduled capacity of
approximately 38,000 kilowatts, the project property is
placed in service before January 1, 1991, and the project is
operated, established, or constructed pursuant to certain
agreements, the negotiation of which began before 1986,
with public or municipal utilities conducting business in
Massachusetts, or

"(0) the Board of Regents of Oklahoma State University
took official action on July 25, 1986, with respect to the
project.

In the case of the project described in subparagraph (F), section
203(bX2XA) shall be applied by substituting 'January 1, 1991' for
'January 1,1989'."

(14) Paragraph (15) of section 204(a) of the Reform Act isamended
(A) by adding "located in New Mexico" after "to a

project",
(B) by striking out "$72,000" and inserting in lieu thereof

"$72,000,000", and
(C) by striking out the last sentence and inserting in lieu

thereof the following:
"For purposes of this paragraph, section 203(bX2) shall be ap-
plied by substituting 'January 1,1996' for 'January 1, 1991' each
place it appears."

(15) Paragraph (24) of section 204(a) of the Reform Act is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sub-
paragrMhs:

(E) The amendments made by section 201 shall not apply
to the Muskegon, Michigan, CrossLake Ferry project
having a projected cost of approximately $7,200,000.

"(F) The amendments made by section 201 shall not apply
to a i lw automobile carrier vessel, the contract price for
which is no greater than $28,000,000, and which will be
constructed for and placed in service by 050 Car Carriers,
Inc., to transport, under the United States flag and with an
American crew, foreign automobiles to North America in a
case where negotiations for such transportation arrange-
ments commenced in 1985, and defi.: ..te transportation
contracts were awarded before June 1986."

(16) Paragraph (25) of section 204(a) of the Reforhi Act is
amended by striking out "wood energy products" and inserting
in lieu thereof "wood energy projects".

(17) Paragraph (27) of section 204(a) of the Reform Act is
amended

(A) in subparagraph (B), by striking out "525,000" and
inserting in lieu thereof "5;0,000 ",

(B) in subparagraph (C)

0't o
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public a primary transmission made by a broadcast station.
the fee established under any voluntary agreement filed
with the Copyright Office in accordance with paragraph (2),
and the last fee proposed by the parties, before proceedings
under this paragraph, for the secondary transmission of
superstations or network stations for private home viewing.
The fee shall also be calculated to achieve the following
objectives:

"(1) To maximize the availability of creative works to
the public.

"(1) To afford the copyright owner a fair return for
his or her creative work and the copyright user a fair
income under existing economic conditions.

"WO To reflect relative roles of the copyright
owner and the copyright user in the product made
available to the public with respect to relative creative
contribution, technological contribution, capital invest-
ment, cost, risk, and contribution to the opening of new
markets for creative expression and media for their
communication.

"(iv) To minimize aizny disruptive impact on the struc-
ture of the industries s \volved and on generally

"(Eavailing
industry practices.

) REPORT TO COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNALNot later
than 60 days after publication of the notice initiating an
arbitration proceeding, the Arbitration Panel shall report
to the Copyright Royalty Tribunal its determination
concerning the royalty fee. Such report shall be accom-
panied by the written record, and shall set forth the facts
that the Panel found relevant to its determination and the
reasons why its determination is consistent with the cri-
teria set forth in subparagraph (L).

"(F) ACTION BY COPYRIGHT ROYALTY TRIBUNAL. -- Within 60
days after receiving the report of the Arbitration Panel
under subparagraph (E), the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
shall adopt or reject the determination of the Panel. The
Tribunal shall adopt the determination of the Panel unless
the Tribunal finds that the determination is clearly
inconsistent with the criteria set forth in subparagraph (D).
If the Tribunal rejects the determination of the Panel, the
Tribunal shall, before the end of that 60-day period, and
after full examination of the record created in the arbitra-
tion proceeding, issue an order, consistent with the criteria
set forth in subparagraph (D), setting the royalty fee under
this paragraph. The Tribunal shall cause to be published in
the Federal Register the determination of the Panel, and
the decision of the Tribunal with respect to the determina-
tion (including any order issued under the preceding sen-
tence). The Tribunal shall also publicize such determination
and decision in such other manner as the Tribunal consid-
ers averopriate. The Tribunal shall also make the report of
the Arbitration Panel and the accompanying record avail-
able for _public inspection and copying,

"(0) PERIOD DURING WHICH DECISION OF PANEL OR ORDER
OF TRIBUNAL ErrEcTivx.The obligation to pay the royalty
fee established under a determination of the Arbitration
Panel which is confirmed by the Copyright Royalty Tribu-
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nal in accordance with this paragraph, or established by
any order issued under subparagraph (F), shall become
effective on the date when the decision of the Tribunal is
published in the Federal Register 't.' der subparagraph (F),
and shall remain in effect until modified in accordance with

Parrlatitt (et, or until December 81,1994.
to situ= To ROYALTY ar..The royalty fee

adopted or ordered under subparagraph (F) shall be binding
on all satellite carriers, distautors, and copyright owners,
who are not party to a voluntary agreement filed with the
Copyright under paragraph (2).

"(4) Juntcm tutvisw.Any decision of the Copyright Royalty
Tribunal under paragraph (8) with respect to a determination of
the Arbitration Panel may be appealed by any aggrieved _Party
who would be bound by the determination, to the United States
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, within 30
days after the publication of the decision in the Federal Reg-
ister. The pendency of an appeal under this paragraph shall not
relieve satellite carriers of the obligation under subsection (bX1)
to deposit the statement of account and royalty fees specified in
that subsection. The court shall have Jurisdiction to modify or
vacate a decision of the Tribunal only If it finds, on the basis of
the record before the Tribunal and the statutory criteria set
forth in paragraph (3XD), that the Arbitration Panel or the
Tribunal acted in an arbitrary nv.nner. If the court modifies the
decision of the Tribunal, the .curt shall have jurisdiction to
enter its own determination with respect to royalty fees, to
order the repayment of any excess fees deposited under subsec-
tion (bX1XB), and to order the payment of any underpaid fees,
and the interest pertainingrespectively thereto, in accordance
with its final juftment. The court may further vacate the
decision of the Tribunal and remand the case for arbitration
proceedings in accordance with paragraph (3).

"(d) DICIFINITIONILAs used in this section
"(1) Therannrron.The term listwibuter' means an entity

which contracts to distribute secondary transmissions from a
satellite carrier and, either as a single channel or in a package
with other programming, provides the secondary transmission
either directly to individual subscribers for private home view-
ing or indirectly through other program distribution entities.

"(2) Islirrwolut eranott.The term 'network station' has the
meaning given that term in section 111(f) of this title, and
includes any translator station or terrestrial satellite station
that rebroadcasts all or substantially all of the programming
broadcast by a network station.

"(3) PRIMARY NITWORK STATION. --The term 'primary network
station' means a network station that broadcasts or rebroad-
casts the basic programming service of a particular national
network.

"(4) PRIMARY TRAMMISIIION.The term 'primary tram -
mission' has the meaning given that term in section 111(f) of
this title.

"(5) PRIVATS HOUR VIRWINCLThe term 'private home view-
ing' means the viewing, for private use in a household by means
of satellite reception equipment which is operated by an individ-
ual in that household and which serves only such household, of
a secondary transmission delivered by a satellite carrier of a

4) L.)
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primary transmission of a television station licensed by the
Federal Communications Commission.

"(6) SATELLITE CARRIER. The term 'satellite carrier' means
an entity that uses the facilities of a satellite or satellite service
licensed by the Federal Communications Commission, to estab-
lish and operate a channel of communications for point-to-
multipoint distribution of television station signals, and that
owns or leases a capacity or service on a satellite in order to
provide such point-to-multipoint distribution, except to the
extent that such entity provides such distribution pursuant to
tariff under the Communications Act of 1934, other than for
private home viewing.

"(7) SECONDARY TRANSMISSION.The term 'secondary trans-
mission' has the meaning given that term in section 111(f) of
this title.

"(8) SUBSCRIBER.The term 'subscriber' means an individual
who receives a secondary transmission service for private hume
viewing by means of a secondary transmission from a satellite
carrier and pays a fee for the service, directly or indirectly, to
the satellite carrier or to a distributor.

"(9) SUPERSTATION.The term 'superatation' means a tele-
vision broadcast station, other than a network station, licensed
by the Federal Communications Commission that is secondarily
transmitted by a satellite carrier.

"(10) UNSERVED HOUSEHOLD.The term 'unnerved household',
with respect to a particular television network, means a house-hold that

"(A) cannot receive through the use of a conventional
outdoor rooftop receiving antenna, an over-the-air signal of
grade B intensity (as defined by the Federal Communica-
ticns Commission) of a primary network station affiliated
with that network, and

"(B) has not, within 90 days before the date on which that
household subscribes, either initially or on renewal, to
receive secondary transmissions by a satellite carrier of a
network station affiliated with that network, subscribed to
a cable system that provides the signal of a primary net-
work station affiliated with that network.

"(e) EXCLUSIVITY OF THIS SECTION WITH RICSPICT TO SECONDARY
TRANSMISSIONS OF BROADCAST STATIONS BY SATELLITE TO MEMBERS OF
THE PUBLIC.No provision of section 111 of this title or any other
law (other than this section) shall be construed to contain any
authorization, exemption, or license through which secondary trans-
missions by satellite carrier for private home viewing of program-
ming contained in a primary transmission made by a superstation
or a network station may be made without obtaining the consent of
the copyright owner.".

(3) Section 601 of title 17, United States Code, is amended by
adding at the end the following:

"(e) With respect to any secondary transmission that is made by a
satellite carrier of a primary transmission embodying the perform-
ance or display of a work and is actionable as an act of infringement
under section 119(aX5), a network station holding a copyright or
other license to transmit or perform the same version of that work
shall, for purposes of subsection (b) of this section, be treated as a
legal or beneficial owner if such secondary transmission occurs
within th4 local service area of that station.".

U
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(4) Section 801(bX8) of title 17, United States Code, is amended
by striking "and 116" and inserting ", 116, and 119(b)".

(5) Section 804(d) of title 17, United States Code, is amended
by striking "sections 111 or 116" and inserting "section 111, 116,
or 119".

(6) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 1 of title
17, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end the
following new item.,

"119. Limitations on exclub ights: Secondary transmissions of superstations and
network stations for pi watt' home viewing. ".

SEC. 203. SYNDICATED EXCLUSIVITY; REPORT ON DISCRIMINATION.

Title VII of The Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 601 et seq.)
is amended by adding at the end the following:

"SYNDICATED EXCLUSIVITY

"SEC. 712. (a) The Federal Communications Commission shall,
within 120 days after the effective date of the Satellite Home Viewer
Act of 1988, initiate a combined inquiry and rulemalcing proceeding
for the purpose of

"(1) determining the feasibility of imposing syndicated
exclusivity rules with respect to the delivery of syndicated
programming (as defined by the Commission) for private home
viewing of secondary transmissions by satellite of broadcast
station signals similar to the rules issued by the Commission
with respect to syndicated exclusivity and cable television; and

"(2) adopting such rules if the Commission considers the
imposition of such rules to be feasible.

"(b) In the event that the Commission adopts such rules, any
willful and repeated secondary transmission made by a satellite
carrier to the public of a primary transmission embodyini the
performance or die lay of a work which violates such Commission
rules shall be subject to the remedies, sanctions, and penalties
provided by title V and section 705 of this Act.

"DISCRIMINATION

"Sc.A 713. The Federal Communications Commission shall, within
1 year after the effective date of the Satellite Home Viewer Act of
1988, prepare and submit to the Committee on Commerce, Science,
and Transportation of the Senate and the Committee on Energy and
Commerce of the House of Representatives a report on whether, and
the extent to which, there exists discrimination described in section
119(aX6) of title 17, United States Code.".

SEC. 204. INQUIRY ON ENCRYPTION STANDARD.

Section 705 of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 605) is
amended by adding at the end thereof the following:

"(f) Within 6 months after the date of enactment of the Satellite
Home Viewer Act of 1988, the Federal Communications Commission
shall initiate an inquiry concerning the need for a universal
encryption standard that permits decryption of satellite cable
programming intended for private viewing. In conducting such in-
quiry, the Commission shall take into account.

(1) censurer costs and benefits of any such standard, includ-
ing consumer investment in equipment in operation;
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"(2) incorporation of technological enhancements, including
advanced television formats;

"(3) whether any such standard would effectively prevent
present and future unauthorized decryption of satellite cable
programming;

"(4) the costs and benefits of any such standard on other
authorized users of encrypted satellite cable programming,
including cable systems and satei1 master antenna television
systems;

"(5) the effect of any such standard on competition in the
manufacture of decryption equipment; and

"(6) the impact of the time delay associated with the Commis-
sion procedures n for establishment of such standards.

"(g) If the Commission fin , based on the information gathered
from the inquiry required by subsection (0, that a universal
encryption standard is necessary and in the public interest, the
Commission shall initiate a rulemaking to establish such a
standard.".
SEC. 205. PIRACY OF SATELLITE CABLE PROGRAMMING.

Section 705 of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 605) is
amended

(1) in subsection (c)
(A) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph (4);
(B) by striking the period at the end of paragraph (5) an'

inserting "; and"; and
(C) by adding at the end the following:

"(6) the term ' person aggrieved' shall include any person
with proprietary rights in the intercepted communication by
wire or radio, inclu wholesale or retail distributors of sat-
ellite cable programm ng, and, in the case of a violation of
Paragraph (4) of subsection (d), shall also include any person
engaged in the lawful manufacture, distribution, or salt of
equipment necessary to authorize or receive satellite cable
programming.";

(2) in subsection (dXl), by striking "$1,000" and inserting
$2,000";
(3) in paragraph (2) of subsection (d), by striking "$25,000" and

all that follows through the end of that paragraph and inserting
"$50,000 or imprisoned for not more titan 2 years, or both, for
the first such conviction and shall be fined not more than
$100,000 or imprisoned for not r. me than 5 years, or both, for
any subsequent conviction.";

(4) in subsection (dX3XA), by inserting "or paragraph t 0 of
subsection (c')" immediately after "subsection (e)";

(5) in subsection (dX3XB) by titriking "may" the first time it
appears;

(6) in subsection (dX3XBXi), by inserting "may" immediately
before "grant";

(7) in subsection (dX3XBXii), by inserting "may" immediately
before "award";

(8) in subsection (dX3XBXiii), by inserting "shall" immediately
before "direct";

(9) in subsection (dX3XCXiXII)---
(A) by inserting "of subsection (a)" immediately after

"violation";
(B) by striking "$250" and inserting "$1,000"; and

7'
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(C) by inserting immediately before the period the follow-
sg. ", and for each violation of paragraph (4) of this

ubsection involved in the action an aggrieved party may
recover statutory damages in a sum not less than $10,000,
or more than $100,000, as the court considers just";

(10) in subsection (dX3XCXii), by striking "$50,000" and insert-
ing "$100,000 for each violation of subsection (a)";

(11) in subsection (dX3XCXiii), by striking "$100" and insere
"$250"; and

(12) by striking paragraph (4) of subsection (d) and inserting
the following:

"(4) Any person who manufactures, assembles, modifies, imports,
exports, sells, or distributes any electronic, mechanical, or other
device or equipment, knowing or having reason to know that the
device or equipment is primarily of assistance in the unauthorized
decryption of satellite cable programming, or is intended for any
other activity prohibited by subsection (a), shall be fined ,lot more
than $500,000 for each violation, or imprisoned for not more than 5
years for each violation, or both. For purposes of all penalties and
remedies established for violations of this paragraph, the prohibited
activity established herein as it applies to each such device shall be
deemed a separate violation.".
SEC. 201. EFFECTIVE DATE.

This title and the amendments made by this title take effect on
January 1, 1989, ea ept that the authority of the Register of Copy-
rights to issue regulations pursuant to section 119(bX1) of title 17,
United States Code, as added by section 202 of this Act, takes effect
on the date of the enactment of this Act.
SEC. 207. TERMINATION.

This title and the amendments made by this title (other than the
amendments made by section 205) cease to be effective on Decem-
ber 31,1994.

Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Vice President of the United States and
President of the Senate.

,J
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APPENDIX II.FURTHER MATERIALS BY WITNESSES

A HISTORY OF GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

Founded in 1923, General instrument Corporation started as a components manufacturer for the
emerging radio electronics Industry. In the years prior to World War II, as radio components became
more sophisticated, product lines were broadened and Omani Instrument became a major producer of
electronic components for the radio, phonograph and television markets,

Defense Efforts Spawn New Businesses

During World War II much of the Company's production capacity was used to manufacture components
for the government. In 1946, In a rapidly expanding post-war economy, General Instrument took a major

growth step with the acquisition of the F.W. Sickles Company, a leading manufacturer of radio
components,

A dominant position In the entertainment electronics business was achieved In 1955 with the acquisition
of Automatic Manufac,ming Company, a producer of condensers, transformers and tuners. As a
consequence, the Company became a major Independent supplier of UHF tuners to the domestic
television industry, as well as a major supplier of automobile radio tuners and tuning coils. Although no
longer In these bust vises, General Instrument, through its Computer Products division used these
technologies to specialize In computer-related products, such as coils and transformers for computer.
monitors, switching power supplies, keyboards and digital displays.

Semiconductor Leadership

Durinr he late fifties and early sixties, General Instrument embarked on a plan of strong Internal growth.
ljement concentrated on the development of components which were to revolutionize electronics-

solid state devices. In 1957, the Company acquired the Radio Receptor Company, a supplier of defense
communications systems and developer of selenium diodes and moaners. The defense-related portion
was later merged with an acquisition from the Harris Transducer Corporation In 1961. Today it is the
Government Systems Division which specializes In high technology electronic defense systems for the

United States and other governments. Advanced concepts are used In designing high power microwave
and digital/analog circuitry and software. Major products Include sophisticated signal detection systems
for radar warning and electronic surveillance and targeting, anti-radiation decoy systems, multi -beam
ocean-bottom mapping systems, sonar communications and automated electronic support systems.

In 1960, Radio Receptor's diode and rectifier segment was merged with the acquired operations of
another company, the General Transistor Corporation. With this merger we became one of the largest
domestic producers of discrete semiconductor devices, including transistors, diodes and rectifiers.
Although Integrated circuits largely have replaced transistors and diodes, rectifiers are en a major
element of circuit design. Our Power Semiconductor division has worldwide market share leadership In

low-to-medium power rectifiers and rectifier bridge assemblies. General Instrument is a market leader In
surface mounted rectifier designs.

During the early sixties research and development efforts concentrated on the development of solid state
devices with special emphasis on the manufacture of metal-oxidesemiconductor (MOS) integrated
circuits. This activirt included the first resoarch and development laboratory exclusively dedicated to
MOS technology. Thus began General Instrument's microelectronics business, which became a leader in
the manufacture of large-scale and very-large-scale integration circuits. When video games were
popular, General Instrument was the leading supplier of VLSI circuits to this market. Today, It Is a
specialist In non-volatile memory products utilizing state-of-thead CMOS small geometry designs. These
designs We directed toward fast, high density EPROM and EEPROM products.

g.) 1./ "l
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Pioneering Off -shore Manufacturing

In 1964, General Instrument recognized the need to lower manufacturing costs. At the same time, the
Republic of China needed foreign investment for industrializatk 1, new technology and employment. The
result was the first modem electronics manufacturing plant In man, and the birth of a national Industry.
Hundreds of olecbonlos firms from the U.S., Japan and other nrOoris have followed General instrument's

lead and built plants In Taiwan. Gen oral Instrument of Taiwan has one of two largest facilities in the
country, The Company also has off-shore manufacturing facilities in Mexico, Malaysia, Europe and the

U.K

Entry into Electro-Optical Field
In 1966, we broadened our product lines with the acquisition of Signailte, Inc., a manufacturer of neon
glow lamps. This marked the company's entry Into the electro-optical field followed by the acquisition of

Chicago Miniature Lamp Works in 1969. During the same period, we expanded our involvement in
subminiature incandescent and neon lamps with the acquisition of three English firms: Hivac Ltd., Vitality

Bulbs Ltd. end NORE electric Ltd.

In 1979, General Instrument acquired Monsanto's optoelectronics business.

Telecommunications Components
A major acquisition In 1967 was Universal Controls, Inc. One of Universal's subsidiaries was C.P. Clan
and Company, a major manufacturer of relays and other electromechanical switching devices. Now a
division, Clare Is a leader in signal power switching technology, manufacturing mercurywetted and dry
reed miniature relays for sophisticated switching applications, such as voice and data

telecommunications.

Wagering Systems Plc neer

A second subsidiary of Universal Controls, the American Totalisator Company, Inc. (AmTote), pioneered

use of electromechanical totalisator systems for parimutuel wagering at racetracks. In 1987 It was the
first company to Introduce computerized systems to wagering. Today AmTote is the leading supplier of
on-track wagering systems, with Installations In more than 200 racetracks worldwide, including all 14
majoilracks In California.

AmTote also pioneer, i off-track betting systems and currently operates the New York City off-track
betting system and the state-wide off-track betting system in Connecticut.

Another AmTote innovation is Teietracite, the world's first theatre of racing, located in New Haven,
Connecticut. Racing events, transmitted five by microwave link from New York area thoroughbred and
trotting tracks, are displayed on a giant 24' x 32' screen. The Teletrack facility seats 2200 people, has a
clubhouse, lounge and restaurant and the very latest in wagering systems.

In 1975, AmTote was the first company to successfuly knplernent cumputerized transaction processing

technology for on-line staterun lottery systems. Since then, AmTote has provided systems for nine
state-run lotteries, 'ncluling Missouri and Connecticut and for the national lottery of Israel. AmTote

recently introduced Galaxy*, a lottery system with the fastest transaction processing time and highest
capacity of any system avalli We today.

2
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Computerized Payment Processing

Am Tote applied Its transaction processing technology to point-of-sale registers that were designed to
meet the increasingly sophisticated needs of large retail chains. Emanating from this technology was the
development of a computerized benefits delivery system for the New York City Department of Social
Services. Social Services clients may obtain public assistance and food stamps at designated locations
through the use of computer identification cards. This system reduces the cost of benefits administration
by eliminating benefit check printing and mailing costs and by eliminating loss of benefit checks through
mailbox theft.

Leadership in the CAN Business

A major event for the Company In 1967 was the acquisition of Jerrold Corporation, the pioneer of cable
television technology. Jerrold now has grown into the world's largest supplier of cable TV equipment.
Products range from addressable head-end signal processing equipment, distribution amplifiers,
addressable subscriber terminals, Impulse pay-per-view systems and stereo TV sound decoders to
satellite signal reception equipment. Jerrold's STARCOM VI family of CATV converters Is the most
complete line of subscriber products available In the Industry.

In 1983, General Instrument added to the CAN product base by acquiring Tocom, Inc., a leader In
low-cost baseband addressable converters. Tocom manufactures the 5503 -VIP converter which has the
most features and lowest cost of any baseband subscriber product on the market.

Another major event in 1983 was the company's development of technologies that made possible the first

consumer direct braodcast satellite television service.

Venture Investments

The growth experienced during the 1970's helped General ihotrument pursue a strategy of growth by
venture Investment in emerging technologies during the early 1980's. One of the most Important venture
investments in Sytek, Inc., a leader in the market for open-access large scale broadband local area
networks.

In addition, the Company has had Interests in a variety of technology companies, including those
engaged In speech synthesis and recognition, private satellite video and data networks, hand-held
computer terminals, real-time interactive graphics systems and others. Some of these technologies have
provided the basis for several new products for the Company.

Restructuring

During the mid-1980's difficult market conditions dictated that General Instrument undergo a restructuring

of operations. The aim of the restructuring was to transform the Company into a more sharply focused
business entity. As a result, certain operations were divested and/or discontinued and others were
acquired and/or consolidated. A major component of the restructuring program was the acquisition of the
Cable/Home Communication business of M/A-COM, Inc. This included: Comm/Scope division - the
leading manufacturer of coaxial cable for the cable TV and business LAN markets and VideoCipher
division producer of the market-standard VldeoCipher.II encryption/decryption system for the TVRO
market

3
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°soars, Instrument Today
Over the years, market conditions have charged and so has General Instrument. Today the Company Is

composed 01 three major product groups. They are:

Broadband Communications - Comm/Scope division, Jerrold Distribution Systems division,
Jerrold ,.:.:scriber Systems division, Tocom division and Video Cipher division;

Data Systems - Am Tote division, Lottery division, Government Systems division and
Worldwide Wagering;

Component Products Clara division, Computer Products division, Lamp division and Power
Semiconductor division.

dada

4
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VIDEOCIPHER DIVISION

The VideoCipher Division of General Instrument Corp. is the world's
largest supplier of encryption systems for satellite television distribution.

They design and manufacture satellite television encryption systems
for cable television (CATV) programmers, commercial descramblers
for CATV headends, and consumer descramblers for home TVRO.
They are also a major supplier of complete home TVRO systems,
including satellite dishes and receivers, cable, antennas and related
accessories.

Their San Diego headluarters houses the only DBS subscriber
program authothathon ,enter in the United States which is used by
programmers for selectively authorizing home TVRO owners to receive
encrypted satellit, programming via the VIDEOCIPHER® II
consumer de scrambler,

The VIDEOCIPHER technology received the 1986 Emmy Award
from the National Academy of Television Arts & Sciences for
outstanding achievement in the science of television engineering.

General Instrument is the industry leader in cable television electronics,
coaxial cable and satellite television encryption systems, and specializes
in communications systems.

May 1987
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON THE VIDEOCIPHER®II

SATELLITE TELEVISION SCRAMBLING SYSTEM

VIDEOCIPHER®II technology is currently designed and manufactured by the

VideoCipher Division of General Instrwnent Corp.

VIDEOCIPHER®II scrambling technology was originally developed by M/A-COM's

Video Products Group to secure the signals of satellite-delivered programming services.

The technology was designed to be an extremely high security, high signal quality

scrambling system for satellite television distribution.

M/A-COM's Video Products Group in San Diego, California, began the development

of VIDEOCIPHER® systems in 1981. In early 1983, M/A-COM was awarded a

contract by Home Box Office to provide VIDEOCIPHER®II equipment for the

scrambling of programming signals being sent by HBO to its cable television affiliates.

In 1984, Showtime/The Movie Channel also selected the VIDEOCIPHER® II scrambling

system to protect its satellite transmitted programming for CATV affiliates. Since then,

more than twenty other major program providers have announced their plans to use this

same encryption system.

In September 1986, the Video Products Group was sold to General Instrument

Corportation.

The VIDEOCIPHER® II system is comprised not only of hardware (scramblers,

descramblers and control computers), but also extensive software for addressing and

control of descramblers for authorization and billing purposes. Additionally, the

VIDEOCIPHER® scrambling system employs the Data Encryption Standard (DES)

algorithm of the National Bureau of Standards, an all digital system.

t`' rs
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This system works in the following fashion:

A computer in the satellite uplink site takes a standard video signal and processes it

with addressing and control data to produce a scrambled signal. The signal is then

transmitted over C-band or Ku-band satellite. At the downlink receiving location, an

authorized descrambler reverses the steps performed at the scrambling site to produce

a clear video signal. Only descramblers that have been individually authorized over the

satellite for particular channels will be able to successfully process these signals.

In order to provide extremely high quality and security, VIDEOCIPHER ®II transmits

two audio channels--along with addressing and control information--as digital data.

This digital data is encrypted (using the DES algorithm) for the highest possible

security. The scrambled video is completely unintelligible. The encrypted audio

appears as totally random data and can be decrypted only by a descrambler that is

properly authorized over the satellite channel.

The security of DES is based on a 56-bit "key" which is analogous to a password.

Without knowing the key, a DES encrypted message cannot be decrypted unless all 72

quadrillion possible keys are tested by trial anderror. Each descrambler has a unique

secret DES key contained in a secure microprocessor. To descramble a particular

transmission, the descrambler must have the DES key used to scramble that program

at the uplink. The program key is transmitted over the control channel to each authorized

descrambler, after first encrypting it in that descrambler's unique unit key. Only the

intended descrambler will be able to decrypt the program key and obtain the program.

General Instrument develops and manufactures two VIDEOCIPHER ®II descramblers:

the commercial descrambler, VIDEOCIPHER®IIC, for use at broadcast and cable

system headends, and the consumer descrambler, VIDEOCIPHERell Series 2000E,

for use by home TVRO owners.
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The consumer descrambler connects to an existing satellite receiver, via a VCR-type

connection, and provides for the authorized reception of scrambled program services.

A single descrambler can receive all VIDEOCIPHER611-scrambled channels to which

the home owner has subscribed. The Series 2000E descrambler has been successfully

tested with over one hundred satellite receivers for proper operation.

The VIDEk CIPHERS/1)11 Series 2500R satellite receiver represents the next generation

of consumer satellite receivers. The unit incorporates VIDEOCIPHER ®II descrambling

capability into a high quality, multi-feature receiver.

Both the Series 2000E and the Series 2500R make use of a common descrambling

"module" which is available under license to other satellite equipment manufacturers

to incorporate into receivers of their own design. In addition to their descrambling

capability, all VIDEOCIPHER611 consumer descramblers and integrated receiver/

descramblers have ancillary consumer features such as digital stt. to audio, reception

of text and message services, improved picture clarity and parental control of rated

programming.

In September 1986, the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences presented

the Video Products Group with an Emmy award for Outstanding Achievement in the

Science of Television Engineering.

Media are requested to contact the Marketing Department at (619) 535-2436. The

Video Cipher Division consumer hotline number is (800) 344-6754.

May 1987
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DBS AUTHORIZATION CENTER

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

General Instrument Corporation operates the direct broadcast by satellite (DBS)Authorization Center

which provides satellite television programmers, using General Instrument's VideoCipher ®II
scrambling technology, with a program delivery service that is controlled by author < ing and

deauthorizinr consumer descramblers based upon information generated by the programmer
to the Center.

The major advantage of a common authorization center is that it allows programs from a

number of suppliers to be received by the same consumer descrambler, and eliminates the need

for a separate descrambler for each service.

General Instrument operates the DBS Authorization Center on a cost reimbursement basis, with costs

allocated equitably among the program distributors using its services. Located at General Instrument's

eoCipher Division facility in San Diego, California, the Center reports to Mr. Kenneth Kinsman,
vice president.

HOW IT WORKS

A master computer at the Authorization Center translates authorization data received from clients'

DBS business system computers into a composite authorization/deauathorization message stream.

There are no restrictions on the business systems other than that they provide authorization data in

the accepted format (X.25) and at an acceptable rate (4.8 or 9.6 kpbs).

-more-
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The business systems can interface to the Center by leased lines. Data enters the Center through an

X.25 packet switch. The switch mutes data to a computer containing the Network Management

System (NMS). This software system sorts out the overlapping authorization data coming from

the business systems and maintains the authorization tutus for each DBS subscriber. Each time the

NMS detects a change in status for a subscriber, it sends an authorization update to the DBS Control

System. These messages are then distributed by the Center to the Programmers' uplinks.

At the programmer's facility, the control messages are combined with the television programs before

they are uplinked to the satellite. Since the different program channels all carry the same DBS

authorization it.i,ernadon, an authorized descrambler will receive its status messages no matter which

scrambled channel is being watched. Consequently, aubscribers can switch between independently

operated program services without loss of descrambler authorization.

In addition to controlling descrambler authorizations, the Center generates transaction summary

and descrambler status reports reflecting each user's DBS activity. Subscriber data is

partitioned in the Center's computer so that info; nation about subscribers of one service

cannot be accessed by another.

***

Since its opening in early 1986, the DBS Authorization Center has authorized over 160,000

consumer descramblers.

###
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GENERAL INSTRUMENT

VIDEOCIPHER PRODUCTS

VIDEOCIPHER I (PRODUCTION: JANUARY 1984)

- VIDEO ENCRYPTION BY LINE SEGMENT DISPLACEMENT

- DIGITAL STEREO AUDIO ENCRYPTION

- FOR SECURE SATELLITE DISTRIBUTION TO BROADCASTERS
AND CABLE HEADENDS

VIDEOCIPHER II (PRODUCTION: NOVEMBER 1984)

- VIDEO SCRAMBLING BY SYNC ELIMINATION AND VIDEO
INVERSION

- DIGITAL STEREO AUDIO ENCRYPTION

- COMPATIBLE CABLE HEADEND AND DBS VERSIONS

- LOW COST THROUGH CUSTOM LSI

5200.2
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GENERAL INSTRUMENT

VIDEOCIPHER PRODUCT STATUS111 /15/871

VIDEOCIPHER I

- ORDERED BY CBS TO SECURE ITS SATELLITE FEEDS TO BROADCAST
AFFILIATES; ROLLOUT OF 450 DESCRAMBLERSCOMPLETE

VIDEOCIPHER II

- SELECTED BY OVER 40 CABLE PROGRAMMERS TO SECURE THEIR
SATELLITE FEEDS TO CABLE AND SMATV AFFILIATES, AND TO DBS
SUBSCRIBERS.

- 92 UPLINK SCRAMBLERS SUCCESSFULLY INSTALLED; 44 SERVICES
FULLY SCRAMBLED.

- ROLLOUTS IN PROCESS FOR DISNEY, MTV, VH1, NICKELODEON, LIFETIME,
AMERICAN MOVIE CLASSICS.

- OVER 170,000 COMMERCIAL DESCRAMBLERS PRODUCED AND SHIPPED TO
CABLE AND SMATV AFFILIATES.

- DBS AUTHORIZATION CENTER OPERATIONAL WITH 12 PROGRAMMER
BILLING SYSTEMS.

covnR 268,000 CONSUMER DESCRAMBLERS AUTHORiZEU FOR SERVICE.

5200.3 r
A I
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VIDEOCIPHER II

PROVIDES HIGH SECURITY FOR SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
OF TELEVISIONS SIGNALS

DESIGNED TO SECURE SIMULTANEOUS TRANSMISSION:

- TO COMMERCIAL AFFILIATE HEADENDS AND

- DIRECT TO TVRO SUBE CRIBERS' HOMES
(DBS - C BAND AND/OR Ku BAND)

r
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VIDEOQIPHER H ADVANTAGES_

BE TIER RECEPTION THAN CLEAR TRANSMISSION

- CLEARER, MORE STABLE VIDEO

- COMPACT DISK QUALITY STEREO AUDIO

ADDITIONAL CONSUMER FEATURES

- TEXT SERVICE FOR PROGRAM GUIDES, HEADLINES, ETC.

- PERSONAL MESSAGES FOR ELECTRONIC MAIL

- PARENTAL CONTROL (PROGRAM BY PROGRAM)



GENERAL INSTRUMENT

; l,c , SEL CTED I Y 1_

PAY PROGRAMPABB

* HBO
* CINEMAX
* FESTIVAL

* SHOWTIME
THE MOVIE CHANNEL

THE DISNEY CHANNEL

SELECTV

* AMERICAN EXXXSTASY

PLAYBOY

* FIRST CHOICE (CANADA)

PAY-PER-VIEW PROGRAMMERS

VIEWER'S CHOICE (2)

* REQUEST TV

* TELSTAR (3)

* CABLE VIDEO STORE
'CURRENTLY SCRAMBLED (11/16/87)

52004

CNN
HEADLINE NEWS

BASIC PROGRAMMERS

CBN CABLE NETWORK

* USA NETWORK

PRIMETIME 24 (SBN:3)

MTV NETLINK USA (6)
VH1
NICKELODEON

WTBS
TEMPO

* ESPN

WOR

WGN
WPIX

* KM

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

LIFETIME

AMERICAN MOVIE CLASSICS

BRAVO

NASHVILLE NETWORK

BROADCASTERS
PUBLIC BROADCASTING SERVICE

1. FOR HIGH QUALITY STEREO AUDIO DISTRIBUTION

r. ,)
i.1 J ..



Integrated VldeoCipher ®II CATV/DBS Scrambling System

HBO
Bushess
Computer

Showtime
Business
Computer

FIBS
ComComputer

Business

United Video
Business
Computer

Business
Computer

Canadian
rolContCenter

DBS
Authorization

Center

Affiliate
Mgmt.

Computer
HBO

Scrambler

Si owtime
Scrambler

TBS
Scrambler

United Video
Scrambler

Disney
Scrambler

CAN Operoto
VCIIC

11111)1

2100e Descrambler

VIII

2600R/2500FV2400R
Integrated Receiver/

Descrambler

11111

J
Competitive IRD

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT



GENERAL INSTRUMENT

YliairalifsangUIPMENT MANUFACTVRERS

SCRAMBLERS AND COMMERCIAL DESCRAMBLERS

- GENERAL INSTRUMENT

CONSUMER DESCRAMBLER MODULES

- GENERAL INSTRUMENT
CHANNEL MASTER

CONSUMER STAND-ALONE DESCRAMBLERS

- GENERAL INSTRUMENT
- (CHANNEL MASTER VIA PRIVATE LABEL)

CONSUMER INTEGRATED RECEIVER/DESCRAMBLERS

GENERAL INSTRUMENT

BIRDVIEW
CHANNEL MASTER

- CHAPARRAL
COMMAND PERFORMANCE
R. L. DRAKE
DX COMMUNICATIONS
ECHOSPHERE
HOUSTON TRACKER
NORSAT
PANASONIC

5200-6

- PLATINUM COMMUNICATIONS
PROSAT
STS
STANDARD COMMUNICATIONS
TEE-COMM
TEKNIKA
TOSHIBA
UNIDEN
W1NEGARD
ZENITH



-GENERAL INSTRUMENT

Y111011EIMULAYMILIEABIBE2

HIGH QUALITY VIDEO AND STEREO DIGITAL AUDIO

FLEXIBLE ADDRESSING FOR MILLIONS OF SUBSCRIBERS

TIERED SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE AS WELL AS IMPULSE PAY-PER-VIEW (IPPV)

MULTI-LEVEL PROGRAM LOCK-OUT CAPABILITY (PARENTAL CONTROL)

PROVISION FOR DBS BLACKOUT BY GEOGRAPHICAL AREA, WITH SWITCHINGTO A BLACKOUT FEED

VERSATILE MESSAGE AND DATABASE ACCESS SERVICES

SUBSCRIBER INTERACTION VIA KEYPAD AND ON-SCREEN DISPLAY FOR IPPV
SELECTION, PROMPTING, PROGRAM GUIDE, MESSAGES, AND OTHER
PURPOSES

AUXILIARY DATA CHANNEL

ALL ASPECTS OF SYSTEM OPERATION DESIGNED TO OPERATE RELIABLY,
EVEN AT LOW CHANNEL SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIOS

5/004
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VIDEOCIPHER II SIGNAL SECURITY

VIDEO IS SCRAMBLED BY REMOVING ALL SYNC INFORMATION
AND INVERTING THE SIGNAL

DIGITAL AUDIO IS COMPLETELY ENCRYPTED IhITH
THE DES ALGORITHM

BREAKING THE ENCRYPTION REQUIRES DISCOVERING
THE DES "KEY"

- TRIAL AND ERROR IS THE ONLY POSSIBLE ATTACK

- 72 QUADRILLION KEYS MUST BE TRIED

- THE ENCRYPTION KEY CHANGES FREQUENTLY,

I"" ". ,1
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VIDEOCIPHER 0 AUTHORIZATION

EACH DESCRAMBLER CONTAINS UNIQUE, SECRET IDENTITY DATA

EACH DESCRAMBLER MUST BE INDIVIDUALLY AUTHORIZED OVER
THE SATELLITE TO RECEIVE SCRAMBLED SERVICES

AUTHORIZATION MESSAGES ARE INDIVIDUALLY ENCRYPTED WITH
DESCRAMBLER UNIQUE DATA. USING THE DES ALGORITHM

)
t
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DBS AUTHORIZATION CENTER

RECEIV (.8 AUTHORIZATION REQUESTS FROM MULTIPLE
INDEPENDENT DBS OPERATORS

CREATES A COMPOSITE STREAM OF DBS AUTHORIZATION
MESSAGES FOR TVRO OWNERS

D!STRIBUTES DBS AUTHORIZATION STREAM TO ALL
PARTICIPATING PROGRAMMERS FOR INSERTION INTO
THEIR SCRAMBLED SIGNALS

EACH SCRAMBLED SIGNAL THUS CONTAINS DBS AUTHORIZATION
MESSAGES

FOR ALL TVRO OWNERS

FOR ALL SCRAMBLED CHANNELS
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PBS OPERATION FOR TVRO OWNERS

ONLY IDNE CONSUMER DESCRAMBLER IS NEEDED FOR ALL
VIDEOCIPHER II SCRAMBLED CHANNELS

CONSUMER DESCRAMBLERS RECEIVE THEIR AUTHORIZATION MESSAGES
NO MATTER WHICH SCRAMBLED CHANNEL IS BEING WATCHED

TVRO OWNERS CAN ORDER SERVICES FROM MULTIPLE, COMPETING
DBS OPERATORS

EACH SCRAMBLED CHANNEL CAN BE OFFERED BY MULTIPLE,
COMPETING DBS OPERATORS

PROVIDES

- MAXIMUM AUTHORIZATION EFFICIENCY

- FULL COMPETITION
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ESPN
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ISTC44510E

DEPT

WON
HERM

OCT

u 0/4 $06 A Otiodzoiko COIN lo rooMoo pow/mho The comumit Mods to Hutches*.
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GENERAL INSTRUMENT

SELECT CHANNEL

CONTROL VOLUME

SELECT A PAYPER-VIEW PROGRAM

PERUSE PROGRAM GUIDE AND OTHER AVAILABLE DATA BASES

RECEIVE PERSONAL MESSAGES

OBTAIN CREDIT AVAILABLE INFORMATION

EXAMINE IPPV VIEWING HISTORY

SELECT MULTI-LEVEL LOCK OUT OF PAY-PER-VIEW OR OTHER PROGRAMMING

CHANGE PASSWORDS

SELECT SECOND LANGUAGE

VIEW "HELP" SCREENS

OBSERVE HOME TERMINAL DIAGNOSTIC SCREEN

52004



VIDEOCIPHER II SUMMARY,

DES ENCRYPTION FOR HIGHEST SECURITY

SIGNAL QUALITY ACTUALLY IMPROVED BY SCRAMBLING

ATTRACTIVE CONSUMER FEATURES FOR ENHAW1ED DBS SERVICES

ONLY ONE CONSUMER DESCRAMBLER FOR ALL VIDEOCIPHER II
SCRAMBLED CHANNELS

CONSOLIDATED DM AUTHORIZATION CENTER FOR

- FULL COMPETITION IN PROGRAM SELLING

- COMMON AUTHORIZATION FOR EFFICIENT MULTICHANNEL OPERATION

r 4ti 0
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111111111.

NOTE: Please 511 out and return the Warranty Card to General Instrument.
The will simplify tike processing of any necessary warranty Keats.

Authorization Number

Please write your 25008 Authorization Number below You will need d to
receive authorization for snowing MeoCipher II channels. Your Authorization
Number can be road on your TV using the onscreen display feature of the
25008. (See page 16

Authorization Number_

Pease write your 2500Rs serial number (found on the bark panel) m the
space below. You will need it if you cal General Instrument for serv.ce.

Serial Number

t)

OPERATION PRECAUTIONS
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Your Satellite Entertainment System

She WM World

A blebs 1V signet originates in a 1V shift The signal le sent to Cranenatter
(called an upink), Math been 4 to a stabile orbiting 22,000 miles above the
eiwth The 112101% flocEvell the eipnel, ernceess 4, and transnws 4 beck to earth

Cornmunicabons hides are "parked' in an orbeal arc called the Clarke Bea
thal circles the globe al the Enualot. Because of their orbital height, speed and
positinh the Webb in the Dade Belt appear to be had n space. In
meaty they we empty mowng at the seine rob as be earth revolves. Since the
satabee day In ells same locabon relative to the earth you can locate them
and ore ewer pceillons in your 2500Rs memory

Mat US broac samba we in orbit over the equator south of cur country
and dm thew Omsk at the Midwestern WNW States. The signal sent from dui
saleale lo earth is teas a Itashlight berm It a most concentrated at the center,
and is less concentrated as you move outward In the fee4orint of the bleb°
signal That's why you may need a 12.fool dish in Florida to get the same signal
strength as a &fool dish in Nebraska.

ore WN In OMNI /sift*

041 2
111

244.1214
22

6046.2.
62
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14
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ISMIIMS we

ANTENNA PO! TIONIM POWER
SUPPLY (Optic 84
The Antenna Poston& Pasty Supply
used to provide fish poshon coned lo
the 25008.

PSI FUN
The screw cover hcids the 125V 3AtIll)
non fuse for the Anenne Poshoner
Power Soppy

PS2 UNSWITCHID AC
Am output provides continuous 115V

r
'Amp uneweched AC power tor the
ecover

P53 AC 118V2A
AC the cord

PS4 TO RECEIVER
Mach Ole 8-bc DIN Coble to the 25008
her0

PS8 TERINNAL &ACK
Power and evil was for the dab
Haub be connected to the Antenna
Postale( POW 5U_pPly Hamel block
Actuators with Hal Effect sensors rat use

5, PULSE and ONO Actuators veal a
Reed Swath me use only PULSE and
ONO.

6
Attach the a 5 vce lead horn actuators
with Hal Effect sensors to 1th terminal

PULSE
Attach the Rate lead horn the actuator to
the lenninat

OND
Attach the Ground teed from the actuator
to the; trammel

SH
Attach the unnstAaled Meld we) from
the actuator to the Seminar

MOTOR Mt
Attach one of the =Weeds from the
actuator to this terminal

MOTOR M2
Attach the other motor load from the
actuator to thus taming

19



Programming Your 2500R

About Progrommeg
Programming involverteschinif
your 2500R to remote your 11816
Me and channel elections. Use the
control lays on the front panel and
the Remote Control to enter Inform
bon Ines receiver'. memory

Rernseribec To Imes Welles and
enter them in the 2500R memory the
receiver must be In (LOOK) OFF
mode.

Leer, when you store Favorite Chan-
nels and perform other chars el
aelup luctena you wM set [LOCK)
ON

The /dewing chert indicates how
each key functions in the [LOCK)
OFF mode.

p.ocki OFF Kw Funs tom

Rent Peng

Fall

raw]

Move Dish lag
Memirmous)

wy. obn Wel
Monlirseue)

Renee Owed

Pall

Men

pav gni

Move Dish lag
(oorenuoue)

Moe Dish W.
(continuous)

No Funceon

Your *Mein
Most 2500415 we be used In in*
bed rug's receiver Inemiladons
Please refer lo the system diagrams
on cage 25 to see how your elate-
non has been wired

Jolts
Limits are programmed kin the
25008 to help prevent damage to
your NMI* doh The omits w# pre-
vent the dish from moving past the
points the you set.

Your Smite mint be programmed
Won you an enter seldile loca-
tions into the 2500R memory

110

589

letting the Limns
1. Set the 2500411n [LOCK] OFF

mode by preading and halting the
[LOCK] key for 3 seconds

2. Move the dish to the ft* rebiotod
M onseing the 'EAST! or
ley The satelite display

show Or 21 when the dish is key
elected then change to [a

If you we West oldie Rockies, he
We be the East Omit
If you ore East of the Rockies, tae
We be the Weal limit.

2a Use Ihe [EAST] cr [WMT1 ley
to eg the data be .A from the
Ira The EAST or WEST LED
vAl dash end an ( ) wit
appear In the deploy

2h Press (STORE) and the (EAST)

rs MEM led blase'
(whichever one you used to
move the dieh bits fully re-
tracted ovation). The display
should now read (EL) or (W1.),
then brink twice to verify del
the soft is stored

3. Use [EAST] or 'WEST) to move the
dish b eel* wended position
When you reach the Smil, the satel-
lite dieptay We show [era

If you are now setting the East
wit appear in the

MOW
If yol r are now petting the

a appear In the

3a Press [STORE) and the
er

!EAST]
or REST) leY SoONe
(whichever one you used id
move the cell to Its fully ex-
lend^d position). The replay
should now reed (EL) or [WO.
The dopey Mt blink twice to
verify eel the limi is stored

4. To check that have dal the
knits, um the and [WEST)
!,a to move doh. The (EAST)
or (WEST) LEDs *1110 mid the
dig,* our show 'I. 040 b
see that the doh slops at the Smits
and [ELI or [WU shows In the cin
play at each knit.

A010011 NNW

OF I-
3 Seconds

Frl
Or

Peen

Or

Men

pram
And

Or

WW1

'1

ATI

Rrong
And

PAITI
Or

LED OFF

11-1(Sioady)

WI LEO
end [4-)

Or
MIMI LED
And V-)

PiLl
Or

MnJ
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Programming Your 25008

Programming Satellites:
Introdyation
Programming sateleos is a simpe
stepbreep process. Feet, you'll
locate the satellites and Mora their
locations in the MOP memory 'mull
also store their *Woes, including
polarity, skew angle and frequency
band

Itt bast to start with Cbard satellites.
Once you have the saleate locations
stored, you can begin to tune the
channels Then, you can store your
favorite channels !or 2ray remote
control access You can also lock out
specific channels fx Parareal Super.
vision Finally you'll locate and tune
Kband satellites and channels that
you want to receive.

A Word About Polarization
Sate114ea broadcast channels in both
horizonlal and vertical polarity Most
polanzers wfs shift from horizontal to
vertical upon command from your
receive'. Other systems provide re
caption both polarizations at the
same time by using dual feed polar.
rzers. This eliminates the need Ic shift
beck and forth, and a vary useful for
multiple forever systems

Some smokes WI transmit ehancrel
1 (and at odd-numbered channels)
in venter' polarity Fe setup of the
250013, this MI be called Normal
(SitCom) format. Others MI int/erne
Channel 1 113 twOzcotal. These sateldes
are called Reveres MUM, or
Claimiy)forrnat.

112

OMNI@ Chart

110118 Mit WNW
.........

Mudd C 144

Iwwww 2 42 W li C C

Mew AM At or oo C

04644 / at or A 4

Meow Kt KT BO 4

Yaw/ 4 04 or N X

SOW RI RI a. ,
blow TOO TO 614 14 C

Wm. 3 WI W. A C

4664 64 t a I
Oren, :11 117 V Pt 4

3 SI WO A

leow 301 to w ,
WW1 4 *4 W pi ,
0 fuel Oa or 6

Ant DI DI 44 SA a A

MIX* GI Nt r N

"WNW MI Mr RIX
MAC) GI 1116' N

Dawn* I .4 It' A I X

WNW I WI Ift V a C

IOW 3011 17 I764 N X

AIDA AI 1W 5 I X

5Amna3 Ai 1 IW N ll

GANA, I 01 1,18 A A

Salem 0 fa CI 1W N 1

Moan CI mr N X

ProgrammMg Your Sattlittere
;humidors
Be sure to have a eatable program
guide available before you begn to
locale and store your satelites. It will
be chlficutt to lel one satellite from
nnothar without one.

The loauvang actMlies should be
completed using the front panel
keys.

1. Set (LOCK) ON

2. Turn your TV on. Set the 250011 to
the TV mode using the ISATMI
swish and tune the TV to a local
VHF station This vell verily that
your TV is properly hooked up to
the 23008.

3. PresstS1T/TVI to return to sate4
he mode. The TV should then be
set to the same channel as the
ICH3ICH4Isvalch on the back of
the 2500R.

4. Set ILOCKIOFF. (Hold for 3
seconds.)

5. Move the dish to (WL). Its best to
start at the West end of the orbital
arc and move towards the East.

8. Use the satellite chart at Moan to
locate your satellites.

6a. Start at the bottom (West)
axe work up (East).

Ob. Using the /POLARITY] ley.
set the satellite format as
coring to the chart for each
WOW that you try to locate.

7. Press (SCAN). The 25008 uses a
rapid scan mechanism that we
not lock onto a channel when
locates one.11 is a raper) scan that
is used only for locating satellites.

8. Using the (FAST) key move the
cash away from the limit The East
or West LED should light as the
dish moves. A 1.1 wia appear in
the display

9. Watch the TV screen Your
250011 wit be scanning for chan-
neis in order to locate each satel-
lite When your dish is pointed at
a sateate, you vell see a quick
blink of video on the screen Re
lease the (EAST) key 10 stop the
dish movement. Your 250011 we
continual° scan the channels.
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Dolly Use of Your Receiver

1411510Morelli Nerd)
When you ideal OMO, the 250011
wi aularedicaly sated e NARROW
bendividth 1bu Nth override alle wth
the (AU010 BVII key it It Improves
your reception

1. km. there key So set the
25000 to

2. Um the BALANCE control on
pia Mao lo to LEFT channel

2a Um the M.U000 A VI keys
on the Remote Cchtrol to tune
the left channel

3. Um your stereo BALANCE con-
IN to the RIGHT charnel

3L Um the MUDOO B 41 VI keys
on the Remote Control to tune
the rigN chafing

4. Sat the BALANCE control on your
stereo beck to the cents(

'Siang Meths Mem
Maroc elates molly sounds bed
when the 250OR le pieced in the
WIDE [AUDIO 11W) mode. If you
wind get good reception on
WIDE, switch to none

1. Pronto (MOOEI key to set the
2503F1 to MTRX.

2. Follow steps 24 as described for
Stereo Made.

Rating Mono
1. Press the (MOM key to set the

25000 to MONO.

2. Use the MUD* A V) keys on
the Remote Control to tune the au
olio channel

3. The Channel and Slots Displays
wM show the frequency

4. Change the Audio Bandradh
using the (AUDIO BM *IN km
proves the sound qualty

1

ACTON 011110111r

PCPS

BYSeO

Oft= Loft
(AUCIO &IV)

Oslo
Ulna ROI
(AMP BA WI

9loso
Ural Ow*

LOON

a g. AS 58

S. (Isle

VliseClphoe II Programs
Once you have received amoriza-
bon, you can tune and view a Video
Cipher q cared lust as you would
an unecrembled channel However
VideoCipher N channels provide ad-
ditional features and services. Herat
how to use them

Tbe blioning !allures art ba used
orgy*, Vkboaptw II channel&

VIEW)

Press the /VIEW) key to see Alm*
lion about the current program being
broadcast on the cannel. This WI
include program t tla, running time
and rating

Alter 5 seconds, this program inton
motion oil diseppear from the
amen

The (VIEW] key is also used when
you went to exit horn a VideoCather U
setup routine without completing it.

:HELM

Press (HELP] *hen you are using
MdeoCipher II features if you need
an implariation d the procedure You
wit be elite to reed HELP messages
on the TV If you ski cannot under
stand the procedure press (VIEW)
and consult the Manual

(SETUP]

The (SETUP) tray is used with the
number keys to customize your
VideoCipher N *Poet

you press (SETUP). you well see the
lolovAng menu on your TV.

1. instriation
2. Link Settings
3. Rating Ceang
4. Rating Password

You can choose one or these Video
Cipher a setup activities by pressing
the coned choice

1. Installation
Press (SET UP) I) tome your
Authorisation Numbm and Signal
Strength displayed on the screen
Your program supplier wit need
these numbers to authorize you Inc
VicleoCipher N program reception

2. Unit Settings

Personal Weeps,
VIdeoCicher N program suppliers
may send you MAWS about
your seNte subecription. These
may concern your account
balance, new eervices, or other
information. Massages can be
reed on your N.

1. A flashing asterisk I appear
on the screen to inform you that a
message is stored for you.

2. To read the message, press
(MESSAGE).

You can set your syststo so that the
(a) does not show on the screen

1. Press (SETUP) (2).

2. The chplay will reed: MESSAGE
PROMPT ENABLED (ON) or
MESSAGE PROMPT DISABLED
(OFF).

3. Rees (2) to smith beck and forth
Pad As the prompt ON or OFF.

We reooninend that you turn the ()
prompt OFF when you we going to
record a VideoCipher N program on
your VCR. Howevd if you turn the
prompt OFF, you may not know
when a message has been mord 10
your receive( The beet approach is
to leave it ON and turn it OFF when
you wed

G G
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Installing Your 2500R

O lah Arpuelmenis
%a dish antenna must be able to
track the snits In the orbital we
seth no obstrulions Ni addhon the
dish must Cask temper arc or
your reception el be degraded

Your antenna should be @dueled
according Is be antenna manufad
lured instructions.

RepleoeMent SyMems
If you re roplwing an basting re-
celver with the 25008. do not dW
connect your old system st

We suggest that you move the
cedes horn Medd system to the
26008 cane by cable If you dont
have sufficient cable length to place
your 2500R on the floor neat your
old system Mee you are tronslerring
wires, label sects wire that is attached
lo your did system Then remove
your old system and attach be
connectors b Ins 26008.

New Systems
If tie b a new system instalation,
you may wad lo sot the 260011 up d
the db. This aline you b Dee the
effects el each dish or receiver
adjustment immuldely

biking
Moot sane TV system wiring has
den derd color coding. Check the
rtleAtille ONeach donne in your eye
two to verify the proper coding ka
e ach Me. Wring connections are
listed on the ickfout at Vie back el

is manual.

DC Pass Splitters
Al engine used Ni your Indention
(kr due/ tend dot feed cc multiple
receives) must be capalle of pee-
ing a 1500 MHz signal and DC volt
age even If them/en( receiver is
turned OFF. toe spiders do not
pass DC, you may lose video, asks
tee rambler aAhorization or be un-
able to select different polarities on
second receivers

Catnap
Several hcses of cages can be used
b a standard Installation To pet tlx
beet performance km your system,
N Is imported to use the cable red
ommended In the chart. Al system
siring dsould meet UL 'tender&

Orreder nen

Caudal cable can lose 10 dB or
more of signal for every 100 tool ci
length (dB Is a measured signal
strength). This lose *called attenua-
tion t there Is too mush lose, you
may have to Instal fine amends. AN
coaxial cane used In your 250011 In
d eletion rhould be capable el a
bend pees of 960-1450 MHz as well
as peering DC voltage up 1020

We recommend that you use wiring
as large or larger than specified on
this chart or the swede geed on
Important Safeguards

Mb Am Las

ISIM

ma..
.. MI WI AO a

... a

4

sm. I l Is Me

Ma se
an Ile ow Mb far

WPM* AP IV yet WS cliAl Of IddloJAY
1115014t1 ervuld nallod

866 end 41659 Cable
Men wing FIG6 or RG59 cable.
avoid hoodoo "se ceder wins To
minimize denv,,s we supped that
you hi n the center dm back so r at
It extends no more than 1/16
beyond the cable end connector.

Oable lYhrhwe

LNA/Sleck DownConverter, LNC
or LNI1
l'air 250011 cannot (unction with a
Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) alone. If
you we using an LNA. N WA need a
minimum gem of 50 dB and a Block
DownConverter with a minimum
gain al 20 dB.

If you we installing your 25008 with a
Low Noise Block DownConverlei
(LNB), it ir.ust have a minimum gain
x155 dB.

Signal Strength and Line
Amplifiers

If your cable runs are over 150 leet
or it brain or other Won elect
your
to Insaginstrewngethd, eyr ou may

need

Check the SIGNAL STRENGTH)
LEDs on the 26008. If no LEDs we

Instal a 9501450 MHz 20 dB Line
Arnritler on the F IN ins to the
25008. If one LED is 01, a line mpg-
Iler may improve your reception

These testa should be run Why your
system is installed

C 0





Installing Your 2500R

Ilsorsker Conneellone

1. Check that no power is on in the
system. No LEDs should be t

2. Conned your VHF input to the
VHF IN FROM ANT connects

Your VHF input to this:500R
should be 75 dye N you have
300 ohm 00)4 from your
antenna. you we need to
purchase a 30075 ohm Wader.

Thee is no connection for a UHF
antenna on the 26008. N you
want to with UHF programming,
you we need to connect the UHF
antenna Grady b your 7V set.

3. N you are using a standard 7V
se attach It m the VHF OUT TO
7V connector on Me 25008.

N yw we using a 7V IITC610( Of
VCR. connect the irpul to your
creator to the VIDEO OUT
connector on the 25008. This is
an RCA4ype connector Attach
the R(Filpht) end L(Lett) audo
comet:lora b your mem or to a
separate Menlo receiver

4. Connect the Netter Wires to MS
lemtinal block as taws:

OND 13leck ground wire.
PULSE While pubs Oa
+5V Red Svoll wire.

Elols101010 ° 0101E
le IV olh ft VC 14 V G.N.

INIK41 ft/Wm leethe Week

605

5. Mich the outpiA cede from your
INS to the 9501450 MHz F IN
COMIKAOf on the 25008.

The 950.1450 MHz IF IN
connects is also teed la
installion d the Denote Inseu-
merit Matrix Seth or Minded
NB spites lor dui lead and
dual receive Instigations Chad
the *vexes installation
denim (page 31.33) for deeds

6. VA1 recommend that you eel up
your system itehout en external
TI Net and add one leer if you
need N for apnea dwells The
buin TI aasr MI be adequate
for most inselstions.

you reed b use ien edema! 71
Fie Medi kb tie Iti7OlAHrOUT
connectors on the 25008. N you
we not using an metre TI Filet
male sure Nast you attach the
6inch 70 MHz cable (suopliec)
tin Mese connectors Soh
con neclors al Ilse loop trough
afoul moan* attoolied

If you we wino coaxial switches
ter due! Ned or del bend
inetelations attach Mem to Me
WV and CIKu connadors on the
terminal block.

II yr are using a Rernde Eye.
connect Nese cables lo Noe R1
art 112 connectors on the
25008.

7.cineck al your connections.

II you are win me optional
Antenna Fattener Pone
Supply, blow Me directions in
the shaded box to connect
N to your actuate

6;2
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MINER COMMUNICATIONS INC.

July 7, 1988

Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
Chairman 1,
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties

and the Administration of Justice
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. rman:1304.

have reviewed the July 6th Amendment in the Nature of
a Substitute to H.R. 2848, the Satellite Home Viewer
Copyright Act of 1988. As one who has actively worked on
this legislative project with you and your counsel, I am
pleased to inform you of our sup, *It for this substitute. /
believe that this bill is in the interest of both Warner
Bros., a major motion picture company, and Warner Cable
Communications, our cable television division. Most
importantly, the bill establishes a reasonable public policy
to resolve several of the troublesome issues involved.

I look forward to working with you on unresolved matters
as the bill MCfeli forward.

Sincerely,

Timothy A. Bog

cc: Members of the Subcommittee

11$3215Stre1. N.W.,11401441"WasAlnyen,D.C.101011 2VE74O5d
nakkika Plus New Yak, Mr* Yak 10015 212 464 06 1
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MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION
or Aramuow. INC.

1000 Elfil Smucor. Noirrior ssr
Wum.rwroN. D.C. 20006

OEM tra-tert

MatiVZUMOWMC
wa P110101Wf

CONOISISIONIAL /RAM
SPIICIAL OIXIMMIL

The Honorable Robert Kastenmeier
2328' Rayburn House Office BuildiNg
Washington, DC. 20515

August 12, 1988

Dear Congressman Kastenmeier:

The Telecommunications Subcommittee staff recently
requested MPAA's comments on H.R. 2848, the "Satellite Home
Viewer Copyright Act of 1988". The attached letter is the
MPAA response to that request.

We have not yet heard any specific plans for action on
the bill by the Energy and Commerce Committee. If the MPAA
is asked to present testimony, the Association's position
will continue to be support for the bill and suggestions for
certain changes.

Sincerely,

cc: Mike Remington

KZ/sr
Enclosure
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MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION
or ,AberAgoA, INa

1600 Eva SIT/tzar. Norrrawtor
WASHINGTON. D.O. 2000e

(100) 0413104C

August 12, 1988

The Honorable Edward Markey
2133 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-2107

Dear Congressman Markey:

This letter responds to a request from Larry Irving, Senior
Counsel for the Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance,
for inform: ion on the Motion Picture Association's specific
concerns regarding H.R. 2848, the "Satellite Home Viewer
Copyright Act of 1988," recently referred to the Energy and
Commerce Committee.

MPAA generally supports H.R. 2848 as reported by the House
Judiciary Committee. The bill eliminates certain ambiguities in
the copyright law regarding the scrambling and distribution of
satellite-delivered "superstation" signals to home satellite dish
owners, and strikes a reasonable balance among the interests of
all affected parties.

MPAA believes tnat a handful of additional changes would
help to clarify the intent of the bill and would eliminate
certain undesirable consequences:

1. MPAA believes that the bill should be ex ressl limited
to distribution of C-band satellite retransmimm one. When root
broadcast satellite service begins, it will be on Ku-band.
Congiess should not presuppose the needs of that medium, and
should instead encourage DBS to acquire the programming it
desires in the free marketplace, not pursuant to a statutory
license.

2. MPAA encourages the restoration of a fair cap on the
Ern_iarc estations' IWirlifnuntberof"sforcarriaerg under this

. ore t was amen eo n u comm ttee, the bill defined
"superstations".(in $119 (d) (10)) as those secondarily
transmitted for nationwide distribution prior to April 1, 1988,
or those which are retransmitted to not less than 10 percent of
all cable subscribers. Without some sort of cap, we are likely
to see the proliferation of superstations. That is not
consistent with the purpose of the bill: to facilitate a
transition to a free marketplace. A fair cap should be
reinserted in the bill.

contd.
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MPAA Position on H.R. 2848
page 2

3. MPAA believes that "distributors" of satellite-de-
livered su rstations should-Sot hive a role in the ne otiation
o royal y rates or t e perio . The true sta e o ors
in sucn negotiations are copyright owners, whose works are being
used, and satellite carriers, who are responsible for complying
with the royalty and other requirements ot the bill. Distribu-
tors have no direct stake in the setting of royalty rates
(indeed, the rates they actually pay to satellite carriers will
be determined by contract or tariff, not by these negotiations)
nor can they be held liable under the bill for failure to remit
royalties. Moreover, the class of distributors is potentially so
large as to render negotiations unworkable. To make the bill
more simple and more fair, all references to "distributors"
should be stricken from S5119 (c) (2), (3) and (4) of the bill.

4. MPAA believes the directive to the FCC to examine the
feasibilit " of s ndicated exclusivit rules for home satellite
dishes shou e c ar e he omm ss on, pursuan o Sec on
3 of the bill, must "determintel the feasibility" of imposing
syndex rules, and "adopt() such rules if [found) feasible."
Congress should clarify that by "feasibility" it means
"technological feasibility" -- i.e., can syndex be accomplished
using current (or soon-to-be-available) satellite technology. No
other factors should enter into the analysis of "feasibility."
Also, should the Commission initially decline to adopt syndex
rules, it should be directed to revisit the issue upon a new
showing that syndex may be "feasible." Finally, the phrase
"private viewing" in Section 3 should be changed to "private home
viewing" to be consistent with the rest of the bill.

S. MPAA urges Congress to close the potential loophole
-(:01cruktdbthedefillof"Ilatelliecarrierw. Under S110 (d)

T7Ff11thai1114tortatt'i(1lettrhe facilities ofsate
a domestic satellite service licensed by the Federal Communi-
cations Commission" appear to be responsible for complying with
the requirements c' the bill. Thus, it is conceivable that a
carrier who chooses to retransmit signals via a Canadian or other
geostationary satellite which casts a footprint over all or part
of the U.S. could evade the bill's royalty and other
obligations. This definition should be amended to cover carriers
using satellites licensed by any government entity, domestic or
foreign.

6. MPAA believes Copyri ht

12rS"001.3r"LatirriT111'or
wiu:itrulicinifesAbsentauditauthorityliirSirextremely
difficult to verify or challenge the subscriber counts and other

contd.

6 IGr 4
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data submitted by satellite carriers. Section 119 (b) should be
amended to reluire the Copyright Office to establish reasonable
standards forauditing satellite carriers where good cause is
shown.

Sincerely,

31/144,-44

cc: Larry Irving

KZ/sr.
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Satellite Broadcasting and Communications Association
of America

July 29, 196$
MANY
ahem The Hon. Peter E. Rodin
SC p.Um Chairman

Committee on the JudiciaryWfilloglamm

11:110.
2137 Rayburn HOB
Washington, D.C. 20515-6216

laCm° Rat H.R. 2646
11115MONAMILMI

lureOW Mira
Wrobe
akPM
Ommr01110410.

a------

whirr
Ilido111414014
CIMOR
01 10^11.. 1mell

110111.111011
3011114TOmpueft

Wan L Ism
IlitseemOrriallift
WO:Was row
Vast KOOS
How Om Oft

Imam SIM

Melon L ONO
Mod arm Ow

1111114mlis
1.0401611m Puy

IlloMOL MINNA
W W1*

1110/11111111.1
WIMP 9411VOL

Jan
VOMPOICS

Dear Mr. Chairsant

On July 7, the Subcommittee on Courts, civil Liberties,
and the Administration of Justice unanimously voted out
and recommended for approval by the full Judiciary
Committee E.R. 2646, the Satellite WINO Viewer
Copyright Act of 1966, as amended. The SECA supports
passage of this important bill.

More than two million American households rely upon
satellite television for the delivery of programming.
It is vitally important to them and to the members of
our association that the issue of whether or not
independent and network superstitions can oe legally
delivered to hose satellite owners be resolved.

On behalf of the *DCA members, which includes all
entities delivering superstition via satellite, I would
respectfully urge that this legislation be brought
before your Committee at the earliest possible date.

Thank you for attention and consideration.

Sincerely,

Mark C. Ellison
Vice President
Government Affairs
and General Counsel

act The Hon. Robert Xastanmeier

300 Needs Wwhinglon Street Suite 200 AinandriA, Virginia 2:314
Phone (703) 3494900 FAX (703) 5494640

fy
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Satellite Broadcasting and Communications Association
of America

September 30, 1908

The Hon. Strom Thurmond
United States Senate
OR-32$
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator,

The Oatellits Home viewer Act of 19$0 (H.R. 2848) is
now pending before the House with a floor vote expected
on October 3 or 4, 1980. This bill accomplishes two
very important . oblectives. First it creates a
**(Manisa whereby home satellite viewers will be
assured of continued access to network and independent
broadcast signals. Second, the severe problem of
satellite signal theft is addressed through the
inclusion of increased penalties under the
Communications Act.

The importance and urgency of that legislation has
increased dramatically in recent wesas due to a
decision in the U.S. District Court in Atlanta. That
case involved the retransmission, via satellite, of
network affiliate signals to home satellite viewers. In
it, the judge held that existing law does not permit
such delivery and, hence, is an infringesent of
copyright. .

There are more than two million households in this
na4;ion which cannot receive network programming from
local affiliates. A large number of those Americans
rely upon home satellite systems to receive that
programming. All of the networks have announced plans
to encrypt their feeds and boOkhauls using scrambling
systems which ere incompatible with the system used by
satellite homovirWers. If the decision of the Atlanta
court is upheld, millions of Americans stand to be
deprived of access to network. signals. (For your
information, I have attached state-by-state breakdown
of home satellite households and superstition
subsoribers.)

H.R. 2840 resolves this problem and, further, answers
any questions which may exist with respect to the home
satellite delivery of independent superstitions.. my
cresting a limited compulsory license with a six Year

duration, home satellite viewers are assured of access
to programming, while balancing the interests of
copyright holders.

AA -44L SQ
Notth Wohiogloil Suit, 206 MminJrks, Virgo: a z;I 4

rtionv 17031 Figi.600 FAX 17031 3404010
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Septesker 30, 196s
Page a.

As noted shove, this legislation would also have a significant
impact its our industry's efforts to control the unlawfuldesorasibling of satellite subscription television. This problemthreatens the existence of our industry and the severs orininal
and civil sanctions isposed by H.R. 2444 will provide an
extromely'veluablo tool in our campaign to bring this problemunder control. ,

I an enclosing for your reference a summary of the bill.

It should be noted that M.A. 144s enjoys very broad support inthe communications industry. Tbc networks, the motion pictureindustry, the cable' industry, and, of course the satellitetelevision industry are unanimous in their support of thisbill, Independent broadcasters, while not actively supportingthe seasure are, in their own words,. *willing to live with it.*I an unaware of any opposition to this bill.

After several vtry difficult years, it now appears that the
home satellite television industry is on the verge of recovery.That recovery will be short-Lived, however, if our viewers aredeprived of *mess to network and independent programming or itsignal theft is not brought under control,. Passage of M.n. 2440by the Senate and the souse is of vital importance. Yoursupport of this bill as it moves to the Senate wouldbegreatly oppreciatsd.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mark C. allinin
Vice President
Government Affairs and

. General Counsel

em: Cindy Ainekburn

6
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SMUT OF PSOVISiONS

S.S. 2541

SATSLLITS MOMS vxsn* ACT OP leeS

o Creates compulsory license for the retransmission ofnetwork and independent broadcast stations to home
satellite viewers under following terms:

o Oix year license

o Four years at set rate and two years at negotiated
or arbitrated rate

o Protects net rk affiliates hi limiting service to*white areas and protects independents by providingfor ICC study on feasibility of applying syndicated
exolusivity in market.

o Increases penalties for signal theft under Sec. 705 of
, Communications Act.

o Calls for ICC study of encryption technology to
determine appropriateness of standards.
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PEPPER S CORAZZINI
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

100 MONTSOASNY SWUM,

1770 K NOK,AWKIVI

WAS141140,3N '4. C. 100011

..171) 1411-011100

April 27, 1987
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TELECOINEW 000 ass11117.

The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
2328 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-'402

Dear Congressman,Kastenmeiert

Owing to the rapidly changing technological and
business climate surrounding the non-cable use of Southern
Satellite Systems, Inc.'s WTBS signal it has become imperative
that Southern Satellite Systems, Inc. take steps to ensure
the security of its satellite transmission of WTBS. To this
end Southern Satellite Systems, Inc. commenced full-time
scrambling of its satel.ite transmission three weeks ago.
As a result, we have received numerous inquiries from TVRO
users and their suppliers. The enclosed is our standard
wespwne which I thought might be of interest to you.

would appreciate an opportunity to briefly discuss
this matter with you at your convenience.

Sincerely yours,

L6V14.- /14'
Robert F. Corazzi
Counsel for Sou ern
Satellite Systems, Inc.

Enclosure

cc: Michael J. Remmington, Esq.
Selman M. Kremer
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April 22, 1987

Mr. Marty Lafferty

Turner Broadcasting Systems, Inc.
1030 Techvood Drive, M.W.
Atlanta, CA 30318

Dear Marty:

We are about to start the final stage iv scrambling our WTBS,
Channel 17 satellite transmission. Address tasting will commence
in early May and is expected to develop into fulltime address
scrambling by mid summer.

Unfortunately, our intentions and deaira to serve TVRO users can
not be fullfilled at this time. It is with great reluctance that
I inform you of this fact and advise you that all TVRO users will
experience an outage of WTBS reception during the test periods
and a complete blackout when fulltime address scrambling is
achieved.

It has been TOMPO's intention to serve the non-cabled homes in
the United States through the use of the MO backyard dish.
However TEMPO has consistently stated that in providing service
to the TYRO user it would rely on Congress to clarify the
Copyright Act in this regard. it is now more than one year since
we requested Congressional clarification and set our scrambling
plans into motion and we are now in the fulltime fixed key mode
of operation and must go on to test and complete the address mode.
This stage as you know is much more complex and will in itself,
consume the next 3-4 months to couplets.

When we initiated our scrambling plans last Spring it was reasonable
for us to assume that the copyright issue would have been
atisfactorily dealt with by Congress. The initial effort that
gave us that hope failed to materialise in the last Congress.

TEMPO ENTERPRISES, PO. BOX 70211:0, TULSA, OK 74170, 918/198.3200, TELEX798322
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Mr. Marty Lafferty
April 22, 1987
Page 2

Although we are confident that a similar effort in the present
Congress will meet with greater success, TEMPO has again decided
not to expose itself to the constant threats of copyright suits
by servicing the TVRO user without clarification on this issue
from the Congress.

Approximately 12,000 of our cable TV customers have scrambling
units in place and our computer control system is nearly finished.
We and our customers have invested millions of dollars in this
program, and we are thus now compelled to teat out the system
and complete out scrambling program.

Please realize that our intentions were and still are to serve
the TVRO user and that we are continuously evaluating the feasi
bility of that project. However because of the presently
threatened legal actions as regards potential liability under
the Copyright Act we do not find ourselves in position to

service the TVRO user.

Since y;

. man M. Kremer

rlg

ccs Edward L. Taylor
Robert P. Corazzini
Terry McGuirk
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April 18, 1988

The Honorable Robert Kastenmeier
2328 Rayburn HOB
Washington, D.C. 20515

Re: Satellite Home Viewer
Copyright Act (H.R. 2848)

Dear Chairman Kastenmeier:

We have learned that the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil
Liberties and the Administration of Justice of the House
Committee on the Judiciary intends to hold a mark-up on the
Satellite Home Viewer Copyright Act (H.R. 2848) on Wednesday of
this week. We are extremely delighted and pleased that this
legislation will be moving forward.

During the last two (2) months a great deal of the
discussion has centered around the "fair price to TVRO
subscribers" issue. To address this issue TEMPO proposes
modifications to H.R. 2848 as contained in the enclosed proposal.

Under the enclosed proposal the superstation carriers must
deal with all distributors and may not charge different TVRO
subscriber distributors different prices. This reflects our
belief that when a cable operator is distributing the service to
TVRO satellite home viewers that operator should be charged the
same price as is charged the NRTC or any other TVRO distributor.
The proposal also requires the carrier to separately state the
copyright royalty fee in billing its customers.

An you are aware the two governmental agencies that have
recently studied this issue have both concluded that price
regulation of service to home viewers per se is totally
unnecessary in light of the competitive market-place that has

TEMPO ENTERPRISES, PO BOK 702160, TULSA OK 74170, 918/496.3200,TELEX 796322
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The Honorable Robert Rastenmeier
April 18, 1988
Page 2

developed. See FCC Deena Report on access to scrambled services
by home satellite dish owners, and Office of Management and
'Budget letter to Senator Ernest Hollings dated February 22, 1988
concerning 8.889. These federal agencies after investigating the
matter have concluded that home dish owners have access to
satellite programming at fair prices comparable to or below those
paid by cable subscribers.

In closing, TEMPO urges the Subcommittee to preserve H.R.
2848 in its present form to the extent possible. Specifically,
it is respectfully requested that any anti-discrimination
language be in the form and substance as reflected in the
enclosed proposal.

Respectfully submitted,

/40
Robert F. Cor ini
Director and ounsel to
TEMPO Enterprises Inc.

cc: The Hon. Rick Boucher
The Hon. Benjamin Cardin
The Hon. George Crockett
The Hon. Henry J. Hyde
The Hon. Carlos J. Moorhead
The Hon. Patricia Schroeder
The Hon. Mike Synar
The Hon. John Bryant
The Hon. Howard Coble
The Hon. Michael DeWine
The Hon. Dan Lungren
The Hon. Bruce Morrison
The Hon. D. French Slaughter, Jr.
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Proposed 6119. Limitations on exclusive rights: Secondary

transmissions of superstations for private viewing

Subsection (4) should be amended as follows:

"(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of clause (1) of this

subsection, the willful or repeated secondary transmission

to the public by a satellite carrier of a primary

transmission made by a superstation and embodying a

performance or display of a work is actionable as an act of

infringement under section 501 and is fully subject to the

remedies provided by sections 502 through 506,... if the

satellite carrier; (a) fails to make such superstation

available to the public, including all distributors who

qualify under reasonable financial and character criteria

established by the satellite carrier; or (b) discriminates

in the charges, other than by volume discounts, between

distributors, including specifically cable systems when

distributing the superstation to private viewing subscribers

(but not when distributing the superstation to their cable

subscribers) and other distributors to private viewing

subscribers; or (c) willfully and deliberately fails to

separately specify the copyright royalty fee required under

this section in billing its oust( :ors for private viewing.

Section 501 Infringement of Copyright should be amended as

follows and new Subsection (e) added:

t) )
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501(a) Anyone who violates any of the exclusive rights of the

copyright owner as provided by sections 106 through 119, or

who imports copies or phonorecords into the United States in

violation of section 602, is an infringer of the copyright.

501(e) For any secondary transmission of a superstation for

private viewing that is actionable as an act of

infringement pursuant to Section 119(a)(4) a qualified

distributor to whom service has been refused or to whom a

separate copyright charge has not been specified or against

whom a discrimination has been made, or a member of the

public to whom service has been refused or to whom a

separate copyright charge has not been specified or against

whom a discrimination has been made pursuant to Section

119(a)(4), shall have standing to sue.

A New Section 511 is Added as Follows:

511 Remedies for Refusal to Sell or Discrimination

Where an action is brought pursuant to section 119(a)(4) by

a party identified in subsection (e) of section 501, the

remedies provided by section 502 and 505, together with any

actual damages suffered by such party as a result of the

infringement, shall be available.
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PEPPER 61 CORAZZINI
ATTORNEYS AT LAw
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July 23, 1987
MAMMIES: (TOO) Go011117A

The Hononrable R. Kastenmeier
2328 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515-4902

Dear Congressman Kasteraneier:

As a follow up to our meeting with you this spring
concerning Southern Satellite Systems' desire to make the
WTBS carrier transmission available to satellite home viewers,
Sel Kromer has asked me to forward to you the enclosed press
release announcing Southern Satellite's plan for fully secured
scrambling and service to the satellite home viewers. As
indicated in the press release, service to home viewers will
begin in early October. Tempo is still in the process of
finalising the details of the service offering.

As you know, all of the other superstations as well
as a number of network affiliated stations have been available
to the home viewer for a number of months. Southern has been
subject to increasing demands by the home satellite market to
make WTBS available, due in no small part to the availability
of the other superstatione. In order to maintain its competitive
posture Southern Satellite has 'determined that it must go
forward at the present time. However we wish to reiterate our
complete and unqualified support for H.R. 2848 and continue to
believe that only through the enactment of such legislation
will the satellite home viewer market be able to develop fully.
For this reason we sincerely appreciate all of your efforts in
this regard and assure you that we will continue to work with
your colleves in an effort to ensure broad support for that
bill.

In the meantime should you have any questions
concerning the enclosed announcement please feel free to call
me.

cc: Mike Remmington
Selman M. Kremer

Sincerely,

ftG1
Robert F. Co tint
Counsel for outhern
Satellite Systems, Inc.
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TEMPO ANNOUNCES ADDRESSABLE SCRAMBLING OF WTBS
AND SERVICE TO TVROs

Tulsa, Okla. --- TEMPO Enterprises, Inc., (AMEX:TPO), today announced

that it will begin testing addressable scrambling of SuperStation

WTBS this August. TEMPO's addressable scrambling plans for this popular

signal also include the initiation of service to the Television Receive

Only (TVRO) market.

According to Selman M. Kremer, executive vice president of Operations

for TEMPO, the Company has developed its scrambling plans slowly,

as well as methodically, over the past two years. Several key factors

clearly indicate, however, tnat the time is now right for TEMPO to

aggressively proceed with scrambling in the full addressable mode

and implement its strategy for service to TVROs.

"It has always been our intention to serve the TVRO marketplace with

WTBS, however, from our standpoint it did not make sense until now.

Because General. Instrument has taken positive measures to eliminate

the tremendous backlog for both commercial and residential descrambling

units, and because our own in-honse data base is now fully loaded,

tested and ready for operation, we can proceed, " Kremer explained.

TEMPO also believes that Congress, through its recent TVRO hearings

and the re- introduction of proposed copyright legislation, has strongly

encouraged the delivf.ry of cable programming, including superstation

signals, to TVRO residential users.

TEMPO will commence testing its addressable scrambling system August

10 and plans to be in fully addressable scrambling mode October 5.

Definitive schedules, outlining exact dates, times and the duration

of each test will be forthcoming.

TEMPO Enterprises, Inc., through its common carrier subsidiary Southern

Satellite Systems, Inc. (SSS), transmits SuperStation WTBS to approximately

U



15,000 cable systems serving more than 38 million cable subscribers

throughout the United States. SuperStation WTBS, the moat widely

used service of its kind, also reaches a potential 2 million additional

subscribers who are home earth station users (TVR08).

Press Contacts Sarin A. Klaver 918/496-3200

Cable Operators with deacrambling information/questions contact TEMPO

Scrambling Department 918/496-0362

6' 0
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October 23, 1987

Honorable Robert Kastenmeier
2328 Rayburn House Office Building
South Capitol Street & Independence Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Kastenmeier:

We respectfully request that Satellite Broadcast Networks be
allowed to testify at your November 12 hearings on H.R. 2848 for
the reasons mentioned below.

There are one million or more households in rural America that
have no access to CBS, NBC or ABC other than from satellite.
They have no cable. They have no acceptable signal over the
air. Like the rest of America, those households spend most of
their viewing hours watching network news, sports and
entertainment. If H.R. 2848 fails, they could be without any
source of news, educational and cultural programs their
neighbors take for granted.

Despite the severity of that sit ation, not all members
understand it yet. Members on your subcommittee who have not
yet chosen to support the Bill have told us that they want to
hear more about the network situation bailor* making up their
minds. They asked as recently as this week if my company would
be represented at the November 12 hearings so that they could
gain more insight into the most important element of the Bill -
access to network programming in rural homes.

We know that H.R. 2848 needs the support of your fellow
subcommittee members now so that the Bill can begin to ride the
wave of general acceptance into next year. If the network
issues are not discussed until next session, we respectfully
submit that the Bill will linger in uncertainty until next year
without widespread support, a possibly fatal circumstance.

-1-
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Secondly, resolution of the differences between the networks and
SBN will be assisted by rlsnination of the network element of
the Bill this year. We stand '..'esdy to speak to each of the
networks about an acceptable solution to their concerns now just
as we have in the past. Early examinakion of tio network
provision of the Bill in a public forum will mean that all
concerned will have a chance to Uear how Congress prefers to
resolve this matter. That information can only help to bring
the parties closer together. If that discussion does not take
place until ne.t year, talks may not have a chance to develop
until very late in the process. Smcoth passage of the Bill
would again be in jeopardy.

We have but one goal in mind in asking to testify this year, to
pass H.R. 2848 as fast as possibl3. SEN has worked long and
hard, probably more than any other, to paps the Bill. We will
put the same energy behind our testimony in a positive and
productive effort to highlight the need and support for your
legislation. We have confidence that the exchange of
information that will flow from out appearance will bring more
support to the Bill and a faster track for industry concensus.

GTH:sc

CC: Mike Remington

Vary truly yo

G. Todd Hardy
Executive Vice President

1
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March 16, 1908

Mr. Robert Kautenmeier
Chairman
House Copyright Subcommittee
U.S. House of Representatives,
House of Representatives
2328 Rayburn HOB
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Kastenmeier:

Thank you for your sponsorship of the Satellite Home Viewer
Copyright Act of 1987. As you know, E.R. 2848 is a finely tuned
solution to a difficult problem. In its present state, H.R. 2848
balances the interests of copyright owners, satellite carriers,
cable operators, program packagers, MPAA, broadcasters, and most
importantly, the rural home satellite televisiun viewer. This
remarkable consensus demonstrates clearly that timely passage of
the bill would serve the broad public interests.

We deeply appreciate your efforts to support the Catellite Home
Viewer Copyright Act of 1987, however, recent provisionu
regarding program pricing issues threaten the passage of H.R.
2848. Put simply, any program pricing language attached has the
potential of killing the Satellite Home Viewer Copyright Act of
1987.

H.R. 2848 was drafted with the simple objective of clarifying
public policy that would allow for compliance with copyright law
by carriers of satellite programming. Program pricing provisions
are divisive, are unrelated to the core of the uill, would raise
questions of jurisdiction, and would introduce new opposition to
this carefully crafted legislation.

In his testimony, the Regiater of Copyright, Mr. Ral.ph Oman
recommended timely passage of the bill noting that, "A spirit of
innovation tempered with caution has characterized the
development of H.R. 2848." I urge you to continue to use
caution, and oppose any pricing amendments that would destroy the
broad based support the bill currently has.

Sincerely,

111
Bran McCaulgr
President

6 .1
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October 20, 1987

The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
2328 RHOB
Washington B.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Kastenmeier:

Netlink USA deeply appreoiates your sponsorship of H.R. 2848. As
you know, Netlink is the only company that uplinks the 3 major
networks, PBS, and 2 independent stations, one of which is a Fox
Broadcasting affiliate. You'll also recall we have an agreement
with NBC to provide their signal to uneerved homes as we
announced at the press conference you hosted last summer. To
bring you up to date, we anticipate reaching a similar agreement
with ABC prior to your hearing on H.R. 2848 and with CBS soon
after.

Because of these unique factors we would be happy to testify at
the upcoming hearing in support of H.R. 2848 if you feel it would
be desireable.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

134az ti
Brian McCauley
Executive Vice President
and General Manager

BJM:c1

6 i;
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The Register of Copyrights
of the

United States of America

September 30, 1988
(202) 287.8150

The Honorable
Robert W. Kastenmeier
Chairman

Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties
and the Administration of Justice

Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Chairman Kastenmeier:

I welcome this opportunity to express Copyright Office support
for H.R. 2848, the Satellite Home Viewer Copyright Act of 1988, as reported
by the House Committee on the Judiciary on August 18, 19118, and as amended
by the Subcommittee on Telecommunications and Finance of the House
Committee on Energy and Commerce on September 23, 1988. This bill would
create a temporary statutory license for satellite carriers that retransmit
the signals of superstations and network stations for private home viewing
by earth station owners.

H.R. 2848 assures that copyright owners receive adequate
compensation for public performance of their works by satellite carriers
and also assures reasonable access to the programming for the benefit of
home earth station owners. The Copyright Office supports the public policy
objectives of the bill. Copyright law should grant authors and copyright
claimants rights that assure compensation in order to encourage creation
and dissemination of works. The bill reflects balanced copyright policies:
satellite carriers pay royalties for their use of copyrighted programming;
home dish owners gain access to such programming. Without new copyright
legislation, scrambling of signals may impede access. The bill most
importantly encourages the development of voluntary licensing structures.

The bill, as reported by the House Committee on Energy and
Commerce, would amend the Communications Act of 1934 to require that the
Federal Communications Commission investigate whether use of a universal
encryption standard should be required of satellite carriers, and to impose
various remedies under the Communications Act upon individuals who
intercept satellite cable programming in violation of that Act, or who
knowingly manufacture or distribute equipment designed to assist such
unauthorized interception of programming. The Copyright Office has no
objection to the amendments to H.R. 2848 reported by the Committee on
Energy and Commerce.

0 r..
tt a)
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The Copyright Office concludes that passage of the bill would
serve the public interest and resolve an important copyright policy issue:
the copyright liability of satellite carriers.

Ralph n

Registe of Copyrights
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PRESTON R. PADDEN
President

February 9, 1988

The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties
and Administration of Justice

Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. House of Representatives
2328 Rayburn Building
Washington, DC 20515

Re: H.R. 2848

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The attached letter fram WTVZ-TV Norfolk, VA
supplements the material chat we have provided to
the subcommittee regard4.ng the injury suffered by
local stations when their exclusive program contracts
are violated by government conferred compulsory licenses.
It is interesting to note that in the Norfolk example,
both of the offending distant signals fully support
the right of local stations to enforce their exclusive
program contracts.

Obviously, we need to strengthen the recognition
of our program contracts by reining in the cable com-
pulsory license.

PRP:g

Attachment

Best regards,

7

Preston R. Padden
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February 4, 1988

Mr. Preston Padden
President, INTV
1200 Eighteenth Street
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Preston:

I noted your promise to supply the House Committee with data that
demonstrates the irreparable harm being done by the importation of super
stations.

It so happens that Norfolk is an ideal demonstration of the audiences ($)
being siphoned away from Independents by the duplication of the same program
by imported stations.

Using the November 1987 ARB, we obtained an AID run on ADI kids 2-11
for the 3:00-5:00pm time period. The following are the results:

H-F ADI ADI
Time Program Station Rating k 2-11 Station Rating k 2-11
4:30p Duck Tails WTVZ 4.2 WTTG 1.7
4:00p Real Ghostbusters WTVZ 4.5 WTTG 1.9
3:30p Smurfs WTVZ 1.3 WDCA 0.4
4:30p Jetsons WYAH 3.5 WDCA 1.0
5:00p Brady Bunch WYAH 5.9 WDCA 1.6

WTTG Ducktails reduces WTVZ audience by 40.4%
WTTG Real Ghostbusters redures WTVZ Audience by 42.2%
WDCA Smurfs reduces WTVZ aLdience by 30.7%
WDCA Jetsons reduces WYAH audience by 28.5%
WDCA Brady Bunch reduces WYAH audience by 27.1%

If you feel it appropriate, I will obtain a similar AID run on 7:30- 8:OOpm
where WTBS and WTVZ both run Sanford and Son.

Further, it is interesting to note that WTVZ airs a total of 25 half-hours
of weekday syndicated programming. (The only non-syndicated programming between
6:00am and 12:30am is paid religious from 10:00am-12:00noon, movie 12noon-2:00pm,
and our prime movie 8:00-10:00pm).
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Mr. Preston Padden
Page Two

On an absolute basis 23 of the half hours we program are duplicated by
cable imported superstations everyday in 582 of the households in our market.
That is 922 of our syndicated product. Syndication represents 772 of WTVZ's
investment in programming. Program costs are 522 of our total operating budget
in 1988. If Congress wants to see damage, we have it.

Regards,

Charles A. McFadden
Vice-President
General Manger

CAM/exh

cc: Tim McDonald
John Trinder
Kathy Baske
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NM num= MARKUS

1911 19-e

38 Raleigh 41 Grand Rapids 55 Little Rock 39 Columbus, OH 53

52 Taos 43 Charleston- 60 Knoxville 42 Providence C5
Huntington

62 Albuquerque 47 Bireingium 66 Daa Moines 48 Dayton 58

63 Richmond 51 - 75 Paducah 59 Wichita 65
Schenec tally-

87 Columbia, SC 56 West Palm Beach 79 Austin 85 Jackson, MS 74

110 Salinas 57 Mobile 83 Springfield, MO 90 Lincoln- 86

Hastings

125 Reno 78 bpoKana 88 Evansville 187 lluoalccoa 69

136 Boise 100 Peoria 102 Fargo 99

141 Lubbock 100 Lansing 115 Columbus, CA

118 Amarillo 170 Gainsville 107

150 Albany, GA 192 San Angelo 108

1/1 Lake Charles 196 Bowling Green 126

Anchorage 190

9 Markets 12 Market, 13 Markets 7 Markets 13

Notes Market Ranking. . ADI's (1985.1986)

6 5 ()

1211 1986 1987

Shreveport 67 Syracuse 179 Biloxi-Gulfport

Flint- Saginaw 69 Portland, ME 186 Eureka-
Arcata, CA

Scranton 70 Omaha 195 Hagerstown

Toledo 73 Rosnoko-204 Ottunwa
Lywhturg
(3 New Stations)

Davenport 76 Lexington, KY

'Ed Cities 106 Madison, WI

Huntsville 116 Monroe, LA

Colorado Sprgs 134 LaCrosse, WI

Charleston, SC 143 Erie, PA

Fort Myers 143 Odessa, 1%

Savannah 153 Columbia-
Jefferson City

Wichita Fails 158 Utica

Jackson, TN Hilo, HI

harkeys 13 Markets 4 Markets
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W
ASSOCIATION Of INDEPENDENT TELEVISION STATIONS, INC., 1200 EIGHTEENTH ST., N.W. WASHINGTON, O.C. 20036 1202)8019TO

February 2, 1988

The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties

and the Administration of Justice
Committee on the Judiciary
U.S. House of Representatives
2328 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Res H.R. 2848

Dear Nr. Chairman;

In 1976, Congress granted cable systems a ...ompulsory license
to exhibit distant television stations but, the FCC's network non-
duplication and syndicated exclusivity Wires prevented that license
from superseding and abrogating the exclusive program contracts
of local stations. In 1980, the FCC repealed its syndicated program
rule but retained its network rule. As a result, today, cable systems
are free to import distant signals that duplicate the syndicated
programs -- but not the network programs -- of local television
stations. Correcting this indefensible regulatory discrimination
is a high priority for our association.

The FCC currently is conducting a rulemaking in which it is
considering the reinstatement of its syndicated exclusivity rule.
INTV has submitted voluminous data in that proceeding documenting
the damage suffered by local stations when their program contracts
are abrogated by the cable compulsory liceunti. Portions of that
data, labeled Appendix B, Appendix C and Appendix D are attached
to this letter.

Because all Independent stations purchase their programs from
the same finite pool of available shows, extensive duplication occurs
when an Independent is imported from its local market into a distant
market. Appendix 0 lists 682 instances where syndicated programs
on 34 typical INTV member stations are duplicated on distant signals
imported via the cable compulsory license. In the absence of a
syndicated exclusivity rule, the local Independent stations are
powerless to enforce their exclusive license agreements for these
programs. As a result, the local Independent station loses audience
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The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
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ratings to the distant station even though viewers are watching
programs for which the local station has purchased exclusive licenses.
The analysis in Appendix B shows that the ratings lost to the distant
signal often represent a significant port4)n of the local station's
audience.

Appendix C consists of an attempt to estimate the financial
impact of the audience losses due to distant signal importation
on cable. That analysis, conducted by the Butterfield Communica-
tions Group of Cambridge, MA, concludes that "independent television
stations suffer substantial economic injury." This injury will
be exacerbated by the loss of the FCC's must-carry rule. Now, even
though a local station purchases exclusive local rights to a program,
cable operators can deny carriage of that local station and import
the same program on a distant signal.

Appendix D (a Washington Post story entitled "No NFL for Channels
5 or 20"), demonstrates another perverse effect of compulsory licensing.
In Washington, DC, Channels 5 and 20 were denied the opportunity
to bid for the local broadcast rights to a Redskins-Dolphins game
because their signals are imported by cable into other markets --
a phenomenon over which the stations have no control and a phenom-
enon that they are powerless to stop. The cable network, ESPN,
complained that a local license to Channels 5 or 20 would undermine
ESPN's exclusivity in the markets where those stations are imported
by cable. On many other occasions cable interests have expressed
their recognition of the importance of program exclusivity -- at
least insofar as the cable industry's proprietary programming is
concerned.

INTV, NAB, the networks and MPAA are all working hard to seek
the re-adoption of the FCC's syndicated exclusivity rule and to
secure improvements in the network non-duplication rule. H.R. 2848
moves in the opposite direction by expanding compulsory licensing
to the satellite dish market without any mechanism to honor and
respect the exclusive program licenses purchased by local stations.

The tragedy is that it is not necessary to abrogate local station
program agreements in order to Fang television service to consumers
not served by terrestrial broadcasting. It is possible to craft
a new statutory license applicable only to consumers who reside
in so-called white areas (or even white pockets), and/or a statutory
license that yields in the face of a conflict with licenses purchased
in the marketplace. The Independent stations would be happy to
assist, in a flexible and constructive way, in the drafting of such
a bill.
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Unfortunately, some or all of the tht e commercial television
networks have chosen another course. Some network representatives
have proposed amendments that would recognize and honor local station
contracts for network programs but not for syndicated programs.
The net effectaMae amendments would be, (1) to discourage affiliate
stations from choosing to pre-empt their network by exhibiting non-network
programs; and, (2) to bestow a copyright preference on local network
affiliate stations to the disadvantage of local Independent stations.
The network papers argue that this blatant discrimination is warranted
because the networks allegedly are "special".

Simply stated, there is no copyright cognizable distinction
that can or should be made between a local station contract for
a network program and a local taCTUF contract for a program from
some other source. to n epen ant stations simply cannot aff-Si
and acquiesce in legislation twat stamps us as second class citizens
for copyright purposes. Waeover, from a Communications Act perspective,
the amendments proposed by the networks would be grossly anti-competitive.
The FCC and the Congress have spent years attempting to encourage
and stimulate non-network sources of television programming. Granting
a copyright preference to network program contracts would have the
opposite effect.

If any group of stations is to be accorded some special copyright
accommodation, it should be the Independent stations. The Independents
face numerous "special" challenges compared to the relatively advantaged
existence of network stations. For the most part, the Independent
stations struggle along on UHF channels, while the affiliates cruise
through life in tem VHF band. Affiliates are fed a ready made program
schedule by the network. The Independent must purchase or produce
every single minute of its daily program schedule. For this reason,
the Independents are the stations that have suffered the moat from
the recent dramatic increases in the cost of syndicated television
programs. Accordingly, the Independents ate the stations most in
need of having their program contracts honored and respected by
our copyright laws.

Despite these obvious grounds for seeking some "special" accom-
modation, th. Independents seek only equal treatment. INTV strongly
supports the right of local network affiliates to have all of their
program contracts honored and respected by our copyrighrraws.
We would hope that they would display the same attitude toward the
local Independent stations in their markets.

Before you vote for any language that discriminates aoinst
Independent stations, or which accords "special" treatment to network

-
kJ 4.),)
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programs, please think about the local stations that serve your
Congressional District. Do you really think that our copyright
laws should honor and respect the program contracts of WISC-TV
(Channel 3), WMTV (Channel 15) and WKOW-TV (Channel 27) but not
the program contracts of WMSN-TV (Channel 47)? Wouldn t it be better
to work together on a bill that recognized and accommodated the
legitimate interests of all parties?

We support the goal of bringing television service to unserved
households. However, in our view, any statutory license for the
satellite industry must:

1) be limited to unserved areas with respect to both network
and Independent stations; or

2) include syndicated exclusivity and network non-duplication
provisions; or

3) include a provision requiring carriers to secure the affirm-
ative consent of an station before its signal is taken
and imported into other markets (the consenting station
having first secured the rights necessary to grant such
consent).

Mr. Chairman, we respectfully request that this letter, and
the attachments hereto, be made a part of the official record of
the hearings on H.R. 2848.

PRP:g

Attachments

cc: Mr. Gary DeHaven, WISC-TV
Ms. Laurie Leonard, WMTV
Mr. Thomas Hartman, WKOW-TV
Mr. Bill Schereck, WMSN-TV

Very truly yours,

Preston R. Padden
President

6
7
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APP7NDIX 8

ANALYSIS OF VIEWERSHIP TO
PROGRAMMING DUPLICATED
BY IMPORTED SIGNALS

Susan M. Rynn
Director, Research

INTV

As the INTV Research Director, my goal with respect to the

syndicated exclusivity issue has been to determine the extent

to which locally owned programming that is duplicated by cable-

imported distant signals is viewed on those distant signals,

thus diminishing the potential audience of the home market

station. While it is necessary to analyze a'specific point in

time in order to quantify that viewership, it is also my inten-

tion to identify trends through this research which will help

us determine probable future market conditions assuming the

absence of syndicated exclusivity.

Four slightly different approaches were used in my

analysis based on February, 1987 Nielsen viewing data. First,

I traced programming airing on three superstations and one

regionally carried independent station from approximately 2-8

PM to twenty-seven markets around the country ("Phase I").

Second, focusing on the three markets singled out by NCTA in

its May 1987 "Position Paper on Syndicated Exclusivity", I

identified syndicated programs across dayparts duplicated by

the two most widely carried superstations ("Phase II"). Third,

I analyzed numerous syndicated programs auplicated by any

imported signal (superstation, regional independent or affili-

ate) in four varied markets ("Phase III"). Finally, the fourth

)
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phase of my analysis examined feature film title duplication

("Phase 4").

For each phase of this research, the ratings for the

distant signal in both cable and total television households

were obtained through special runs ordered from the A.C.

Nielsen Co. The ratings reflect the percentage of all tele-

vision households (or cable households) in the market that

viewed the program on the imported signal. It is important to

consider ratings in cable households since those are the

households in which local and imported signal program :oplica-

tion occurs. Also, assuming that cable penetration increases,

that rating more nearly predicts the future total television

household rating. Ratings are expressed in the standard format

used in the quarterly local market television rating books.

Phase I: 27-Market Audience Loss Prcfile

The 3-8 YM analysis included WGN (Chicago), WTBS

(Atlanta), WOR (New York), WPIX (New York) and WSBIC (Boston).

Viewing levels for duplicated programs on these distant signals

ranged from 1-4 rating points in total television households

and 1-6 rating points in cable households. In many cases, the

duplicated program earned one rating on the distant signal.

Even one rating point has a significant effect in light of the

fact that average independent daypart ratings in several

m;"kets reach onl the 1 to 3 ratin: oint level. In other
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instances, the duplicate program distant signal rating was

significantly higher than one rating point.

For example, WGN's "Facts of Life" earned 2 rating points

in all television households and 4 rating points in cable

households in San Antonio. Local independents in that market

averaged a 5 total television household rating in early fringe.

The distant signal program rating, therefore, represented 40%

of the home station's average time period rating. In Amarillo,

WGN's "Facts of Life" earned 3 and 4 rating points in total

television and cable households, respectively. This data

clearly demonstrates that duplicate programs on distant signals

have a significant impact in many small to medium-sized markets.

WTBS presents an example of distant signal ratings' impact

in a large market. Cleveland is the 10th ranked Nielsen Desig-

nated Market Area and was 46% cabled in February, 1987. A

local station carried "Scooby Doo", also brought into the

market on WTBS. Despite below average cable penetration and

relatively mature independent stations, WTBS' "Scooby Doo"

still siphoned one rating point in total TV households and 2

rating points in.cable households away from the local stations.

WTBS had an even stronger impact in smaller markets like

Tri-Cities (Bristol, VA-Kingsport-Johnson City, TN) and

Lexington, Ky, where newer independents are struggling to carve

out a market niche. In Tri-Cities, duplicated airings of

"Gilligan's Island" and "Andy Griffith" earned 4 and 5 rating

points eact; in television and cable households. In Lexington,

th I
p.1,4
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"The Flintstones" on WTBS averaged three rating points, one

rating point higher than the local independent's average in

the weekday afternoon children's programming daypart.

WWOR and WPIX enjoy significant regional out-of-market

carriage. Their impact in nearby markets is considerable. In

Johnstown-Altoona ten programs ware duplicated by the two super-

stations and each drew one or two rating points away from the

local stations. In Rochester, seven programs duplicated by

WWOR and WTBS pulled ratings from the local station that also

owns the programs. WWOR's "Mama's Family" earned a 2 and 3

rating in Albany total television and cable households. Home

market independents averaged the same rating in the early

fringe daypart.

WSBK's "Mama's Family" also aired in Albany and pulled

yet another rating point out of the market. Here, two super-

stations and a regional independent are all in direct com-

petition for viewers to programs for which an Albany station

purchased "exclusive" rights in the market. In Hartford, WSBK

claimed one rating point for each of four programs likely to

air in the early fringe daypart. Four more programs were

duplicated in Portland, ME. Each drew a one rating in tele-

vision households and two proltrams doubled that rating in cable

households.

Set forth below is a detailed listing of the duplicate

program distant signal audience losses documented in Phase I of

my research.
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SYNDEX
DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

ANALYSIS

IMPORTED SIGNAL

HOME MARKET MARKET % CABLE IMPORTED DUPLICATED PROGRAM RTG IN HOME MKT
RANK PENE. SIGNAL CABLE TOTAL

NH NH

Omaha 70 54.1 WGN Facts of Life 2 1

WGN Transformers 1 1

WGN G.I. Joe 1 1

Rockford 115 57.8 WGN The Jeffersons 2 1

Champaign/
Springfield 75 6? 4 WGN Transformers 1 1

WGN G.I. Joe 2 1

Peoria 104 57.5 WGN Transformers 1 1

WGN G.I. Joe 1 1

Rochester 69 54.2 WPIX G.I. Joe 1 1

WPIX. Transformers 1 1

WOR Magnum 2 1

WOR Entertainment
Tonight 1 1

WOR The New Gidget 2 1

WOR It's A Living 1 1

WOR Mama's Family 2 1

Johnstown/ 85 70.7
Altoona WPIX Smurfs 1 1

WPIX Ghostbusters 1 1

WPIX G.I. Joe 1 1

WPIX Transformers 1 1

WPIX What A Country 2 1

WOR Bosom Buddies 2 1

WOr The New Gidget 1 1

WOR Mama's Family 2

WOR It's A Living 1 1

Albany, NY 52 -t9.9 WPIX Smurfs 1 1

WPIX G.I. Joe 1 1

WPIX Gimme A Break 3 2

WOR It's A Living 2 1

WOR Mama's Family 3 2

WSBK Hogan's Heroes 2 1

WSBK Its A Living 1 1

SBK Mama's Family 1 1
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IMPORTED SIGNAL
HOME MARKET MARKET X CABLE ;MPORTED DUPLICATED PROGRAM RTG IN HOME MKT

RANK PENE. aIGNAL TABLE TOTAL
HH HH

Hartford 24 70.3 WSBK MASH 1 1

WSBK Barney Miller 1 1

WSRK Hogan's Heroes 1 1

WSBK Mama's Family 1 1

Portland, ME 80 55.0 WSBK SheRA 1 1

WSBK He Man 1 1

WSBK Ghostbusters 2 1

WSBK One Big Family 2 1

San Antonio 44 62,9 WGN Facts of Life 4 2

WGN Transformers 2 1

WGN G.I. Joe 2 1

WTBS Scooby Doo 2 1

WTBS Andy Griffith 3 2

WIGS Honeymooners 3 2

Amarillo 120 65.5 WGN Facts of Life 4 3

WON Transformers 2 1

WGN WKRP In Cincinnati 2 2

WGN. G.I. Joe 3 2

WTBS Scooby Doo 4 3

WTBS Flintstones 6 4

Odessa 139 68.6 WGN Transformers 2 1

WGN G.I. Joe 1 1

WTBS Flintstones 2 2

Richmtnd 54 ,45.2 WTBS Beverly Hillbillies 1 1

Andy Griffith 1 1

Sanford & Son 3 1

Tulsa 53 48.0 WIGS Flintstones 1 1

Cleveland 10 46.0 WIGS Tom & Jerry 1 A

WIGS Scooby Doo 2 1

Anchorage 157 36.2 WIGS Gilligan's Island 2 t

WIGS Andy Griffith 3 i

WIGS Honeymooners 1 1

* Below one rating point

6 i;
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IMPORTED SIGNAL

HOME MARKET MARKET % CABLE IMPORTED DUPLICATED PROGRAM RTG IN HOME MKT

RANK PENE. SIGNAL -1-MU TOTAL
HH HH

Knoxville 60 48.6 WTBS Scooby Doo 3 2

Mobile 59 53.6 WTBS Andy Griffith 2 1

Tom & Jerry 1 1

Grand Rapids 40 51.1 WTBS Scooby 2 1

Gilligan's Island 2 1

Oklahoma City 36 59.0 WTBS Scooby Doo 1 I
Flintstones 2 1

Albany, GA 153 53.5 WTBS Scooby Doo 2 1

Flintstones 2 1

Andy Griffith 4 2

Tri-Cities 87 55.5 WTBS Scooby Doo 3 2

(VA-TN) Flintstones 3 2

Gilligan's Island 5 4

Andy Griffith 5 4

Chattanooga 82 SO.7 WTBS Flintstones 2 1

Gainesville 170 58.1 WTBS Andy Griffith 4 2

Lexington, KY 79 60.7 WTBS Flintstones 3 3

San Angelo 195 86.0 WTBS Scooby Doo 5 4

Birmingham 3" 49.0 WTBS Flintstones 2 1

Andy Griffith 3 1

Source: A. C. Nielsen, February, 1987
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Phase II: Three-Market Superstation Profile

WTBS and WGN, the most widely carried superstations,

Warrant further investiga.-on. The second part of my analysis

focused on programming duplicated by those stations in three

additional markets. To avoid any possible inference that I

have selectively used unrepresentative markets, I chose three

markets cited in the NCTA position paper on syndicated

exclusivity, i.e., Indianapolis, Cincinnati and Milwaukee.

Indianapolis is the market for which the NCTA listed one

cable system's 199 hours of duplicated programming in support

of the theory that syndicated exclusivity would present tedious

workfor cable operators. I examined 22 instances of program-

ming duplicated by WTBS and WGN in order to measure the harmful

impact on stations licensed to serve Indianapolis.

Cincinnati and Milwaukee were cited by the NCTA as markets

where local stations have "thrived" despite importation of

distant signals both before and since the repeal of syndicated

exclusivity. Despite the fact that these markets have below

average cable penetration and mature independents that have

been on the air for well over twenty jeers, ratings were drawn

out of the market by duplicative programming on WTB; and WGN.

While Phase I of my analysis indicates that smaller, heavily

cabled markets are more strongly impacted by WGN and WTBS, it

is important to note that harm is also done in markets such as

Indianapolis, Cincinnati and Milwaukee.

v b.' (443.
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In Indianapolis, another example of dual duplication

emerged. "Andy Griffith" was duplicated by both WGN and WTBS.

Together the duplicative tel' 'sts earned two rating points in

total television households and three in cable households.

Most of the other duplicated programs each pulled a total

television household rating point out of the market. Half of

those averaged two rating points in cable households. In the

area of children's programming, those ratings were 50% to 100%

of the ratings earned by the local independt -ts. WGN's "WKRP

in Cincinnati" did the most damage in tht market, pulling a two

rating in television households and a three in cable households.

WKRP's rating on WGN was about 30% of WTTV Indianapolis'

average rating in early fringe WTTV is an independent that

went on the air in 1249.

WGN and WTBS duplicated at least twenty-nine programs

owned by Cincinnati stations. In most instances, the imported

signal telecasts earned a one rating in television and/or cable

households. MX, the local independent which signed on in

1968, has strong daypart ratings. Even though WXIX's afternoon

kids' block averaged a five rating, duplicated kids' shows

pulled ratings out of the market. Again. WTBS and WGN both

duplicate "Andy Griffith". Four of the programs duplicated by

WTBS earned two rating points in cable households.

The situation in Milwaukee is similar to that in

Cincinnati. I identified 23 programs duplicated by WGN and

WTBS. "Andy Griffith" is also owned by the local independent:.
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Together, WTBS and WGN achieved two television household and

three cable household ratings with the program. With

relatively low cable penetration of 42.1%, some duplicated

programs achieved less than a one rating in total television

households, but did pull one rating in cable households where

they compete with the local stations. WGV's "Barney Miller"

had quite an impact, drawing three rating points in cable

households and two in television households. Detail for

Indianapolis, Cincinnati and Milwaukee follow.
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SYNDEX
DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

ANALYSIS

IMPORTED SIGNAL

HOME MARKET MARKET :4 CABLE IMPORTED DUPLICATED PROGRAM RTG IN HOME MKTarilRANK PENE. SIGNAL TOTAL
HH HH

Indianapolis 23 51.8 WGN Andy Griffith 1 *

Barney Miller 2 1

Dick Van Dyke 1
*

Facts of Life 1 1

GI Joe 1 1

The Jeffersons 2 1

Mask 1 *

Smurfs 1 1

Soul Train 2 1

Transformers 1 1

The Twilight Zone 1 *

WKRP in Cincinnati 3 2

WTBS Andy Griffith 2 1

Beverly Hillbillies 1 1

Bewitched 1 1

Flintstones 2 1

Gilligan's Island 2 1.

Honeymooners 2 1

I Love Lucy 1 1

Perry Mason 1 1

Sanford & Son ? 1

Scooby Doo 2 1

*Below one Rating Point

Source: A.C. Nielson, Feb. '87
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SYNDEX
DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

ANALYSIS

HOME MARKET MARKET
RANK

% CABLE
PENE.

IMPORTED
SIGNAL

IMPORTED SIGNAL
DUPLICATED PROGRAM RTG IN HOME MKT

Cincinnati

CABLE
HH

TOTAL
HH

30 47.4 WGN

WTBS

Andy Griffith 1

At The Movies 1

Barney Miller 1

Charles in Charge 1

GI Joe 1

It's A Living 1

JEM 1

Leave It To Beaver 1

Lifestyles of the
Rich & Famous 1

Love Boat 1

One Big Family 1

Puttin' on the Hits 1
Soul Train 1

Tales from the
Darkside 1

The Jeffersons 1

Transformers 1

The Twilight Zone 1

Wild Kingdom 1

Andy Griffith 2

Beverly Hillbillies 2
Bewitched 1

I Dream of Jeannie 1

The Flintstones 2

The Honeymooners 2

I Love Lucy 1

Perry Mason 1

Scooby Boo 1

*

*

1

1.
*
.

1

1

1

*

1

1

*

*

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

*Below one rating point

Source: A. C. Nielsen, Feb, '87
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SYNDEX
DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

ANALYSIS

IMPORTED SIGNAL

HOME MARKET MARKET % CABLE IMPORTED DUPLICATED PROGRAM RTG IN HOME MKT

RANK PENE. SIGNAL CABLE TOTAL
HH HH

Milwaukee 29 42.1 WGN Andy Griffith 2 1

Action Theatre 1 *

Barney Miller 3 2

Charles in Charge 1 1

Dick Van Dyke 1 1

Facts of Life 2 1

Ghostbusters 1 *

Ul Joe 1 *

Heathcliff 1

Hogan's Heroes 1

It's A Living 1

Leave It To Beaver 2 1

Lifestyles of
Rich & Famous 1 1

Odd Couple 1 1

Rawhide 2 1

Smurfs 1 *

Twilight Zone 1 *

Wild, Wild West 1 *

WTBS Andy Griffith 1 1

Bewitched 1 *

Flintstones 1 *

Perry Mason 2 1

Scooby Doo 1

*Below oa rating point

Source: A. C. Nielsen, '87
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Phase III: 4-Market Multi-Source Duplication Profile

The next phase of my analysis involved four markets -- San

Diego, Reno, Roanoke (VA) and Fort Wayne (IN) -- from which I

extracted syndicated programs duplicated by several sources

including superstations and out-of-market independents and

affiliates. These markets illustrate the far-reaching effect

of several sources chipping away at local market audiences for

specific programs. In San Diego, five distant signals dupli-

cated locally owned programming; in Reno, four distant signals;

in Roanoke six distant signals; and in Fort Wayne, three

distant signals.

San Diego-owned programming is duplicated by one super-

station (WTBS), three out-of-market independents (KTTV, KTLA,

and KCOP) ar.d an out-of-market affiliate (KNBC). Generally,

most duplicated programs drew one rating point in television

and cable households. A number of individual programs earned

considerably higher ratings. In fa,.:t, with the exception of

KNBC, each of the distant signals duplicated at least one

program that earned two or more rating points in television

households and even more in cable households. One of KTTV's

telecasts of "MASH" drained four full rating points out of

television households and six rating points out of cable

households. San Diego's two more mature independents averaged

only three rating points in the important early fringe daypart.

WTBS' "Gunsmoke" earned three cable and two total television

rating ;lints; KTLA's "Magnum" earned four and three ratings.
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Three of XCOP's duplicative programs drew two ratings in each

household category. "Wheel of Fortune", the number one rated

syndicated program is duplicated by KCOP which draws three

television and four cable rating points out of the market.

KNBC's duplicative programming illustrates that syndicated fare

duplicated by imported affiliates can also have an impact. In

total, all of the duplicated programs add up to 69 total

television household and 90 cable household rating points in

San Diego. Those figures do not even take into account the

ict chat many of those programs run stripped and earn up to

twenty times their average - ting over an audience measurement

sweep period.

Local stations in Reno compete for program specific

audience with one superstation (WTBS), two distant independents

(KTVU and KTXL) and one distant affiliate KCRA. Of the twenty-

seven duplicated programs analyzed, more than half achieved one

rating point in total television households and often achieved

a two rating in cable households. In this market, dual dupli-

cation of "Andy Griffith" pulled three and five ratings in

television and cable households, or one half of the early

fringe average for KAME, the local independent. KCRA's "Mama's

Family" also drew a three television household rating. Six of

the programs duplicated by KTXL earned two ratings in tele-

vision households. "Facts of Life" earned a four in cable

households, KTXL's highest cable rating for a duplicated
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program. Reno's total for duplicated program averages was 34

television household and 50 cable household ratings.

Roanoke's local stations face audience competition for

programs they own from two superstations (WTBS and WGN), one

imported independent (WTTG, Washington, D.C.) and three

imported affiliates (WFMY, WXII and WGHP). The least signi-

ficantly viewed duplicated programs aired on WGN. All 12 of

those I found did achieve at least one rating point in cable

homes. Roanoke's indepenlents signed on in 1986 and each

earned a 'one rating in important kids' dayparts and in early

fringe in February, 1987. Clearly, severe program duplication

increases the difficulty of establishing strong ratings. Some

programs are repeatedly duplicated and viewed on all stations.

"Andy Griffith" aired on three imported signals for a total of

five television household and eight cable household rating

points. "Bewi'ched ", "The Flintstones" and "Three's Company"

were each duplicated twice. WTTG's "MASH" received two

television household and three cable household rating points.

Five WTBS duplicated programs each earned two rating points in

television households. Four of them doubled that rating in

cable households, and the fifth pulled a three cable household

rating. Each of the three imported affiliate stations drew one

to two television and one to three cable household ratings out

of the market. The grand total for average duplicated program

ratings in Roanoke was 50 television household and 86 cable

household.r4ing points.
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Fort Wayne is a small market with relatively low cable

penetration and an independent that ha* been vn the air for ten

years and maintains healthy rating levels. Duplicated programs

to WTBS, WGN and WTTV, an imported independent, all siphon

ratings away from the local independent and from WANE, a local

affiliate. In my analysis, fifteen programs duplicated by

distant signals earned a combined average rating of nine total

household and 25 cable household points. Several programs in

this market were twice duplicated -- "Andy Griffith", "Facts of

Life", "G. I. Joe" and "Leave It To Beaver". "Facts of Life"

on WGN and WTTV siphoned two total television household and

three cable household rating points away from the local station

carrying the program. Dual duplication of "G. I. Joe". pulled

one teleirision household and four cable household rating points

out: of the market. The most viewed program duplicated by WTTV

was "Mama's Family", which drew one and two rating points in

television and cable households. Attached is market detail for

each of four markets inclt.ded in the third stage of my analysis.

4
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SYNDEX
DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

ANALYSIS

IMPORTED SIGNAL
HOME MARKET MARKET % CABLE IMPORTED DUPLICATED PROGRAM RTG IN HOME MKT

RANK PENE. SIGNAL CABLE TOTAL
HH HH

San Diego 26 67.1 WTBS Beverly Hillbillies 1 1

Flintstones 1 1

Gilligan's Island 1 1

Gunsmoke 3 2

Hogan's Heroes 1 1

Sanford & Son 1 1

World of Animals 1 *

KTTV Dance Fever 1 1

Dennis - Animated 1 1

Facts of Life 4 3

Flintstones 1 1

Gobots 1 1

Hour Magazine 1 1

Late show - Joan
Rivers 1 1

MASH 6 4

MASH 1 1

Soul Train 1 1

Swat 1 1

Three's Company 3 2

Three's Company 3 2

Thundercats 1 1

Too Close for
Comfort 4 3

9 to 5 1

KTLA Chips 1 "

Charles in Charge 1 i

Emergency 1 1

Fame 1 1

Fame 1 1

Happy Days Again 1 *

Jem 1 1

Laverne & Shirley 1
.

Little House on
the Prairie 2 1

Magnum 4 3

Puttin' on the
Hits 1 1

Put on Kids 1 1

What's Happening
Now 1 1

*Below one rating point

Source: A. C. Nielsen, Feb. '87

89-491 0 - 89 - 22
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SYNDEX

DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING
ANALYSIS

IMPORTED SIGNAL
HOME MARKET MARKET % CABLE IMPORTED DUPLICATED PROGRAM RTG IN NJME MKT

RANK PENE. SIGNAL CABLE TOTAL
HH HN

San Diego 26 67.1 KCOP Bewitched 1 1

Buck Rogers 2 2

Different Strokes 1 1

GI Joe I "

Gimme A Break 2 2

I Cream of Jeannie 1 I

Inspector Gadget 2 2

Jeopardy 4 3

Jetsons 1 1

Lifestyles of the
Rich & Famous 2 1

My Little Pony 1

She-Ra 1 1

Smurfs ' 1

Star Trek 1 1

Transformers 1

Wheel of Fortune 4 3

KNBC Donahue 1 1

Entertainment
This Week 1 1

Entertainment
Tonight 1 1

Mama's Family 1

Throb 1 1

"Below one rating point

Source: A. C. Nielsen, Feb. '87
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SYNDEX
DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

ANALYSIS

IMPORTED SIGNAL
HOME MARKET MARKET % CABLE IMPORTED DUPLICATED PROGRAM RTG IN HOME MKT

RANK PENE. SIGNAL CABLE TOTAL
HH HH

Reno 131 60.8 WTBS Andy Griffith 3 2

The Flintstones 2 1

Scooby Don 1 1

KTVU Gobots 1 $

Lifestyles of the
Rich & Famous 1 1

Late Show - Joan
Rivers 1

Magnum 2 1

MASH 2 1

Three's Company 1 1

WKRP in Cincinnati 2 1

9 to 5 2 I

KTXL Andy Griffith 2
Funtastic
INN USA Tonight

1

Love Boat
1

Star Trek
Vegas

3

3

2

2

Facts of Life
Fall Guy

4

3

2

2

Ghostbusters
Gilligan's Island
Gimme A Break
Taxi

3

1

2

3

2

1

1

2

KCRA Donahue 1 1

Mama's Family 3 2
One Big Family 1 1

Small Wonder 1 1

*Below one rating point

Source: A. C.NieJsen, Feb. '87
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SYNDEX

DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING
ANALYSIS

IMPORTED SIGNAL
HOME MARKET MARKET % CABLE IMPORTED DUPLICATED PROGRAM RTG IN HOME MKT

RANK PENE. SIGNAL CABLE TOTAL
HH HH

Roanoke 71 52.6 WTOS Andy Griffith 5 3

Bewitched 1 1

I Dream of Jeannie 1 1

Flintstones 4 2

Gilligan's Island 4 2

Honeymooners 4 2

Scooby Doo 4 2

Tom & Jerry 3 2

WGN Barney Miller 1 1

Ghostbusters 1 *

Heathc'iff 1 *

Leave It To Beaver 1
*

Mask 1 *

One Big Family 1

Soul Train 2 1

Tales From the
Darkside 1

*

The Jeffersons 1 1

Transformers 1
*

Twilight Zone 1 1

WKRP In Cincinnati 1 1

WTTG Andy Griffith 1 *

Bewitched 1 *

Fame 2 1

Fat Albert 1 *

G. I. Joe 1
A

Inhumanoids 1 1

Inspector Gadget 1
.

MASH 3 2

She-ka 3
*

Silverhawks 1 1

Taxi 2 1

Three's Company 2 1

Three's Company 3 1

Thundercats 1 1

WWF Wrestling 1 1

*Below one rating point

rfver-
kol a )
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SYNDEX
DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

ANALYSIS

IMPORTED SIGNAL

HOME MARKET MARKET % CABLE IMPORTED DUPLICATED PROGRAM RTG IN HOME MKT

RANK PENE. SIGNAL CABLE TOTAL
HH EH

WXII Entertainment
Tonight 1 1

People's Court 2 2

The Judge 1 1

WARP Dallas 2 1

Divorce Court 3 2

Fame 1 1

Jeopardy 2 1

Oprah Winfrey 2 2

Small Wonder 1 1

Three's Company 3 2

Throb 1 1

Wheel of Fortune 2 1

*Below one rating

Source: A. C. Nielsen, February, 1987
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SYNDEX
DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

ANALYSIS

IMPORTED SIGNAL
HOME MARKET MARKET % CABLE IMPORTED DUPLICATED PROGRAM RTG IN HOME MKT

RANK PENE. SIGNAL CABLE TOTAL
HH HH

Fort Wayne 102 41.2 WTBS Andy Griffith 1 1

Beverly Hillbillies 1 1

WGN Andy Griffith 1 *
Cisco Kid 2 1

Facts 450 Life 4 2

Falcon Crest 1

G. I. Joe 3 1

JEM 2 1

Leave It To Beaver 1 *

Puttin' on the Hits 3 1

WTTV Different Strokes 1

Facts of Life 1

G. I. Joe 1

Leave It To Beaver 1
Mama's Family 2

*Below one rating point

Source: A. C. Nielsen, February, 1987

6

*
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Phase IV: Movie Title Duplication

Another important aspect of the syndicated exclusivity

issue is he duplication of movie titles by imported signals.

Distant signal duplication of exclusive movie titles is very

harmful to local stations. The effect with respect to big

movie titles is particularly harmful. Considerable time and

money is spent scheduling and promoting popular movie titles.

I am aware of several situations in which local stations were

unaware that a distant signal was to air a movie for which the

local station had purchased market exclusivity. Some

duplicative movie titles air the same night as the local

station's telecast and begin an hour earlier.

Logistically, it is difficult to trace numerous movie

titles and determine their ratings on imported signals. I was,

however, able to uncover two recent examples. In May, 1987

KRIV Houston aired "A Fistfull of Dollars" one evening from

8-10 PM. According to Nielsen, KRIV achieved a rounded eight

rating with the movie. "A Fisluti of 17-01:tars" also came into

the market on WGN on the same night and draw two cable

household and one television household rating point away from

KRIV. Had KRIV earned that additional 'elevision household

rating point, it would have out-performed the ABC affiAiate, a

powerful marketing statement for an independent.

KBHK San Francisco, the number five ranked television

market. had a similar problem in May. KTXL, an adjacent market

independent, duplicated two popular movie titles on. the same

0
Ntp

(.3.
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night that KBHK aired them. The titles were "The Woman In Red"

and "Conan, The Destroyer," both premium movies. KTXL's

telecasts of each movie earned two cable household and one

television household rating points. Audience diversion of that

magnitude is extremely detrimental in a major market like San

Francisco. From a financial standpoint, it is important to

remember that even one rating point in San Francisco represents

considerable revenue. The duplicative movie title problem is

compounded by the fact that many premium titles are sold in

packages which must air on the same night in each market that

purchases them.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the preceding analyses unquestionably present

evidence that in many markets, programming duplicated 'ay cable

imported signals does draw viewership to those programs out of

the market. The extent to which local stations are harmed is

dependent upon several factors including cable penetration,

number of systems carrying an imported signal and the number of

homes subscribing to those systems, maturity of local stations,

popularity of the duplicated program, etc. More important than

categorizing anu measuring each effect is the understanding

that based on the variety of markets analyzed, the lack of

syndicated exclusivity is harmful in molly market situations.

Financially, a single rating point is very valuable in a large

market. In the case of many smaller markets, newer independents
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in particular cannot afford to lose program audience to

imported signals. Some examples cited revealed higher program

ratings for shows duplicated by imported signals than the

independent's average, even in key dayparts.

Cable household ratings for duplicated programming

achieved by imported signals are essential to an insight into

the future of local market television unprotected by syndicated

exclusivity. As cable penetration increases, duplicated

programs can be expected to achieve the same rating levels

achieved in currently cabled homes. More viewers to

duplicative imported signal programming means more harm to

local stations that have purchased the programming. Station

advertising sales are obviously based on total television

households (or persons), but when cable penetration reaches

high levels, the gap between cable and all television

households is almost insignificant. Such duplication of a

television's "exclusive" programming, and the consequent

diversion of viewers of that programming from the local station

make the local station's marketing, promotion and advertising

sales decisions very difficult.

Thirty-four INTV member stations have catalogued 682

examples of locally owned programs and 181 movie titles and/or

packages duplicated by imported signals. A detailed list is

attached. All indications are that most of those 34 stations

suffer damage similar to that described in this study.

G:0
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DISTANT SIGNAL PROGRAM DUPLICATION SURVEY

STATION DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

Phoenix KUTP Superman
At the Movies
Merrill's Marauders
Road to Singapore
Jem
Bewitched
Ghostbusters
Smurfs
Jeannie
Dial M For Murder
Sanford & Sons
Welcome Back Kotter
Scooby Goo
Yor, Hunter F-om the Future
Rio Bravo
Killer By Night
Dirty Dingus Magee
Band of Angels
Rafferty & the Gold Dust Twins

Tampa WFTS Mask
Beverly Hillbillies
Odd Couple
Hogan's Heroes
Facts of Life
Jeannie
Bewitched
7 Love Lucy
Sanford & Sons
Honeymooners
Carol Burnett

Columbus, Ohio WTTE Andy Griffith Show
Barney Miller
Black Sheep Squadron
Carol Burnett and Friends
The Brady Bunch

GI Joe
Galaxy Rangers
Hawaii Five-0
Hogan's Heroes
Honeymooners
I Love Lucy
My Little Pony
The Odd Couple
Smurf's Adventures
Star Trek
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MARKET STATION DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

Columbus, Ohio WTTE Transformers
(cont'd) Twilight Zone

INN News

hovies:
Continental Div,de
Come Back to the 5 and Dime
Captain Blood
Conan the Destroyer

Milwaukee WVTV Andy Griffith
Benny Hill Show
Bugs Bunny
Charles in Charge
Defenders of the Universe
Diff'rent Strokes
Flintstones
Funtastic World of Hanna Barbera
Gimme A Break
Gcbots
Hogan's Heroes
I Dream ofJeannie
JEM
Leave It To Beaver
Lifestyles of the Rich & Famot
Love Boat
Mama's Family
Munsters
One Big Family
Star Search
Superman
Three's Company
Tom & Jerry
Woody Woodpecker

Movie Packages.
Abbott & Costello
MGM-I

Universal Horror Greats
Paramount Portfolio IV
mbassy Night at Movie

Warner TV -i

Certury 11
Century 9
Tarzan
Universal 100
NTA
Fries Frame 1
Columbia 21
Prime One (MGM)

662
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MARKET STATION OUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

Jefferson City, MO KNLJ Little House On the Prairie

(Columbia)

Houston KTXH Tales From the Oarkilidu

Transformers
Leave It To Beaver
Ghostbusters
Neathcliff
What A country
Puttin' On the Hits

Fame
Beverly Hillbillies
The Honeymooners
Gimme He A Break

(plus
exclusive movie contracts"
sometimes broadcast the
exact movie at exact time)

Roanoke/Lynchburg WJPR Flintstpnes
Silverhawks
Defenders of the Earth

My Little Pony
Bewitched
I Dream of Jeannie
He-Man
GI Joe
Thundercats
Taxi
Mission Impossible
The Flintstones
Scooby Doo
My Little Pony
Disney Movie Showcase
Lifestyles of the Rich & Famous

Defenders
Dennis the Menace
Ghostbusters
She-Ra
He. Man

Gal,xy Rangers
WKR? in Cincinnati
The Jeffersons
America's Top Ten
LaVerne & Shirley
Transformers
What's Happening Now
Ask Dr. Ruth
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MARKET STATION DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

Seattle RTZZ I Drs,nm of Jeanne
Gun smoke
Chips
He-Man
Check It Out
Perry Mason
Wanted-Dead or Alive
Father Knows Hest
Dennis the Menace
Flintstones
Burns & Allen
My Three Sons
Best of Grouchy
The Honeymooners
The Jack Benny Program
Beverly Hillbillies

Tulsa KOKI Perry Mason

(Programs Dukes of Hazzard

duplicated in Chips Patrol

six years Charlies Angels

siace repeal Big Vallee

of syndicated Trapper John

exclusivity) Little House On The Prairie
Carol Burnett'
The Real McCoyt
Superfriends
At the Movies
Stir Search
Lifestyles of the Rich & Famous

Munsters
Sha-na-na
He Man
She-Ra
GE Joe
Saturday Night Live
Soul Train
Smorft
Silverhawks
JEM
AMUOVA''; Tor Ten
Grizzly Adem:
Tarzan
Honeymooeers
Solid Gold
Bewitched
Viacom TV Net
26th Century Fox Net
Orbis Net
Flying Nun

664
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MARKET STATION DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

Tulsa (cont'd) KOKI what A Country
Twilight Zone
Galaxy Rangers
Tom & Jerry
My Little Pony
Buck Rogers
Battlestar Galactica

rpganss Heroes
Benny Hill
20 Minute Workout
Dream Girl USA
Gilligan's Island
Pink Panther
Flintstones
Rawhide
Independent Network News

Atlanta WATL Hawaii Five-0
Cannon
Abbott & Costello
Bosom Buddlies
New Gidget
The Insiders
The Saint & Return of the Saint
Zoobilee Zoo
My Favorite Martian
700 Club
Oral Roberts
WWF
Vegas
Bugs Bunny
Porky Pig
Cannon
Wild, Wild West
Superman
Lone Rangers
Kung Fu
[Feature packages

duplicated-movies:
Story of Jacob & Joseph
Fantastic Voyage
Legend of Hell House
Les Miserables
Lost World
Angel & The Badman
Little Miss Marker
Battle of Britain
Ben.Hur
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MARKET STATION DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

Atlanta (cont'd) WATL Holocaust 2000
El Dorado
Bad News Bears Brkg Training
Big Fisherman/Bundle of Joy
The Bees
All Tarzan Features
Porky's II
Merrill's Marauders
Who Was That Lady
The Betsy
Captain America 1&2
Advance Tc The Rear
Man-Eaters Are Loose
Martin Chronicles
Hell Night
Just Before Dawn
The Paleface

Minneapolis KITN Charles In Charge
It's A Living
Porky Pig
Bugs Bunny
Beverly Hillbillies
Hogan's Heroes
Dick Van Dyke
Leay.i It To Beaver

Ghostbusters
WKRP In Cincinnati
Barney Miller
Honeymooners
Perry Mason

Philadelphia WPHL One Big Family
Jeffersons
Munsters
Sanford & Sons
Galaxy Rangers
Ghostbusters
Alice
It's A Living
Mama's Family
Return of the Saint
Popeye
9 to 5
Flintstones
Brady Bunch
Leave It To Beaver
Facts of Life
WKRP In Cincinnati
Hogan's Heroes
Barney Miller
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MARKET STATION DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

Oklahoma City KGMC Gunsmok.
Charles In Charge
Bugs Bunny
Cisco Kid
Jerry Falwell
Hawaii 5-0
Ask Dr. Ruth
Muppets
Galaxy Rangers
My Little Pony
Ghostbusters
Scooby Doo
Flintstones
Transformers
Sanford & Sons
Bizarre
Benny Hill
Movies:

Thirriiiand The Nun
Secrets of Three Hungry Wives
Adios Sabata
The Brain
The Desert Fox
Come Back to the 5 and Dime
Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean

Return of the Pink Panther
Conan The Destroyer
The African Queen
The Robe
The Death of Ritchie
All That Heaven Allows
Golden Moment: An Dlympic Love

Story
They Shoot Horses, Don't They?
Bend Of The River
The Detective
Le Mans
Five Masters of Death
Spinout
Against a Crooked Sky
Charlie Varrick
Little Miss Mar'.er

Madison, WI WMSN Gobots
Scooby Doo
Smurfs
I Dream of Jeannie
detsons
Leave It To Beaver
Three's Company
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MARKET STATICB OGPLICAIEkPROGROAVG

Madison, WI
(cont'd)

Mt4SN It's Your Busromss
Mu4stors
Addams Family
Andy GiPAPrith
°Ince Few:.
solid Gold
Star Search
Puttin' On The Hits
JCM
Transforwrs
Benny Hill
Fame
Tales Darkside
At the Mvies
Mtsk
Heathetiff
Odd Couple
Twilight Zone
Dick Van Dyke

ilennd Rapids, AI WXMI Hold That Dream
Halloween II
Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band
The Man Who Knew Too Much
War Games
Road Games
Blues Brothers
Ford: The Man 81 The Machine

Conan The Destroyer
Missing In Action
Revenge Of The Nerds
Red Dawn
Losin' It
Sea Hawk
Gunsmoke
I Dream of Jeannie
Scooby Doo
Gilligan's Island
It's Your Business
Lady Lovelylocks (anim.)
Poppies
Get Along Gang
Star Search
Chips
Thundercats
My Little Pony

' Little House On The Prairie
I Love Lucy

6C8
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MARKET STATION DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

Grand Rapids, MI WXMI Brady Bunch

(contld) Ghostbusters
Silverhawks
GI Joe
Charles In Charge
MASK
Jeffersons

Davenport, Iowa KLJB The Honeymooners

(Quad Cities) GI Joe
Embassy Nite At The Movies
Operation Prime Time
Ask Dr. Ruth

Baltimore WNUV Bewitched
Jeannie
Flintstones
100,000 Pyramid
1,000,000 Chance of A Lifetime
New Gidget
Mask
Charles In Charye
At The Movies

Kansas City, MO KZKC Sanford & Sons
Honeymooners
Mask
Heathcliff
The Odd Couple
Transformers
GI Joe
Welcome Back Kotter
INN News
Thundercats
Charles In Charge
JEM

San Antonio, TX KRRT Mask
Scooby Doo
Bewitched
I Dream of Jeannie
Bugs Bunny & Friends
Smurfs
GI Joe
Facts of Life
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MARKET STATION DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

San Antonio, TX KRRT

(cont'd)

Gunsmoke
The Honeymooners
JEM
Andy Griffith
Laredo
Rawhide
Bonanza
Six Gun Theatre
The New Gidget
Saturday Night Shocker
Abbott & Costello

Fort Wayne, IN WFFT Brady Bunch
Dennis The Menace - Cartoon
Gerald* Rivera Specials
GI Joe - Strip and Movie Specials
.Inhumanoids
It's A Living
It's Your Business
JEM
Little House On The Prairie
Mama's Family
One Big Family
700 Club
Silverhawks
Smurf's Adventures
Telepictures Animated Holiday

Specials
Andy Griffith
Charles In Charge
Cisco Kid
Leave It To Beaver
Muppet Show
Bewitched
Scooby Doo
Transformers
Twilight Zone
Lorimar I - Movie Package
MGM Eleven - Movie Package
MGM/UA W2 - Movie Package
SFM Holiday Network - Movie Packa
Viacom TV Net - Movie Package
Warner Brothers Volume 23 - Movie
Embassy Night At the Movies
MGM/UA Premiere Netwdrk
Orbis Platinum 193 - Movie pkg.
Twentieth Century Fox- Super 66
Movie Package
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MARKET STATION DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

Fort Wayne, IN WFFT Lorimar Deja Views - Movie Package

(cont'd) Paramount Portfolio VI - Movie pkg.
Viacom Features II -

Movie Package

Kansas City, MO KSHB Beverly Hillbillies
Twilight Zone
Dick Van Dyke
Andy Griffith
Leave It To Beaver
Bugs Bunny
Smurfs Adventures
Facts of Life
WKRP in Cincinnati
Barney Miller
Alfred Hitchcock
My Three Sons
Innocence Lost
One Day At A Time
The Lucy Show
Tom & Jerry
One Big Family
Bosom Buddies
Solid Gold
Explorer
Eight Is Enough
It's A Living
Laverne & Shirley
Cisco Kid
Puttin' On The Hits
Throb
Tales From The Darkside
Lou Grant
Movies:

Crash
Blood Alley
Here Comes Mr. Jordan
Butch & Sundance: The Early Years
Little Miss Marker
Wake Island
The Iron Mistress
Young Man With A Horn
Tom Sawyer
Bend of the River
Just Tell Me You Love Me
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MARKET STATION DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

Greensboro, NC WGGT Monday-Friday - 10 prugrams dup
Weekends - 6 programs duplicated

St. Louis KOHL Benson
Fantasy Island
Leave It to Beaver
Addams Family
Munsters
Good Times
Sanford & Sons
American Ceasar
Andy Griffith
Gomer Pyle
I Love Lucy
Perry Mason
UWF Wrestling
World Class Championship Wrestling
Check It Out
One Big Family
It's A Living
Soul Train
Charles In Charge
Flintstones
Danger Mouse
Mask
Heathcliff
Ghostbusters
Transformers
Movie Packages:
New World I
Warner Vol. 20 & 22
Universal 123
Columbia Gems
Columbia Vol. 4
MCA Debut Network
Hal Roach Colorization Network
Viacom Vol. 7, 8
Mcst Wanted List
Deja Views
Vintage I
Warner Vol. 18
MGM/UA Premier Network

Cleveland WUAB Tom & Jerry
Scooby Doo
Flintstones
Leave It To Beaver
Sanford & Son
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MARKET STATION DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

Cleveland (cont'd) WUAB Mama's Family
Benny Hill
Oral Roberts
Buck Rogers
Romper Room
Magnum P.I.

Anchorage, AK KTBY Abbott & Costello
Andy Griffith
Cannon
Flintstones
GI Joe
Gilligan's Island
Gunsmoke
Hawaii 5-0
Hogan's Heroes
Honeymooners
House Calls
I Dream of Jeannie
Lassie
Lone Ranger
MTV Video Countdown
Paranwint Portfolio II
Partridge Family
Rawhide
Rifleman
Transformers
Twilight Zone

Hartford, CT WHCT Children's L'.,ema Classics
Carson Anniversay Specials
Carson's Comedy Classics
Police Story
Blue Knight
Bomba Movies
Dallas
Deja Views (Lorimar)
Sci-Fi Movies (Lorimar)
22 Karat (Lorimar)
Greatest American Hero
Cowboys and Indians (Lorimar)
Record Guide
Charles In Charge
Banacek
Npme of the Game
MCA Movies (Various)
It Takes A Thief

4
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MARKET STATION DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

Hartford, CT
(conted)

WHCT Mystery Movies (MCA)
War Chronicles
Best of Saturday Night
Tweity Minute WorkoLt
Cagrey & Lacey
Brady Bunch
Odd Couple
Mission Impossible
Untouchables Avengers
Portfolio III & IV & V
Goldwyn Gold (Samuel Goldwyn)
Treasure Chest (Samuel Goldwyn)
Dimension (Satori)
My Favorite Martian
Chiefs
Spider-Man Movies
Teleworld Features
Dempsey & Makepeace
CNN Headline News
Josie & The Pussycats
Tales of the Unexpected
Zoobilee Zoo
Cover Story
Ghost Story
Tennessee Tuxedo Essence
NWA Southern Professional Wrestling
NWA Pro Wrestling
International Championship Wrestling
Four Star Movies (Various)
Kingworld Features (Various)
NTA Films (Various)
The New Hot Tracks
Space 1999
Fox I, II, & III

Syracuse, NY WSYT Beaver
Bewitched
Bosom Buddies
Buck Rogers
Ct rles In Charge
Favorite Martian
Flintstones
Ford Special
GI Joe
G.L.O.W.
Gobots

I
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MARKET STATION DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

Syracuse, NY
(cont'd)

WSYT Heathcliff
I Dream of Jeannie
Lifestyles of The Rich & Famous
Mama's Family
Runaway With the Rich d Famous
Scooby Doo
Smurfs
Star Trek
Tales of the Unexpected
Transformers
Twilight Zone
Zoobilee Zoo

Indianapolis WXIN Porky Pig
Flintstones
Bewitched
Gilligan's Island
Beverly Hillbillies
I Love Lucy
Dick Van Dyke
Bugs Bunny
Twilight Zone
Charles In Charge
Ghostbusters
Transformers
Andy Griffith
Pro Wrestling
Puttin On The Hits
Hogan's Heroes
Tales of the Darkside

Greenvill-, SC WHNS Muppets
Tom & Jerry
Leave It To Beaver
Ghostbusters
Scooby Doo
Hillbillies
Facts of Life
Cartoon Express
Barney Miller

Hilton Head, SC WTGS Movies
Syndicated Programs
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MARKET STATICN DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

St. Petersburg, FL WTOG Porky Pig
Bugs Bunny
Jem
Cisco Kid
Lone Ranger
Barney Miller
Jeffersons
Transformers
WIMP
NiVht Court
Cheers
Laurel & Hardy
It's A Living
Mama's Family
Silver Spoons
Kate & Allie
Tom & Jerry
I Dream of Jeannie
Bewitched
Perry Mason
Flintstones
Adams Family

Nampa, ID KTRV Wide World of Animals
Bewitched
I Love Lucy
Beverly Hillbillies
Hogan's Heroes
Leave It To Beaver
Smurfs
GI Joe
Transformers
Facts of Life
Big Valley
WKRP In Cincinnati
Honeymooners
Jeffersons
WO'', Wild, West
Gui doice

St. Louis KPLR Facts of Life
WKRP In Cincinnati
SOAP
Little House On The Prairie
Love Boat
Private Benjamin
Honeymooners (old &
TwiliEht Zone
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MARKET STATION DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

St. Louis
(cont'd)

KPLR

Miami-Ft. Lauderdale WDZL

1

(a
i

II

Ob

Bob Newhart
Beverly Hillbillies
Muppets
Fame
Puttinl On The Hits
Tales From the Darkside
Lifestyles of the Rich & Famous
Superman
Lone Ranger
Hogan's Heroes
Gilligan's Island
Scooby Doo
Porky Pig
Bugs Bunny
Tom & Jerry
Feature Film Packages duplicated:
MCA World Premieres
MCA Grand 50
MCA Hitlist
MCA Universal 33
MGM Warner Pre '48s
MGM RKO Features
MGM MGM Pre '48s
MGM Lion I & II
MGM That's Entertainment
MGM Family Fair
MGM II
Paramount Portfolio III, V, X, X
TCF Century X
TCF Porky'S Trilogy
Viacom Explitables
Viacom Volume XI, II, XI
Warner Tarzan Features
Warner Vol. 20, 21A, 22, 25, 26,
Warner Statlight 6
ITC Vol. III & IV
Operation Prime Time Specials
Embassy Night at the Movies Spec
Viacom TV Net Premieres

Gunsmokc
Wild Wild West
Father Murphy
It's A Living
One Big Family
Mama's Family
700 Club
Tales F,.om the Darkside

Shalom Show
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MARKET STATION DUPLICATED PROGRAMMING

Hiami-Ft. Lauderdale WDZL
(cont'd)

653

Inside Fla. Golf
Monkees
Value TV
Thundercats
Silverhewks
I Dream of Jeannie
Zoobilee Zoo
Partridge Family
Perry Mason
Twilight Zone
Flintstones
Gilligan's Island
Night Gallery
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APPENDIX C

THE ECONOMIC IMPACT ON HONE- MARKET TELEVISION
STATIONS OF THE DUPLICATION OF SYNDICATED

PROGRAMS BY CABLE TELEVISION SYSTEMS

At the request of the Association of Independent Television Stations, Inc.,
Butterfield Communications Group, a management consulting firm specializing
in broadcast industry assignments, has prepared the following analysis of
the economic impact on home-market television stations of duplication of
their programs on cable-delivered distant signals. The analysis develops a
considerOle body of evidence that duplication of home-market signals
g enerates significant economic harm to home-market television stations,
particularly independent stations in middle and smaller markets.

Viewership plays a crucial role in the income of commercial television
stations. The prices of commercial announcemelts are directly related to
the number of potential customers who view those spots. Larger audiences
bring An more advertising revenues, and any factor which reduces audience
size necessarily causes the stations financial harm.

AudAenca research indicates that the audience for a home-market station's
program is reduced when the mare program, broadcast by a s'..ation in a
distant market, is imported and made available to viewers by cable
television operators. The result is a loss of audience ano revenues for the
home-market station, which has purchased exclusive rights to the program in
the expectation that it will attract the largest possible audiences and
generate saleable ratings.

A ing the economic damage suffered by hose - market stations due to this
dupliration is not a simple undertaking. However, based on market-by-market
audience viewing data, national ratings data for syndicated programs, and
prevailing commercial rates in the markets affected by importation, we can
project the extent to which such damage occurs.

An INTV R h Department report, prepared by Susan Rynn, has quantified
the rating points lost by a large selection to' home-market broadcasters to
the same programa imported from outside the market by cable operators. Our
e fforts take these conclusions one step further by assessing the actual
e conomic losses suffered as a result of these lower ratings.

In Chart 1, we have selected approximately 40 examples of cable-duplicated
programming where the duplication has significant impact on home-market
stations. In these examples, the imp, ,d program runs either head-to-head
with the home - market broadcast or in Ca time slot immediately preceding it.
Frequently, identical episodes of the same program run on both cable and
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Yn

home-market channels each day. Also, the majority of the markets examined
are characterised by fairly high degree of cable penetration.

While we might expsot these examples to show significant audience loss by
the home-market program to the imported program, it is not certainty that
every viewer gained by the imported program would represent loss to the
home-market program. That is to say, not every rating point of the imported
program would necessarily be added to the home-market program were the
import not available. Soma viewers might choose to watch another program
shown in place of the imported duplicate. In other cases, where the
programs are not competing head-to-head, some VINOUS may already be
watching both shows, and the remove/ of the import would not add viewers to
the home-market broadcast.

Without additional audience research, it is difficult to precisely estimate
the proportion of viewers of the Deported signal who would watch the home-
market broadcast in the absence of the import. The comparison of ratings
for duplicated programs to national averages for those programs which
follows suggests the proportion is quits high, approaching 100 percent. For
the purposes of this analysis we have assumed that 80 percent of the viewers
of the import would switch to the home-market broadcast were the import
unavailable.

The charts begin with estimates of viewers lost to imported duplicate
programming (drawn from the earlier INT research), and then translates
those ratings losses into dollar losses resulting from this duplication.

Chart 1 contains selected program duplications. The chart contains the
following information,

Columns 1 -3* Identify the market, program, and the home-market station.

Column 4* Lists the day. and times at which the program is broadcast by
the hose- market station.

Column Ss 10 1101 RTG Provides the household rating earned by the
broadcast.

Column 61 CABLE VENEER -- licts the percentage of TV households with
cable.

The next four columns describe the source, timing, and audience impact of
the imported duplicate program.

Columns 7-8, IMPORTED SIGNAL DAT A TIME -- Lists the call letters of the
imported station which carries the show, and the show's time
period.

Columns 9-10, IMPORT RTGIsCAS 101 /TOT NN -- List the ratings the show earns
among cable households and total market households
respectively.

Column 11: CVP Lists the prevailing price paid par household rating
point for JO-second commercial in the effected market.

- 2 - July 14, 1967
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These prices vary by market miss, location, and time of
broadcast.

Column 124 TOT s30s -- The number of 30-second commercials likely to be
contained in the home-market station's broadcast of the
program.

Column 13: BRTR s30s -- The number of commercials held back by
syndicators for sale to notional advertisers, and thus
unavailable for sale by local stations. About half the
programs examined have two or more commercials held back for
sale to national advertisers.

Column 14s SHOWS/ ?EAR -- The number of times tho home-market station
broadcasts the show each year.

Column 154 DSCNT FCTR The discount factor of 802 applied to the
calculation to reflect the likelihood that not ell viewers of
the import are necessarily losses to the home- market program.

Column 16: DOLLAR INPACT Gives our estimate of the annual loss a
home-market station suffers due to the cable system's
carriage of the duplicate program. It is the product of the
number of revenue producing spots (TOT s30's less BARTER
s30's) times the imported program's ratings points (IMPORT
RTG TOT ME), times the cost per ratings point (CPP), times
the number of shows per year (SHOWS /TEAR).

Thus, DOLLAR IMPACT is equal to:

(TOT s30'S - BARTER s3001) x (CPP) x (RTO TOT HH) x (SNOWS /YEAR) x (DSCNT FCTR)

or

(NET AVAILABLE SPOTS) x (DOLLARS/POINT) x (POINTS) x (SHOWINGS /YEAR) x (802)

The example on the first line of Chart 1, O. Z. Jo. in Albany, shows an
annual loss for WXXA of $43,680 per year, calculated in the following
manners

(12 total spots - S barter) x (330 /point) x (1 point) x (260 shows/year) x (.8)

An additional analysis was conducted to determine the relative audience
losses to home-market stations caused by imported program duplication.
Chart 2 compares the ratings performance of a selection of the home-market
broadcasts listed in Chart 1 with the average national rating reported by
Arbitron for the program when aired in the same daypart in the same month
and year in markets with the same number of stations. Of the chart's 22
cases where a home-market program is duplicated by an imported program,
there are only four occurrences where the home-market broadcast performs es
well as or better than the national average of broadcasts of the same
program at the same time in similar markets (i.e., where the "LOCAL
SHORTFALL" is zero).

- 3 - July 14, 1987
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In it cases, the home-market broadcast underperforms when compared to the
national average. In every one of the IS cases, the ratings of the imported
duplicate program were equal to or less than the shortfall of the home-
market broadcast relative to average performance. In effect, if the ratings
of the imported duplicate program are added to those of the home-market
broadcast, the result is equal to or slightly below the expected performance
based on the national averages. The data imply strongly that there has
occurred a one-for-one loss of viewing by the home - market station to the
imported duplicate program.

Several points should be highlighted with respect to the outcome of the
anelyele. first, only a limited selection of programs, chosen from the INTV
Research Department report, is examined in this paper. The aggregate dollar
impact of program duplication on any station in the sample La far greater
than the total resulting from the one or two instances noted. The aggregate
dollar impact on the markets is also far higher than that suggested by the
sevarel cases of duplication discussed in our limited sample of markets. In
addition, of course, the aggregate dollar impact of duplication on
national bus!, is several orders of magnitude greater then the amounts
suggested here for say individual station or market.

Second, the economic impact of program duplication will increase over time
as cable penetration rises. In the ',Ample@ noted in Chart 2, the largest
home-market program ratings shortfalls generally occur in the markets with
the highest cable penetration, and the smallest shortfalls are clustered in
the markets with lower penetration. There is no mathematical reason to
expect this pattern to reVerse itself.

Third, the dollar impact of program duplication is not limited only to the
duplicated program. fthaustive audience research has shown that viewers'
channel selections effect not simply the program they tune to, but the
programs which they view at later time periods. If a given program has
large audiences, then the program which follows it (its Plead-out) will
have considerable competitive advantage because of the audience delivered,
me it were, to its "front door." Competing programs will face the problem
of diverting those viewers to themselves, The implictl-n of the "lead-out"
effect is that home-market stations which lose audience because their
programs are duplicated on cable-imported stations will face additional
audience and dollar shortfalls tor programs later in their schedule.

finally, it is useful to examine the dollar impact of program duplication in
terms of the sales revenues, program budgets, and pre-tax profits of
independent television station.. Independent etatioas provide the most
Appropriate comparison because the majority of the program duplication
occurs between home-market independents and imported distant independents.

The annual dollar impacts estimated in Chart 1 range from $4,992 for a
bartered weekly children' show, Shifty Gidgot, in a moderately cabled
market, Rochester, to $936,000 for a highly-rated non-bartered daily
situation edy, Picts of Life, in highly-cabled market, San Diego. The
average projected dollar impact is $133,477.
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This figure can be compared to the sales revenues, program budgets, end pre-
tax profits reported by independent stations in the National Association of
Broadcasters 1906 Television Financial Survey (1985 data).

1985 Independent Station Reports ($ thousands)

All Nrkts Mrkte 11-20 Nrkts 21-40 Nrkte 81+

Sales Revenues 115,683 $16,6.i4 $9,650 $4,669

Program/Product. 5,589 6,151 3,355 5,423

Pre-Tax Profit 1,746 1,455 (632) (313)

The obvious inference rising.from the comparison is that the projected
dollar impact of program duplication is extremely critical, particularly to
independent stations in markets outside the top 10. The average impact
projected above is equal to one-tenth of the pre-tax profits of the average
station in markets 11-20. The highest projected dollar impact vas equal to
64% of the pre-tax profits of the same station. The total of six estimated
dollar impacts for San Diego exceeds the seeress pre-tax profit for
independent stations in markets 11-20 by factor of 2, and as mentioned
before, the aggregate impact on the market will be far larger than the total
of the examples examined in this analysis.

Overall, our analysis demonstrates that independent television stations
suffer substantial economic injury from the audience and sales revenue
losses which arise when cable television systems import programs which
duplicate their own.

A A

Butterfield Communications Croup has, in its ten-year history, acquired
eAtensive experience in broadcast finance and operations. In the course of
providing management and marketing counsel to large number of television
stations and group owners, BCC has developed particular skills in charting
and forecasting broadcast revenues. BCC has carried out feasibility studies
of the acquisition of television stations for several investment banking
firma, and evaluated the viability of establishing new stations in larger
markets.

A small sample of currant and past BCC clients includes ABC, Blair
Television, Capital Cities Communications, Tribune Broadcasting Company, Cox
Communications, Lee laterprises, Susquehanna Broadcasting, Metromedia
Television, Petry Television, Inc., the Washington Post Company, and
Westinghouse Broadcasting, as well es the AssociatIm of Independent
Television Stations, Inc., Boston Ventures Management, the National
Association of Broadcasters, and the Television Bureau of Canada.
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Chart 1: Selected PrOgras OuplIcetIons

NOME MARKET

OE MARKET DUPLICATED PROGRAM STA. DAYKTIME

IM

HH % CARL

RIG PENETR

IMPORT RTG

WORTH CAR TOT

SIGNAL DAYSTIME NH NH CPP

TOT

:301

DATA SHONS

:301 /YEAR

DSCAT DOLLAR

FCTR IMPACT
0411411114114

ALBANY, Kt G.I. JOE IODIA IMF /4:30P 2 59.9 MAIX 11-f/4:0CP 1 1 30 12 5 260 0.8 43680

ALBANY, Kt SURFS MC(4 M-F/3:30P 2 59.9 MPIX M-F/3:00P 1 1 30 12 5 260 0.8 43680

ALBANY, Kt GIMME A BREAK WA NF/6:30P 2 59.9 NPIX 11-1/6:0CP 3 2 40 12 6 260 0.8 99840

BIRMINGHAM 11( fl.3STONES VIAL 1114/4:00P 2 49.0 CBS 11-1/3:30P 2 1 20 12 5 260 0.8 29120

CHAMP/SPDFLO G.I. JOE MRSP M-F/4:30P 2 82.4 0,11 11-1/4:00P 2 1 30 12 5 260 0.8 43680

MECO BARNEY MILLER MIX 111417:30P 3 70.3 WM( 91-1/7:3CP 1 1 100 12 260 0.8 249600

ANS/ALTOONA IT'S A LIVING NEAT 6/7:30P 1 54.2 NOR S17:00P 2 2 15 12 8 52 0.8 7488

JOHNS/ALTOOMA SUMS NEAT 11/3:39P 1 54.2 WPIX 19-f/3:00P 1 1 10 12 5 260 0.8 14580

JOHNS/AL1DONA BOSOM INDIES %MCP 511/8:00P 2 54.2 NOR S/8:00P 2 1 15 12 52 0.8 7488

JCORS/ALTOCIA G.I. JOE SWOP 114/4:30P 1 54.2 IPIX M-F/4:00P 1 1 10 12 5 260 0.8 14560

MOBILE TOM i JERRY MC M-F/2:30P 1 53.8 MS 91-1/842P 1 1 25 12 260 0.8 62400

OKAHA FACTS OF LIFE KP1M 11/5:30P 10 54.1 NON 11-1/5:0CP 2 1 40 12 260 0.8 99840

PEORIA G.I. JOE ttf12 1114/4:30' 2 57.5 MON 91-1/4:00P 1 1 20 '2 5 260 0.8 29120

PROVIDENCE MAMA'S FAMILY ANX 6/7:30P 2 55.2 WOK 6/613FP 4 2 30 12 6 52 0.8 14976

AICHMOM) BEVERLY HILLBILLY RAN 114/8:00P 1 45.2 MS 74/6:00P 1 1 30 12 260 0.5 74880

1110100 SANFCAO i SON 110.11 11117:3CP 3 45.2 EX 914/7:00P 3 1 30 12 260 0.8 74860

RIMS ANDY GRIFFITH NVRN 114/8:30' 2 45.2 VMS 914/6:3CP 1 1 30 12 260 0.8 74880

1100HESTER ENTERTAIN TONIGHT MN 11117:30P 4 54.2 NOR 914/7:30P 1 1 30 12 2 260 0.8 82400

ROCHESTER 111E NEW GIOGET MY 58/1:3(1) 1 54.2 NCA SU/11:00A 2 1 20 12 8 52 0.8 4992

ROCHESTER B.I. JOE MY M-F/4:00P 3 54.2 NP1X 914/4:00P 1 1 SO 12 5 260 0.8 72800

ROCKFORD 111E JEFFERSON S IGAF M-F/6:30P 2 57.8 NON 914/6:3CP 2 1 50 12 260 0.8 124800

TRI -CITIES GILLIGAN'S ISLAM NET0 114/5:30P 2 55.5 5155 91-1/5100P 5 4 13 12 260 0.8 129792

INDIANAPOLIS FACTS OF LIFE ITN 114/13:C(P 7 51.8 YIN 11415:00, 1 1 60 12 0 280 0.8 149760

INDIANAPOLIS GI JOE ETV 114/4:3CP 3 51.1 WON 91-1/4:00P 1 1 35 12 5 280 0.8 50960

INDINUPOLIS VMS ITN 114/3:3CP 1 51.8 MGR 11-1/3:3CP 1 1 35 12 5 260 0.8 50960

INDINUPOLIS 111E JEFFERSON S li-F/1:3P 6 51.8 WIN 11-1/6:3P 2 1 60 12 0 260 O.@ 149760

110144UPOLIS NV IN GINN. STIR M-f/5:3P 8 51.8 0311 11-1/5:3G' 3 2 46 12 0 260 0.8 239618

MILWAUKEE CHARLES IN CHARGE WiTV 6/8:00P 3 42.1 IIGN S/5:00P 1 1 50 12 8 52 0.8 12480

MILWAUKEE FACTS OF LIFE NOV 11-F/8:31, 5 42.1 NUN 91-1/5:00P 1 1 50 1L 0 260 0.8 124800

ROANOKE NOV GRIFFITH WSJ M-F/5:3CP 14 52.8 MN 91-1/5:30P 2 2 45 12 0 260 0.8 224840

ROME ENTERTAIN TONIGHT ISET M-F/7:00P 11 52.6 WiT 91-117:00P 1 1 30 12 2 250 0.8 .82400

ROANOKE JEMMY IOW 11-F/7:14P 22 52.6 HIP 11417:31, 2 1 30 12 2 250 0.8 62400

MAW SILVEIONAKS NPR .11/8100A 0 52.6 Rif 914/7:204 1 1 30 12 5 260 0.8 43880

NNW TeREE'S WOW WiET M-F/7:30P 15 52.6 Of 11-1/5:30 3 2 50 12 0 260 0.8 249600

1113NICAE WHEEL OF FCRIVE IOBJ 6F/7:00P 25 52.6 W.44 11-1/7:0CP 2 1 50 12 2 260 0.8 104000

SAN DIEGO EMERGENCY NTTY N-F/3:0W 1 67.1 KTLA 91-1/2:00P 1 1 100 24 0 260 0.8 499200

SAN DIEGO ENTERTAIN TONIGHT KOTV 11117:3CP 6 87.1 KAP 11-1/7:0CP 1 1 125 12 2 260 0.8 280000

SAN DIEGO FACTS OF LIFE NISI 114/6:00P 4 67.1 Kiri 914/5:00P 4 3 125 12 0 260 0.8 938000

SAN DIEGO GONE A BREAK ATV 11117:00P 3 67.1 IVY 91-1/6:00P 2 2 125 12 0 260 0.8 624000

SAN DIEGO LIL HSE ON PRAIRIE KCST 6/4:00P 1 67.1 KTLA 114/4:00P 2 1 100 24 0 260 0.8 499200

SAN DIEGO %HEEL OF FCATUNE KCST 114/7:00P 13 67.1 KCCP 914/7:00P 4 3 125 12 2 260 0.8 780003

11,1 NleIN41 Station Index, February, 1987
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Chart 2: 'Shortfall' Analysis

HIM MARKET11WW

698

HM AVERAGE

HOME MARKET HH NATIONAL LOCAL IMPORT

DUPLICATED PROGRAM STA. DAY&TIME RTG RATING SHORTFALL RATING
smoissummooimil......momommemosososoilloilossohoilommemommowomilemow.

ALBANY, NY B.I. JOE WKICA 114/4:30P 2 3 1 1

ALBANY, NY SMURFS AKKA M-F/3:3CP 2 3 1 1

ALBANY, NY GIMME A BREAK WA 114/6:3CP 2 6 4 2

BIRMINGHAM THE FLINTSTONES ANAL M-F/4:0CP 2 2 0 1

CHMIP/SPRFLO G.I. JOE WRSP MF/4:30P 2 3 1 1

HARTFORD BARNEY CILLER WTXX M-F/7:3CP 3 6 3 1

JC4INS/ALTOONA ITS A LIVING NEAT S/7:30P 1 4 3 2
JOHIS/ALTOONA SURFS NEAT 114/3:30P 1 3 2 1

ANS/ALTOONA BOSOM BUDDIES WWCP SU/8:00P 2 3 1 1

@MIS/ALTOONA 6.1. JOE MWCP 114/4:30P 1 3 2 1

MOBILE TOM & JERRY NJTC M-F/2:30P 1 3 2 1

OMAHA FACTS OF LIFE KPIN M-F/5:30P 10 7 -3 1

PEOR IA G.I. JOE IlYZZ MI-F/4:30P 2 3 1 1

FROV IOENCE MAMA'S FAMILY 1NAC S/7:302 2 5 3 2

BEVERLY HILLBILLY 1VRN N-F/8:00P 1 2 1 1

ROAM SANFORD & SON 1RLH M-F/7:3 0P 3 5 2 1

R I MOND ANDY GRIFFITH AWN al-F/6:30P 2 4 1 1

ROCHESTER ENTERTAIN TONIGHT AUHF k-F/7:3CP 4 8 4 1

ROCHESTER THE NEW GIDGET NUHF SU/1:30P 1 2 1 1
ROCHESTER G.I. JOE NUHF M-F/4:00P 3 3 0 1

ROCKFORD THE ALFFERSONS WORF M-F/6:3CP 2 4 2
IRI-CITIES GILLIGAN'S ISLAND VETO MI-F/5:3CP 2 2 0 4

71
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APPENDIX D

ittIIISGTO

No NFL for Channels 5 or 20
16 Independents Excluded From Bidding on ESPN's Games

By Neiman Chad
thomv.Pwe *we

Sixteen independent television
stations, including WITeTV5 and
WDCATV20 in Washington. have
been excluded from bidding for local
market telecsits of ESPN's National
Football League games, and inde-
pendents are upset by the cable-
sports network's decision.

In its three -year, $153 million
deal with the NFL, ESPN agreed to
sell rights to broadcast stations is
the home and away markets of the
games it is televising, enabling view-
ers without cable in those area to
watch their local teams. But ESPN is
basting certain independent sestinas
that are widely canted by able sys-
temsthe same systems that would
Pay ESPN to carry NFL games, In
Washington, it is likely one of the
three network affiliatesWICTV-
4, WJIATV7 or WUSA-TV-9
will buy the rights to ESPN's Red-
slonvatMiami pne Dec. 20.

Preston , president of the
Wasbington-bised Association of
Independent Television Stations,
wrote a letter of protest to Capital
CitieslABC, which owns 80 percent
of ESPN, saying. 'It seems patently
unfair to declare our stations inert
igibie because of distant cable car-
riagea phenomenon over which
the originating station has absolutely
no control.'

Tim Lynch. general manager at
WDCA, was upset at the news that
his station could not Ind foe ESPN's
Redskins game Dec. 20. 'What
ESPN and the NFL are doing is
clearly not in the interest of the

viewing public,' he said. "I'd be hap-
py to pick up the game and let them
black me out from cable systems.
We're on the Raleigh, N.C., cable
system, for instance, and they can
black us out there. ESPN's playing
both ends against the middle. Obvi-
ously, they don't want Raleigh show-
ing the game off Channel 20, but
they can control that'

But Andrew Brilliant. an ESPN
senior vice president for legal al-
fairs, said that the cable network
can tiOt control cable systems' re-
broadcasts of overtht-air indepen-
dents.

"1 can't tell a cable system to
black out another signal' he said. 1
don't have that right. Our primary
interest is getter u much revenue
as we can from these sales. A cable
system would say, 'Why should I pay
ESPN when 1 an pick it up free off a
distant signal' And, of come, we
also want to limit the overall expo-
sure of these games outside of the
home and away [markets' to
strengthen the value of our pack-
see

ESPN lea to four melee-
sun and eight Sunday night regular
season games. While prohibiting the
largest independents and
ti ons (such as WWOR and Igrfsere
New Yolk and WON in Chicago)
from the bidding, ESN.; we at least
ose independent in each market will
be eligible, That independent in
Washington would be tittle-watched
WFTY-TV50, but it is more likely
that a network affiliate would buy
the rights. In cities in which ESPN
already has conducted biddMg for
preseason games -Denver, Miami,
Chicago and Minneapolisthree

ABC stations and one NBC affiliate
have won localurket rights.

ESPN's list of ineligible bidders
has further incited a recent debate
between independents and cable.
with the independents complaining
about the continued loss of programs
from free television to cable.

'There's nothing WTTG [which
televises Redskins preseason
peal can do to stop the cable car
tier from importing it into Rich-
mond,' Padden said. 'We thought we
had a simple solution: let WTTG bid
on the games, and, if their signal is
imported into Richmond by a cable
operator and if that causes a prob-
lem fix F.SPN's exclusivity, the ca-
ble operator has every opportunity
to black it out'

Cable operators near Washington,
lot instance, might look at it this
war ESPN is asking for an extra 10
to 14 cents per subscriber per
month for the entire NFL package,
yet the Redskins game alone ought
be worth the rest of them combined.
If the cable operator can get the
Redskins pine, without paying any

additions!, from one of the in-
dependent stations it already Or-
gies, is it worth paying all that extra
mosey to ESPN?

"It's a very excessive product for
us," said Matt Zoller, marketing
meager for ContInestal Cable in
Richmond, which is picking up the
ESPN package and also imports
MG and WDCA. 'The package
would be considerably less valuable
to us Id WTTG or WDCA could buy
the Redskins -Miami pmel. I don't
think it would have been a deal-
breaker, but we definitely would've
been grumbling."
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September 20, 1988

Michael Remington, Esq.
Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties
& the Administration of Justice

U.S. House of Representatives
2137B Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mike:

When reading the Judiciary Committee's report
on H.R. 2848 we realized that Section 3, dealing
with the FCC s inquiry and rulemaking on the feasi-
bility of adopting syndicated exclusivity rules for
home dishes, was incomplete. We apologize for not
recognizing this earlier.

Essentially, there is no enforcement mechanism.
The bill does provide that willful and repeated vio-
lation of the network "white area" provisions are
actionable as infringements of copyright. The bill
does not state, however, that if the FCC adopts syndex
for the home dish industry, violations of those rules
would also be considered acts of infringement. As
we discussed with you, the FCC syndex rules for cable
are enforceable by bringing actions under Section
111 of the Copyright Act.

We have therefo'e prepared the attached amendment
to H.R. 2848 that we would like to have added to
the bill before it reaches the House floor. Note
that this is a slightly changed version of the amend-
ment we had given you earlier. The chap es reflect
t1121(1.81WiLSTAL2L1111-22E0. B

We look forward to working with you to accomplish
this minor, but important, clarification.

JBH:sb
Attachment

Best regards,

INT1' Association of Independent Television Stations, Inc.

1200 Eighteenth St., NM, suite 502, Washington, D,C. 200361 (202)887.1970/Pax (202) 8870950

7 07
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Amendment to Section 3 of H.R. 2848 ("Syndicated Exclusivity")

1. Insert "(a)" prior to the beginning of the section.

2. Add at the end the following new subsection:

"(b) In the event that the Commission adopts such rules, any willful

and repeated secondary transmission made by a satellite carrier

to the public of a primary transmission embodying the performance

or display of a work which violates such Commission rules shall

also be actionable as an art of infringement under section 501 and

fully subject to the remedies provided by sections 502 through 506

and 509. A television broadcast station holding a copyright or

other license to transmit or perform the same version of that work

shall, for purposes of section 501 (b), be treated as a legal or

beneficial owner.if such secondary transmission occurs within the

local service area of that television station."

INTV 9/20/88
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Naftali Roil Elect*
Coopentthe Association

Mosseirrets Atom N.W.
IlEshimpin, DC. Z036
Upham 102/1131,9300

August 1, 1988

Han. Robert W. restersaier
Chairman

Buboommittee cm (bort', civil Liberties &
the Pcilainistraticn of Justice

Committee cm the
U.S. Ham of RopresItatayea
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Keetanmeiers

On behalf of the aseerships of the/Wit-Lana Rural Electric
Cooperative Association WSW and the National Aura: Talecomeemications
Cooperative ($ C), I went to thank you for

your strong leadership an H.R.
2848, the Satellite Was Viewer Ccpyright Act, as passed by the
Subccesittee an Courts on July 7, 1988. MCA end lERTC 'graft the
arectunt of H.R. 2848 as it is vitally needed to ensure the delivery of
satellite telerlsicet signal to rural America.

I uelerstand that the full Muse Judiciary Committee will be voting onH.R. 2848 in the oaring days.
This is an important issue and I urge yourcolleagues to join in their rapport for the bill. I tnierstarrl that there

may be an amondmint to strike those provisions
relating to the Falderal

CamamicaticmaCameissicm for jurimdiational reasons. NROM and ((RTC are
in full support of these pr visions especially as they relate to price
discrisinaticm. ARM and WRFC stand firm in our support for their
inclusion in another Cceittee if that is the path taken by H.R. 2848.

I appreciate your, and many Subommtittee
members', (wort, ccesoern

and interest an this important issue to rural America. I look forward to
the entire JUdiciary caneittee joining your Subommittee in support ofthis matter.

lyn Herr Watts

Legislative Specialist
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07. 06. 88 04 : 27 FM I,NRECA r

Nadonal Rural Electric
Cooperative &Iodation
NCO mummelmsem maim NW.
eamhbrom DC. MOH
mow 702/1374100

July 6, 1966

Ibn. Acbert V. restentaier
U.S. Hams of higaimintetivee
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman lbstersmieri

Co What of the of the National Rural IDectric
Cooperative Meocietion Hamm end the National Puna Telecommunicetions
Cooperative

be(Mt),
2 went to inform

Act
on:

Is_viglor cabyriallt . as
youafailed by flubM-1111"Cali"Liggetbil-ttee

ainnaLlliablel_adagao

widerstard that the Subcommittee co Odurts, Civil Liberties exict the
Mministration of Justice will oonsbdor the bill at ark- tv scheduled
for July 7, 1565. The bill to be voted on will include a nether of
charges to H.R. 2645 is intro:toed. Of these chumps of important= to
-- end ISM are the expended definition of "satellite carrier" and
instructions for the Federal Conanications Ommieeice WO to
investigate satellite carrier price diecrbaination and report back to
Conmrees in one year. This will give packagers, etch as the Hint, an
administrative remedy to address price discrimination and given Congress
an opportunity to revisit the issue maim tits FCC findings.

I appreciate your, and many subcommittee reamers', support, oznoern
and interest on this important issue to rural America. I look fonfard to
the isuixormittee reatim tomorrov.
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NATIONAL RURAL ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONIlasmehusea Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20034
T444pttone: 002) 4574500

September 25, 1987

Honorable R. W. Kastenmeier
Chairman

Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties,
and the Administration of Justice

U. S. Nouse of Representatives
2328 Rayburn House Orrice Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

On behalf of the National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association andthe National Rural Telecommunications

Cooperative, I want to thank you for
appearing in the launch of Rural TV. We are quite proud of the efforts ofour cooperative members in bringing the diversity

that television has to
offer into the homes of rural Americans.

I've enclosed a copy of our launch announcement. The direct satellite
program is scheduled for Thursday, October 1.

I will make sure that youreceive a video tape of the program in its entirety.

I also want to take a moment to compliment you on your professional
staff. Nike Remington and Nary Dixon are good and competent staff. It
was a pleasure working with them.

Again, thank you for your time and interest in providing television
services to the sparsely-settled areas of the United States.

Enclosve

cc: Leroy Rose

Wisconsin Statewide Manager

1111:dfs

frf 4

Sincerely."

gob Ilerglind

Executive Vice President

kit
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Notional Repel
retecommuntaatieno
Cooperative
PC Hot 994
1? IS 30h St.rrs. N W
WAchihgtm. G C popto

(2o2j44 P539
Por Release:
September 9, 1987

Contact:
Jeff Almon. CPC
(202) 337.6700

Tom Hoy, NRECA
(202) 857.9536

NRTC To Launch Program Package for
Rural Satellite Dish Owners

Warrington, D.C. ...The National Rural Telecommunications Cooperative (NRTC) will
ar,iounce the national launch of its program package for rural dish owners, Rural TV,
during a live satellite television broadcast on October 1, 1987.

A./plinked from Kansas City, Missouri, the broadcast will review the elements of the
program package, the Just-concluded Rural TV test phase, the technology and applications
of the NRTC effort, and it will address the future of the package.

NRIC's Chief Executive Officer Bob Phillips will host the program. He will be joined by
rural utility leaders, industry expert/ and consumers involved in the test effort.

The program time and satellite location it:

The Sky is Open"
The NRTC National Launch of Rural TV
Thursday, October 1
Test signal begins at 12:45 p.m., Central Time
Broadcast begins at 1:00 p.m., Central Time
Satellite: SpaceNet 1

Channel: 19
Audio: 6.2/6.8

Copies of the broadcast will be available from NRIC, but co-ops are encouraged to contact
other systems with dishes about viewing the program or to make local 0.' statewide
arrangements for taping to be done.

MVOS

742
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National Rural
Tolaoonununioations
Cooparathm
If 15 30th Street N.W.
Mehington, D.C. 20007

(202) 944 -2504

March 24, 1988

Anaumra TO suppla A NCV-DISCRIMINATION AMENDMENT
TO H.R. 2848 - THE HOME SATELLITE VIENZED COPYRIGHT ACT

TURD commers should receive satellite programming for the same costs
as do cable consumers. These charges should take into account the actual

costs of doing business.

The argument has been made that a signal distributor needs only write
one order to serve 10,000 customers in the cable market, but in order t)
serve 10,000 TVRO customers, the same signal distributor must write 10,000

orders. in order to serve those customers directly, this is true and any
amendment to HR 2848 should address these incremeftml business costs.

The issue, however, that reaches beyond this "order-taking" argument
is that signal packagers, like the National Rural Teleoomunications
Cooperative, have the ability, identical to a cable company. NRTC has the
"back office" facilities, identical to cable companies and other
distributors to process orders, provide direct signal authorization,
furnish a one-atop billing and collection system and provide marketing
promotions to support the business. There should be no additional costs
that a signal distributor should beer when dealing dith a packager like
the NRTC.

However, despite the marketing, billing and authorization support that
a packager like NRTC the market, distant signal satellite
carriers discriminate %the home satellite viewer. NRTC has been

forced to accept, in to secure contracts, wholesale signal prices
from :100 to 10001 higher than the wholesale prices Charged to the

. In addition to experiencing indefensible prices, NRTC has
simply been denied acmes to other signals.

IR. is patently unfair that !passive common carriers" be allowed to
reap the windfall from the home satellite dish customer by Charging
exorbitant mates for the carriage of a distant signal when there are no
incremental costs involved for their service.

As copyright owners of broadcast station programming have agreed to a
legislatively-negotiated copyright royalty, as contained in HR 2848, it is
only fair that the satellite carriers could at least distribute the
signals an fair terms and.conditions.
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HOME SATELLITE TELEVISION ASSOCIATION
P.O. BOX 18852

WASHINGTON, DC 20038

May 2, 1988

The Honorable Robert Kastenmeier
Chairman, Subcommittee on Courts, Civil

Liberties and the Administration of Justice
2137 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Kastenmelers

On behalf of the Home Satellite Television Association and its membership in
nearly every state in the country, we wish to strongly thank you for the hard work which
you and your able counsel Mike Remington have put forward in pushing the markup of
H.R. 2848. As you pointed out in the markup, there are many, often conflicting,
interests involved in these issues. We strongly support your continued efforts to balance
among these interests, recognizing that those of consumers are paramount.

Again, thank you for your tireless efforts to resolve these matters. We will be
working to gain additional support for the legislation.

Sincerely,

)

5.)k"
George Koeian, Chairman
Home Satellite Television Association
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/202) 687-0600

September 15, 1987

The Honorable Robert Kastenmeler
Chairman, Subcommittee on Courts, Civil

LibertPs dc the Administration of Justice
ComrAtee on the Judiciary
United States House of Representatives
2137 Rayburn House Office Building
Wtshington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Kastenmeier:

This firm represents the Home Satellite Television Association ("HSTA") and
Amway Corporation ("Amway"). HSTA Is the trade association of home satellite earth
station consumers and retailers. It has testified this year on satellite legislation before
both the House dc Senate. Amway Corporation Is the second largest direct selling
company in the world with 1986 sales of 1.3 billion dollars. With nearly 2 million
independent distributors worldwide and 750,000 within the United States distributing
4,000 different products, Amway is the only nationwide distributor of satellite
programming that is independent of the cable industry. It currently distributes a feature
film channel, Select TV, to home dish owners. It intends to distribute the signals of
broadcast television stations as well.

We wish to sincerely thank you for recognizing again this year that there are
copyright issues that demand Congressional clarification and for taking the legislative
initiative to introduce H.R. 2848. We respectfully urge that you schedule hearings on
this bill as soon as possible and we would be pleased to testify In those hearings if it
would assist the Committee In its examination of the issues.

Each of our clients is highly interested in the passage of a fair copyright bill to
eliminate the uncertainty presently surrounding the marketing of scrambled broadcast
signals to home satellite dish owners. Our clients agree that there should be legislation
which both balances the interests of the creative community and home satellite antenna
consumers while treating such consumers no less favorably than cable television
subscribers.

In hearings before you last year, we pointed to a number of areas that we felt were
necessary to establish a more level playing field. We would like to briefly reiterate the
major areas of concern. We are confident that changes In H.R. 2848 to ameliorate these
concerns would unleash vast constituent support for this legislation.
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The Honorable Robert Kastenmeier
September 15, 1987
Page Two

°Dosed Section 119(b)(I)(B) establishes a payment of $.12 per month per signal.
Tiags p .nt now appears to be substantially in excess of the twinge charge per cable
subscriber for the identical signal in light of the recent Cablevisiou v. MPAA decision.
We are concerned, in addition, that to the extent that there is a significant difference
between a cable price and a dish price for broadcast signals, this could be used as a
precedent for establishing a higher price for dish owners for viewing other types of
*nabs as well. We propose amending this section to indicate that the average fee paid
for dish distribution should correspond to the average fee for cable distribution on a per
subscriber basis.

It is unfelt to establish a sunset provision in the legislation for home dish viewers
and have no such provision for cable television subscribers. Therefore, we urge that the
sunset provision contained in proposed Section 119(c) and Section 4 be deleted.

Proposed Section 119(dX9)(B) Ihr.,Its the number of superstations available to home
dish owners to those signals obtaining 10% of the cable viewing audience. It Is unfair to
make the future opportunity for viewing of broadcast signals by means of home satellite
antennas depend upon how many cable subscribers happen to choose to view a particular
service. The effect of such a provision would be to consign home dish viewing
opportunities to what cable subscribers, or more realistically cable companies, feel is
important. Potential entrepreneurs wishing to bring increased broadcast signals to dish
owners should not be required to serve 10% of cable homes first. Again, this is a matter
of fundamental fairness.

Also, we believe that the bill should be strengthened to prevent unfair
discriminatory pricing practices against home dish owners. Proposed Section 119(aX4)
purports to prohibit discrimination if such discrimination Is against the provisions of the
Communications Act or the FCC rules. It is far from clear that the provisions of the
Communications Act would In fact prohibit the type of price discrimination that home
satellite dish owners have encountered. Also, resolution of the matter is needed now, not
after FCC proceedings and possible court appeals that can drag on for years. The
discrimination is very real and Is harmful to the development of home satellite earth
station technology. For example, some carriers are charging up to 1,000% more for
home dish viewing than for distribution to cable companies.

We believe the legislation should be modified to make it clear that carrier., cannot
discriminate in charges (other than volume discounts) between cable systems for service
to their cable subscribers and satellite carrier customers, including distributors for
private viewing, for seri/Ice to their subscribers. To avoid hidden charges and mark-ups,
we also urge that the legislation require that the copyright charge be separately
specified by the carriers whan billiAg their customers. Finally, we urge amending the
lefinition of private viewhg contained in proposed Section 119(d)(5) to include broadcast
radio stations.

;6

4.?
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Page Three

We wish to reiterate our strong support you and Congressman Synar for
having taken the lead on these issues. We look forward to working with you through
hearings and passage of the bill.

RLB /FWF:bf

Sincerely,

Bichad L. Br9wn

Frederick W. Finn
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APPENDIX III.FURTHER PRINTED MATERIALS

E

' pxtra-restrial
Can rocket stations
give worldwide
radio coverage?

42/October 1986

BY ARTHUR C. CLARKE

THE KILLOWING ARTICLE WAS FIRST
published in Wireless World 40

years ago this month-20 yvars before
the launch of Early Bint, the workl's first
operational commercial communica
trans satellite.

Although it is possible, by a suit.
able choice of frequencies and routes,
to provide telephaty , circuits be-
tween any two point t or regions of
the earth for a large part of the time,
long-distance communication Is
greatly hampered by the peculiarities
of the Ionosphere, and there are even
occasions when It may be impossible.
A true broadcast service, giving con-
stant field strength at all times over
the whole globe would be Invaluable,
not to say indispensable, In a world
society.

Unsatisfactory though the tele.
phony and telegraph position Is, that
of television Is fat worse, since
Ionospheric transmission cannot be
employed at all. The service area of a
televirkn Mike, even on a very good
site, Is only about a hundred miles
across. To cover s small country such
as Great Britain would require a net-
work of transmitters, connected by

waveguides or VHF
relay links. A recent theoretical
studypi has shown that such a system
would require repeaters at intervals
SO miles or less. A system of this kind
could provide television coverage, at a
very considerable cost, over the whole
of a small country. It would be out of
the question to provide a large cond.
nent with such a service, and only the

7;3

a
main centers of population could be
Included In the network.

The problem is equall; serious
when an attempt is made to link tele-
visit services In different parts of
the globe. A relay chain several thou
sand miles long would cost millions,
and transoceanic services would still
be hnpossible. &holler considerations
apply to the provision of wideband
frequency modulation and other set-
vices, such as highspeed facalmile,
which are by their nature restricted to
the ultra-high frequencies.

Many may consider the solution
In this discussion too far.

etc to be taken very seriously.
Such an attitude la unrearnable, as

of
las logical

extension ts In the last
to yearsIn the rfection
of the long-range rocket, of which V2
(the roads used evilest the British
by the Germans In World War HI was
the prototype. While this article was
being written, it was announced that
the Gramm were considering slut.
Bar project, which hey believed pos-
sible within 51, to 100 Anars.

Before proc setting fluiber, it is nee
emery to discuss briefly certain
&mergel laws of rocket propulsion
and "astronautic.' A rocket which
achieved a animal:1y Freat speed In
flight outside the win s at
would never return. 'Ibis n'tines;
velocity Is 8 km/second 15 milesIsec
of 21, and a rocket thin attained It
would become an artificial satellite,
circling the world forever with no
expenditure of powera second
moon, In fact. The German trans
atlantic rocket A10 would have

ilatelitla DEALER
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reached more then half this velocity.
It will be possible in a few more

years to Odd red controlled rook.
eta that can be steered into such orbits
beyond the limits of the
and left to broadcast eciensitlfil=
matkm beck to the earth. A little later,
manned rockets will be able to make
similar flights with sufficient excess
power to break the orbit and return to
earth.

There are an infinite number of
possible stable orbits, circular and
elliptical, In which a rocket would
remain if the h dal conditions were
correct. The velocity of 8 km/second
applies only to the closest possible
orbit, one !ust outside the atmo-
sphere, and the period of revolution

SONO DIALER

La

week% be about CO *dada. AI tits
radius of the orbit. increases the
velocity decreases, since rn is
diminishing and ler force
is needed tobahusce ft. Figure idiom
Ude graphically. The moon, of course,
is a particular case and would lie on
the curves of figure I It they were
produced. The proposed German
space Odom would have a period of
about four and a half hours.

It will be observed that one orbit,
with a radius of 42,000 km, has a
period of meetly 24 hours. A body in
such an orbit, If its plane coincided
with Met of the earth's equator, would
revolve with the earth and would thus
be ststionary above the same spot on
the planet. It would remain fixed In

the sky of a whole hemisphere and
unlike all other heavenly bodies
would nether rte nor set. Abody in
smaller orbit would revolve snore

=lithan the earth and so would
the west, as indeed happens

with the inner moon of Mars.
'sing material ferried up by rock.

eta, it would be possible to construct a
"space stalion" such an orbit. The
&too could be

in
provided with living

quarters, laboratories and everything
needed for the comfort of its crew,
who would be relieved and prod.
aimed by a regular rocket service.
This project might be undertaken by
purely erientific reasons as it would
contribute enormously to our itnowl
edge of astronomy, physks, and me.

Octoborteell/13
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teorology. A good deal of literature
has already been written on the
subjectI2j.

Although such an undertaking may
seem fantastic, it requires for its
fulfillment rockets only twice as fast
as those already in the design stage.
Since the gravitational stresses in-
vo!ved in the structure are negligible,
only the very lightest materials would
be necessary and the station could be
as large as required.

Let us now suppose that such a Mil-
lion were built in this orbit. It could
be provided with receiving and trans-
mitting equipment (the problem of
power will be discussed later) and
could act as a repeater to relay trans-
missions between any two points on
the hemisphere beneath, using any
frequency which will penetrate the
hronoirphere. If directive arrays were
used, the power requirements would
be very small, as direct line of sight
transmission would be used. There is
the further important polit that ar-
rays on the earth, once set up, could
remain fixed indefinitely.

Moreover, a transmission received
from any point on the hemisphere
could be broadcast to the whole of the
visible face of the globe, and thus the
requirements of all possible services
would be met (fig. 2).

It may be argued that we have as
yet no direct evidence of radio waves
passing between the surface of the
earth and outer space; all we can say
with certainty is that the shorter
wavelengths are not reflected back to
the earth, Direct evidence of field
strength above the earth's atmo-
sphere could be obtained by V2 rock-
et technique, and It is to be hoped that
someone will do something about this
soon as there must be quite a surplus
stock somewhere, Alternatively,
given sufficient transmitting power,
we might obtain necessary evidence
by exploring for echoes from the
moon. In the meantime, we have
visual evidence that frequencies at
the optical end of the spectrum pass
through with little absorption except
at certain frequencies at which reso-
nance effects occur. Mediumhigh
frequencies go through the B layer
twice to be reflected from the P layer,
and echoes have been received from
meteors In or above the F layer. It
seems fairly certain that frequencies
from, say, 50 Md. to 100,000 Mds
could be used without undue absorp-
tion in the atmosphere or the
ionosphere.

Sinollito DEALER
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Ryan 1, Varleg#10(eveltil period and volotlty with &tame
from the center Oda Barth.

I.

A single station could only provide bandy around the earth, and the fol
coverage to half the globe, and for a lowing longitudes appear to be
world service three would be re- suitable:
quired though more could be mail 3011Akica and Romp,
utilise. Figure 3 shows the 130BChhm and Oceans.
arrangement. The stations be 90 WThe Americas.
arranged approximately equidis The stations in the chain 'Amid be

Ilium 2. lypkal extra forreetrial sv Trarrtniesion from A beinintlayod
to points Band C; transoniselon frets D being relayed row/lois Alan-Who%

7Z, 0
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714

ok,

Pfstre Three seralleitiverilil aware esernIsso globs.

linked byes& or optical beams, and
thus any conceivable beam or broul-
cast service could be uovided.

The technical pro involved in
the design of such stations are ex-
tremely interesting,131 but only a few
can be gone into here. Batteries of
parabolic reflectors would be pro-
vided, of apertures depending on the
frequencies anyloyed. Assuming the
use of 3,000 Mc is waves, mirrors
about a meter across would beam
Atmore ail* power on to the earth.
Larger tinrs could be used to

illuminate single countries or regions
for the more restricted services, with
consequent economy of power. On
the higher frequencies it Is not diffi-
cult to produce beams less than a

=in width, and, as mentioned
there would be no physical

limitsooa on the site of the mill'Ors.
(From the spec* station, the disc of
the earth would 'A little over 17
degrees across.) The same mirrors
could be used for many different
transmissions if precautions were
talus total,* cuss modulation.

ter would be used for receiving at the
earth end and would give a very good
signal/noise ratio. There would be
very little interference, partly be-
cause of the frequency use and partly
because the minors would be point-
ing toward the sky, which mold con-
tain no other source of signal. A field

of 10 microvoltshneter miOt
wallbe and this would require
a transmitter output of only SO wean

When it is remembered that these
figures relate to the broadcast service,
the efficiency of the system will be
realised. The point-to-point beam
transmissions might need powen of
only 10 watts or so. These figures, of
course, would need correction for

and atmospheric Asap-
. floe, but would be quite small

over most of the band. The slight fail-
leg off in field strength due to this
case toward the edge of the service
area could be readily corrected by a
non - uniform radiator.

1

The efficiency of the system is
revealed when we considr that the
London television service required
about 3 kW average power for an areaMend. Mar mandate would Se rut *Otero Own pared

each day at Ow equbsatra less than 50 miles in radius. (5] -

It is clear from the nature of the
system that the power needed will be
much less than that required for any
other arrangement, since all the
energy radiated can be uniformly dis-
tributed over the service area, and
none is wasted. An approximate esti-
mate of the power required for the
broadcast service from a single sta-
tion can be made as follows:

The field strength in the equatorial
plane of a /4/2 dipole in free space at a
clistance of d meters is

w 6.85 LF volts/meta, where

Pis the power radiated in watts.
Taking d as 42,000 km (effectively

it would be less), we have
P ..37.6 ea watts. (e now in iN/

meter.)
If we assume e lobe 50 microvolts/

meter, which is the FCC standard for
frequency modulation, P will be 94
kW. This is the power required for a
single dipole, and not an array that
would concert-ate all the power on
the earth. Such an array would have a
gain over a simple dipole of about 80.
The power required for the bmadcast
service would thus be about 1.2 kW.

Ridiculously small though it is, this
figure is probably much too gr mous.
Small parabolas about a foot h &mune-

49/October 1986 SanlItt, HALM
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A second fundamental problem is
the provision of energy to
run the large number of transmitters
required for the different services. In
apace beyond the atmosphere, a

re meter normal to the solar radi-
atlas Intercepts L35 kW of energy. 6)
Solar engines have already been de-
vised for terrestrial Ise and are an
economic In tropicalcountriesrs to
concentrate ight Loathe boils -4a
low - pressure steam engine. AlthoLigh
thIsarrenpment Is not very efficient,
It could be made much more so in
space where the operating comp.
netts are Ina mount, the radiation Is
Intense and continuous, and the low -
temperature end of the cycle could be
not far from absolute zero. Thermo-
eleciric and photo-electric develop-
ments ms make It possible to utilize
the solar energy more directly.

Though there is no limit to the size of
the mirrors that could be built, one 50
meters in radius would intercept over
10,000 kW and at lad a quarter of this
energy should be available for me.

The station would be in continuous
sunlight except for some weeks
around the equinoxee, when it would
enter the earth's shadow for a few
minutes every day. Figure 4 shows
the state of affairs during the eclipse
period. For this calculation, It is kgiti-
mate to consider the earth as foxed

'It's the only
way true world
coverage can
be achieved.'

and the sun as moving around it. The
station would graze the earth's
shadow at A, on the last day in Febru-
ary. Every day, as it made its diurnal
revolution, it would cut more deeply
into the shadow, undergoing Its
p -alod of maximum eclipse only
21. On that day would only be in
darkness (or 1 hour, 9 minutes. From
then onward the period of eclipse
would shorten, and after April 11 (B)
the station would be in continuous
sunlight again until the same thing
happened six months later at the
autumn equinox, between Sep-
tember 12 and October 14. The total

50/October19013
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period of darkness would be about
two days per year, and as the longest
period of maim would be little more
than an hour, there should be no diffi-
culty in storing enough power for an
uninterrupted service.

Conclusion

Briefly summarized, the advan-
tages of the space station are as
folows:

It is the only way in which true
world coverage can be achieved (or
all possible rym of service.

2) lr perinh unrestricted use of a
band at least 100,000 Mei* wide. and
with the use of beams, an almost
unlimited number of channels would
be available.

3) The power requirements are
extremely small since the efficiency
of "Wurranallon" will be almost 100
percent. Moreover, the cost of the
power would be very low.

4) However great the initial
expense, it would only be a fraction of
that required for the world networks
replaced, and the running costs
would be incomparably less.

AppendixRocket Dalin
The development of rockets sod

ciently powerful to reach "orbital"
and even "escape" velocity Ls now
only a matter of years. The following
figures may be of interest In this
connection.

The rocket has to acquire a fusel
velocity of 8 km/second. Allowing 2
km/second for navigational correc-
tions and air resistance loss (this is
legitimate as all space rockets will be
launched from very high country)
gives a total velocity n of 10 km/
second. Tlx fundamental equation of
rocket motion is(2)

V o log,R

where V Ls the final velocity of the
rocket, v the exhaust velocity, and R
the ratio of initial mass to final mass
(payload plus /structure). So far v has
been about 2 to 2.5 km/second for
liquid fuel rockets, but new designs
and fuels will permit of considerably
higher figures. (Oxy-hydrogen fuel
has a theotetIcal exhaust velocity of
5.2 km/second and more powerful
combinations are known.) If we
assume v to be 3,3 km/semnd, It will
be 20 to L However, owing to its finite
acceleration, the rocket loses velocity
as a result of gravitational retarda-
tion. If its acceleration (assumed con-
stant) is a metersisecand(2), then the

necessary ratio Rg Is increased to

a + 8
Rg R

a
For an automatically controlled

rocket, a would be about 5g and so the
necessary R would be 37 to 1. Such
ratios cannot be realized with a single
rocket but can be attained by "step-
rockets"(2), while very much higher
ratios /up to 1,000 to I) can be
achieved by the principle of "cellular
construction"(3).

'Atomic power has
brought space
travel half a
century nearer.'

BpilogueAtontk Power
The advent of atomic power has at

one bound brought space travel half a
century nearer. It cams unlikely that
we will have to wait as much as 20
years before atomic-powered rockets
are developed, and such rockets
could reach even the remoter planets
with a fantastically small fuel/mass
ratioonly a few percent. The equa-
tions developed in the appendix still
hold, but v will be Increased by a fac-
tor of about a thousand.

In view of these facts, it appears
hardly worthwhile to expend much
effort on the building of long-distance
relay chains. Even the local networks
that will soon be under construction
may have a working life of only 20 to
30 years.
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A revolution in satellite TV is about to

shift into high gear. During the coming
year, several new satellites will be launched
that will dramatically expand the number of
services available in the Kuband, a higher
frequency range than C-band. Thanks to
the higher-powered signals transmitted by
Kuband satellites, consumers will be able
to pick up a host of new services on smaller-
diameter dishes without the microwave
intbanderfererecepnce problems that often plague C.

tion.
North American Kuband satellites

with output power levels of 16 to 45 watts
could be carrying more than 100 channels
by the end of 1987. These new channels will
offer such services u satellite news gather-
ing, regional coverage of live sports, dis-
tribution of syndicated TV programming,
educational TV for college credit, premium
TV program distribution to hotels, motels.

satellite
and SMTV.ATV systems, and directtohome

By 1987, Kuband satellite links will be
the dominant method of delivering video
news coverage from the field to the studio
control room. Mobile Kuband satellite-
news-gatheing teepee are clearly supe-
rior to their C-band counterparts in several
respects, Since Kuband satellites operate
on much higher frequencies than Cband
birds, smaller dishes can be used for uplink-
ing video sistnals. This not only lowers the
cat of mobile dishes, but also makes them

SATELLITIONIT/NOWAVIERISedil*
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T 11.1W1 :IMAM
much easier and less expensive to trans.
port. Because the cost of transportable Ku-
hand earth stations is appreciably lower
than the cost of band units, local TV sta-
tions, as well as regional and national news
services, will be able to afford their own
tifft

The 12-0Hz frequency spectrum also
affords mobile tekports another distinct
advantage over Ctand transportable..
While Cband satellites share the cane fit
quency band with Ma Be extensive net-
work of terrestrial microwave inks,124Hs
uplinks and downlinks remain relatively
free from interference problems caused by
nearby telephone transmission facilities.
This makes it easier to conduct mobile
operations in crowded urban and suburban
environments.

Several organisations have already
announced their plans for using the latest

'Ku4iatid birds for satellite news gathering.
United States Satellite Broadcasting
(USSR) of St. Paul, Minnesota, has leaned
four tranepoaderson RCA Aniericom's Sat-
coin K2 satellite for more than $85 million.
=WS Communkations, a USSB suboidi
arty, *111 ua g:tcom K2 to distribute

national and reakstal mai services to affili
ate stations across the 11.13.

RCA's Swoons nand Ifi satellites are
ghodttled for deployment this month and in
December of 198885 via NASA space shuttle
missions.

"These satellites will be the moat
powerful domestic communications satel-
lites in service," states Miscue F. Murphy,
chairman of RCA Communications. "Each
satellite carrion 16 transpondern with 45
watts of power, wmcn means that they can
&giver a superior ality television signal
inter antennas as small as three feet in
diameter."

The four trenspondem on Satcom K2
will atrent the single: SRS Yl l transponder
which CONUS his been uring for the past
year. CONUS Coonnunicationo already has

fleet of 25 traneportabie uplinks in the
field. Not only can CONUSmember sta-

Lion! use the system to link transportable
facil es to their local broadcast studios,
but they can also access a video digest of
newsworthy events transmitted daily from
the Twin Cities studios of USSR, or ex-
change programs with other broadcasters.

With the launch of Sitcom K2 this
month, CONUS will have the capacity it
needs to continue expanding its base of
operations. "Because our member stations
are located nationwide, we'll be in an excel-
lent position to continue not only with first
or early coverage of events having local
interest, but those with national impact as
well," said Chuck Dutcher, vice president
and general manager of CONUS. "Televi-
sion stations equipped with RCA's Kuband
antenna/receiver package will be able to
take advantage of this new source of news
programming materialeither live or to be
taped for later playback."

This past September, CONUS began
offering "Washington Direct," an Milo
votive news service that supplies subscrib-
ing stations with N daily feed of two or more
hours of news programming from the
nation's capital. Unlike its other satellite
news gathering service, which is only avail-
able to affiliate stations, CONUS's Wash-
ington Direct service is available to any TV
station, magazine, or newspaper teat
wishes to subscribe. Dish owners will also
be able to use the service to keep up with
the latest developments in Washington,
since CONUS has no plans at present to
soramble any of its Ku-band satellite TV
transmisa ms.

NBC will also be using Satcom K2 for
satellite sews gathering purposes. Earlier
this year, NBC inaugurated an extensive 12
Gib satellite network linking the broad-
canter's main studios with NBC affiliate sta
dons nationwide. The network will lease six
Satcom K2 transponders from RCA to re
place some of the capacity it currently
leases on two satellites, SBS II and SBS III.
By February 1986, NBC will be off SBS
entirely, and will use just one full-time and
five part-time transponders on SBS Ill.
Since Sitcom K2 coverage is limited to the
continental U.S., NBC will continue to tow a
single Cband transponder on Satcom FIR
to distribute NBC programming to Alaska
and Hawaii.

NBC's Ku-band transponders will set.
extensive part-tinie use on weekends when
the network transmits regional coverage of
NFL football gams or other professional
sporting events to NBC affiliate stations.

NBC is els() considering the creation of
its own cable news service to directly com-
pete with Turner Broadcasting's CNN and
CNN Headline News. V NBC does go ahead
with plans ti launch a competing service in
1986, look for Sitcom Kt to provide the
toseetial satellite capacity for linking the
network's transportable uplinks with NBC
studios. Although NBC has gone on record

1140401Agel IseersAnwtt owl
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&showing scrambling of all network trans-
missions, the network's representatives
have indicated that there are no immediate
plans

IBS Ill and Satcom K2 won't be the
only 12GHs satellites used for satellite
news gathering, *scent satellites have
been regularly tmed during the past year by
the Florida News Network (FNN) for the
exchange of news items local Floe
Ida broadcasters. The BAF unica
lions Coryomtion of Salem, Massachusetts,
plans to use leased capacity on the recently
launched GStar Al satellite to link the com-
pany's fleet of transportable upibtka to TV
broadcasters nationwide. Present plans all
for HAP to utilise more than five hours of
transponder time each weekday. The initial
service on GStar Al will involve transports.
bles which have been leased to local TV
stations in Colorado, Arizona, and Georgia.

IMINZI111111,11111WININNIIIVNIC
With the launch of Sitcom K2, RCA

diction a distribution system for
intends to offal television prograzez

commercial broadcast TV stations, begin-
ning in early 1986. As pad of the system,
RCA Americom will use two 45watt tran-
sponders to simultaneously transmit as
many as four individual TV Agnelli. "The
RCA Americom Syndication System is de-
signed to provide a means whereby televi-
sion stations have more flexibility in
program reception," said Dr. James J. Tie.
ten, president and chief executive officer of
RCA Americom. "It is a major step in elim-
inating 'antenna conflict,' allowing station
operators to simultaneously receive both
timesensitive and nonime.sensitive pro.
grammins."

The increased fledbility is due to RCA
Americom's decision to supply every TV
broadcast station in the U.q. with a free 3.7
meter Kuband terminal that will be hted
onto the RCA Sitcom K2 bird. Each TV
station will receive $1,000 from RCA to
defray the cat of installing the 12.GII:
TYRO. The RCAsupplied earth stations
will be a valuable addition to existing C. and
Kuband terminals already owned by TV
broadcasters. At p.m time, more than 420
TV stations had accepted RCA's offer,
providing customers leasing Sitcom K2
apacity with a highly attractive marketing
network for new program services that will
be on line by the timithat the K2 satelite is
fully operational.

Hi-tech oriented individuals and orya
Mations looking for something more than
just entertainment programming will find
that the GStar Al satellite is now transmit
tins professional educational TV services
not currently available on Cband. The
National Telecommunications University

ININT IN NOW
NIPPLININI
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(NTU) has leased a single transponder on
GStar Al to transmit graduate courses in
engineering, prepared by NTU's 19 mem
ber colleges and universities.

Currently, 40 American corporations
pick up NTU programming for their inter
nal training departments. For this fall, more
than 600 students from major corporations
have enrolled in 45 to 50 different courses in
the fields of computer engineering, coin
puter science, electrical engineering, and
engineering management and manufactur
my systems. The AMCEE (Association for
Media.Based Continuing Education for
Engineers), an organization which shares
satellite capacity with NTU, will also pro-
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vide several hours each day of unaccredited
.s of interest to engineers and techni

,ans. Since each GStar satellite tran
*Ponder has a usable bandwidth of 54 MHz
instead of the 36MHz bandwidths em-
plaonyd

po
bnd most C-bbe a nd

blse

teo itteasn

sthme iNTwU

educational TV courses simultaneously.
The 'satellite classroom' will be active from
8:00 a.m. to midnight weekdays. Indi-
viduals or organizations that have Kuband
earth stations can arrange to audit courses
by contacting Mark Bradley, NTU, P.O.
Box 700, Fort Collins, Colorado 80522.

Also appeasing on GStar satellites is
the Campus Satellite Network, which sup-
plies a variety of entertainment program
ming to college and university campuses
across the country. Concerts in stereo and
other programs of interest to students
appear on a regular basis.

On September 12, 1985, Hi-Net Co
munications, a joint venture of Holiday Inn
and Comsat General, inaugurated a new
satellite-deliv td service that eventually
will supply .mium program services to

Holiday Inn hotels around the world.
Using leased capacity on GStar Al, Hi.

Net is now supplying ESPN, CNN, Show-
time, and Hi-Net's own Satellite Cinema
pay-per-view ser :ce to Holiday Inns
throujhout North America. Both ESPN
and CNN will be transmitted by means of a
single GStar transponder which covers the
entire continental U.S. Two additional tran-
sponders, one beaming east and the other
west, are used to carry East and West Coast
versions of Showtime and Sat ,bite Cinema,
Since the Satellite Cinema service is aired
only at night, its capacity is used during
daytime hours for BizNet programs and for
conducting videoconferences. Satellite Cin-
ema should be of special interest to Ku-
band viewers, since it carries many first-run
movies before they are aired by any of the
C-band premium programmers (at press
time Satellite Cinema and Showtime were
available only on the East Coast beam), Cur-
rently, Hi-Net is not scrambled. Hi-Net has
confirmed, however, that it has signed at
$2.6 million agreement with Scientific-
Atlanta for the production of B-MAC
encryption technology. which will allow Hi-
Net to scramble its program feeds. By June
of 1986, the li-MAC scrambling system

should be fully implemented.
RCA Americom plans to supply pre-

mium programming via its second Ku-band
spacecraft, Satcom K1, which is scheduled
to be launched in December of this year.
Negotiations are currently under way with
a number of different organizations inter-
ested in offering premium program services
to multi-unit dwellings and complexes.
RCA contends that its 12-GHz Satcom birds
are ideal for serving urban locations, since
the medium-powered spacecraft could con-
ceivably deliver a commercial-quality sig-
nal into antennas as small as 1 meter (3.28
feet} hi diameter.

RCA has also been touting Satcom
Ku-band transponders as excellent berths
for new direct-to-home satellite TV ser-
vices. RCA hopes to regain some of the
cable TV services that the corporation lost
to Hughes Communications when Galaxy I
was launched in 1983. Claiming that home
satellite TV reception would be possible
with antennas only 70 centimeters (2 feet)
in diameter, RCA now intends to market
some of the available capacity on Satcom
K1 for direct reception by individual house-
holds. RCA is currently talking with vari-
ous cable conglomerates about the lease or
outright purchase of transponders for
transmission of direct-to-home satellite
TV services.

Of course, readers should keep in mind
that even w:::i all the upcoming Ku-band
programming, a wider selection of enter-
tainment choices will continue to be carried
by C-band satellites in the foreseeable
future. The situation was similar in the
1960s, when terrestrial UHF TV channels
first became available. Few if any, of the
established VHF TV channels were put out
of business. Future Ku-band services
should be seen as supplementi.ig rather
than replacing C-band proymnuning. Ku-
band satellite services also represent an
alternative for those viewers who, for one
reason or another, cannot access C-band
satellites.

The Ku-band represents a new frontier
which many C-band dish owners may wish
to explore for themselves. The cost of modi-
fying your existing earth station for recep-
tion of both C. and Ku-band signals cur-
rently is less than $400 for those systems
equipped with block downconversion
receivers, and this cost will drop even fur-
ther in the months ahead.

Next month, we'll take a look at some
of the new dual C. and Ku-systems that are
currently on the market. is

Mark Long is Teehnical Editor of Satellite
ORBIT and author of The Down-toEarih
Guide to Satellite TV and the 1985 World
Satellite A hug*.
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BroadcastingoOct 24
Congress, in overtime, passes TVRO, children's ad bills
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Nally baking II. (Delphi that momentum
en martial dispute between Senate and
House members over tredsmark kgolation
almost sank the bill (Bitourcullgo, Oct.
17D,

The meet formidable opposition initially
game hum broulcuten. But Independents
were tingly Ostend with lertlivaga that
hems the ICC to consider a synths ruk
(nth. remosminin of broadcast geniis to
Olth uwa,w. And the notworks dovited
their objections after stronger takeout's
conceming the delivery of alliliete signals to
so-called white mu (where network sig.
nab are unavailable by other means) were
added

Urn ettlnusitillon bills affecting the
FCC, the Corporation for Public Bradcast-
log aml the National lkkoommonications

nottroavo Ott ft teat

have to provide peograming that serves the
"specta needs of thildren." Additionally,
the FCC dimnj kose renewal time would
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Senate since Lune ISSIOACCASTING. June
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good faith. I think their behavior wee
Are." She was no* about the propene
of the sew law. "This Nunes the Reagan
adminhostion's attitude of 'In them eat
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that will Mass,.Ho

drni.'a programing
cemlhinty
oversi of u.s brosdcatt sad cibie itidus'

pesa e*sNititicnM
According So mire, SvbeammIttfe

bed bean puJhi for Its h ptopou,d bias, which hs bees inc Vsdematb of the C)atbnom Ed Machey (DMW) wilts to
199th Cop4ress wllt ceedsue slid possIbly Uk. s";ocd look N itte haNs of Use tile'
.ccels,atc whs Us. 101st Conarsa. con' c siSetluns Iwd.stn"' Ho intend. 1*

A licensee must Vines 150.3. sm 'CO silveiggtssthtoboobingit
L*WSSIINCIIIWHIHPNPOIOdIIIC Ml ,saidlrvlag.

serve "the adjournment. Obb7IM$ sod This Js,nen,i of A. II.IOO Nh.
Hill staffers dsd (lIsle lIwItIjIlil with vIsion IS anodan matler lBS Mtbconwnhllsi

.ducatlosial end BSOAUCA.STINO ems whit hen iliad Iii this will focus on, said Irving.
101st COngress. Tlass, wan a general cun As for sMile the sMic,ismitNe his soInformational naids senses thee lawmakers would pack up whets vu

of children In Its u.ey leA off Costcctflfrdi dli. feioncu di's
mae, muse caini, hlgh4duiidoss selenlika, hid plso.d 10 hold befit, sdjnuntm.nl

overall programlnj." children's wjanfsbcn and the Issue of cable's The FCC him taneetlusly concksdsd it shook
pwlugm.ilcstpovvets.Wvsf.ethSrKsCOOi" .snJ that Ce.gsss_110 di. cross

Moreover, Molting, engaged Ms a coils psuknl as being denied null to cable ownership hines phems. entapailfi povid
quy with Wink to clarify thee while brued' programing. But u.s ongoing tw$otliaIcsa big cable elevisloss sinless Itt thitit atosk
caWsa "CA 1517 upon overall progressing." bsiwNss hollywood and (ho isniwoiti OIei nsa., and living sedelpelas Use matte? wi
(hey mush elso' makiIomseeaaOnaMSiflOth die FCC's hirianeisi Isutemi Sod .ynd$cedca draw gems hstsmnt.
Ic sWat u.s unique public rsasv4,es needs of tiles could spill o's'ec Is CarItol Hill, And And the pcc , conducting ys inquir
the raricul aegmu.ai uris. child audience, (hi IaIeatIsoae Isdeetty's desks to ester dii hiocaeloçuieoiylkase which migl
including prcgraenl.g sinued N die yotiag SaleVW'lS bosliail laS7 glierste assa, K' tisult in a Hill NVlSw of (at metier.
child, tivlly As foe she lOUis Cosiea end acme i

lbs legislatIon Ii liii peoduci of neatly Sabuposillea otis. fairness ductrine will the cutlet furamuhe WIN (is cabS. lrdvsli
IWO mantle of IMesaslvs sesedselceis ha. be a chief pdedW Husase sad $cnaIa lead. was In deep trouble, Nielosel Cable iblen
(*5555 Matby end Us, NAIlBiOwDCAiT. snt,EcnsdiH011Iitgs (D'S,C.), CheirniMOf sloe Associltice Presl4coI Jim Msomw

.tJnflnd.g.n4am 'Slenlalen $sssbons are Th.spll (D'Mkli.). dt.lmflWi Of SN If°$ jtiesldnil nMinithoNatiun1PIKN1h
silo on beard. "AIshought dire were p.m of Bnes end Commerce Comesslniei. have jeimeo5fele4 themselves of .nyiblt
(tin bill we would hove pislatted So cmli, vowys Ic III ft becanse law neat ysst, Until
we dId not 091cm. It I, Ho lalerset of dl. the.hia',

ether Hill .itlon on broadeant bdoaasy admitted these was a felt ensue

chIld eudlesce amid lathe lsisacoiao(cosspm. Issues ,enualeos,lsOld$ ft lies since die ol"cthheseshuagby vutou.OtOwcoOspe
miss," ssid e.esjamln tdcKaaI, of FCC eboilaksd the decides Its 19$?. loop s.d a few men*esI of Costgresa tot
NAB'. IslenisIne board stud vice pmeldese P,Qs4ea.*s should pcspete for a billy Sat, lie castlesied, "sill Ia not nonsethl
of ssduvkloti tot Nilhlauu*ldS Coencrehica" season. lhlmbesSohOld mattes of that Pm lenin peculiar Ic cur induisfy. Ct

doss., huaIhlgiOeI 'sseleslonissuat,Ttie glees SOleCISM slot of his power tyson
Nat otsly did broadcaseus worn with Mar' .etsiset'sheoiduaitrnfuaik$l*IISIOL 1t1100 e,stslijte not jute of go.atumsnt elench

key so ranch a toae..ms, but theta watt d.c.dbn 1911. could sent see base from hsseoyetsigllsofltidussehssovel*h*hitl
shiasdy elgiisof helgkssntd ..naHivlly sums stick ho rntgtw ace nest yanc. IS would jutladlctictu. Utsdenlsbiy we've come In
lasts.. NAB saooumsc.d toil weak It was Imv.sejw1flcemdPtu$raml and idmists' am rhate of criticism, me so have a lot
handing a n.ebcetel snchts.$e fui a two. i:i::

standingpromotes "Psesidy step lIcense stssewal procedure.
ieforcs Ike medium's sdsecseloeel and easer' lbs teduatty may crime inslat fyilker kin beconad by (see itidulam. lbs
talismesse asnacts." enialt at lawisiahecs will peohwbly revive a nevik betwassi cakes pcogtaatael and

Stat 'ha FCC reicted Krvesglv. FCC Chair' bill (sat would guetSotes Ssat candidates be NsSloneI Itucal 'Slecommsnlcadone Co
msn Dennis Patrick csllld tle legittamlon $lvsn a l*wat scilticel edvrt'ela$ ruse. Ill. eteelw I. ,scescabls dlsulbsioc sanilng bt
"both usoassessly end III'sdvlasd, espeelil' tons to sits his lndosery'sa.s of the spectrum yd dish owsserd) wee "obvIously "is'

SlseSiaswLOsi
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I -- -, Oeio'WI will ,-__---_ --
l'y ma$y in Coop,.. as a sign of lb. cable
lnduury wlflktgiiesa to be relposwlve to
membs,s of Conjmub cor.eeffiS," be said.
And NCfAeIons so "ny so week out wow
kind of resolutlo, i ills mwi.c.ny issue
ku bee. noticed up thins NO." said Moo.
My

"The f.cI that must.cwvy was not ad.
dswsdby *ds Ccsçsie was 005 our doing.
TMs was really a 111nctIou Cl dilrercnccs
501*4 m.mbus of Co.su had with the
beusdeast ledistsy ow søother miner."

Is tulsoleg so los faimsat doe.

As fcc los eass Co.ç,ss, Mocusy heal.

tiled N stab. say predledoss. H. doe,,
hivevi,, th4k the Islco.cagls dsbsl. "may
In lIsa snf not be as much of an 151151 5$

many NcVIs NI11SU Ii will b. P..ther.
iiicti, hi hid hi belrnsi lbs liii. Is beltig
d,4yea by lbs bids FS$I sOd "55$ *457

by istci

SeonsorAl Gore (D.k.mJ, who feud 50

win pssasgi OP hi OS1rOWOdSI home easel.

how.ym he raiPobsekyidlosh kidusby
"5* loose polls will divaN II. uossglee 50

mask dog and patissleg beelneas atns*

what lb. likelihood I. for any (a.
twa Hill potion us cabisl sumguhccy Ii.
cetiw, Mooney thinks Is will Iasgsly depend
on what happen. with syodel. "U syndea
slicks, I am not putt what lbs eo,npteIioey
11cm,. luus would be becivas Utey no long.
cc could say this sissy (breidmatersi ass
being depdvsd clavsyhhiuig 11555 losy shoulo

have. All syad.. Ii, Is. kind ul retrench.
nasot of dii compulsory license Reeu
mlu*Ior of cibl. carçulsoe licosuc us

Capitol Hill failed to matedaljie dcapile
cOons on the pun of lssdspendmnt Wlcoision
to make lion lust.. loUse muncany debate.

Thus NC 1mw Ig tMt caitici critic,
will be soy less vocal befrex she 101w
Cotign, Based on INTY ?r*sldeot Prasaun

Md.suI 1000UflWnt of whit hoe sheid,
thin. will bs eosslnued proust.. I lomb
SOMW of lbs collecttv votem of cones,.
about whet Ii going on In lb. conenunsca.
dons nialtasplace ire going to be hwd in
lbs isut Cotig,eu. I think lbs hut It going
lobe gusaNe lhssteyer." Pneden feels policy.
inakom will want so "fssltkn acInsihing to
pu4thuhcuislnordcr"

Sketching scenarios
for network-cable crossownership

Anolysis sip II Pcc prollihillon.
NIlUfii.l$d, Wi Osle OIlily

M'Wh try 11 lisps

The PCCI prupossi nslsmsking to lift to-
senledoss on beasdma* NIwc#cabls eye.

torn crosaowassnhip may be debated Ii she
lasiguqa of suhlk policy let whulh.r soy
owiwoih chiogee .ctv.fly sake pines, If
lbs cvi,, era cbang.d, may motu lIksly be
decided by bsslrsi conaUpestions. The
convul vlsw Born Will Simm says thee the
three TY nstwctts would encowousr amass
of coopikedoon weac they to atieirqs to
takeady oflhspeopusedrulschmie,
Ifanythiss, or500.sdmhsmsklng, while
udmtoo as sUowksg ABC. CBS cc NBC
so bay cable systems, may mute likely irce-
mit .nbiSOlobuy.bro.dcawneiwork,

ESpecIally for NBC mod Cipatal Chlet!
ABC, ptcgfvsleg fcc cable isa higher prl.
odly than purehsuing sysiusna, analyst. ua.
NBC is Isatsehing lie Conuumet New. sod

Businota Chamel I. 19t9. ABC owns most
of ESPN and pan of Lifetime and Ans *
Enesnalisnent.

GeniuS Elect,Ic, NBC. psrens ceipora.
non, sI9NIP oweS skis to eBbed so exten-
sive cable pwdhais. a'sd Its. uprsassd the
mont ls,lctct in Use Nests mow towud
crouowss.ihip rsps.l. list befors Invest.
leg, "They want to we thce.ble1ekonlsve.
1100 most III W5y 0,55," saId oltp Reld,
assalyali Drexel DWI,&ISIOL.II*SII. Csplisl
CIiIWABC would Pssv tprs limited m

Nd CBS, which has $3 billion I.
cash reirves. prnbebly niotild perfet so
upend It. money elanvatere, "Me. mob does
not buy siting. Uset a highly I vogue,"
Raldy said. The comp.n has stated, moe.
over, thaI one of ha maya ubjocttnse Isho
contInue sistIne scqeIshhtitw so slut II.

siwned and opqtntcd statIons, cutrently In
ma*st.covesing shout 21%O(U.L huua5
holds, reach the mulmsm alloweble 23%
level. The coat of stsdh a pwcbass, Rsldy

Media agenda.. of Dukakis and Bush
Governs. Idiliost OtAlds of Ms,.scIijssn, Is flat ssy4sig 'no'
or Sian 'nwyt.' to ktvlIitlune in app., on lulsst,lan. Diltattis,
who Is Ushig 'nice Prasidsnl Goosgi lush hi lo pesaidseatil
mc.. .55 his lie sub$set ci. SO.n*Us leliodsw on a
sdlkon ci ABCS N(AdMA beginnIng U 1130 pm NY 0*

,ssdsy Ovimids Nd be whs, hOly Wi spps toe an hour on
Lsnvy W lAw btigiil (Ccl. 24L hlsedna eel m NY on
CNN. Those appeenasce. inluwed lbs goveutsi spew.
woes on MCI Oaud N.nhls Aswidea sod CBSI This Nuns
lop be fddey (Oat. II). Wi, luthss wIts nowisses So be mien
on any ci Slat IriS mslbt

hi 1505, OtIsdisi iChillbisd sots, Iloslolics apponeanes
.ini d Kepest Ismo ow nIgle to Dsswne where WV gcvamoc
'.0 his casnallgntog Is . esosequsnee ci'tso Isce PsssldsnII
eulusil so psehals to. lQ.tiWm$s dsbee, on NlpA*Hss. Osha.
his Nd .ocept.d lbi kadlulon so debaSe Willi a wish at be
lesuano. Blot. 30. Bush masts CUss, h5 005

sabelsed debase, Oct. 11. loitbig whIch N, Kased sawqtIvccvy
las eu$uNl so asedelpasa hi soy mote dsbatss, Koppel Pea said
lest N ordy one 04 0* clsllOhlis sccrps.d WV heilsUon to
'1.1w., tie wcdd hi sal,sd So Silo.. (g.n*s.t. kilelvuaw

ButtS may yeS ati0 ons special ealian of NlpMiM. ABC
News President Iloone Msdgs. OutIngs press lovc Nd hi
wctitd 'iristTahti hs.tng WV Ysol President on.' althOugh hi Said
list MW nile Comn*r Wt. Posit was slrUdy WV ieN$5ct 055
lsngllty Stisodiw on a 5950* or*-hou, NlAUUw on .kwia 4.

Thu kiliralew Is mmsmbitld pektianty b50ausl ci lOs ills.
Isnc 04 lIes 'nice Pvaildw*wSio was rot to 0* etudIn wIth
Kcgp.I but was visible to 1*0 sod the sudisnci on. mot*y...
on oaang see anchor 'Dart'

GAIki, 51,0 appiered on ABC bea Ove-irlouts block ci
ptaCl'sesd tins, on Satu'day tiglil (Oct 22)

hi hIg NOMIwS *0, QMAI ChesIsu OMson and Thi. Mon..
Impi Kathleen $tjtWW, Ou5t$n eiiphekisd On ssgiwssi to
socepe bevItalons bbs thare 'I acm ,. pat my massag. scm.
to lbs linsi Ii days ci lbs casipsign Puili last wesi. had not yet
,segond.d so tsvvsaUoos by the Iwo YeSes to nit toe us hits..
views. Larry Kkep vies stan awsilh'tg so answer to an 611sf to los
Bushess to spØsr on be 5510w lii eNd a cwvipilgVu lidi NO
him UN ocupia 'migat do N'

Dutiable, mwwlsle. Oil decided Ia like sCuaseppa ci liv
05* opporlurSy Oilred by OMA so gal SOs message scions. N
otIS ccins to 0000iCuon wish Oibscnl plsnsesd ha.t.best Iota ci
lbs country sxernienp lasses. hi hey stalls ouibtg iris wish oh
Oct. 3l.Nou 4. CAM Swilod each ci Ow candldslei 505550'
lipid lrimrvtsws wili Glbaon on dii lisurt D,J,il.Ji his $
cegted, Bust, 'sal *,.iIt lid not 'IsponOld It he doll 1104
accept lbs levitation. S lpckNwvrflslt 5510. DNA vial prothecs
pl.css on Pie positions.

A pobssmen to' 11* Bush csenpligr to toinhimolan said IfS
id5 President tea$ni nitId out apoisesnoas on televisIon
0,ows.' Out hi said beSt *11 ewic,aIpnlnp 'on a pecuansI
evil to meats malhls'

I,".
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Kastenm.eier clears the set
Bill to aid
satellite TV
reception
eg ad Melon
manineka maw

WASHINOTON Madera its
ammunding towns and other rural
areas acmes the nation are expected
to reedy* better setelbia Wird**
remain soon, thinks to a mw
authored by Rep. Robert Kutesunsi.
et, WM

Pseud by Coegress lut month.
the Wedge View Copyright Act is

trdartfil who may not be able to
to give pope in remote

got bradawl television
he

muss
to view Me programming that mut
Americus set by striuM switrat:

;,Z1 on the NV' befOrdIfIg to Sett
IV Leaky, Dolt., the Ws WO Ipla

ICC.
It Ming rights for the prbhc to

reciter talevielcu Masa at a resew
able rate and win benefit the mopr e.
ton because the system wastes
sneer copyript law," Itasksomilte
mit

In many rural meta *wen lack
autos to cable television mid are too
tar true a stake Mite to nubs
network programed* Many My se
'Kolas delis to pick
from Ike feeds ut the ma or netwaft

fiMa of the tine major hawks
ARC, NBC. sad C112 amend Me

There are amoebas MI KM

country, but each KRUM cos reach

10)

1M
Mr

1

only a limited geographic area.
Many affWates have preasured the

network, to scramble their signals.
chinos the ours technology cut the
*Klemm of their propammtng and
advertising. !twit homes with dishes
generally pt to bag networks' corm
macula but nit those of the afilii
step.

NBC unmated on Nov. 1, CBS.
threatened to Scramble back In
March, and ARC is ABS antaderbis IL

Harry ThCiedemt dinctee of
troodculag aid media ales for the
Satellite trudrestbs ate Conned.
cation Assodetita saki appeal
mealy *OM Wbeasslit households
tee a satellite UK

"A Amble percentage aof the total
number of WOW
tza, =Wk. Halted =red

MHO a Mingle rides
of Madden. WK." Telbedeau Kat

Pam Saida, co-owner of A to 2
Rteartc Inc. Is CRS Plebs, Kid her
destcrehlp esIt pinta* to people
Beteg Le the camay.

"I've bed quite a few cells from
peeps le rural sun eariPalaMg
that Key lea mad recetring cartakt
Otani" Ueda' said.

Urdu said her camper mikes
we sales to Mad em beam
"Madame chum* see Keo lisnited."

Nile Ma sa who less about he
muss from Radice to rural Vales.
beight a 'Wilts left before cable
came into her see ago. She
aid Kr busbend a Puente.
Ike programa' shout two
moods ego to get a wider 'day of
demi&

"We lived here la pus. barn
cable came into our MA" Stoles
sad. "The AMMO deb was the only

DITIONALS

way we could set any stations out
here.

We didn't buy cable when It cam
to our area because we already had
the dish." she added, "so we NIL
bought a program pedal* IMesd."

This recent Koolau of Mt MB is
pert of a larger measure that re
Quires the Federal Communications
committal to report to Clui as
whether Oh owners are pyIng high
rates for satellite nutting be.
Mute of price dlscrUCMtlos,

The bUt SiP3 nuns that copy.
right .penalties can be imposed
against carers who unlawfully Or
criminate spina distritaton to the
selling of ranneratted Mute

The measure was posed In the
House of Represeatettves oa Oct 11
and the senate verses won approval
two days later. A compromise version
Y expected to be Aped by President
Reagan In coming moats.

Kareamder aid the expanded
availability of network signals to tot-
serval mu will ..eatu 'Verity be
tween urban sad real dwellers"

"It's hard to believe that the ed
nu fiction writer (Artier Clarke)
laid out the bitmetal tee the curet
system of transmitting leaden tart
Me by television only four decade,
ago." Muammar Kid. W. have
much to took forward to to the nut
tour Kudos"

Critic recognized
Michael IL John, rock critic to

The Maggio SW Josue, has been
named Stoic Jammed of the Year by
the Wisconsin Area Music Weir!.

54. lea whose wieldy column sp.
pears Thoreau in The Mato Antal,
received tht WPM awmd *nay
rapt at The Paha Theater to Mkwsh.

Mimosa to ltema commit gip.
MOM broadeurer. u aid writers tse
long to the orparlke.

=K
le GoTind

Of

actoors?
tc;
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Of the Superstation Bill, the SBCAI$TTI Show, and Ors Antipiracy Plan
It is the view old* publkot be. as minim reed.

era know, that the answer, lo :no satellite TV In.
diastry's Rolstona generally do not he on Capitol
Hill. In recant months, howevie, on exception to
that view has been H.R. 1641. the ouperstatloo
copyright bill. II wonted clears clu11ia1Wn of the
1976 Copyright An was necessary to clear -up any
legal ambiguity concerning TVROsubscrIplione to
dupe:0411ms.

But whet should hove been a simple clump In
IM low's longues, hes becomg yet moth./ I:tempi
by the broidaming and motion picture industrial*
ihW8/1 the growth of the satellite TV Industry. And
e ven though It appears Ma bell's chinas for per
age an diminishing by the day, the position of the
TVRO industry on the Issues rased by Ow NOW.
lion should be clearly dated a e rnark.up on the
manure appose/tel.

First and foremost, the satellite TV Industry
cannot nap any mulled "white area- limns.
lion on when the bill wools' apply h. dish own.

--whotlust for network or independent TV sir
sale. To do so would make TYRO own',, snood
class Mims by steins and he in direct contrast to
the ptinciple* which Id to the founding oi (haul.
e llite TV industry. nu networks and independent
broadcasters have put forth nothing but bogus rep-
seamh to prove TVRO reception vi superstitions
harms 101W1 stat ions. Induct Monona debit, over
IM superstition bill has once again demonstrated
the ortogance of the broadcasting Induaity in gen.
ensl.

Similarly, the satellite TV ihdustry can news
accept any amendment which would limit the
measure to c-bi ref and Ignore the potential of Ku.
bend. The Motion Picture AuociatIon of
Ameticat advocacy of Ibis amendment minis
qoesilons about Hollywood's mini claims It sup-
ports the developmant of satellite TV.

The common sense approach to this legisla.
lion -ass which would ill tha industriessin in
volvod to spend their time mom efficiently
would be to clarity the law by simply . sanding to
the TVR.... market the compulsory y license which al
lows superstition fowlers to uplink broadcast sta
Inns lo cable systems. The almost 2 million homes
which own TVRO systems are not the issue hate:
the very existence of the compulsory license is and
Isamu dictates the license should be extendid to
all technologies unlit such tone Its fate Is deter.
mined,

That is not to say the TVRO Industry should
stand by and watch Hollywood. cable, end the
broadcasters fight over the future of the compul.
wry license. Rather. the satellite TV and cable In
dustups should put their diffetenesi aside and
unite %plight any noon of User license
and the realm position of syndicsted eviusivity.
Taken by itself, the compulsory licenee met be at
some have called it. a .resulatom anachronism
But it Is clear the license walls in the Insult
scheme of thins. TO repeal the compulsory license
would bee blow against diversity and shsice for all
TV viewers. There are philosophical questions
rased by any -compulsory- access 10 intellectual
property in start dismantling the entire video
marketplsr. In appease program producers would

1t sitar
To b. AUL there are some risks involved Inc the

TVRI I imhistry it the itipersietion bill is not pos.
sad Satellite Broadcast Neiwotks ISBN) could lose

copyr01 laweulls brought &Pinot RbY the net'
works. whkh would nee salmis questions about
the future rentability of ell superslationo to dish
owners. But the SIN case could litho years to wind
diromhthe coats and the company could win :Le
awe. In the eneentim o. the satallito TV industry
should take a tenon from Hollywood's bold* to
IONIA. pewits of Mune video through the"Sony.
Mama Om." In that instance, the VCR manner
tutors utilised that each unit sold wormenied lust
snafus reason why Coop'sa would have had to
Kt to permit home spiry --oven if Hollywood had
won the cage before the Summit Court. Similarly,
If SON should happen to lose. Conga' will hem
link choice but to act to permit the moonset of
superstitions direcily from satellite by thousands.
II not millions of Amnion holm.. Moreover, II
put Kamm, any indication, the TVRO Industry
can count on copyright subcommineo Chairman
Bob Kestannwler land chid aide Micheal Re-
minponlend Rep. Mike Spar land ode John
lit) to help In the ample for fair Denman of d, .h
owner,.

Finally, this publketion's viow on the supersta.
lion bill should In no way. shape. or form Man.

[ D ITO Ca
snood as advocacy of the position on the Mil prop.
oundod by K.SAT Stardust ing and the Home Sat.
Milts Television Association HISTA). The K.SATI
liSTA opposition to the bill hit hurl the TVRO in.
dairy in Washington and Is based on Ma utterly
fallacious theory dist the suporetation carriers
must be hawking tha law If a bill ie needed to clot.
Ify the statutes Did KSAT's Chuck Dempon fell
the sum way when he win operating video stores
before the "'Immo, Case" was resolved!

Likewise, this publication believes Dewoon's
Nom announcenant that he intended to uplink
TN and WCN In the clear should be dismissed u
nothing more than s publicly stunt Though Daw.
son does &mu some credit for Mineable to gen-
erates* much publicity for such a unrealistic idea,
the episode also demoostrated how Ilthle the tut of
the world understands satellite TV. Anyone limit.
lit with the mammies of u plinking a supernal Ion.
and the contracts busmen moat cable operators
and suonstation cerrlsrs. should hem Instantly
realised Dewson's plan wit an economic pipe
dream. That Is why the Idea did not receive any
coyness on these peps. Dewson's time ince to
mention his conaldsrablo talent as a showman)
would be better amnion hie Okras to combat piracy,
unfair tonne laws. and some of the other issues
facing Ilia sileithe TV Industry

The Show
As the TVRO industry gathers for It meal

wintersptIng show In Las Vegas. Ils rt. .Noble

9t

members should itungly applaud and commend
the deckion by STTI s- :sre'A not to give the
United Wallin Industry Maocialion WM) free
meeting rooms end discount booths a the show
The USIA Ma been Imply Ineffectual and tome
whet &Oswalt.' In its you °lantana:a tind allow.
log Mosotho pod auspices of the show to pow
on itself was a bad Idloa Mete first plea The mond
fiber of gown of the USIA's leadereatequostione-
Me Cl best and the selellile TV Industry would be '
far better off without theta and the USIA.

Along the same lima, ads publication loudly
chests the decision by S111 and SBCA not to pro-
vide pass modontials to cover the show to Shaun
Kenny's Bonialohl program. A. this publication
has said beton. wen Bored& solely guilty of
proftwsional, Incredibly inaccurate reporting. '
would be standing shouldar to shoulder with .
Boreatald Untanned Rahn Amendment rights
But stealing propamsning is not protected by the
P1111 Amendment and Inesight Ise nurnalistis
aboetion. Kenny. hie Orhoad southern sidekick,
and hip mum piracy promoting program are
ranter on the satellite TV Industry. Mam ben of Ow
TVRO Industry who In any way aid, abet. of Ohm
wise support Kenny and &might necommlitina
financial suicide and may u well hangs "suing out
of hullo's," olp in hunt of their "totes today.

The Anti - Piracy Plan
Linty. this publication Is compelled to care

mint on Moment arnivirecy proposals Mond by
General Instrument Coop. Mil. As reported on pep
one, Gl'a beak idea was to raise the polo. of VW.
eoClpher **ding units by $160 and include
coupons with them for ghoul $215 of pogrom.

minhteni in the TYRO Industry have pralud Cl for
realising that piracy blond hand and considering
dramatic ways to carnbal It. That view la shared
hare. Yet even though pinky la rampant and an Int-
modiste solution nocostery, such dramatic slap
requires careful consideration and Industrywide !
coomratIon GI has lake some Initial ships to int.
prove Its rolationohip with cultural In the seal
las TV industry, should be lauded lot its Whirls.,
and ancouraind to continue the Won.

Though ths concept of ettoblishino en
"economic disincentiva to piracy" may hold some
promising Ideas. the plan as infield by GI is '
flawed. Even II the myriad of hist, logistIcel, end
public relations question' posed by loth a schema
could be ignorodw h kis they cannotthe Cl plan
has one fatal shortcoming. it nano the cost of en-
tett ng the minket for oaamblod satellite signals at
time when that sal should be luidsd down.

II Is probably unreasonablo to expect that Huh
Mt piracy can be complotely illminited. given the
noun of the halm underground and technical
characteristics of the VIduClpher 'intern. Evan so,
the sanding TV Industry units** s powetful blow
spill piracy by offering consumers lowtott dr
coders and reasonably Wad programming. Some
limited progress has been mode on the latter. but
rinsing the pnce of dosaamblera Is a slap In the
wrong direction Overpriced decd,,, and pro-
gramming ate obviously no lustification for piracy.
but Sr. the most !moldable obstacles to the sale'.
lite TV Industry's recovery. CI
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Gon Bill cone. from pg. 3

Tin Ian provain wen eddied dieing a roof
rinek-in of the NI by the House Telecommu.
Nations Subconennee which innted on a
chum, to kick at the bill deer the 'nuke
lanauen had been said It seam that every-
one on Capieol Hill is very nalous of turf, end
when the folks on the 'adore (Cceinight)
side maned wing anything doe innately
sounded lie It eat involved with tdecommu-
Mations pabeyt ash as "roles; the Cam -
metre (Telecommunications) Committee
aanped in end said i had 03 review the bill too.

Well. that turned out to be a real benefit
for everyone. The hat fen wee that Congas-
men Billy Teton, who had introd uced a
measure rely similar to the One Bill, would
try to uee the "summation" bill as a vehicle
to gat that other piece of less ation moving.
Peetneations were made for a fight. But at the
last minute Cat Tewin reached an agne.
ment with the cable and the home satellite
ninny representatives whereby only those
pans of his bill that everyone agreed with
would be added to the Krtenmeier Bill. One

iittAtigisluadne: Ar
we an pith so print
Canino hi. paned the
Kosenmeier bill and it
now womb the President's
signature.

of than province% wee the FCC study on
ennobling technology. The other wee far
man important: it hoe to do with significantly

strengthening the Communications Act with
rePrd to piracy.

The new provisions would not only put
more teeth in the criminal minions of the
law, intending the penalties to $500,000, but

alio make it far easier to Enna a civil cue
Nana those who sell illegal "black boxes"
designed to steal satellite cable signals. This is

a key provision. The biggest prohlan dealing
with both TYRO and cable thiit of service
(and it is important to note the this new law
would apply to BOTH) has been to get local,

state or federal attorneys interested enough in

the lone to collect the evidence and proy
cute the cans.

With this new law, 'enmity it panes, we
will not have to convince governmental au-
thorities to do the work and bring the cases.

They, Fier all, have loci better things to do.
The civil provisions of this bill, however,
would allow any cable operator, ony satellite
Programmer, and HTVRO dealer to bring a

4
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civil suit against anyone selling devices de-
signed to steal cable satellite siensle. A finding

that there hr been the knowing ask of a
device designed to steal such signals beings

with it the potential of a punitive award to
the injured party (the cable operator, etc..) of

up to $100,000 PER OFFENSEthat mans
per unit sold, wading to the bill. And, as a
bonus. those found guilty may be asseend the

legal fees of the noon or employ bonging
the suit is well! Nov that's a set of teeth if we
ever saw one!

The bottom line here is that this bill coati
spell the end of theft of cable satellite en.
viceboth in the TYRO and the cable
marketplace. It will become so expensive and

to dangerous to sell those "black boxes" that
the underground industry should illy up. That
will be a huge benefit for all of us.

The addition of those ;annum to a bill
that the cable industry had already
ca:ed it would support has resulted in a
last-minute push to assure passage. Stay
tuned.
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APPENDIX IV.-MISCELLANEOUS CORRESPONDENCE

COMMITTEE OF 435
7204 South Yarrow Street
Littleton, CO 80123

(303) 973-8201

January 27, 1987

Congressman Robert W. Kastenmeier
2328 Rayburn Houso Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Attention: Mike Remington

Dear Mr. Kastenmeier:

My husband and I wish to take this opportunity to thank you
for facilitating the live coverage of the Committee hearings on
Copyright and Civil Liberties regarding HR2848. The live
coverage by K-SAT Broadcasting and its thousands of listeners and
supporters is the only day that those of us concerned with these
important issues can keep informed. To leave it to local
broadcasters and/or the cable-owned C-SPAN would leave us, as
usual, in the dark.

We sincerely wish to thank you for also speaking with us
after the hearings and sharing your astute observations and
concerns with us. It is always encouraging to meet with a
legislator as genuinely concerned about small retailers and
average Americans as you have proven to be.

As you so thoughtfully stated, there will probably be
changes made in HR2848 before leaving the mark-up proceedings of
the committee. The enclosed letter to our own Colorado
representative on the committee will give you some idea of where
our real-life observations have led us.

Our ideas for changes is in no way meant as critical
comments on you or your staff. Rather, they are carefully
considered suggestions we sincerely feel would help HR2848 more
closely c..incide with your original intentions for the welfare of
us all. You originally wished to make sure that ALL Americans
had access to programming signals through independent choice of
method and non-discriminatory pricing.

Thank you again for your leadership and kind consideration.
Please tell Mike "hi" and thanks again for taking the time to let
all of us out here make our mutual concerns be heard.

Re ectfull6yi
4

Shirley /and Chris Johnson
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Littleton, CO 80123
(303) 973-8201

January 27, 1988

Congresswoman Patricia Schroeder
2410 Rayburn House' Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Ms. Schroeder;

Thanks to the private donations and personal efforts of
K-SAT Broadcasting and its supporters, my husband and I were able
to listen to the live hearings held in the Committee on Copyright
and Civil Liberties concerning HR2848. We would certainly not
been able to do this if left to the local broadcasters or the
cable owned C-SPAN.

We appreciate your questions to the second panel. We
understood your questions as an effort to elicit information
relevant to a balance between the rightful collection of fees to
the original copyright holder and the access, choice of reception
method at non-discriminatory prices of the American citizens.
The.witrogant disrespect shown to you by the answering owner of
cable-owned Netlink is disturbingly all too familiar to those of
us in America confronted with the reality of a vertical monopoly
of the communications industry.

Following are points we feel particularly interesting;
1. Common carriers are in violation of existing

regulations and are now owned and operated by cable companies.
They are no longer a 'common carrier' but programmers just like
HBO. They are using discriminatory practices both by withholding
programming to other distributors and discriminatory in their
pricing. The discrimination of pricing exists in both the
wholesale programming and copyright fees. Cable-owned common
carriers are aqking for permission to further withhold signals
through the limitation of frequency and reception technology.
Cable-owned common carriers are asking for the legitimatization
and therefore a reward for the violations they are presently
committing.

2. Networks are claiming protection for localization
and from cable companies but want to,

a. maintain discriminatory practices against
independent broadcasters

b. distribute non-local affiliates to dish
owners through a 'policing action' and have the continuing right
to throw off local broadcasters from local cable companies to be
replaced by cable-owned Netlink package

c. have a mandated monopoly to distribute
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nationally chosen programming through cable-owned Netlink package
'deals'.

d. a legal sanction to resell copyrighted
programming that has not been previously contracted for resell,
i.e., sports, movies, PBC(S), etc.

e. a legislated mandate to prevent
competition from entering the distribution process.

3. the hearings also brought out the interesting fact
that trying to accurately define a 'white' area was
discriminatory to the citizen wishing a choice of programming
reception method, to the independence and competitive
capabilities of the original copyright holder, the holders of
independent exclusive copyright holders and the local broadcast
stations. The cable companies and national non-licensed networks
are violating with impunity their own contention of encouraging
signal availability while protecting localization.

It saddened us to know you did not feel the views of
independent distributors, small retailers and American consumers
was sufficiently important to require your attendance at the
third panel. If you had stayed to ask your usual astute
questions you would have learned of the recommended changes to
HR2848 that would go a long way in making the bill supportive of
the intended purpose.

These recommendations are:
1. Clarification of the role of licensed FCC common

carriers AND AT THE VERY LEAST, mandating the .sale of their
signals to ANY distribitor at non-discriminatory wholesale prices
AND separately billed non-discriminatory copyright fees.

2. Clarification of the right of access to ALL signals
on ALL frequencies by ANY reception method AS LONG AS the
non-discriminatory copyright fees are paid.

3. Access to local broadcasts NOT be limited except by
the choice of the viewer through the RE-INSTATEMENT of the 'must
carry/ rules (local cable companies MUST be required to carry ALL
local broadcast stations).

4. All congressional committees insist on the immediate
enforcement og existing laws and regulations.

n. ANYONE at ANYTIME be allowed the business
opportunivy to uplink programming in a truly competitive market
WITHOUT asking permission of ANY cable interests.

6. To encourage access, non-discriminatory pricing and
competition by leaving the bill in place indefinitely.

Thank you for taking a personal interest in these
proceedings aiid for being the type of representative who has the
ability for SELF-determination needed by and for ALL Americans.

Respectfully,

Shirley and Chris Johnson
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"NrolleiNopie"

RICE ALDRICH
4111 kin Led

Pass% Waskleilee NMI
Telopkome 101146114

The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
United States House of Representatives
House Office Building
Washington, DC. A510

COMAUTTXSOPOS

September 28, 1987

Rot H.R. 2848 The Copyright Bill

Dear Congressman Kastenmeier

First of all I would like to thank you for your concern
regarding the satellite industry. I was in Washington D.C. when
you introduced your bill H.R. 2848 and was able to speak with
your aid (Mike Remington) for several minutes.

Unfortunately I do not agree with several parts of H.R. 2848
and I have therefore found it necessary to send the enclosed
letter to all of my congressman in Washington State as well as
several others nationwide. Although I feel you had very good
intentions when you wrote this bill I believe you were grossly
misinformed by the cable monopoly prior to writing it. Please
understand that I am fully aware that the copyright issue must be
addressed before the satellite industry can reach its potential
but if this, bill is passed as it is written the dish industry is
deed) If this bill is rewritten so that it allows the dish
industry to compete and pay a fair and equal copyright fee then I
and many others would find it easier to support its passage. By
restricting the ability of new channels to launch without first
checking with the cable industry is to allow an already
established monopoly to control the free flow of information in
this country. I am sure you do not want this to happen. Neither
do I or any other member of the K-SAT organisation. Thank you for
your time and concern regarding the satellite television
industry.

Sincerely,

abla41_,
chard (Rick) Aldrih

Sone 1 Commander
K-SAT Committee of 43',
Washington State Division
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The Honorable &NAME&
United !Aates House of Representatives
House Office Building
Washington, DC. 20510
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"WIRTAairople"
RICK ALDRICH

00 Dye's Reid
Pane, Wallingball601
Tolehow 60944541114

CaWMITTEEOF45

September 28, 1987

Re: H.R. 1885 The Satellite Television Fair 14'rketing Act of 1987
and H.R. 2848 The copyright Bill

Dear Congressman &SALUTATIONS.:

On June 30th of this year Congressman Kastenmeier introduced
legislation in the House regarding copyright fees to be paid by
common carriers of satellite television transmissions. There are
several areas of this bill that do not in any way help the
satellite industry.

First it sets a copyright fee of 12 cents per month per
superstation subscribed to by individual dish owners. This may be
found on page 5 line 23 and conclude on page 6 line 1. This does
not sound like an excessive amount but the average price nation
wide that a cable subscriber pays in copyright fees per
superstation per month is .005 cents per month. AS you can see
this fee is 1124th what we as dish owners would be regired to
pay. We as dish owners would again be penalized by the cable
cartel by paying not only our fair share, but in fact pay for 23
other cable subscribers. It is not surprising to me that the
cable association (NCTA) supports this bill in its entirety on
this section alone) It benefits their part of the industry and
does away with any part of the industry trying to create
competition. On this section alone this bill should never pass,
or for that matter even be considered but unfortunately it gets
worse.

The second part of this bill that creates a problem for the
dish owner may be found on page 17 line 25 and ends on page 18
line 22. This section dealu with the definition of a
superstation. It states that if a station is to be considered a
superstation then it must have been uplinked (on satellite) and
available for nationwide distribution on June 1, 1987. It further
states that any new station may be considered a superstation
provided that it is carried by 10% of all cable companies and is
viewed by its subscribers. This definitely affects all new
stations wishing to nerve the satellite dish industry. If for
example a station decided it wanted to uplink and serve via
satellite anyone who wished to subscribe, it first would have to
sell its signal to at least 10% of the existing cable companies.
Slice only a few corporatAons own and operate all cable companies
nationwide, this would create a major problem for that station.
They would in fact be dealing with the name monopoly that we as
dish owners are now. It would give the cable cartel total control
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over how many stations would be uplinked. This in turn would
limit competition, benefit the cartel and increase their anti-
competitive position and increase their control on the
information and entertainment available to the American public.
The cable cartel needs competition, not congressional help in
increasing its handle on the control of programming.

The cable companies are an uncontroled, deregulated monopoly
that must be halted immediately. If this bill is passed, the 240
million citizens in this country will suffer. Can we as a free
society allow a small group of corporations to control the free
flow of information in this country? Can we allow them to d4lide
who will be successful in the broadcasting industry and who will
not? I say absolutely NO If congress passes this bill as it is
written that is exactly what it will be doing. This bill is
backed by the cable companies because is does everything in their
favor and absolutely takes away any possibility of competitioa.
You and your fellow members must not allow this bill to pass.
There are 444 transponders available on the C-Band satellites now
in use today with an additional 128 on the KU-Band. Thats 572
potentially different stations and diverse viewpoints. Are we
going to limit them in number? Passage of HR 2848 will
effectively do just that.

The consumers and dealers of the satellite industry need a
win on capital hill, and we need it this year! Failure to pass HR
1885 will effectively kill this industry as you and I know it
today. By passing HR 2848 as it is written, you will be giving
the cable industry a free hand at no longer having to string
their wire. They will simply go house to house and extending
their hand into the wireless cable industry. We know that
industry today by the name of The Satellite Television Industry
or TVRO. As 4 consumer I enjoy the variety I receive with the use
of my satellite dish. When we allow a very small group of
corporations to create and continue to operate a monopoly that
involves the information you and I receive, this country is in
deep trouble. HR 2848 must not be allowed to pass as it is
written.

The only bill before The United States House that will
guarantee the American public that there will continue to be fair
competition in the distribution of satellite programming and
information is HR 1885. Please support, co-sponsor and call for
immediate markup of HR 1885. Urge your fellow members to do the
same. The state of Washington only has two co-sponsors of this
legislation, Congressman Al Swift and Sid Morrison. Above all,
when HR 1885 comes before the House, vote in favor of it. Thank
you again for your time.

Sincerely,

Richard (Rick) Aldrich
Committee of 435
Washington State Division

144 I r
1-2( (1



WILLIAM L QUINLIVAN
11.4 Delta Street
Emmonak. Alaska 99581
January 22,1988
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The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
Rayburn Building
Room 12328
Washington, D.C. , 20215

Dear Representative Kastenmeier!

It h":3 come to my attention that the final hearings on HR.
2848 before the Copyright Committee of the Judiciary sub
Committee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administu%tion
of Justice, will take place on the 27th of January 1988

I feel very strongly about the issues involved in HR2848 and
think they are very important, particularly to Alaska since
the geographical size of our state and the small size of the
majority of our communities makes us totally dependent on
Satellite Telecommunications. The Home Dish Satellite
Industry is going to play an increasingly more significant
role in the lives of all our citizens as the only source of
news, information and entertainment. I am sure this is true
for many of the other states as well.

I have followed this industry since its inception in the
late "70s" and finally purchased my own dish this past year.
I have also operated our Municipal Cable System for the
past five years and do not think the Cable Industry should
should have any control over what the individual can receive
with their own home systems. They are eaLo a separate and
distinct: entity. It appears that the Cable Industry is try-
ing to exert pressure and control over the Home satellit-.0
industry. An example,is the fact: that I as an individual can
only subsribe to the Netlink Package of Programming if oJr
local Cable System will become an affiliate of Ntlinkt. Why
shoold this be? They are over 2000 mile.; away and in a
different state. Thoy shouldn t bo allowed :o have this
amount of control.

The Bill a3 it in presently w:itten only favors and gives
more control to the unregulated Cable Cartel. It dDes not
contain anythig which would really benefit the Home
Satellite viewer nor spur the growth of this Industry. I be-
lieve the following eight points which were originally sug-
gested by K-Sat Broadcasting should be considered for in-
clusion into HR2848 to make it more Home Dish friendly.
I would rather see bill killed if these points are not
given any consideration. These eight points Lovide provi-
sions to the bill which would really make 1. non-discrimin-
atory to the Home Dish owner and viewer.
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PAGE II

1 Parity in Copyright payments with cable (non-discrimin-
atory)

2 Parity in Programming Prices with Cable (there is noth-
ing to prevent non-competitive pricing practices)

3 Remove limits on Grandfather clause (why mandate Cable
control by limiting the number of Superstations)

4 Remove the number of Cable Subscribers minimum clause
(Why should a percentage of Cable coverage determine
whether or not a Programmer may be on the air)

5 Non-Discriminatory distribution of programming (there is
nothing to prevent programmers from refusing to sell
programming)

6 No Sunset Clause (There is no sunset clause on the Cable
Industry, why should there be one on the Satellite in-
dustry)

7 Allow for any station to uplink themselves (under #2848
only the cable/programming cartel can uplink, Common
Carriers are exempt from Copyright fees so they can now
be active carriers, if the Common Carriers can be active
then why can't anyone uplink themselves 7)

8 Access (There is nothing in #2848 that says programming
has to be sold or given to anyone, There is no MANDITORY
ACCESS provision for the Howl Satellite user)

F. ..ily, I would ask you to please mive these points your
every consideration when this bill comes up in the hearings
on January 27,1988.

Thank you very much.

Sincerely yours,

XiN;wsL'
William J, Quinlivan
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February 3, 1988

The Honorable Robert W. Kastenmeier
U. S. House of Representatives
2328 RHOB
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representative Kastenmeier:

Our station has invested millions of dollars in exclusive
license agreements for television programs. H.R. 2848 is
supposed to be a bill to help bring TV service to rural
satellite dish owners. However, it would grant "satellite
carriers" a statutory license to exhibit in our market the
very same programs for which we have purchased an exclusive
license.

As a recently established Independent television station
which is diligently striving to a"dress the community needs
and concerns of our service area we believe it is absolutely
imperative that our exclusive license agreements for televi-
sion programs be maintained and enforced within our local
market areas. It is all too obvious that home satellite
dishes are not restricted to the so-called "white areas,"
but can be seen in any area of a given marketplace regardless
of off air reception quality.

H.R. 2848 should be amended to apply only to so-called
"white areas" where residents do not receive adequate service
from local TV stations. This amendment should not make any
distinction between Independent sations and network-affiliat-
ed stations.

Sincerely yours,

PAPPAS TELECASTING OP

oseph A. Shaffer
ice President/General Manager

THE CAROLINAS, INC.

JAS/jac

PAPPAS TELECASTING
OF THE CAROLNAS. NC.

GREENVILLE OFFICE:

21Infentale Court
GmereMe, SC; 29615 a (803) 288-2100

Poe ^

r'ttj
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VIPTT-NY
PITTSBURGH

February 3, 1988

The Honorable Robert W. Rastenseier
U.S. House of Representatives
2328 RIM
Washington, DC 20515

P.O. PDX 2109, PITTURAIGH, PA 15230 1417111511-5010

Dear Representative Kestenmeiers

It aaaaa as though over aL least the past two years whenever we in
broadcasting see some sign that members of Congress may be seriously considering
that the framers of the 1934 Communications Act knew what they were doing, some
new idea is considered which strikes at the very heart of the
broadcasting/government relationship embodied in that act. It also appears to
me that most of these ideas, whether dealing with cable, D88, or whatever are
espoused in the name of benefiting the consumer. Obviously, to someone engaged
in the business of politics and balancing to the best of your ability the needs
of your constituents with the needs of the State, anything which is purported to
benefit the consumer would have e great attraction for you. May I strongly urge
you before you rush headlong to benefit the consumer, to consider the short and
long term effects that HR 2848 would have on the very fabric of the broadcasting
business in this country. As it is, some basic principles which must govern the
way in which we do business, specifically marketplace exclusivity of broadcast
progrs usage, will be jeopardised one more time by the provisions of this bill.

Our station has invested millions of dollars in exclusive license
agreements for television progress'. H.R. 2848 is supposed to be a bill to help
bring TV service to rural satellite dish owners. However, it would grant
"satellite carriers" a statutory license to exhibit in our market the very same
programs for which we have purchased an exclusive license.

H.R. 2848 should be amended to apply only to so-called "white areae" where
residents do not receive adequate service from local TV stations. This
amendment should NOT make any distinction between independent stations and
network-affiliated stations.

Very truly yours,

61:44.460196414
Oharles L. Hobbs
General Manager

Cs Jim Hedlund
IND/

7 4
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Fresno Offices and Stud*: Pappas Weeds lin() Inadtpasated
at 11 East tacKariey Ave ViaattaiResno
Fresno. CA 93721
(209) 255,2900
TWX 910.382.3999

The Honorable Robert W. Kartenmeier
U.S. House of Representatives
2328 MOB
Washington, DC 20515

:Jeer Congressman:

Our station has invested millions of dollars in exclusive license
agreements for television progress. H.R. 2848 is supposed to be
a bill to help bring TV service to rural satellite dish owners.
However, it would grant "satellite carriers" a statutory license
to exhibit in our market the very game mroarege to the game
viewer. for which we have purchased an exclusive license.

We have carefully negotiated exclusivity agreements which include
protection against, among other things, importation of programs
to which we own the rights via direct-to-home satellite. In
fact, our standard contract language was presented to your
subcomaittee as a part of testimony of the Association of
Independent Television Stations on January 27, 1988. As you can
see, we believe this issue to be critical to the survival of
independent broadcasting.

H.R. 2848 should be amended to apply only to so-celled "white
areas" where residents do not receive adequate service from local
TV stations. This amendment should agt make any distinction
between Independent stations and network-affiliated stations.

Sincerely,

PAPPAS TELE :NG I

16sSon'G, Abercrombie
Sr. Exec. Vice President/General Manager

LGA/kjp

,

k}
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February 9, 1988

The Honorable Robert Kastenmeier
U.S. House of Representatives
2328 RHOB
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Kastenmeier;

May I ask your help on a very critical issue affecting the
future viability of this station and our service to the
greater Atlanta area. We have commitments in excess of $60
million on our books in exclusive license agreements for
television programs. It is my understanding that H.R. 2848
is supposed to be a bill to help bring TV service to rural
satellite dish owners. Unfortunately, it would grant
s-tellite carriers" a statutory license to exhibit in our

tr.,:ket the very same programs for which we have committed
millions supposedly on an exclusive license.

I'm asking you to amend H.R. 2848 to apply only to so-called
"white areas" where residents do not receive adequate service
from local TV stations. This amendment should most certainly
not make any distinction between independent stations and
network affiliated stations.

It's difficult enough surviving competitively in this big
market but it's suicide if we can't enjoy the benefits of
exclusivity on the product we purchase which was sold to us
on an exclusive basis.

I wou!d sincerely appreciate your help on this critical
subject.

With4kindest regards,

(1-4
ohn A. Serrao

Vice President
& General Manager
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9909 Lange Rd.
Newton, WI 53063
JanuarY 18, 1989

Rep. Robert Kastenmeier
2328 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Kastenmeier:

We are satellite dish owners and have some problems
with H.R. 2848 in its present form. We know you will
consider our views and concerns; however, we would
appreciate your specific answers to the following questions.

1. In regard to copyright fees and programing prices:
Why are there distinctions in formulas and prices
being charged to dish owners? Why is a different
value being placed on "The Wheel of Fortune" because
of the delivery method? We cannot understan,4 this;
please explain this to us. It seems to us the value
of the program is the same regardless of the delivery
method, and H.R. 2848 should reflect this position.
Please tell us why we are being asked to pay more than
the cable consummer who views the same program.

2. If the value pi copyright fees and program prices are
the are the same for all, why would there be a need
for a sunset provision? If prices are changed, they
would change for everyone regardless of the delivery
method. If YOU do not think this is fair please
explain why.

3. Please explain why programming .:-ervices started after
June 6, 1987, will not be allowed to service dish
owners. Why riot? Are we second class citizens?
Please explain this.

4. Why must a new or..ograrming service have a 10%
penetration in the cable market before they can
launch the service? Does this mean that if we want to
open a grocery store we have to guarantee 10% of our
profits Q0 to existing grocery stores before we can
open the door? It sounds that way to us. Why would
we have a law like this?

Mr. Congressman, we are not asking you for money. You
don't have any. You have the country nearly three trillion
dollars in debt. We are asking you to provide a level
playing fi?ld for the home dish industry and the consumers
of the products and programming services.

We are avid viewers of CSPAN, and recently we have
heard a lot of jawboning about job creation and budget

101 .*
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deficits. In the meantime, past legislation has destroyed
the businesses of many manufacturers, distributors, and
dealers in the home dish industry. You are destroying the.
people whose taxes you depend upon to finance the voracious
spending habits of congress. Why? What are we missing?

If you are going to pass a bill, make it equitable for
all involved. H.R. 2848 needs to be fixed. Please get it
right. Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

)44-- J C;%4d,L

211aity
Delvin 0. Orth
Mary J. Orth

copy: Rep. Thomas E. Petri
6th District Wisconsin

copy: disk
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JOHN BACKER
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Tlopkos 11411447191165

HONORABLE CONGRESSMAN ROBERT KASTENMEIER
U.S. HOUSE
WASHINGTCN,DC

DEAR CONG. KASTENMEIER:

HR 2848

ROSES ARE RED VIOLETS ARE BLUE
I'M WRITING THIS POEM TO GET THRU TO YOUI

THE COPY RIGHT BILL HAS BEEN PLAYED ani TOO LONG
BECAUSE AS WRITTEN THIS BILL IS ALL WRONG.

UNFAIR PRICING AND CABLE CONTROL
MUST BE REMOVED IF THIS BILL IS TO GO.

MANDATORY ACCESS IS TRULY A MUST
IN ORDER TO CET PROGRAMING DELIVERED TO US.

THIS LAW MUST COVER BOTH KU AND C -BAND
OR ANY FUTURE WAVE LENGHT THAT'LL COVER THIS LAND.

COMMITTEE OF 435

REcEIvED

May 13,I9rt

Sub on etorn

-SATS 8 POINTS GIVE CONSUMERS THE BREAK

THAT. WILL GIVE ACCFSI AND FAIRNESS THE CABLE CARTEL WANTS TO TAX?.

m DO WHAT IS RIGHT AND VOTE A BILL IN
WITH ISATS BPOINTS,ACCESS AND KU WE ALL WILL THEN WINIIII

SINCERELY

dIrglar.Ate .....4-<>
JOHN G. BACIES
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Congressman Robert Kastenmier
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

#2 Peach Drive
Danbury, CT 06811

May 17, 1988

RE: Satellite TV Legislation

Dear Congressman Kastenmier:

As a lifelong Wisconsin resident and graduate of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin as well as a current Wisconsin taxpayer (see
attached), I support the current legislation that calls for an
equitable program payment schedule for satellite dish owners.
However, there is one matter that to my knowledge has not been
included in the legislation; namely, the recent scrambling of
baseball signals by major league teams.

Last year due to business reasons my family and I reluctantly
moved to Connecticut from Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Although I main-
tain a business in Wisconsin and pay Wisconsin state taxes I have
been unable to get back to the state frequently. Therefore, I
purchased a satellite system with the sole intent of watching the
Milwaukee Brewers, Packers and Badgers. This was all working fine
until the Major League teams decided to scramble their baseball
games this spring. Unfortunately, the scrambling system they
chose is not available for purchase. Therefore, I would ask that
you include in the legislation:

1) Any scrambling of programming be made available on a
equal access basis.

2) That this scrambling be done in the industry accepted
format (VCII), not an entirely new format (VCI).

3) That in addition to this, that the programming fee be
reasonable and commensurate with the fee charged tele-
vision stations and networks using the current scramble
baseball feeds.

Any help you can give a fellow displaced Wisconsinite will be
greatly appreciated. Wouldn't you dread the thought of having
only access to the Yankees and Mets after investing over $3500 in
a satellite system?

Attachment

Sincerely,

George Conway
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Chairman Robert Kastenmeier
2328 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-2107

Dear Chairman Kastenmeier:

200 WANOCIACOWIT
MCHUGH°, VINGINIA23M

PIMA: (1100$41811
PAL MO 44712t

September 12, 1988

H.R. 2848, the "Satellite HoMe Viewer Copyright Act of
1988" should be passed without delay to promote the satellite
delivery of network and independent superstations to home
satellite viewers everywhere.

Given past disputes concerning the authority of signal
providers to sell broadcast programming by satellite, your Bill
presents a such needed clarification at a time in which
equipment suppliers like myself need it the most.

Swift passage of this bill will assure that all
Americana, no matter where they may reside, hive access to
network and independent programming. With that access, the
industry, and small butAntss like my own, will continua to be
able to compete effectively. Without it we most certainly will
lose that ability.

cc: Hen. Rick Bon her
Hon. John Bryant
Hon. Carlos Moorhead
Hon. Mike synar

Respectfully

itte").e utt%
George Leedy
satellite Sales Mgr.
Western Division

89-491 (7521


